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1.

The Messiah from Izmir

Is he the Lord’s anointed or a traitor,
A wicked sinner and a fornicator?

A Verse about Sabbatai Zevi, by Emanual Francis, 1666

i

In the year 1666 the Jewish communities of Europe and the Middle East were entranced by the news that the
Messiah had appeared, and that they were living in the days of the Redemption. The Messiah was a real man,
with real followers, and he kept in touch by the newest technology of the times – cheap printed circulars. Letters
poured out from the cities of Gaza, Hebron, Izmir and Aleppo. He was in the lands of the East, and was travelling
to Istanbul, where he would take the crown from the Sultan’s head.
Whereever he went, the Messiah attracted new followers and the ordinary authorities were powerless against
him. He performed miracles, raised the dead, rode through the streets of Jerusalem in defiance of the Sultan’s
authority, and spoke with angels.
People in the cities of the Mediterranean, such as Izmir and Gaza, flocked to hear the words of the
Messiah, and they soon turned prophets themselves, and were falling into trances, dancing in the streets, and
performing prodigious acts of penance. The sufferings of the Jewish people, dispersed into exile, were about to
end. Moreover the strict laws of observance, which bound every aspect of Jewish life, were dissolving into the
glory of the messianic age. Everything forbidden was now allowed, said those who were in contact with the
Messiah. The Messiah himself led by example, and having divorced previous wives, was married to a woman who
was known to have formerly worked in a brothel.
The man who set off this movement of extremism was called Sabbatai Zevi. Born in 1626, he began life
as the unremarkable son of a well-off Jewish merchant in the prosperous Mediterranean port city of Izmir
(usually called Smyrna by European writers). He was devout, and liked to read religious books, including the
speculative forms of mysticism which abounded in 17

th

century Judaism. But he lacked the scholarly

achievements which marked those esteemed in Rabbinical circles. He had swings and changes of mood, and was
sometimes too depressed to speak, and at other times too high-spirited to cease singing and preaching. In
Sabbatai’s world, all mood disorders (as we would call them) were seen as either a moral fault of the sufferer, or
as evidence of the presence of demons. He was also unable to succeed in marriage, one of the most important
roles in his community. Twice, his parents arranged good matches for him, but each time, the marriage had to be
dissolved because he refused to consummate it. Sabbatai Zevi had to leave his home town, where the Rabbis did
not like his strange antics. He travelled to Istanbul, Cairo and Jerusalem, but in all his life, was never to go outside
the lands of the Ottoman Empire.
Sabbatai Zevi was the product of a peaceful, multi-ethnic Empire, with numerous trading and cultural
relationships to the outside world. But like all kingdoms, the Sultan’s realm was held together by force, and
experienced the stresses of the burden of taxation and economic challenges. Ostensibly at the height of its
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power, the Ottoman Empire was subtly beginning to decline. It had reached its farthest boundaries, and from the
th

17 century onwards would begin to experience comparative disadvantage to the more dynamic societies which
were on the verge of industrialisation. However, the Ottoman Empire was still able to offer a good standard of
living for many citizens, and a general atmosphere of stability and peace. Violent religious and ethnic manias,
such as the witch-burning craze, and the pogroms of Jews in Eastern Europe, were not permitted.
The Ottoman Empire needed a military force which was mobile and had no loyalty to anyone but the
Sultan. In order to provide this, Sultan Murad I founded the Janissary Corps in 1389 to strengthen himself not
only against the foes of his expanding empire, but also against internal problems concerning feuding lords. The
Order was first consecrated by the revered Dervish, Hadji Bektash - a great Saint of Turkish Islam. For centuries,
the Janissaries were maintained by the devşirme, a fixed tribute of male children, levied every four to five years
from Christian citizens of the empire. The recruiting party would select boys usually aged between seven and
twelve distinguished for their strong limbs, strength and overall promise of ability. Some were diverted to Palace
administration, but most became Janissaries. The new cadets would first undergo a circumcision, be provided a
Muslim name, and then whisked to the barracks to be raised according to Islamic teachings, with emphasis on
Sufi traditions of the Bektashi Order. There, they would commence their intense training in the art of warfare,
which included privations to toughen them up. In time, they forgot their family ties and lived only for their fellow
brethren and their allegiance to the Sultan. The Janissaries did not marry, which marks them as different from
most Muslim men, and has caused them to be compared to the Christian military orders such as the Knights
Templar. Those Janissaries who survived till middle-age were able to retire, and could then have families.
During war, the Janissaries proved to be the nerve and sinew of the Ottoman army, and their courage,
skill and devotion were unequalled on the battlefield. In times of peace, however, the Janissaries were used as a
police force patrolling the city streets, as bodyguards to the Sultan, and as guards to Christian ambassadors from
Europe. They had a degree of political power, and sometimes defied government figures and supported palace
coups. In terms of numbers, by the late 17th century the Janissary Corps is said to have swelled to 70,000 strong.
The system of demanding child slaves from the Balkans and Greece was declining during the time span covered in
this novel. The devşirme was becoming sporadic, and was officially abandoned in 1648, although this did not
th

prevent occasional levies still being required even in the 18 century.
The Sultan was an absolute monarch, but the type of authority he exercised was often mediated by deference to
local communities. Each region and city, and each religious community, had a degree of autonomy. Among the
most peaceful and trusted of the Sultan’s subjects were the Jewish communities, where learning and commerce
were prized, and physical violence and sedition were rare. When the fire of messianic ambition took hold among
the Jews in 1665, the Sultan, Mehmet IV, must have been surprised. He reacted slowly, as if waiting upon events.
As Sabbateanism grew in numbers and force, more and more rules were discarded, and individuals in
the Jewish community who refused to believe were subject to threats. Those close to Sabbatai were encouraged
to break all family and community bonds, and to set aside their wealth and worldly concerns for the sake of the
movement.
Sultan Mehmet IV and his officials knew that strange religious movements had taken place in other
nations. Over on the Persian border, the Islamic world lived out its own conflicts between Sunnis and Shias. The
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Shia sect, once thought to be a temporary aberration, had evidently become permanent and had infused Islam
with a Persian influence, backed up by the power of the Safavid Dynasty. The King of England had been beheaded
in 1649 by revolutionaries who rose up against his rule in the Name of God. Civil wars of religion had enflamed
France, Germany and Central Europe. Nothing like that could ever happen in the settled world of the Ottomans,
of course. However, people came from Europe to deliver news of events.
One unexpected visitor was an English Quaker woman, Mary Fisher, who had asked for an audience in
1658, and told the Sultan that she had a divine mission to bring him into the fold of Christianity. He rejected this
offer, but received her politely. As Quakers were whipped through the streets, in England, she found the
ii

tolerance of the Ottomans very noble and praiseworthy. The thoughts of the Sultan are not recorded. He
probably thought her a strange visitor from exotic and distant lands.
Tolerance has its limits. The Ottoman authorities received many negative reports, including from their
informers within the Jewish community, to the effect that: ‘Sabatai Sevi was a lewd person, and one who
endeavored to debauch the minds of the Jews, and divert them from their honest course of livelihood, and
obedience to the Grand Signior [the Sultan] and that therefore it was necessary to clear the world of so factious
iii

and dangerous a Spirit.’ In 1666, amid rumors that Sabbatai Zevi was going to seize the Sultan’s throne and lead
an army to destroy the city of Mecca, the authorities ordered his arrest, and brought him to Istanbul to face trial.
Even as a prisoner, Sabbatai Zevi retained the loyalty of many Jews, who expected him to suddenly overcome this
misfortune with a display of miraculous might. However, when he finally came to trial, in Istanbul in September
1666, he suddenly announced that none of the claims made about him had truly issued from his own mouth. He
then converted to Islam, and thus avoided any penalty for his apparent sedition. Sultan Mehmet IV, who had
taken a personal interest in the case, was very pleased, and made Sabbatai Zevi a doorkeeper of the palace. The
Jewish community was very disillusioned, although some still believed that in time Sabbatai would reveal his
messianic powers. A small group of followers converted with him, and were known as the Donmeh. They
remained as a distinct group of Muslims with a Jewish heritage, right up until the twentieth century.
These are the historical events which provide the setting for my thesis in the field of creative writing. In
genre terms, I define my novel, Mark of the Crescent as being a work of historical fiction, and as a thriller.
It is obvious, even from the short outline above, that the events of Sabbatai’s messianic career provide a
background where power struggles, intrigues and uncertain outcomes are to be found. These are the ideal basis
for a thriller, that is to say, a novel which relies upon a series of dramatic events, and descriptions of risk, to
advance the narrative.
According to the story recounted in my thesis, a Janissary, Kansu, is given the mission of following
Sabbatai Zevi and discerning his plans and the real nature of his movements. Although not used to working as a
spy, he is obliged to accept the assignment, in the company of his best friend and fellow soldier, Mustafa. Like all
Janissaries, the two have been long separated from their families of birth, and are obliged to seek what security
they can from the world around them. Kansu notices, in the course of events, that Mustafa appears to remember
more of his Christian past than a Janissary should. Kansu is also shocked to find that the supposed Jewish
Messiah, Sabbatai Zevi, is already able to sway Ottoman officials and corrupt communities with his funds and
influence. A series of violent and sinister events await the Janissaries in Izmir, Cairo, and Gaza. They acquire a
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new companion, the innocent and scholarly Jewish maiden, Rachel, whose uncle has been a victim of Sabbatian
fanatics. In Jerusalem, Kansu is seduced by Sara, the charismatic Messiah-Queen, and their whole project veers
out of control as they journey toward Istanbul. Finally, all of the characters confront the truth about Sabbatai’s
deceptions, and try to set order in the place of chaos. But not all survive, and no one is ever quite the same.
The characters in my novel are taken both from real life, and from imagination. The central character,
Kansu the Janissary, who is called upon to investigate Sabbatai Zevi’s movement, is my own invention. Most of
the story is told through his eyes. The novel is meant to have a focus on outward events, and deep character
studies are not attempted, however, each of them corresponds to an ethnic or religious group found in the
Ottoman Empire. Thus, my novel follows the conventions of historical fiction, and uses history as a source for a
storyline which then departs into imaginary worlds more tenuously connected to historical documentation.
Although the personalities of my characters do not change a great deal, their circumstances and identities do,
and several people will convert from one religion to another, or will change their view of their own loyalties.
In order to introduce my thesis, I shall explain the value of using the Ottoman Empire as a focus for
historical fiction. I shall also explain the existing scholarship about Sabbatai Zevi, and indicate what sources I have
drawn on. I shall also comment on Turkish literature, and my own aspirations.

2. The Character of Zevi

Mark of the Crescent offers a grim view of Sabbatai Zevi and his movement. Sabbatai Zevi is portrayed as a leader
of a cult, with all the negative connotations which that implies. The Messiah and his close associates are drawn
as fanatical, deceptive and inherently dangerous to those around them. I acknowledge that other interpretations
are possible. Zevi could be seen as a person driven to extremes by a repressive society, and his messianic claims
might be an attempt at liberation. He might also be seen as someone who was deluded, but honest, or was the
victim of the expectations and fantasies of other people.
In the narrative I have written, there is an emphasis upon the Sabbatians’ propensity for violence. This
serves the purpose of adding to the structure of a thriller. A far milder representation of the movement could be
written, by concentrating on their communal bonds and spiritual experiences, but this would be less suited to this
genre of fiction. Also, a sombre view of an exploitative cult leadership who deceived and threatened others is
quite compatible with the historical evidence.
Sabbatai Zevi’s followers worked largely through persuasion, but they were capable of making threats,
and many people had reason to fear them. It seems significant that even a foreign national with a prestige
diplomatic post – the English consul Paul Rycaut – published his 1667 account of the Sabbatian movement
anonymously. ‘Rycaut wanted the work published without his name on it because he still had to work with the
Jewish merchants and brokers in Smyrna who had been, and still were, followers of the feigned Messiah. He even
had fears of being personally attacked in Smyrna if it was known that he had written some unflattering things
iv

about Sabbatai Zevi and his followers.’ In Italy, a Jewish writer and independent thinker, Jacob Frances, took up
his pen against the Messianic movement, even during its height in 1665-66. Frances, who had a rationalist turn of
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mind and had already published polemics against the kabbalah, lampooned Sabbatai Zevi in several poems. He
and his brothers suffered ‘much vexation and persecution’, even though they were in Italy, and therefore some
distance from the centre of Sabbatai’s power. Jacob Frances left Mantua and went to Florence, apparently to
v

escape the Jewish community. He and his brothers ‘were even attacked in their houses.’ Jacob Frances died in
1667, and I have not been able to find any reference as to the exact cause of his death.
Although Sabbatai Zevi attracted loyalty and hope, there were always sceptics, and many people in the
Jewish community were afraid of the Sabbatians. The orthodox Rabbinate several times urged that Sabbatai Zevi
himself be put to death, and they would not have done so if they did not think him to be a serious danger to
others. However the formal sentence of death in Jewish Law, the din rodef, is so hedged about by tradition and
conditions, that it is a rhetorical rather than a literal call to action. The Sabbatian missives appear more ominous.
Some went on the record for not only suggesting that opponents of the movement be put to death, and also that
this would be a suitable activity for the Sabbath Day.

vi

Most Jewish people who believed in the messianic movement were entirely idealistic, and only hoped
for the Redemption. But some of those closer to Zevi appear to have been ruthless. Opponents of Zevi in
messianic strongholds such as Izmir went into hiding. A senior figure of the Sabbatian movement, Raphael Joseph
in Egypt, was murdered in 1669. This has been attributed to either revenge against Sabbatians by other Jews, or
to violent factions around the pseudo-Messiah. It is also said that the Polish scholar of the Kabbalah, Nehemiah
ha-Kohen, who travelled to meet Sabbatai Zevi in 1666 declared him to be an imposter. ‘Shabbethai and his
followers thereupon decided secretly to kill Nehemiah, but the latter detected their design, and ran into the
vii

street, shouting that he wished to embrace Islam.’ This saved him from the messianic cultists, but it was a long
time before he was able to return to Europe and rejoin the Jewish communities.
Therefore the presence of violence and homicides in the thesis is based on historical fact, but the
instances told in this story are entirely fictional. The murder of the Rabbi in Izmir, and of Rachel in Jerusalem, are
inventions of my own, their fates were created for the novel. Although, in this novel, Nathan and Sara are both
accused of plotting people’s deaths, there is no proof that in real life their original prototypes did any such thing.
However, it is acceptable, in historical novels, to create a dark legend about a historical character. An example of
this is Robert Graves’ I Claudius, which portrays Livia, the wife of Emperor Augustus, as responsible for many
murders, including that of her husband. This is creative writing, rather than history. Historians who write about
Livia have been exasperated by the influence of Robert Graves’ novel.

viii

But a discerning reader would look at the

novel and the histories separately, and also read the translations of the Roman writers such as Tacitus. Each has a
story to tell about ancient Rome. Another example of this type of fictionalization of history is Shakespeare’s
famous depiction of Richard III as an evil hunchback who murdered the Princes in the Tower. This portrait
dominated the public’s view of Richard III, but now historians judge that he was the victim of: ‘the notoriety
heaped upon him by the Tudor propaganda machine and the brilliance of Shakespeare … The lack of reliable
evidence will always leave room for a wide spectrum of speculation and belief.’

ix

If I had been free to write a longer text, I would have made Sara’s actions more enigmatic, and
suggested that the death in Jerusalem may have been the work of other, hidden figures among those who were
pursuing Zevi. But such a turn in the plot would require several more chapters, and take me beyond the word
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limit for the thesis. Some compression is necessary, in this form of telling the story, and historical novelists often
individualise events, as diffuse causes are more difficult to relate.
Sara, the wife of Sabbatai, is a person of whom little is known for certain. She was from the Jewish
communities of Ukraine/Poland was a survivor of the Chmielnicki pogroms of 1648-50. She then found temporary
shelter in a convent, but rebelled against their plans to make her a Christian and marry her off. It seems to be
historical fact that she had at least one brother who survived and lived in Amsterdam. Sara left Europe during the
1650s and travelled to the Ottoman Empire, as is related to the Janissary in this story. In this novel, she is an
opportunist with an inclination towards crime. In much of the early literature about Sabbatai, she is denounced
as an immoral woman. A historian with an interest in women’s history might see her as a marginalised and
oppressed figure. My own fictionalized treatment of her sees as a femme fatale of the type which goes back to
Salome.
My own view of Sabbatai Zevi is that he had a bi-polar mental condition. I agree with his biographer,
x

Gershom Scholem ,who explains that the records of his moods of ‘darkness’ and ‘exultation’ are reflections of
this well known symptom of mental illness. Bi-polar disorders run in families, and if Zevi’s relatives had already
dealt with others like him, it would explain their indulgence of him and constant attempts to integrate him back
into Jewish society. However, being bi-polar would explain no more than Zevi’s personal symptoms. It does not
resolve the issue of his public impact. The psychological state leads to vacillating moods, and illusions and selfdeceptions. The fluctuations of his mind can no longer be determined, but I would say that he would have moved
from belief to conscious deception, at different times. This thesis does not give an ‘interior’ view of Zevi – we see
him reflected through the eyes of others – although some characters enunciate why they did or did not believe in
him.
In this thesis, Sabbateanism was an extremist messianic belief, which took off for unknown reasons, and
spread with astonishing speed, only to abruptly collapse when Sabbatai Zevi was confronted by the Ottoman
authorities. The Janissary Kansu, who follows Zevi up and down the Levant, is trained for warfare and tactical
observation. Therefore he does not concern himself with the causes of the movement, but only the
consequences, and even those are difficult for him to discern.
The thesis includes scenes of violence and extreme sexual behavior. This is justifiable, according to the
record of the Sabbatian movement, and also studies of other cults.
The breaking of sexual boundaries seems on the surface unlikely, especially in the confined and
traditional world of Jewish communities in the Middle East. However, the Sabbatians’ sexual license was
proverbial, and indeed continued, as a legacy of their movement, in the Jacob Frank cult which spread to Europe
xi

in the eighteenth century. The historical Sabbatai Zevi really did proclaim that the forbidden was allowed, and
encouraged his followers to break the moral boundaries which they had previously regarded as inviolate. A story
about the couple relates that Sabbatai ‘persuaded the doctor’s son to enter Sarah’s room, but the youth
apparently fled when she approached him. This led Sabbatai to complain of the doctor’s son that, “If he had done
her will, he would have performed a great tiqqun *good deed+.”’

xii

It is said that others did not flee, and

committed ‘sacred adultery’ for the sake of exulting the Messiah. It appears that Sabbatai himself was of an
ascetic bent, and refused even to consummate his marriages, but he encouraged his followers to participate in

vi

both violent penances and acts of lust. Rumours about homosexual relationships also gathered around Sabbatai
Zevi, and in later years his followers in Izmir were sometimes insulted on the streets with the taunt ‘Poustai’ – a
Greek word for homosexual.

xiii

The notion of breaking marriage vows was a part of the reversal of all existing traditions. If the
movement had remained longer in its campaigning stage, they may have tried to mingle Jewish and gentile
partners – a notion profoundly opposed to their community’s values. The anonymous Sabbatian text, the Gali
Razaya, is quoted as having listed the instances in the Bible where Hebrews took foreign spouses and then
suggests that: ‘The souls of these women are descended from the pious Gentiles and the pious Gentiles thereby
acquire a share in the world to come because they mingle with Israel.’

xiv

It is then further explained that because

‘women are under control of the sitra ahra, the realm of evil, these women provide points of contact between
xv

the great souls of Israel and the demonic world.’ Nathan, the theorist of the movement, proclaimed directly
that the ban on incest no longer existed, because the advent of Sabbatai meant that the Tree of Life had replaced
the Tree of Knowledge.

xvi

As several of these rule-breaking relationships are important to the plot of the novel, I would take the
opportunity to explain that this is not unrealistic, and in fact is a feature of such cult-like groups. Moreover,
aberrations can appear anywhere, and have also been seen in Christian and in Muslim sects which depend upon
charismatic leaders. Social pressures can also cause people to overlook the letter of law. One example is given by
twentieth-century Egyptian writer Nawal El Saadawi, who recalls that when:

I was still a child I used to hear the women in my village, Kafr Tahla, talking about sterile women who visited
the sheikh [in this context, an Islamic cleric] and asked him for a special charm that, once worn by them,
would lead to pregnancy… The meeting between the woman the sheikh always took place in a dark room and
she therefore did not notice what he was doing, or sometimes pretended not to notice. Her desire to have a
child and to erase the stigma attached to her infertility … was enough to make her close her eyes to whatever
the sheikh might do …

xvii

Stories abound, in the Middle East, about Sufi rituals which are so potent that worshippers lose all sense of time
and what is going on around them. Normally, this would be the experience of a trance state, however, in some
eccentric sects, these rituals can serve as ‘cures’ for infertility, of the type mentioned above.
It is easy to say that Middle Eastern villagers are naive, but one might consider a recent account from
Canada, by a commentator who became aware of scandalous activities in a prayer group led by an Iranian pastor
who had converted from Islam to Christianity. Afshin Javid, author of a memoir As Easy as Drinking Water,
encouraged young girls to join his faith community, Vancouver Christian Fellowship, and soon lured them into
inappropriate relationships.

Wearing down of previously established moral barriers was a big part of the VCF technique. This was
accomplished by framing personal codes of ethics as ‘spirits of religiosity’. So, for example, exhorting Afshin
not to make off colour jokes or swear might be framed as ‘a religious spirit’. By the systematic application of

vii

this technique over the course of months, you could take a clean living kid and get them to think it’s OK that
the pastor is massaging topless women in his living room. I know that seems patently ridiculous but it
worked. Kids who came from upright homes were suddenly participating in things that would have struck
them as entirely repugnant 6 months earlier.
Through all of this, great worship sessions were maintained as were really powerful sessions of prayer among
the adherents. …
So, I think that the reader understands when you love bomb, isolate, create devotion and obedience to a
prophet, you can basically get anyone to do anything. I used to think only a half-wit could fall into a cult. Now
I know that any passionate person with a deep desire for growth, if they end up in the wrong place, can be a
spiritual victim.
Back to the original point: the women feel ashamed for having fell for something so stupid and they are
genuinely afraid of Afshin – I mean very afraid. I have talked to them.

xviii

The syndrome explained here by Dr Daniel Holmes has often been observed, and a variant of it is recreated in my
thesis. I note as significant the following points – the creation of an eccentric religious movement which parodies
the form of existing traditions, the seduction of believers into cult behavior, and the easy transition between
Abrahamic religions, and between the Middle East and the West. Note also the presence of threats and fear.
Social theorists who study cults usually regard them as a form of deviant behavior, but also as reflective of
mainstream power structures and social roles. Elements of cult behavior can be traced, over time, in very diverse
circumstances, and studies of these groups are usually comparative. As Janja Lalich wrote: ‘Many groups,
situations, and settings that do not appear bizarre or extreme on the surface may comprise the same structural
and interpersonal dynamics … and may result in similar consequences of unquestioning adulation of a leader or
authority figure, combined with personal sacrifice and disempowerment on the part of followers or adherents.’

xix

Religious cults can be judged to be: ‘particularly important cases. These groups not only offer radical resistance to
the dominant social order, they also sacralize that resistance. The challenge these movements pose is therefore
fundamental in nature, as they threaten the logic and organizational forms through which the dominant social
order is maintained.’

xx

th

During the 17 century, a series of enthusiastic and extreme religious movements appeared all over the
Christian and Islamic worlds. Sabbatai Zevi might be considered to be Judaism’s contribution to the trend. The
general policy of these extreme groups is termed ‘antinomianism’, by scholars of seventeenth century religious
history such as Michael Watts.

xxi

Antinomian believers have so strong a notion of salvation – and often an

attachment to a persuasive religious leader – that they cast aside all laws and regulations, in favor of
transgressions and sins. These are either automatically excused, because of the holiness of the redemptive hour
(such groups tend to think they are living in the last days) or else no longer apply, because of an exceptional
privilege given to this group. In England and Holland, groups of Quakers, Levellers and Anabaptists confronted all
the norms of Christianity, and sometimes ran about naked, having given themselves permission to act as if they
were back in the Garden of Eden. In the Islamic world, cults grew up around various poets, Sufis and preachers,
some of whom believed that humans could become divine, and others that Islamic law was only for people who
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had not yet drawn near to Allah. An example is Qamini of Damascus. He was a noted Sufi. Qamini ‘is variously
described as an ecstatic (majdhūb), seized with apparent madness by the force of sudden illumination, and
enraptured by God (muwallah), someone who through extreme love of God experienced a permanent state of
unveiling (kashf) so as to have direct experiential knowledge of God.’

xxii

The effects of this were that he felt that

shariah (Islamic law) no longer applied, and indeed, could be put into reverse. ‘Therefore, he did not observe the
rules of ritual purity, but wore filthy clothing, rarely washed and urinated in his long, sweeping robes. Qamini was
known to frequent the stoke-hole of the baths at the Nur al-din Hospital and, otherwise, spent his time among
the dung heaps. Nevertheless, it was popularly believed that his outwardly polluted state was of no consequence
in the true saint …’

xxiii

Considering that physical purity is one of the most constant tenets of Islam, this is all quite
th

remarkable. Qamini lived during the 13 century, but his tomb in Damascus was revered, and his cult revived,
th

during the late 17 century, when other religious ecstatics, known as ‘majdhūb, crazed to the eyes of the world’,
flocked to the city.

xxiv

Antinomian values, and cult behavior, can go together or appear separately. Both abounded in the world
th

of the late 17 century, where new ideas challenged people, and the power of the written word had dissolved
many traditional certainties.
3. Other Characters

The most significant individual to the Sabbatian movement, other than Zevi himself, was Nathan Ashkenazi, later
known as Nathan of Gaza.
The historical Nathan was much younger than Zevi, and was educated at yeshivas in Jerusalem. He
attained the highest reputation as a scholar, and then married the daughter of a leading merchant, who had sight
only in one eye, and went to live in Gaza. Although Zevi had been in Jerusalem during the earlier years of
Nathan’s education, there is no evidence that they met. Nathan seems to have had his first serious encounter
with Zevi around 1664, when the wandering holy man stopped in Gaza, while travelling between Cairo and
Jerusalem.
Nathan immediately recognised Sabbatai Zevi as the Messiah, and he took on an active role – writing
letters, circulating texts, claiming authority over Jewish communities, and justifying the most radical moves with
reference to Scriptural authority. The similarity with the Puritan reformers of England is evident. ‘The hidden,
revolutionary tendencies of his generation crystallized in Nathan Ashkenazi.’
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Nathan could perform many tasks

which Zevi never even attempted. Zevi is most unusual, among Jewish leaders, in that he wrote no texts or books.
We have only a few letters from his pen, and their style is feeble and unimpressive. Nathan, by contrast, was a
master of whole libraries of references, and could write elaborate analogies and interpretations in the polished
style favored in traditional Jewish scholarship. However, his clever, elaborate arguments often had a
disconcerting ability to reverse meanings – Nathan often set out to persuade his readers that the rules recounted
in Scripture mean the opposite to their literal sense.
As recounted by Yehuda Lieves:

ix

Nathan of Gaza was one of the most profound and original thinkers in Jewish history. He combined various
degrees of mystical apprehension -- including that of prophecy, as he understood it-with unswerving loyalty
to Sabbatai Zevi's paradoxical personality (he believed in him more than Sabbatai Zevi believed in himself), as
well as astonishing creative powers in several literary genres. His kabbalistic work reaches hundreds of pages,
most of them unpublished and barely researched.
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Nathan states that when withdrawn in prayer and fasting: ‘I saw visions of God all day long and all night,
and I was vouchsafed true prophecy like any other prophet …’ Upon meeting Sabbatai he then: ‘recognized that
he was the true [messiah] by the signs which Isaac Luria had taught, for he [Luria] has revealed profound
mysteries in the Torah and not one thing faileth of all that he has taught.’
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In this same text, Nathan also makes

reference to Maimonides, using his authority to state that prophets ‘perceived in their hearts the correct
interpretation of their prophecy’

xxviii

. Nathan’s loyalty to Zevi seems therefore to have been based on his

immediate impressions.
Nathan’s loyalty persisted, strangely enough, even after the apostasy, and until the end of Zevi’s life.
Nathan always believed in his Messiah, and came up with many ingenious explanations of why it was a necessary
condition of Messiahship that the chosen one undergo apostasy. The creation of a lasting cult of Sabbatians
seems to have been Nathan’s work.
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One of the mysteries of Sabbatai’s life is that until the mid-1660s he was merely a wandering mystic who
was often rebuffed, and sometimes treated with charity, but then, he suddenly became famous. In 1660, he went
to Cairo, having been expelled and disciplined by the Rabbis of several communities because of his eccentric
teachings and boasting. However, he did impress some people, and then moved on and lived a religious life as a
scholar in Jerusalem. His charming way of speech, and existing contacts, apparently inspired the community in
Jerusalem to send him back to Cairo in 1663, where he appealed for funds, which were badly needed for
Ottoman taxes. He succeeded in this, largely through the patronage of the wealthy and pious jeweller, Joseph
Halibi (Joseph of Aleppo.) Zevi’s career was gaining momentum, and he was often referred to as the Anointed
One. The key difference between his early life and the launching of his public mission may have been gaining so
active an adherent as Nathan of Gaza. With Nathan, came other privileged figures such as Abraham ha-Yahkini, a
wealthy Crimean Jew and a trader in ancient documents, genealogies and scrolls. Soon, a document was
circulating which purported to show that Sabbatai had been described centuries earlier, in ancient documents
written by holy men.
Sabbatai Zevi then married again, in Cairo, around 1664. His wife was Sarah, a refugee from Europe with
a reputation as a scarlet woman. Her life of unchastity was paradoxically interpreted as being evidence of Zevi’s
prophetic or messianic role – he was like Hosea, and had taken a ‘wife of whoredoms.’ It is impossible to
overstate how odd this is, in the conservative world of Sephardic Jewry. Chastity was highly regarded and women
in particular bore the weight of an extra demand for moral standards. Sarah, however, was blatant, colourful,
romantic and very well-matched with Zevi. She claimed that she had seen visions of him during her earlier life,
had been rescued from imprisonment in a convent by a miracle, and had always known that she would be the
wife of the Messiah. She did have a tragic history, as a survivor of the pogroms in Poland, and had travelled on
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her own to Istanbul, and then to Cairo, where she attracted Zevi’s attention by her wild claims. She also claimed
to have travelled to Persia and to be in possession of mystic texts which indicated the dawn of a new era.
As the Jewish Encyclopaedia states: ‘When the report of Sarah's adventures reached Cairo, Sabbatai
claimed that such a consort had been promised to him in a dream because he, as the Messiah, was bound to fall
in love with an unchaste woman … and they were married at Halabi's house. Her beauty and eccentricity
reportedly helped him gain new followers. Through her a new romantic and licentious element entered
Sabbatai's career.’
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The development of eccentric moral codes is one of the marks of a cult. This is one way of interpreting
Sarah’s presence and impact. Alternative interpretations may be given. One reader of drafts of this thesis
commented that Sarah might be an indication of pre-Islamic and pre-Jewish pagan influences, which were so
strong in both the Hellenic and Egyptian world, and therefore were part of Mediterranean culture. Before the
Abrahamic religions regularised women’s religious role, the fertility goddesses were strong and blatant – their
presence is often noted with disapproval by the prophets. These goddesses, and the women who embodied their
service, drew strength from sexual relationships with many men, and made manifest the sacred dynamism of life
and fertility.
Whatever the origins of Sara’s power, she rode to fame alongside Zevi, and was believed to be a Queen
in waiting. After his fall, she accompanied him into Islam, and took the name Fatima. They stayed together for his
whole life, although at one time, during his days as a doorkeeper in Istanbul, Sabbatai tired of Sara, blamed her
for all his misfortunes in life, and alleged that she made him feel like a leper. He divorced her, but later they were
reconciled. These types of reversals are typical of the moods of a bi-polar person.
The unusual claim about Zevi’s disillusionment with his wife, and leprosy, was argued in such a strange,
but characteristic, way that it is worth quoting. Although in his later days he was ostensibly a Muslim, Sabbatai
would every so often return to hinting that he might be the Jewish Messiah. On one day:

The first passage he read was the text beginning, “This is the law of the leper on the day he is purified of his
leprosy” *Leviticus 14:2+. *10+ He explained this as an allusion to an evil wife, who is “like a leprosy for her
husband.” *11+ Thus our ancient sages tell us the Messiah’s name is to be “the White One of the master’s
xxxi
house” – which term *“White One”+ Rashi glosses as “leper” *Talmud, Sanhedrin 98b+.
4. Causes and Events

Historians have come up with different explanations for the rise of Sabbateanism.
Many historians have pointed out that the Sabbatian movement burst upon the Jewish community after a
period of terrible suffering – the unprecedented pogroms which swept Eastern Europe in 1648-1656. The trauma
of this event caused many to hope for the arrival of the messianic era, and this may have predisposed people to
receive Zevi’s message. These hugely destructive pogroms must have had severe repercussions, but as Scholem
has pointed out, the Sabbatean movement did not arise in Eastern Europe – although it soon spread there – and
th

there was nothing about the situation of the Ottoman Jewish communities in the late 17 century which put
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them in crisis. Even other parts of the Middle East, such as Persia and Yemen, were more turbulent for the Jewish
communities of the 1660s than the Ottoman territories, where they appear to have been settled and respected.
Another explanation for the rise of Sabbatai Zevi is that Judaism was changing, under the impact of
mystical doctrines, which predisposed people to expect a Messiah. The most important of such tendencies was
the Luranic Kabbalah – named after Isaac Luria (1534-1572) of Safed, a city in the Holy Land. Luria drew upon
non-Biblical texts, such as the Zohar, and formulated theories about the role of creation as a dynamic process of
the interaction of spirit and matter. Some of his theories resemble those of the alchemists, and some also are
th

like those of the 17 century Hermetic ‘philosophers.’ Luria believed that divine sparks are found in every living
being, and that all strive in various ways to attain the age of redemption. His theories about the orders of divine
spheres, and the tree of life, are very complicated, and the main point to mention here is that he popularized
and regularized the notion of the Shekinah – a divine spirit which manifested God the Creator. The Shekinah was
the feminine face of the Divinity, and could be interpreted to be accessed through contact with actual women.
The Luranic Kabbalah drew its students away from the strict traditions of Judaism, and into dreams of a new
world. It became most influential during the late 17

th

century, and one of the most respected scholars of

Sabbatean history, Gershom Scholem, states that it is a leading cause of the whole movement.
More recently, historians have linked the messianic movement to the other cults and apocalyptic
movements of the time. Europe was being rocked by successive radical Christian movements, whose features are
also found in Sabbateanism. Matt Goldish, in The Sabbatean Prophets, offers a contextualized and comparative
view of Sabbatai’s movement as an example of tendencies found both within and without the Jewish world.
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I have noticed that an essential part of the spread of messianic fervor was the circulation of printed
letters, which were sent to Jewish communities in Europe, especially those in Italy and Amsterdam. The
th

contribution of texts seems to have been very important. The late 17 century was a time of increasing literacy,
and of a further development of the revolutionary effects of the printing press. Printed texts were becoming
cheaper, and could find a mass audience of people who did have a minimal level of literacy, even if without other
education. Books were still for the privileged, but letters and pamphlets – the precursor to the newspaper – were
beginning to thrive as a form of mass communication. They combined the functions of information and
entertainment, and tended to be uncritically received.
In the following century, novels appeared and took on the function of making reading a pastime. The 17

th

century texts were a stepping stone to this, and they enabled people to imaginatively connect with distant
people and marvelous ideas. I think that if Sabbatai Zevi had lived earlier, he could not have reached so many
people, and if he had lived later, he would have reached more critical people, who had grown sceptical of the
authority of the written word. But the 1660s were a good time to be sending printed letters with ‘news’ that
people wanted to believe. Sabbatai Zevi himself was not much of a writer. But he did not need to be. His
‘prophet’ Nathan did this for him. According to a hostile, Christian observer:

the Messengers of Nathan Benjamin arrived with that epistle sent by Heaven, together with another letter
addressed to the Synagogue, in which, on behalf of God, he declared Sabatai Levi true Messiah and invited
the Tribes of Israel to honor him and accept him as such. Once this letter was made known to the Synagogue
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of Smyrna, where Benjamin's reputation was great, they gave such importance to the declaration, that they
decided to go together to meet the new Messiah, to render him the honors and homage due to his rank. … It
is impossible to tell here all the tales that were spread about him and about his so-called miracles,
particularly in those Provinces of the Country farthest from where he stayed. Among other things, people
kept saying that it was an absolute truth that every day several children would fall into an ecstasy and in that
state would say extraordinary things about him … Many kept saying that by uttering a few words he had
opened the gates of prison in order to free a Jew jailed there. On the whole, they kept saying about him a
thousand things which their passion prompted them to invent … While he was staying in that City it so
happened that a Spinster from Galata, prompted by the Demon or encouraged by the same Sabatai Levi, told
her Parents that an Angel had revealed himself to her, covered in admirable Splendor, holding in his hand a
flaming sword, and that he had told her that the true Messiah had come and that very soon he would appear
on the shores of the Jordan; hence the Jews should prepare themselves …
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There were so many reports of spectacular miracles:

Letters from Egypt on the appearance of the lost tribes in Arabia and the conquest and destruction of Mecca
were received in Amsterdam. At the end of 1665 the believers in Palestine also began to include legendary
material in their letters. They told of a fiery cloud encompassing the prophet, of a voice of an angel
emanating from a cloud, and of Christian churches sinking into the earth. The earliest reports received in
Amsterdam stated that Zvi had confirmed his messiahship by miracles: he had predicted accurately the
sudden death of certain people, a day of darkness, and a storm of great hailstones, fire, and brimstone, and
he had entered a fire without harm. News of miraculous events continued after Zevi's imprisonment by the
Turkish authorities. Letters told that Zevi had resurrected the dead and had passed through the locked and
barred doors of his prison.
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Later writers claimed that Zevi and those around him had contrived false miracles. An early Turkish text, Sabatay
Sevi by Alaeddin Govsa, mentions that an Italian Jew named Jozef Penhaz was a gambler and owed debts all
around in Izmir. This went so far that his exasperated creditors wanted to beat him or lynch him, and Jozef went
into hiding. This troubled person was found lying motionless, people thought he was dead. Zevi entered the
scene and healed him from this sickness. The act was hailed as a miracle. His debts were all settled apparently.
Govsa surmises that Zevi had set-up this miracle of healing, and Jozef Penhaz was simply acting a role. It is
deduced that Zevi’s movement organised that his debts be paid off.
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Various contrived miracles are essential elements to the story recounted here in my thesis.
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5. Millenarianism

Zevi lived in an age of millenarianism, and many of the characters in the novel are brought in to reflect this. They
enunciate Islamic and Christian views about dates, portents and the hope of a messiah. Moreover, they give
minority and variant views, such as those of Shia Muslims and Coptic Christians, who maintain their own
traditions and calendars.
These views are of relevance to contemporary history, because messianic views have returned at the end of
the twentieth century, and are frequently now cited as part of the Middle East debate. The allegation that Shia
views of the return of the Twelfth Imam are a dangerous preoccupation of the Iranian elite, and a reason to fear
nuclear war, is often stated by American lobby groups. ‘Prof. Raymond Tanter … said there was no questioning
the belief of Iran's leaders in the coming of the Mahdi. Tanter, president of the Iran Policy Committee, a
Washington-based organization comprised of former officials from the White House, State Department,
Pentagon, and intelligence services, said: “The Iranian leadership, particularly Ahmadinejad, welcome the
apocalyptic vision of the return of the hidden Imam. … These nuclear weapons are tied to the return of the
Mahdi.”’
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This alarming interpretation of Islamic theology – which has strong elements of projection - drives

demands for military action against Iran.
Bible-believing Christians in the USA espouse messianic hopes of the immediate return of Christ, and are
known as the ‘Armageddon lobby’
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. They offer political support for Israeli policies in order to hasten this end.

Biblical texts are used within the context of the geo-politics of the current world, to foster interpretations such as
this from John Haggee, an influential preacher often featured in the US media. ‘And in Ezekiel 36, God gives the
promise to the Jewish people that he's going to bring them out of their gentile graves. … there is the dramatic
presentation of the Valley of Dry Bones that come together to become an exceeding great army. This is a physical
portrait of the nation of Israel … And then in Ezekiel 38 and 39, the prophet Ezekiel very explicitly describes the
war that's going to happen at some point in our future … and the end result of that war is that God himself is
going to stand up and defend Israel, and the enemies of Israel are going to be crushed in such a dynamic fashion
…‘
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In Israel also, a purely Jewish perspective on biblical studies allows for an enormous amount of rhetoric,
predictions, and even sometimes incitements to violence. These are accompanied by predictions of the pending
era of the messiah’s return. The assurance that divine aid will be forthcoming in the event of reckless military
endeavors is an irrational perspective, yet it is present in much current Israeli political discourse. It is also
frequently denounced. Yuval Diskin, the former head of Mossad, has accused Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu
and Defence Minister Barak of being driven to conflict with Iran out of illogical motives. ‘I don't believe in a
leadership that makes decisions based on messianic feelings.’
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In reply, Michael Freund, of Jewish World

Review, asks ‘Who's Afraid of the Messiah?’ and points out that Zionism has always been a messianic movement,
and that Theodor Herzl, the founder of modern-day political Zionism ‘was attracted to the Messiah legends of the
Jews from early adolescence.’
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When considering these views, one realises how powerful is religious fundamentalism, and how worthy
of consideration is religious history. While we are surrounded by such voices, and while extremist views are being
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brought forward on matters of such international importance, it is worthwhile to revisit the emotional storms
and alluring prophecies of an earlier era. Studies of messianic movements are relevant to an understanding of the
extremes of politics and nationalism, and it is also important that religious history should have its place in the
field of historical novels.

6. Looking at the Past and Present
Fictional recreations of history have always been popular with readers, and many esteemed writers, such as
George Eliot, Leo Tolstoy, Joseph Conrad and Gustave Flaubert, have written historical novels. However, it is only
recently that historical fiction has been offered the higher forms of recognition, such as prestigious literary prizes.
The famous Marxist theorist, George Lukacs, published a ground-breaking study of the social purpose of
the historical novel in 1955. This essay, which looks in particular at Walter Scott, is often quoted and is most
influential. But for a long time, it remained almost alone, and political and social theory, as well as literary
th

analysis, did not give much regard to the genre of historical fiction. Moreover, Lukacs’ focus on a 19 century
writer of classic works of historical fiction may have given the impression that historical fiction not only wrote
about the past, but belonged in the past. A notion arose that twentieth-century works of historical fiction were of
an inferior sort. The historian and theorist Perry Anderson credits Walter Scott with inaugurating the historical
novel, which had then become a ‘recessive form’ in Britain after the First World War.
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The large number of

novels which appeared only made things worse, in his view, as the ‘larger and more indiscriminate this stratum
became, the lower the depths to which the historical novel was consigned as a respectable literary form.’
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Anderson points out that the historical novel was incompatible with modernism, and thus outside of the
advanced style of the times. But he is too dismissive of the writers of this era, and seems to only value the
contributions of continental and American novelists such as William Faulkner and Giuseppe di Lampedusa.
th

In fact, historical fiction had existed from the 16 century onwards, and flourished during the interwar
era of the 20

th

century. English writers such as Naomi Mitchison, Georgette Heyer and Mary Renault all

developed new styles of writing, and new ways of looking at the past. Is it a coincidence that these overlooked
writers are women? Most probably not. Women writers have often been treated unfairly, while historical fiction
has been dismissed. This has, of course, gone along with an equally dismissive attitude toward other forms of
popular literature.
Diana Wallace, of the University of Glamorgan, published a detailed letter in the London Review of
Books, which ably defends the value of the 20

th

century historical novel, and rebukes theorists who try to

diminish these writings. I cite her at length, because I am totally in accord with her views, and she points out an
aspect of the ‘Lukacs consensus’ which I had always sensed was unsatisfactory.

Sir Walter Scott did not … ‘inaugurate’ the historical novel .. he published Waverley in 1814, and there was a
body of existing historical fiction, much of it by women, on which he was able to draw. One of the most
significant of these works was Sophia Lee’s extraordinary novel about the imagined twin daughters of Mary
Queen of Scots, The Recess (1783). Lee’s novel is not an exercise in ‘nation-building’ of the sort lauded by
Lukács but a sophisticated exploration of history as subjective and gendered narrative.
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In taking Waverley as the exemplary ‘classicial historical novel’ Lukács was responsible for establishing a
Marxist model of the genre based on a concept of history as dialectical progress. This dominated critical work
on the genre until very recently and has worked to exclude women’s novels from discussions of the form
(Lukács does not discuss a single novel by a woman). Women’s historical novels simply do not fit the
Lukácsian model that Anderson rehearses in his piece. They very rarely work with a notion of history as
‘progress’. They have been much more likely to be histories of defeat that explore the ways in which women
have been violently excluded both from ‘history’ (the events of the past) and from ‘History’ (written accounts
of the past). As such they predate by a couple of centuries what Anderson claims is the new departure of
‘meta-historical fiction’ led by Latin American novelists in the late 1940s and the turn in the 1970s to focus on
the ‘experience of defeat’.
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When a fuller body of critical work is produced about historical fiction, it will be filled with references to
women writers and their achievements. It will also look at the non-European world, the vanished empires and
nations in the colonized realm, and the ways that these narratives have been utilized in historical fiction.
The writer of historical fiction will always project our current preoccupations backwards onto the past. I do
not think it is possible to avoid this. It is probably not even desirable to do so, as a fully contextualized and
authentic view of the distant past would be tiresome and interminable. Aside from the rewriting of history to
accommodate characters with whom we can empathise, the novelist is even more selective than the historical
scholar, and makes a whole picture out of only a few moments in time. The moments selected will be determined
by the author’s own life, and the audience whom they wish to reach. In my own thesis, I have been motivated to
understand religious extremism, to represent the importance of the Ottoman Empire, to reflect upon the role of
the Janissaries, and to comment on how people from different religious groups understand each other. These are
the preoccupations of my own life, not those of Sabbatai Zevi or an Ottoman official. But their historical reality
allows me to create a narrative and to show my readers the importance of this era, and the themes which link it
to our own day. I therefore do not make any claims to factual veracity – Mark of the Crescent is all invention – but
I do hope for what literary theorist Agnes Heller terms ‘revelatory truth’
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– the valid message which historical

fiction can convey to its readers.
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7.

Turkish Novels and Novels about Turkey

Elizabeth Castelli, a scholar of literature, has remarked that historical fiction is an arena for ‘mass culture's
construction of Western selfhood in contrast to a manufactured Oriental otherness.’
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Postcolonial studies are

dominated by the concept of Orientalism, which is a most prevalent means of theorizing the relationship
between the Western and Islamic worlds, and also, the industrialized world and all other less economically
advanced nations.
The power imbalance between the colonized world and the imperial nations has powered most of world
history from the nineteenth century to the present day. It was in the 1970s that theorists of culture began to
address the need to incorporate anti-Imperialist structures into their modes of analysis. It became clear that
imperialism was not merely a political relationship, and that it could in fact operate even more effectively outside
of the direct means of formal government domination. The idea of cultural imperialism began to be explored,
and then in 1978, the publication of Orientalism, by Edward Said, a professor of literature at Columbia University,
opened a huge debate about the ways that the Third World was represented.
Edward Said pointed out that colonial domination extended to the very manufacture of knowledge,
itself, and that the West created a way of representing Eastern cultures which consigned them to being ‘the
other’. The East, in the Orientalist mind, was the realm of emotion, decadence, exotica, and adventure. It existed
as a place to be known, and categorized, especially by Western explorers, archaeologists, linguists and historians
who were able to impose order upon chaos, and understand the Orient better than anyone who actually lived
there. Said explained ‘a system of ideas about Arabs and Islam, which was born of the religious hostility of
Christian Europe toward the “heretical” Muslims of the Crusader period, evolved from a largely academic
perception of the “Orient” into a powerful political vehicle used historically by the West to assert domination and
control over the Arab world …’
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Western knowledge of the Orient therefore attains the status of objectivity, while Oriental peoples are
always seen as subjective, and treated often treated as objects of desire, curiosity or contempt – or all three
together.
As Homi Bhabha writes: ‘Said’s canonical texts ‒ Orientalism (1978), After the Last Sky (1986), Cultural
and Imperialism (1993) ‒ chart the worldly course of colonial and postcolonial discourses of stereotype,
“otherness,” and foreignness as they are established in the imaginative and institutional archives of Empire.’
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Edward Said pointed out that: ‘I doubt that it is controversial, for example, to say that an Englishman in India or
Egypt is the later nineteenth-century took an interest in those countries that was never far from their status in his
mind as British colonies. To say this may seem quite different from saying that all academic knowledge about
India and Egypt is somehow tinged and impressed with, violated by, the gross political fact – and yet that is what
I am saying in this study …’

xlviii

Edward Said concentrated on the effects of modern imperialism, and states that

after the military conquests of the 1800s Orientalism ‘changed radically. Its descriptive realism was upgraded and
became not merely a style of representation but a language, indeed a means of creation.’
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However, his work

traces Orientalism to much earlier times, and indeed, even to the works of Homer.
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Edward Said was not, in fact, the first writer to point to the insidious and all-encompassing nature of
imperialism as a way of perceiving the world – Franz Fanon, for example, had already written a great deal about
l

this in the 1950s and 1960s. It is Edward Said, however, who linked the notions of cultural imperialism into a
single whole, and applied this analysis to literature and the arts as well as the social sciences. Orientalism remains
as a controversial theory. An up to date summary of the debate may be found in Tahrir Khalil Hamdi’s article,
li

‘Edward Said and Recent Orientalist Critiques’. A defense of traditionalist Oriental scholarship may be found in
lii

Robert Irwin’s, Dangerous Knowledge: Orientalism and Its Discontents. Edward Said’s work has been received
with acclaim, but does also have critics within the Middle East itself. One of the most strongly stated critiques
comes from an Arab professor of philosophy at Damascus University, Sadiq Jalal Al-Azm. He points out that the
theory of Orientalism does not effectively distinguish between imperialism and ordinary ethno-centrism, which
applies in all cultures. In fact, Islamic scholars confronted by Christianity made identical and inevitable projections
to those of Western missionary writers traduced by Edward Said. Professor Al-Azm wrote that:

It seems to me that this manner of construing the origins of Orientalism simply lends strength to the
essentialistic categories of ’Orient’ and ’Occident’, representing the ineradicable distinction between East and
West, which Said’s book is ostensibly set on demolishing. … as a logical consequence of Said’s tendency to
view the origins and development of Orientalism in terms of such unilinear constancy, the task of combating
and transcending its essentialistic categories, in the name of this common humanity, is made all the more
liii

difficult.

The Ottoman Empire is of great significance to theories of Orientalism. It was Europe’s engagement with the
Sultan’s realms which set off much of the imagery of the Middle East which is stamped onto cultural productions
to this day. Ziaunddin Sardar claims that the Ottoman Empire’s presence provides the explanation for European
views of the entire East: ‘The Ottomans drew a line when separated unfortunate aspects of the Middle East’s
past from its present and redoubled the sense of antipathy. They created a platform from which to assess other
Orients that had now become accessible to Europe, a comparative framework in which to look at India and
China.’

liv

While I respect the advances in postcolonial theory, I do not think that Orientalism offers a complete
explanation for the mutual regard and systems of understanding with operate between Turkey and Europe.
Turkish culture has always been curious about the outside world, and syncretic in its artistic developments. One
finds representations of the West within the Ottoman realms, and forms of knowledge and scholarship
developed in order to address the outside world. Turkey, therefore, has not been a passive recipient of the
outsider’s gaze. Although European notions of the Ottoman Empire as uniquely violent and threatening were
certainly a form of wartime propaganda, it ought to be recognized that until the nineteenth century Turkey was
indeed a dominant and expansive military power. As Derek Bryce has commented, confrontations between the
Hapsburg and Ottoman Empires were: ‘… an imperial context in which binary notions of “East and West” have
little explanatory utility.’
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Moreover, Turkey exercised imperial domination over the Arab world, and many representations of the
Ottoman Empire, by Arabs, are no less reliant on essentialism and stereotypes than those created by Europeans.
This was an outcome of an uneasy power relationship. Both the Arabs and Turks regarded Persia as sometimes
threatening and strange, and sometimes alluring and attractive. The Persians themselves created
representational forms which justified the rise and fall of their several empires.
In this thesis, I show both occidental and oriental people, in roles which test their understanding and
show the barriers set up by different religions and world-views. Characters such as Kansu, Adeodatus and Reza
each allow their own preconceptions to determine what they can learn from others. This is portrayed as
inevitable, and largely the result of their socialization and education.
My own identity, as an Australian from Turkish Cyprus, puts me within and without the Western world,
as defined in postcolonial studies. The relationship between Greek and Western culture, and Turkey and Cyprus,
are complex and beyond any single schema of domination and liberation. In fact, each has influenced the other,
in cultural exchanges which do not correspond with political and national borders.
Historical fiction can function as a conservative genre which celebrates existing institutions by linking them
to a glorious past. It can equally be a radical form of literature, which protests against present injustices and
lvi

showing past generations of opposition and heroic revolt. More recently, historical fiction has been linked to
post-modernism, and the de-stabilizing of the very notion of a fixed, meaningful narrative about the past. This
lvii

theme has been explored by Amy J. Elias in Sublime Desire: History and Post-1960s Fiction.
type of fiction include the works of John Fowles

lviii

Examples of this

lix

and Alan Garner . The more sophisticated form of historical

fiction is the least likely to be popular and widely read. It is, however, most closely linked to developments within
the academy, where the process of historical representation is scrutinized and redefined, often being consigned
to discourse studies which raise epistemological issues about our consciousness of the past. Currently, some
theorists are looking at representations of marginalisation, national dispersion, and repression through the
medium of the historical novel. This is particularly well developed in the field of Latin American studies.

lx

Historical novelists who wish to utilize the past for the purpose of political engagement often promote
minority rights. For example, Rita Dandridge, in a study on black women’s activism and historical romances,
explains that many black American writers have been historical novelists, and that some have used the genre to
promote women’s rights. Their stories of the nineteenth century feature brave and attractive black American
women:

As oppositional discourses, these narratives have as their main objective to counter and expand
representations of black women … and to offer a more expansive view of the resistance territory
than previously recorded in African American literature. … Strong, wish-fulfilling, self-defining black
heroines drive the content in these narratives as they target prevalent social biases and oppose the
discrepancy between the rhetoric of American justice and the dispensation of injustice.

lxi

In order for such stories to have impact, they must offer a portrait-like recreation of the past. This is
delivered in a traditional narrative format which engages with, rather than challenges, the reader’s perception of

xix

the authority of the text. Historical novels of this type are often written by authors who are motivated to right a
past wrong. While historians themselves have resigned from such moralizing projects – at least since the midtwentieth century – novelists still often maintain an interest which commits them to a partisan support for lost
lxii

causes such as the Cathars of southern France , or the Catholics of Tudor England. An example is the work of
Nancy Bilyeau, author of The Crown. This is a novel set in the era of Henry VIII’s dissolution of the monasteries,
and the author states that she made a Dominican nun her chief character because: ‘I feel a complex tumble of
emotions – intrigued, humbled, exhilarated, saddened and outraged – over what I learned about England’s lost
monastic life.’

lxiii

This type of historical fiction provides documentation of the extent to which past events weigh upon
contemporary consciousness. The emotive, engaged perspective expressed by Nancy Bilyeau, in the above
quotation, is rarely seen in contemporary historical writing. As Marnie Hughes-Warrington points out, there is a
simple assumption in late-twentieth century historiography that partisan ‘engagement between an historian and
the materials they study can hinder critical reflection. This is a reasonably common place historiographical
assumption …’

lxiv

It is, as she points out, a questionable assumption, and has certainly not yet infiltration the

writing of fiction, where the energy of emotional commitment can empower a text.
In my own thesis, I have been motivated by a desire to speak in favor of the past voices of the Ottoman
peoples, whose lives were lived amid several faith traditions, language groups and national affiliations. I have
wanted to capture this diversity, and show the workings of both good and evil across class lines and in diverse
ethnicities.
More complex ways of confronting established ideas involved using historical fiction to celebrate places
and narratives which have been marginalized. This is especially important in postcolonial literature, where whole
nations, such as New Zealand and Canada, have been defined by their relationship to a distant imperial power,
which displaced the reality of their geography and culture. It is a consistent feature of such novels that they use a
luminal character as a narrator – in Latin American examples – sometimes a converso [Spanish converted Jew] or
a mestizo *person of Spanish/Indian family+. These function as an ‘Other within.’ However, in a study of such
works of Spanish-language historical fiction Kimberle Lopez states that: ‘Ultimately, these novels do not answer
the question of how to represent the conquest from the dual perspective of the trans-cultural Latin American
criollo or racially and culturally mixed mestizo.‘

lxv

Of course, no single novel could answer to such a vast project,

and the presence of many creative writers in the Spanish language does allow some appreciation of this national
consciousness.
One of the most intricate and literary of the explorations of colonized world through the historical novel is
Strandloper, by Alan Garner.

lxvi

This novel is set in nineteenth-century Australia, and recounts the story of William

Buckley. Buckley was a documented individual from history, and was transported as a convict from his native
Cheshire to Australia. He escaped into the bush, in 1803, and lived for decades among the Indigenous
community. The novel Strandloper is a challenging read, and often uses a stream of consciousness style to show
the overlapping experiences and visualizations of protagonists whose cultures have no common ground.
Strandloper is an English example of the trend noticed in Canadian historical fiction: ‘fragmented, self-conscious,
and discursively and generically heterogeneous, reflecting a wariness about the terms of – even the possibility of
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– historical representation. This disruption is part of a much broader reconfiguration of history and literature …
‘

lxvii

History can be held to be responsible for the present, and thus an historical novelist has an opportunity to
make readers think again about the current political and social concerns. This imposes some responsibilities upon
the novelist. I believe that although a historical novelist must often exceed the historical record, and can put
entirely imaginary characters at the centre of real events, the novelist should not falsify by incorporating anything
which could not (as distinct from might not) truly have occurred. This barrier of historical verisimilitude, which
each novelist defines according to their own terms, is one of the aspects which distinguish historical fiction from
fantasy and science fiction.
Salman Rushdie has commented on this point, when analyzing the works of Ryszard Kapuscinski, a Polish
author of a historical novel about the Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia. While esteeming Kapuscinski’s novel as
one of the best he had ever read, Salman Rushdie added that he did have one dispute with the author, which was
the excessive fictionalization of the death of Haile Selassie. In the novel, the deposed Emperor dies in his bed, but
the historical record tells us that he was assassinated by order of the regime which had deposed him. Salman
Rushdie states that this shows a certain, ‘disrespect for facts … And it seemed a flaw in this otherwise great book
…’

lxviii

The author, when asked about this by Salman Rushdie, ‘refused to discuss it and took the refuge of the

artist, that his version was what worked best as a book’. Salman Rushdie, in his turn says that this is ‘fine if you're
not claiming to be telling the truth.’

lxix

I am in agreement with Salman Rushdie’s observations, and while I think

there can be any amount of fantasy and invention within the general narrative framework of historical novels,
definite events attached to historical persons should not contradict the documented record of history.
Tariq Ali, a political activist who has also written historical novels, has stated a similar view- point. As a
Pakistani immigrant to Britain, a self-defined anti-imperialist, and a fierce critic of western neo-colonialism, Tariq
Ali has often contributed to debates about the Middle East. His awareness of these issues informed his historical
fiction, which is a series of novels set in the medieval era, during the wars between Christianity and Islam. Tariq
lxx

Ali’s best known novel is The Book of Saladin, a fictionalised biography of the Islamic conqueror who drove the
Crusaders out of Jerusalem (in 1187 C.E.) and reinstated religious tolerance for its three faiths.

Should actual historical evidence be disregarded in the interests of a good story? I think not. In fact the more
one explores the imagined inner life of the characters, the more important it becomes to remain loyal to
historical facts and events, even in the case of the Crusades

lxxi

This standpoint sets some definitions and limits, and supposes a relationship between past events, the
narration of them by historians, and the further creative interpretations of novelists. Proposing such a
relationship means departing from the views of theorists who regard history only as a discursive practice, and as
a representational form which enjoys no relationship with the past independent from our own subjectivity. Many
scholars do maintain this, and argue ‘that histories are more or less authorial constructions.’

lxxii

This viewpoint

tends to diminish history’s epistemological claim to be a reliable source of knowledge, and equalises the role of
the novelist as the producer of another, and equally valid, type of text. However, as an historical novelist, I am
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inclined to disagree. I prefer the more traditional distinction between history and fiction, and would defend the
historical novel as a creative enterprise with inherent links to both these different forms of textual practice.
David Carr, historian and theorist, has defended the traditional primacy of historical narrative, and while
praising historical fiction for its cultural insights, has also maintained its distinctive nature. He writes: ‘Narrative
texts as literary artefacts, whether fictional or historical, … must be regarded not as a departure from the
structure of the events they depict, much less a distortion or radical transformation of them, but as an extension
of their primary features … ‘

lxxiii

All of the points of interest which motivate me arise from the contemporary situation of Turkey. I am an
Australian man of Turkish ethnicity, and my family came from the island of Cyprus. I have an interest, and firsthand experience, of ethnic divisions and the effects of stereotypes about Middle Easterners in the outside world.
As a member of the Australian community, I share our national values of tolerance and egalitarianism. I have
often wished that Australians knew more about Turkey – aside from the story of Gallipoli. I have always
maintained my fluency in Turkish, as well as working to gain post-graduate degrees in English Literature. Ideally, I
would like to offer readers an artistic representation of the Ottoman Empire, which would be varied, thrilling and
encompassing many different ways of seeing the world.
While I was writing this thesis, Turkey’s profile in the Middle East became more prominent. Inevitably,
these events which interest me so much have contributed to the sytle and content of my writings. As Salman
Rushdie wrote, in respect of novels about the British Raj: ‘works of art, even works of entertainment, do not
come into being in a social and political vacuum; and that the way they operate in a society cannot be separated
from politics, from history. For every text, a context …’

lxxiv

Turkey has had a role of both involvement and non-

involvement in the conflicts in Syria and Iraq. Turkish citizens also took part in the humanitarian campaigns for
the people of Gaza. In all of these events, Turkey is seen as a key player in the region, and has emerged from a
long period of being seen as listless and unengaged with the important issues of the outside world. Turkey is a
democracy, and a predominantly Islamic country in which secular norms are negotiated and respected. As such, it
is of great importance to the issues which are causing conflicts in the region.
The history of the Ottoman Empire has been too often dismissed as an example of decadence and
repression. For a long time, the military encounters and border disputes between the Ottomans and European
powers have been written about not as ordinary examples of confrontations between expansionist powers, but
rather as existential crises in which the fate of Christian Europe was hanging in the balance. There has been an
inability to accept history’s verdict. One example of this attitude is found with Winston Churchill, who always
referred to Istanbul as Constantinople. Within the Middle East, the changes of the twentieth century also put the
Ottomans in the shade. The Empire had been a barrier to the aspirations of the Arab nationalist movement, and
had also been alienated from the Turkish people themselves, as they were educated to accept a new form of
secular nationalism in Kemal Ataturk’s republic.
However, distance now provides the opportunity of a better perspective. Histories of the region tend now
to see the Ottomans as a part of the Mediterranean sphere. The alliances between the Ottomans and European
powers once used to be dismissed as ‘being only in the nature of a truce with the infidel’ and from the European
point of view most deplorable, as an ‘historian must be cynical who is not shocked to find’ that France made an
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alliance with Istanbul during a time of warfare in Europe.

lxxv

These attitudes are now obsolete, and the alliances

between the Sultans and various European powers are being written about extensively. Historians are no longer
struck by shock, upon finding that from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century France’s dominant position in
Mediterranean trade was secured through alliances with the Ottomans.
It would not be accurate to simply ascribe the disparagement of the Ottomans to Eurocentric scholarship,
of the type described by Edward Said in Orientalism. Similar processes were at work in the Middle East.
Throughout the twentieth century, Turkey had to redefine its national borders and culture, giving up the empire
of the past, and taking on many changes, even to the point of linguistic reform. It was natural that this process
made Turkey somewhat inward-looking.
In contrast to previous centuries, twentieth-century Turkey played little role in the major wars, the
contesting of European claims to authority, and the formation of state boundaries in the Middle East. From the
1920s to the 1990s, scholarship in the Middle East was dominated by Arab nationalist writers who were
dismissive of the Ottoman era, as if it was a stagnant cessation of history. There was also a tendency to
foreground the Israel/Palestine conflict, which reflected its importance in regional crises. Some historians tended
to look at the twentieth century, then at the era of the Crusades, as if the intervening centuries were
unimportant. Even in the work of so scholarly a historian as Abd al-Aziz al-Duri, who wrote The Historical
Formation of the Arab Peoples, ‘his jump from the Middle Ages to the nineteenth century remains jarring.’
The works of the twentieth century Arab historians such as Walid Khalidi
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and Amin Maalouf

lxxviii

lxxvi

are rich and

interesting, but they are not particularly good sources for Ottoman history. In 1938 the Arab nationalist historian
George Antonius stated that the Arab nation had been ‘dormant’ for centuries, and this view was shared by
many.

lxxix

However, it is impossible that any society be asleep. It is merely being regarded as unimportant from

the perspective of witnesses, who are probably reacting against the past, rather than thinking clearly. Linguistic
barriers, and a lack of interest, put the long era of rule from Istanbul onto the sidelines. This historical orthodoxy
th

is now being revised. A review of a newly published book on the 20 century Ottoman era is entitled ‘Unearthing
Ottoman Palestine’ as if it had somehow been buried.

lxxx

It was inevitable that the Ottoman Empire would decline, and no one suggests a return to it, but there is
some interest, in recent decades, in contemplating the past systems which did allow these societies to flourish as
polyglot entities. The beautiful architecture and extensive ports of the Ottoman era are now valued for their
heritage aspect, and as memorials of a way of life which did allow many benefits. It is going rather too far to say,
as Mehmet Tütüncü does in his book Ottoman Inscriptions from Jerusalem, that: ‘When one nowadays walks in
the streets of Jerusalem one can hear the voice of the city desiring for the peaceful times of Pax Ottomana.’

lxxxi

An

Arab reviewer from the Journal of Palestine Studies dismissed the idea: ‘While I certainly appreciate the city’s
yearning for peace, I doubt that its citizens would share the author’s enthusiasm for “Pax Ottomana” (read
Turkica).’

lxxxii

However, it is only in recent years that such a favorable reappraisal of Turkish rule would even be

discussed. The airing of these comparisons is part of a revision of the negativity which has clouded the Ottoman
presence in historical works.
The Pax Ottomana (also written as Pax Ottomania) is a term used to describe the form of imperial
regulation of the Mediterranean territories during Ottoman rule. It was an ‘attempt by the Ottoman
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government to use one single citizenship as a common political identity in order to achieve equality
and unity among all Ottoman subjects and supersede differences of faith, ethnicity, and language
…’lxxxiii The Pax Ottomana granted some rights to minorities, but it imposed heavy taxes, stifled some aspects of
cultural creativity, disallowed nationalism and disempowered ethic groups who represented any threat to the
Sultan’s rule. The more productive side of the Pax Ottmana was that it allowed trade and population movements,
permitted talented individuals to seek careers with the Imperial government, and removed obsolete and local
social structures. ‘The establishment of Pax Ottomana in the Balkans resulted in the abolishment of state and
feudal frontiers which in turn facilitated population movements and the integration of different populations
throughout the region.’

lxxxiv

Throughout the twentieth century, historians usually wrote about the Pax Ottomana from the viewpoint
of their respective countries. Western European historians found it an abhorrent system, but Turkish writers
regarded it as an example of sound government. As a British writer, Nevill Forbes, commented in 1915: ‘it cannot
be contended that the Pax Ottomana brought prosperity or happiness to those on whom it was imposed (unless
indeed they submerged their identity in the religion of their conquerors), or that its influence was either vivifying
or generally popular.’

lxxxv

Nevill Forbes pointed out, quite correctly, that the history of the Balkans region shows

many anti-Ottoman revolts, and a spirit of national resistance to Turkish rule. He conceded that:

much less human blood was spilt in the Balkan peninsula during the five hundred years of Turkish rule than
during the five hundred years of Christian rule which preceded them; indeed it would have been difficult to
spill more. … It was not the Turks who taught cruelty to the Christians of the Balkan peninsula; the latter had
nothing to learn in this respect.

lxxxvi

This type of historical writing seems to us, now, to be very old fashioned. It is rhetorical and biased. It is of
value, however, in order to document past attitudes and explain the views which are being revised by historians
from the 1990s onwards. More nuanced views now prevail. In a recent work by a Turkish historian, it is explained
that the ‘rights’ extended by the Sultans were unevenly distributed. For example the attempts to reform the
empire in the nineteenth century were well received only by:

… social strata already benefiting from the Pax Ottomana. Greek Phanariots, members of the Armenian Amira
class, Bulgarian merchants who imported garments from Manchester and sold them in Aleppo—these were
the typical enthusiastic consumers of an ideology that promised to remove the social disabilities afflicting
non-Muslims. Wider swaths of the Ottoman population, such as Bulgarian peasants who continued to chafe
under their Gospodars, or Christian Bosnian and Herzegovinian peasants serving Muslim landowners, derived
little benefit …’

lxxxvii

The relative costs and benefits of the Pax Ottomana are being re-evaluated in our time, because the
many ethnic disputes which continue to rage in the lands formerly ruled by the Sultans. In Turkey itself,
politicians are wary of the term, because it is often viewed with dislike by Kurds and Arabs. As a contemporary
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Turkish political figure is quoted: ‘Pax Ottomania is an acceptable term to describe Turkey’s policy, he conceded,
if the emphasis is on Peace. Davutoğlu is right to be wary of appearing to endorse a new hegemony, as Arab
memories of Ottoman rule are as much alive as their memories of European colonialism.’

lxxxviii

As Ottoman rule recedes into history, it is viewed with more objectivity. Moreover, recent events have
shown that some of the ideals which were thought to be within reach, at the time when the Ottoman yoke was
cast off, have persisted and taken on new forms because of the ethnic divisions and dispossessions of latetwentieth century history. As Maria Todorova explains in her influential work of cultural history, Imagining the
Balkans, in the post 1918 era: ‘not a single Balkan country achieved the cherished ideal characteristics of the
European nation-state: ethnic and religious homogeneity.’

lxxxix

The difficult situation of the Palestinian people is

even more evident, and no amount of international diplomacy has been able to settle the status of Jerusalem and
guarantee the rights of all its residents.
The Pax Ottomana was a very imperfect system. So, also, are many of the state structures which have
followed it. When writing either history, or historical fiction, it is worthwhile to consider the Pax Ottomana from
the multiple points of view of the extremely diverse societies of the Mediterranean.
In recent years, Turkish culture has reached new audiences in the Middle East. The Valley of the Wolves
series of films gained mass audiences in the Arab world, and numerous serials of lesser quality are now staples of
the television channels. Turkish cinema has produced several successful historical dramas, and the lavish Fetih
1453 (The Conquest 1453), directed by Faruk Aksoy, which recreates the conquest of Constantinople, has
recently been released and has been most successful. The fashion for reappraising the Ottoman Empire has been
noted by most reviewers of the film. According to The Guardian: ‘Turkey’s foremost film critic, Alin Tasçiyan said
with nostalgic Ottomania riding high, it was only natural film-makers should look again at the Ottoman legacy,
particularly since it was deliberately neglected by Atatürk and his secularist successors. “It is about time we
looked at the empire in a more objective way. It was a huge civilisation, why demonise it?”’
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Currently a film is being planned about the Ottoman aid missions which were sent to Ireland. Very few
people know of this episode in history. In 1845, Sultan Abdülmecid I, offered to send aid to the Irish who were
afflicted by famine. The British opposed the entry of the Turkish boats, but it is claimed that they ran the
blockade and secretly unloaded their supplies. This incident has long been memorialised in the popular history of
Drogheda. Turkish film maker Omer Sarikaya is planning an epic production about this story, which will feature a
love interest and both Turkish and Irish actors.

xci

These types of artistic productions show a new consciousness of the Ottoman Empire as vast, important
and interesting. I hope that, at its own level, my thesis also does so.
One genuinely negative aspect of the Ottoman Sultanate, which cannot and should not be underplayed
in either creative or historical works, was the institutionalisation of violence in the ruling royal families. For
various reasons, such as dynastic rivalries and the attempt to create an undisputed royal line, a practice arose of
murdering the brothers of royal heirs, and also of often threatening the lives of the mothers, who were inmates
of the royal harem. This went on from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries. Gradually, it was replaced by a
system of secluding heirs to the throne within the palace, where they could not make contact with outsiders or
organise revolts. As explained by historian, Justin McCarthy:

xxv

It is true that killing a rival was effective in removing a threat to the throne and in avoiding bloody civil wars
... But the sense of morality of even a hard-hearted ruling class was revolted by the practice. The powerful
women of the harem were a particular factor in putting an end to it, as was the fear that killing off all
claimants to the throne might leave the Ottomans with no sultan if a very young ruler … died without
xcii
offspring.
The deadly custom of ensuring that the Sultan had no close male relatives was entirely different from the norms
of Turkish culture, in which family bonds were valued, and infanticide was considered a very serious sin.
However, royalty often distinguishes itself by ignoring the claims of ordinary morality. In some cases, rival heirs
were spared execution and were sent away to remote parts of the Empire. In the era covered by my thesis, the
family relationships within the Sublime Porte were somewhat less extreme. Sultan Mehmet IV ascended the
throne as a child, at the age of six in 1648, but was deposed in 1687, after palace intrigues with a powerful vizier
and alternative heirs. However he was not killed – unlike most deposed monarchs – and lived in retirement and
died in Edirne Palace in 1693. He was succeeded by first one son, then another, Sultans Mustafa and Ahmed,
who, having evidently been spared the cruel custom of fratricide, carried on the royal line until 1730.
My thesis begins with a scene where an anonymous woman from the royal harem is executed, and her
child is sent to live in obscurity. This scene, while obviously dramatised and designed to engage the reader’s
curiosity, is not in itself sensationalist nor unlikely. The resultant turn of the plot, wherein the child grows up to
become a Janissary, unaware of his own heritage, is a romantic and novelistic strategy. I am drawing upon a
heritage of stories in the Middle East and the Mediterranean about the ‘Lost Prince’. These stories date back to
long before the Islamic era, and are found in Ancient Greek and Persian tales.

xciii

Sometimes the Prince survives

by accident, sometimes the retainer entrusted with his murder relents, and covertly allows him to live. He later
returns and plays an unexpected or fateful role in the stories of the people who discarded him. The Lost Prince is
a liminal figure, who allows the audience to see the workings of fate and retribution.
Although mainly literary, there are real stories along the lines of the ‘Lost Prince’ in historical sources.
One of the most relevant is someone who lived during the very era in which this novel is set, and was rumored to
be the offspring of Sultan Ibrahim. In 1644 this Turkish infant was captured by Maltese privateers who seized a
drifting Turkish ship in the Mediterranean. He seems to have been the sole survivor of his family. For some
reason, his captors were convinced that this boy was the son of Sultan Ibrahim.

xciv

It may be that they heard a

statement by one of the weakened, dying people on the boat, and understood it to be a true declaration about
the infant’s identity. The Knights of Malta wanted to use him as political tool, and they offered to exchange him
for the island of Rhodes. The romantic story of the infant in rich clothing, captured at sea, became famous in
Europe and many people bought ‘portraits’ of the boy. However, Istanbul rejected the claim, and no real
evidence was brought forward. As a result, the boy was retired to the care of the Dominican fathers. He lived and
died in the quiet seclusion of a Dominican friar and was known as ‘Padre Ottomano’.
English writer John Evelyn, one of the early sources who wrote about Sabbatai Zevi, also wrote about
Padre Ottomano. In 1669, he published The history of the three late, famous impostors, viz. Padre Ottomano,
Mahomed Bei and Sabatai Sevi the one, pretended son and heir to the late Grand Signior, the other, a prince of
the Ottoman family, but in truth, a Valachian counterfeit, and the last, the suppos'd Messiah of the Jews, in the
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year of the true Messiah, 1666.

xcv

This lively history recounts the pretensions of Sabbatai Zevi in the sceptical

tone which tends to follow eras of popular enthusiasm. As a text, it shows the public interest in Sabbatai Zevi,
and the general late 17th century liking for bold stories and entertaining reading matter.
7. Turkish Novels and Novels about Turkey
Turkey has always had a great literature, and poets such as the Sufi mystic Yunus Emre to the warriorpoet Köroğlu and the like had a special place in even the earliest Turkic tribes who migrated out of central Asia.
The writing of verse, genealogies, religious treatises, collections of proverbs, heroic epics and other traditional
texts flourished in Turkey. These were influenced by Arabic and Persian literature, and also drew on the Greek
and Byzantine culture which dominated Turkey’s western shores. European culture was of interest, and the
European art of portraiture was consciously imitated by Turkish artists. Soon writers followed artists in producing
descriptive mirrors of humanity. Theatrical performances, always a popular art in Turkey, developed a new
sophistication from the 1670s onwards. Burlesque styles and mythic stock characters declined. Cultural historian
Dror Ze'evi has shown by a detailed study that more natural performances and profound studies of character
were attempted on the stage, thus presenting audiences with characters with whom they could identify.
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By

the time of the late Ottoman era, interest was felt in the creative and self-reflective literature which was coming
out of Italy and France, and in the late-nineteenth century, Turkish authors began to produce fictional texts which
are recognizable as what we call novels. From then till now, only a few of these have been read outside of Turkey.
Despite the language barrier, some Turkish novels have made it to the outside world. A leading example
is A Mind at Peace, written by Istanbul academic, Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar, and first published in 1949. The story is
set in interwar Turkey, and looks at individuals and families adjusting to modernity and personal change. Ahmet
Tanpinar knew that bridging cultures was part of life in Istanbul, and one of his characters says: ‘To admire
Debussy and Wagner yet to live the “Song in Mahur” was the fate of being a Turk …’

xcvii

Orhan Pamuk, a Turkish writer, was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in 2006. His novels are
experimental in form, and have been compared to the magic realism tradition of South American writers. His
th

leading novel, My Name is Red, is set in the reign of Sultan Murat III in the late 16 century, a little earlier than
the era in my own thesis. Pamuk has been praised for connecting Turkish literature with existing important
traditions, notably the German “bildungsroman” (formation novel) where the protagonist’s psychological and
moral growth becomes the main journey.

xcviii

Orhan Pamuk is an author more honoured than read, within Turkey itself.

xcix

This is similar to other

Nobel Prize winners such as Odysseas Elytis of Greece. Their works can be defined as high culture rather than
popular.
Western readers of Pamuk can take his emphasis upon major national issues such as the fate of the
Armenians, and protests against official censorship, as indicating that Turkey itself is problematic. This, in turn,
can lead to a sort of neo-anti-Ottoman sentiment, as if, still, the battle of Lepanto is being fought. Liking Pamuk
should not be a reason to dislike Turkey.
I will give one example of this, a review article in which an American writer, Gabriel Noah Brahm Jr., who
spent two years as a guest lecturer at ‘Bilkent Universitesi, the oldest and finest private university in the
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country’ . He provides an analysis of literature in Turkey at the time when Pamuk won the Nobel Prize. Gabriel
Brahm found that Orhan Pamuk’s countrymen did not esteem him sufficiently, and that the news of the Nobel
ci

award was met with some critical comments. ‘Only the Turks could see this victory as a defeat.’ It is difficult to
assess this claim, as he cites no Turkish sources. It may be a touch of the ‘tall poppy’ syndrome, and no different
from the acid comments of some Australian writers, who found Patrick White’s Nobel Prize to be a
disproportionate reward.

cii

According to Gabriel Brahm: ‘Turks can be touchy. There is more to this sort of

reaction than mere peevishness or perversity, however …’

ciii

The article says nothing positive about Turkish letters, and instead miserably reminds us that the writer
did not like being exiled from California, and that Anatolia is very different from Ankara. It starts with the
weather:

I found the alternately freezing and baking Anatolian steppe in many ways a contrast to my home in
temperate Santa Cruz, California.

civ

And it extends to the Turkish people. The author cites not one text in Turkish, and I think he does not speak the
language. That is not wrong, in itself, but it does suggest some limitations if one states that one has been
dwelling in ‘Orhan Pamuk's Middle East’. The Turkish people he met do not understand America, he feels,
although his students like American music and films. I found the mention of his students’ tastes interesting,
because Turks typically like Western music and the arts – and not just recently, but for many centuries now.
However, Gabriel Brahm claims that Turks should not be introduced to many viewpoints: ‘anything critical of the
West, I eventually realized, was worse than a waste of time. It only encouraged them in their characteristic vices
…‘
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They must be this way because of their history:

The fatalism of a long-suffering people, descended from a defunct empire, marks another key contrast with
expectations typical of a more pragmatic America in general, and ‘sunny’ California in particular. … For most
in the Turkish Republic, political authority is ambivalently suffered—accepted rather docilely outwardly but
rejected at least somewhat inwardly—as something that comes from outside and above. Like a stereotypical
bourgeois patriarch’s traditionally unquestioned predominance in the home, power in Turkey is both catered
to in big ways, as a fact of life, and evaded in small ones, as a matter of course.
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The key word, in that paragraph, is stereotypical. The writer uses it as if casting up stereotypes is a way of
genuinely understanding the world.

Turkey, whatever it may become in the future, remains today a backward, authoritarian society, with an
uneducated majority. … California remains a leader. It has represented both where the world was headed
and, in some important aspects, where it ought to be headed …
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I am very glad that the author returned to California, which is probably the only place he could be happy. If a
Turkish writer penned an essay about America, and filled it with generalizations like that, I doubt if it would be
accepted in a peer-reviewed journal. At least, reading such articles further motivates me in my own work, to
break down prejudice and present Turkish culture in its vitality and attractiveness.
The topic of Turkish literature is too large to be further explored here. I would only add that Turkey’s
minorities, and Turkic peoples outside of the borders such as Chinghiz Aitmatov, are also writers who further
Turkish culture in their own way. For instance, Greek crime novelist, Petros Markaris, whose books have been
translated all over the world, was born in Istanbul and writes in both Turkish and Greek. Some Iranian writers, of
Azeri ethnicity, publish in Iran and their Azeri ‘dialect’ is in fact a form of Ottoman Turkish.
Novels about Turkey, as distinct from novels by Turks, became a minor genre of popular literature, from
the nineteenth-century onwards.
Turkey featured prominently in European erotica. Fantasies about the harem, and about the sexual
excesses of the Islamic religion, were fodder for many books, and also some paintings. Many scholars in the
contemporary field have noted the ‘sexually laden images in Occidental texts that take “Turks” as their theme’.
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A strong example of this type of writing is the famous English novel of 1828, The Lustful Turk, or Lascivious Scenes
from a Harem. A recurrent theme, in such stories, is of the kidnapping of a European girl who is then subjected to
the lustful advances of the Turkish slave owner. Little distinction is made between Arabs, Turks and Muslims – all
are one. The storyline must have a powerful resonance, because as recently as 1986, a film Harem, was made
starring Ava Gardner, Art Malik and other well-regarded actors. Harem was about an innocent young English girl
who is captured by Turks … etc. The subtitle on the film poster is ‘the loss of innocence.’
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If Sabbatai Zevi had been perceived as a Turkish man – which indeed he was – he could have been an ideal
example for lascivious writings. He was, after all, the leader of a false sect which tried to overthrow morality with
an assumption that all that was forbidden is now allowed. Many of his later followers were certainly involved in
wild sexual excesses. But Zevi himself is seen in terms of his Jewish identity, and thus is drawn as deceitful and
power-hungry in the eyes of non-Jews, or as an offender against legality, in Jewish stories.
The Ottoman Empire has served as an exotic setting for many historical romance novels. These novels
reflect a preoccupation with the captive woman, which reflects the history of warfare in the Mediterranean. ‘The
practice of enclosing in the harem women taken in war or piracy was one of the most powerful anxieties of
Europeans in their resistance to Islamic conquest, and thus the source of sinister legend.’
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For instance in

Adora(1982) by Bertrice Small, the focus is on Princess Theodora of Byzantium, who is given to Sultan Orhan, but
falls in love with the Sultan’s son Prince Murad. In the novel The Kadin (1978), also written by Small, Lady Janet is
sold into slavery to the Sultan’s harem and must compete with other concubines for the affection of Sultan Selim
to become his favourite and wife. More novels with similar storylines include The Bride of Suleiman (1981)by
Aileen Crawley, where the Russian slave girl Khurrem finds herself in the seraglio of Sultan Suleiman the
Magnificent, and Colin Falconer’s Harem (1993), which again focuses on the relationship between Khurrem and
Suleiman.
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In such novels the Ottoman Empire is regarded through the eyes of women characters; the harem intrigues
and the rivalry between palace concubines. These generic stories, although of deep interest to their particular
readers, offer very little in their presentation of how the empire was governed, and the seething internal and
external dangers the empire faced and likewise the turmoil of the times.
For adventure-seeking male readers, the situation is none the brighter. To illustrate, Edison Marshall’s
Yankee Pasha (1947), a beloved classic story which was filmed in 1954 with Jeff Chandler, features Jason
Starbuck, a dashing American hero, who travels to the Ottoman lands to rescue his beloved who has been
kidnapped by pirates, and once again, sold into slavery. A more recent addition to this storyline would be Corsair
(2007) by Tim Severin, telling the adventures of Hector Lynch, who is kidnapped by Barbary corsairs, and
struggles to rescue his sister Elizabeth, also sold in slavery.
Clearly, the Ottomans are largely used in narratives concerning damsels in distress waiting to be rescued, or
captive women who through romance, win the hearts of the Sultans. The conventions of both romance novels
and adventure novels can be easily used to create stories of a generic type about Turkey.
In more recent years, there have been some novels published which make a greater effort to represent
Turkey. Istanbul Passage is a spy thriller, by Joseph Kanon, and is set in 1945-46. It offers a view of the city and
its expatriate populations, with many descriptions of the beauty and complex cultures of Istanbul. It was
published in 2012, and may indicate an interest in more nuanced stories of Turkey’s history.

8. Fictions of Empire

Empires are a favored topic for historical fiction. Their grandeur allows for epic tales, and their history is
inevitably one of conflict, resolutions, and the creation of striking capital cities. The British Empire flourishes in
English literature, through both literary and popular novels such as Paul Scott’s The Raj Quartet and E. M.
Forster’s A Passage to India. In 1983 Salman Rushdie observed that anyone who has ‘entered a bookshop in the
last few months will be aware that the British Raj, after three and a half decades in retirement, has been making
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a sort of comeback.’ These texts have a political controversy attached to them, of course. British Raj novels can
be seen as the apogee of Orientalist fiction, which perpetuates the subordinate relationship of Indians to British
culture, long after the physical apparatus of Empire has been dismantled. Salman Rushdie has expressed his
antipathy for these novels in the strongest terms, and he has asserted that empires should not be glorified in
retrospect:

… it really is necessary to make a fuss about Raj fiction and the zombie-like revival of the defunct Empire.
The various films and TV shows and books … propagate a number of notions about history which must
be quarreled with … These include: The idea that non-violence makes successful revolutions … the view
(which underlies many of these works) that the British and Indians actually understood each other jolly
well, and that the end of the Empire was a sort of gentleman’s agreement between old pals at the club;
the calumny, to which the use of rape-plots lends credence, that frail English roses were in constant
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sexual danger from lust-crazed wogs … and, above all, the fantasy that the British Empire represented
something ‘noble’ or ‘great’ about Britain; that it was, in spite of all its flaws and meannesses and
bigotries, fundamentally glamorous.
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This extract is from Salman Rushdie’s well-known essay, ‘Outside the Whale,’ which was first published in 1984,
and which is often cited as an example of confronting the nature of imperialism as it is reflected in historical
fiction.
In more recent times, Salman Rushdie has written an historical novel about a different empire – the realm
of Mughals in India under Emperor Akbar, who ruled from 1556 to 1605. This novel, The Enchantress of Florence
(2008), ranged across several nations and empires, from Medici Florence to the Ottoman Empire, the Persian
Empire, and then Mughal India. The Persian and Ottoman sections of the novel are brief, as the main focus is on
Mughal India and late-Renaissance Florence. Salman Rushdie utilizes the story of Akbar’s Empire to contemplate
the value of tolerance, and to show how fundamentalist and divisive thinking is inimical to the well being of any
community. Salman Rushdie always has had a special affection for Kashmir and its culture. An interview in 2005
comments on his: ‘warmly eloquent tribute to the tolerant, eclectic Islam of Kashmir, the land and the faith of his
grandparents. They came from that now poisoned Eden of snow- shrouded summits and flower-filled orchards,
where veil-free Muslims worshipped saints …’
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This affection for Kashmir, its national values, and the legacy of the Mughal Empire, is the organizing
principle of Enchantress of Florence. The novel’s central character, the Emperor Akbar, is depicted in terms which
show the sympathy of the author. He is crediting with aspiring to a new form of state where all inequality would
vanish and: ‘it would be a further step in the creation of a culture of inclusion *…+: his true vision come to life, in
which all races, tribes, clans, faiths and nations would become part of the one grand Mughal synthesis …’
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As Nicole Thiara writes, this ruler is written about:

from a very intimate perspective as a thoughtful, charismatic, and flawed figure with an unquenchable
curiosity and little reverence for organized religion, and [Rushdie] underlines the contradictory elements in
his personality and philosophy. … Rushdie’s Akbar may not be simply celebrated in the novel but he is hardly
criticized as such; like many who study this historical period Rushdie seems to have succumbed to the charm
of this exceptional figure.
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Another reviewer points out the links between Salman Rushdie and his fictional creation:

Akbar is extremely witty and intelligent, open-minded, inquisitive, tolerant, and wise, in all ways an amiable
spokesman for his creator. … As in most Rushdie novels, the miraculous and mysterious female principle lies
near the heart of all wonders. But truly it is Akbar who most thoroughly embodies Rushdie's habitual
interests.
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Salman Rushdie’s benign portrait of the Mughal Empire, and its ruler, can be contrasted with his more
somber account of the lands of the Persians, and even more so, with his dramatic and gloomy account of the
Ottomans under Sultan Selim 1. The sections of the novel set in Persia and Turkey, which are narrated as stories
within stories, are dominated by battles, harem scenes, and accounts of palace plots. These sections of the text are
delivered as narratives by tale-tellers, so the authorial voice is diffuse and enigmatic. The novel also offers a scene
where the protagonists engage in military conflict in the Balkans, and there they encounter the legendary Vlad
Tepes – the original Dracula: ‘Vlad the Impaler, the Dragon-Demon of Wallachia …’
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Vlad Tepes is the best

known, yet least typical, historical figure one can find from the Balkans.
Despite the use of exotic themes, Salman Rushdie’s novel has been praised for what Aamer Hussein has
termed his ‘deft reversal of the orientalist gaze.’
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Critics have noted that in this novel Salman Rushdie is offering

a revisionist history:

Throughout his career Salman Rushdie has delighted in unpicking the official histories of races, religions and
empires. … Rushdie at his best always resists the high modernist belief that history is a 'nightmare' that
ensnares and diminishes us. He believes instead that the dreams and myths of alternative stories and
different traditions can offer his characters resources of hope and renewal. … Rushdie is better recreating
the lost imperial world of India than Renaissance Florence, but the novel is a moving testament to what
historians of the period have understood for some time now: the spirit of the Renaissance was not confined
to Italy, and the Mughal, Ottoman and Persian courts were also part of the cultural and philosophical
conversation of the time …
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Salman Rushdie’s novel Enchantress of Florence is of special interest because it touches on some of the
same topics as my own thesis, and is the work of a highly-esteemed postcolonial writer. One leading character in
Enchantress of Florence spends time as a Janissary, and the culture of the barracks and the palace are included as
explanatory of his actions. The Janissary, Nino Argalia, is a Florentine youth, captured by the Ottoman’s during a
sea battle. He is brought back to Istanbul (for some reason, Salman Rushdie always uses the archaic British spelling
Stamboul), and undergoes the ordeals of training as a recruit. Argalia quickly rises to be a high-ranking officer
among the Janissaries, and is described as dressing in the most luxurious manner. His skin is tattooed with pictures
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of tulips , which signify his bi-sexual temperament:

by them he was revealed as a sensualist beneath his warrior’s exterior, a creature of pleasure hiding inside a
killer’s skin, a female self within the male. He had, too, a woman’s taste for finery: when not in battledress he
lounged in jewels and silks and had a great weakness for exotic furs, the black fox and lynx of Muscovy which
came down to Stamboul through Feodosiya in the Crimea. His hair was long and black as evil and his lips were
full and red as blood. Blood, and its shedding, had been his life’s concern. Under Sultan Mehmed II he had
fought … He had drawn a platoon of loyal Janissaries around him like a shield …
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My own Janissary characters are more ordinary, and my picture of the Ottoman Empire is more favorable
and shows some of the values of tolerance which Salman Rushdie ascribes to Mughal India. In all these cases, we
writers are idealising, as well as relying upon objective research.
Salman Rushdie has stated that he did extensive historical research for his novel Enchantress of Florence,
and, unusually, the novel has a bibliography at the end. I do not doubt that he made himself familiar with the
history of the era. However, like all historical novelists, he is inspired also by the present, and his own identity as
a person with a Kashmiri family heritage and a first-hand engagement with the negative results of religious
fanaticism. These are contributing factors to this work of fiction, as much as the historical era which offers a
colourful realm in which to situate the story. One cannot escape the influence of one’s own life experience and
worldview. As Salman Rushdie wrote in 1984: ‘the writer is obliged to accept that he (or she) is part of the crowd,
part of the ocean, part of the storm, so that objectivity becomes a great dream, like perfection, an unattainable
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goal for which one must struggle in spite of the impossibility of success.’

9. Historical Novels and Thrillers

This creative writing thesis is within two genres – thrillers, and historical fiction. Both thrillers and historical
fiction are seen as popular literature, and are only recently attaining scholarly attention. Despite their reputation
as merely light reading, some thrillers have been written by esteemed writers such as Graeme Greene. Historical
fiction is currently improving in status, and while I was completing my thesis, a second Booker Prize was given to
Hilary Mantel for her novels set in Tudor England.
Thrillers, as a genre, rely upon sensational events and a story line which engages the readers’ expectations.
They can be differentiated from the crime novel, because often in a thriller there is no mystery about who is
responsible for evil and misfortunes. The question tends to be ‒ will they succeed? The trials of the hero, who is
attempting to outpace the evil forces, are the other essential half of a thriller story. In her academic study of
thriller novels, Reeva Simon writes that: ‘plot or conspiracy is the key component of all crime fiction novels,
whether they are mysteries, spy novels, or thrillers. The plot concerns a crime or a disruption of the social order.
The characters are a hero and a villain. The villain, the social miscreant, threatens the hero and his society.’
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This is true, but one can discern, since the 1970s, that there has been some tendency, in films and novels, to
interrogate the motives of the villain in thrillers, and even to blend the roles of the hero and villain. However, my
own thesis takes the traditional approach, and there is no doubt, throughout the story who is good and evil, but
the means by which they will attain their ends is left for speculation.
The Middle East is an ideal field for thriller novels, but most are set in the late-twentieth century, and
reflect political concerns. I hope that my story might have some interest as a counterpoint to these established
norms – it is set in the past rather than the present, and has Turkish heroes rather than villains, and is a battle
against good and evil from forces within, rather than without, the Middle East.
Sarah Pinto, a scholar of historical fiction, points out that: ‘Interrogations of historical novels on the basis of
their historical inadequacies – and premised on the idea that historical novels are not “proper” history and
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cannot be treated as such – offer little insight into the ways in which these texts are representing their pasts, of
what is happening to the past in the historical novel.’
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The act of writing an historical novel is a type of homage to the past, and an assertion that a particular
epoch, culture or historical figure is worthy of prominence. These novels are never proper history, and would be
poor novels if they tried to be. Rather, they are a symptom of the presence of history in the wider culture. It is
not accidental that novels about classical Greece and Rome have been favorite topics for British writers of the
twentieth century. This is a reflection of the importance of the classics in their education system and in their
cultural capital. Likewise, the interest by Russian writers in the Mongol invasions, the Napoleonic wars, and the
Tsar’s families, is a reflection of the important turning points in their national consciousness.
By writing an account of dramas and conflicts in the seventeenth-century Ottoman Empire I am bringing
forward a history of significance in my own life, and also, I believe of interest to the wider society which often
looks at the Middle East, and asks – why are ‘they’ like that? The creative representation of the past can provide
answers to that question, for it does not simply rely upon factual narratives, and also by reading fiction, people
are often given a new impression of the importance of forgotten or diminished aspects of the past.
When looking at Russian historical novelists of the romantic era, Dan Ungurianu comments that for
them historical evidence is ‘divided into hierarchical categories. Realia of bygone epochs, customs and costumes,
are more important than events because they are more general and essential. As to the events, they belong to
the realm of the happenstance and should be treated as imperfect incarnations of the idea. Therefore, factual
accuracy is irrelevant if the spirit behind the facts is portrayed correctly.’
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Although I am not a Russian writer of the early nineteenth century, I do tend to share this approach, and
see my work as means to convey a spirit of the times, and large picture of a functioning society. I have not tried
to de-mythologise the past, but to engage with myths, and to see where they relate to facts, events and
narratives which we can understand.
Martha Rozett has suggested that new literary forms are now appearing in historical fiction, and that
writers such as George Garrett, (author of Death of the Fox published in 1970) share some qualities of ‘the new
historicists ‒ and what distinguishes their novels from traditional or classic historical fictions and allies them with
postmodern fictions ‒ are a resistance to old certainties about what happened and why; a recognition of the
subjectivity, the uncertainty, the multiplicity of truths inherent in any account of past events …’
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This approach

is not like mine, and is more similar to that found – at a higher level – in Orhan Pamuk's work. My novel is not
playful or inconclusive, and it does not try to shift the reader’s perceptions or to present them with
indeterminate views. I hope I am a creative writer, but I do not try to make a paradoxical narrative which mixes
reality and unreality. In a sense, I do not have to do so, because the story of Sabbatai Zevi, even in the bare bones
of historical documents, is so strange and full of imagination that any elaboration, such as postmodern
fragmentation, or magical realism, would be unnecessary.
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10. Historical Reflections
Sabbatai’s movement still requires much historical study. New details of his support network are being
uncovered, and many existing archival sources are still un-translated and un-mined. One example is the recent
finding of some documents in Izmir. Jacob Barnai, in ‘Christian Messianism and the Portuguese Marranos: The
Emergence of Sabbateanism in Smyrna,’ describes a Book of Regulations, written in Ladino, for the Orphan
Society of the Congregation of Neveh Shalom.
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This organization’s title would indicate a poor and forsaken

segment of the population, however, as historian Jacob Barnai points out, the members were in fact among the
elite of the Jewish community of Izmir, and the most wealthy of the city. The Society of Orphans was also a roll
call of the supporters of Sabbateanism, and many continued in this role even after the apostasy. Groups such as
these ‘Orphans’ operated covertly in many parts of the Ottoman Empire, and add a note of intrigue to many
aspects of history. They had counterparts in the Christian confraternities, and also in the secret Sufi brotherhoods
of the Islamic community. Although it is confidently stated that Sabbatai receives ‘scant, if any, mention in official
Ottoman archives’
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there are some significant documents, and there may be many more awaiting a thorough

research project in Istanbul and Izmir. I do wish that one day I might be fortunate enough to gain funding to take
up such research, myself.
The appearance of Gershom Scholem’s comprehensive biography Sabbatai Sevi, in 1957, and its translation
into the English language in 1973, brought Sabbatai Zevi’s life into a contemporary focus.
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Scholem offered a

scholarly history of the movement, which explained Sabbatai as the product of a culture which was open to
mystical interpretations of reality, and readily took up extreme forms of religious consciousness. This work has
been revised several times, in order to include new sources. Scholem is wonderfully detailed and draws together
many threads of this complicated story. A simpler, but well-sourced, biography appeared in 2002. John Freely,
having spent some time in Turkey, became fascinated with the vestiges of Sabbateanism, and wrote an account
of Sabbatai’s life which stressed his unique individual traits and mass allure.
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Aubrey Ross, a member of the

Jewish community in England, became very interested in the story of Sabbatai’s movement, and published a work
of popular history, The Messiah of Turkey, in 2007. This book, however, is less about Sabbatai than about the
Donmeh – the secret sect of Jews who followed him into Islam but maintained their Jewish beliefs. Aubrey Ross
found that they exist to this day, in Istanbul, although most scholars believe that they had faded to a remnant by
th

the early 20 century.
Further scholarly work on Sabbateanism is given in Saturn's Jews: On the Witches' Sabbat and
Sabbateanism, by Moshe Idel, who is a Professor of Jewish Thought, at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
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This book links Jewish messianic movements with European occultism and astrology. Professor Idel draws links
between superstitions about the planet Saturn, the seventh day of rest, the witches sabbat, and Judaism. He
believes that all these ideas became linked, and to a certain extent influenced the Jews themselves. Sabbatai
Zevi, then, was able to further influence people by taking on a supernatural mantle and drawing upon fears and
myths. This is an interesting work, although much of the content seems speculative. As a reviewer from the
Journal of Asian Studies writes: ‘Idel’s approach seems to be restricted to a notional framework, yet highly
intriguing for students of religious studies or history of ideas is his attribution of astrological symbolism to the
messianic personality.’
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Moshe Idel also supposes that the theme of melancholy, explored by 20 century Jewish writers, derives
directly from this earlier era, and shows the dark influence of the idea of Saturn, the melancholy planet.
An excellent collection of primary sources has been translated and edited by David Halperin. Sabbatai Zevi:
Testimonies to a Fallen Messiah
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, puts together many of the first-hand accounts and is of great value. Not all

testimonies are to be found in this volume. Some are available elsewhere, such as the Italian text, ‘Sabbatai Sevi
as Seen by a Contemporary Traveller’,
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Jacob Emden, ou, L'anti-Sabbataï Zewi.

cxxxv

and others have never been translated into English, like Mémoires de
David Halperin states that several of the testimonies about Sabbatai

Zevi are of doubtful veracity, for this is a topic where everyone had an agenda. However, as David Halperin points
out such a text: ‘even if literally untrue, nonetheless conveys something of the extraordinary and still unexplained
charisma that surrounded Sabbatai Zevi. Perhaps, even as fiction, it has its light to shed on the enduring mystery
of what made this weak, confused, peevishly brutal man so irresistibly attractive to so many, and for so long.’
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It is likely that further studies of Sabbateanism will explore its similarities to other forms of lateseventeenth century millenarianism. This takes the story beyond the Jewish realm, and links it to the ways that
communities redefined their place in the world through extremism and idealism.
In the field of interpretations, some find Sabbateanism to be an apparent contradiction of Judaism. Robert
Alter wonders at the picture painted by Sabbatai’s biographer, Gershom Scholem: ‘If we think of Jews as …. wryly
ironic realists, Scholem shows us a whole people emotionally caught up in the most fantastic faith, men and
women alike wildly dancing, rolling on the ground, foaming at the mouth, uttering prophecies. If we think of Jews
as people living within tightly drawn lines of legal restriction and self-imposed restraint, Scholem shows us Jews
casting off all bonds …according to the Sabbatian maxim, “the abrogation of the Torah is its true fulfillment.”’
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However, other writers, such as Israeli Hillel Halkin, find the exultation and chaos of Sabbatai’s movement to
be the fulfillment of an ever-present, but usually suppressed Jewish trait:

For Judaism, the lesson is that the potential for messianism is always there. Although it can exist as mere
potential for centuries ‒ apart from sporadic episodes, a millennium-and-a-half passed from its full-fledged
eruption in Christianity and two catastrophic revolts against Rome until its full-fledged return in Sabbatianism
‒ it remains a built-in feature of the Jewish religious psyche. The same mind that understands that an
imperfect reality needs a Law and its limits will always yearn for a perfected state of being in which these
limits are overthrown, and will always crave the excitement of overthrowing them.
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In my view, messianic potential is found in all the Abrahamic religions, and also in secular ideologies such as
Fascism. It is true that this is a lesson for Judaism, but it is a lesson for everyone else, as well.
Sabbatai Zevi also has a presence in the consciousness of many Jewish political writers, who use him as a
foreshadowing and an analogy of the dangers of extremism. Communism, Zionism, Neo-Colonialism, attempts to
link Judaism with Bible-based Christianity, and many other ‘bright ideas’, have been compared to Sabbateanism –
to negative effect.
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These allegations go across many fields. ‘Mehlman pointedly compares Derridean

deconstruction to Sabbatianism, referring to the Sabbatians’ imputation of mystical significance to their leader’s
apostasy as “a desperate celebration of the arbitrariness of the sign, a performance of its fundamental
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discontinuity in relation to inner sense.”’
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Some early 20 century Jewish radicals idealized Sabbatai Zevi for his

willingness to act and his subversion of dead traditions, and described him as being at the same time in the ranks
of heroes or villains.
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However, by now, ‘Sabbateanism is used by modern Israeli publicists as a derogatory

name for religious groups seeking immediate political redemption.’
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Across the centuries, Sabbatai Zevi’s career carries a message of grim warning. Yet, he is not suppressed or
forgotten. Writer after writer takes him up as an example, as a riddle, or as a subject for creative inspiration.

11. Sabbatai in Literature
Many people who were touched by Sabbatai’s movement wrote memoirs or brief accounts of their
experiences. This, alone, indicates that Sabbatai lived in a time of increasing literacy, and also increasing use of
th

self-perception through written texts. This was to culminate, in the 18 century, with the rise of the modern
novel, and the self-reflective mode of individualism of the citizens of the late modern era.
Novelists and speculative writers have helped to keep Sabbatai’s name alive. A three act play, Sabbatai Zevi,
was published by Shalom Ash in 1930. Although it is not clear if it was performed, Ash was a well regarded Jewish
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writer.

Walter Benjamin read historical writings about Sabbatai, and is said to have discussed them with other

writers, and found them creative and interesting.
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Without any doubt, the most influential representation of Sabbateanism is the novel Satan in Goray, by
Isaac Bashevis Singer. The novel was published in 1955, and depicted a Polish community, ravaged by violence
and pogroms, which then falls into a mass delusion of believing that the messiah, Sabbatai Zevi, will soon appear
and lead them to Jerusalem. Singer’s style was beautifully descriptive, and he drew a picture of the Jewish
community through their illusions, superstitions and folklore. Such a view was original, and had great force.

Her body shone in the darkness like a precious stone, and her skin emitted sparks … He would lift the white
silk gown that covered Rechele’s body, kiss her feet, and waken her. ‘Rechele, it is midnight. The heavens are
parting. The Divine Parents are coupling face to face. Rechele, be of good cheer. This is the hour of union.”’
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Satan in Goray captivated many readers, and became even more prominent after 1978, when Singer was
awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature. The admirable achievements of Isaac Bashevis Singer obviously do not
complete all the possibilities of this field of historical fiction. Indeed, although it is usually remembered as novel
about Sabbatai Zevi, he never actually appears on the page in Satan in Goray. Zevi is merely a distant figure, and
a preoccupation of the characters. The influence of Satan in Goray is probably the reason why many people think
that Sabbatai was Polish. Singer’s novel is a reflection of traditional Jewish life, of messianic feeling, and of the
popular understandings of Kabbalah. But Zevi’s identity as a Turkish Jew is entirely left out of the picture.
Despite his fame and reception of awards, Isaac Bashevis Singer has not attracted a large body of
interpretation by literary scholars. This may be because his work is difficult to classify, and ranges across
romance, fantasy, historical fiction, and literary representations of religion. The fact that all of his works are
originally written in Yiddish might also deter some theorists, as it is ideal for scholars to read works in the original.
Recent published works on Singer have affirmed that: ‘Serious scholarship in any literature always starts with the
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original text in its original language, and the Yiddish text of Bashevis Singer should be no exception’.
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There is a

significant amount of recent scholarship on Singer which concentrates upon the difference between the original
Yiddish writings and the more widely-read translations. Other topics include Singer’s relationship to the
Holocaust, the degree to which he utilizes the themes of Jewish folklore, and the blend of fantasy and realism in
his work. Isaac Bashevis Singer wrote nothing directly about the Ottoman Empire, and although several
characters in his novels do visit the Sultan’s realms, their journeys are not directly described. Singer’s awareness
of Turkey has therefore not been interrogated, and his novel Satan in Goray is usually looked at as an example of
representations of Yiddish culture during the age of the pogroms.
The most authoritative recent survey work on Isaac Bashevis Singer is Seth L. Wolitz’s, The Hidden Isaac
Bashevis Singer. Seth L. Wolitz finds Satan in Goray to be a literary work with an understated message hidden
behind its florid prose:

The plot shows the characters fluctuating between a world identified by a spiritual and social order on one
side and anarchy and anomie on the other … The messianic ferment is presented in Satan in Goray as a factor
that releases hidden impulses that should not by mere definition be labeled simply as negative. If indeed a
guilty verdict is eventually pronounced on all these phenomena, its source is the conservative values that the
sophisticated author of Satan in Goray fully endorses.

cxlvii

Joseph Sherman typically esteems Satan in Goray as the ‘perhaps greatest—novel’ by Singer and points out
the reasons why, given Singer’s conservative views: ‘Der sotn in Goray (Satan in Goray), should be a critique of
antinomianism. Justly described as “one of the finest political novels in the Western canon,” this narrative depicts
the destructive effects of Shabbetai Zvi's false messianic claims on a Polish shtetl already decimated by
Chmielnicki's massacres. Meticulously recreating the style of 17th-century community histories, Bashevis by
analogy explodes the claims of all utopianisms.’

cxlviii

Thus, Isaac Bashevis Singer is the opposite to a socialist historical novelist, such as Naomi Mitchison, who in
her 1939 novel, The Blood of the Martyrs, made a conscious allegory of the sufferings of Christians in Rome to the
oppression of popular forces in Europe during the rise of Fascism. Mitchison stated that she wrote to honour:
‘witnesses for humanity and reason and kindliness, whose blood is crying to us now and whose martyrdom will
help to build the Kingdom which we all want in our hearts, and whose temporary manifestations in friendship
and comradeship and collaboration give purpose and delight to our lives and deaths.’

cxlix

Singer’s purpose in writing was less didactic, and he tended to acknowledge the temporality and
ambivalence of the Yiddish culture which he celebrated. Satan in Goray shows a Jewish world which has the
highest levels of learning and spirituality, but also the most fervent superstitions and delusions. He seems to posit
a human condition which is always vulnerable, but always working for redemption. The world outside Eastern
Europe does not attract much of his attention, and thus his account of Sabbatean upheavals makes no use of
Sabbatai Zevi himself.
Some fierce criticisms of Isaac Bashevis Singer have been offered by Evelyn Torton Beck, who finds him to
be a sexist, and indeed, misogynist, writer. Evelyn Torton Beck is herself a published poet, as well as a lecturer in
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gender studies. She identifies herself as a feminist, and as a member of the Jewish community. Beck pointed out
that the renown of Singer’s novels might lead readers to think that their picture ‘of pre-war Polish Jewry is an
cl

authentic representation of reality.’ Instead, she stated, these novels are the product of an imagination which
fixates on the marginal and bizarre, while eliminating the ordinary and work-directed lives of the majority of the
East European Jews. She finds this particularly problematic because with his focus on sexuality and twentieth
century modes of thought:

Singer’s vision – combining the traditional Jewish image of women as subservient and inferior with the
misogynistic view of woman’s nature in the philosophies of Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Freud and Weininger –
represents a powerful assault on the Jewish woman.

cli

She describes the role of women in Singer’s novels, and finds them to be always playing a negative part, and
temping all around them into sexual excess. Some of the descriptions of women, as she states, make them seem
grotesque and repulsive, to a degree not seen in Singer’s representations of male characters. ‘He uses physical
details of women’s bodies as signposts of their personalities.’

clii
cliii

This critique was originally published in the feminist magazine Lilith, in 1979,
a 1981 article in Studies in American Jewish Literature.

cliv

and was also developed for

Professor Beck’s critique of Singer obviously reflects the

atmosphere of the feminist movement of the early 1980s, and the arrival of women’s studies as a separate
discipline. It is surprising that few have followed up this line of thought, and that studies of gender in Isaac
Bashevis Singer are not numerous. Those that have been published, such as Mark Spilka’s, ‘Empathy with the
Devil: Isaac Bashevis Singer and the Deadly Pleasures of Misogyny,’ do not cite Evelyn Torton Beck’s work, but
rely upon the primary sources of Singer’s novels and memoirs.

clv

Mark Spilka points out that Isaac Bashevis

Singer’s life, as well as his writings, show ‘Singer's ultimate inability to overcome the severities of the very
parental orthodoxy he had tried so often ‒ and often so effectively ‒ to affirm for its saving restraints.’

clvi

Mark

Spilka suggests that the frequent deaths of women characters in Singer’s novels do reflect a spirit of misogyny,
and also that Singer used figures of evil to enunciate his own critiques of the religion and culture which he also
loved. Like Evelyn Torton Beck, Mark Spilka notices Singer’s association of the feminine, the grotesque and the
erotic. This is often a key component in his tales. One protagonists is:

introduced to an erotic component that tells much about Hassidic joys and terrors. … The homely Bella, with
a head too big for her body, a sunken brow, black bulging calf's eyes, curved nose, large bosom, wide hips,
bowed legs, whom the other schoolgirls call Freak, proves remarkably effective in reviving the ascetic Mark
Meitels from his depression at his wife's death.’

clvii

Mark Spilka comments briefly on the novel Satan in Goray, in order to pick up its theme of women’s deaths:

In Satan in Goray, he too creates a richly ambivalent portrait of an unkosher ritual slaughterer, Reb Gedaliya,
who spreads the gospel of the false messiah, Sabbatai Zevi, among the townspeople of seventeenth-century
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Goray, and at the same time performs "wonders" for them. … He will be instrumental also in burying the
village heroine, the visionary epileptic Rechele, who becomes his mistress, is variously invaded by Satan and a
vengeful dybbuk, and dies during a long and lewdly detailed exorcism procedure as the novel ends.

clviii

Despite the fact that literary scholar Joseph Sherman analyses one of the very stories commented upon by Evelyn
Torton Beck, and offers a detailed review of its lurid contents, he shows no unease and states that: ‘it is readily
apparent that Bashevis's use of “sensational” material is never gratuitous.’

clix

It would be appropriate, in setting

forth this view, to note that not everyone is in agreement. In the story Blood, a sexually voracious Jewish woman
indulges in adultery and many types of corruption. Sherman quotes Singer’s account. ‘One transgression begets
another. One day Satan, the father of all lust and cunning, tempted Risha to take a hand in the slaughtering …’ I
find Joseph Sherman’s description of this graphic story more confronting than that offered by Evelyn Beck, but he
himself sees no problem and explains the conclusion of the tale: ‘In the end, Risha's insatiable lust ‒ for sex,
blood and Satan ‒ deprives her of all vestiges of humanity, and she is stoned to death as a werewolf.’

clx

One recent literary article offered a study of Satan in Goray and suggested that it be seen as an example of
the carnivalesque. John Guzlowski suggests that Isaac Bashevis Singer is a less conservative author than he might
seem, and that much of the narrative energy in Satan in Goray mocks authority figures, although the
revolutionaries and idealists are seen as equal in failure. John Guzlowski draws upon the theories of Mikhail
Bakhtin, and:

Bakhtin argues that carnival ends in rebirth, but at the end of the novel Rechele gives birth to something
quite different. She believes herself impregnated by Satan, and suffers terrible birth pangs < Her pangs
produce a dybbuk, yet another carnivalesque figure: a capering jester who jokes, knocks authority, and
blasphemes. Despite his capering, however, the dybbuk has a wholly negative effect on Rechele. Before she
dies, she vomits blood and filth …

clxi

John Guzlowski’s article does not comment on the gender themes of the novel, although they are present in the
very texts which he cites, because his purpose is to look at the carnival and the grotesque. He suggests that
inversion and liberation can be seen in these harrowing descriptions, because they are part of a story which
shows the fragility of order and the power of misrule. Like most scholars who look at Satan in Goray, Guzlowski is
content to leave Sabbatai Zevi himself out of the picture, which is allowable in a study which is looking at
European literature in a European context.
My own view of Isaac Bashevis Singer is that he was a powerful writer, whose talents are best reflected in
Satan in Goray. This novel shows the delirium of the Sabbatean movement, and it is also very evocative of the
vanished world of the Yiddish-speaking Jews. Despite its serious presence in world literature, and Singer’s
contribution to fictional assessments of the religious impulse, I do not find that Satan in Goray is a direct influence
on my own thesis. The preoccupations of Isaac Bashevis Singer are entirely different to mine, just as the context
of his novel is hundreds of miles from the Mediterranean world of the Jannisaries and the Ottomans. In my own
writing, I make use of male and female archetypes, and also superstition, violence and delusional beliefs.
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However, I have a different perspective to Isaac Bashevis Singer, as I am a different writer, from a different time.
Creative interpretations of Sabbatai’s career continue. In 1984, a play entitled Messiah, written by Martin
Sherman, was put on stage in New York. It was set in Poland, and appears to be similar to the storyline of Satan in
Goray.

clxii

In 1995, a musical entitled Sabbatai appeared on stage, also in New York. It was the work of Michael

Schubert and Michael Edwin, and was directed by Stanley Brechner. It set the story in 1990s style costumes, with
the Ottoman world redrawn as an American ghetto.

clxiii

In 2005, prominent Australian author Tobsha Learner

published her break-through novel, a work of historical fiction which was set in the Jewish communities of the
German states of the 1660s. The Witch of Cologne made passing reference to Sabbatai Zevi, through the words of
a character who is one of his followers. The wiser character recoils, thinking: ‘God protect us from such fanaticism
… This Shabbatai Zevi this young zealot from Asia Minor … is just another charlatan exploiting the hysterical
delusions of a desperate community. But he has power. His trickery spreads like a disease …’

clxiv

12. History and Fiction

The cast of characters, which follows the table of contents, indicates the use of historical identities in this novel.
The most central characters – Kansu and his companions, are my own invention, and their relationships with real
characters, such as Kansu’s unhappy romance with Sara, are again entirely imaginary. Some of the characters
have been drawn in order to indicate larger themes. Reza the Persian indicates Persia’s long-standing rivalry with
the Ottomans, and he also gives voice to some of the ideals of Shia Islam, which would be otherwise unknown to
the characters. The Shia notion of the ‘occulted’ messiah is sometimes ‘borrowed’ in order to explain Sabbatai’s
career.

clxv

Persians tended to be especially aware of messianic claims, because it had a lively presence in their

own belief system, and sometimes broke out with violent and unruly events within the Shah’s realm.
Adeodatus, the sinister Vatican spy, is likewise a fictional construct who embodies an international
power rivalry. This thesis does not offer a considered view of Christianity, or Catholic spirituality. If it were
written at more length, I would have sought to include more varied characters, expressing idealistic aims.
Adeodatus has some aspects of a known literary archetype – the devious Roman Catholic clergyman who puts
the ends before the means when promoting the Vatican’s policies. This type of figure is found in popular writings
about the Jesuits, and goes back to my respected forebear in the writing of historical fiction – Ann Radcliffe. Her
1797 novel, The Italian, or the Confessional of the Black Penitents, presented Father Schedoni, a villain of such
wonderful literary power that readers cannot do without him. Adeodatus is as much a fiction as the gothic villain,
and there is no evidence that the Vatican was sending spies after Sabbatai Zevi’s movement. But there is no
evidence that they did not, either, and it is true that the dawning of the year 1666 raised worries among some
clerics. However, one of the more surprising claims in my novel – that the paintings in the Sistine Chapel contain
erotic material, and also can be interpreted as drawing in Kabbalah symbols – is based on an interpretation put
forward by a Professor from the Yeshiva University in New York, Benjamin Blech.

clxvi

He has looked at the Sistine

Chapel in ‘a work of ingenious, provocative scholarship based on hitherto unused sources: Talmudic literature,
the Midrash commentaries on the Bible, and the Kabbalah.’

clxvii

xli

Likewise, the finding of mystic Hebrew symbols on the walls of the Great Mosque in Gaza is consistent
with the historical record. And it is also true that this Mosque was once a church – a Templar Church of the
Crusader era.

clxviii

It is built upon the ruins of a Philistine Temple, and popular legend states that the grave of

Samson is buried under the foundations.
The event in Gaza, where Zevi had himself immersed in the sea, then mysteriously reappeared in
Hebron, is entirely fiction. Some of Zevi’s followers believed he had the power to teleport himself, and claimed
that he had escaped from sealed dungeon cells. The stone coffin story draws upon various miracle stories from
Middle East folklore, and in some ways is a foreshadowing of Zevi’s death, which takes place long after the events
in this story. Zevi was fascinated by water, took the symbol of the Pisces fish as his own, and often led his
followers to the sea shore for conversations. He believed in immersions into all sorts of baths, including natural
falls of snow. Some of his followers are alleged to have died of hypothermia after trying this.
Although Sabbatai Zevi was initially quite successful in his role as a convert to Islam and the Palace
gatekeeper, after about a decade the Ottoman authorities became wary of him. It may be that they realized that
he was leading a secret sect, and had not renounced his messianic pretensions. Whatever the reasons, in 1673,
the Sultan exiled Sabbatai Zevi to Albania, a region on the fringe of the Empire. Accompanied by his remaining
followers, he lived in the port city of Ulcinj. It seems he died there around 1676, but we do not know the exact
date, nor the cause of his passing. He would have been in his early fifties.
Some of Zevi’s followers maintained a most romantic story of his departure. He had led them down to the
sea, and spoke to them:

After the New Year of 5437, he took us out to the seashore with him and said to us: ‘each of you go back
home. How long will you adhere to me? Until you see beneath that rock that is on the seashore, perhaps?’
And we had no idea what he was talking about. So we left Alkum, and he died on the Day of Atonement, early
in the morning.

clxix

By 1692, this was further mystified into the following story recounted by a Jewish writer originally from Hebron,
Abraham Cuenque:

Zevi announces his imminent death to “the Christians” and asks them to care for his body, stripping it and
laying it on the sand by the seashore. They do so, not neglecting any detail of all that he commanded them.
The following day they returned to the seashore to see what had become of him, and they found nothing
there. “Surely”, they said, “the waves of the sea must have washed him away”. It was reported thus and
understood thus by the Christians, “but the secret things are known only to the Lord our God”.
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Who these Christians might be is never explained. There are some indications that there were some Christians
drawn to his movement in Europe. The story above, however, has links to Jewish traditions about the
disappearance of Elijah, and Shia legends about the disappearance of the Twelfth Imam, who is sometimes
described as having vanished into the waters of a well.
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A sceptical reader might regard the various legends of Sabbatai’s mysterious death/disappearance as the
action of a Messiah who was again finding things too hot for him, and escaped by faking his own death, as he had
previously by faking his Islamic conversion.
In the last chapter of this novel, Kansu, the former Janissary, is followed up by Zevi’s disciples. This is
entirely imaginary, but it is true that in the era after his conversion Sabbatai Zevi and his followers formed a
notion that the converts of the Janissary corps might play a role in their mystical dramas. One of the documents
circulating among Zevi’s friends in the 1670s is stated to be the work of ‘spirit guide.’ It may be from the pen of
Nathan of Gaza, or some other Sabbatean scholar. It suggests that Zevi converted in order to ascend to other
spiritual realms and liberate any shards of light found in Gentile souls. The document explains that he had to
become a Muslim, rather than a Christian, because the work of winnowing out the good in Christian souls had
already been accomplished by the Sultan, who had assembled them as Janissaries:

Referring to the Ottoman practice of recruiting Christian boys for service with the Janissary corps, the spirit
guide explains that: the Turks had already incorporated all the sparks of holiness that were present in
Christendom … Through the Turkish King’s practice of selecting young boys by lot, as his tribute from the
Christians, and converting them to Islam. By God’s will the lot would choose only those boys possessing holy
sparks.
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This type of document, if it fell into the hands of an Ottoman official, would be read with great suspicion. It may
look like an attempt to subvert the Janissaries, and make them symbols of new religion. Their ambiguous status
as known converts separated from their natural world might leave room for such imaginings.
It is not surprising that Sabbatai Zevi, the irrepressible intriguer and cult-leader, was eventually exiled to
Albania. What fate he really met will never be known.
Many details of history, which might have further enriched this story, have been left out for reasons of
word length. As I worked on this thesis, I came to realize why it is that historical fiction tends to appear in long
tomes. It is a mode of writing which tends toward the epic. So many aspects of society, moments of change, and
individual fates can be woven in to one story. Many historical novels are 300,000 words in length, and this one,
also, could have been if I had been exempt from the rules of thesis writing.
Some examples of what has been left out are the full travels of Sabbatai Zevi. This thesis describes him
going from Cairo to Gaza, then to Jerusalem and on to Izmir. This is historically accurate – he did make such a
journey – but in real life, after Jerusalem, he went to Safed and then Damascus, before travelling back to his
hometown of Izmir. It would have been very interesting to include these journeys, because Sabbatai’s stay in
Safed would have brought him into contact with the elite of Kabbalistic Rabbis, and when in Damascus, he could
have been in touch with the Sufis, the Alawis, and the many heterodox religious traditions of that ancient city.
But, adding such chapters could not be justified, and so I sent him straight to Izmir. Sabbatai’s life as a ‘guest’ of
the Sultan, in prison, has likewise been shortened. In fact, he was arrested when he arrived in Istanbul, as stated
here, but after a period in a dungeon he was sent to – of all places – Gallipoli. There, he stayed for some time as a
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prisoner, with a surprisingly lenient regime, and was allowed to have visitors from his community, before being
returned to Istanbul for his trial.
The Bektashi Sufi order, to which the Janissaries belonged, is briefly described, but this thesis does not
include details of the other Sufi orders, and rival Islamic movements which sometimes opposed Sufism
altogether. A symbolic reference to debates about Islamic teachings is made in the chapters which describe the
Janissary drinking coffee, and finding it to be a source of conviviality, fortune telling, and escape from noxious
intoxication. Kansu quotes Sufi poetry about the benefits of coffee. If writing at more length, I would have
introduced the topic of the Islamic fundamentalist movement, the Kadizades, who were at the height of their
influence in Istanbul during the 1660s. They were an extreme type of Muslim believers, who greatly resemble the
Wahhabis, or the Taliban, in our own time. One of the demands made by the Kadizades was that coffee be
banned. This was a quixotic campaign in Turkey, where coffee could be described as the national drink. The
Kadizades ‘were bitterly antagonistic … They demanded that sufi lodges be burned; that alcohol, coffee, and
tobacco be prohibited; and that people be forbidden to visit the tombs of revered sufi leaders.’
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They also

wanted to make Istanbul a solely Islamic city, disregarding the tradition of respecting minority rights. In all of
these themes, they were totally unsuccessful in Ottoman Turkey. However, a Janissary such as Kansu would have
been aware of them, and might have celebrated joys of coffee drinking in order to rebut their puritanical ranting.
The Kadizades were a historical presence in Sabbatai’s history because one of their Sheiks, Vani Mehmed
Efendi, who had been promoted to the personal staff of the Grand Vizier, Koprulu Fazil Ahmed Pasha, was
involved in overseeing Sabbatai’s imprisonment in 1666. Vani Mehmed attained better conditions for Sabbatai,
and may have played a role in persuading him to convert to Islam. He later instructed him in the faith, and gained
him a position as doorkeeper at the Sultan’s palace.
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The Kadizades, who managed to gain influential clerical

positions, were mistrusted by the Janissary Corps, and with reason. They are also interesting because many of
their traits are similar to the Puritan Christian movement who were active at the same time in England. While
maintaining a scriptural ideal, the Puritans abolished many traditional festivities, and vandalized much Christian
art, such as statues, altars, and stained glass windows.
The inclusion of a Kadizade character would have added to the historical detail of my thesis, but could
not be justified for reasons of word length. Likewise, I have not included anything about the Portuguese
Marranos, who were a definite presence in the Izmir Jewish community.
The Hispanic Marranos were a suppressed Jewish community who had suffered a great deal during the
th

era of forced conversions which occurred after the fall of Islamic Spain in the late 15 century. During the era of
the Spanish Inquisition, they found it politic to pretend to convert to Christianity, while maintaining their Jewish
th

customs behind closed doors. The persecution of Marranos flared up periodically throughout the 16 century,
and many left Europe and settled in the Ottoman Empire, where they could resume a fully Jewish life. Historical
sources indicate that there was a community of Portuguese Marranos in Izmir, and that they were important to
the commercial and cultural life of the city.
Historians have noticed that the Jewish community which derived from the Marranos was particularly
open to Sabbatai’s influence, and may have contributed to his ideas. Some of Sabbatai’s notions, such as that he
could call himself the ‘Son of God’, and even begin to hint that he and the Father were one, are distinctly
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Christian. Where he could have come into contact with Christian ideas is not clear, but the former Marranos are
an obvious possibility.

clxxiv

Their long sojourn as pseudo-Christians must have marked their culture, however much

they resented it. Moreover, the later development of the Donmeh sect, out of the ruins of Zevi’s movement, is a
surprising repeat of the Marrano phenomenon, but in the Islamic world. These followers of Zevi pretended to
convert to Islam, but maintained a secret Jewish identity, which they believed would be justified by Sabbatai
Zevi’s future, miraculous, return.
It would be of great interest to include some reflections on the Marrano experience in this novel,
especially as some of the characters experienced displacement and false conversion, just as the Portuguese Jews
did. However, this is speculative and would again add to the word length without advancing the narrative.
Throughout the novel, the Sephardic origins of the Jewish community in Izmir is referenced, but the complication
of explaining that some of them were former pretend-Christians, and might later become pretend-Muslims, is
not taken up.
All of the quotations in this thesis from Scriptures, Poems and Prayer Books are authentic. The
illustrations are eclectic and are meant to ornament the text, not to correspond with a historical view of the past
– they tend to reflect images of the Orient.
I would like to continue writing, and to continue the story of Kansu the Janissary in later works. Some of
these issues mentioned here could be explored at greater length in a following volume.

***

This thesis has been the product of my own life experience, and that of many other people. Like all works of
historical fiction, it takes facts and turns them into works of the imagination. I make no claims of any of this work
being ‘true’, but only that it is true to my understanding and interest in the past. I hope that readers will enjoy it,
and that it will briefly bring seventeenth-century Ottomans alive for them.
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*Characters based on figures from history are marked with an asterisk.
Adeodatus

A Vatican master spy.

David Habillo*
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Agha of the Janissaries.
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A chameleon-like messenger and spy.
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Missing son of Ottoman Sultan Murad IV and grandson to Kosem.

Kadir Bey

Ottoman chief of spies, head of the Teshkilad.

Khadija* (1628 – 1683)

Wife of Ibrahim I, mother to Mehmed IV.

Kosem* (1589 – 1651)

Born Anastasia, wife of Ottoman Sultan Ahmed I, mother to Murad
IV and Ibrahim I.

Joseph Escapa* (1572 – 1662)

Respected Rabbi of Izmir and Sabbatai opponent.

Ibrahim I* (1615 – 1648)

Ottoman Sultan, son of Kosem and Ahmed I, younger brother of
Murad IV.

Mehmet IV* (1642 – 1693)

Ottoman Sultan, Son of Ibrahim I and Khadija.

Murad IV* (1612 – 1640)
Mustafa

Ottoman Sultan, son of Kosem and Ahmed I.
Real name Milojika from a Serbian village, raised as a Janissary.

Nathan of Gaza* (1643 – 1680) Kabbalistic scholar and Sabbatai‟s chief publicist. His full name,
rarely used, was Abraham Nathan ben Elisha Ḥayyim Ashkenazy.
Pope Alexander VII* (1599 – 1667) Born Fabio Chigi.
Rachel

Niece of Rabbi Joseph Escapa.

Raphael Josef* (?-1667)

Influential citizen and jeweller in Cairo.

Sabbatai Zevi* (1626 – 1676)

Messiah (?) from Izmir, later Aziz Mehmed Effendi.

Sara* (1645 - 1674)
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Vasfi Bey

Cadi of Izmir.

Zarkov

Brutish Russian mercenary in the employ of Sabbatai Zevi.
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Mark of the Crescent
A work of fiction
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Chapter 1

Love is a cruel pain that devours everything. Sometimes it tears the veil from the soul, sometimes it draws
it together.
The Conference of the Birds, Farid ad-Din Attar

1640

As a small child at play in the hills of her faraway village in the Caucasus, she had once reached out to feel
the beauty of a rose, tricked by its inviting scent, unawares of its thorns. When her finger had been pricked
she had learned that sweetness and harm were distant relatives, and that one could not possibly survive
without the accompaniment of the other. That was a very long time ago. The memory had given sway to
new indulgences and luxury. The belief that the past were bygone events that need not be recalled had
taken her mind elsewhere. But lessons were meant to be remembered.
Now, the harem with its pavilions, kiosks, villas, terraced gardens, courtyards and countless
servants turned the sweetest sherbet to sour vinegar, reminiscent of those deceitful thorns. The seraglio’s
sting had been just as sudden.
Life with the other concubines had been a stretched illusion. Her body would be bathed daily with
the most charming potions and mudpacks. Exotic oils would enhance her beautiful skin. Her nails would be
dyed, her body perfumed and henna would decorate her hands. The Kizlar Agha, head of the black eunuchs,
would tend to her every need and swirl around her like a dervish, ready to fulfill every whim, for she was
the Sultan’s Favorite. Her status had been secured after giving birth to a son, producing an heir to the
Ottoman Sultan Murad IV.
It was then that the soft cushions vanished. Kosem, the Sultan’s mother, intruded into her world.
At first, existence in the seraglio had been dream-like. Kosem, known as the Valideh or Queenmother, had welcomed and praised her beauty. Indeed, Kosem had once been a concubine herself and
understood the distinction of delivering an heir. Without a doubt, Kosem was powerful and prided in
advising her son Murad IV on important decisions. In fact, any opposition to her hold was met with a hasty
death. Many a spike displayed severed heads of statesman who had mustered the courage to speak against
her. Furthermore, nobody dared call the Queen-mother Kosem by her birth name, Anastasia, for she was of
Greek descent.
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Now, as the Abyssinian executioner twisted the Favorite’s long hair - silencing her cries with an
iron-grip on her dovelike throat - she remembered the first sting of the thorn, the first dabs of perfume on
her body, her first appraisal from Kosem, her first lovemaking to the Sultan, and the wonderful joys of
motherhood.
Then, panic and terror streaked through her as the horrid realization set in. She would never be able
to tell her husband, the Sultan, what dangers had spilled into her chambers. She would never live to see her
son sit on the Empire’s throne.
At dawn, the Favorite’s body was stuffed into a large sack, filled with rocks. She was still alive,
though unconscious. Her hands and feet were tightly bound. The sack was immediately sewn shut by
expert hands and tossed over a cliff into the river below. The splash was a mere pitter-patter by the time it
rose to the high cliffs. The sound was near enough to stir a nest of birds in the stillest of airs. The jagged
rocks inside the sack ensured the contents sunk fast to the bottom.
The once beautiful woman, the Favorite, was dead.
Kosem’s instructions had been successfully completed.

***
The small boat neared Larnaca, the chief sea-port of Cyprus, but stayed clear of being noticed. Instead it
allowed the wind to further it towards a landing of stones, a place where all boats avoided. Determined that
their presence had passed unnoticed; the two men - one tall and lean, the other short and stocky - cast away
their rich garments and dressed themselves in beggar’s clothing. Their previous clothes, of obvious noble
cut, were collected into a leather pouch, along with their bags of gold coins. The two men then turned to the
boy they had secretly brought with them. The boy was frail and frightened, and aged only three. He had
been lightly beaten along the hasty journey for crying, and now his weeping was silent and internal. The
boy’s expensive clothes were also removed and he was hastily dressed in rags. The fourth person with them
had orders to wait until dawn, axe a hole in the craft and ensure it sank, and then find his own way back to
the mainland within a few days.
The two men would remain with the boy to fulfill their mission. Stopping by a dirt-path, they
rubbed more mud into their clothes, not neglecting to repeat the process on the boy. Covered in dirt, they
continued their way in secrecy, soundless as mice. It was past midnight by the time they reached their
destination. The stocky one raked his fingers against the battered wooden door of a hut. A flap opened to
show inquisitive eyes viewing the guests.
‘We have obtained many diverse presents from the island of Tinos,’ rasped the tall one.
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‘And Tinian silk?’ came the anxious reply.
‘To the value of Exobourgo Mountain<’
With the appropriate codes exchanged, after a series of locks were unbolted, the door finally
squeaked open. The visitors were ushered inside.
‘We must continue wearing these rags,’ the stocky fellow said. ‘Do you have a spot to hide our
clothes?’
‘I have been notified of everything,’ the owner of the house assured in the middle of re-locking.
‘Your clothes will be kept in a section I have dug out. I now have some more beggar rags if needed. I rubbed
them in dirt and dung this morning.’
‘You fool!’ roared the stocky one. ‘I hope you have not brought unwanted attention unto yourself
in your quest for them. Your duty is to provide bed and bread for two nights, nothing more.’
‘Effendis, I<I only thought<’
‘We cannot stay here now, Yorgo!’ said the tall one.
‘Yes,’ Yorgo responded, then turned to his companion. ‘Vassili, this fool is your height. Be a fair
sport and take care of him.’
The stocky Vassili neared the owner, dagger in hand and plunged it into the man’s neck. Specks of
blood sprayed over the boy’s forehead. There came a distinct gurgling as blood spurted up the throat,
trailed by the crushing stillness of death.
In little time, Yorgo and Vassili found the hidden compartment that had been dug out to contain
their fine clothes. They forced the corpse in the hole. It made an awkward grave. Then, they found some
bread, milk and cheese. Afterwards they chose to rest and slept for a few hours, the boy huddled in some
blankets and kept within an arm’s distance. Yorgo, the tall Greek was the first to wake up. He nudged his
fellow journeyman for it would not be wise to wait till sun-up. Wrapping some bread and cheese into a bag,
they began an uncomfortable trek across the barren mountains, seeking the next village. It was the early
hours of morning, but they knew better than to slow down. They kept their strength by not speaking. When
the boy was finally unable to support himself, they took turns in carrying him. At times the little one was
slumped over Yorgo’s shoulder, watching the hills disappear one after the other. Then, he was carried in
Vasilli’s arms, watching the half-moon stare back at him. When tiredness bit into the two men, they kneeled
to rest in silence. Yorgo broke some bread and cheese and fed it to the hungry boy, demonstrating a strange
kind of respect and affection, for only after the child had had his fill did they choose to eat the remainders.
Sometimes Yorgo looked at the boy with contempt, like a wolf yearning to claw and devour an enemy.
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Later, the hate in his eyes would dim and give sway to warmer emotions. Vasilli’s mood would also change
from contempt to tenderness towards the three-year old.
Continuing the journey, the boy would be forced to march, pushed and smacked across the head
when falling down and grazing a knee. But then, he would be picked up again with genuine care, and
treated with reverence. The boy was not accustomed to harsh treatment – for all of his three years he had
been surrounded by servants and splendor in the Court of his father, Sultan Murad IV. But it was not this
fact that triggered the affection towards the boy. There was a deeper bond between them all.
The Sun was just emerging through the cracks of the horizon when the trio reached the small
sleeping town. They had made good time; panting and sweating, their rags torn to thin strips. Soon the
town would be alive with activity, and they blessed the Virgin Mary for their luck.
After scouting the soundless village, Vasilli knocked on Spiro’s door, funneling the noise with a
cloth over his fist. They waited nervously. Again, he tried. Finally, Spiro’s drowsy voice, full of complaint
breathed out to them.
Vasilli kept his voice low.
‘We have obtained many diverse presents from the island of Tinos<’

***

Suffering from utter exhaustion, the boy was laid down to sleep as the two men gathered around a table.
Spiro, the owner of the house, put forward plates of herbed lamb and poured wine for his guests. Maria and
Niko, his wife and five year-old son, were sent to another room.
Yorgo stuffed more meat and bread into his mouth. Vasilli had already finished the hearty meal and
was busy peeling fruit.
Wiping grease from the edges of his mouth on his ragged sleeve, Yorgo eyed Spiro.
‘You are early Yorgo Effendi,’ Spiro said. ‘I was expecting you at tomorrow’s dawn.’
‘Our well-being was compromised. We had to act with haste. I trust you yourself have prepared a
solid back-story for your little guest?’
‘Indeed,’ said Spiro. ‘It is like this: Maria, my wife, is unable to have a second child after Niko. We
have openly discussed our wishes to adopt a son with all our neighbors and have been seen visiting
orphanages.’
Earlier Yorgo had caught a glimpse of the bony woman, some inches taller than her husband, and
armed with an arrogant face.
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‘I see,’ Yorgo said. ‘You are aware of your instructions to bring up the boy as foster-parents in the
comfort of your home. Nobody must know who he is.’
‘Yes Effendi,’ Spiro said.
‘It is of utmost importance that the boy must not know his origins either,’ Yorgo continued. ‘And
never forget, this boy is grandson to my cousin, Anastasia, the Sultan’s mother.’
‘I acknowledge my duties to the fullest, Effendis.’
‘Very well,’ Vasilli added. ‘Here is a letter addressed to you from the Queen-mother. Your generous
payments will arrive like clockwork from Istanbul at the given dates. Do not indulge in commerce enough
to evoke suspicion. We have with us your first payment.’
Spiro took the small bag of gold coins and the sealed letter by the Queen-mother. By midday, both
Yorgo and Vasilli were fast asleep.
Alone, Spiro opened the letter.

Dear Spiro,
When my father was the Archbishop of Tinos you were the son of his most trusted confidante. I feel you are
deserving of this duty. You are to raise the child in secrecy. Use the poison to kill both my cousins Yorgo and Vasilli,
for they are a liability. Needless to say, their belongings and wealth are also yours.
Kosem Valideh (Anastasia of Tinos)

Spiro retrieved the vial of poison that was given to him by another agent a few days ago. He could
hear the snores coming from the other room. Tonight, he would mix it in their wine and leave them to their
deepest sleep.

***

1645

When the Turks had taken Cyprus from Venetian rule in 1571, they had granted many privileges and rights
to Greeks on the island that Latin rule had not. Thus the Turks had become the preferred rulers. With these
special concessions, Greek commerce escalated and the island became a valuable location for merchant
ships. The Ottoman state ensured that incentives were provided for tradesmen. The Greeks were to be
represented in local administrative councils and free to elect their representatives. Further, the Turkish
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Pasha of Cyprus granted the Greek Orthodox Church autonomy and recognized the Archbishop as leader
of the community.
Meanwhile, Spiro had not been idle. He had had enough of cold mountain winds, and a life of
seclusion and penury. All that had begun to change. Soon, many a townsman, though irritated, claimed that
the road to Spiro’s success was a sharp mind. Others hated themselves for not realizing Spiro’s incredible
luck and beat their heads for not striking partnerships with him. Few suspected foul play but dared not
voice their suspicions for Spiro’s wealth kept mounting. How could, they thought, a man known for his
laziness, a man who had spent years begging for their money, amass great fortune in such a short span of
time? It made little sense. In the last few years Spiro had invested in cotton fields and olive farms. Now he
enjoyed exporting them with European shippers at handsome rates. Those who had shunned Spiro now
approached him to borrow money and were met with Spiro’s favorite excuse: one of his shipments had
been attacked by pirates and all his cotton stolen. Of course, it was not true.
This morning, Spiro was pouring wine for his visitor from Istanbul, Hizir Effendi, a messenger who
worked for the Queen-mother, Kosem. Some thought he was a Jew, others a Christian from the Balkans, but
nobody knew Hizir’s identity for certain.
‘I play the good host well, offering you my choicest wine,’ Spiro hissed. ‘Is the great Hizir Effendi
empty-handed from Istanbul?’
Hizir moistened his lips with the red wine and grinned. ‘You Greeks are the champions of whining.
Your belly has grown the size of an apple-cart.’
Spiro grimaced, then began to chuckle.
‘True. These past five years I have grown in wealth. But this has been under the reassurance of the
Queen-mother, as you know. Yet, the boy is growing. So are his expenses. Already he is taller than my own
son Niko. His identity has remained a secret as arranged. It is within my rights to keep demanding my pay.’
‘Over the past few months there have been many vital changes in Istanbul,’ Hizir told him.
‘So Murad IV died from cirrhosis,’ said Spiro. ‘That is not a vital change. The Queen-mother still has
Ibrahim, her other son. One son or the other, she will still be in control.’
‘Actually, the Queen-mother is most upset with her son Ibrahim,’ Hizir informed him. ‘Already he
is known as Deli, the fool, due to his mental condition. Once Murad had ordered the death of his brother
Ibrahim, but the Queen-mother had intervened.’
‘What better news is there?’ Spiro became joyful. ‘Ibrahim is easier to sway.’
‘On the contrary Spiro Effendi, the Queen-mother is losing her influence over Ibrahim. She cannot
compete with Ibrahim’s favorite - Khadija. In the old days, as you well know, Anastasia would promptly
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execute opposition, much like the mother of the boy whom you have adopted. But this Khadija is a smart one
and keeps outwitting her. She has Ibrahim wrapped around her finger, has born him a son, and is seething
with intrigue. I daresay, much like the Queen-mother herself, in her younger days.’
Spiro scratched his beard. This was terrible news. If Anastasia lost control over her nimble-witted
son to a young beauty, his riches could be torn out of his hands.
‘Drink, Spiro Effendi, drink. Your face is pale and your wine ever delicious.’
And expensive, Hizir was about to add as he downed his cup with relish, watching the nervously
calculating Greek.
‘Surely, Anastasia has not been left without support?’ Spiro asked in alarm.
‘The Queen-mother has always had enemies in the Court. If you are asking in terms of the
populace, so long as she keeps building orphanages and making donations she will remain in favor. But do
not let this lull you into a false sense of security, Spiro Effendi, for it is only a matter of time until Khadija
sees the benefits of winning the people and does the same. Already, many a statesman is approaching
Khadija in confidence.’
The implications of what Hizir had said made Spiro breathless. He knew the treacherous politics
involved. He lamented the situation.
‘How Anastasia has managed to lose the upper-hand in this conflict is beyond me. She has never
been without inspiration. It was she who purchased Khadija from slave-traders as a gift to Ibrahim.’
‘Yes that is correct,’ Hizir said. ‘Khadija appeared grateful in the beginning. But Ibrahim is unlike
his brother. Murad would patrol city streets in disguise to see irregularities, undisciplined actions and
punish offenders of his law. Whereas Ibrahim is busy feeding gold coins to fish to change the make-up of
the oceans. The condition of the Treasury is worsening by day. You see, Ibrahim seldom leaves the Palace
and is forever seeking solace between the plump thighs of Khadija. How is a mother to compete with the
hot bed of a Russian slut?’
Spiro took a moment to re-assess the situation.
‘The boy,’ he said. ‘We can turn mourning to celebration. She could replace Deli Ibrahim with the
boy! Indeed, the boy’s father Murad IV was but eleven when put on the throne.’
The excited picture faded from Spiro’s eyes when Hizir shook his head.
‘You have not been listening Spiro Effendi,’ Hizir shook his head. ‘Khadija would do anything to
place her own son on the throne. This boy, the cause of your wealth and respect, has now become your
sacrificial lamb.’
‘What are you saying Hizir Effendi?’
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‘There is a price for everything. Murder the boy. Or perhaps deliver him to Khadija and hope this
exchange sees that you are able to save your fortunes. For once Khadija hears that there lurks an heir
threatening her own son’s ascension to the throne, do not expect mercy. Boy and guardian will be put to
death. Your hard-earned wealth,’ Hizir paused with a grin, ‘distributed among Khadija’s faithful
supporters.’
Spiro’s lips parted with distress. Hizir’s words had bitten into him.
‘What about you, Hizir Effendi?’
Hizir sighed. ‘I am Hizir among the Sultanate, but can be Henry in Christendom, or Ezekiel in the
Holy Land, what does it matter? But you are firmly rooted to this spot, and must act fast.’
‘You will return to Istanbul?’
‘Briefly. To collect my messenger fees from the Queen-mother. Then I shall disappear for a while.
Think well, write your final letter.’
Spiro rubbed at his beard, his face sweating. If he was no longer being paid to look after the boy,
then what was the point in shouldering all this danger? If Khadija learnt about the boy, he would be
branded an undesirable, if not a traitor. Since Anastasia’s power was dwindling, would she have enough
clout to save him? What of his riches? He had grown too accustomed to comfort over the years. The boy had
been the key which opened many doors for him, but was he enough to unlock a dungeon?

***

1647

At every seven-year cycle, a special levy was announced for the recruitment of Christian boys for the
Sultan’s Janissary corps. In 1647, a demand was made for a total of 8,000 boys. The Yayabashi, colonel of the
Janissaries, arrived in Cyprus to complete this mission since the Balkans had already been exhausted.
Each district had to supply forty boys. The boys were to be aged between seven and twelve. They
would be checked for physical and mental defects. Intelligence would be measured by the shrewd eyes of
the Yayabashi and his inspectors. These boys had many years of hard training ahead of them till they became
soldiers. Therefore, youths with noticeably able bodies - height, health and strong limbs - were favored to
those who were overweight or of weak appearance. Those with rickets in the limbs, myopic eyes, or faint
spirits were immediately discarded. For the Janissary corps in Europe was both feared and regarded the
nerve and sinew of the mighty Ottoman army.
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Today, the Pasha and the Archbishop of Cyprus stood with the Yayabashi who was inspecting the
baptismal roll from the records of the town’s priest. The boy in Spiro’s care had been named Emmanuel. He
stood firmly as the Yayabashi scrutinized him. His brother, the short and overweight Niko had not passed
the physical inspection. Emmanuel could see his father and mother placing their paternal arms around
Niko, overjoyed that he had not been selected. Niko seemed upset to see Emmanuel being marched away
with the other boys. It was only he who offered a weak wave of farewell to him.
As the boys were led out of town by the Yayabashi and his officials, Emmanuel could not help
wondering why other caring parents shed tears, whilst his own did not. There was a knot of sadness in his
stomach. His throat dried. His eyes were stinging with moisture.
***

When the royal ship docked in Istanbul, the boys were inspected a second time. Stripped naked, they were
checked for circumcision. After all, Jewish children were forbidden into the Janissaries. The Empire had
found other uses for them – Jews managed the estates of Pashas and were known to be good bookkeepers
and accountants. And there were already separate barracks for the Muslim-born.
Once they had all been inspected, the boys were assembled in the courtyard. A hundred of the
finest physicians were sent to perform the large-scale circumcision of 7,500 boys. Standing in rows, the boys
were called one at a time, as the surgeons worked non-stop. A Sheikh recited prayers and suras of the Holy
Quran, his chanting mingling with their cries.
When Emmanuel, the son of Spiro, was called, his heart was beating with such force that he
expected it to rip apart his chest. Cries of pain from the previous children were already disturbing the
delicate minds of those who stood for their turn. The boys sent up prayers to Lord Jesus to alter their fate, to
bring down some intervention before the ghastly moment struck. If they could have understood the Arabic
words pronounced by the Sheikh, they would have heard that he was praying for them: ‘Allah, you are
glorified and exulted, and this is Your practice and the practice of Your Prophet<’
Held down, the one recorded as Emmanuel, screamed in agony as the foreskin was plucked and
severed longitudinally, exposing the head of the penis, now awash with fresh red blood spilling down the
skinny thighs. Unhesitating, the surgeons kept cutting. They were used to dealing quickly with human
flesh. Emmanuel found himself reeling away, burning with pain. A dab of ointment was smeared over the
wound to prevent infection. Apparently, they were finished with him. The Arabic prayers went on and the
next boy was taking his place. The Sheikh glanced at him with kindly eyes, and made a gesture of blessing
with his hands.
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‘So take away from him the pain of the knife for You are more knowing of it than I…’
Without any medication to minimize the suffering, the boys were laid to rest on the other side of the
courtyard, where trays of sweets such as baklava and rose-favored lokum awaited them.
They were beckoned to eat as the trays came around. The sweets were to dull the ache. The newly
circumcised boys were told that today they had made the transition from boyhood to manhood. The Sheikh
recited a whole sura of Holy Quran. His melodious voice was as incomprehensible as ever, but Emmanuel
noticed that he was hearing the name Abraham over and over again.

***

Hilal Akber, the Agha of the Janissaries, stood tall and proud when he addressed the new recruits. His blue
garments flapped in the wind, complementing his blue eyes. Although he had seen many a war, his lean
physique disguised his age, his beard was finely trimmed, as if it were a thin shadow around his lip and
chin.
‘In the gavour year of 1389, which is the calendar you are familiar with, Murad I - the great Sultan of
that period - formed the Janissaries with the blessings of the most celebrated Hadji Bektash, a great Saint of
Islam who personally consecrated our Order.’
The boys had been toughened up in the last few weeks. They were submitted to privations of food,
clothing and rest. They were charged with spending whole nights either on watch duty or practicing their
arms, without sleep. This transformed them from weeping children into courageous spirits. They were split
into barracks where the younger served the older. Before him today, Hilal Akber observed a promising
group of hardened and alert boys.
‘To be a Janissary means to be noble and loyal to the Sultan,’ Hilal Akber decreed. ‘Our Order is
reserved for the most desperate actions in times of peril for the salvation of the Empire. The Janissaries are
the last hope when the cavalry and infantry have done their utmost and have failed. We are the answer
when besieged walls cannot be scaled. As Janissaries, your spears shall hang over the heads of the Empire’s
enemies.’
***

The new recruits were to be brought up under a system of strict military discipline. It was also a system
which had leanings to religious life, and the children were given Islamic names. This marked a kind of
rebirth, a breaking away from the past. The Christian-born boys were provided names such as Abdullah,
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Mustafa, Hassan, Ahmed and Hussein. Sometimes, an outstanding feature or action could result in a name
as well. For instance, a left-handed boy could be named Solak, or a boy with floppy ears called Kulakli.
During an introductory lesson to arms, Emmanuel had caused an accident. He had inflicted a
wound onto his sparring partner - a Serbian boy renamed Mustafa - drawing blood with the blunt sword.
Immediately, the instructor saw significance in the accident. It seemed Emmanuel had unknowingly earned
himself a distinguished name: Kansu – which meant blood water. The instructor was full of praise and
wished him success in making enemy blood run in such a way.

***

In the barracks, the boys were thankful that the darkness of night concealed their weeping eyes.
Quite a few sleeves were moist from wiped tears. They kept their sobbing silent in fear of punishment.
These nights, Kansu would lie down thinking of his family in Cyprus. How he missed Niko now. He even
missed his mother, who always held him in contempt, giving all her warmth to Niko. He missed his father,
who always dressed Niko in the finest clothes, tossing him the spares. Inevitably, Emmanuel noticed how
different he was from the other boys. He had missed his family, this he was certain, but not to the extent of
weeping and crying out to them like the others. Was the love he received from his family equal to those
given to poor Mustafa lying beside him?
Kansu realized that his family had treated him like an outsider. But why was this so? Perhaps this
had been why he had used the blunt sword with such force when sparring with Mustafa a few days ago?
When Kansu thought about the non-affection of his parents he often revolted, becoming aggressive towards
those who came from caring families. Afterwards, he would feel remorse. Nevertheless, the action had
earned him a name. It was an unusual one, combining two nouns: kan and su, blood and water. He had
never heard it before. Even in the barracks he had managed to stand out as the others were assigned
traditional sounding names like Ali, Selim, Ismail, Osman and the likes. It seemed as though fate always
favored him to be distinctive from the rest.
Kansu noticed that a scab had formed on the arm of Mustafa, where he had struck. A sense of guilt
pushed him to start conversation.
‘Mustafa,’ Kansu whispered.
There was no reply.
‘Mustafa?’ he tried again.
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‘I heard you,’ Mustafa responded under his breath.
‘Then why ignore me?’
‘Mustafa is not my name, no more than Kansu is yours, Emmanuel.’
‘Milojika, Mustafa is your name now and Kansu is mine.’
‘You accept it so freely,’ Mustafa argued. ‘You are a strange person, unlike me or the others. You do
not even care about your parents.’
‘All I understand,’ Kansu confessed, ‘is that blood is not thicker than water, that friendship is more
important.’
He put his hand on Mustafa’s scab.
‘I am very sorry, you know. I want to be friends.’

***
There were those among the new recruits who were singled out for their intellect. They were taught by the
most venerable masters like Altun – the Imam of the Janissaries, a spiritual leader and powerful figure in
the barracks.
In his classes, Altun Hodja presented himself as an affectionate paternal figure. With his green
turban – a right so few are given to wear – he was a scholarly old man who had made the pilgrimage to
Mecca several times. He was given the brightest new recruits to train in history, faith and morals. Altun was
fluent in many European languages – a quality which enabled him to interact with these diverse children.
He also spoke Arabic, Persian and Hebrew.
Here, Kansu gladly dispelled the final grains of family memories as his thirst for knowledge became
a strong substitute. For it was from Altun Hodja that he found out about his new faith.
Up until then, his training had mainly been the preparation for war, the mastery of the art of killing.
These were foundations for a steadfast warrior breed; soldiers not to be taken alive in battle, fighters able to
fire arrows of lethal accuracy from their long-range bows. Even their sport had been many afternoons under
the infernal sun where they would wrestle, carry weights to make them stronger, run and ride on
horseback. Soon they would be taught how to throw their turban to the ground, gallop past it, catching it on
the tips of their spears without puncturing the cloth.
Now, Kansu eagerly looked forward to classes with Altun the Wise. The very first day, Altun Hodja
told his new students that knowledge itself served as armor against the enemy.
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‘Not only does knowledge sustain you in times of misery,’ Altun had continued, ‘the possessor
distinguishes right from wrong, it provides foresight to errors coming. Knowledge is also your companion
in the desert, your ornament in the company of friends, or your partner when bereft of them.’
The new recruits were taught that the brotherhood of Islam was not the barbaric religion
Christendom had made it out to be. Indeed, in Christian Europe, the Churchmen accepted money for
absolution, a payment to reserve a place in heaven. Altun stressed that this was a corrupt system so fitting
for the infidel. In Islam, as means of salvation, the Holy Quran encouraged the giving of alms, known as
zakah. These offerings of free-will were means of expiating sin and were to be given to those in need such as
orphans and the poor. Sometimes prisoners of war were not excluded from zakah either. During this
particular lesson, Kansu wondered if the barracks were a kind of zakah for him.
In his previous life in Cyprus, Kansu had been taken to church to pray in the presence of the holy
icons. Girls were taken away, after the service, to receive some teachings from the priest’s wife. The priest
had given the boys lessons, in order that they may be prepared to receive the sacraments. Kansu was
already forgetting what the priest had told him, but he remembered how to pray, and how to receive
religious instruction.
‘The word Islam means submission to Allah. There is only one God and Muhammad is his Prophet,’
Altun reiterated. He selected Kansu, recognizing the boy to be sharp of mind. ‘Kansu, tell us of what you
have learned these past few weeks about our Prophet Muhammad. You must recall knowledge in your own
words to truly understand.’
Kansu stood up and organized his learning.
‘Muhammad, the apostle of God,’ Kansu started, ‘was born to a noble family in Mecca. He was left
an orphan in early childhood and was raised by his uncle. Mecca was a prosperous city, full of activity with
tradesmen, tribesmen, Roman officials, various diplomats and the extremely wealthy. However, despite
being a flourishing city where caravans loaded with precious goods travelled to and fro, the ugliness of
injustice, poverty, fraud and corruption also ran rampant. The underworld of slaves and hirelings were
exploited and treated harshly by their rich masters. Muhammad was chosen by God to be His Messenger,
and to remind the corrupt that judgment is at hand if they did not repent.’
Kansu said it all without a flaw. Once, before the priest in Cyprus, he had recited an account of the
travels of Saint Paul. They were all rather similar stories, to his childish mind, but while he recited them he
entered into belief.

***
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One rainy dawn, the boys were awakened early by all the commotion outside their barracks. A bunch of
drunken Janissaries were brought in and kicked to the dirt – their blue pantaloons and red jackets bathed in
mud. Consuming alcohol was prohibited as it clouded judgment and dulled the senses. It was not only a
costly weakness for men of war, but also a sin because it was forbidden in Islam. Altun had taught the boys
that alcohol consumption was not befitting the moral standards expected from a devout Muslim.
Kansu, who had by now studied the Holy Quran, automatically recalled two verses to do with
drinking and gambling: in them is a great sin and some benefits, but the sin is far greater than the benefits from AlBaqara, and Satan’s plan is to excite enmity and hatred between you with intoxicants and gambling from AlMai’dah.
Now, on their knees, the guilty group of intoxicated Janissaries hung their heads in shame, awaiting
their punishment. Hilal Akber, the Agha of the Janissaries, was fuming. These men had eschewed the Law.
Their punishment had to be severe. The religious law did not call for such drastic action against drinking,
but the Order of the Janissaries had to be preserved. A token whipping would not set the example for the
younger cadets. This was a discipline problem that had to be nipped in the bud. Hilal Akber decided their
execution was to be carried out by the new recruits.
‘Bring out the muskets,’ Hilal Akber roared.
The older Janissaries were all issued with pistols to use in close-range fighting and muskets for
long-range. The new recruits had had practice wrapping stones in oiled leather or sheepskins to be fired by
cannons. And fire they did. But, the boys had not been provided firearms for target practice as this was to
be introduced to them much later. Today was going to be the exception.
Hilal Akber, in a fit of rage, ordered six boys to be rounded up and taught to fire muskets. The
practice was on real targets – the liquored Janissaries. Kansu was signaled to step forward and stand
prepared. Five other boys were selected. Mustafa was dripping cold sweat, but nevertheless, was relieved
for not being chosen. The firing cannons had not only scared him, but deafened him for days. The notion of
firing a musket had turned his suntanned complexion to chalk. Kansu and five others were handed a
musket each. Kansu noted the design in weaponry: the muskets were inlaid with silver, with an octagonal
steel barreled stock. They fired bullets of twelve to fifteen grams and were a hundred and twenty
centimeters in length. This was the first time Kansu touched this device of destruction. It produced a
hypnotic hold on him. He realized that he could easily end a life with a swift finger movement. The six boys
were reminded by Hilal Akber that Ottoman muskets were of the highest quality, much superior to those of
the Christians, for they were manufactured by the Sultan’s finest at the Miri Tufenk Karhanesi, the Royal
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Musket Company. Hilal Akber went on to explain that their muskets were able to withstand greater
explosive pressure due to flat sheets of steel that were expertly coiled into a spiral, similar to the production
of excellent Damascus blades.
Then, Hilal Akber explained that laws had to be enforced to establish discipline and respect, to
avoid failure as Janissaries.
Kansu thought about the weapons, thought about Hilal Akber’s short sermon, and thought about
every racing idea which crossed his mind. He had to distract himself from the fact that he was forming up a
line as a member of an execution squad. Could he do this? Then his training took over. Without reasoning,
he took his place in the line, listened to his orders without an outward qualm. The hours of drills and
combat training had seemed tedious, but they had wrought an interior change in him. He could rely upon
these instilled habits and stop thinking. All the other recruits acted the same way. Their blank expressions
made their faces similar, as if they were all brothers. The disgraced Janissaries faced their fate with
resignation.
Hilal Akber signaled for the execution to begin. Small fingers applied pressure on the triggers. The
powerful recoil from the fired muskets sent a few of the boys stumbling backwards. But Kansu was not one
of them. The outlawed Janissaries were cut down in a hail of gunfire. The explosion deafened Kansu. The
smoke of gunpowder filled the air and twirled around him like a cloak of mist, an unholy apparition that
lingered. Kansu’s heart pounded as he realized he had taken a life. He closed his eyes to be rid of the image
of destruction, but it was still there. It was like a nightmare of which there was no escape from the flashes of
scarlet and the sickening smell of death. Kansu willed it to leave him, but with chilling certainty, he knew it
would stay with him forever. It was a scar with no healing remedy, and the thudding of his heart told him
that no glint of sunlight would illuminate the darkness of this horrible incident.
After the explosions had cleared away, the grotesque bodies of the dead lay contorted on the
ground. Blood smeared flesh, bone and cloth like misplaced paint. Kansu thought he saw a hand quiver,
then it finally dissolved back into that portrait of twisted, bent and rolled up corpses which would never
move again. The young Janissaries were affected with the initial fear of the sight of death.
The next order was to bury the newly dead. Even though shamed, the executed were still Janissaries
deserving of a proper burial. With their muskets now traded in for spades, the six boys were commanded to
dig six graves for the fallen.
‘Respect for the dead distinguishes warrior from rogue,’ Hilal Akber added, ‘and honor goes to he
whose hand can both strike and sweep.’
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Stripped to their waists, the boys plunged spades deeper and deeper into the soil, using this new
task to exhaust the fear and shock out of their thoughts.
As luck would have it, that hour also saw the royal visiting of Kosem, the Queen-mother, also
known as the Valideh. She had arrived in an extravagant coach with many servants and guards
accompanying her. Throughout his digging, Kansu was sure he could sense the inquisitive eyes of the
Valideh upon him. Perhaps, Kansu reasoned, the Queen-mother was seeking new servants? Of course, only
yesterday the Agha had announced that a thousand of them would be working on fleets and shipyards in
the Golden Horn and the Dardanelles. The least worthy of them would be selected to work as gardeners
and kitchen-hands. Others would be loaned out to farmers to be toughened up in the fields.
‘Kansu,’ said the boy digging next to him, ‘did you know you have a scar on your right shoulder?’
‘What?’ he replied, sweat dripping off his forehead.
‘It is in the shape of a crescent,’ the boy pointed.
A while later, once the graves had been dug, Hilal Akber called for the funeral, the Janazah. Altun
Hodja came and explained to them that a Muslim is usually buried at the place of his death. To transport a
corpse caused delay and could require the body to be embalmed - a practice disallowed in Islam. The
bloody corpses were disentangled, carefully wrapped in white cloth by older battle-hardened Janissaries. By
the time the corpses were lowered into their graves, crimson had already begun to soak the white fabric like
a sponge. Kansu and the other boys had never witnessed a Muslim burial before and it appeared that things
were done differently. For instance, the deceased were not placed in coffins. Special attention was given to
lay the corpses on their right side and have them facing Mecca - the birthplace of the Prophet Muhammad.
After the burial, the young Janissaries had learnt, in that unforgettable moment, that they could
indeed carry out the order to kill.

***

Kansu and the others were standing erect and alert ever since dawn. The most basic of luxuries would be
denied the boys today – food and water. The purpose of the exercise was twofold. In warfare it certainly
was possible to go without nourishment if supplies had been cut from the army. Secondly, if one could not
discipline the body for a day, then how could he do so for the whole of Ramadan – the most blessed month
for all believers – where the fasting period consisted from dawn to sunset? Already the boy next to Kansu
found it harder by the minute to support himself upright. Finally, the boy collapsed to the ground before
midday. Kansu did not move a muscle, for he knew they were being closely observed by the Agha and
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Altun Hodja. Kansu watched from the corner of his eye as the fallen boy hardly moved. How unfortunate it
was to be weak and helpless, Kansu realized. Part of him struggled to help, to fetch some water. In the very
least, Kansu wondered if he should mumble words of encouragement under his breath to his peer. The boy
continued to be lying still in his failure of endurance. Kansu began to apply the essence of jihad. Had not
Altun Hodja relayed that jihad was the struggle between our passionate soul and our carnal self?
Consequently, one had to be vigilant and demonstrate willpower against distractions that interfered with
keeping order. No, Kansu determined, the boy had to suffer and realize the potential strength within
oneself. To offer assistance would be to demolish all hopes of that inner power emerging, taking shape and
settling. It could be disastrous for that unfortunate friend in the long run. The mastery was to persevere by
keeping the mind engaged. Soon the sun will set, Kansu reassured himself. To block the urge of thirst he
imagined that the wells were filled with poison and other vile fluids. And soon fresh water would be
obtained. Obtained at sunset<
Patience was a virtue.
During midday, the hottest hour, a Janissary officer had his feet washed in front of the boys. The
bucket of water was deliberately left in front of them. Suddenly, temptation to drink overcame one of the
boys. In an unprecedented burst of energy, the boy desperately raced to drink his fill from the dirty water.
Alas, the bucket was upturned before he could plunge his head into it. Kansu watched from the corner of
his eye as the boy was dragged off to be tied to a post. More relentless hours passed. A few boys had
fainted. Those that could not hold out any longer fell to the ground and wept. They were collected and
taken elsewhere. Those that had failed in their resistance would be punished later, the Agha threatened.
Though, it was really a ruse to dis-encourage other fainters should more boys wish to escape the rest of the
ordeal.
To persevere in the heat-wave, Kansu occupied his mind with the scar on his right shoulder. Where
had it come from?
What did it mean?
He had no answer.

Time was at a standstill. Never before in their lives had the standing boys

noticed how long a day really was. They found out that in a single day so many thoughts could be fancied,
so many dreams could be visualized and so many curses could be dealt. Finally, a wind began to dry their
sweat-coated, sunburnt faces. The sun commenced its gradual decline, losing its fierceness.
Allah was indeed the most merciful.
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Chapter 2

The wicked shall be a ransom for the righteous, and the transgressor for the upright.
The Holy Bible, Book of Proverbs, 21:18

1648

The young recruits received their first taste of political turmoil. It was as though nothing could quell the fire
that had befallen the Janissaries.
Sultan Ibrahim, the Crazy One, had once again stirred an uproar and proved how disfavored he
was. Previously, a rebellion in Anatolia, ignited by peasants, had fallen apart due to quarrels and betrayal
between rebel leaders – not without aid from the Sultan’s agents. However, it now flared up again and the
small spark was fast becoming an inferno. The peasant’s grievances were magnified as new taxes were
introduced to meet Sultan Ibrahim’s excesses. Initially, the Sultan’s treasury was covered by the wealth
from Baghdad, but soon it had reached its nadir. Fearing resistance, Ibrahim tried to rescue himself from
assassination by pledging to surrender his power to his mother Kosem, the Valideh. Yet, a short time later,
with an unstable mind that swung backwards and forwards like a pendulum, Deli Ibrahim saw fit to order
the mass executions of many prominent statesmen and senior officers of the Janissaries. He was apparently
in fear that his would-be assassins were closer than the rebels in faraway Anatolian hills. Kosem started full
negotiations with the Agha of the Janissaries, Hilal Akber, and managed to gain the upper-hand. This
surprised many as it had been imagined that Kosem’s influence had been likened to a fast drying well. One
night, Ibrahim lost his life, strangled with a silken cord, so as to avoid the spilling of royal blood.
As a result, the royal ceremony to crown the new Sultan had commenced. Kosem’s grandson,
Khadija’s son, Deli Ibrahim’s heir – the seven-year old Mehmet, was met by thousands as he paraded across
Istanbul. The clashing of cymbals of the royal band and joyful festivities accompanied the coaches of
grandeur. Inside the palace, Hilal Akber, Altun Hodja, Janissary seniors, along with some new recruits
hand-picked to witness this important event, awaited the procession. As crowds continued to swell outside
the Palace walls, the child Sultan grasped the royal sword of the Ottomans, its scabbard decorated by
priceless jewels.
As he stood behind Hilal Akber, and his teacher Altun, Kansu again felt uneasy. When he looked,
he was surprised to see the eyes of the old Queen Mother, Kosem, upon him.
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Kosem stood tall and proud as her grandson Mehmet entered. All prostrated in his honor. At that
moment, Khadija, also proud, knew her son Mehmet’s crowning would give her immense power too. She
had been blessed with enormous luck, as Ibrahim had not left another heir. Now, Khadija calculated, her
time had finally come, soon there would be no reason to fear Kosem, because from this moment onward,
Khadija herself would be new the Queen Mother. Indeed, Khadija’a alliance with Kosem was but
temporary, a means to an end, one ridding of a son, the other of a husband. But each morning casts a
different shadow.
The Ottomans embraced a new Sultan, Mehmet IV - the son of Crazy Ibrahim, son of Khadija, and
grandson of Kosem.

***

1651

Barely able to contain her laughter, Khadija turned with an air of self-importance from her pillow and
stared at the gold decorating her ceiling. She felt a kind of floating sensation much to the dismay of her
mother-in-law Kosem, who was brought into her room by the black eunuchs under force.
‘I trust you have had a particularly vexing day,’ Khadija mocked.
‘Know your place Khadija! You continue to bother me with your petty importunities,’ Kosem
accused harshly. ‘Do not forget, it was I who gave you as a gift to my son Ibrahim. It was my hand that
saved you from whoredom that day, purchasing you from the slave-traders, bestowing you all the riches
that you now possess.’
Khadija smiled.
‘I was an opportunity to impress your son. One of many gifts from a darling Queen-mother! The
seraglio was full of concubines. It was I who rose to be his favorite, and I who bore him an heir.’
‘Be wise Khadija, it is my hand that feeds. The new Sultan may be your son, but he is my grandson,’
Kosem declared. ‘It doesn’t mean power has passed to your control. I installed your son on the throne when
you pledged to serve me. Betrayal is a costly game.’
Khadija moved towards Kosem and her beautiful eyes were ruthless.
‘The new Sultan is my son. I am the Queen-mother now. I order you to prostrate before me, Kosem.
If you humble yourself I will see to it that you are given your own quarters away from Istanbul, in Edirne
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perhaps, together with a generous pension and servants. Or do you prefer Tinos? After all, you are from
there are you not? Anastasia, daughter of a priest<’
In spite of the odds stacked against her, Kosem gave a cackling laugh.
‘You fool,’ she thundered, ‘Khadija, the rose of the swamps! You dare speak down to me. Why, I
can have Mehmet strangled with my thumb’s indication. The sole heir you say? Rubbish! I have another
grandson, Murad’s son, a boy of strong will and limb, and he is waiting, waiting to be given his chance on
the throne. And he is superior to the idiot grandson out of your womb! You are finished Khadjia, your
demise will be recalled in poems and ballads.’
‘You lie!’ Khadija shrieked. Kosem’s laughter grew in magnitude and she was close to hysterical, as
if drunken with glee. Partly nervous, partly frightened, but also boiling with the thought of losing
everything – Khadija struck Kosem in the face, and then grabbed a handful of hair. Both women crashed to
the ground, Khadija younger and swifter scratched at Kosem’s eyes. Shrieks of desperation filled the room.
Finally, Khadija’s hands sought out a golden candle-holder and brought it down with all her strength.
The chief black eunuch had been watching. It was his job to follow orders and not to interfere
unless commanded. He did not move a rippling muscle. After a few minutes, when the fight had drawn to a
bloody conclusion; Khadija raised herself, covered in bruises, sweat and her mother-in-law’s blood. The
new Queen-mother looked about in triumph. Kosem, clothes torn, face bashed to a pulp, remained out of
breath and in agony, almost glued to the ground by her blood. Her breathing was much too weak and
forced, she was beyond help.
Khadija turned to the eunuch.
‘Have this witch strangled by a curtain cord!’
And so it was, that Kosem, the once powerful Queen-Mother of the Ottomans, who had lived a life
of intrigue and manipulation, met her demise by a woman with similar aspirations, desperate to take her
place.

1665

Rabbis Gamliel and Tzadok arrived at the same time, and entered the home of Rabbi Josef Escapa, the most
respected scholar in Izmir. The gracious home was an ornament to the cosmopolitan city, a trading hub of
the Mediterranean, which had been known as Smyrna during Byzantine rule. Josef Escapa studied and
taught Rabbinic Literature, his school was referred to as the Yeshiva and Beth Midrash by the Jewish
community of Izmir. This evening he was holding a feast and had invited prominent Rabbis of Izmir to
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enjoy his hospitality. Inside, Rabbis Yehudah, Yishmael, and others had already gathered and were in jovial
spirits.
Each holy man was dressed in fine robes, careful not to wear wool and linen together. For the Torah
had named it a forbidden mixture. A possible explanation was that Cain and Abel had brought gifts to
Yahweh, one had brought flax − a plant from which linen is produced, and the other a sheep − and the
result had been ill-luck and thus the death of Abel at the hands of his brother. These ancient traditions of
pure fabrics and the avoidance of decadence were a guard against the evils of fratricide and tyranny. Each
Rabbi wore his yarmulke and had five double-knots on each fringe on either side, representing the Ten
Commandments.
The Rabbi’s high, narrow, house showed a plain front to the street, but the front doors opened to a
glowing hallway decorated with lamps, colored tiles and carpets. The women of the house stood on an
upper balcony of carved mahogany, watching the welcome of the guests. These ladies were barely to be
seen, but they observed all, and they sent out a sense of their gentle, refined presence. The dining room was
the focus this evening. The whole household had worked for days to present a magnificent feast, each dish
of which had already been apportioned and a share sent to neighbors, relatives and the poor. Across the
city, people were eating and drinking in celebration, all linked through a series of kitchens, platters and
gifts.
Rabbi Josef Escapa cleared his throat and fell into an animated speech concerning the significance of
today’s feast, that of Purim. Purim was the commemoration of the saving of Jews from Persian
extermination. Rabbi Josef Escapa recounted the story of Esther and her cousin Mordecai, who foiled
Haman’s plans to destroy their people. At mention of Haman a hail of boos, stamping feet and shouting
filled the room, as it was customary to curse the name and take immense satisfaction in the act. Today’s
feast, he reminded the revelers, also held more significance than before owing to the Ottoman victory over
Persian forces. The Turkish Sultan was indeed their protector, the good Rabbi Josef told them, and the
Muslims had treated them well. One only had to recall the atrocity of the Spanish Inquisition of yesteryear,
or the current Jews of Poland being massacred daily by the merciless Russian Czar. But, under the Turkish
Sultan they lived in safety, comfort and prosperity. They all raised their goblets.
On this occasion, Josef Escapa continued, the Talmud encouraged the drinking of wine, but only a
little more than what is usually consumed. Also, he pointed out, that some had misread the spiritual
importance of this celebration by lifting the prohibition of cross-dressing and performing plays, parodies
and beauty contests, but these were not acceptable in his household, and his guests agreed with affirmative
nods. Such activities had no place with them, and would be noted a disgrace. And so, the most joyous feast
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began, with increasing volume of laughter and a befitting atmosphere. Wine was poured, and the drinking
followed by exchanges of riddles, jokes and old tales.
One of the guests, Izhak Bayazici, tried to ask people around Rabbi Escapa about recent events in
the city, and the tumult raised by the return of some disgraceful figure who had been exiled in previous
years. Because Izhak Bayazici was from a new family in the city, and employed by the Ottoman authorities,
who appreciated his ability to write fine correspondence, he did not yet understand the history of the
community. He realized that they were not anxious to tell him about it.
‘That was a disgraceful man, who could yet join the cursed ranks of the apostates,’ said one Rabbi.
‘I think he had intercourse with demons,’ said another, ‘and for the sake of his family, I am sorry
that he returned. We will have to pronounce the sentence of exile again.’
‘What if he does not obey this sentence?’ asked Izhak. ‘This man has already returned, and I hear
that he has a group of followers who adore him, and have disrupted prayer services, in this city, on this
very day.’
‘Impossible.’
‘We do not allow corruption of that nature in Izmir.’
‘Have more wine, dearest scholar. This is Purim. Set aside your cares.’
Plates came aplenty, filled with the choicest foods, as Josef Escapa’s servants whirled like possessed
dervishes from one end of the table to the other. Some of the men struck up a song, and gave several verses
of a sweet melody from Spain.
‘Do you understand Ladino?’ asked Rabbi Tzadok.
‘I have not that privilege,’ said Izhak Bayazici.
‘It is still spoken here,’ said the Rabbi. ‘Many of the community came from Spain, during past
centuries of persecution.’
‘I am learning English,’ said Izhak.
The Rabbi was stunned.
‘Whatever can be the use of that? And who will teach you? It is a far country, a country of goys.’
‘English merchants have been visiting Izmir,’ said Izhak. ‘And England has a new government,
which has allowed the return of the Jews, after many centuries.’
‘I would not set foot in such a land.’
‘You have heard the stories?’ Izhak asked, and was met with blank faces. ‘The government of the
English was overthrown by a religious movement of those who called themselves the Pure. All this was led
by a man called Cromwell. They read the Scriptures, and drew inspiration.’
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Rabbi Tzadok was alarmed, and the further descriptions appalled him.
‘The English smashed the idols in their churches, they overthrew the great, gave the riches to the
poor, and every man is Lord, they say,’ Izhak elaborated. ‘Wives and daughters threw off their clothes and
made marriages wherever they liked. Finally they took their King to a scaffold and cut off his head.’
‘This could only happen in a country of goys,’ said the Rabbi.
‘It could happen anywhere,’ said Izhak, ‘where people are flooded with new ideas and care not for
the rules of the past. But England is a powerful country. I would not bother to learn Spanish.’
The mention of Spain made several other men at the table tell folktales about the land of perfumed
oranges and magic castles. They brought the past to life, and recounted their family histories, grown
fabulous over time. They were not really aware that the land of Spain which they remembered had ceased
to exist long ago.
At first, nobody detected the sounds of crashing, till it grew in magnitude, and at that point, it was
too far gone to halt. Someone had forced open the front doors, sent the servants flying, and was marching
into the room. Rabbi Josef Escapa rose in fury at the unwanted guest who now stood, tall, strong, wrapped
in an expensive silk robe, with his disciples behind him. Adding further insult, the disciples were crossdressed with faces painted as if to depict fallen women.
‘Sabbatai,’ Josef Escapa fought to contain his anger, ‘you have not been invited to my feast. It is best
you leave without causing incident. You should not be in the city of Izmir. Leave us, and follow the lawful
edicts of the scholars.’
The other Rabbis had fallen silent, while the servant who had answered the door had been
overpowered by Sabbatai’s followers. The remaining servants froze and stood against the walls, awaiting
orders. Everybody gazed into the mesmerizing, yet strangely sensual eyes of Sabbatai Zevi. They had heard
that Sabbatai’s eyes could talk, but none had felt the full charge of his hypnotic gaze until this moment. He
stared down at them, for he had more height than any other man in the room, and was also fleshy and
corpulent. Sabbatai Zevi, visionary and preacher, had returned to Izmir, the city of his birth. This time, he
was at the head of a band of fanatics who believed his every word.
‘You need a large mirror on that table, Josef,’ Sabbatai grinned, ‘to watch yourselves consume what
better men deserve.’
‘You have stormed my home uninvited,’ Josef Escapa charged, ‘again I implore you to leave at
once.’
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’If the fruit you sample could speak,’ Sabbatai continued unfazed, ‘it would cry out in despair to
beg of its brethren in your gardens to shrivel and grow no more. The figs that preserve in their flesh the
sweetness of Paradise call out for the day of redemption.’
‘Sabbatai,’ Josef’s voice now had a more paternal chord, ‘I taught you as a child. Must you sully the
memory at every chance?’
‘If only your fine robes could communicate, they would protest the perspiration of your sickly
bodies and reduce the cotton fields to ash rather than tent your unworthy figures.’
‘Sabbatai is good with words,’ Rabbi Gamaliel interjected, ‘a talent to race with any known poet.
Alas, your mind, son of Mordecai, is troubled. I knew your father well, and if he were alive to see you
now<’
Sabbatai fixed Gamliel with a cold stare that put a stop to this trail of thought. Meanwhile
Sabbatai’s followers twitched their immodest dress, and writhed in each others’ arms, kissing like lovers,
cooing in distain at the scholars, and giving visible adoration to Sabbatai whenever he spoke. Were they all
mad? But some, upon closer inspection, could be seen to be members of well-known Izmir families.
’Why do we eat unleavened bread this night? Why bitter herbs this meal? Oh, but on this occasion
avoid the milk with meat, and so forth,’ Sabbatai mocked. ‘That’s all you know. Do you know of the dawn
of redemption, and the gathering of vestiges from the demonic realm?’
‘Enough!’ Josef Escapa protested. Usually, any man in the Jewish community would cease to speak
when thus addressed by a Rabbi, and if angrily admonished, he would put his hand over his mouth. Yet
Sabbatai showed no fear and no respect. He did not really seem to hear what was said to him. Those who
knew him from boyhood could scarcely recognize him now, because his face was alive with a passion that
made his eyes blaze and his features light up like a lantern. Some people thought he was manifesting a
possession, others thought he might be under the influence of an intoxicating potion. A few, who had
previously seen cases of insanity, recognized his elevation of mind as a dangerous state of delusion. But
even they were helpless to put out the fire and suppress Sabbatai Zevi. His fanatic followers hung on his
sleeves, and his rhetoric and grand gestures poured out in ways which was, in its potency, quite impressive.
‘How far have we progressed with Josef’s, Gamliel’s, and Tzadok’s?’ Sabbatai asked rhetorically.
‘The Talmud says let there be drinking and gaiety on Purim until one can longer distinguish between curse
and blessing, but you only drink a fraction of what is required. Instead, you hide yourselves from your
community like thieves sharing the spoils of pillage, preferring to make fuss about mixing cotton and linen,
and this food with that.’
‘You demonstrate no respect for tradition,’ Rabbi Yehudah said.
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Sabbatai turned his strange gaze towards him.
‘Yehudah, you a Rabbi? Come now, everyone knows you wear horns. If your wife’s breasts were
partially displayed at the Grand Bazaar, every passing third man will recognize her without need to see her
face.’
Sabbatai laughed, a dreadful sound, but all his followers laughed with him, and unfortunately,
several of the servants, freed from their duties by the disruption, began to join in with smiles and whispers.
‘How dare you compile insult upon insult Sabbatai,’ Josef Escapa thundered, ‘my guest Rabbi
Yehudah is worthier than all the misled flock you shepherd. You captivate misguided souls with lies as a
charmer does the cobra with his music.’
‘His wife thinks not,’ Sabbatai smirked, ‘oh how she throws herself at each man<’
The whole table was shocked by this. Then, as if reading their minds, Sabbatai said, ‘Where did I
learn these tales? From you yourselves, you circle of babblers. Do you not realize that my followers are in
every Jewish house in this city? I know your evil gossip and false friendships. I know what you say.’
They were not saying anything at that moment. They were looking at him in dismay, wondering
about the loyalties of those close to them. Sabbatai began on his rhetoric of exhorting action for a new age.
‘It is time to cast off those who are weak and impotent, those who weigh the Jews down like
boulders pressing our shoulder-blades. All these years and what have you to show? Why stain Purim, when
you are all burdens to your people!’
‘And what do you propose Sabbatai?’ asked Josef Escapa, ‘that we run astray claiming to be what
we are not? To lie, to cheat, and to pollute our way to a false glory, that from which no everlasting benefit
will surface and of which victory is doomed to be temporary? Turn around, it is never that late. You have
no idea of the repercussions or of what you are doing. Nobody has the right to step in that direction unless
truly guided by Adonai.’
‘Of which I am,’ spoke Sabbatai, ‘not only am I guided by Yahweh I am married.’
The Rabbis gasped simultaneously, God was always referred to as Adonai, and the name Yahweh
had been prohibited. Sabbatai spoke it without any hesitation, as if every barrier had been dissolved before
him.
‘Married,’ Sabbatai was saying, ‘and not to a woman!’
What now? Had they not suffered enough indecency from this raving speech? Everyone present felt
that Sabbatai had already offended them as much as possible, and could do no more, but once again they
had underestimated him. Abandoning words, he made a grand gesture. He shed his robes to reveal what
was underneath. The Rabbis either turned to look away, or fell over each other as they fought to make it out
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the door. Unable to find his voice or breathe, Rabbi Josef Escapa put his hand to his heart as he experienced
a great pain.
Sabbatai displayed himself. Wrapped around his body were the Holy Scrolls of the Torah.
There was no peace in the city of Izmir that night. The destructive revels continued and virtually
amounted to a riot. Sabbatai and his followers went from one house to another, insulting scholars and
overturning both established customs and decorated feast tables. The destruction was immense, and it grew
as the hours passed, because wherever they went, people joined them. Sabbatai proclaimed himself to be
speaking words of prophecy, and leading them to the new age of bliss. He had, he said, miraculous powers.
Rabbi Escapa spent hours trying to reassure his household and restore order. His wives were upset.
They had seen all the events from behind a screen, and could not shake off the horror of seeing the joy of the
feast dissolve into the phantoms of immorality and violence. These things, once seen, took a presence in
their minds. Over and over again the Rabbi assured them that everything would be cured, arranged and set
right. His words lacked conviction. They could hear shrieks and crashing sounds in different parts of the
city. There was even a light in the sky, from an unauthorized bonfire.
Izhak Bayazici was one of the few who stayed, and tried to assist his host. He asked Rabbi Escapa
many questions, which the distracted Rabbi tried to answer.
‘From where did Sabbatai obtain the Torah scrolls?’
‘Probably from the Synagogue. They collect the Scrolls too old and fragile to use. They keep them in a
place of honor and rest.’
Izhak went on asking about why Sabbatai had been exiled the first time, and if anyone knew where
he had been, and if he had secret sources of funding in his home town.
‘Who knows?’ said the Rabbi. ‘He was like a tempest. We sent him away. He had read forbidden
books of incantations and said that the Law did not apply to him. Sometimes he went wild, preaching for
hours on end. Sometimes he was quiet and penitent, as sad as an orphan, begging forgiveness. We could not
predict what might happen next. We sent him away.’
‘You took no steps to have him followed? To survey his activities?’
‘We are not interested in what he did away from Izmir.’
‘But now he is returned,’ said Izhak. ‘Izmir is only one part of a larger world, Rabbi Escapa.’
‘He was of the best family<’ Rabbi Escapa had said this many times, he kept repeating it.
One of the older servants, who had grown bold from long service, then joined the conversation.
‘Who knows who his father really is? An apostate, a liar and a sorcerer all appear as if from nowhere
in esteemed families. But they are the offspring of incest or adultery. They are not really of their families.’
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‘I will not believe evil of Sabbatai’s family,’ Rabbi Josef Escapa persisted.
Dawn was breaking, and silence reigned over the devastated streets of the Jewish quarter of the city
of Izmir. Within the houses, many were mourning, but some were caught up with joy at the dynamism and
new hope brought by Sabbatai. People said that he knew all the secrets of every family, and could raise the
dead by use of the ineffable Name. Anyone who had been scorned or cheated by the existing authorities knew
now that their turn had come. They were living in the days of change.
In the house of Rabbi Escapa, as they slowly set everything to rights, they found that valuable silver
and several manuscripts from the Rabbi’s library were missing. These were the beginning of the losses. The
Rabbi’s nephew, a most gifted youth and loved like a son, had left the house and had been seen joining
revels in the streets after midnight, with that group already known as the Sabbateans. Two maid servants
had also vanished. They were the trusted, trained companions of his second wife. Who knows what secrets
they had taken with them? They could not return. They had been on the streets at night in the company of
men. They were women who had fallen into that disrepute which could never be washed away. How had
Sabbatai convinced people to do this?
The Rabbi worked with his remaining servants, following the holy precept that labor is the duty of
every righteous person. He swept and gathered the pieces of the dishonored feast. Meanwhile, his clever
young guest, Izhak Bayazici, lent a hand but kept on asking him questions. Would it never end?
‘Do you know what is the worst of this?’ asked Izhak.
‘Only the Lord knows,’ said the Rabbi sadly.
‘In my opinion,’ said Izhak. ‘It will no longer be possible to keep the news of Sabbatai Zevi within
our walls. He is setting himself up as a leader, perhaps a Messiah. It will go beyond the Jewish community.
The Ottoman authorities are going to hear of this. They must already have done so. They listen and they
see.’

***

After being escorted along the narrow cobbled streets and feeling the cold bite of walls of old stone, Kansu
the Janissary was halted at the magnificent entranceway of the Sultan’s Palace. Kansu was tall, well-built,
and his wavy brown hair mingled with his finely trimmed beard. His almond-shaped brown eyes shone
with confidence as if a torch blazing at dusk. He was overlooking the grandeur of the Bosporus. Every
visitor, with reputation great or humble, paused at this portal as passports were inspected before entry was
permitted by the fierce custodians. The visitor then faced a courtyard, and beyond that a second courtyard,
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with more impressive garden-work. Shaded by cypresses and other trees, color mingled upon color as
waves of flowers not only did bend to the feet of the guest, but released their sweet. As if to repair the first
impression of ugliness caused by the fierce custodians, Kansu mused.
Alas, no petal could turn needle-like to prick the foot that stepped on it. Why then, Kansu found
himself thinking, must something so enchanting be the easiest to destroy, whilst the undesirables, the
weeds, strived so hard to exist?
Past the Palace kitchen was the Harem – rightly known as the forbidden place for it contained the
suites of the Sultan’s family, and concubines, guarded by black eunuchs. Kansu was led to the third
courtyard which housed a series of private offices, as well as the Sultan’s Audience Hall. He had known of
many a Pasha who had talked mountains of words, saturated in the most impossible adventures, but these
same men could not evade the onrush of fever when called to the Sultan’s Palace. It was such a fever that
froze tongues and buckled legs, especially if called to answer for military incompetence during a ferocious
campaign.
Kansu thought he could feel the wounds across his back reopening, and the prick of the arrow that
had lodged in his left shoulder ache again. Or was it all in his mind? Cries of war blew in his eardrums, and
the stench of rotting or burning flesh poisoned the air he breathed. Yellow-haired Omar had been the first to
contribute to the river of blood from his Janissary unit as they met the onslaught of the Jelali rebels,
formidable foes on all accounts.
The clashing of steel, the whooshes of arrows, the splatter of blood and brain, more, more, and
more, the blood, the more of it all. More! Stepping on heads and severed arms, blood up to the knees, a
spear burying itself a foot length away, large stones hurled from catapults, bones crunching.
Another body with a missing head<
The headless body still standing<
Upright, still. Not enough time to fall.
Shouts, shrieks and commands from all corners<
The merciless clash of steel against steel rang louder in his ears.
His sword brought down on a rebel’s neck. Blood squirting into his eyes, crimson smeared over his
forehead.
Kansu felt his head hurt. His surroundings were at a wild spin. His vision became a vortex of
colors. The flowers were blending grotesquely, a crazed painter’s pallet of bastardized stripes, losing their
prettiness and evolving to muck. And then, a heavy dissolve to nothingness.
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The battle-weary Janissary shook his head twice, and stood to attention. With an effort of
concentration, he pulled his thoughts back into the present. This was the Palace, the Sublime Porte, the BabiAli, the center of the Empire. He was merely a sword-bearer, born to bow in respect, to spill blood and
sacrifice his own.
***

The Agha of the Janissaries, Hilal Akber and Kadir Bey, the chief officer of the Teshkilat, the Ottoman secret
service, sat in a palace office, surrounded by scrolls of documents. They were on their divans, the room
arranged in delicate taste, and the floor covered in the most expensive carpets.
‘He is at rest but will come soon,’ Hilal said.
‘Has battle worn him much?’ inquired Kadir.
‘I wouldn’t go so far as to say worn, weakened from his wounds perhaps but his courage is
unbeaten. A few days rest is all he needs. On the field Kansu was part-lion. I as well as many others attest to
that. A great number of Jelali rebels now burn in hell after meeting his sword.’
Hilal Akber momentarily closed his eyes and allowed himself to be taken to the battle field; the
ferocious clash between the Sultan’s army and the Jelali rebels. The revolts had first showed themselves
over a hundred years ago, headed by an Anatolian peasant named Jelal, who had fought against the
authorities to protest the heavy taxes. These taxes were introduced to meet gigantic expenses by the state,
whether preparing for war or the maintenance of newly conquered lands. Hence, like-minded rebellions
had beennamed Jelalis ever since.
‘But is he able to assimilate secret communications, and to spy?’ Kadir asked.
‘Several times, he went on reconnaissance missions, and he has fought his way back when in the hands of
the enemy. ‘For this task, we do need someone who will not be cut down before reporting back to us. Kansu
is one who can guard his back and move forward, and he seems a good choice. This Sabbatai Zevi in Izmir
is a disturbing matter. We do not need mere gossip; we need Kansu to discern the real nature of Zevi’s
activities.’
A humble call for admission was heard at the doorway. Hilal Akber ordered the door swung open
and Kansu walked inside. As a Janissary officer, he wore a high circular hat ornamented with a metal
guard, an elaborate cloak on his shoulders and khuffi on his feet – these were a form of finely made leather
footwear which fitted closely like hose. Like every man who walked in the Palace, he had left his boots with
the doorkeeper. His sash was merely a leather belt, like that of a tradesman, because it needed to be strong
enough to support weapons in their scabbards. The only colors he wore were red and blue, and his cloak
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did not trail along the ground because he had tucked up the ends to his waist. The impressive uniform
spoke both of prestige and of the austerity of military life. The Janissary’s face had grown sickly pale, and
his movement was slower, it was evident he was fighting an inner battle with his health. Still, he managed a
smile of greeting as he bowed, addressing his esteemed superiors.
‘Be seated, you will collapse to the floor,’ Hilal said, adopting a fiery tone.
Kansu selected one cushion, from the scores in the room, and placed it on the floor to sit on. Hilal
Akber, the Agha of the Janissaries, Kansu knew like a father. However, the official of obvious high rank
who sat beside the Agha was a face Kansu was certain he did not know. This man wore the high red fez,
with a gold tassel, and moreover a white turban as well – folded around the fez. His robes were of green
brocade, in the interesting, new, and expensive style of swirling silk patterns, which imitated the cloths
brought from the far land called China.
Kansu’s fever had felled him harder than any weapon. He was aware that physically his impression
was not a solid one, but there was time for his body to recuperate, and he would prove his mettle in warfare
once again. These superiors were unsmiling, but after all, it was not possible for them to be entirely
displeased with him. He knew that he had shown valor when it counted. His battle-worn body was proof.
‘Are you comfortable on that cushion whilst scavengers pick meat off fallen Janissaries?’ Hilal
Akber barked harshly.
‘I beg to be excused my Agha, to be in your presence does serve me comfort regardless of what
horrors impede.’
‘Are you sure?’ Hilal asked, in his stern manner. ‘Before me I see a broken soldier who does not
show the poise of his training.’
‘It is as you detect. The years have made your vision more succinct, my Agha. Enough to identify
each of my scars salted in torture before I escaped to punish my infidel captors.’
‘There is no need to remind us of your deeds,’ Hilal reproved him. ‘Do not seek praise.’
Kansu bowed his head in obedience.
‘I only seek the Sultan’s enemies.’
‘Kadir Bey has been eager to meet you,’ Hilal nudged.
Kansu remained silent.
Kadir Bey folded his hands onto the silk sleeves of his brocade robe. He looked at Kansu with a
superficial smile and thoughtful eyes.
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‘I will discuss pollen, Janissary,’ Kadir spoke slowly and confidently. ‘Some specks of pollen
disappear into oblivion guided by the wind – these are useless. Some lodge in plants, these are orderly. But
others are carried by insects, and inserted wherever the insect chooses.’
Kansu sat bewildered. What head or foot could be made of such an example?
‘Words travel through the air like pollen too, Janissary,’ Kadir Bey leaned forward slightly, ‘and it is
my duty to distinguish the useless from the orderly, and to the downright controlled. Do you understand,
Janissary?’
‘I wish my mind was more enlightened.’
‘Come, come,’ Hilal said cheerfully, ‘he understands well but feigns otherwise.’
Kansu felt relieved to see Hilal express more enthusiasm towards him. It proved that Hilal’s initial
attitude had been more of a game to set the tone for this unforeseen interview. The heat invited a mosquito
that settled itself on Kadir’s arm.
‘Watch!’ snapped Kadir as he swatted it, a faint crimson dot marked the action, ‘insect blood is
without color. The red we see here is the blood of what it has fed on. Likewise, the gathering of intelligence
is a task where information is sorted by reversing dilution of a substance. We do this to see things
accurately before the information was corrupted, polluted. See the true color. See red, and you’ve seen the
false color, which is what the enemy wants.’
‘And the swatting?’ asked Kansu.
‘That, my son,’ Kadir shrugged, ‘was to stop the itching.’

***

The Jews of Izmir had gathered before the sickly body of Josef Penhaz, a young Jewish man from Italy, who
by the looks of things was on his deathbed. Most agreed that at his young age, it was a pity.
A pall of shocked silence descended as the robed figure of the Messiah, the Expected One, was
guided into the room. Sabbatai made each step a loud stomp. The battered floorboards became drums
beaten to signal his coming, the echo announcing every stride, and producing an effective rhythm only a
Messiah could surely make – for the hushed surprises said so in the faces of those who had gathered around
the small place to see their spiritual leader at work. Tonight those who had not believed in Sabbatai’s sacred
powers would be awestruck, tonight they would believe because a miracle was to take place right before
their eyes.
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The spectators were divided. There were those that came early and sat inside around the body of
Josef Penhaz and those who came late, peering through the stained glass windows from outside. Inside, the
appearance wasn’t hospitable. It was the home of a poor family, and their furniture, battered pieces all, had
no value. Yet, the Expected One’s presence christened even this pitiful place with an aura of magnificence.
As for the body itself, Josef Penhaz lay still, his long greasy beard blending into his unkempt hair.
His once expensive clothes were now covered in dirt, torn, and smelling as if they had last been washed in
Italy.
In fact, not very much was known about Josef Penhaz in Izmir. News had swept through the streets
that a rich businessman from Italy by the name of Josef Penhaz had collapsed to the ground in daylight,
unable to move, only his lips mumbling about the coming of the Messiah. He was promptly taken to the
home of a poor Jewish family, where he continued to mumble about the Savior, and was force-fed bits of
stale bread soaked in water.
Soon, the incident proved either odd or attractive enough to warrant interest in the community.
Doctors were said to have visited Penhaz, but remained clueless and bereft of any remedy. Only one man
could cure the bizarre state this Italian was trapped in - the Chosen of God, Sabbatai Zevi.
The face of Josef Penhaz changed. The body tensed as if it were a steel cord. With the locking of his
eyes with the Messiah, the onlookers witnessed a mighty trembling of Josef’s body. Sabbatai said a prayer
and put his right hand on Josef’s forehead.
Sabbatai’s

touch

was

affectionate,

delicate

and

caring.

Penhaz’s trembling intensified. Every muscle in his body had been suddenly activated, the trembling
magnified into a terrible shaking. Some looked away, others held their breath. Josef Penhaz’s mouth
dribbled what appeared to be an unending supply of saliva, tangling into his sweaty, filthy beard. Then
with a wild cry that would put trumpets to shame,health and vitality poured into his body. It was a miracle.
Josef Penhaz found his voice, found his reflexes, and his life.
As for the watchers, they had certainly found their Messiah.

***

Kansu found himself the sole resident of a room in the labyrinths of the palace, allocated to him for a time of
study. Each morning, after awakening in his private quarters, he would be led down the stone stairwells to
begin yet another day of analysis. On his desk a mountain of reports and scrolls awaited him for review. He
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had been told to take as many notes as possible and then memorize them. Kadir Bey said that he would be
examined later.
Under the oil lamps, seated on a scholar’s bench and served with trays of his choice of tea or coffee,
Kansu tried to broaden his scope of understanding. He was presented with a problem that seemed strangely
compelling. He worked his way through the letters and files. Sometimes he paced around the room, because
he was already used to deprivation of food as a Janissary, and he found the exquisite plates of palace food
overwhelming and enervating. For this reason he reminded himself to exercise every few hours –
noiselessly, so as not to attract any attention to this rather unscholarly habit.
The sound of the call to prayer was also a welcome interval, and Kansu found himself extending the
length of his prayers, as the meditation soothed him, and thus his investigative readings were commenced
with a fresher mind and attitude. The screams and clanging of swords on the battle-field were now only a
shadow in his head. Kansu adjusted himself to the role of a reader of the intelligence documents. What
initially began as a tedious task grew sometimes to be clear and interesting, only then to bow down to
unforeseen complications.
For once in his life, Kansu began to respect those who had made their writing as sharp as steel to
match any weaponry wielded to bring about an enemy’s downfall. These recordings were the result of
many moons of intelligence gathering and only the lesser man would classify them as elementary. The
unspoken efforts to obtain the intelligence and chronicle it was much like the tedious preparation of war
before the final siege and victory, when only the outcome is deemed worthy praise.
All these reports, from many cities and many pens, shared one common trait: a Jewish man who
claimed to be some sort of miracle-worker, or savior, in Izmir.

***

Kansu had longed to see the strong light of day, but alas once more he was engrossed in the reports, tucked
away below the palace in the room where he had now toiled for six days. Sometimes his concentration
wavered. His skin had also grown pale, not from fever, for the recovery had been all-inclusive, but from
lack of normal dawn-to-dark exposure that had been commonplace to his habitat.
The exercises he kept in this narrow space were no match for what he was trained, and this too,
withered within him. Still, Islam taught that patience was the pathway from dark to light and an attribute of
sound morality. This he remembered, and blessed his old mentor Altun Hodja, deciding one must make do
with a stroll if sprinting is disallowed. Finally, his week of study drew to a close. After the evening prayer
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and a delicious meal, Kansu was summoned to the office of the Teshkilat where Hilal Akber of the
Janissaries sat waiting for him with Kadir Bey, the chief of the Sultan’s spies.
‘You have been at strenuous study with the documents for a week,’ Kadir said, ‘I call you to
demonstrate your understanding.’
Kansu prepared to speak. Kadir pointed at him, and asked a simple question.
‘Who is Sabbatai Zevi?’
At that moment, Kansu the Janissary could not decide if he was the most fortunate or unfortunate
man in the empire, for reporting to the chief of spies was like walking on razor’s edge.
‘In the Christian year 1626,’ Kansu’s account began, ‘Mordecai Zevi became father to his third son
in Izmir. He named him Sabbatai. Mordecai himself, a Spanish Jew and a poultry dealer on the island of
Morea before moving to Izmir, established himself as an agent for an English shipping company. Izmir is
the center of Levantine trade and Mordecai accumulated wealth in a short period of time. To his Muslim
neighbors he was known as Kara Mentesh. The nickname kara, meaning dark, either refers to him being
stalwart for commerce carries considerable risk, or black-hearted, as in remorselessly dishonest in his
dealings.’
Kadir Bey nodded approvingly, whilst Hilal Akber sipped his strong coffee.
‘From an early age,’ Kansu continued, ‘Sabbatai expressed an astonishing interest in religion and
learning. He devoured books and scriptures daily. Of course, Mordecai preferred his third son to be more
interested in worldly gain, along with his two older brothers, Elijah and Joseph, who were already working
as brokers. Yet Sabbatai was unlike his brothers. Mordecai sent him to Izmir’s most esteemed rabbi, Joseph
Escapa, to study the Talmud. These studies seem to have interested young Sabbatai at first, but this
enthusiasm eventually deteriorated, as the Halakha or Jewish Law required a most scrupulous respect for
tradition. Sabbatai was constantly at argument with his teachers. He posed many questions but found the
answers unconvincing. In fact, at one point he belittled the Rabbi Escapa and became obsessed about Jewish
mysticism – a branch of Judaism that is not held in high regard amongst orthodox rabbis. As a result, he
was banished from Rabbi Escapa’s school.’
‘What do you know about Jewish mysticism, Janissary?’ Kadir Bey asked.
‘Regretfully, very little,’ Kansu answered. ‘From what I am able to deduce from some reports and
my learning from Altun the Wise many years ago, it is the banned practice of consulting angels to
communicate with God, and to perform miracles, according to the Jews.’
‘And how do you find this, Janissary?’ Kadir Bey further enquired.
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‘One must not indulge in such practices for it is undistinguishable whether the power invested is
from djinn or angel,’ Kansu replied.
Kadir Bey nodded and motioned for the Janissary to continue.
‘At the age of sixteen, Sabbatai saw it upon himself to observe a permanent fast. Some accounts tell
of this lasting as much as six years. During this period, his father married him to a beautiful and healthy girl
from their community. However, Sabbatai refused to sleep with her and announced that his intention was
to remain pure. Mordecai, fearful of his son’s actions, or inactions rather, encouraged a swift divorce and
found Sabbatai a new wife – a girl more beautiful and comely. In fact, reputed to be the apple of Jewish
Izmir.’
‘Yes and the result of this second marriage?’ Kadir Bey inquired.
‘Strangely enough, Sabbatai chose to remain pure once more, not consummating the marriage, and
this too ended with a divorce,’ Kansu informed.
‘If every Jew in Izmir drew inspiration from this Sabbatai, there’d be no future tradesmen and
accountants left in the port!’ Hilal Akber joked. ‘And although you tell me he fasts, I have also heard he is a
man heavy with fat.’
‘This is true.’ Kansu reaffirmed. ‘As the weeks resolved into months, both his parents now
deceased, Sabbatai’s behavior became more cryptic. For instance, there is an account that he walked the
streets carrying a basket of fish, declaring that this was the age of the Pisces, and the Jews will be delivered
from bondage.’
‘A madman bereft of his manhood?’ Hilal Akber scoffed. ‘I fear his breath couldn’t put out a candle
let alone a rift in the clouds of Allah’s sky.’
Kadir Bey ignored the comment, and gazed into Kansu’s eyes, willing him to keep speaking.
‘Sabbatai was exiled from his native city, and wandered throughout the lands of the empire. He has
been seen in Jerusalem, in Ramle, in Gaza and in Egypt. He has been flogged, disciplined and exiled a
number of times, for the rabbis find him lacking in devotion. But since his return from Egypt, something has
changed. He has followers now, who do his bidding, and believe that the end of the world is near. He no
longer asks any questions, he preaches, he says he is the anointed of the Lord, and indeed, the Messiah.’
‘Is that the same as the Mahdi?’ asked Hilal Akber.
‘The awaited savior of Islam is not the same as the person expected by the Jews,’ said Kadir Bey,
sternly. ‘Firstly, their idea is false, and ours is true.’
Kansu decided to continue.
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‘I have sighted various reports from Jewish environs, mostly concerning Sabbatai’s rise in
popularity among his people. Though, it is clear many oppose him. Rabbis and businessmen are spitting
fire, but all in vain. It appears that Sabbatai’s tide is gaining force. Yet, there is an absence of follow-up
reports. They just seem to cease at the point where the story thickens. Therefore, I am unable to tell where
the case is heading,’ Kansu related.
‘You are correct, Janissary,’ Kadir Bey finally said, after a prolonged pause. ‘You see, the agent who
was coordinating the reports on the Sabbatai investigation was murdered. You now are his replacement.’
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Chapter 3

Dispute not with the people of the Book,
Save in the fairer manner <
The Quran, ‘The Spider’ verse 45

The evening had grown darker by the time the group of Rabbis had reached their destination. Journeying
through rough terrain, ignoring storm and heat for many months, these travelers had set out from Poland to
Izmir, bringing with them monstrous memories of the pogroms, where Polish Jews were subject to mass
slaughter under the orders of the Czar. News had reached far and wide of unspeakable acts of violence,
including pregnant Jewish women disemboweled, and live cats sewn into their wombs.
Mud-spattered boots were so worn that by the end of their journey they had been nothing but torn
straps of leather, bound by rope. The rabbis sought out the talented scholar Abraham ha-Yakini, whom
they believed held the key to unlock their despair and to restore the landscape of their dreams. Only the
color of budding red roses would cleanse the heart-wrenching crimson of innocent blood that had been
spilled, staining their footprints from afar. And they mused that only the great Abraham ha-Yakini, the
rumored friend of the Anointed One could answer their need. They believed with all the strength they could
muster, as breathless as they were, that their miserable trek could not possibly be in vain, that a reward
awaited them unlike any other.
The wide oak doors of Abraham ha-Yakini’s household welcomed them inside. A richly costumed
servant led them to the guest room, inquiring whether they needed food, drink, or other things. The
haggard group of Polish Rabbis begged the servant to have an audience with his master. A short while later,
after they had washed, and eaten a meal of kosher food cooked in the Turkish style, the master of the house
Abraham ha-Yakini made his glamorous appearance. He was tall, and slightly stooped, but still vigorous
and impressive. He was dressed in expensive robes, wearing rings on each finger, and had a yarmulke
embroidered with gold and silver threads. The Rabbis from Poland bowed in utter respect, and some tears
did accompany this gesture.
‘Friend of the Anointed One,’ the first Rabbi cried, ‘we have traveled ignoring the hooting of owls,
the snarl of wolves and the fur of rabbits to hear and see the remedy to our scorned souls. Before my escape,
I witnessed my brother, also a Rabbi, have his beard torched, and the Russian mobs cheering as he burned
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alive. My friends all have similar experiences, one more ghastly than the next. We now beg. Give us the
knowledge, the proof we seek.’
At once, the group of Rabbis all began to cry. Their faces turned to streams of salt. Abraham haYakini looked at them with compassion but said nothing. Then he left the room, and returned with an
ancient scroll in his hands.
‘Pain and memories have united you in your sorrow.’ Abraham had a talent to be theatrical, and his
voice boomed. ‘Now, we must work together to unite the Hebrews, for at my fingertips behold – the sacred
proof!’
He unfurled the ancient scroll.
‘Study it, my brothers,’ Abraham ha-Yakini continued, his eyes sparkling, ‘and rejoice, soon your
eyes will see colors, your ears will hear ballads, and your hearts will beat for the holiest of comings. He is
here.’
The Rabbi who had done all the speaking wiped his eyes and moved nearer the scroll. He then
turned to Abraham ha-Yakini with a questioning glance, awaiting confirmation.
‘From The Great Wisdom of Solomon, brother,’ Abraham placed a comforting hand on the Rabbi’s
shoulder, ‘the backbone of our people preserved for centuries lest it fall into enemy hands, from the
Crusades to the Inquisition and more. Read.’
The Rabbi stopped shedding tears, and bent over the Hebrew lettering, written in an antique style
of faded ink. The scroll was very ancient – or at least – it appeared so to his eyes. The Rabbi read the text
fluently, with the practice of a lifetime of study of Hebrew, the holy language, unaltered by time. He had
much less practice in detecting the real age of documents, and in assessing the products of the skillful and
deceitful antiquities traders of the Holy Land. Abraham ha-Yakini’s scroll began thus:

I, Abraham was confined to a cave for forty years and wondered that the time of miracles did not surface. Then, I heard
God’s voice proclaiming ‘a son will be born in the year 5386 to Mordecai Zevi and he shall be named Sabbatai. He will
humble the great dragon and sit on My throne for he is the true Messiah.

***

‘It has become impossible to curb our impatience,’ Kadir Bey started, ‘this Sabbatai character must be fully
investigated and uncloaked – whether he is a liar, a truth-teller or a victim of slander. An agent’s blood has
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been spilled already and that is also for you to rectify, Janissary. Never must you underestimate this case for
it could mean your end too.’
In the Palace Office, once again Kansu was humbled before his masters, Kadir Bey and Hilal Akber.
‘Your oath today is a legal and binding contract,’ Kadir continued. ‘You have been selected for this
duty for your many astounding qualities. Do you accept with full knowledge that your service is one of
constant hazard to your life and limb?’
‘He’s a Janissary!’ Hilal Akber said, feeling a sting of annoyance, ‘his life has always been on
sword’s edge.’
‘For the purpose of the agreement, must I repeat?’ Kadir asked.
‘I accept, my Bey,’ Kansu replied.
‘As an agent of the House of Ottoman,’ Kadir continued, ‘in the event of your capture, torture or
promised execution by the enemy, do you agree to waive all rights of amnesty, diplomatic immunity and
succor? Do you agree to reject multiple aid, comfort and payments from the enemy in exchange for
knowledge to save your life?’
‘I agree.’
‘The Sultan is most generous to his subjects,’ Kadir proudly stated. ‘Upon the successful
accomplishment of your mission you shall be rewarded up to 1,000 acres of valuable land with the richest
soil outside Istanbul or further inland Anatolia, along with servants. If, upon retirement, you engage in
trade, you will be exempt from taxes. Should you also have male offspring, they shall receive the best
education at the Palace schools. Do you understand?’
Kansu voiced that he understood.
‘During your service, alcohol is permitted for you may have to mingle with Christians and make the
taverns your home. Sleeping with women –’
‘They do it anyway,’ Hilal coughed.
‘Sleeping with women,’ Kadir repeated with some annoyance, ‘to obtain information or to win the
confidence of the targeted circle is also allowable. Creating a cover and telling a falsehood in the purpose of
obtaining information will be considered as means to an end. Even oaths may be sworn falsely. If this
appears bothersome, keep in mind there is always time to repent after your mission is successfully
completed. Allah is merciful.’
‘Have you any quarries or requests?’ Hilal asked.
‘My journey will be one of perils,’ Kansu said. ‘Therefore I am requesting a trusted companion.’
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‘You will be provided with someone,’ Kadir assured. ‘However, if you wish to name another whom
you can trust with your life, do so now.’
‘Thank you Kadir Effendi, I shall like to appoint Mustafa. Not only do we share years of upbringing
in the Janissary corps, but we have saved each other’s lives on the battlefield.’
Kadir agreed. ‘I will also give to you Korkmaz the Tartar, a fearless agent who knows the region
well, and whose contacts stretch from Izmir to the Middle-East. He has been instructed to act as guide and
be your shield. He will make himself known to you when the time comes.’
Kansu nodded.
‘For the moment, we have a man who has won the confidence of Sabbatai’s circle,’ Kadir continued.
‘You must meet with him. His name is Tutyahu.’
***

The home of Abraham ha-Yakini was selected to be the meeting place of tonight’s secret gathering. The
whereabouts of Sabbatai had been kept hidden by his disciples for he was much too important to be easily
accessible and that this could result in an assassination attempt.
Sabbatai sat at the head of the table surrounded by twelve of his highest followers, including
Abraham ha-Yakini. At the far end of the table sat Tutyahu, a man in his forties, with beady eyes, graying
hair, and a masculine chin. He was a man of influence, and known throughout Jewish Izmir for his
donations. He owned barber shops, and maintained a valuable rapport with all. Tonight his ears were
pricked.
‘On one hand,’ Sabbatai began, ‘we have obedience, charity and humility. On the other hand, pride,
which we are told must be shunned. But why must one who exercises in these qualities feel the need to turn
away pride? Pride is the sum of those actions, for a man without it can’t give to charity, or perform the
others. They are all interlocked. The Rabbis will tell you no such thing, for they are not honest with their
words. But, then why do they insist on talking?’
Sabbatai paused for effect.
The twelve followers, all men of commerce, waited on every word Sabbatai said.
‘Because,’ Sabbatai continued, ‘the fool Rabbis who regurgitate age-old rules are your enemies.
Surely, their stubbornness is no armor against the might of Yahweh and the divine power invested in me.
Their excessively jealous temperament stems from their hatred against the gifted sons of Israel. We are the
bringers of light. Their ink is dry. Their paper is nothing but pulp.’
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Everyone, including Tutyahu, was aware that Sabbatai’s words were aimed at Rabbi Joseph Escapa,
the traditional authority of the city of Izmir.
Rabbi Escapa had once more spoken harsh words against the followers of Sabbatai. He had spoken
of the invasion of his Purim feast, and the blasphemy of the sacred marriage Sabbatai had announced.
Naturally, this had caused quite a stir in the community, and once the initial euphoria of the Purim riots
had passed, there was a growing inclination to condemn Sabbatai. Indeed, Rabbi Joseph Escapa had singlehandedly managed to turn the tide against them. As far as the disciples were concerned, Escapa was a
thorn.
‘We must tear their kind from our midst if we wish to move forward. I married the Torah because
those were my instructions from the angels. Last night I received new messages from four angels.’
The disciples were awestruck. Tutyahu began to sense a feeling of numbness overtaking his
alertness, and his body grew colder.
‘The angels revealed a prophecy each to me,’ Sabbatai expanded. ‘The first reminded me that
treachery is closer than we think, in fact, a mere breath away. But he who is raised on curdled milk will be
no more by dawn. A well-wrought end stalks him.’
Tutyahu could feel sweat turn his palms into fresh dough. His face had become pale, and he could
barely suppress chills probing different parts of his body.
‘The second angel embraced me, and spoke of the evil one, the old Rabbi with dry ink, the imposter
who works day and night to prove that the narrowness of the bigot is wider than our oceans. Alas, he is
now damned. A glorified spark of heavenly light will reduce him to ashes. His time has also come.’
Tutyahu was increasingly finding it difficult to tame his nerves. He could feel a shiver working its
way from his spine to his neck, and to his shaking hands, which he placed beneath the table. He was
freezing now, as if left outside in a storm without clothes. His mind too was fast becoming foggy. What is
happening to me, he thought. Never before had he known fear as powerful as this. He tried to master his
fright and contain his panic. But he was uncertain whether or not he was successful, and he dreaded the
idea of peering into a mirror to look at himself. His hands were blocks of ice, he wanted gloves, he wanted
to place his back to a burning fire, he wanted warmth, needed it everywhere – he sat as still as he could.
‘The third angel appeared to me, blessed me with her magical wings, and told me that she could not
remain stagnant to the gnashing teeth of the unholy ones. And promised, promised to appear in Izmir, to
make notice of our plight, to confirm our spiritual message.’
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The disciples knew better than to interrupt the savior with noises of joy for this was a show of
weakness. Instead, happiness was judged by their silence and blind obedience, for self-control was deemed
the pathway to sublime dedication.
‘The fourth angel,’ Sabbatai said, with eyes staring into a faraway dream. ‘The fourth angel<’ he
began again, but could not continue. Sabbatai’s eyes filled with tears as he forced them back, clearly an
emotional moment for him.
‘The fourth angel prostrated himself before me<to hail me the King of Israel!’
The disciples knew these moods, for their master could lapse into a state where he spoke riddles for
hours, or murmured prayers till morning, or with an unforeseen burst of energy pace up and down till the
next night. Taking their cues, Abraham ha-Yakini led them out of his home individually, for the crowds
exiting from his door would only serve to awaken unwanted suspicion. Now, only Tutyahu remained.
Sabbatai, who now cleared his eyes with a delicate silk handkerchief, turned to gaze at him. Resisting the
ache that gnawed at him, Tutyahu showed his usual discipline, awaiting his turn to be led outside, after the
necessary intervals.
This had always been the case. The home-owner’s duty was to place the visitors in arranged seats as
they came in one at a time as well. Abraham ha-Yakini paused and turned to Sabbatai, as if expecting some
fresh instruction.
‘Tutyahu,’ Sabbatai finally broke his silence. ‘During his reign, the Sultan Murad IV outlawed
drinking. However, some Muslim citizens still frequented taverns to intoxicate themselves regardless of his
regulations that were punishable by death. When he learned that holy men and dervishes from the Bektashi
Order also indulged, in a fury, the Sultan donned a cloak and in disguise visited the tavern one night. Once
inside, he noticed baskets of grapes and asked the merry group what they did with them. The group replied
by saying they pressed the juice and preserved it in bottles. The disguised Sultan probed - what if the
bottled juice turned to wine? The dervishes, suspicious now, cunningly answered that it was Allah’s will to
wine or vinegar the juice and for them as humble servants to drink it. The Sultan, verily amused, pardoned
those dervishes that night from execution. Then went back to his palace and finished a bottle himself.’
‘I<I don’t understand,’ Tutyahu stammered.
‘The Sultan set out to punish those who sinned against his law. Instead, entertained by their
cunning, he forgave them,’ Sabbatai stood up in a rage, his eyes filled with fire, ‘and consequently broke his
own law.’
Tutyahu sensed invisible doom circling his neck.
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‘I have cursed the chair you sit on, Tutyahu,’ Sabbatai charged. ‘All your cunning shall never amuse
me.’
***

‘Yet another unfortunate incident, Janissary. Our ear in Sabbatai’s circle has not only been twisted, but
permanently severed.’
Kadir Bey of the Sultan’s spies explained, as they walked in the Palace Garden that afternoon.
Kansu halted with a confused look on his face.
‘Tutyahu was our informer,’ Kadir continued. ‘He was a barber. What better method to accumulate
information? Unfortunately he was compromised for reasons unknown to us. He died in the early hours of
the morning in his home, after attending a meeting with Sabbatai the night before. Tutyahu’s wife, no doubt
stricken by grief, died some hours after him.’
‘That’s suspicious,’ Kansu said, ‘his wife dying soon after.’
Kadir nodded.
‘Your first task in Izmir is to question Rabbi Josef Escapa, you do recall?’
‘Yes,’ Kansu said. ‘The Rabbi who taught Sabbatai as a child, but was later ridiculed at the feast of
Purim in his home.’
‘The same,’ Kadir concurred. ‘You must find out whether the mysterious death is linked with
Sabbatai. For your information, Mustafa has been called from the Janissary Corps, and is awaiting you. Do
not test the hours with trivialities. A simple greeting followed by orders will do. We haven’t much time to
spare.’

***

Kansu smiled when he saw his dear friend Mustafa waiting for him outside the room he had been allocated
beneath the palace. Mustafa had shaved his balding head, but had left a thick horse-shoe curve of a
moustache stretching around the upper lip to the bottom of his chin.
‘Gardash, they plucked me out whilst I was training the new cadets,’ Mustafa guffawed. ‘Remember
how lazy I used to be? Well, this new boy from Croatia is lazier. I punished him by drinking his soup. I also
ate his bread.’
Mustafa rubbed a protruding belly. Ever the buffoon, Kansu thought.
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‘What fine clothes you have,’ Mustafa scrutinized. ‘You are being looked after. I wonder what the
Palace guards would say for a little sparring. Care for a quick oil wrestle?’
‘Not in here,’ Kansu replied jovially. ‘If we have time I won’t rule it out. I’m careful not to lose my
form. And you’ve always sworn to pin me down with little success.’
‘Ah, the confidence the Palace instills in the subordinate,’ Mustafa mocked. ‘In any case, what is the
call for all this? I’m hearing talk about angels, prophecies, strange things. All very hushed, mind you.’
‘Someone in Izmir claims to be a Messiah,’ Kansu corrected. ‘We’ve been selected to investigate.’
Mustafa seemed let-down. ‘Is that all? There’s more adventure in fishing.’
‘Well,’ Kansu sighed. ‘We go to Izmir quietly, ask some questions, gather what evidence we can and
come back.’
‘Sounds like a holiday.’

***

The dampness of fallen rain had not interfered with the vast swarm of people who surged through the
famous Covered Bazaar – the Kapali Charshi. When Istanbul Constantinople was conquered, Sultan Mehmet
II, in a bid to revive trade, had the old Byzantine marketplace rebuilt and expanded. It had been a center of
commerce ever since. Kansu and Mustafa made their way through the crowds and sought out the streets
leading them towards the Bayezid Mosque.
‘These streets are named after artisans,’ Mustafa observed. ‘A street for mirror-makers, one each for
silk-thread, polishers and fur. Though, what interests me the most are the slipper and shoe-makers.’
They turned into the Yorganjilar, a street packed with workshops of comfort items such as cushions
and blankets. The wind still carried the scent of exotic spices from the previous aisle. Step after step, the
spicy scent blended with the smell of cloth.
‘Are they still on our heels?’ Kansu asked without turning.
Mustafa grunted.
Noisy bartering, objections and animated price agreements rang in the air. But then the merriment
of bargaining faded as Kansu and Mustafa made their way to a deserted path where business ceased. Here,
the pair would wait until the unknown presence displayed itself – whether friend or foe, now it made little
difference. The Janissaries chose to give their back to a wall for added security and loosened their flowing
garment to make their daggers easier to access should they be called for. The shade of the wall camouflaged
them well enough. Kansu was pleased with the isolation around the back alleys where not many dared to
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venture fearing gangs of thieves. He stopped movement and concentrated, pressing his back against the
cold stone wall. He detected a slight shuffle, as if a wind pattered on the wings of an old crumpled kite.
These could be actions of one covered by a large cloak, Kansu guessed. There would be several of them.
A hooded figure leaped out of the shadows and wound himself around Kansu’s legs. Both men
crashed to the ground. Without pause another figure emerged to send a foot into Kansu’s stomach. The boot
found its mark. Kansu felt the air sucked out of his lungs, followed by a blinding pain. Already he could
make out Mustafa surrounded by two hooded attackers, deep in violent engagement. Kansu kicked at the
figure still wrapped around his legs and grabbed the second boot aimed at his neck in mid-air by another
assailant. He twisted the leg until his second assailant collapsed to the hard stone floor. The one who had
tackled him was built like a champion wrestler and Kansu knew he couldn’t shake him off. Instead, Kansu
found an arm and sunk his teeth into it, blood oozed from the muscled flesh, and the figure relaxed his grip
for a split second. With renewed energy Kansu broke free and raised himself to a crouch-like position. His
second offender was also up and came charging. Kansu quickly moved to the side and found a neck to
grasp, slamming the hooded figure into the wall with all his might. Off the ground, his first attacker lunged
at Kansu’s waist to drop him once more. But Kansu was ready this time, and in a blur of speed sent his knee
into the face. Mercilessly, kneecap met bone, and the sound of broken cartilage followed a gush of blood
from the distorted nose. Kansu sensed a third figure from behind, his last offender. At that precise moment,
the call of the muezzin echoed from afar.
Then something unexpected happened. In mid-strike, the final hooded thug halted.
‘Allah is great, Allah is great<’
It was the call to Friday afternoon prayer, indeed the most important of the week, from the minaret
of nearby Bayezid Mosque.
‘I bear witness there is no other divinity…’
Frantically, the attackers picked themselves up and left, just as suddenly as they had appeared.
Kansu felt a vicious burning ache in his stomach, blood ran down his chin. He waited for another surprise
assault for these back streets were a viper’s nest. But it didn’t come. Kansu wiped the blood from his lips.
Rivers of sweat raced down his chest as his breathing relaxed. Mustafa was lying on the floor, his face badly
bruised, his chest heaving, and his hands under his belly. From the look on his face, Mustafa was sore from
an unexpected hit below the belt.
‘Once upon a time, men fought with dignity,’ Mustafa managed to blurt.
Kansu heard the last of the Muezzin’s call for prayer.
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1666

The wind dashed drops of the coming downpour as thunder growled over Rome’s darkening sky, hovering over
the Vatican.
Inside his quarters, in the light of candles and oil lamps, Fabio Chigi sat at his desk reviewing a report
presented to him by his Cardinal and Secretary of State, Giulio Rospigliori. The compiler of the report, Cardinal
Luca Messina stood humbly and cleared his throat in the silence.
‘Your Holiness’ Luca began apologetically. ‘We have only a few active men in the Levant, who toil for
little recompense in that barren vineyard.’
Chigi carefully put down the report. The drawn-up curtains of red velvet weren’t enough to blockade
the noise of rain assaulting barred windows. Thunder accompanied the rising volume as if announcing a flood,
either making him think of Noah, or a remedy to cleanse all things stained. For a moment, lost in the labyrinth of
donations and absolutions, Chigi had forgotten who he now was - Pope Alexander VII. He sat heavily in his chair,
his forehead deeply furrowed as he concentrated on Cardinal Luca Messina. The nervous Luca seemed to be
wrapped in a contorted knot as he fidgeted. Chigi, on the other hand, was not fearful of any challenge as his
eyes appeared to see right through Luca and focus on the portraits decorating the walls behind him.
‘What news from Jerusalem, Cardinal Luca?’ he finally asked.
‘Your Eminence,’ Luca humbly moved a step forward. ‘The Greek Orthodox Church is raising money by
every means possible in order to expand their influence and buy properties in the city. The Turks allow it. There
is not much difference, after all, between a Greek and a Turk. The latest and most regrettable act of avarice is
that the Greek Patriarch is selling absolution certificates to pilgrims. This, it is pretended, frees them from sin.
They buy the certificates and fill in the names of themselves or other people.’
The Pope looked wistful, rather than shocked.
‘It must bring in a lot of funds,’ he said.
‘They are vastly increasing their funds and influence.’
‘The Greek Orthodox Patriarch does not have to put up with Lutherans,’ Chigi stated. ‘In that sense, he
lives more freely than us, despite the rule of the Turk. It was Lutherans and their false accusations which caused
my holy predecessor, Pope Pius V, to outlaw all sale and benefits from the distribution of indulgences. No doubt
he thought this to be the right response.’
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‘Your Holiness, the corruption and the avarice of the schismatics of the East knows no bounds. If we do
not restore the presence of the Roman Church in the Holy Land, then we will be squeezed out. The Jews never
left, and the schismatics and heretics increase daily. I won’t even mention the Mohammadans.’
‘Who is this Greek Patriarch?’
‘He is known as Nectarius of Jerusalem, and is a former monk, before called to this office of false Bishop
of a schismatic church,’ Cardinal Luca informed him. ‘He constantly writes tracts against the Holy See.’
Chigi frowned. ‘Then, without any allies in the East, tell me how are we to address the greater sin that
grows in power daily, the followers of the devil’s mouthpiece, Mohammad?’
Chigi stomped his right foot. In fact, had he been alone he would have paced the length of his quarters,
forming and then solving problems in his mind. The bloodied scimitar of Islam, he thought, was not the only
opposition to be accounted.
‘Your Holiness, some of the faithful have asked if we can ever return to the conquest of Jerusalem?’
’Then tell these ignorant fools that we live in another era,’ Chigi said, trying to disguise his temper. ‘It is
not the year 1095, and neither am I Pope Urban II, to give sermon upon tireless sermon. We cannot inspire tens
of thousands to pick up arms and head to the Holy Land. Not in this day.’
Indeed, the Muslims had fought and overcome wave after wave of Crusades and every act to reclaim
the Holy Land from the clutches of the heathen had resulted in defeat. Such failures had planted the seeds of
doubt in the minds of some Christians. Even the Knights Templar, left aimless, had degenerated into a rabble of
corrupt fools who turned to the occult, and in response, were annihilated. Some said the Knights Templar had
secretly converted to Islam and there certainly had been some valid clues which underpinned this rumor. A call
for a new crusade would only result in further losses and may run the risk in creating another Saladin out of a
petty heathen. No, Chigi knew, the land could not be won, but it must be bought. And as soon as possible,
before the Eastern Orthodox false Christians took over the city.
The Pope knew that a flow of funds and income were a prerequisite for the Vatican, for instance in the
commissioning of artworks. Would the Vatican be what it was if not for the museums opened by Pope Julius II
in 1503, or the second St Peter’s Basilica, or the artworks of Michelangelo, or the services of master architects like
Bramante? How the minds of the ignorant beat in unison with the drums of the primitives. Chigi himself came
from a banking family, and business was in his blood. His mind worked differently, this he accepted readily.
Had he not converted Queen Christina of Sweden and secured most generous contributions from her since? In
fact, he had intentionally baptized her on Christmas day, a nice touch which he was still very fond of. Power
was in the image, not in chants or prayers. Power was the muscle that lifted crates, not the wind that rustled
leaves. It was the realization of inequality that compelled your enemy to kneel before your splendor. It was to
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hear the sweetest of all sounds - the cries of mercy. Power was surrounding yourself with those you trust; for
this reason he had made his relatives administrators in the Vatican and paid them handsomely. For obedience
must always be rewarded. If Jesus had mastered this procedure, he reflected, Judas would have continued
eating out of his hand. He hadn’t, therefore Judas bit.
Cardinal Luca Messina then interrupted the Pope’s reverie by pointing out that there was a new and
disturbing movement among the Jews of the Holy Land. They had shaken off their meekness, and had begun to
say that one of their number was a Messiah and a King. So convinced were they in this belief, said the Cardinal,
that many were giving away their goods and refusing to engage in commerce.
‘They must be mad!’ said the Pope, scandalized.
‘This is their belief,’ said the Cardinal.
‘The Sultan will have their heads off their shoulders.’
‘The Turk has not reacted, and will no doubt leave the movement to grow, in order to encourage
divisions. They do the same by favoring the Copts above other Christians in Egypt.’
The Pope turned the pages of some reports, and made the effort to read about Sabbatai Zevi. The reports
were wise and well-written, but the whole story was rather difficult to grasp. However, he did immediately see
that here, in this movement, was a possibility of change, of the opening of opportunities, or of a shift to disaster.
‘Your Holiness,’ said the Cardinal, ‘our Spanish friends have requested that the matter of the Jew be
looked into immediately. They are concerned about the potential of a Crusade launched at us from the Turk.’
Chigi nodded his head, highly aware of the perils if such an option was in motion. ‘In 1524, one of my
predecessors Pope Clement VII set up an adventurer Jew from Africa called David Reubeni as the Messiah of his
race. They promised him many riches should he lead his people against the Ottomans. We sponsored him an
army of 12,000 strong, including the Jews of Europe. This was their chance to prove themselves worthy of nonpersecution. We even allowed David Reubeni to enter the city of Venice riding a pale horse, as prophesized, in
order to attract legions of followers. At that time, the Turk Sultan Selim had conquered Egypt and diverted the
spice trade, thus endangering Europe’s commerce. Suffice to say, the movement fell apart, the entire project –
worthless.’
The Pope tapped his fingers on his polished desk.
‘And now,’ he breathed, ‘should the Turks with their cunning intend to erect their own home-grown
Messiah, a man who wins the trust of the Jewry of Europe, of the Levant, we could be facing a problem that will
crush us not only from siege, but from within. The end of Christendom, and all we know, all we have worked.
This building – rendered useless. This ring,’ Chigi took off his Fisherman’s ring, ‘a scrap not worth a damn. We
cannot allow this Sabbatai Zevi to magnify his influence. Our Institution’s life-blood is at stake more than ever
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before. If any oppose us, let them be burned for heresy. We also need all the funds we are able to accumulate.
The end, as always, justifies the means. The Vatican’s torch must burn brighter this day. Summon Adeodatus
from the Order of Gabriel. We have much work for him.’
Within a short while, Adeodatus entered, kissed the ring of the Holy See and prostrated himself. The
Pope was impressed with the hawkish features, the broad shoulders, and the figure of a man who could swing a
broadsword for hours without rest. But what really caught his attention was the spark in his eye. Even
downcast, it glittered.
‘Rise Adeodatus,’ Chigi commanded. ‘We have much to discuss.’
‘I am at your disposal, Your Holiness.’
‘It is the very importance of this mission that requires someone of your caliber. You are not a man of
silks and laces. You bear the aura of one who can ride through fire and ice and maintain his faith intact.’
‘I am ready to do God’s will, Your Holiness.’
The Pope was genuinely pleased.
‘Intelligence and swordsmanship is but nothing without the shield of faith. And this you have deeplyrooted. There is no evidence, praise be to Lord Jesus Christ, of any flaws in your spirit or capabilities.’
‘You are too kind Your Eminence.’
‘Give ear Adeodatus,’ he continued. ‘You will not be faced with feeble attempts at witchcraft, stake
burnings, or the howl of toothless heretics no more.’
Chigi stopped here briefly, repressing a smile, for he had ordered teeth to be broken and pulled out
under interrogation. ‘Now you shall face the true demon, the seeds of Satan. In your schooling you will recall
that Constantinople, the city of Christianity, the cradle of the Saved, fell to the Turk in 1453.’
‘Yes Your Holiness.’
‘Is thirteen not the sum of 1-4-5-3? And what a damned number it is. Yes, the devil drops us many clues.
Behold, chevalier Adeodatus,’ the Pope said, ‘how Lucifer mocks us in our impotence to serve Trinity. We have
begun a new year, 1666.’
There was a moment of silence, and both men recalled the dread stories which circulated about the
number 666.
‘The mark of the beast,’ the Pope said. ‘And what a mark it shall be. A black stain, a stain on innocent
white unless we act with Godspeed. It seems a Jew by the name of Sabbatai Zevi has proclaimed himself
Messiah in the Turk’s kingdom. He sends much writing and letters to the Jewry of Europe. Some of which we
have intercepted and copied. I emphasize the need for utmost caution, Adeodatus.’
‘Anything you will tell me, Eminence, I shall internalize and use.’
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‘Those circumcised heathens,’ the Pope paused to arrange his train of thought. ‘You will note that ever
since and including the Inquisition in Spain, we have sought to convert Muslims and Jews alike, and all was in
vain, resulting in disappointment. If, cunningly, this Zevi is a plant working with the Mohammadans, then it
surely is the End of Days. If this so-called Messiah Zevi orders the Jews to embrace Islam, two of Christianity’s
most aggressive enemies will be united. Be certain that the Turk will not pass up such a chance.’ And neither
would I, the Pope thought to himself. ‘This union can only serve Satan. One would be blind to argue otherwise.
However, the alternative is also a blasphemy of the highest degree. Since the Jews fail to recognize our Lord
Jesus Christ as the Messiah, they are a confused lot still waiting for a Messiah to come. Zevi must not lead them.
Whatever unfolds, we have reason to believe he is the Anti-Christ. This is the year of the beast.’
***

Drumming through Kansu’s head, which was still throbbing a little, was the revelation that the attack in the
bazaar was set by Kadir Bey and his network to further examine his battle instincts.
‘It was our doing, a test which you excelled,’ Kadir Bey told him, whilst sipping black Turkish
coffee in his office. ‘As for your friend, passable<though I expected a stronger choice from you.’
Kansu was glad that the time spent in study had not suppressed his fighting abilities. Strangely, he
felt more happy and calm after the fight, as if the ghosts of the battlefield had receded. After a day of
deception and violence, he concluded that he was still capable, and he would not allow himself to be
pensioned off so early in this new game of cat and mouse. Kadir Bey had not seemed too confident about
Mustafa, however he did applaud the fact that neither of them drew their daggers against unarmed
opponents. Janissaries were discouraged from using their arms when in Istanbul itself.
Kansu had already guessed that those assailants were not heathens since they had discontinued the
assault at the call of the muezzin. But as a test this soon signaled the magnitude of what trouble lay in store
for them in this darkened path ahead.
‘Your bruises may seem nonsense to you, but in the service of the Sultan, it is good insurance,’
Kadir smiled, ‘there’s no point in smacking the child after he’s broken the clay pot.’
Shortly, Kadir Effendi presented Kansu with the Tughra – the Sultan’s Seal – a calligraphic signature
that permitted entry to the unopened in the service of the Empire. Kansu peered at the graceful strokes of
the Court Calligrapher’s design, composed of two loops on the left, three vertical in the middle. The lines on
the right signified the sword and might. The name of the Sultan was at the bottom, along with protective
prayers to the Tughra holder.
‘It is beautiful,’ Kansu finally commented.
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‘And must be destroyed if you are caught,’ Kadir reminded. ‘You must never allow the Sultan’s
Seal to pass into enemy hands. It is the most important document.’
‘Has one ever passed?’
‘Don’t be the first,’ Kadir informed. ‘You will ride to Izmir with your companion tomorrow. You
will be housed at an Inn. The Innkeeper is an Armenian. Blind Agop is one of our reliable subjects with a
secure mouth. His Inn is always busy, and therefore you two travelers will not be noticed. Need I remind,
you will be dressed in civilian garb and will not disclose your status openly until required to do so. In Izmir,
Korkmaz the Tartar will find you if necessary. The Cadi of Izmir, the local magistrate, is Vasfi Bey. Should
you feel the situation warrants arrests, approach him.’
All day, Kansu and Mustafa journeyed on horseback. They would rest and refresh at an overnight
stop-over popularly known as a kervan-saray which were buildings along roads used for traveling
merchants, together with its dining hall, service-rooms, horse stables, food stores, repair shops. These places
also had steam-baths known as the hamam. Composed of two words, caravan and palace, the kervan-saray
rarely did disservice to both nouns.
‘What are we going to do about these?’ Mustafa pointed to the bruises on his face.
‘You defiled my sister and I am to deliver you to your wedding?’ Kansu suggested. Mustafa
laughed heartily. They maintained a steady pace along their short cut to Izmir. They had hurried up hills,
circled around cliffs, dismounted and led their horses through watercourses, all in the purpose of reaching
their destination sooner than the usual route. That night, they chose to rest at a kervan-saray nearest to Izmir.
Although Kansu preferred to sleep in order to be up at first light, Mustafa insisted to visit the hamam, the
traditional steam-bath.
After hiring a room for the night, and consuming a hearty meal of diced lamb cooked in spices,
Kansu concealed his Sultan’s Seal wrapped inside some extra towels as they entered the traditional hamam
with a cloth wrapped around their waists. Immediately, Kansu was thankful to Mustafa for this decision,
for these baths were known to cleanse the mind and relax the body. The bath at the kervan-saray was
exclusive to men, and in a corner were some musicians playing the ud, dulcimer, and flute; producing a
harmonious melody that echoed throughout the hot room. In the middle of the boiling room was a large
marble bench, where patrons could lie on and be massaged by feminine-appearing young boys known as
tellak. The tellak were usually non-Muslim subjects - Armenians, Greeks or Gypsies. It too was rumored that
these boys were used for sexual services if one had such leanings.
Besides the boy-staff, and the musicians, there were only a few more patrons, travelers tired and
minding their own businesses. As for Kansu, he only wanted to shut his eyes and dream, permitting the
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music and heat to soothe muscle and mind. Yet, judging from Mustafa’s craving for a little hashish in his
hookah, it would be a miracle if he could get any rest.
‘Do you ever think about the old days? The old family, old country?’ Mustafa puffed, speaking
slowly, his mind already numbed.
‘Most people at some point in their life think of their past,’ Kansu replied disinterestedly, lying
down comfortably without opening his eyes, soaking in the music.
‘Ah gardash! My brother,’ Mustafa shook his head. ‘You can’t fool me. Memory also tortures you.
Admit it.’
Kansu remained silent. But, Mustafa could tell he wasn’t being ignored.
‘They haunt me more and more,’ Mustafa continued, his tone heavy with sorrow. ‘What if I hadn’t
been recruited? Would I be a farmer now in Serbia? Married, with five fat children? Or maybe I’d be the
town Priest?’
‘In all likelihood, Mustafa, you would have become a whore-monger. Count your blessings.’
‘We’d still be Christians,’ Mustafa spoke, more to himself. ‘Would you still want to be a Christian?’
Kansu snapped his eyes open. ‘You’ve had too much of that pipe.’
‘Don’t get angry gardash,’ said Mustafa, his voice strained and hurt. ‘But the world is so full of sin.
Sometimes I need to know if Jesus really died for them.’
Kansu knew of Mustafa’s highs and lows. Days of humor and reckless laughter were
overshadowed by bursts of painfully suppressed emotions. He wondered whether all that humor was
nothing but a defense mechanism, a shelter for tunnels of hidden torment.
‘The Prophet Isa,’ Kansu corrected, ‘is not the son of God. The Trinity is a hapless belief. How can
you continue to dwell on such preposterous claims? God is One and Eternal. He hath not begotten, nor has
He begotten. He hath no equal.’
‘Heed my words, gardash. You thrust Altun Hodja’s teachings at me because your parents never
loved you. That’s why you have no heart. Well I do, and it beats. It beats because I saw my mother cry. She
cried for me on her knees as they tore me away from her arms. I still hear her. How that feels, what it
means, you’ll never know. So don’t play the knowledgeable one with me. For you the past is a rusty church
bell tolling in the background, for me it’s what makes my mind ring at sun-up and sundown.’
Mustafa stared into nothingness, the smoke of the hookah poured out of his nostrils.
‘And after years of soldiering and looting, you now want Jesus to pay for your sins?’ Kansu asked.
‘We were ordered to kill. We killed!’
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‘No more than if you were in a Christian army,’ Kansu argued. ‘Think of the time of Latin
Kingdom. Those invaders even raped and pillaged other Christians. On their way to Jerusalem, the fanatic
Cross-bearers attacked Constantinople and plundered Hagia Sophia, entertained whores and held orgies in
that Church, whilst the Sultan converted it to a Mosque when he took the city in 1453, renaming it Istanbul.’
‘It’s the times, gardash,’ Mustafa sighed, inhaling another cloud of hashish, ‘take this Sabbatai
character in Izmir. The first question to ask is was he born from a virgin? God must give signs from birth to
early childhood that this person is special. And this uniqueness grows and strengthens into adulthood until
he must save mankind, serve his purpose.’
‘The Prophet Mohammad was a man, Mustafa. You recall from Altun Hodja’s classes that many
stories are nothing but fables borrowed from the old pagans and polytheists. Right here, on the coast, there
are the remains of the temples of that Greek God.’
Kansu struggled to remember his name, then finally did so. ‘Dionysius, son of God, born of a
virgin, so they said. Who also was said to have been sacrificed to free his followers from sin. How can
anyone accept the shadows of these old fables? God selects the finest and noblest of man to be his
messengers. God is not begotten, and nor does He beget.’
‘All right,’ Mustafa shot back, slightly slurring his speech, ‘but in Islam we were also taught about
miraculous conception with Mary and the birth of Jesus. She is Mary the Virgin, and she is the mother of
Jesus. Everyone knows that. What say you if this Zevi is the finest and noblest man in our era? God sends
his messengers only when people have deterred from the righteous path he has shown them. Look around,
Kansu, who is so right today? Who is judging who?’
‘Look at yourself,’ Kansu said irritably, ‘mind fogged by hashish, still you talk.’
The bickering had reached it closure as Kansu turned on his side, looking away from Mustafa.
Mustafa kept quiet for a while. He knew this was some sort of punishment when Kansu chose to ignore
him. Finally Mustafa gathered his courage once more.
‘Emmanuel, gardash<’
Kansu did not stir.
Mustafa’s eyes watered, ‘Call me by my name.’
Kansu continued his silence. The unresponsiveness reduced Mustafa to a begging heap, much in
contradiction to his powerful physique.
‘Who is to hear, gardash? I promise not to ask again.’
At last, Kansu raised himself. He shot Mustafa a fiery stare. But, Mustafa knew that beneath this
cold-steel mask, lay a boy as much emotionally scarred as himself.
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‘Don’t stay too long, we need our rest<Milojika.’
Then he turned and walked hastily out of the steam bath.
As he watched his companion’s departure, Mustafa concentrated on repeating his real name, heard
from his friend for the first time ever since the early days of Janissary cadetship. Mixed with the
wonderfully sweet music, echoing throughout the hamam, he knew he had found peace tonight. He ordered
more hashish from the tellak.
***

Before the sun had risen, Kansu and Mustafa resumed their trek to Izmir. They passed most of the journey
in silence and neither pursued the leftover discussion from the previous night. By late afternoon they had
finally reached their destination. Izmir, one of the busiest places of trade in the Empire, lay before them on
the skirts of the Aegean Sea. The continuous arrivals and departures of merchant ships from all over Europe
had made it a very valuable seaport city. The two Janissaries were able to locate Blind Agop’s Inn with
relative ease – everybody knew it well. Agop himself, a barrel-chested man with a patch over one eye,
greeted them with enthusiasm after Kansu showed him his Seal. Blind Agop informed them that their
rooms had already been paid for. The Armenian innkeeper led the Janissaries up the wooden stairs around
the back of his inn where sleeping quarters were for his family and traveling customers with money to stay.
He unlocked the wooden door and presented his two new patrons with the room – a smallish area with
window overlooking the street below. An old table, some blankets, two clean mattresses placed on the floor,
and a water basinet in the corner. Blind Agop also asked began narrating the history of Armenian cuisine,
and claiming he was the best chef in all of Izmir.
‘Fish, meat, vegetable dishes,’ Agop was counting off his fingers, ‘no other can compete with how I
use the spices. Pepper, garlic, onion, coriander, basil mint<’
Finally, Kansu decided to go with the food they were familiar: kofte which was spiced meatballs and
dolma, a food made from grape leaves with meat and rice wrapped in the leaves. Shortly, it became obvious
that Blind Agop was every bit as good as his word, for his food was delicious.
After some rest, Kansu decided that the time had approached to visit the respected Escapa, who
had been appointed Rabbi over all Jewish congregations in the area. Again, Agop was most useful, fetching
one of his sons to lead his two guests to Escapa’s home.
Rabbi Josef Escapa was dressed in his finest clothes, but his face was drawn and he appeared frail.
A servant, Amir, had opened the door and looked Kansu and Mustafa over suspiciously. Kansu told the
servant he had come from Istanbul and was expected by Josef Escapa. The servant allowed them inside with
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a small nod of the head, but kept silent. Inside, Kansu noticed that the Rabbi must be quite a pious man, for
there was no ostentation, and the objects of value were all religious. There was a menorah, a unique candleholder with twelve candles burning, and a mezuzah at the door to keep evil spirits at bay. Though, from the
reports, they had done little repel Sabbatai Zevi on that night of Purim.
What caught Kansu’s eye was a series of beautiful sketches of birds and wildlife that hung off the
walls. It was the work of an artist with a delicate eye for detail, he noted.
The servant led the two visitors to a small room which resembled a library. Here Rabbi Josef Escapa
was studying a book behind his desk. The old Rabbi waved away his servant, and explained to the visitors
that he had sent his wives, and most of the servants, away to visit their families.
‘There has been too much unrest in Izmir. I am here on my own now, except for just two servants,
and my niece Rachel, who refused to be parted from me. She is the child of my late brother, and we have
kept her like a treasure. She is now the lady of the house, but it is a much reduced house into which I bid
you welcome.’
Both of the Janissaries bowed with respect, and said that they had never been in a finer dwelling,
nor more honorably received. Once these formalities were over Kansu showed the Rabbi the Sultan’s Seal.
After it was confirmed, he asked the Rabbi about what the Messiah really meant.
‘Messiah comes from the Hebrew mesheach, which means to anoint. However,’ Josef Escapa cleared
his throat, ‘many hold that this is influenced by the ancient Egyptian messeh, which means crocodile. Some
sources claim crocodiles were revered in Ancient Egypt. For instance, Sobek is the Egyptian crocodile
fertility god. For this reason they anointed initiates in crocodile fat in ceremonies before they were declared
Pharaohs.’
‘Does this mean the Jews have no real belief in a Messiah?’ Kansu asked.
‘Not at all,’ Josef replied. ‘One must understand the context of Messiah. The word itself may mean
the anointed one, but it signifies much more. We Jews believe we are chosen by the Lord. Therefore, the
leader of the Jews must be higher than any other ruler for the Messiah has no equal. All Kings, Sultans,
Shahs, Emperors, and Czars – their power is considered pitiful in comparison. Now do you understand the
scope of peril we are all faced with?’
‘I am beginning to see a clearer picture,’ Kansu said. ‘If one dares to claim Messiah-ship, and should
this movement gain strength, the validity of whole empires will be contested by your race. But this is
lunacy. You cannot expect a minority to challenge their masters. This will result in bloodshed.’
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‘Now do you realize why Zevi must be stopped? The Jews must only wait for the true Messiah. Any
pretenders will cause the destruction of my people. We have endured much death already. We have seen
this happen before.’
‘Zevi is not the first?’ asked Kansu.
‘In times of vast oppression, the Jews crave the person who will lead them out of exile,’ Rabbi Josef
continued. ‘Out of this thirst many false saviors have been created, groomed as Messiahs. A Messiah is a
warrior, a king, a spiritual leader and a seer. A false Messiah, is a parody of all that. We’ve had our share of
these, as I said.’
‘I require some examples, Rabbi Josef. Only to determine the magnitude of what you are saying.’
‘Of course,’ Josef agreed. ‘Historically, the Jews have suffered wave after wave of invasion.
Assyrians, Seleucids, Babylonians, Romans. In those periods, the Jews sought out heroic military leadership.
The rebel Simon Bar Kochba was publicly anointed by the most influential Rabbi of his time, Rabbi Akiva,
who declared him Messiah, and sent him to fight the Romans. At first, Simon led some attacks and regained
a few small towns from the Romans, even managed to build fortresses, going so far to have his own head
stamped on coins. Unfortunately, his Messiah-ship was short-lived because he was an imposter. The
Romans struck back with all their might. They slaughtered half a million Jews, smashed fifty fortresses, and
destroyed a thousand villages. I tell you it is doomed to be repeated if Sabbatai Zevi is not stopped.’
‘But surely,’ Kansu began, ‘the Jews are able to foresee such an end. Why is Zevi catching on like a
wildfire?’
‘For the same reason love is blind,’ the old Rabbi explained. ‘Faith can be blinder. You know of the
Czar’s atrocities carried out in Poland? My people are expecting Him to appear and put an end to this
horrible persecution once and for all. With the Messiah’s reign, the Jews will live their most glorious days.
Here in the Sultan’s empire, we are safe, but the treatment of Jews throughout Christian Europe is alarming.
Sometimes I think, also, that it is we the Rabbis who are at fault. For all our lives, we preach about the
coming of the Messiah, the day of redemption, and the hope of the people. Then, someone tells them that
the promised day is dawning, here and now. All that hope at last fulfilled, so it seems. People hear stories of
this Zevi and his miracles, and are very impressed with them.’
‘So Zevi seizes the moment, plays on the fears and hopes of his people to elevate himself. Yet,
wouldn’t it be more sensible if your people merely accept him as a holy man with radical ideas that go
against the current, rather than the king of kings?’
‘We are discussing a dream of redemption,’ Josef Escapa pointed out. ‘In Old Crete, a Jew called
himself Moses and with his staff rounded up all the Cretan Jews with promises of leading them to the Holy
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Land. Hundreds gathered by the seashore. He raised his arms and said he would part the seas. These
people marched into the waters. They all drowned.’
‘Then what happened to Moses of Crete?’ Kansu asked.
‘A survivor or two clubbed him to death with his own staff, I imagine.’
‘If Zevi eventually sparks a bloody insurrection against the Sultan and rulers elsewhere in the
world,’ Kansu said, ‘it could mean extinction for your people.’
‘When a spiritual leader is unspiritual, only the darkest of days awaits,’ Josef admitted dismally.
‘But Rabbi Josef,’ Kansu countered, ‘you are the most influential Rabbi, the head of your
community in Izmir. How is it you are unable to use your influence to sway the followers of this trickster?
You’re defenselessness in this matter is curious. You’re at fault for allowing Zevi room to grow, and now he
is outgrowing the entire city. Is this how you repay your autonomy to the Sultan? From your words, I’m
inclined to expect a rebellion.’
‘We have tried young Bey,’ Josef said with genuine concern. ‘But we are living in a world where
vultures outnumber the doves. The vulture is a scavenger by nature, a cowardly circler of the dying, and
only pounces when life has dribbled out of its prey. The vulture in society builds its empire on the
hypocrisies of day-to-day living. And since we grow religion-less by the hour, life is dribbling out of –’
‘How are you growing religion-less?’ Kansu asked in confusion, ‘For I see no shortage in numbers
in Mosque, Church or Synagogue throughout the Sultan’s lands.’
‘We cannot see deep within people,’ the Rabbi looked torn with anxiety. ‘We only make do with the
shell. The exterior can be clothed to hide all ugliness. In our time, people are recognizing the hypocrisy of
their communities. The wealthy parents who are outwardly religious but inwardly calculate the defeat of
rival tradesmen, resorting to double-dealing behind backs to further their riches. The hypocrisy in the
authorities; the Sultan’s millet system is a blessing, but non-Muslim businessman are burdened with heavier
taxes.’
‘This is a small price for your protection and preservation,’ Kansu interjected, ‘you’ve seen how
your people are treated in Europe and Russia. And commerce is the art of competitive buying and selling.
What can possibly be the problem?’
‘Agreed,’ Josef nodded. ‘But everywhere we gaze we see people saying one thing and doing
another. It is no wonder people are becoming disillusioned, hence the alternatives are becoming more
attractive.’
‘What alternatives are we looking at in the Jewish community?’ Kansu asked.
‘The Kabbalah,’ Josef responded.
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‘Kabbah? Allah?’ Mustafa who up until then had merely observed the questioning finally spoke
with a face shrouded in quizzical astonishment, ‘Does this mean the Jews are planning a mass conversion to
Islam?’
‘No,’ Rabbi Josef smiled reflectively. ‘The Kabbalah means received wisdom. Yet, nothing can be
further from the truth. It is black magic. They raise spirits of the air, and angels. At least, they think they are
angels, most probably, they are demons. The Zohar is a very old book used by Kabbalists to impress the
public. These matters are only for the most wise and learned. All others should be kept from reading
mystical texts. Unfortunately, Sabbatai Zevi himself, and several people around him, are men with no selfdiscipline, unmarried and not walking in the way of the Torah. They start using magic and dark arts.’
‘Am I to believe Rabbi Josef,’ Kansu said thoughtfully, ‘that we now have a kind of in-fighting in
your community?’
‘Yes. We’re unable to hinder the germs of this mystical heresy spreading among my people. It is the
rule of the forests - the brightest of berries is also the most poisonous.’
‘What are the beliefs of this received wisdom?’ Kansu asked.
‘The practice of Kabbalah is blasphemy,’ the Rabbi elaborated. ‘It holds that one can be in direct
contact with God. Therefore, if a practitioner says that they have received wisdom directly from Adonai,
understand this is the biggest deceit. For who knows what evils are at work? Indeed, mankind is powerless
to decipher whether these instructions are from angel or demon.’
‘Then, is it likely Sabbatai Zevi is possessed by evil spirits?’
‘Anything is possible. But knowing Sabbatai from childhood, there were times where he was
weakened and bedridden for days. Of course, doctors were inclined to believe he suffered from falling
sickness.’
‘During these seizures, could Sabbatai not confuse his condition with that of a higher calling?’
Kansu asked, trying to understand what kind of a man he was investigating.
‘I wouldn’t overlook it,’ Josef affirmed. ‘Later when he began mingling with this mystical heresy, he
sought out clues to confirm in his mind that he was different and unique. He was born on Shabbat, a
Saturday, the holiest day in Judaism, hence his name Sabbatai, also pronounced Shabattai. He could use this
to give himself a more spiritual air, and has. He used alleged Kabbalistic calculations and then happily
distorted them to promote himself.’
‘He definitely is committed,’ Kansu said. ‘We are dealing with a dangerous individual with a
twisted mind. Not to mention intelligent.’
‘Unfortunately, no truer words have been spoken, young Bey.’
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‘On the note of miracles, I personally read a report about an incident where Sabbatai healed
somebody by the name of Josef Penhaz here in Izmir not so long ago,’ Kansu probed. ‘Can you enlighten me
about this event to the best of your knowledge?’
‘Penhaz is a Jewish merchant from Italy,’ Josef explained, ‘and according to my investigations a
compulsive gambler and, hence, forever in debt. I would describe his healing as role-play, for his debts have
been cleared ever since this healing performance.’
‘And did you make this known to your people?’ Kansu grew frustrated.
‘Those that listened – yes, I did. But people desperately want to believe in a miracle. In winter,
nobody removes the wool pulled over their eyes. It keeps the eyelids too warm.’
‘Where is Penhaz now?’
‘Back in Italy and of course back in business. The only miracle for him was to save his hide from
bankruptcy, on account of Zevi.’
‘Do you have an ear inside this so-called Messiah’s closest circles?’
‘I had Tutyahu, a barber here. Now deceased,’ Josef answered.
‘Of illness or accident?’
‘Difficult to judge,’ the Rabbi frowned. ‘He died in his sleep, it is said. His wife died shortly
afterward from grief. A terrible shame, and now we’re left with no inside news. Sadly, there is no proof
Sabbatai had Tutyahu murdered. Those that speak against him are mysteriously rendered speechless.’
‘Where does this imposter lodge?’ Kansu asked.
The old Rabbi smiled.
‘Sabbatai Zevi never stays in one place twice. His meetings and whereabouts are always hidden. To
see him, one must chug through the hierarchy of his disciples. And then there is still no promise. Only the
wealthy and powerful are permitted an audience with him, depending on the size of their donations. His
name is on every tongue, but he himself is hidden.’
‘I see this is going to be rather complicated,’ Kansu remarked. ‘I was hoping I could piece together
enough evidence against Sabbatai and then bring him to trial quickly.’
‘Sabbatai is more cunning than a fox,’ the Rabbi informed him.
At that moment, the figure of a young woman appeared at the doorway. When his eyes rested on
her, Kansu could not help but be taken by her youth and innocent beauty. Curled brown hair hung at her
shoulders, from under a light lace veil, and her sparkling green eyes contrasted with her milk-white skin.
She wore a simple but elegant long robe. She addressed herself only to the Rabbi, but seemed curious about
the visitors, and glanced at them sideways.
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‘Ah, my niece Rachel,’ Josef introduced, ‘ever the apple of my eye. You have come to greet our
guests. This is –’
Kansu coughed.
‘Do not fret, young Beys,’ Josef assured. ‘Rachel is my eyesight and mobility. Her age is sixteen, but
her mind is older. She does my writing and reading for me.’
With permission, Josef Escapa introduced Kansu and Mustafa as visiting officials from Istanbul and
added that their stay in Izmir was to conduct several inquiries before they returned to that great city. The
Rabbi also told her to be a good host, and that there was no need to cover herself with a shawl in the
presence of these honored guests. Kansu knew little of the customs of the Sephardic Jews, and did not
realize that Rachel’s lace veil, and absence of a heavy head-to-foot abaya, marked her as one following
Ladino customs. He knew that Jewish women were to wear the veil in the presence of strangers and when
they were outside their homes, much like Muslim women. He had often passed them in the street without
being able to see even their eyes. But the homes of the Spanish exiles retained some aspects of another
culture. Within the four walls, evidently, the ladies of the house could greet visitors who were approved to
speak to them.
‘I am honored to meet you,’ Rachel smiled. ‘If you wish to stay the night we can have two rooms
prepared for you.’
‘That will not be necessary, kind one,’ Kansu replied. ‘My companion and I thank you for the offer.’
‘Darling Rachel, tell Amir and Haim,’ Josef named his servants, ‘to prepare dinner for our guests.
And to refresh the oil in the lamps, some of the brightness is beginning to wither. Must I constantly remind
them to check the oil?’
The girl disappeared as promptly as she had arrived. Then Rabbi Josef Escapa turned to resume the
discussion. Kansu found himself impressed by the simplicity and learning of this household, and he hoped
there would be an occasion to return. Nothing, at the moment, warned him that he stood near a terrible
experience of danger, malevolence and loss.
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Sabbatai Zevi. This portrait is taken from a 17 th century engraving, which is considered authentic.
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Chapter 4

A flaming fire surrounded the walls, and its portals blazed with fire. And I entered into that house, and it
was hot as fire and cold as ice: there were no delights of life therein <
The Book of Enoch, Ch 14:13

Rabbi Josef Escapa continued to converse with his guests, as they awaiting their evening meal. He described
the reports of miracles and prophecies, and always stated how ill-founded they were, but how many
believed them.
‘Lately, four of Zevi’s prophecies have been circulating. The first, that treachery is close to him and
the traitor will die. The second tells of a Rabbi imposter who shall be struck by divine light and burnt to
ashes. And the third, an angel will appear in Izmir to confirm him as the Messiah.’
‘And the fourth?’ Kansu asked.
‘An angel who hails him the King of Israel, so he claims,’ the Rabbi answered with regret.
‘Well, I think he’d have better luck finding Aladdin’s Lamp,’ Kansu admitted. ‘Who are Sabbatai’s
collaborators?’
‘I have compiled a list of names,’ Josef rose and went near his extensive bookshelf. Many volumes
of old works were carefully kept in covers. Evidently, Josef had hid a list in one of the volumes. He reached
out and plucked out an old book.
At that moment, the other servant, whom the Janissaries had not previously met, came into the
room with oil to refresh the lamps.
‘The names have been written in lime-water atop of each page,’ Josef informed them. ‘In order to
see the names, one must near a candle for it to burn itself into readability.’
The old Rabbi moved to demonstrate on his desk as the two Janissaries gathered to watch. The
Rabbi opened the book and held the candle near the surface of the first page very carefully, as if he were a
surgeon performing a delicate operation. At that instant, something terrifying and unexpected happened. In
a flash, the entire book caught fire, and exploded. The sparks rocketed into the Rabbi, and in a terrible
shriek Josef Escapa was caught in the flames. It was spontaneous, searing, and horrific.
In a blink of an eye, the burst of fire had consumed Josef’s upper body. Flames attached itself to his
beard. The fire was unsparingly spreading to the Rabbi’s lower body as well. It was as though Satan had
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commanded the flames of hell to hungrily feed upon, to savagely devour the old man’s flesh. Within
seconds it was over.
The charred body of Rabbi Josef Escapa lay on the floor, his flesh dark as coals, his clothes nothing
but ashes burned into the corpse. Smoke continued to rise from the dead Rabbi, and with it, the stench of
scorched flesh. It had all happened instantaneously, without warning. The two Janissaries, who had seen
many corpses and had lived in the shadows of carnage, stood in horrified astonishment. Rabbi Josef’s
servant, meanwhile, had hastily put aside his carafe of oil and had come forward with a woolen rug, ready
to douse the flames. But although he moved firmly, he hesitated – fearing the unholy fire. In only moments,
the blaze of unnatural sulfurous flames had died down, as suddenly as they had burst into being.
‘I’ve never seen anything like this,’ Mustafa managed to find his voice after convincing himself that
his eyes were still in their sockets. ‘Djinns and demons reside here. We will be cursed for eternity. Move
your feet gardash!’
‘The book,’ Kansu gasped, only to see it was in no better condition that its owner. The thick book
which had contained the names of Sabbatai collaborators atop each page was reduced to a pile of ashes.
‘No,’ Mustafa shook his head, thinking aloud, his mind hopping from one argument to another.
‘This cannot be the work of djinns or demons. It’s the work of the angels. Struck by divine light, burnt to
ashes – it’s Sabbatai Zevi’s prophecy! Kansu, let’s leave this Zevi alone. The power of God is with him. Zevi
is the son of God.’
‘Be quiet!’ Kansu shouted. He didn’t know what he had just witnessed. His mind was on the edge,
and so were his nerves.
He heard the panicked footsteps of a feminine nature rushing towards them.
Kansu threw himself into the doorway as Rachel crashed into his arms. This was a sight her green
eyes should not behold. He could also make out the noise of more feet, the other servant, stomping towards
them, hurrying to find out what had transpired. The Rabbi’s two servants clutched each other in horror.
‘Was it the oil?’ one said.
‘I tell you I am always careful with the lamps, and I was nowhere near him. Neither were these two.
No one touched him, the flames burst up like<’ his voice faltered. Like what? No one knew.

***

Cosmopolitan Izmir was still thriving with activity even at late hours. Merchant ships continued to dock as
taverns and inns were ablaze with music and entertainment. Gypsy fortune-tellers also set up stalls to tell of
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adventures and loves awaiting the eager patron for the price of a few coins. In the Jewish quarters, the night
was more noiseless as most made their way to their homes after closing down and cleaning their shops. Not
to mention the family visits to neighbors, which were pretenses to long discussions concerning business
endeavors, politics or Sabbatai Zevi.
None knew that a busy street in their quarters would be struck – or blessed – this particular night.
Out of a dark corner, flames and smoke suddenly exploded, and at the base of the inferno stood a paleskinned woman, dressed all in innocent white.
An angel, it had to be an angel.
Chants of prayers escaped the lips of the witnesses in the street. The angel was enveloped in a green
light, a very distinct green light that could only be holy in origin. The eyes of the angel scanned the crowd.
‘Do not forsake the Messiah,’ she said, her voice was strong and dignified. ‘Two have lost their
privilege to live. Tutyahu, who prowled his way into your pockets, and Josef Escapa who corrupted the
Talmud to mislead the faithful! Do not fall for the misguided whose tongues drip with venom. We have
chosen Sabbatai Zevi. He will lead you!’
With those words, the green fire that had framed the angel vanished, and with it, the angel. A few
Christians who had happened to be in the area crossed themselves. Bismillah rose from a few Muslims.

***

Inside their room at Blind Agop’s Inn, Kansu and Mustafa had brought Josef Escapa’s niece Rachel with
them. Agop was ordered to make a quick meal for them. The Armenian was quicker than they gave him
credit, bowls of steaming lentil soup were sent up instantly, followed by other varieties, which the Janissary
thanked him for but declined.
They tried to make Rachel eat, but she was not hungry. Hardened as the Janissaries were, often
eating rations in the presence of a battlefield laden with corpses, on this occasion even they felt their
appetite in decline.
‘I think it best you stay with us, Rachel,’ Kansu finally broke the silence. ‘We’re embarking upon a
dangerous journey. Until we understand precisely what is going happening, you are not safe at your uncle’s
house. He was the backbone of the opposition against Sabbatai and his death will only dishearten the
righteous in your community. I have instructed your uncle’s two servants to bury the body quietly.’
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‘It’s no use,’ Rachel said, between sobs, her soft voice a complete wreck of emotions. ‘This is a
victory for Sabbatai. He will find a way to make my uncle’s death very public. He will draw strength from
it.’
‘Yes,’ Kansu admitted, the girl was very sharp indeed. ‘However, news will take time to circulate.
We still have a few days to make plans. I can’t imagine how news can reach the ears of all Jewish Izmir
overnight.’
‘Sabbatai will find a way,’ Rachel stated solemnly.
The girl has a point, Kansu pondered. With Sabbatai at the reins, a gigantic stampede could be
expected. Yet, he was sure all was not lost, and that they still had time to expose Sabbatai’s supporters and
put them under arrest. Time was working against them, he knew, and every moment guaranteed more
converts to Sabbatai’s leadership, and his triumph tonight could earn him a whole army of followers ready
to act for him. Kansu could not allow this to occur, but for the first time the Janissary didn’t know how to
fight an enemy of this kind.
‘You can’t go against the tide,’ Mustafa said, confusion and nerves getting the better of him. ‘We
both saw what happened. It was –’
‘There’s got to be an explanation. It’s not Allah’s work, Mustafa.’
What we witnessed was not trickery or illusion,’ Mustafa argued. ‘This is something otherworldly.’
Kansu kicked a wooden pillar in frustration.
‘What did happen?’ Rachel finally asked, wiping the last of her tears.
Kansu did not know how to answer her question. More to the point, he didn’t know how to
describe exactly what took place a few hours earlier. Had his eyes played tricks on him? In a moment of
panic had they exaggerated what had occurred?
‘Girl, I will tell you,’ Mustafa stood up. ‘The Rabbi had written names of the Messiah’s friends in a
book -’
‘What Messiah?’ Kansu objected. ‘You don’t know anything yet.’
‘I know what I saw,’ Mustafa shot back, and then turned to Rachel again. ‘He was about to inform
on Sabbatai Zevi when a holy light struck the book. The book enflamed and exploded to a pile of ashes right
before our eyes. Then the same thing happened to the Rabbi. I am sorry, girl. But whatever you want to call
it, remember to put miracle in the same breath.’
Kansu’s anger boiled more. ‘That can’t be a miracle.’
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‘If somebody had explained the events to me I would agree with you,’ Mustafa reasoned. ‘But, we
saw this take place, gardash. The Rabbi is dead. Another prophecy is fulfilled. What trickery is there to
dispute?’
‘Alright, let’s put things into perspective,’ Kansu paced up and down, his forehead creased in
thought. ‘Sabbatai decrees a traitor within his circle will perish, hence Tutyahu, the Rabbi’s spy. There is the
first. The second describes a holy imposter being struck by lightning and disintegrating to ash.’
‘Like Josef Escapa?’ Mustafa reminded. ‘The third prophecy was an angel appearing to confirm
Sabbatai’s validity.’
‘This is where Sabbatai is doomed to fail,’ Kansu assured. ‘His third prophecy is much too bold.’
‘If an angel does appear,’ Mustafa said, ‘will you believe or at least consider his claims then?’
‘This is highly unlikely,’ Kansu said. ‘An appearance as such would be impossible to stage, and to
execute it convincingly poses too many risks. A small blunder would ruin Sabbatai and expose him as a
fraud. I feel this is another scheme to heighten awareness about him, to intimidate opposition and keep the
undecided guessing.’
At the completion of Kansu’s sentence, a huge ruckus could be heard from outside the Inn. Kansu
peered out the window to see a large mob charging through the streets, holding torches, chanting, cheering,
and clapping; the noise magnifying with each step. The curious gathered on their doorsteps to watch the
procession go by, some joined the swelling crowd. Kansu estimated a few hundred. He turned to Mustafa
and ordered him to go outside and find out what was the purpose of such celebration. As far as he knew,
tonight was not an important date for Jews, Christians or Muslims.
When Mustafa left, Kansu poured Rachel a cup of water.
‘Mustafa and I are Janissaries,’ he told her. ‘We were Christian children enlisted in the army at an
early age. For myself, I am happy to have found the true faith. Yet, my friend experiences bouts of
melancholy about his boyhood. We soldiers are hardened men, and this is the image we must preserve. But
beneath the armory we are just as sensitive as others. Please understand him and ignore his remarks.’
‘I understand,’ she said softly.
‘Lately he has alarmingly talked of the Christian Jesus son of God, instead of the Muslim Isa the
Prophet,’ the Janissary explained. ‘Despite this, you can depend on him to fight with honor typical of a
Turk. I know your people see Jesus as another pretend Messiah. Is it possible for you to give me your
version of him?’
‘Of course I could. But I don’t understand what you are driving at?’
‘Curiosity<’
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Rachel caught on rather fast.
‘You want to know why we don’t accept Jesus<you think you can apply it to Sabbatai’s movement
to hinder his influence.’
‘I stand guilty,’ Kansu smiled. ‘I want to know whether Sabbatai will be ultimately accepted or
shunned. I rather discuss this without Mustafa in the room.’
‘We believe the Messiah is to be called Emmanuel. Some mystics say it is derived from the Ancient
Egyptian Amun u El, which means the Hidden One is God. In Hebrew it means, God is with us. But note – in
the case of the claimant from Nazareth, his parents called him Yeshua.’
Emmanuel? He hated his name, and the memories that hovered alongside it. But Rachel had said it
so beautifully that perhaps for the first time he found it slightly tolerable.
‘Parents?’ Kansu probed, thinking about his family in Cyprus, his father Spiro, his mother Maria,
and his obese brother Niko. A family that had deprived him of love, a family undeserving of a place in his
memory.
‘In a sense,’ Rachel continued. ‘We Jews believe Jesus was a bastard. The son of Mary, the daughter
of a High Priest, and a Roman soldier called Pandera. Mary was banished from her home for bringing
shame and disgrace to her lineage but her cousin Joseph married her and looked after her. So Joseph is
actually uncle and step-father to Jesus. This is why he wasn’t accepted and his followers were shunned.’
Kansu stood deep in thought, trying to recall anything he had heard about Sabbatai’s past.
‘I know what you’re thinking,’ Rachel said, interpreting Kansu’s features. ‘But it won’t work.
There’s nothing vague about Sabbatai’s parents. They are well known.’
She was right, Kansu decided. Even though Sabbatai had grown in strength on the basis of his lies,
these lies were mostly about the future. And the lies he had concocted about the past had been drawn from
a vague mystical tradition which had divided the Jews for centuries. Another thing that troubled Kansu was
the fact that Rachel had blasphemed right before him. In Islam, he knew Mary to be a chaste and pious
woman. The angel Gabriel had appeared to Mary to announce the birth of a son. When she responded by
saying that that was impossible since no man had ever touched her, the angel told her that Allah creates
what He wills. Mary gave birth and when angrily questioned by her people about the father of her son, the
baby began to talk in her defense, according to the Holy Quran’s chapter on Mariam, Mary’s Muslim name.
Thus, this miracle of the baby speaking in his mother’s defense melted away the preconceptions against her,
and the most cynical accepted Mary’s miraculous conception as truth. Of course, Kansu didn’t wish to
argue the point. After all, the girl’s uncle had just been burnt to death which at present was unexplainable.
Rachel would have to be cared for in the meanwhile, and this meant avoiding confrontations that could
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further hurt her feelings. Therefore, Kansu was very glad Mustafa wasn’t in the room to hear Rachel’s
account. He assumed Mustafa would be greatly offended by the version of Mary that was put forward by
the late Rabbi’s niece. In addition, Kansu was certain that Rachel could prove to be most helpful, especially
since one of Sabbatai’s prophecies had tragically struck her beloved uncle. On that note, Kansu felt a knot in
his stomach. The entire event shocked him in an unprecedented way. He could not allow this to pass.
Somehow he had to confirm Sabbatai as a dangerous charlatan.
Looking out the window again, Kansu saw that the crowds had moved on far up the street and
must have spread to other areas of Izmir as their noise grew dimmer. Shortly, Mustafa returned.
‘What was that all about?’ Kansu asked him.
Mustafa, face flushed, wiped the sweat off his forehead with his sleeve.
‘Gardash,’ Mustafa tried to conceal his amazement, ‘an angel appeared!’
Kansu suddenly felt the room had become smaller, as if he were locked inside a closet designed to
suffocate him.

***

Zevi was a snake, Kansu concluded. Once those venomous teeth fastened on a man, the poison would
spread through his blood. Moreover, perhaps Zevi was an ocean, able to drown the lights of life, pulling
you to the darkest, iciest of depths to lie down with many a sunken ship that it had also conquered. In times
of battle, the Janissaries were taught to be careless of death because their fight was for Islam, and paradise
awaited them once their souls exited this world. But for Kansu, now was the time to live. And to out-live
Zevi as well as outwit him. However, the appearance of an angel; be it through sorcery or trickery,
complicated matters. Recalling his Quran teachings, belief in angels was part of his faith. Angels delivered
revelations from Allah, like Gabriel – or were sent to claim the soul of man at the point of dying, such as
Azrail. Yet, the devil, the sheitan, was also an angel before he fell from grace.
Could this angel be a djinn, a demon? Kansu mused. Was Sabbatai really a leader of spiritual
purity? No, Zevi was just a man, a liar.
The late hour was beginning to wear him down, and judging from Rachel’s face, she was also tired.
Only Mustafa seemed full of spark. A few hours had passed since Mustafa brought back the news of the
angel’s appearance.
‘He’s winning isn’t he?’ Rachel finally said.
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‘No,’ Kansu replied. ‘In my eyes he only asserts his standing as a charlatan. Allah has never left a
people without a prophet to tell His message. The Quran ascertains 124,000 prophets sent to various lands.
The All-mighty chooses his Messengers, they are never self-made. We believe that Allah’s cycle of
prophecy, after Moses and Jesus, ended with the final prophet Muhammad. After him there can be no more.
Therefore, we must not confuse revelation – al wahy – with inspiration– al ilham – where one receives the
message from Allah, and the other is the result of one’s own genius.’
‘My uncle used to say that if the protector and protected truly believe then no obstacle is too great,’
Rachel said.
‘Why is that?’ Kansu inquired.
‘During the Abbasid, Umayyad and Fatimid dynasties, Jews were safe. Jews and Muslims lived and
worked together in commerce, administration, education, philosophy, medicine, mathematics, intellect and
astronomy, as they do so now under the Ottomans – because these dynasties trusted their faith,’ Rachel
informed him. ‘Christendom, too, tolerated the Jews only when they felt entirely secure about their faith
and themselves. When their faith began to shake, be it military losses in the Crusades or the Black Plague, or
some other thing, they sought a scapegoat – the Jews. When there was danger of heresy, the answer was
simple – the Jews. We can’t forget what the Christians did to us during the Inquisition. The Turks took us
in. I dread the day your resolve dwindles also. As for now you must protect us, this time from one of our
own, because you are believers, and Sabbatai Zevi is not.’
‘Don’t listen to her,’ Mustafa wildly interjected. ‘She will use you, Kansu, as a tool for her revenge.
Lies, all lies. Outside, Sabbatai is being hailed as the right-hand of God.’
‘Nonsense,’ Rachel objected. ‘A few years ago Sabbatai and some of his friends climbed up a
mountain. From the mountaintop he shouted at the sun to stop moving. He ordered his followers to shout
at the sun as well. Highly embarrassed, they came back down the mountain without a word. When my
uncle protested this lunacy, Sabbatai replied by sending message that his middle-finger was larger than my
uncle’s manhood. He bathed himself in perfumes and spread rumors that his body exhumed heavenly
odors to attest that he indeed was the Chosen One. The man is a disease!’
‘His first, second and third prophecies have eventuated,’ Mustafa ascertained, then turned to
Kansu. ‘Nobody can deny that. Maybe it’s best if we leave this man alone. Jesus also foretold of what was to
come and healed people. The Jews were responsible for his death. His people should actually listen this
time. The angel did appear. You said you’d consider Sabbatai’s legitimacy, gardash.’
‘Ask Agop downstairs to bring an extra mattress for Rachel. She stays with us,’ Kansu ordered. ‘As
for Zevi, I’ll sleep on it.’
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***
Of course, hopes of sound sleep had vanished, and Kansu could sense that Rachel and Mustafa were as
distanced from deep sleep as he.
The Janissary found himself lapsing into profound thought concerning the Christian Jesus. He
recalled his old beliefs, which once had seemed true. For salvation, Jesus had to die for our sins. He also had
to be a perfect man, hence the virgin birth, so as not to be born out of sin. He had to be perfect himself in
order to be the perfect sacrifice for humanity. He was more than a man, and was able to perform miracles,
such as heal, and turn water into wine. Jesus was the Holy Ghost, the Father and the Son. Ironic that his
own people, the Jews, claimed Jesus was fathered by a Roman soldier by means of adultery or rape.
Certainly, this doubtful statement about Jesus was against his Islamic upbringing in the barracks,
which held the virgin birth. But, he allowed himself a brief moment to contest his beliefs. After all, if
Mustafa could do it, why not he? As a Christian, he would have to believe that Jesus was the son of God. Or
even as a Jew, Jesus the bastard son of a Roman soldier. As a Muslim, Jesus, known as Isa, was one of the
most exalted prophets. Hence, three groups with three conflicting perspectives regarding the same person.
He wondered, in history, what would be said about Sabbatai Zevi hundreds of years from now.
In the morning, Kansu declared that he needed to be alone for a while. He nudged Mustafa to walk
the streets of Izmir and form a general opinion on what was being said on the sighting of the angel. Spying
an old Christian church, Mustafa decided to speak with the priest. This he did not so much as to gather
information, but more to do with his thirst for a glimmer of hope – a desire inside him to hear positive
responses from a Christian concerning the occurrences in Izmir.
The elderly Greek Orthodox priest by the name of Barnabas was busy lighting candles. Mustafa
noted that the old church was barren of people.
‘Father,’ Mustafa began, ‘I do not carry a crucifix around my neck, but a true believer carries it in
his heart. I can be a Muslim and a Christian, or neither. Will you still accept me to talk with you?’
‘My son,’ Barnabas responded immediately. He was a priest of at least eighty, wise and tranquil.
‘You claim not Muslim or Christian, yet you say you believe. One day you will admit what exactly you
believe in. I will be happy to answer your queries. As you can see, I don’t get much practice to talk
anymore.’
Mustafa paused for a slight moment. Already he felt at home and closer to this priest. Enveloped in
comfort, he asked whether the happenings in Izmir, with its angel sighting, were signs of hope.
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‘If you are speaking of miracles,’ Barnabas began, ‘recall Corinthians 2:14, no wonder for even Satan
disguises himself as an angel of light. Satan has the ability to look and play the part of a savior, my son. Proof is
in the verses and you need not look further than the Holy Bible. The Holy Book says Satan will deceive and
can command fire to rain from the heavens. Therefore, without a doubt, Satan has the ability to perform
miracles.’
‘But Father, even the Lord Jesus Christ was shunned by his community and priests. Can we say the
healer Sabbatai will be met with similar opposition and that this process is expected and natural?’
‘My son, once again it is plain that you have not followed the Good Book. The Messiah must fill the
prophecy. Christ’s foster-father Joseph was from the royal bloodline of David. His mother, Mary, was also
descended from David as evident in her genealogy from Luke 3:23-31. Can the imposter Sabbatai prove
such a bloodline? The Messiah has already come, and it is our beloved Lord. Those who wait for another are
deceived. They will serve the Anti-Christ.’
‘Does this mean you recognize Sabbatai Zevi’s power coming from the devil?’ Mustafa asked.
‘I recognize only what is in the Holy Bible, my son. The Gospel of Matthew has the warning: For
false Messiahs and false Prophets will appear, and perform great signs and miracles to deceive if it were possible, even
the very elect. But they shall not deceive me. Revelation 2:14 informs us to calculate the number of the beast,
for it is the number of man, and it is 666.’
Mustafa scratched his bald head, trying to make more sense of what he had been told.
‘According to the years of the Christian world, we are at the date 1666,’ Father Barnabas added.
‘The demons are in preparation. What you are seeing now are the signs of the dark takeover. The AntiChrist will place his stamp on the foreheads and right-hands of persons who will do his bidding. Those who
bear the stamp shall pave the way for his reign of blasphemy. We must not be tempted to believe in the
Lord of lies.’
‘Then it’s easy,’ Mustafa said excitedly. ‘All we have to do is kill those with branded foreheads and
right-hands.’
‘This is not a visible marking, tattoo or branding as you may suppose,’ Barnabas warned with a
wagging finger. ‘Satan will stamp your forehead because he will influence your thought. He will stamp
your hand so that he will influence your actions. What you do and say will aid his cause to rule in
damnation. As we speak, he is busy at work, enforcing his unholy mark wherever the serpent slithers.’
Bidding farewell to the priest, and traveling through the city streets, Mustafa wondered how much
of a changed man he had become. He never spoke of his recurring nightmares, where in battle his sword is
broken in two, and he drops to his knees, humbled, begging his life to be spared by the Christian knight.
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And at that point of dying, when the sword is inches from his neck, the sword halts in mid-air. For some
unexplainable reason the enemy recognizes him and calls him by his real name, then draws a crucifix on his
forehead with holy water, re-baptizing him as Milojika from Serbia. Right there on the battlefield, he feels
uplifted, his soul cleansed. A heavenly light bathes him. As he intakes the warmth of the light, Kansu
appears, crazed, accusing him of being a traitor. Relentlessly, Kansu slays both him and the Christian
knight. They collapse to the ground in grand spurts of blood, with Kansu standing over their hacked bodies.
Mustafa shuddered as he remembered how he awoke from the nightmare each time. Covered in
perspiration, shivering.
Rounding another corner, Mustafa spat on the ground with disgust; Kansu was his best friend, and
also born a Christian. To think Kansu would murder him if he did return to his original faith was
groundless, absurd. Such thoughts were nothing but preposterous dreams.
Thankful for his conversation with Father Barnabas, Mustafa returned to Blind Agop’s Inn feeling
refreshed and duty-bound to aid Kansu gardash in his fight with the Lord of lies, Satan. For these
nightmares were surely the devil’s work sent to influence his thoughts and actions. Satan was trying to
stamp his beastly designs through these disturbing dreams, to harvest disunity between Kansu and himself.
This Sabbatai Zevi had almost won by polluting his mind, Mustafa reasoned, but Father Barnabas was the
wiser because he was a true Christian. The priest had opened his eyes. Mustafa was satisfied that evil could
toy with him no more.

***

It was now afternoon. Kansu had been long involved in some sort of work that he had kept a secret.
Deciding he was ready, Kansu called down Rachel and Mustafa to the Inn’s backyard where he had set up a
dummy and dressed it in old clothes. Judging from the size, it was obvious the clothes were Agop’s spares.
‘In poor Serbian villages manhood is first practiced on donkeys,’ Mustafa guffawed, pointing at
Kansu’s exhibition. ‘But this is the first time I’ve seen one of these.’
Rachel turned away from Mustafa, murmuring something about manners. Nevertheless, Kansu was
joyful to see Mustafa in high spirits today and didn’t want to cause friction between the pair. With a torch in
his hand, Kansu told them both to simply observe. He allowed the flames nearer, inch by inch, till they
licked at the dummy’s dressing. In a flash, the clothes erupted into a ball of flames. Smoke continued to rise
from the dummy once the flames had instantly done its majority of damage.
Wide-eyed, Mustafa said, ‘How did you perform this?’
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‘Agop proved resourceful and fetched me some gunpowder,’ Kansu explained, ‘early this morning
I washed these clothes with water distilled in a gunpowder solution and left it out to dry. As you can see,
there is no wizardry involved. Sabbatai Zevi had Rabbi Joseph Escapa’s clothes washed and prepared in the
same manner.’
‘Who handles the washing?’ Mustafa gave Rachel an accusing glance, ‘and who knew of that
particular book?’
‘Are you accusing me?’ Rachel said, clearly offended.
Mustafa shrugged his shoulders and then crossed his arms.
‘Come now,’ Kansu reasoned. ‘We must look to the ones who have been under the Rabbis service.
Servants make the perfect spies; they wash his clothes, and watch his writings.’
‘That can’t be,’ Rachel protested. ‘Haim and Amir were in my uncle’s service for years. They
respected him. And good masters such as he are hard to find.’
‘I’m not disputing the fact Rabbi Joseph Escapa was a man of compassion and principles,’ Kansu
replied. ‘However, it is in the nature of some men to sell out to the highest bidder. Don’t put it past Sabbatai
not to undertake such tidings to fulfill his prophecy.’
Rachel sat down by the cold stone steps. What had her uncle done to deserve the treachery of those
closest to him? Further, was it possible that both servants, Haim and Amir, were spies for that monster
Zevi?
‘I don’t know gardash,’ Mustafa scratched his bald head. ‘To the best of my recollection I don’t think
it happened that way. Did that candle really touch the book before it erupted into fire? I grant that it was
within the vicinity of the book, but did it meet it? And how about the Rabbi burning –’
‘The book was smeared with as much gunpowder as necessary,’ Kansu confidently explained. ‘The
servants were aware the Rabbi needed light as he would write the names invisibly at late hours, in private.
Coupled with the clothes, it all fits. The book exploded. Bits of burning pages made contact with the Rabbi’s
wear, which had been washed in a similar solution that I have on display.’
‘I think there are other forces at work,’ Mustafa insisted, shaking his head. ‘This has the foul stench
of the Devil. Sabbatai is in cahoots with djinns and demons. He has supernatural help. Remember Tutyahu,
the barber who died?’
Slightly bewildered, Kansu pondered on the source of Mustafa’s radical change. Earlier, his friend
stood convinced of Zevi’s validity. At present, Mustafa demonstrated a new grip on the happenings in favor
of Zevi being drenched in the Black Arts. He hadn’t questioned Mustafa yet about his findings today when
circulating through Izmir’s streets. This he would deal with later.
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‘When all is said and done,’ Kansu assured, ‘you will find that Sabbatai is no more godly or satanic
than the usual conjurer who entertains crowds for his day’s fill. As for the barber Tutyahu, he had attended
a meeting with Sabbatai the night before his death. Poison was probably smeared onto his chair, seeping
through the clothes into his skin, and slowly killing him. His wife probably got up early the next morning to
wash his clothes, and was poisoned through her hands, during all the scrubbing with soap. This explains
the double deaths of husband and wife. And now my friend let us pay a visit to the Rabbi’s servants.
Something tells me Haim and Amir long for our delightful company.’

***

An awful stench lingered in the late afternoon air. The door had been battered open, half-hanging off one of
the hinges. Kansu and Mustafa saw the place had been vandalized. Rows of Josef Escapa’s books lay over
the floors and had been urinated on. The furniture had been smashed and covered in eggshells, dried yoke
clung to them. Kansu signaled his companion to search the house even though it was plain that the two
servants had left never to be seen again. Kansu neared the Rabbi’s study, when he saw the corpse of the
Rabbi Joseph Escapa. Left deserted by the table like a piece of meat worthy of rot. Flies circled and fed on
the decomposing remains of burnt flesh. At a closer inspection, the corpse had bloated and was putrid.
What remained of the Rabbi’s face had been painted to appear grotesquely feminine. Kansu turned his head
away. Mustafa approached the study and also saw the body.
‘Make-up,’ Mustafa shuddered, inspecting the painted features. ‘These people have no dignity.’
Kansu became furious. He had trusted the two servants to bury the body. Instead they had defiled
the corpse and scattered. Suddenly, some noises were heard. Both men spun around to see a Rabbi with
some helpers standing at the doorway of the study.
‘We’re not thieves,’ Kansu assured them. ‘We’re here to bury Josef Escapa.’
‘I am Rabbi Gamliel,’ the Rabbi spoke up. ‘I head the Chevra Kadisha, the holy society who takes care
of the burial. Josef was my good friend. I already know of you, his expected visitors from Istanbul. There
were no secrets between Josef and myself. We grew up together.’
Kansu recalled the reports he had read during his intense study in Istanbul. Indeed, Rabbi Gamliel
was one of Josef Escapa’s closest friends, and had been present during Sabbatai’s intrusion of the Purim
feast. The Rabbi Gamliel told Kansu how news had spread that a fire from heaven had struck Josef Escapa.
Kansu thought of Amir and Haim, the traitorous servants.
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‘I’m aware this is Sabbatai’s doing, and am no stranger to his threats,’ Rabbi Gamliel said. ‘Where is
Josef’s niece, Rachel?’
‘Under my protection,’ Kansu replied. ‘If she chooses to be with you, I’ll not stop her.’
Gamliel nodded that he understood the sorrow. ‘Poor girl<’
Kansu asked why, since Josef Escapa’s death had become well-known, why the corpse was left the
way it was, without any repercussion from the community. After all, he was a leader among Izmir’s Jewry.
Gamliel indicated his friend’s charred remains, and told them of a Jewish proverb, that the tongue spoke at
the head’s cost. Then, the Rabbi signaled for one of his helpers to place a white sheet over the corpse.
Another had brought buckets of water.
‘It’s my duty to bury my friend properly,’ Gamliel informed Kansu. ‘First comes the ritual washing.’
The Rabbi neared the body and said softly: ‘Dear friend Josef Escapa, please forgive us if anything
we do as part of the Chevra offends your dignity<’
Kansu watched as the small group began to wash parts of the body, in which the sheet was raised and
folded to expose only the part that was being cleansed. The Janissary recognized the ritual which in Islam
was known as the Tahrirah. The burns and scabs would make the process difficult and tedious. Yet, the
attendants set to work with patience, unafraid of the sight of death. After a while, Kansu and Mustafa took
their leave, assured that Josef Escapa would be buried properly.

Chapter 5

I am amazed at the heart of man: It possesses the substance of wisdom as well as the opposites contrary to
it ...
Sayings of Imam Ali

Even at night, the main streets of Izmir were busy, and lanterns pricked out yellow haloes in the dark.
Kansu and Mustafa lingered in the streets, picking up snippets of conversation around them.
The name of the Messiah was on everyone’s lips. Apparently, Sabbatai’s birth had brought blessing
onto his father, who had found a much sought-after job as an interpreter and agent for an English shipping
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company. Somebody else further argued that Sabbatai’s birth had brought blessing onto the whole of Izmir,
as great caravans trekked from India, Persia and other faraway lands to do business here.
Others went further, and said that Sabbatai Zevi would soon abolish all forms of toil, and bring in a
reign of prosperity during which no one would have to work at all. The curse of Adam would be lifted at
last.
All bits of talk, one way or another, seemed to be in favor of Sabbatai. Sabbatai was the friend of
angels. He was also the flame that led caravans to their city, and the wind that guided the ships to Izmir
port safely. It was his prayers that brought safety to the people.
Feeling disgusted, Kansu and Mustafa quietly began their trek back to Blind Agop’s Inn. Father
Barnabas had spoken right, Mustafa thought to himself, that Satan truly was the Lord of lies.
As the two Janissaries rounded another corner, they sensed that the night was about to unleash
more mystery. Almost instantaneously, sounds of awed voices tore through the night, coming from some
streets away. Kansu and Mustafa looked at each-other.
‘Run!’ Kansu shouted.
Both men sprinted around the corner in a blur. In the distance, already, Kansu could make out an
eerie greenish glow. It was hard to see exactly what it was. Some people were gathering in a crowd before it,
others were fleeing in panic; their faces whiter than chalk. One of them tripped and fell down at Kansu’s
feet. The Janissary picked him up.
‘What’s going on?’
The man wasn’t able to speak, as if his whole mouth was paralyzed, the whites of his eyes shining
like the moonlight.
‘Man, talk damn you!’ Kansu shook him with all his might.
‘Th-the Angel! Let me be!’
With the abnormal energy brought on by fright, Kansu’s prisoner then broke away and continued
his awkward sprint down the street. Kansu plunged right into the shocked crowd, determined to catch a
glimpse of the second apparition while Mustafa was at his heels.
Kansu pushed and shoved his way, but was unlucky in finding a better vantage point. Still, he
pressed forward. But then a shoulder slammed into him. An elbow grazed the side of his jaw. A leg
entangled itself. Unable to keep his balance, Kansu came crashing down onto the pebbled street. Frantic
pairs of feet overran him from multiple directions. He found it impossible to raise himself. He was sure he
felt a knee purposefully planted in the back of his head with force. Gathering his strength, Kansu used his
legs, then his arms to clear a path in front of him. However, it was all for naught.
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The green glimmer had vanished. It seemed that the angel had returned to heaven<or to hell.
After lingering in the area for the purpose of extracting news about what the angel had decreed,
Kansu and Mustafa finally returned to their room at Blind Agop’s. Rachel was there, also curious about the
angel. Kansu informed her that members from the crowd that had witnessed the second appearance were
full of words. That Zevi was the savior and had been chosen by God to do his work on earth. That Izmir
was blessed by the heavens to house such an honorable man of purity. That any obstacle in the path of
God’s Chosen would be damned. Everyone who heard this message from the angel seemed to believe it.
As if delaying on purpose, Rachel finally asked about the servants.
He told her that the two servants, Amir and Haim, were missing. Not only missing, but they had
not bothered to organize a burial for their master. Kansu decided to leave out the fact that the Rabbi’s face
had been painted on, for the insult was much too grave. He told her about the visit from Rabbi Gamliel, and
Rachel responded positively, telling him that Gamliel could be trusted.
The Janissary thought about asking Rachel whether she would like to be taken to Rabbi Gamliel’s
household, but then considered this unwise. She would be safer with him for the moment. Besides, if the
forces who supported Sabbatai could stage an attack like that on Josef Escapa, they could do the same to
within other households in Izmir. While Rachel was at the inn, she could be hidden from outsiders, and also
from her own community. From the Janissary’s point of view, this was an ideal situation, as he felt that she
had contacts and knowledge which might be useful to him later. Rachel herself was mourning for her uncle,
but seemed dazed and disoriented. But she had a thoughtfulness, an ability to concentrate, and she
sometimes spoke of working to take revenge against those who killed her uncle.
The Janissary asked the others what they thought about the supposed angel.
‘There is something more to this,’ said Rachel. ‘There always is, with Sabbatai.’
Mustafa spoke, ‘Perhaps it is better that we didn’t see the spirit. I have a feeling that whoever has
made eye-contact with it has banished his soul to hell. I could feel the eeriness of that spirit from afar. It’s no
angel. It’s the devil’s craft. You saw that bizarre glow.’
‘I did,’ Kansu frowned. ‘But when I tried to near it I was stopped. I came crashing down in an
assault of elbows, knees and feet.’
‘Panic was widespread,’ Mustafa offered. ‘This wasn’t a shadow-play of Karagoz and Hadjivat.’
Karagoz and Hadjivat, according to legend, were two real-life masons working on the construction
of a mosque in Bursa, late fourteenth century. The bickering between the pair became famous. Crowds
would gather to see them arguing and swapping witty insults. Until one day, the furious Sultan had them
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both executed for constantly delaying the construction with their petty squabbles. In time, their jokes grew
in popularity. Their tombs were in Bursa.
Ever afterwards, during festivals, the two would still be seen entertaining the masses through the
invention of shadow-play theatre. They would be represented as puppets made from cow or camel skin,
exquisitely painted with root paints or Indian ink, controlled by the puppeteer by strings behind a curtain.
The white curtain would be lit from behind by candle-light, both puppets were strung to the practiced
hands and voice of a single puppeteer, whilst an apprentice installed the curtains and took care of the
gimmicks. In the Janissary camps, the new recruits were not entertained by these puppets, since their focus
was to be toughened up, but other children always came to adore them during Ramadan and other public
festivals.
Kansu had regretted missing out on these crowd-pleasers at the barracks, but its lack was essential
to their upbringing as serious warriors of the faith. Kansu quickly extinguished that thought and instead
concentrated on what had led him to recall the background to the famous shadow-plays. Mustafa had just
stated the angel appearance was not a shadow-play of Karagoz and Hadjivat. But what if it were, he mused,
taking the central idea of using gimmicks.
‘We’re dealing with a more advanced style of shadow-play,’ Kansu reasoned. ‘Did you see how
masterfully I was hindered when I tried to approach the apparition? I believe Sabbatai’s men are
strategically placed amongst the crowd to bar anyone brave enough to inspect the angel close-up. Also
consider how the angel simply vanishes into thin air. There must be something special about the streets the
angel appears in, for strategic reasons. For instance, houses in that area. If Sabbatai’s disciples live in the
vicinity the sightings occur, the so-called angel can make a fast getaway with the camouflage of smoke and
other gimmicks. Hence, leaving us baffled at her abrupt visibility and invisibility.’
‘Devil’s craft,’ Mustafa argued, ‘an evil spirit conjured from the pits of hell.’
‘Tomorrow I’ll have to check up on those houses,’ Kansu continued, ignoring his companion. ‘There
has to be something. The streets, together with their mazes, dark alleys and inhabitants are crucial.’
Noticing his friend was unconvinced, Kansu put his hand on Mustafa’s shoulder.
‘Trust in me, Mustafa,’ he assured. ‘I only need more time.’
Rachel sat with her head bowed under the lace veil she still wore.
‘When you find out more,’ she said, ‘it may be too late.’
A clatter of frantic footsteps spelled the approach of a weighty man, but the two Janissaries had
already drawn their daggers before the door swung wide open on its rusty hinges. Blind Agop, face
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drenched in sweat, humbly apologized for his sudden intervention and then informed, ‘I have been waiting
for such a customer for a long time. Effendis, there’s a man downstairs in my inn making a big fuss.’
‘We’re not security to your business, Agop,’ Kansu told him. ‘Control your drunkard patrons as
you usually do.’
‘You misunderstood, Effendi,’ Blind Agop wiped a forehead of anxious sweat with his sleeve, ‘the
man claims he knows the angel. Already he has evoked the interest of many, they gather around his table to
listen.’
‘Get me a flask of wine while I dress for the occasion,’ Kansu ordered. ‘I want to near this man with
wine on my breath. Keep him happy till I arrive.’
‘That won’t be a problem Effendi,’ Agop assured. ‘The man drinks like a fish. Soon he’ll be blinder
than I.’
***

‘And let me tell you,’ said Murtaza, wiping his wine-smattered mouth with a dirty hand, ‘you haven’t lived
till you’ve sampled some of the meat at Madam Cora’s bordello.’
Blind Agop’s Inn was alight with bustling activity. Belly-dancers proved they had no spine as they
snaked their way from one table to the next, as the very symbol of eroticism and seduction. Sexuality with
all its invitingness dripped from their gyrating bodies. The gypsy musicians, all smiles and perspiration,
bashed their drums and stringed instruments as if tonight was their last among the living.
Some of the patrons were as dangerous as they looked. The Inn drew in all kinds of men tradesman, locals, sailors, drunkards, gamblers, criminals, boasters, losers, and of course, merchants from
faraway lands.
Studying his target, Kansu noted that Murtaza was a loud-mouthed fool. Short, stocky and
incredibly ugly, but nevertheless gifted with words and humor, enough so to become the immediate point
of attention. Kansu signaled Mustafa to move in to the table.
‘But all this talk dries my throat,’ came out Murtaza’s bellowing voice. ‘My cup’s finished and all
you who gather around me are tight with the money.’
Kansu slammed down a bottle of wine at Murtaza’s table, uncorked.
‘Here’s something to make the bird sing,’ Kansu said. ‘I seek the company of a man who knows of
good tales, women and wine.’
‘You’ve just found him,’ Murtaza laughed, and rudely shoved the persons seated next to him in
order to make room for Kansu. He had already finished their bottles for them.
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‘Clear the way you stingy bastards,’ Murtaza roared. ‘Don’t you see this man is my blood-brother?’
Kansu saw Murtaza had strong arms and was either a laborer or a sailor. Kansu quickly scanned
some of the faces around the table. One man in particular caught his attention. Seated at the table, now
opposite him - evidently the man was a foreigner, a European. Uncannily, a trained man always recognized
another. Some identified this recognition as a sixth sense among soldiers, and it led Kansu to surmise that
this foreigner with the hawkish features definitely had a military background.
At the same instant, Adeodatus reached the conclusion that this new man, who had suddenly
joined the table wasn’t one to dismiss. Already Adeodatus felt the secret energy coiled within Kansu,
despite his relaxed demeanor. The man was a Turk, Adeodatus concluded, upon staring at Kansu’s face. No
doubt, his companion, the bald rough fellow, an East European turned Turk.
‘Ah,’ Murtaza continued, after Kansu refilled his cup with crimson liquid, ‘all this talk makes me
thirsty. If Rumi were alive he’d sever his bond with Shems of Tabriz and seek my enlightenment instead.
Don’t pass me another cup of wine; just pour it in my mouth for my hand has lost its way there,’ Murtaza guffawed
as he quoted from a Rumi poem. Then promptly drained the last drop left in his cup. Wine dripped from his
tangled beard. His eyes grew blurrier by the minute.
‘Come on Murtaza,’ one of the eager men at the table cajoled, nudging another in the elbow, ‘don’t
stop now. The angels on your right shoulder beckon you.’
‘Angels? Blah,’ Murtaza spat, then turned to Kansu. ‘Blood-brother, do you buy the sightings also?’
‘There are a lot of witnesses.’
‘I was there too,’ Murtaza laughed. ‘That Eleni, she sure is a piece of work.’
‘Eleni?’ Kansu probed.
‘Oh I recognize her anywhere,’ the drunk burped, ‘skin the color of milk, eyes like almonds, a smile
that boils blood, voice like a canary singing.’
‘Eleni sounds like a real angel indeed,’ added Kansu, sensing that this was nothing but a false
alarm. This shameless drunk was seeking nothing but an audience to prolong his drinking, much like
Shehrazad spinning tales to live one more night. He felt his time was wasted here and decided he and
Mustafa should wander away shortly.
‘No,’ Murtaza waved an aggressive finger. ‘Eleni is a whore! You will never forget a night with
Eleni at Madam Cora’s in Istanbul.’
’You say blood-brother, this Eleni, a prostitute from Istanbul is masquerading as an angel in Izmir?’
Kansu fueled the discussion. ‘Could you be mistaken? Darkness plays tricks on fond memories.’
‘I called out,’ Murtaza cupped his hands around his mouth and yelled, ‘ELENI!’
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Mustafa looked at Kansu and shook his head in disbelief, the noise was unbearable.
‘And for a moment,’ Murtaza continued, ‘in the middle of her speech, she glanced in my direction
and panicked. I tried to make my way towards her to ask how much for the night, but found myself lying in
mud from all the people darting in a thousand directions. Then, puff, she was gone.’
Kansu felt a coldness race though his body, it was the same chill that seized him during a Jelali
siege, when a large jagged stone had been hurled at him from the enemy catapult, crushing to pulp a
Janissary standing near him. Something irregular was afoot. His body tensed. He saw the same tenseness in
the eyes of the foreigner seated across him.
Adeodatus noted two muscular men coming behind the drunken imbecile Murtaza, daggers drawn.
However, the Vatican agent decided to refrain from shouting a warning. This was one fight he preferred to
watch.
Before Kansu could turn around, a dagger had already ripped into the side of Murtaza’s neck and
sawed its way down the throat. Floods of gore spurted out and rained down the drunk’s chest, painting his
ragged clothes red. A generous amount of blood sprayed over Kansu’s cheek and ear. Shrieks and panic
soared through the Inn, as musicians and belly-dancers cut their playing. Tables and chairs overturned as
the crowds either rushed to other parts of the Inn, or evacuated as the promise of more carnage became
apparent.
Kansu was hindered as the blood-gushing body of the drunk toppled on him like the weight of a
log. This was all the time the assassins needed, they moved in toward him.
Mustafa, with his dagger drawn, was about to plunge it into one of the mysterious assassins when
he heard rushing footsteps behind him, he turned to face two more assassins with knives out. Mustafa, like
an angry bull, barged into the shoulder of one, sending him slamming into an empty wine barrel. The other
moved forward with an animal-like shout, but he was no match for Mustafa, who slashed the wrist, then
wrapped his large arms around the neck. He broke it like a twig.
Seeing his friend’s demise, the first attacker was up to try again, but Mustafa had his knife in his
heart almost instantly.
Kansu’s two opponents were much stronger. The Janissary used Murtaza’s corpse as a shield,
buying himself a second to roll himself atop the table. Broken glass and plates bit into his back. From his
elevated position atop the table, Kansu delivered a powerful kick into one of his opponent’s right shoulder,
dislocating it out of its socket. The second kick broke the collarbone with a nasty crunch. His second
opponent grabbed a stool with his free hand and swung it at Kansu. Kansu deflected the stool with his foot
and sent the object flying over his head to crash into the back wall. Kansu’s own back was bloodied with
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bits of shattered glass off the table, embedded into his flesh. The Janissary, his dagger like a spear, leaped
off the table to make short work of his remaining assassin.
Adeodatus, admiring the confrontation from a corner, was pleased at not participating. The fight
had confirmed that this Turk was not a regular patron, but someone adept in the art of death. His Slaviclooking friend too, the Vatican man observed.
The Inn was more than half empty now. Tortosa, Adeodatus’s man-at-arms appeared at his side.
‘We also should leave, master,’ he offered.
Adeodatus nodded. The fight had reached its conclusion. He had seen what he needed to see. They
both left.

***

One out of the two Kansu had personally dealt with had died. The other was as good as dead with only a
dim light holding his world together. Kansu had not killed one of them purposefully, but the pain he had
caused him had to be unbearable. The assailant was lying in a distorted shape, both arms broken as well as
his collarbone. The nose had been flattened to a pudgy mess of broken bone, cartilage, torn skin and dried
blood. Most of his teeth were also broken, as blood dripped from his battered mouth.
Kansu studied the man’s features. He did not look Jewish. A closer inspection revealed his features
to be either Frankish or English. The assassin had blue eyes, blonde hair, and was strong-limbed. He also
displayed a tattoo of an anchor on one shoulder. Moreover, his leathery skin betrayed constant exposure to
sun, salty seas and tough weather.
The man was either a pirate or sailor, Kansu deduced. Also, the man had wielded a dagger not
unlike a cutlass. The same was evident with the other two Mustafa had taken care of. Why would four
English pirates or sailors want to silence a drunk like Murtaza? He wondered.
The Inn was now closed, not because Blind Agop ordered it so, but because nobody would set foot
in there tonight. The Armenian already had his workers cleaning, sweeping and mopping. There had been
too much blood spilt. The gypsy musicians had returned, demanding more pay, claiming they kept playing
throughout the disturbance to calm the customers, which of course, they had not. The musicians also
argued that one of the belly-dancers was horribly disfigured during the madness by a sharp object flung in
her face, and that it would be impossible for her to find work as an entertainer, being scarred and all, and if
he, the great Blind Agop, would be so kind to grace their palms with extra coins as reasonable
compensation.
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Blind Agop pointed to his bad eye, declaring it was good enough to see through piles of rubbish.
He waved them away and returned to inspect the damages.
The Armenian was swearing at all the broken plates and furniture he could rest a good eye on. He
could do nothing to conceal his temper. This was bad for business and should there be an inquiry by the
Cadi Court of Izmir, and should the Cadi, Vasfi Bey, decide against his favor, he might have to stay closed.
‘Agop,’ Kansu called, ‘your losses will be reimbursed threefold by the Sultan. I know of the Cadi of
Izmir, Vasfi Bey. I’ll see to it.’
This managed to bring color back into the Armenian’s cheeks, ‘You’re most considerate, Effendi.
Our Sultan always knows best.’
With Agop’s whining out of his ears, Kansu turned to look at the surviving killer.
‘Who sent you?’
The beaten man tried hard to disguise his pain.
‘This wasn’t a personal vendetta,’ Kansu said to him. ‘You were hired to kill Murtaza.’
Kansu placed his foot on the broken collarbone, applying enough pressure.
‘Ha-’
‘Who?’
The pirate, despite his agony, tried again: ‘ha-Yakini<’

***

‘Abraham ha-Yakini?’ Rachel echoed, upstairs in their room before she took her hands to her eyes, dizzying.
She had to sit down as the whole room went into a spin. Mustafa folded his arms and fixed her with a
demanding glare.
‘He gives himself the airs of a scholar and a Kabbalist,’ she informed him, ‘but he makes his living
producing forgeries. He is the mastermind of many fictitious scrolls, shamelessly declaring Sabbatai as the
Messiah. In particular, one of his fabrications titled The Great Wisdom of Solomon has the prophet Abraham
speaking of Sabbatai sitting on His throne.’
‘What startled you at the mention of his name?’ Kansu asked.
‘Some time ago he came to my uncle to ask for my hand. My uncle would have none of it. He
refused him, saying he would have no Sabbatai collaborator marrying into his family.’
Kansu said, stroking his chin. ‘They thought they could silence Josef Escapa this way. When that
failed, they had him murdered.’
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‘Does Abraham ha-Yakini know where I am?’ asked Rachel.
‘No one knows,’ Kansu assured her. ‘And no one will. We are the agents of the Sultan, and we can
re-establish you in life. All it needs is a good sum of money and a new location. Cairo would be suitable, or
Istanbul.’
‘If ha-Yakini knew where I was,’ said Rachel, ‘he would insist on the marriage. He is like that.’
‘You cannot marry a man with a reputation like his. And does he not already have wives?’
‘There is always room for one more,’ said Rachel, in a most somber tone.
Kansu then asked: ‘Why do people accept ha-Yakini’s forgeries as the truth when his notoriety is
apparent?’
‘There was once a time,’ Rachel explained, ‘when ha-Yakini produced serious works. My uncle
believed them to be largely plagiarism, but people still saw some value in them. He wrote Eshel Abraham
which was a collection of sermons. He made copies of manuscripts for European scholars too. They sell for a
fortune in Amsterdam. Then he entered the society of those who follow the Kabbalah teachings, and there
were incantations and books of spells. He finally joined Sabbatai who ensured that his reputation as a
commendable scholar was preserved.’
‘What an alliance,’ said Kansu.
‘Do not underestimate him,’ said Rachel. ‘Abraham ha-Yakini is a subtle and powerful man.
He has connections in many countries and a great influence over many Turkish officials. I would say he has
a silent dominion over some of them.’
One of Agop’s servants knocked at the door, holding a bowl of warm water and some ointments on
a silver tray. Kansu looked at him questioningly and Rachel noticed that he was about to send the servant
away.
‘I asked him to fetch those,’ she said.
Kansu signaled the servant to place the items and leave.
‘I can see leaking blood,’ she continued, pointing to Kansu’s back, through the torn clothing. ‘You
need attention.’
‘These are nothing,’ Kansu smiled.
‘Even so,’ Rachel managed a smile. ‘Will you allow me?’
‘I’ll be downstairs,’ Mustafa said gloomily before he stomped out.
Rachel and Kansu could hear Mustafa’s heavy steps echoing, then a complete fade. It was a type of
protest Rachel was certain.
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Kansu took off his shirt. His back was scratched with jagged pieces of broken cup and plate when
he had placed himself atop the table. He hadn’t even felt the pain as these were minor irritations. Moreover,
for a moment he was indecisive as to why he had so readily accepted Rachel’s offer of care. It had come
naturally to him.
‘Will you lie down?’
‘I’d rather stand.’
Rachel soaked a soft cloth in the warm water and gently rubbed the drying blood off his back. She
was used to bathing the wounds of children and infirm old people, for such were the tasks of women in her
household. Now the household had been suddenly dissolved in terror and violence. Like the followers of
Zevi, whom she so much opposed, Rachel put aside all the restrictions she had ever learnt. Her uncle was
dead and she was on her own. When her soft hands touched the rough skin of his back, Kansu could sense
confusion within him. Perhaps for the first time he felt as though he was a child being cared by a loving
mother, or was it a husband being nurtured by a loving wife?
Small thoughts. Simple thoughts.
Yet<somehow right, comforting.
‘Mustafa doesn’t like me,’ Rachel said.
Kansu let it go.
She began applying dabs of rose oil on his back and delicately massaging it into his broken skin.
The Janissary’s back fascinated her. Tightly knotted muscles, streaks of whip lashings, badly healed
sword cuts. And a scar on his right shoulder which looked like a crescent, the symbol of Islam. She had
never seen an uncovered body of an adult man before and her touch was fueled by curiosity. She traced the
crescent slowly with her finger before continuing to outline the other markings across his back. Her
precious fingertips, full of gentle care and intimacy affected Kansu so much that he felt a stirring in his
loins, one which he concentrated to suppress. The beautiful, spell-binding scent of rose oil wasn’t helping
either.
‘What is the story behind this one?’ she asked, her rose oiled fingers resting on one of them.
‘Opened by a Cossack in the Ukraine,’ Kansu replied.
‘And this I wonder?’
‘A reminder from the Venetians.’
‘Where?’ She outlined with genuine interest.
‘The Aegean; where we took the islands.’
‘This?’ She traced.
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‘A Transylvanian gift, that one.’
Rachel observed that Kansu had many wounds on his chest too.
‘These?’ She asked, running her hands across signs of the whip on his chest.
‘Turcoman rebels,’ Kansu replied, ‘during the Jelali revolts in Central Anatolia.’
‘You were captured?’
‘Yes,’ Kansu admitted.
‘But you are a soldier, they are only tribesmen.’
‘These tribes ensure their young ones grow up with sword and saddle,’ Kansu corrected.
‘But the Jelali’s are Alawi heretics. They allied themselves with the Persian Shah against the
Ottomans.’
Of course, that was true. Kansu recalled his learning from Altun the Wise. Despite wars against the
Ottomans, the greatest Persian ruler was also a Turk, Shah Ismail. He was the grandson of a Turcoman
ruler, Akkoyunlu Uzun Hasan. His Safavid army was mostly made up of Turcoman warriors. The irony
was that the Persian Shah wrote his poetry in pure Turkish, whilst the Ottoman Sultan composed his in
Farsi. The struggle between the two empires was not out of ethnicity but that of the Sunni and Alawi.
‘What is the story behind your capture?’
‘I was leading a scouting party. We stumbled into an ambush. The Jelalis rained upon us like a
storm,’ Kansu recalled. ‘We fought. On one occasion, my hand stayed in mid-air when I saw the eyes of a
Jelali, he was just a boy. The whites of his eyes read terror. I let him go. Shortly we were outnumbered and
surrounded. I would have been put to death if the boy had not intervened. He was the nephew of a Jelali
leader. For sparing his life, I was whipped and sent back to our camp with some of the wounded. The others
were promptly executed.’
‘And does this haunt you?’ she asked.
‘There are such moments,’ Kansu replied. ‘Days later, hardly recovered from my beating, we
launched a massive assault. I was in the frontline. We were victorious. The Jelalis were annihilated. After, I
found the dead body of the boy amongst the bloody corpses. His eyes were open, as if still looking at me,
pleading. Sometimes I think about it.’
‘But they were a thorn in the Empire’sside,’ Rachel offered. ‘When you were occupied with enemies
abroad in Poland, Russia, in the Aegean and such, the Jelalis stirred trouble from within.’
There had been numerous rumors regarding the constant Jelali uprisings. Some say they were
financed by the Christian powers of Europe to interfere with Ottoman conquests and expansion. Others
held that they were traitorous agents in employ of the Persians. However, a few stated that these people
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were rebelling for better living conditions, against heavy taxes which were used to finance Ottoman
conquests. All of them contained some truth, Kansu guessed.
Rachel moved her hand to his right shoulder, outlining the crescent scar.
‘Don’t ask,’ the Janissary warned. ‘It’s just there.’
‘You weren’t born with it,’ Rachel evaluated the strange mark. ‘It looks as though it was placed
there when you were small.’
Kansu didn’t reply.

***

Kansu was used to the fast pace and open engagements of military campaigns. He brooded over what he
had learnt about Sabbatai Zevi, and decided that rather than spying and reporting, he would draw things to
a head. He would also put Abraham ha-Yakini before the Sultan’s Cadi, to be judged for his deceits and
sedition. That, Kansu decided, would put all thoughts of prophecies and marriages out of ha-Yakini’s mind.
Kansu had been powerfully affected by Rachel’s words about ha-Yakini, but he did not heed any aspect of
her warning.
Kansu decided that the appearances of the angel had to be stopped. Already Josef Escapa had
met his death, and the promise of future violence worried him. Well past midnight, he sent Agop to the
Cadi, Vasfi Bey, to bring him some sentries to put in motion a series of arrests. Every day was working in
Sabbatai’s favor and he sensed the murders and the intrigue surrounding them would worsen. He would
begin with the arrest of Abraham ha-Yakini.
Agop had returned with five personal guards of the Cadi, all able-bodied and armed, ready to be
put to work. The leader of the bunch was called Nezir, a tall gruff looking man. He told Kansu that, if need
arose, he could secure twenty to fifty men in the service of the Cadi to aid their quest. Soon, along with
Mustafa, the small group made their way in the dark of night to ha-Yakini’s home.
Abraham ha-Yakini’s home was adjacent to the street where the second appearance of the angel had
happened. This could explain the strategy behind suddenly vanishing apparitions, and hideouts, Kansu
mused. They neared soundlessly, careful not to arouse the sleeping street. Without prior warning, haYakini’s door was kicked in. The men flooded into the house.
‘The hour is ungodly,’ ha-Yakini protested, eyes scanning accusingly from Kansu to Mustafa, then
the Cadi’s men. It was obvious he had been sleepless and was busy at work on something. ‘If the gracious
Cadi had sent word,’ ha-Yakini added, recognizing Nezir, ‘I would’ve come willingly.’
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Kansu noted that ha-Yakini was not dressed for bedtime at such a late hour. In fact, he hadn’t any
sign of sleep in his eyes at all. He looked like an elegant and wealthy man of mature years, who was about
to conduct a business transaction. Kansu also registered ha-Yakini’s tone and mannerism to be full of
confidence. This was odd for a person who had just had his door shattered and was about to be placed
under arrest. No trace of intimidation or puzzlement registered on the fraudulent scholar’s face.
‘Your four hired killers cut a throat,’ Kansu accused, ‘but I left one of theirs intact to spurt out your
name in his final breath.’
‘I hired no thugs,’ ha-Yakini said in level tone. ‘It is possible that others have done so using my
name. You do not know the ways of this city.’
Kansu was too angry to continue the conversation. He ordered Nezir to bind ha-Yakini’s hands. haYakini, becoming angry, said that this action was a costly mistake. However, Kansu thought he heard Nezir
say something to him, and whatever it was seemed to have an instant calming effect.
‘You startled me at such a late hour,’ ha-Yakini told Kansu, his voice soft as butter. ‘I accept that I
have erred and will cooperate.’
Nezir and two guards were ready to escort Abraham ha-Yakini out of the house, but the Janissary
asked that their ‘guest’, as the prisoner was termed, might give them a tour of the premises.
Abraham ha-Yakini readily agreed, and even offered that if any object was to please their eyes, then
they only had to ask him for it. Kansu was offended by this suggestion as soon as he heard it. He was even
more offended when he was waved through a narrow door at the end of the study, and found himself in a
workroom of the strangest type. What objects were these?
Rows of glass jars, parchments with intricate diagrams, and brass instruments which looked like
parodies of eyes and hands, were scattered on the table. Colored powders were wonderfully vivid – red as
blood, and green as poison. A scattering of gold leaf made one recall the legends of the alchemists. The
Janissary lifted his lamp, to get light, and looked about him in a mood of suspicion. He knew that if he
asked questions he would appear ignorant, and that even if ha-Yakini answered him truthfully, he would
still not understand what was said. But one thing appeared explicable. Hanging on a hook on the wall was a
strange garment, glowing with an unearthly green light. The edges had been daubed with some magical
fluid which appeared to burn without a flame.
‘That will be gone by tomorrow,’ said ha-Yakini. ‘You are looking at false fire, merely an illusion
which casts no heat and fades without a trace. I do it with my knowledge about sulfur, magnesium and
potions. The mysterious glow is nothing more than a harmless concoction of various substances here before
you.’
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‘This is the origin of the figure of the angel, which appears in Izmir’s streets,’ said the Janissary
sternly.
‘Surely not,’ said Abraham ha-Yakini. ‘Why this is a mere conjurer’s trick. I did it for amusement.’
‘You will not be amused when called to account for all these deeds,’ said the Janissary. He spoke
confidently, but decided to hasten away from that workroom. He was uneasy with lights and confined
spaces ever since witnessing the shocking death of Rabbi Josef Escapa. ‘And your concoctions are not
always harmless – look at the death, here in this city of Josef Escapa.’
‘I heard about that,’ said ha-Yakini. ‘What a tragic accident, but quite a common one – fire in a
home. Does it not happen constantly? Can you honestly say that people are not caught in flames very often,
especially if they’ve been careless in pouring oil or spirits?’
This alarmed Kansu. Although he and Mustafa were witnesses, he wondered if more argument and
evidence would be needed to convince the Cadi. He overruled the idea almost immediately. As holder of
the Sultan’s Seal, the Cadi of Izmir would accept his account as fact.
In that mellow voice, Abraham ha-Yakini was asking him if he knew anything about the fate of the
Rabbi’s niece, who had apparently disappeared from the house after her uncle died in the accident. Fears
were held for her safety.
‘Fears,’ Abraham ha-Yakini leaned towards Kansu, watching him react to Rachel’s name.
When they went into the study, they found a document which Abraham ha-Yakini and his scribes
had apparently been working on. It looked very ancient, and was in the Hebrew script. Some words had
been blotted out, and were being overwritten.
‘What is this?’ asked the Janissary. To his surprise, ha-Yakini was only too happy to answer.
‘This is an ancient text of prophecies,’ he said. ‘We are bringing it up to date. I have eliminated the
word Messiah, and am writing in the name of our holy leader Sabbatai Zevi.’
‘You are altering these texts? Falsifying them?’
‘Not at all,’ said Abraham ha-Yakhini. ‘I am making them true, not false. I am writing in what
should be there, and what needs to be known.’
He spoke with total assurance, and Kansu wondered at the minds of those who accepted Zevi’s
leadership.
‘You will answer to the Cadi,’ said Kansu. ‘And I want to know where Sabbatai Zevi is to be found.’
‘Assuredly,’ said ha-Yakini, without any hesitation. ‘Do you think that the Messiah could fear any
harm from you, or would need to hide? At this moment, he studies the scrolls in an ancient place. I shall
lead you to him.’
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They left the household to the rather numerous servants, and marched Abraham ha-Yakini to the
street. Kansu felt relief and looked at Mustafa, who was also glad at the prospect that their mission was
reaching its closure.
Perhaps, by sunrise, the chapter on Sabbatai Zevi would be closed for good.
***

Sleepless and alone, Rachel requested paper and a set of calligraphy pens with colored inks from Agop. The
Armenian always had a set on hand for guests who needed to write letters during their long stays.
Although, it had been quite a while since they were needed, the weighty Innkeeper brushed away the
cobwebs covering the set of pens before delivery. Rachel knew how to use colored ink for decorative
purposes, and had willingly become her uncle’s scribe for everyday correspondences. However, the Rabbi
had gone to lengths to keep her distanced from letters of heated debate, these he preferred to compose
himself. Instead, her late uncle had encouraged Rachel to perfect her art, and soon many of his manuscripts
were written with her beautifully decorated borders.
The stillness of the early morning hours, served as incentive to keep her awake. As Rachel sat down
to begin her self-appointed task, she was disturbed by a sound attributed to ill-luck. The repetitive hooting
of an owl perched atop the roof sent shivers down her spine. It was largely accepted that the owl was the
bringer of bad news, and its hooting was to warn of death. Although some considered this merely
superstitious nonsense, even they thought twice when the owl settled atop their roof in the dead of night.
Tirelessly the hooting echoed through the window, each hoot magnified in the silence and inactivity.
Finally, Rachel braced herself, grabbed one of Kansu’s shirts and waved it wildly out the window.
The hooting stopped. The owl had found itself another roof, Rachel assured herself.
Back at the desk, a calligraphy pen in hand, Rachel commenced work. To sketch, one had to be
relaxed and not be worried about making mistakes. The art was about being fluent and rhythmic. To her, it
concerned capturing an image inspired by real-life. It wasn’t simply a way to pass the time. Rachel wanted
to record an important moment. She understood that her feelings were gaining potency and she wanted to
preserve, to treasure, to keep this with her. In a sketch, accuracy wasn’t a necessity; it was usually for
reference for a more detailed drawing or painting. However, she had thrown herself in to the act so
profoundly, that when she added contrast employing techniques of deep shading, she had a beautiful
reconstruction of Kansu’s shoulder, together with the mysterious crescent scar. Rachel observed for a long
time, recalling the muscular back of the Janissary. Her mind was ablaze as it judged her artistic
accomplishment.
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Rachel was in the middle of making choices in the colored inks to add to the sketch and make an
outline of his profile. But then her fingers froze. The hooting of the owl had begun again.
***

For the past few hours the group had been traveling on horseback to Efes, formerly known as Ephesus
during Roman and Byzantine periods. Kansu, Mustafa, ha-Yakini, Nezir and his four men could now make
out the columns of what was the Library of Celsus. Ha-Yakini’s hands had been untied for him to rein his
horse and lead the way. The moon had ascended, and a thin stream of light began to make its upward
excursion over the horizon. The silvery light showed an ancient edifice which was built by the Roman
governor Julius Celsus 1,500 years ago. The library had at one time stored 12,000 volumes. Ha-Yakini
explained all of this to them, and showed himself to be a scholar of history.
Nothing but a ruin now, Kansu observed from their vantage point.
‘The Library faces east embracing the morning sun to benefit early readers,’ ha-Yakini informed the
group, as if he were a tour-guide rather than a traitor to his friends. ‘I came here to study the Talmud many
times in my youth. It does make a world of difference.’
Then look well for it may be your last, Kansu wanted to add, studying the building at length. The
old stone structure had three front entrances. The center being the main entrance, it was larger than the two
flanking ones. Each had their own ionic column elevated on pedestals. The doorways led into a mysterious
darkness.
‘The Library of Celsus was the third largest library in ancient times,’ ha-Yakini commented, ‘after
Pergamum and Alexandra-’
‘Shut up,’ Kansu scorned. If this be a trap, he didn’t want to be sidetracked by trivialities. He
dismounted to better weigh all possibilities of ambush inside the abandoned ruin. The Janissary could now
make out a set of Corinthian columns standing above the first set of ionic columns. This provided an optical
trick giving the impression that the building was larger.
‘The place has to be haunted,’ Mustafa said. ‘Even the homeless wouldn’t shelter here. This must be
where Sabbatai summons the djinn.’
‘Sabbatai likes it here,’ ha-Yakini cut in. ‘It’s symbolic. He sees himself as the keeper, the guardian
of ancient wisdom and knowledge that the Library once held.’
‘Nothing more than brick, stone and mortar,’ Kansu commented.
‘From the outside,’ Mustafa added, licking his dry lips.
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Mustafa had a point, Kansu knew. Inside would be another problem: the capacity to once hold
12,000 volumes would provide many spots, niches and the like. In short, if one were to spring a trap, they
couldn’t have found a better choice.
‘Your orders, Kansu Bey?’ Nezir enquired.
‘Two of your men will use the left entrance,’ Kansu commanded, ‘yourself and Mustafa through the
right. Ha-Yakini and I will take the main entrance. The remaining two men will stand guard outside. We
can’t afford to be surrounded whilst inside a place we haven’t scouted before. I’ll not allow this library to be
our tomb. Draw your swords!’
The sounds of drawn steel escaping their scabbards splintered the early morning, glimmers of
newly penetrating sunlight sparkled like emeralds on their sharp edges. All men were armed, save for haYakini. The timing was clever as the increasing light would gradually illuminate the trickier corners of the
library. With advantage of light, the six placed themselves inside the domain of Celsus.
‘Where is Sabbatai?’ Kansu jolted ha-Yakini’s shoulder.
‘He’s by the tomb of Celsus. He uses it as his table for study,’ ha-Yakini answered.
The arrested scholar led the party past the barren rectangular room, which was fifty-five feet wide
and thirty-six feet long, down stairs to the vaulted chamber below. There, a man dressed in white robes,
full-bearded sat silently by the tomb. There were many scrolls beside him, but he didn’t express any interest
in them. The man was calmly waiting with dulled eyes, evasive of any spark or energy.
‘Forgive me, Sabbatai,’ ha-Yakini theatrically hung his head in shame, ‘but these men have made
me a prisoner of the Sultan, and now they also seek to capture you.’
The man, Sabbatai hardly moved, as if he accepted the arrest as a dictation of fate.
Nezir neared the motionless figure and inspected his features.
‘It is Him,’ Nezir confirmed.
Sabbatai Zevi remained silent, trance-like. Nezir peered at a scroll which had been laid out over the
tomb.
‘This should make everything easier,’ Nezir said, selecting a scroll and waving it at Kansu. ‘These
are the names of his collaborators all over Izmir.’
Mustafa couldn’t believe the assignment was over. All along, he had assumed that Sabbatai Zevi
would be an untouchable, protected by the devil and his minions. Ha-Yakini noticed Mustafa and Kansu’s
surprise.
‘He is in meditation,’ ha-Yakini informed them. ‘His trance is so deep that he neither talks nor eats.
In fact, Sabbatai is famous for fasting for days.’
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Chapter 6

Better is the curse of the righteous man than the blessing of the wicked.
A saying from The Talmud.

Dynamic activity engulfed the whole of Izmir. News of the arrest of Sabbatai Zevi flew around the
marketplace in the early morning. There were also many arrests throughout the City. Puzzled, the citizens
witnessed Nezir and his men, under the orders of the Cadi, racing from one street to another, list in hand,
personally handling all these hotly debated arrests.
Kansu and Mustafa had returned to their place at Blind Agop’s, leaving Nezir to take up the case.
Rachel had waited for them, and was told of the good news, that Sabbatai Zevi was no longer a threat to
her, or anybody else. She received this news in thoughtful silence.
The two Janissaries, heavy eyed and weary, decided that it was at last time for them to catch up on
their rest. By late afternoon, Nezir had come knocking on their door to wake them up.
‘Kansu Bey,’ Nezir started, ‘the Cadi of Izmir, Vasfi Bey, wishes to relocate you as his formal guests.
Most of the sixty or so names on the list of Sabbatai collaborators have been dealt with, and the rest are
being rounded up as we speak.’
Nezir continued, and informed Kansu that the Cadi’s dungeons were almost full, and that Sabbatai
had been placed in an individual cell away from his friends. Also, that the Cadi was flabbergasted to see
such men of status working with the culprit Sabbatai, and that it would’ve been impossible to flush them
out, since they were prominent citizens of Izmir.
‘Therefore,’ Nezir continued, ‘Vasfi Bey wishes to honor you personally for your achievements and
service.’
Kansu looked at Rachel. Perhaps, he mused, since the threat had been throttled, the time had come
to return Rachel to her community. He was certain the likes of Rabbi Gamliel would ensure she had a good
home, or even a good husband? Yet, for some reason, he preferred the Rabbi’s niece next to him. At least for
a short spell longer, he told himself.
Nezir, sensing Kansu’s dilemma, smiled. ‘Our generous Cadi extends his official invitation to your
companions. Every luxury will be provided. It’s the least we can do for aiding us against such a menace.’
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***

The Cadi, Vasfi Bey, had greeted them at the gates of the Cadi court, a large administrative building which
also served as his home. Vasfi was a short, tubby fellow, oval-faced with red cheeks, and proved to be gifted
at complimenting his guests. Nothing had been spared, he assured them, to provide the most comfortable
lodging in all of Izmir. The two Janissaries were shown to their rooms, luxurious quarters beside each other,
and Rachel was invited to the women’s quarters. Kansu told the Cadi he preferred the girl, Rachel, to sleep
in a guarded chamber near his own.
‘A thousand pardons, bearer of the Sultan’s Seal,’ the Cadi pleaded, ‘I knew not the girl was under
your protection.’
Kansu tried to explain. ‘I’ve pledged to protect her as long as she is by my side, nothing more.’
‘But we have arranged so many things for her,’ the Cadi explained. ‘Her chamber is equipped with
a bath-tub. I picked out a maid, perfumeries, even a wardrobe of exquisite silks.’
Out of courtesy, Kansu agreed to this. He was unable to explain, even to himself, why he wanted to
guard Rachel in person. While these arrangements were discussed, Mustafa scratched his head and looked
generally disappointed.
‘Ah,’ the Cadi continued, with a cheeky grin, ‘and for you fine warriors, we have even better than
anything in the ladies’ rooms. We have trained masseurs who are beautiful Circassian marvels. Their
submissiveness is a gleam of heaven.’
This changed the somber look on Mustafa’s face immediately.
‘Gardash,’ Mustafa smacked Kansu on the shoulder. ‘Will you sleep before or after the marvels?’
Kansu had been led to his room. It was elegantly furnished, and the bed was softer than anything
he had ever lied down in. Plates of fruit and sweets had been placed on a table near the bed. Rose-flavored
sherbet filled the air with its beautiful scent. Yet, despite all the comfort, the room was seriously lacking
color and coziness. The fact that the room had no real window made it worse. The walls were solid right up
to the ceiling, where some narrow slots had been fitted in order to allow a few beams of sunlight. Kansu
had only seen such a design in prison cells.
Shortly, a Circassian girl knocked and entered the room holding a tray of delicate creams. She was a
feast to the eyes, and totally eager to please, judging from her posture. Her silk dress clung to her figure,
outlining her hips and breasts. She stepped forward and asked if he was ready to bathe, or perhaps if he
preferred his body to be soothed by her expert hands. He told her to fill his bath-tub with warm water, and
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that he didn’t require her for anything afterwards. Astonished at the rejection, she bowed and told him that
his bath would be prepared at once.
The Circassian girl made the Janissary uneasy. She was the type of slave only available to the rich.
Vasfi Bey was the Cadi of Izmir; he represented the Sultan’s authority. This home was not his own, but
allocated to men who served as Cadis. Kansu had wished that Vasfi Bey would be more careful about his
image, for his duty was to uphold the law, and not throw himself into an extravagant living. On that note,
his mind took him to the delicate caresses of Rachel, when she had nursed and dressed his wounds. Had he
been bewitched? There were rumors that gypsies made a living by providing love potions that could drive a
man insane. Had the girl applied one of these during her caretaking of his wounds?
Nonsense! The Janissary discarded that thought. The strains of the investigation had all taken their
toll on him. Otherwise, there would be scant excuse for him to dabble in melancholy. Rachel was a poor
victim he protected from harm to compensate for her uncle’s death. He had done this honorably in the
service of the Sultan. His present instincts were stemming from a mixture of guilt and sympathy alone, he
reassured himself. Soon he would wash his hands from the late Rabbi’s niece and return to Istanbul. He
couldn’t drag her along with him forever. She would be a terrible hindrance and had no place by his side.

***

‘I formally thank you once again, Kansu Bey,’ Vasfi Bey, Cadi of Izmir stated. He was shifting on his
cushion, before a tray of meals.
Mustafa had been snoring in his room, and the Cadi had not wanted to have him stirred from his
slumber, so he had invited only Kansu to eat with him that evening. As for Rachel, the Cadi assured him
that she was also being entertained by the woman-folk, and Kansu could check in, for safety reasons, to see
her whenever he wished. This seemed satisfactory enough, Kansu decided.
Both men were in a large room reserved for the Cadi’s guests. They were seated cross-legged, with
big platters of food placed before them. The richness of choice was overwhelming for the Janissary, who
was used to rations. Indeed, there was bulgur pilav with lamb, an assortment of shish kebabs, dried
vegetable dishes, yogurt, and the Cadi had enquired whether the Janissary wanted any seafood on the side.
Kansu got the feeling such overabundance was the Cadi’s form of self-flattery, rather than a symbol of
appreciation for his guests.
The Janissary was also baffled at why the Cadi insisted on eating with his left hand when clearly he
was right-handed. It was generally accepted that Satan ate with the left. Kansu told him about what had
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transpired since he had set foot in Izmir: the death of Rabbi Joseph Escapa, his decision to protect his niece,
the angel sightings, and the incident at Blind Agop’s Inn.
‘The Armenian Innkeeper will be compensated for his contributions,’ the Cadi spoke in between
mouthfuls of bulgur pilav. He explained that as the respected and responsible Cadi of Izmir, he had held the
belief that this Sabattai Zevi was so trivial that ascribing any importance to him was an insult to the Sultan.
He said he was accustomed to dealing with petty squabbles amongst minorities. There had never been any
shortage of complaints and grievances and this could be anything from fraud, theft of property, to a stolen
donkey.
Yes, life was seriously demanding for the Cadi, Kansu reflected, and the ever-expanding belly was
proof that Vasfi Bey wouldn’t lose a minute to involve himself in Izmir’s problems, whirling from one
dispute to the next.
Kansu chewed on a piece of succulent lamb. The role of the Cadi was to listen to complaints put
forward by those who felt an injustice had been committed; one that could only be cleared by formal
intervention. The Cadi, in fairness, would decide in favor or against after considering the information
provided by both parties. Therefore, the Cadi courts had become a widely respected establishment
throughout the Sultan’s lands. Yet, Vasfi Bey seemed more interested in the delights of his living than the
woes of his people. The Cadi continued to narrate how he had received a few letters of complaints
regarding the imposter Sabbatai, but refrained from intervening because he knew Sabbatai to be a fool with
an overactive imagination.
‘There was another before me,’ Kansu probed, ‘sent to investigate this homegrown Messiah, but he
was murdered.’
The Cadi was regretful that no intelligence whatsoever had reached him regarding the matter.
Otherwise he would’ve leapt into action. Kansu doubted this. He wondered if the Cadi would even be able
to uncross his legs from the sitting posture after the meal. Smacking his lips with thirst, the Cadi reached for
his gold cup, filled with rose sherbet. Again with his left hand, Kansu noticed. This time the Janissary
watched him carefully, counted. One gulp, two gulps, three, four, the cup was finished and needed refilling.
This was beginning to get interesting, Kansu thought. A Muslim was not permitted to drink from gold or
silver vessels. Moreover, a Muslim, unless stranded in the desert, should drink in three sips. It was believed
that the Prophet Muhammad drank in three breaths, a pause between each gulp. It meant that one should
avoid doing things in haste, for only camels and other animals drank in a single gulp.
Kansu returned to his early religious lessons and almost enjoyed listing the faults of his neighbor.
Perhaps it was because he was out of place, seated among the wealthy, and needed to protect his own self-
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esteem by being critical. Certainly, he had never had such thoughts when among his compatriots, feasting
Janissaries, who drank with abandon when celebrating after battles. Here, the battles were interior, and the
prizes were out of the reach of an ordinary person. Kansu became unsure whether he was overreacting or
not. The Cadi was simply thirsty. The gold cup was a sign of the Cadi’s self-worth in his own eyes. But, then
what of the left hand<
‘The arrested are being interrogated,’ Vasfi informed him. ‘I would be grateful if you could oversee
the court case, Kansu Bey.’
‘With pleasure,’ Kansu assured. ‘I’d like to return to Istanbul knowing the madman and his cohorts
are finished, and their movement crushed for good.’
‘On that note, will you be returning to Istanbul alone?’ the Cadi queried.
Kansu told him that he came with Mustafa, and with Mustafa he would return. The Cadi made a
graceful, but greedy gesture, with his hands.
‘I have three wives. The fourth is our privilege as good Muslims.’
Vasfi Bey then laughed so hard, Kansu thought his belly would touch his chin.
‘It’s a matter of fairness,’ he continued, refilling his gold cup with sherbet, ‘which is my solemn
duty. Two wives bicker. Three wives are disastrous when two ferment against the third. But take a fourth
and they are evenly matched, two against two. Bismillah! I can carry on my lawful duties as Cadi of Izmir in
peace.’
The Cadi went on to joke that a fourth marriage would be dutifully, religiously and mathematically
noble of him. Kansu felt the itch of spiteful thoughts. Although, it was indeed permitted for true believers to
take up to four wives, this was mainly enforced in times of war where men were slain and the number of
orphans and widows increased. This law was not meant to be exploited as means to satisfy lust. It was
adopted to provide homes for women who were alone.
‘I fulfill the charter that a wealthy man may take more than one wife if only he is able to provide for
her,’ the Cadi said proudly, confident of his standing.
Kansu wasn’t sure of what was expected of him under the circumstances. True, he had made it
apparent that he was guardian to the girl. Yet, he resented the idea of Rachel marrying this Cadi, who ate
with his left-hand and joked about Allah’s duties.
‘She’s quite young,’ Kansu argued, although he knew that sixteen years was considered a good age
for marriage.
The Cadi waved a dismissing hand at him.
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‘That green-eyed girl bedazzles me. Three wives of mine were much younger when I performed
their plucking. With her uncle’s death, she needs a husband urgently or she’ll be swept aside like dust
under a doormat. Oh don’t worry Kansu Bey. I acknowledge you’ve elected yourself as temporary guardian,
an admirable quality, most charitable. But you needn’t talk to her for me. Gifts speak louder than words and
I know the passages into a woman’s heart. Just look at me<’ The Cadi gave his best pose and squinted with
the charm of a thousand peeled onions. ‘How can a woman possibly resist, eh?’
He laughed, slapping the Janissary on the shoulder as if they were the closest of friends. To Kansu,
it may as well have been across his face.

***

What are the intricate avenues into a woman’s heart? The question echoed in Kansu’s mind as he
lay awake that night in his windowless room. Were women such frail creatures that they would succumb to
a series of fancy, expensive gifts as the Cadi implied? The Cadi was not blessed with physical attractiveness.
Why, a belly like his resembled luggage tied around the waist than loaded on an ass! The Janissary sensed
his rising apathy for the Cadi. He then blamed himself for thinking crookedly. The Cadi was his host. He
had opened his doors, treating them all well. Kansu knew it was unworthy to match these kindly gestures
with a heathenish attitude. Good manners were the way of the faithful. And what if Rachel accepted the
Cadi’s advances? There were many Jewish women married to highly-placedMuslims – this was known.
Kansu would have no option except to give in to what was inevitable, see the trial through, and then head
back to Istanbul. After the trial, Rachel was not his responsibility, and since there would be no further
hazard to her safety, she would be free to lead her own life.
Kansu imagined baskets of the finest silks brought to Rachel’s door, courtesy of the Cadi. And
Rachel, enthusiastically changing from one elaborate dress to the next, parading up and down the hallway.
Perhaps she would show him an expensive necklace, of fine diamonds, another of the Cadi’s gifts. Was
Rachel the kind to be completely smitten by them? After all, what could he possibly offer her himself? The
idea was nothing short of preposterous, as was his brooding on the matter. After the trial, Sabbatai Zevi
would be forgotten in Izmir, as would he.
The Janissary closed his eyes, trying to welcome an ever evasive sleep in this suffocating room.
***
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The Greek Orthodox priest Barnabas was startled to see the young man again, frowning at him as though he
had somehow deceived him. Mustafa had left the Cadi’s place in the morning to seek out the priest. He was
full of complaints and had to get them off his barrel-like chest. Furthermore, last night, when a pretty
Circassian girl had come to his room to please him, he had found that he was unable to perform. In a rage,
he had ordered her out, and had remained in his room, upset that the all the happenings had affected his
manhood. He decided that he had to unleash the frustrations bottled within him.
‘Old man,’ Mustafa started, ‘I’m unsure if I’ve found myself, but I’ve found that you were mistaken.
I wanted to believe in you.’
Barnabas stood silently and gazed at his sole visitor. ‘What have I done to deserve your
dissatisfaction my son?’
‘The entire Sabbatai Zevi fiasco,’ Mustafa argued. ‘His being the devil’s elected on earth; the
instigator of horror, the champion of the dark takeover. It was nothing but morbid fantasy all along.’
‘My son,’ Barnabas spoke paternally. ‘Never underestimate the powers of Satan for he is surely here
and continues his efforts unseen.’
‘I helped put Zevi under arrest; his followers, ha-Yakini and the rest are all rotting in dungeons.
Where was the devil to rescue his servant?’ Mustafa argued. ‘It was another ordinary day.’
‘Satan intoxicates you with his lies,’ the priest explained patiently. ‘He is the author of all evil. He is
the one who corrupted Judas’s mind and told him to betray our Lord Jesus Christ<’
‘The devil’s foremost was defeated by me – a peasant’s son from the Balkans,’ Mustafa angrily
raised his voice. ‘Is this the redoubtable power Satan brandishes?’
‘Satan has been defeated many times my son,’ Barnabas assured. ‘This is achieved through faith.
Each time a sinner becomes a Christian, Satan fails. His failure to tempt our Lord in the wilderness is
another magnificent example.’
‘I know why nobody visits your Church,’ Mustafa roared. ‘Why you are all alone with your candles.
Nobody listens to your ramblings because they are ineffectual. Zevi was just a man, now behind bars. It was
child’s play.’
‘You will learn,’ said the priest, ‘that there is more to this story. The people of Izmir know this, also.’
As he spoke, the priest’s face had the silent look of an unspoken thought. Mustafa was reminded of Rachel,
at the moment she was told that Sabbatai was under arrest. Mustafa was all the more annoyed. If people
had something to say, then why not say it?
‘And what is this 1666 fable? I know what you will say: the Hebrew and Islamic calendars are
different and there has been a mix-up. You have made a laughing stock out of me to my closest.’
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‘No my son,’ Barnabas told him. ‘Satan likes to place believers at crossroads to confuse the faithful,
for the path has many forks. Don’t become a victim of such unholy confusion. Your self-centeredness has
made you bitter. Remain composed in these times of decay for I know you are an honorable man.’
‘Honorable?’ Mustafa grunted. ‘Let me summarize my deeds – I’ve killed more than you’ve prayed.
I’ve bedded more than you’ve baptized. I’ve sworn more than you’ve conversed. I feel the filth rotting my
core. I’m imprisoned to reproach. Your words soothe the aged and ignorant but fall flat to a fighting man.
And now I go back to the Cadi’s palace, and shall rip you from my mind.’
‘Be cautious, my son, and look for the ways of peace,’ Barnabas said. ‘Do not return to the Cadi’s
palace. Something awaits you there, and it is evil.’
‘Nonsense,’ said Mustafa, uneasily. ‘Do you know the Cadi, the Sultan’s servant? A threadbare
cleric like you?’
‘I am only threadbare because I refuse the bribes offered to me,’ said the priest. ‘And only
yesterday, agents of the Cadi came to this church, and offered me a new bell-tower, and a pension of gold
coins, if I would agree to give false evidence – evidence against you, my son. Your visits here have been
noticed, you must have been followed. I refused these men, and played the simpleton. Eventually, they left.’
‘Who were they? Zevi’s men?’
‘Sabbatai Zevi does not rule in Izmir, at least, not yet. The Cadi does. These were his forces. And
again, you believe that Abraham ha-Yakini is under arrest, but I tell you, his boat is being made ready for
him in the harbor this morning, so that he can sail to his house in Istanbul. Later this year, he will be
returning to Europe, where he has many friends.’
‘Impossible!’ Mustafa responded with rage, as he always did when he was baffled.
Father Barnabas smiled understandingly and told Mustafa to be patient, that the Lord
wouldeventually show him.
‘The way out,’ Mustafa rudely scoffed as he made to exit the Church, mumbling about how
ridiculous 1666 and such beliefs were. However, he halted mid-stride when the father called out his last
words to him.
‘In the Zohar, a book of Satan, which the corrupted Kabbalists swear by,’ Father Barnabas informed
him, ‘it is written that in the year 5408 the dead will rise and darkness shall descend upon the world. If you
translate the Hebrew calendar to that used by the Pope, then you will see that the year corresponds to 1648.
He who has eyes, let him see.’
Mustafa stomped out, ensuring each foot placed down was noisier than the last. Outside, he was
attempting to make sense out of what the old priest had said. Evidently the old fool had lost his mind and
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was peddling nonsense. Who would offer bribes to an old priest? Obviously, that was a day dream. And so
what if the year 5408 corresponded with 1648 in some dubious book?
What did that have to do with this year, 1666? Open your eyes and you’ll see, eh? He would not
allow himself to be convinced of such rubbish again. Suddenly something stirred inside. It drew the breath
from his lungs.
1648 + 18 was 1666.
18 in turn was the sum of<
6+6+6?
Was this the eye-opener the priest had meant?
Feeling ever more uncertain, Mustafa walked toward the port. He thought the sea breeze would
help scatter the nuisance clogging his mind. He was positive he had brushed shoulders and perhaps
knocked a few people off balance as he progressed through the streets, but he didn’t acknowledge them nor
did he keep count. He was in his own realm, promising himself never to think with numbers for a very long
time. Catching a breeze, he navigated to the quay to discover a significant amount of fishermen talking
excitedly among themselves.
Follow me and I’ll make you fishers of man, Mustafa suddenly remembered these holy words.
Then he almost choked on his Scripture verses. The fishermen weren’t excited. They were terrified,
frantic, and undeniably confused. A woman’s naked body had been found floating in the harbor – bloated,
some parts already feasted on by the sea-life. Mustafa shuddered at the sight. He knew not why. Corpses
were not unfamiliar in his world. What was happening to him? The jostling had reached its peak as onlookers and gossipers continued to gather.
‘How is the blood-brother?’
Mustafa turned to see the tall European who had been present at Murtaza’s table that night at Blind
Agop’s Inn. He also had a shorter but rough-looking companion with him. Mustafa found the stranger
durable and vigorous, and also downright irritating in his confident, patronizing posture.
‘You’re all I need now, kopek!’ Mustafa swore at him before aggressively elbowing his path out of
the infernal crowds.
‘Why did you allow him to speak to you like that, master?’ asked Adeodatus’s man-at-arms. What
had been said was vulgar and impolite; the bear-like idiot had called his master a dog, a big insult among
the Turks.
‘Patience, Tortosa,’ Adeodatus assured calmly, ‘patience is a virtue.’
The body of the dead woman, pale in the green water, was lifted onto the shore.
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***

Mustafa mopped his face with the edge of his robe before turning to Kansu beside him.
‘It’s hot in here, gardash.’
Mustafa had not expected the court to commence so soon. He had returned to the Cadi’s to find that
Vasfi Bey had made all the necessary preparations and was waiting for his presence to begin Sabbatai’s trial.
The Cadi’s court was a large room, where Vasfi Bey sat upon a slightly raised dais, a design which firmly
established his authority. The elevated Cadi would overlook the center of the courtroom, the space where
the guilty would humble before him. On the Cadi’s left and right were four guards, two on each side. A
little below them was a scribe whose duty was to record the trial. Kansu and Mustafa had been placed on
the right side of the room. A row of Nezir and his guards stood behind them. Vasfi Bey saw wisdom in
making the trial a private matter rather than a public one. This decision irritated Kansu who preferred the
trial to be open to all who wished to see it. As it concerned the whole city, the more witnesses the better, he
had reasoned. Public ridicule would be a fitting end for Sabbatai Zevi who preyed on his people’s misery
and hopes. But, as per the Cadi’s orders, the doors were shut without any admission of citizens.
Something else that needled the Janissary was Rachel’s absence. This morning he had approached
her quarters with the intention of asking her whether she wanted to be present at the trial. However, a
servant girl had told him she was bathing. When Kansu returned later, assured that ample time has passed
for Rachel to appear fully dressed, the same girl informed him that Rachel was sick, needing rest. Looking
for Mustafa had also proved unfruitful. It had been a strange morning for him.
‘Bismillah, in the name of the All-merciful we can start,’ Vasfi Bey said, clearing his throat with a
small cough. ‘I would like you, Kansu Bey, to report to us the charges you bring upon Sabbatai Zevi.’
Kansu was startled. It was the first time he had found himself before a Cadi Court. As far as he was
concerned, the trial wasn’t between him and Sabbatai, it was between the Cadi and the charlatan who
threatened the peace in his jurisdiction. However, for the sake of formality, he took a step forward.
‘My charges against Sabbatai Zevi are upsetting the peace, inciting rebellion, fraud, corruption of
religion –’
‘All right,’ Vasfi Bey interrupted, impatiently waving his hand. ‘For the purpose of formality,
recount what happened to Rabbi Josef Escapa.’
‘With the death of my predecessor, and the death of the barber Tutyahu,’ Kansu explained, ‘I was
sent from Istanbul to investigate the causes of unrest throughout Izmir. I sought out Rabbi Josef Escapa,
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who openly denounced Sabbatai as a fraud. Unfortunately, he perished before me the moment he was to
unravel a list of Sabbatai collaborators. Fearing for her safety, I placed his niece under my care.’
Kansu stared at the Cadi. In return the Cadi’s unflinching gaze continued to patronize. A silent
battle of wills and nerves had been activated.
‘Somewhat admirable,’ the Cadi sneered. ‘Let it be known that the good Rabbi’s niece is now under
my protection, scribe?’
The scribe noted this in his transcript. Kansu disliked the Cadi’s tone. Gone was the amicable Cadi
of yesterday, and in place was a man who thrived on the power he wielded in this domain.
‘And let it be recorded,’ Vasfi Bey continued, ‘that Kansu Bey failed to acknowledge myself and this
Court before speaking. Therefore, not only has he disrespected the Cadi Court, but has insulted the Sultan’s
law, which this honorable structure represents.’
Kansu noted the scribe writing busily with Vasfi’s dictations.
‘Proceed,’ the Cadi ordered.
‘One moment,’ Kansu protested. ‘I have not been instructed regarding formalities of the Cadi Court.
I bear the Sultan’s Seal. That is license enough.’
‘Proceed,’ the Cadi insisted, his tone forming a truculent edge.
Kansu looked at Mustafa who had raised an eyebrow. Kansu sensed a tide of engagement rising
within him.
‘My companion Mustafa, the late Rabbi’s niece and I housed at Blind Agop’s, an agent in the
employ of our Sultan. Soon, sightings of an angel were reported. I was convinced that these were
performances with the aid of alchemist gimmicks to create illusions, thus further substantiating Sabattai
Zevi’s holy claims in the minds of the masses. By chance, a drunkard named Murtaza recognized the
pretend angel but he was then murdered by a group of paid killers at Blind Agop’s Inn. We found that the
hirelings had been sent by Abraham ha-Yakini. It was clear to me that these deaths were prelude to more
lives being lost if I did not act briskly. Deciding for the safety of citizens, and with your aid, Vasfi Bey, I
arrested Abraham ha-Yakini and through him, Sabbatai Zevi himself, at the Library of Celsus.’
‘I sent Nezir assuming you’re worthy of the Sultan’s Seal,’ Vasfi Bey declared coldly, ‘whether or
not this trial leads to its confiscation remains to be seen!’
Kansu had grown extremely annoyed with the Cadi’s repeated attempts to belittle him.
‘It remains to be seen, Vasfi Bey, whether you are worthy of your privileges as Cadi of Izmir.’
‘Well done, gardash,’ Mustafa muttered under his breath.
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‘Let it be noted, scribe, that Kansu Bey of Janissary stock has repeatedly attempted to annul his
superiors,’ the Cadi ordered, with a sneer. ‘The odds against you are insurmountable, Kansu Bey. I call
upon the first pair of testifiers, the servants of the late Rabbi Josef Escapa.’
On the left side of the Courtroom was a door, reserved for witnesses and prisoners who were
brought up from the dungeons below. The doors opened for Haim and Amir as they were carefully escorted
inside by Nezir. Their presence in the courtroom served to unnerve Kansu. Here were the murderers of old
Josef Escapa. These rogues had lived with and eaten the Rabbi’s bread for many years – only to betray him
without flinching. Kansu recalled that chilling occasion; the horrid image of the Josef’s charred features
overdone with makeup. The Cadi theatrically charged the servants to bring to light what fault-finding they
had encountered regarding Kansu’s visit that day.
Haim spoke first.
‘These two ruffians,’ he pointed accusingly at Kansu and Mustafa, ‘rudely barged into the Escapa
residence demanding they interrogate the kindly Rabbi. Amir and I both loved Josef Escapa as a father.
Therefore, forgive me Cadi Bey, this trial is most difficult for me<’
A tear streaked a glistening line down Haim’s cheek.
‘What is going on, gardash?’ Mustafa said, astonished at the proceeding. ‘I feel like a rooster in the
oven.’
‘These are our chefs,’ Kansu tried to manage a smile.
Kansu watched Haim pretending to be greatly upset at the Rabbi’s demise.
‘Haim,’ the Cadi’s face softened, and his voice became butter-smooth, ‘we all dearly treasured the
Rabbi. He was the pillar of our society. Jews, Muslims, Christians – alike. But you must do justice to his
memory. It is crueler to allow his murderers to walk among us as free men.’
The teary-eyed Haim continued.
‘The Rabbi dismissed us but Amir and I agreed to stay nearby for suspicion loomed in the forefront
of our minds. And it was justified. These two barbarians lost little time in abusing the Rabbi. They
threatened to beat Josef unless he signed a confession admitting he was in the service of Zevi. This Josef
would never do. We heard a shriek of terror. When we rushed in – these savages overpowered and made us
watch the Rabbi burn to death as they celebrated with their vile laughter.’
‘This is slander,’ Kansu was outraged at the lies. ‘The Rabbi’s niece was present. She knows.’
Satisfied, the Cadi motioned Nezir to lead Haim and Amir out of the courtroom. The Cadi, Kansu
decided, was a leech sustaining itself on his misery and helplessness. Nevertheless, the Janissary stood
adamant. ‘Cadi, do I not have the right to dispute these erroneous allegations? After all, this is a courtroom.’
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‘I have personally questioned the niece,’ Vasfi Bey gave a sly grin. ‘And find her account
corresponds with Haim’s. But the testimony of a woman is worth little, and also, the niece is too distraught
to attend this trial. I would not add salt to her torment by placing her in the presence of her uncle’s
murderers. Bring in the Innkeeper.’
Kansu’s pulse was beating at his temples when he noticed Blind Agop being marched in; his face
covered in bruises, limping on one foot. Without a doubt, last night must have been dreadful for him.
‘Those are recent inflictions,’ Mustafa whispered to Kansu.
A knot in Kansu’s stomach told him that there would be more beatings if the Innkeeper wouldn’t
recite what had been parrot-taught to him. Vasfi Bey’s face contorted into a snarl of arrogance as he stared
at Blind Agop. The Armenian trembled. Fear colored his expression.
‘Tell the venerable court of your encounters, Innkeeper,’ Vasfi Bey charged.
‘Watchful Cadi,’ the Armenian stammered, ‘I provided haven for these two men unaware of their
treason. In retrospect, I realize what a fool I had been, but one must surrender to the bearers of the Sultan’s
Seal. Woe to them who abuse it. It is out of my servant hands.’
‘You clearly spoke of treason,’ the Cadi reminded, eyes gleaming like a predator inspecting a
helpless flock of sheep. ‘Delay only builds one’s anticipation, Innkeeper. Out with it.’
‘These two men drank themselves to drunken stupors each night at my Inn,’ Agop whimpered.
‘One such night I overheard them plotting. Troubled by their inability to conduct a wholesome
investigation, they agreed to fabricate an entire case. The good Rabbi Joseph Escapa would be forced to
admit he was a Zevi disciple. Should this backfire, the Rabbi would be murdered and blamed all the same.’
‘I would never have thought,’ the Cadi commented, stroking his beard.
‘In addition, the Rabbi’s niece would be held hostage in case of reprisals from the Rabbi’s friends.
Ludicrous, but it worked. Next, they would hire a woman to mimic a ghost throughout Izmir. This they did.
However, the endless flow of wine soon attracted Murtaza, a rather unsavory fellow. After too many
drinks, Mustafa boasted how easy it was to deceive and live off the Sultan’s credit. I remember it quite
distinctly.’
‘Yet you did not report this to me?’ the Cadi thundered.
Agop dropped to his knees, begging for mercy. ‘We lived in fear, oh Cadi Bey! My family was
hostage, I –’
‘You’re excused on the grounds of having a primitive mind worthy of a blind Innkeeper,’ the Cadi
said reproachfully. ‘Onward with the happenings<’
Blind Agop did his best to avoid eye contact with Kansu.
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‘Horrified that their plans would be exposed, they hired a bunch of sailors to knife Murtaza to
death. Later they killed the sailors themselves to cover their tracks of deceit, declaring Abraham ha-Yakini
the mastermind behind the carnage. They renewed their threat to have my family executed if I opened my
mouth.’
‘That threat is now defunct,’ the Cadi assured dramatically. ‘You are under the wings of the Cadi of
Izmir. Be grateful.’
‘Let me at his good eye!’ Mustafa muttered. Kansu put a hand on his companion’s arm. Agop was
just another pawn, knowing full well that Nezir and his men were ready to pounce on them at any sign of
violent disturbance and this would suit the Cadi.
‘Tell us of the conditions the Rabbi’s niece was held hostage,’ the Cadi probed.
‘Tears never stopped raining from Rachel’s eyes,’ Blind Agop lied to the best of his ability. ‘She was
bound most of the time. I spoon-fed her soup each day. One night I witnessed Mustafa attempting to rape
her, of which my bruised face bears the insignia of my brave interference.’
Mustafa could not contain himself any longer.
‘Liar! What kind of a Christian are you?’ Mustafa shouted. He was offended beyond his control. In a
frenzy of rage, Mustafa advanced on the Innkeeper. The Cadi’s guards flew into action. They found it
difficult controlling Mustafa’s brute strength until a guard swung a cane at his kneecap. Mustafa was
wrestled to the floor.
‘Let him go!’ Kansu shouted in rage as he rushed to Mustafa’s aid, but was hindered, circled by
guards with their sword tips stinging into his back.
‘This cretin,’ the Cadi aimed his finger at Mustafa, ‘has repeatedly interrupted my court, in a most
unmannerly fashion. But I am a merciful man. I will order him to have only ten lashes.’
Mustafa was dragged out, and Vasfi Bey then decided that the Innkeeper’s questioning had been
sufficient. Shortly the Armenian was led out, walking with an uncertain gait.
To Kansu, this entire trial had become a lesson that intrigue was a powerful tool. During war, a
warrior never planned ahead too much. For too much planning took away the glory of victory. A soldier
relied on his fighting spirit to win. As for the Cadi, planning meant survival, and survival meant inventing,
fabricating. What was the difference between an immoral Cadi and a false Messiah? They were from the
same breed, a fraternity of charlatans.
Kansu’s brooding had carried him elsewhere, a plateau where everything around him went
invisible. That invisibility deteriorated with the emergence of Abraham ha-Yakini, called forth to be
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questioned. Ha-Yakini spilled into the court as if he had perfumed himself with magic dust. Recognition
and amiable nods exchanged between him and Vasfi Bey.
‘That heathen,’ ha-Yakini pointed, ‘under the pretension of carrying out our benevolent Sultan’s
orders, put me to question under torture whilst ransacking and destroying my property. He tore hundreds
of my books and scrolls to shreds, a priceless collection of ancient texts vulgarly gutted by such an ignorant,
intolerable man. He coerced me to ride with him to the deserted remains of the Celsus Library. There he
made an arrest and pressured me to identify the arrestee as Sabbatai Zevi.’
‘And was it not the aforementioned Zevi he detained?’ the Cadi asked.
Ha-Yakini grinned.
‘The man is not even a Jew, he is a Muslim named Abdul, a homeless simpleton – he lives on
leftovers thrown his way. You must understand that poor Abdul has the intelligence of a small child. He
was probably under the impression that he was playing a game. There, this traitor bearing the Sultan’s Seal
supposedly found a list of collaborators close to Zevi. It won’t take much to figure he had previously
written and planted it there.’
‘Your account must be verified,’ the Cadi informed. ‘I understand this was done in the presence of
my head-guard Nezir?’
‘Yes, gracious Cadi,’ ha-Yakini responded, bowing his head.
‘I verify Abraham ha-Yakini’s words,’ Nezir stepped forward. ‘That is how the events transpired.
As for that list, we made the arrests accordingly only to later discover most had nothing to do with Sabbatai
Zevi. In fact, some of them were known Zevi despisers. At the moment, we have a great number of innocent
people populating our cells. I await your wishes to grant them their freedom, merciful Cadi.’
‘Outrageous!’ the Cadi shook his head in pretend disbelief. ‘Nezir, am I to understand we have
faultless citizens under arrest? This cannot be. I am the Cadi of Izmir and in my jurisdiction only the guilty
are arrested. They shall be freed at once, with compensation for false detainment.’
Kansu wondered where the source for this compensation was coming from. On second thought, he
was certain that Sabbatai would use this for his gain and advertisement. It would be part of his doings as a
Messiah, a leader who bears no grudges, pardons his haters, fastidiously adding to his reputation, and
converting a huge number of his imprisoned despisers in the process. A very cunning plan, Kansu admitted
grimly, and he had fallen into it.
‘Bring in the corpse fetched from the sea,’ the Cadi ordered.
The bloated naked female body, laid out on a canvas, was carried in and placed in the center of the
courtroom. This had to be the angel, Kansu thought. The creamy white skin that had been the basis of
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Murtaza’s boasting had taken on a horrid transformation. The corpse of the prostitute Eleni was inflated;
covered in purplish and bluish blotches, together with areas that had been food for the sea-life.
’Your companion Mustafa,’ the Cadi thundered accusingly, ‘was seen hastily removing himself
from the scene of the crime. This poor girl is one more victim of your heinous plotting. An innocent hired to
impersonate an angel to mystify Izmir, to bring about false arrests, to make your fabrications impossible to
dislodge. Such vileness I cannot tolerate. You not only have dragged the Sultan’s Seal through the mud, you
have instigated political unrest in the welcoming community of Izmir.’
‘That’s absurd,’ Kansu shook in anger.
‘Your punishment will be death,’ the Cadi’s eyes narrowed into slits. ‘Alas, it is Thursday, the night
that binds the true believer to Friday - the holiest day. Therefore, on Saturday morning your head, along
with Mustafa’s, will roll.’

***

Rats. An army of them were nibbling at their feet. Mustafa stomped, kicked, brushed them away with the
back of his hand, but they kept coming. Scattered around the tiny cell where Kansu and Mustafa had been
crammed into, were crumbs of food. The Cadi had seen to it that his two special prisoners would have a
miserable time. The hungry furry creatures continued to overstay their welcome, gnawing at both men’s
nerves.
Mustafa scrubbed at his stubble, hands covered in dirt, and dried blood. He had been beaten by
Nezir’s men.
‘From riches to rags, gardash,’ Mustafa said, kicking at another rat, hearing it squeal in the darkness.
Both had slept on colder grounds, under harsher conditions. Yet, it was the knowledge that a great
injustice had been done to them that boiled their blood. To accept death as a traitor to the Sultan hurt
Kansu. The cell reeked of urine, an incontestable contrast to the elegance above them, as the dungeons were
located under the Cadi’s building.
The two prisoners hadn’t been given a single morsel of bread since their impounding. They were
only permitted water, provided in a rusted tin with bugs in it.
‘There are three dead flies in this water!’ Mustafa had shouted.
‘Not good swimmers are they?’ the guard’s reply had come, followed by bellowing laughter.
Kansu stretched himself on the dirty stone floor, sending a few rats scurrying away. He thought
about the events of previous day. Everything had been calculated beforehand to have them sentenced to
death. They were all part of the plot paralyze any effort against the false Messiah.
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What troubled the Janissary was that there had been no help from Istanbul. In any case, he had
ruined the investigation. He should have been more alert. The same went for his predecessor who had also
mysteriously lost his life. He felt sorry for Hilal Akber, the Agha of Janissaries, who had placed a lot of
confidence in him for this mission. The thought of Kadir Bey realizing that he had chosen the wrong man to
carry the Sultan’s Seal also tortured him. Adding to his frustration, Kansu thought about Rachel. The
Rabbi’s niece would have been safer in the hands of Rabbi Gamliel – and therefore, yet again he had failed.

***

A cloudless Saturday morning sky greeted the accused. Kansu and Mustafa now stood at the chopping
block, hands bound behind their backs. The moment had come, and soon they would be condemned to
whatever it was that waited for them in the afterlife.
A small balcony overlooked the execution area, and Vasfi Bey, dressed in his best robes, was calmly
sipping black coffee, eager to view the beheadings. Kansu and Mustafa were kicked and pushed to the
platform of death. Nezir inspected the sharp sword, nodded approval, giving it back to the executioner.
‘Vasfi Bey has ordered Mustafa beheaded first,’ Nezir instructed.
Immediately, guards overwhelmed Mustafa and shoved him to his knees, pressing his head against
the chopping block. Even though he was accustomed to death, Kansu knew this was impossible for him to
watch.
‘He wants you to grieve for me, gardash! Do me a favor, laugh when my head rolls. See you in hell,
pezevenk Cadi!’ Mustafa spat.
Furious, Vasfi Bey threw his coffee cup to the floor. He had just been called a whoremonger.
‘His arms first!’ the Cadi commanded, his body was shaking with nerves. A horde of strong limbs
twisted Mustafa around, forcing his right-arm on the chopping block. Kansu’s heart bled. His friend had
now been denied swift decapitation and was to endure incredible pain and suffering.
‘Allah sees this Vasfi,’ Kansu shouted at him. ‘You won’t escape His wrath!’
Vasfi ignored him, demanding a fresh cup of coffee instead, folding his arms to hide his trembling
hands. At least this was partially satisfying, Kansu thought. Throughout the trial, they had put up with the
Cadi’s bullying, perhaps it was best to mock the death sentence they had been given, and prove the Cadi
was not a law unto himself. However, when he saw the executioner raise the sword, the idea perished.
Then, instead of the relentless swish of the sword splitting the air, he heard another kind of commotion.
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A bow-legged, slightly slanted eyes man with rough leathery skin charged into the execution area.
This stranger was also backed with armed royal soldiers.
‘Vasfi Bey,’ he called out. ‘I am Korkmaz, known as the Tartar, in service of the Sultan. I bring news
from Istanbul.’
Within moments, the voice of Korkmaz sang out details that left the Cadi’s mouth agape in shock.
‘You have abused your position as Cadi,’ Korkmaz continued. ‘You have no authority to execute
one who holds the Seal. Furthermore, you are charged with accepting bribes, aiding and abetting those that
challenge the Sultan’s authority in your domain.’
The tide had turned. Kansu and Mustafa couldn’t believe how enormously their luck had changed
in so little time. Korkmaz ordered Nezir and his men to lay down their weapons. They were being placed
under arrest. The Cadi watched in horror as the guards came towards him, ready to drag him off as a
common prisoner. Kansu’s last glimpse of the Cadi, as he was bundled away, was of a man reduced to
being no more than a sack of rags. Korkmaz, meanwhile cut the ropes, freeing the hands of Kansu and
Mustafa.
‘You’re a godsend,’ Mustafa declared.
‘God’s shadow,’ Korkmaz corrected with a grin. ‘I’ve been watching your activities as arranged
with Hilal Akber and Kadir Bey in Istanbul. We have been suspicious of Vasfi Bey for a while. In fact, the
death of your predecessor can be attributed to him. Now we have our proof.’
Kansu rubbed his wrists which had been bound too tightly by Nezir.
‘So my mission had been to flush out the Cadi all along?’ Kansu asked.
The rough skin on Korkmaz’s face formed a bigger smile.
‘We realized our mistake with your predecessor. He had died without establishing a link between
Vasfi and Sabbatai because he started from the top. You, on the other hand, began your investigations in the
streets and weaved yourself upward.’
Kansu thought about this. It did make sense. If he had been warned about the Cadi beforehand, this
would have affected his probing.
It was clever, Kansu had to agree. But, he wasn’t happy about himself being used as bait.
‘You shouldn’t be upset,’ Korkmaz said. ‘You’re a Janissary. Inexperience made you rather
unpredictable, this worked in your favor. Learn from everything, Janissary. This is a sample of what’s to
come.’
Kansu searched the Tartar’s squinted eyes.
‘The Cadi played a game on me. Where is Sabbatai Zevi now? I want it finished.’
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‘The Cadi was stalling you,’ Korkmaz snapped. ‘Sabbatai is not in Izmir. You must board the ship to
Cairo. As for Abraham ha-Yakini, he already left Izmir on Friday morning. He was set at liberty by Vasfi.
He would be in Istanbul now.’
‘Are you not going to arrest him?’
‘It would be better to wait, Janissary. We want you to bring us Sabbatai Zevi, and to bring us the
whole story. He is in Cairo now. We go to that ancient city, and find out the truth behind the lies, as you did
here in Izmir.’
‘What about the girl?’ Kansu asked. ‘Josef Escapa’s niece is my responsibility. I pledged to protect
her.’
Korkmaz thought for a moment. ‘If you insist, there are some advantages of traveling with a
woman, and she is not without knowledge. Take her with you, if you wish.’

Chapter 7

Our minds have never lost their longing for Your country,
But my heart is far away, while I am in exile over the sea.
Divan of Hafiz, No 189, Heartsighs.

Those who are blessed with being fortunate shift from one venture to another and their passage is smoother
than fine silk. Theirs is a lukewarm voyage, flower-patterned and devoid of fret. Then, in the name of
balance, there are those others who have the misfortune to proceed always with dark clouds hovering over
their heads. Fate has decreed that they will live under a tempest, which is always threatening to unleash
disasters to hinder their moves.
Shortly after the ship had set sail from Izmir, storms gloomily gathered, promising a troublesome
journey. Waves grew in velocity and height. The ship rocked and tilted, throwing belongings everywhere
much to the dismay of tidy travelers.
Kansu and Rachel shared a small cabin, their papers, due to the efficient work of Korkmaz the
Tartar, insisted they were man and wife. The Tartar shared a small cabin with Mustafa adjacent to theirs in
the bowels of the ships. Korkmaz had also acquired clothes for them. Before boarding the ship, Kansu had
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asked Rachel again, if she preferred to stay in Izmir, in the care of Rabbi Gamliel. But the Rabbi’s niece was
adamant; Izmir wasn’t her home till Sabbatai Zevi had been dealt with.
Apparently, she had not been ill, that was another lie the Cadi had concocted. Moreover, Vasfi had
been sending Rachel gifts almost every day. They were dresses, and she purposefully had never worn them.
Instead, she had swapped them for plain dresses from a servant girl’s wardrobe.
‘Well, perhaps now Vasfi can wear them himself,’ Kansu joked.
Korkmaz had locked Vasfi and Nezir in one of the cells beneath the Cadi building. Ha-Yakini had
sailed away, having been released early, and Josef Escapa’s servants, Haim and Amir had fled. So far no
trace of them had been found. Soon, the Tartar had told them, a new Cadi would arrive from Istanbul to
handle the matters in Izmir.
Kansu decided to go up on deck for some air, though it was more to clear his mind, and perhaps
more so to put some distance between himself and Rachel. Indeed, they were only pretend man and wife,
and too much time together could only serve to strengthen feelings that would only have to be severed
later.
On deck, a breath of salty sea air filled his lungs. He shivered as if he had gulped mountain water.
Waves incessantly assaulted the sides of the ship, lightly rocking the Janissary. Not many were present up
here as most preferred the safety of their cabins as means of blocking out the sheer signs of calamity and
cold. The sun had begun its descent a long time ago, and was at vanishing point. In the dusk, Kansu could
pick out a figure watching him. It was the man from Agop’s Inn - the European who had been listening to
Murtaza’s account of the angel whom the drunk had identified as the prostitute Eleni from Istanbul.
What was this man doing bound for Cairo? Could he dismiss this as coincidental?
On the other side of the deck, Adeodatus grinned in recognition, and murmured under his breath:
‘blood-brother.’

***

Raphael Josef was a jeweler in Cairo. He was renowned in his profession for his skills and ability to engage
the best artisans. He was also widely respected for his piety, his learning and his charity. His house had the
ornament of a good name, and was a meeting place for the Jewish community in Cairo. So grand was
Raphael Josef’s wealth, that it was known he frequently gave feasts for fifty Rabbis at a time. While others
feasted, he often was engaged in a fast, as he added daily to his prayers and devotions. Yet his manner was
of simplicity and joy, and his enjoyment of company was unfailing. Whether it was the Mustarib Jews who
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were fluent in Arabic, or the Magribis who settled in Cairo from North Africa during the 12th century, or the
Sefarads who spoke Ladino, who came from Spain, all found the most gracious hospitality under the roof of
Raphael Josef. Most would agree without contest that he was the driving force of unity between the Jews in
the area.
On a fateful day, Raphael Josef received a much talked of visitor, the holy man known as Sabbatai
Zevi.
‘It was noble and fitting to visit the Ben Ezra Synagogue, Sacred One,’ Raphael Josef said. The
jeweler was in his seventies, and though youth had long abandoned his health and body, it continued to
sparkle like diamonds in his eyes. Sabbatai had arrived from Izmir and had immediately went to the
Synagogue where his presence roused curiosity.
‘It spoke to me,’ Sabbatai said with misty eyes. ‘The Ben Ezra is the oldest synagogue in Egypt. I felt
drawn to it. Once inside, my knees quivered, but I heard angels speak to me. Stand erect, beloved of
Adonai, they cried. Those sweet sacred whispers entered me, never have I felt so powerful after an
exhausting journey.’
Zevi’s speech was poetry, rather than spontaneous talk. Every word sounded weighty.
‘Then, blackness I did see. I remained blind for minutes Raphael. Afterward a divine light filled my
surroundings, blinding me yet again, this time with its sheer whiteness. My heart beat faster than I have
ever known. Cairo has been a blessing. I feel stronger as I near the Holy Land, my rightful place. The
Shekinah is my guide.’
‘Holy One, you will reach the pinnacle of your strength once you are at the gates of Jerusalem,’
Raphael spoke of the hopes which had preceded Sabbatai’s arrival. ‘You are the righteous bringer of
magnificent times and we will stride behind you.’
‘I knew it,’ Sabbatai said, inhaling deeper. ‘The foul air of Izmir had drained my energy, here I am
regenerated. I must get closer<closer to Jerusalem, Adonai wills it.’
It was destiny. Raphael Josef was completely in awe of his most wonderful guest. For all these years
the jeweler had waited for his purpose. He knew he had a calling, and everything happened for a reason.
When he had received his first letter from Sabbatai he had run from door to door waving in front of his
people. A Mustarib had kissed it; a Magribi had rubbed his beard on it, and a Sefarad saw it too holy to even
touch. Unfortunately, there were a few who scoffed at it.
‘Sacred Teacher,’ Raphael said apologetically, hoping Sabbatai wouldn’t take offence, ‘even here
there are those who deny you.’
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‘There will always be those who refute the message of above,’ Zevi replied. ‘It is because of them,
the disbelievers, that we have suffered, and that my travel has been delayed. Each day costs us more lives. I
am here to end the suffering.’
Raphael Josef knew only too well about the massacres in Poland. What bothered him was that there
had been Jews who behaved poorly, aiming to secure advantage from the tragedy. The jeweler remembered
one, Solomon Navora, who set out to Europe with donations collected to be given to Jews in need. He was
devastated when news came that Navora was living like a Duke in Italy, spending the money on whores. A
time later it became known that Navora had eventually married into a wealthy Italian family and changed
his religion. Raphael Josef almost cursed, as he thought of this, but he refrained in the presence of the Great
One.
The Messiah would right all wrongs, he knew. Under the Messiah, the bondage would end, and the
charlatans will have no candles to light, no ground to stand on.
As if reading his thoughts, Sabbatai fell into a pulse-racing narrative of his obstacles and
achievements. Basking in the magnificence of his guest, the jeweler was brought up-to-date of how the
Anointed One escaped capture when a heavenly light descended upon his pursuers, rooting them to the
ground like trees. Another incident had Sabbatai following an angel who led him into a cave to hide from
those hired to murder him. The cave’s opening had miraculously closed up like a mouth, shielding him
from poison-tipped arrows. Sabbatai told him that he had raised his own mother from the dead – she now
lived in secrecy to avoid further persecution from the Sultan. And, of course, how the Sultan lived in fear
and strived to keep him away from the Holy Land, for the Messiah’s kingdom would surely overshadow
his.
Each tale was more chivalrous, more extraordinary than the previous. Raphael Josef trembled in
delight. The Messiah’s life had been such that all folklores combined would stand miniature in comparison
– the knowledge that this was only the beginning made the old man intoxicated with joy. His ears were
blessed, as was his household. The very chair the Messiah occupied was a treasure that dwarfed all his
jewelry. After so many years of watching and waiting, after so many prayers and so many tales of horror
and misfortune, the tide had turned. The days of Redemption had begun.
Raphael Josef braced himself for the question he was shy in asking.
‘Sacred One I lead an ascetic life. I practice fasting even on days that are not spiritually allocated. I
cleanse my body in cold water each night. I strive to elevate myself beyond –’
‘And you, dear Raphael of Cairo, are uncertain whether your discipline is bordering on heresy?’
Zevi smiled at him. ‘Have petty rabbinical figures told you to refrain from ascetic ways? No. This is why I
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knocked on your door when thousands were opened for me. This is why I prefer to eat your bread because I
sensed this in you. There are many pathways to Adonai. You have amplified your spiritual vibrations.’
Sabbatai knew that he had said exactly what his listener wanted to hear.
‘Now,’ Sabbatai continued, ‘tell me of Nathan of Gaza. From our last correspondence many months
ago he seemed a lively young man who studies the Talmud daily, and sings the most beautiful psalms.’
‘He is an extremely gifted pupil of esteemed Rabbis. Actually, his father Elisha Hayim ben Jacob
was a distinguished Rabbi from Poland. At a young age he began studying the Zohar. During his study of
Lurianic manuscripts, he had visions that the Messianic era had begun. He has made countless public
speeches about you. Many listen tentatively.’
‘Has he been tainted with marriage?’ Sabbatai leaned forward. His eyes sparkled. Raphael Josef was
dumbfounded at the query. Managing to regain his senses, the jeweler remembered that in the name of
purity, the Messiah had not slept with two wives given him at a young age. Perhaps, he mused, the
Anointed One wanted to surround himself with disciples who also realized the importance of such purity?
Marriage was the way of the Torah, they had known this always, from the first teachings of their youth. But
the days of the Messiah were not like the past, and every rule would be broken and every aspect of life
revolved and made new.
Sabbatai’s startling questions and strange ways were part of his mystique. This was another sign
that he was indeed the Messiah.
Internally, Raphael Josef was afire. He felt that no amount of cold baths would reach the cleanliness
the Messiah desired in terms of choosing a right-hand. Another tear dropped from his eye. Had he, the most
respected Jew in Cairo, again lost that elusive opportunity, the call to spiritual wonders?

***

The bad omens led to the ship making an emergency landing at Cyprus. The captain had deemed the winds
too unsafe and so a waiting period of two days was designated. The poorer of the voyagers opted to wait on
board in their cabins. The wealthier chose to sample the pleasures of the island themselves. Kansu ensured
that Rachel was comfortable at the Han, a boarding place for travelers with small rooms, and with the cover
of darkness met Mustafa outside, for he had much on his mind.
‘You should,’ Mustafa urged his friend.
Kansu remained motionless.
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It was not an easy decision to make and though one part repeatedly told him that there was nothing
wrong, the other part withdrew from the idea in sensitive hesitation. It was a background Kansu had
wanted to forget, to purge from his memories, and this he had managed with admirable success. Or so he
had assumed. The nearer he came, the further he wanted to be, yet, who couldn’t succumb to that
irresistible temptation named curiosity? The street he had played, a childhood where he was ignored but
kept close nonetheless by an emotionally distant family - it all flooded back, harsher than the winds that
almost blew the ship sideward.
Kansu was anxious but glad Mustafa was beside him.
‘You’re doing the right thing, gardash,’ Mustafa prompted.
Kansu shrugged his shoulders. He wasn’t sure facing the past was a good idea.
‘You’re bitter,’ Mustafa observed. ‘Besides, this is fate. We were meant to be here for a reason. Had
we stopped in the Balkans I’d slip away briefly to see my parents. What luck, your hometown is nearby.’
Perhaps it was far from luck. Kansu imagined the djinns who disrupted the seas were clinging to
his garments without any intention of freeing him. But, maybe this unexpected visit would be like the olive
branch the dove brought Noah after the flood. Reluctant at first, he neared the place of his childhood. An
old man was making his way up the street, leading his donkey carrying some goods.
‘Spiro Effendi?’ the old villager scratched his head with a frown. Evidently he hadn’t heard the
name for a spell. But recognition bloomed at last. ‘Yes, the cotton and olive oil baron. But you’re out of luck.
He’s no longer here.’
‘Then where has he relocated?’ Kansu asked.
The villager shook his head. Kansu braced himself for more bad news.
‘Years ago, some officials came from Istanbul,’ the villager elaborated. ‘The whole family
disappeared, his wife Maria, his son Niko, all gone.’
Kansu decided to test the villager.
‘Did Spiro Effendi have another son?’
‘Yes he did. The other son was already whisked away by the Janissaries.’
The villager was speaking truthfully, Kansu realized with a feeling of dread. He grabbed the
villager and shook his tired shoulders with rage.
‘A family just doesn’t disappear into thin air old man. Where were they taken? What happened to
his business and properties?’
‘All confiscated by the officials, Bey,’ the villager blurted in fright. ‘We couldn’t understand it
either. It’s been years. Ten or fifteen –’
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‘Ten or fifteen?’ Kansu scowled, tightening his grip.
‘Forgive me Bey. Us island folk never feel the need for accuracy. Some said it was a curse.
Emmanuel Effendi had risen from poverty to riches overnight. Such spontaneous wealth brings ill-luck.’
Kansu felt like an unused sword rusting in its scabbard. Sharp, indeed, but useless in its isolation.
He relaxed his grip on the old villager and threw him some silver coins. The villager rained countless
blessings on the two strangers as he spread on his knees greedily pocketing the compensation for his sore
shoulders. The pair hastily removed themselves from the vicinity.
Kansu brooded grimly. His father, mother and brother were mysteriously marched away years ago.
Evacuation had been forced upon them by official hands. There wasn’t a clue to their whereabouts. Their
belongings and wealth had also vanished. What could be the reason? Maybe his father, the cunning Spiro,
hadn’t paid his taxes? But that didn’t explain why the entire family had been moved by the officials. Were
they still alive?
It was giving Kansu a headache.
‘The island was too small for your father,’ Mustafa offered, feeling a sting of guilt for talking his
friend into it. ‘He left to expand his business.’
Kansu winced. Then he walked away from the quiet streets, and he made a point of not looking
back.
***

After a grueling voyage of twenty more days through the waters of the Mediterranean, and then the
Nile delta, the ship had finally reached its destination. The passengers disembarked in sweltering
conditions. The crowding of the streets of Cairo, with its busy bazaars, carpet sellers and other traders only
added to the heat.
Cairo was an impressive city, which reached back to the earliest ages, long before the birth of even
the earliest of the Prophets. There Kansu saw such a mixture of learning and piety, with commerce and
trade as well, that he was awed. It was the first time in his life that he had been in a city larger than Istanbul.
The Janissary found that he missed Istanbul and its Mediterranean air, the breath of life which came over
the waters of the sea. At this time of the evening, the breezes fanned Istanbul and its people, whereas in
Cairo, the air came in from either the desert or the waters of the Nile. It was either dusty or dank, according
to his sense. He felt stifled, even as he admired the endless honeycomb of Cairo’s streets.
Korkmaz was resourceful in finding them a place to stay, and it was evident he had many contacts
here in Cairo. Away from the busy areas, there was a quiet street of wooden-houses. These were shanty
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structures that looked like they could be patched together overnight. Kansu found out that here, among the
poor, and disguised as such, Korkmaz would freely meet with his agents. One of the structures was
allocated to Kansu and Rachel, whilst Mustafa shared another with Korkmaz, much like the arrangement on
the ship.
The presence of Rachel was also unsettling for the Janissary. Not since childhood had he had any
woman who stayed close to him and whom he saw every day. She had lodged with them ever since her
uncle’s demise. And now, she was still with him. Soon, he may even begin to feel her near him, even when
she was not there, Kansu pondered. Would this pose a complication when he returned to Istanbul?
To a man who had spent his whole life in the company of soldiers, her soft, insinuating strength,
and her influence over his moods, was unexpected. At least Rachel was a pleasant diversion. Kansu had
been profoundly unnerved by the betrayal of the Cadi in Izmir, and sometimes his thoughts resounded, as
if his head was a bell chamber. He knew this state of mind. It came on to many soldiers after a hard fought
campaign. They came back with their lives, but not their spirits, intact. There was nothing to do about it but
wait and recover. Also, one could pray.
The Janissary usually regarded prayer as an optional activity. He believed that he was not obliged
to meet the daily calls to prayer, as other Muslims were, because he carried arms and was always in the
service of war. But sometimes he did leave his bed in the early darkness, and go to the mosque for Fajr
prayers. There he joined the endless rows of the devout men of Cairo.
Somewhere in Cairo there would be a meeting place for the Bektashi Sufi order. Their founder
Hadji Bektash, had consecrated the Janissary Order centuries ago. If Kansu could find that place, then he
and Mustafa could join them in Salat – the unchanging prayer ritual which he had just accomplished with
his Egyptian brothers – but also, after that, in chanting, whirling, music and dancing. Such evenings could
go on till dawn, in a wonderful elevation of mood. But Mustafa did not seem too interested in reaching out
to their Sufi order, he waved away the idea. Kansu recalled how in Izmir, Mustafa had secretly visited the
church and held discussions with Father Barnabas. Why couldn’t he do the same with the Imam of a
mosque? His Serbian companion had only been of eight or nine years when he had found himself in the
Janissary barracks – was his turning to Christianity a sort of rebellion of a stolen childhood?
Was this the reason why Mustafa had encouraged him to seek out his family in Cyprus? Maybe the
island had become too small for his father Mustafa had said in a bid to ease the disappointment. Perhaps,
Kansu thought, the island had become too large for him instead, swallowing his past, present and future.
Kansu needed to clear his mind. He asked directions to Al Azhar.
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This historic mosque occupied lands sufficient for a palace. It had numerous minarets and a dome,
as well as doors and gateways, leading to a grand interior. The whole structure had a solemn aloofness
which seemed, to the eyes of a Turk, to be austere. The Janissary knew that this mosque had been an object
of dispute, in the early centuries of Arab rule. Kansu believed that everything was always a dispute, if the
Arabs were involved. Originally, this grand mosque had been dedicated to the Fatimid school of Islam, and
later rulers favored more orthodox Sunni schools. The mosque had been raised and glorified, then
impoverished and neglected. But it remained at the heart of Islamic Cairo. Once the Mamluks had taken
power the fortunes of Al Azhar had improved. The Mamluks – Turkish mercenaries and Circassian slaves
turned rulers – had prospered in Egypt, and had applied the sound principle, now known all over the
Ottoman realms, of tolerating minorities and allowing variety. They had restored Al Azhar to all its glory,
and allowed everyone to pray there.
The Janissary greeted an Egyptian sheikh in one of the courtyards, and engaged him in
conversation about the religions of Cairo. The young sheikh, a friendly and intelligent man, assured him
that the Jews of Cairo were very rich and devout, and the Christians very amiable to outsiders, but spiteful
to each other. The Jews knew secrets, about the origins of the Divine Name, and could conjure spirits. The
Christians, recently, had begun to talk of the Second Coming, and the Return of the Lord.
‘The Christians?’ said the janissary. ‘I thought it was the Jews who had a Messiah.’
‘It is both,’ said the young sheikh. He was a most learned young man, and carried a gorgeous Holy
Quran, handwritten in black and red. He himself was dressed in the simple grey robe of a scholar. He
would stay at Al Azhar University for years, being trained to fulfill a role, just as the janissary had been
hammered into the shape of a soldier, through years in the Sultan’s barracks.
‘Religions always affect one another,’ said the Egyptian sheikh. ‘Not deliberately, but in dreams and
visions. Often these are deceptions of Shaitan the Accursed.’
The Janissary felt like spitting at the mention of Satan, the fallen angel. Since he was in the company
of a man of the cloth, and not in a barracks, he instead recited the proper prayer: ‘I take refuge with Allah.’
This conversation gave the Janissary something to ponder, when tramping through the Cairo
streets. Were people fully in control of their own habits and culture, as they thought they were?
The Sheikh had told the Janissary that a Coptic priest, who was an expert on a strange prophecy
known as the Book of Revelation, preached every afternoon about the heavens and the earth, and the day of
doom. The Janissary went to the Christian quarter to hear this man, and he squeezed past religious
processions, where Egyptian Christians bowed before golden boxes of icons, being carried through the
streets by priests. The crowds bowed, and wept and prayed as the icons passed them. Then, they dispersed
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peacefully. They were peaceful, the Janissary knew, because of the orders of the Sultan, who allowed many
things, but always exerted authority.
Was this Sabbatai Zevi, with his strange influence over the Jews, picking up on the restless
millenarian energies to be found in the Christian world? While in Cairo, Kansu heard talk of the Latin
Calendar, and again, the numbers 666.
Korkmaz had informed him about numerous notices from the spies in the Coptic communities, who
believed that the Anti-Christ was among them, and some fearing Sabbatai to be involved. Korkmaz also
spoke of some wild and useless Europeans – neither profitable merchants nor proper priests, had been
sighted in Jerusalem. They were turning up in the Holy Land, and were ranting, singing and comporting
themselves like madmen. They called themselves Protestants, and they said that the end of the world was
near. They, too, had read this Book of Revelation. The Bishops of the Holy Land, established and respected
subjects of the Sultan, had contempt for these outsiders, and wrote reports against them.
The Egyptian Coptic Clergy were especially on the alert for infiltration from the Church of Rome,
because Rome said that this year was cursed, and that it was foretold in the Scriptures, if they were read
correctly. Kansu felt sure that they were not read correctly and remembered his learning from Altun the
Wise in Istanbul. For one thing, the Eastern Orthodox and the Coptic Churches seethed with hatred against
any emissary from Rome: all had different calendars, and therefore different and rival dates for the year
1666, and also rival interpretations of what this date would mean.
Kansu took the trouble of listening to a sermon from the Coptic priest who was renowned for his
understanding of the prophetic book. The priest, like all the population of Cairo, spoke Arabic well, but
Kansu left more puzzled than ever. It had all been predicted by St John, apparently. There was a lake of
fire, and a dragon, and a woman riding out of heaven on the moon, all corresponding to the number of the
Beast, the infernal 666.
Who could possibly believe a story like that? It all seemed bizarre. But there was no denying the
dread in those words – the number of the Beast. And great numbers of men, crowds of them in churches
and monasteries, believed in that story. What was it about? About a woman riding into a lake of fire, no the
woman stands on the moon, and the dragon leaps into the lake of fire and<
The Janissary gave up even trying to remember. He did however, have a lasting impression of the
hot words and flowing rhetoric. The stories gave a wild hope of the passing of this age and the dawn of the
end of the world. But there was no such end. It was just another year, and this year of 1666 was really 1076,
in the Islamic calendar. It was a thousand and seventy six years since the Hijra. He had to capture Sabbatai
Zevi, and report to Istanbul that the Messiah had been put away, that the Jews had returned to their
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commerce and devotions, and that all this had been accomplished without rioting. When in the streets
among the people Cairo, with their wealth and poverty, and numerous faiths, Kansu had a sense of the
fragility of order and the risk of teeming crowds.
For the first time, Kansu realized how daunting was the task he had been given. He knew that he
had acted with haste and inexperience in Izmir. He had exposed the corrupt Cadi for what he was, but that
wasn’t enough. Sabbatai was still free, slithering one from part of the empire to another, spreading his lies
like a plague.
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Chapter 8

Gaza will shave her head in mourning;
Ashkelon will be silenced.
You remnant on the plain,
how long will you cut yourselves?

Jeremiah 47:5, Holy Bible

One afternoon, Korkmaz told Kansu and Mustafa that their waiting in Cairo had finally come to an end. He
told them to keep silent and follow him.
The three men weaved around noisy stalls till they reached an archway which led them to a quieter,
darker area. There, Kansu and Mustafa waited as Korkmaz continued alone. A little further up, an Arab of
obvious wealth, if attire meant anything, met Korkmaz. They talked for a few minutes in secrecy.
‘What news of Sabbatai?’ Kansu asked, when the Tartar had returned.
‘My spy tells me Sabbatai made contact with Raphael Josef, a jeweler who is held in high regard in
Cairo.’
‘Let’s pay him a visit worth his weight in gold,’ Mustafa cried.
‘No,’ Kansu said with determination. ‘We’ll have to tread more cautiously from now on. There’s
only one way to get a jeweler talking. Korkmaz, are you able to secure a startling collection of exquisite
stones?’
‘We have sources here at our disposal, yes.’
‘It’s imperative that these are all choice stones,’ Kansu told him. ‘Anything less and we are
discredited.’
‘Well spoken, gardash,’ Mustafa rubbed his hands together, ‘let’s go raid Ali Baba’s cave.’
***
‘Do you believe he is the Messiah?’ asked Samuel Lissabona of his son-in-law Nathan.
Nathan replied in a solemn, scholarly tone.
‘I have no doubt of it father.’
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Ever since Nathan’s father had passed away, the young scholar had become much closer with his
father-in-law. Samuel was a very proud man. His mind took him back to the day he had first met Nathan.
His friend, Rabbi Jacob Hagiz had told him about a handsome nineteen-year-old man who had excelled in
his Talmud studies. It was said, then, that it would be impossible to find a better husband for Samuel’s
daughter, Dana.
There was a steep imbalance to be considered, for Nathan came from a poor family. He, Samuel
Lissabona, on the other hand, was a wealthy merchant. Now, on his balcony, catching the breeze from the
Gaza peninsula, Samuel looked affectionately at his handsome son-in-law. Samuel was in his fifties, and his
mind was comforted at the thought of Nathan taking over his business one day. Yes, he said to himself, he
had made the right choice for his only daughter. Not just that, for the future of his business, and
continuation of his family, for he expected many grandsons.
‘Consider what has happened father,’ Nathan elaborated, ‘Sabbatai Zevi’s name has the numerical
value traditionally ascribed to the Messiah. Moreover, the secret teachings of the Lurianic Kabbalah gave us
indications that the Messiah would no longer wait, but join us in this generation. We were told to expect
signs, and they have appeared. Sabbatai has performed miracles. He has cured the sick. He has healed.
Angels compete with each other to carry Him on their wings.’
Samuel smiled.
‘Let us focus on what we can see, Nathan. We cannot see the angels carrying him. I am a man of
trade, we believe our eyes. If I witness a miracle, then I too may believe.’
‘Father, we must see with our heart’s eye,’ Nathan pressed. ‘We can witness miracles all day, and
then call them a conjuror’s trick. Moses parted the Red Seas, still many disbelieved. That time the Jews had
infuriated Adonai and thus were banished to wander the desert for forty years. The Messiah is greater than
Moses. Therefore we must kneel before Sabbatai Zevi. Otherwise we invoke greater wrath upon us than a
mere forty years of stagnation. Punishment will be most severe.’
The young man is stern, Samuel thought. Yet, that is what he desired, for a bending man could not
run a business. The secret of success, Samuel mused, was to be convincing, for most of what is purchased is
not a necessity, and that is up to the tradesman’s talent in selling his goods to the shrewd buyer. For this
reason he allowed Nathan to continue the debate. For Samuel this was not about a Messiah, it was about the
power of persuasion.
‘When David emerged as a hero to overthrow the giant Goliath,’ Nathan argued, ‘many scoffed at
the small figure. Yet all it took was one stone from a slingshot aimed by that same boy and victory was
ours.’
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Samuel marveled at the parables his son-in-law would use from Moses to David. His daughter
Dana came bringing a tray of fruit. She was much older than Nathan, and was horribly disfigured – the
result of a tragic childhood accident. Her disfigurement left trails of scars across her face, and her right eye
was no more. The skin had been sewed over the hollow socket. Dana always left her hair dangling over her
forehead to cover it. The accident had also left her with a very distinct limp.
Samuel gave his daughter everything in life, but he could not take away these injuries. He observed
his daughter’s hair had begun to grey, more than his own, whilst Nathan’s was healthy, dark brown and
thick. But, Dana was happy. Samuel had found her the most good-looking and intellectual husband, and
had won a dashing son-in-law in the process. Out of the corner of his eye, Samuel watched Nathan, who, as
always, seemed oblivious to Dana’s disfigurement. Yet, he also seemed oblivious to her very presence.
Not once had Nathan sought to please himself in the arms of another woman. This, Samuel knew,
because he had had his son-in-law put under observation, only to find that Nathan attended more Talmud
and Kabbalah studies than anyone else in Gaza. He showed not the slightest signs of temptations and
deception. Samual also knew, though with no immediate cause for alarm, about Nathan’s correspondence
with this Sabbatai Zevi.
It could be no harm, Samuel reasoned with himself. After all, this Sabbatai was a Rabbi, and such a
friendship could only serve to bind Nathan to his family and religious studies. News concerning Sabbatai
Zevi was everywhere. Samuel didn’t believe in the Messianic claims, he was sure these were mere rumors
that had attached themselves to Sabbatai. When that Rabbi from Izmir came to Gaza, Nathan would hear
the truth, that what had been circulating was simply a collection of tall stories.
In the middle of his pondering, a whirl of noise found Samuel’s ears. The noise was growing
louder. Louder still<It seemed as if a hundred festivals had sprung up at once. Nathan rose.
From the balcony, Nathan and Samuel watched people stampeding through the streets to the
northern part of the city.
‘It’s in the air, the scent of a thousand flowers,’ Nathan cried. ‘He is here.’

***

Raphael Josef tapped his fingers on his table as he peered at the diamond through his magnifier eyepiece.
Finally he spoke.
‘These are marvelous pieces. They parallel the grace of their owner.’
Rachel accepted the compliment with a smile.
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Raphael Josef at first had felt uneasy with this charming girl’s companion, but then reasoned that he
was probably a guard, paid to escort and protect the girl bearing such exquisite stones. The guard looked
like a Turk, was silent, and from the bulge in his robes carried a dagger and sword for sure. All fitting,
given the context.
Now, the time had come to inquire about the intentions of this young lady. He could begin
bargaining over the value of the stones, except, something told Raphael that this was going to be a different
sort of transaction.
Could they be stolen property? Possible, but unlikely, he judged. Thieves were easy to distinguish.
They sat and spoke like they had something to hide. Raphael Josef boasted many times that he could see a
holder of contraband even before they opened their mouths. This girl was open-faced and cheerful as
though she was committing an important and honorable deed. Yet she was very young to be alone in Cairo.
Rachel had introduced herself as Tamara.
Kansu was her paid bodyguard Alon.
‘I was sent to you, Raphael Josef,’ Rachel said. ‘I traveled from Istanbul with my guard who protects
me from thieves and is capable of besting any attack. These stones are donations from the Jewry of Istanbul
with considerable contributions from Macedonia and Greece.’
‘Donations to what cause dearest Tamara?’ Raphael Josef asked inquisitively. He marveled that the
Jews of the Balkans had finally managed to unify.
‘Why, to the Messiah of course, to Sabbatai Zevi,’ Rachel answered.
At the mention of Sabbatai’s name, the atmosphere in the room changed. Each of them, even
without willing to, seemed to be affected by the release of this potent secret. Even the Turkish guard, who
called himself Alon, seemed more still in his stillness. The colored gems were more sparkling. The shadows
at the corners of the room seemed darker. Just the mention of Sabbatai’s name released a brooding power, a
sense of fearful hope.
‘So she knows,’ Raphael Josef said to himself. He had heard that the Jewish community of
Istanbul thought nothing of Zevi, but there was no reason why that should be true. Every day, more came
to join the Messiah in Cairo, and the people of the city knew that great events were pending.
‘My daughter,’ he began. ‘Your perilous journey is quite some feat. I’m happy to relieve you
of these valuables. No offense to your mercenary, but these parts crawl with criminals more than any hired
sword can handle. I’ll ensure these stones reach the Messiah.’
‘I know,’ Rachel appeared concerned. ‘I was advised to travel lightly, hence only one guard. We
pretend to be man and wife in order to thwart suspicion of what I carry.’
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‘It’s a small fortune,’ the jeweler admitted, eyes sparkling.
‘In the name of those that donate, I seek a letter of recommendation to personally present these
items to Sabbatai Zevi. The community is rocked with news of degenerates who swindle their own kind.
Therefore, I’m instructed to request a written letter from the Messiah to be hand-delivered by myself to the
donators in Istanbul, confirming the stones have reached him.’
‘Unique,’ Raphael Josef said. ‘I admire this tactic.’
Rachel paused for a moment. ‘Tactic?’
The jeweler recalled the traitor Solomon Navora and his mouth soured. The Jewry of Istanbul and
the Balkans knew what they were doing, he mused.
‘Validation, my daughter,’ Raphael Josef explained. ‘I commend such forethought.’
‘The donors will be overjoyed to receive a letter from the Messiah,’ Rachel added. ‘Hopefully, this is
the beginning of a link from Istanbul to the land of the Nile.’
Raphael Josef realized that here was a bountiful opportunity to win the Messiah’s loyalty on a
higher level. Donations from Istanbul would carry blessings from the Holy Teacher. This in turn would aid
him to rise in the ranks, becoming one of Sabbatai Zevi’s close ones. Gone, washed away was his
melancholy of yesterday and his thoughts about being impure, being tainted with marriage and the like.
Yes indeed, Raphael Josef said to himself, he was on the way to becoming the Messiah’s right-hand.

***

The Arab was stretched on the rack, covered in his own blood, bound by chains. He had been
horsewhipped for hours. Red lines crisscrossed his abdomen. His chest heaved with spasms of pain. The
victim could scream as much as his lungs allowed him, and nobody would be the wiser. Their location was
the unknown labyrinth of ancient tunnels beneath Cairo.
As for the tortured Arab, he was in hell made by man. Light came from oil lamps dangling from old
stone walls, deep in the ruined bowels of the city. The Arab’s name was Wael. He had long ceased pleading
with his captors.
Sweat mixed with blood dripped through his eyelashes. He blinked. His sight was blurred, whether
from pain or the blood, he did not know. He couldn’t detect the foul stench of this underground chamber
that had first assaulted him anymore – maybe it was because he didn’t care, or his faculties were
deteriorating one by one. Or his other senses were overruled by the pain. Perhaps he was slipping into the
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next world with each blink and strained breath. Wael prayed to Allah to hasten his death to avoid further
agony.
‘Tortosa,’ Adeodatus turned to his helper. ‘Have you ever seen water poured down a throat with a
knotted cloth?’
‘Knotted cloth, master?’ Tortosa was puzzled.
‘Yes,’ Adeodatus grinned. ‘Then jerked out, ripping the stomach, bringing it up the throat to hang
out the mouth.’
Tortosa paused, visioning the scene in his head. He had witnessed red hot pincers tearing flesh on
numerous occasions. He had seen acid and boiling oil poured over heretics and enemies of the Cross as
well. But these were external inflictions – it took a greater deal of mastery to bring internal hazard to the
body.
‘It is messy,’ Adeodatus elaborated. ‘Though, I prefer that method than to insert hot iron into
rectums and vaginas. Once I saw an Inquisitor resort to such a technique, and with each insertion, the bulge
in front of his pants grew. After the heretic was dead, I killed the Inquisitor as well. One must perform his
duty to God with honor, Tortosa.’
Tortosa couldn’t agree more. Moreover, he enjoyed the pearls of wisdom offered by his master. It
brought him closer to the angels, he knew.
It hadn’t taken long for his master to extract the information he required from this despicable agent
of the heathens. Their path was illuminated with the glow of grace, Tortosa assured himself. Capturing this
Muslim spy had been easy enough. His master, Adeodatus, had access to funds and manpower: Egyptian
Catholics who swore allegiance to the Pope and worked as his agents. Although they were fellow Catholics,
Tortosa detested these Arabic-speaking helpers. They were unlike the honorable Catholics in Europe. Their
skin, smell, language, mannerisms were too alien for him. Tortosa decided that these Eastern Catholics were
inferior believers and would always remain so, no matter what happened. Nevertheless, his master had
lectured him that a show of contempt could compromise their mission. So, Tortosa bit his tongue, held his
breath and blanked his face.
Perhaps this was the reason why he had excelled himself today in torturing this other Arab; a
Muslim, a pagan-worshipper.
From an early age, Tortosa had had an arduous time accepting the downfall of the mighty
Crusaders. To suffer defeat at the hands of these inferior people was disgraceful, he despaired.
Unquestionably, the grueling journey from Europe to the Holy Land had taxed those fine Christian warriors
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of their energy, making them easy pickings for these imperfect natives who had nothing else to do but
shade themselves under date trees.
No, this heathen Arab had to be taught a lesson.
‘Shall I fetch a cloth, Master?’

***

The synagogue of Gaza rang with a melodious chanting. Sabbatai Zevi, with his beautiful voice, was
reciting the psalms. All looked upon him, but his own eyes looked at nothing, staring into the realm of the
Holy Spirit. He was unlike any holy scholar whom they had seen, and as Gaza was on the coastal route
between Cairo and Jerusalem, the Jews of Gaza had seen many of the faithful.
Sabbatai had wrapped himself in a dark blue velvet robe. His beard was fine-trimmed; his eyes full
of zest, his voice tinged with compassion and his manner royal, as if an entire lineage of Biblical Kings was
borne in his blood. Sabbatai accepted offers to be housed in rotation by the generous and idealistic Jews of
Gaza, who considered his presence an honor. In a reversion of their usually reclusive manners, the Gazan
community made public proclamations of the presence of their new leader. As he left the Synagogue,
Sabbatai followed a public herald who proclaimed: ‘Blessed is he who beheld the countenance of the Rabbi
Sabbatai Zevi, like unto the awesome appearance of an angel of the Lord, excelling all the scholars in
knowledge of the Talmud and the Kabbalah, and in majesty, virtue, and saintliness.’
Everyone who heard this was profoundly affected by it, except for Sabbatai himself. He
proceeded like a sleep walker, and yet, he rarely seemed to actually sleep. For the first three days, he paced
about the community, singing, praying and sometimes seeming to be in a mood of exultation. His face,
many said, was lit with an interior fire. Certainly, he was flushed and had shining eyes.
On this day, Sabbatai had decided to stay at the home of Benjamin, who was a carpenter by trade.
Tomorrow he pledged to be the guest of Ephraim, another tradesman. Benjamin the carpenter’s house was
bombarded with gifts for the Messiah. Mostly this was food and clothing which Sabbatai gracefully
accepted then passed to others. Visitors flocked to meet the Messiah, hear him talk and receive his blessings.
Then, amid the rejoicing and gathering, there was a sudden silence. After such a long period of
wakefulness, Sabbatai Zevi withdrew to the silence and isolation of the sick room. He was too weak to
move, and had not even sufficient spirit to talk to those around him. He would not read. He would not even
pray. A doctor was summoned, but could make no suggestion of a cause or a cure. Visitors milled about the
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house, exchanging conjecture and rumors. The mystery of Sabbatai Zevi deepened with this unpredictable
behavior.
Before the onset of this malady, Sabbatai had made a request, which his hosts tried to fulfill. He had
asked to see Nathan the Ashkenazy, Gaza’s leading scholar of the mystic texts. He said that they should
speak alone.
Nathan prepared for this meeting by bathing, praying and putting on his best clothes. He also read
again the most obscure and powerful of visionary poems and prophecies. Nathan arrived at the house
prepared for anything, as one walking in the spirit, and not in the flesh. Once brought into Sabbatai’s
chamber, however, he sat in silence. Sabbatai could not speak, he was too exhausted. He appeared to be in
pain, but had no injury, and in anxiety, but had no obvious cares. Nathan waited. He was a scholar, a
writer, and a man who had prayed until he had caught glimpses beyond the veil of this world. For three
days, he visited, and toiled in silence beside this silent Messiah.
Then came the moment of illumination. Sabbatai arose in joy, his darkness dispelled. Sabbatai
smiled.
‘Nathan, you are unlike the others. I see in you a vast potential. I recall your letters to me. I judged
them not so much from your handwriting, but from the spirit in which you wrote them. They came from
within, a translation of your pure heart. Such profound, meaningful words can only emanate from an
intelligent mind<a beautifully intelligent mind.’
‘Holy Teacher,’ Nathan felt his that his mind had become a rainbow of delightful colors. ‘I knew
you wouldn’t forsake us. I knew you would come. I saw you in a dream. It was the hour of midnight,
during the time of the moon’s eclipse.’
‘You mentioned these dreams in your letters,’ Sabbatai said. ‘Tell me more, Nathan.’
‘I was undergoing a prolonged fast during the weeks before the feast of Purim, Holy Teacher,’
Nathan explained. His mind was a whirlwind of images, the invisible curtain had been uplifted, words
poured from his lips.
‘I had locked myself away from Dana, my wife, to purify myself. Whilst in prayer a spirit
descended over me. My knees shook and my hair stood on end. I experienced heavenly visions that lasted
twenty-four hours.’
‘Dreams are prophetic guidance,’ Sabbatai assured him. ‘It’s through them that angels speak to me,
aiding me in my purpose. I believe the spirit you speak of may have been the same angel. Yet, there are
ghoulish dens that threaten our bond. Therefore, sweet Nathan, we must tread carefully together, our limbs
must be entwined, so that we may act as one. I see in you a prophet.’
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‘You have come to deliver us,’ Nathan said. ‘The seas will part for us again. You will lead us and I
will follow you always.’
Sabbatai Zevi looked at Nathan with fondness. The Messiah was no longer either dazzled nor in
darkness.
‘We live in the days of redemption. We should not escape anything but take it in our hands and use
it. There is no escape from suffering and burden. They are diseases that follow a broken population. I have
come to lift that off our tired shoulders by mending that which has been fragmented.’
‘A task only you can do, Divine Teacher,’ Nathan said.
‘Charming Nathan, a temple is built by many hands working together. If Moses is remembered as
the one who parted seas, I shall be remembered as the one who parted the heavens, opening the portal to
the Lord and his angels. They have already manifested themselves to you and me for a reason, for I am the
gatekeeper, and I offer you to use my keys. We have been spoken to and selected to breast this sacred task,
to bring forth the New Age.’
Nathan was breathless. He had never felt like this before. The sum of all Rabbis he studied with
couldn’t hold a candle to the Messiah. Such extraordinary presence, and a mesmerizing voice, coupled with
an ability to speak to the heart made the young scholar tremble. Nathan knew his place was with Sabbatai
Zevi. He wanted to stay here and follow the Messiah wherever he went next. The angels had united them,
he knew, electing them Messiah and prophet in the name of Adonai.

***

The chief of thieves ran his hand through his messy oily hair, dangling in web-like threads. His hands were
bathed in mud and sweat, his finger nails, long and full of filth. Uneven broken teeth lined the bandit
leader’s foul mouth, his eyes were cold.
‘I have brought you an offer,’ Adeodatus pressed. ‘What do you say?’
The robber chief feigned ignorance, and stretched long muscled arms to the moonlight. He yawned
and his breath made Tortosa nauseous. The harsh mountain breeze carried the stench.
‘How much gold?’ the bandit leader quizzed.
‘Enough to make teeth for you, your men, women, offspring and your fathers, if you know who
they are,’ Adeodatus replied. His tough composure impressed the mountain thieves. The bandit leader
laughed. A foreigner with a sense of humor was scarce, especially when daggers were at hand.
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‘We know our fathers,’ the bandit leader spat. The law of the mountains did not allow room to be
belittled. Yellowish phlegm landed near Adeodatus’s feet.
Tortosa could not believe this insult aimed at his master. This bastard of the hills was trying to
establish his superiority in front of his men. Adeodatus’ Father was thou art in heaven. Tortosa wanted to kill
this headman of looters, but feared that if he did, his master’s scheme would be jeopardized.
Adeodatus assumed a more diplomatic posture, giving instructions to the wild men of the
mountains. The bandits were to attack a particular small group of travelers. Afterwards, the agreement
steered towards the spoils.
‘Half?’ The bandit chief was unimpressed.
‘We brought you the deal,’ Adeodatus snarled.
‘Half is too much for you,’ the looter argued. ‘We do the hard work.’
After much debate, Adeodatus appeared to give in and accept a smaller portion. Later, when the
two European strangers had left, one of the men approached his brigand chief.
‘Do we have to give them anything?’ he asked, his voice tinged with wickedness and greed. The
bandit chief sniggered, thumbing his dagger. It was the law of the mountains that no spoken agreement was
worth keeping. He picked at meat wedged between his jagged teeth with the edge of his dagger.
‘No. After the travelers, we take care of these two as well.’

***

Sabbatai Zevi leaned forward, stared down at Nathan for a moment then wiped the tears streaking
Nathan’s cheek with his sleeve. Nathan looked at him with exclusive devotion. It mattered not whether
Sabbatai was staying in the home of an impoverished fisherman or wealthy caravan-trader, he reserved the
late hours of the night for himself and Nathan only.
‘Your tears are crystals, faithful Nathan,’ Sabbatai observed. ‘Do they pour for me?’
‘I am for My beloved and He is for me; He feedeth among the lilies; Tell the daughters of Jerusalem, that I am
sick with love.’ Nathan recited the Song of Solomon. The young man’s voice was full of passion and
obedience.
‘Such eloquent beauty,’ Sabbatai said. Sabbatai closed his eyes, as if to meditate. ‘Nathan, your
recitation has elevated the Song of Solomon to such heights, that I open my eyes at risk of blissful dizziness.’
‘You have all my devotion, Sacred One,’ Nathan said. ‘You’re more to me than King David was to
Jonathan.’
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Sabbatai responded with affection, and did not withdraw, as he often did from ordinary people. He
was thinking of the Book of Kings. Jonathan was an exceedingly beautiful youth and walked with King
David in the shadow of the walls of Jerusalem, eating the sweetness of the fig, refreshed by the pure oil of
the olive with his beloved King.
‘The sacred text tells that David and Jonathan’s souls were knit together,’ Sabbatai said. ‘Their flesh
became one.’
Sabbatai’s eyes reflected a strange yearning.
‘Yet, dear Nathan, you have already given yourself to another. You hold the lamp of love foremost
for your wife Dana, daughter of Samuel?’
Nathan hesitated. It was no secret that he came from a destitute background. His parents were
deceased, leaving him with nothing but a handful of dust as inheritance. Nathan knew he had slim chances
of enjoying even a modicum of comfort, much less a prosperous future. Until he met the affluent Samuel
Lissabona and everything had changed. Samuel took him under his wing and marriage to the deformed
daughter shortly followed. Security had outweighed other things at the time.
But, Nathan mused, if he had been patient, it would have been more rewarding to be solely under
the wings of the Messiah. After all, Samuel Lissabona was not renowned to be a man of holy books. Could
this marriage of his affect his bond with the Chosen One? Nathan suddenly felt a sting of alarm at the
thought that he might be deemed impure and unworthy, when he had come so close to the Messiah.
Sabbatai noticed Nathan’s silence. He knew the young man’s mind was now weighing things in the balance.
‘I married twice,’ Sabbatai began, ‘but found no satisfaction of the soul in either marriage. I saw
them as bars on my window, distorting the glaring sunshine each morning, projecting eerie vertical
shadows onto my bed. Hence, I was imprisoned. Therefore, I understood that marriage tampered with my
spiritual foundations.’
‘My Anointed Lord,’ Nathan was a hair’s breadth from begging, ‘I reverted to the teachings to
choose a wife. In Esther, we are told to become an Emperor and hold a beauty contest - I have no kingdom
to hold such a contest. The story of Ruth advises us to purchase a piece of land and get a woman as part of
the deal - I had no money to purchase land. Samuel counsels the desperate to kill a husband and take his
wife − I have no sword and dare not take a life. I found these were not for me. Instead, I took note of Moses,
when he said to find a man with seven daughters and impress him by watering his flock. Further, I
respected Solomon; he told not to be so picky and to make up for quality with quantity – so I wedded Dana.’
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‘Quantity,’ Sabbatai was amused. ‘The rabbis have always taught that every man was to wed early
and live in conformity within four walls. In doing so, they have tried to cage the living spirit. But now the
time has come to sprout wings and fly.’
Nathan’s mind went blank momentarily. Shortly recovering, the young man pondered the true
outcome of his marriage to Dana, the usefulness of it. Had he succumbed to greed? Had his spirit become
darkened with impurities as a result?
‘It is true, I married in haste,’ Nathan admitted. ‘But I hereby pledge my wealth and resourcefulness
to you out of that marriage, Chosen One.’
Nathan reasoned this was the appropriate way to cleanse himself.
‘Did you marry out of attraction?’ Sabbatai asked.
‘Dana is disfigured, very fragile and older than I,’ Nathan said. ‘Therefore my marriage to her was
half out of pity, and the rest for my self-security.’
‘There is no need to marry out of pity, and certainly no need to marry for security,’ Sabbatai
corrected the young man. ‘That was a mistake my father made, when he arranged my first two marriages.
But now I too am married again, but this marriage is a gesture of spiritual enlightenment.’
Nathan was very surprised that Sabbatai Zevi was a married man, yet had arrived in Gaza without
his wife, and had never mentioned her. However, the Anointed One now broke his silence with an
explanation so florid that even Nathan, for a short while, found it difficult to understand.
‘My wife is named Sara, and is prepared for Queenship and to be mother of our people,’ said
Sabbatai. ‘I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most high’.
Nathan bowed his head, he recognized the quotation from Isaiah. But he did not think it applied to
wives. Then, Sabbatai explained to him that it was the nature of ascent that it must start from the depths.
His beloved wife, Sara, had formerly been one of the prime attractions of an Istanbul brothel.
Nathan gasped. He had not heard wrong. The Messiah wed a fallen woman?
‘Shocked, Nathan?’ Zevi asked affectionately. ‘Why?’
Nathan stammered. ‘I, I thought –’
‘Go take yourself a wife of harlotry, Yahweh had commanded Hosea,’ Sabbatai reminded.
‘Yes,’ Nathan was dumb-founded. ‘But, Hosea for this reason was the laughing stock of the
community. The Hebrews failed to listen to a word he said.’
Sabbatai maintained his smile and his attitude of tranquility.
‘Correct, Nathan. However, Yahweh commented that the nation of Israel itself was nothing but a
harlot, following foreign gods and pagan idols. Yahweh is the real husband of Israel. The Hebrew’s
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attraction to other idols was like the lust of an adulterer. In sum, Yahweh’s chosen people were as unfaithful
as a prostitute. Much like today, living under the yoke of the Muslim Sultan, accepting the rule of one who
bows to Allah, means they ought not to be so proud. ‘If a man divorces his wife and she leaves him and marries
another man, should he return to her again? Would not the land be completely defiled? But you have lived as a
prostitute with many lovers – would you now return to me,’ declares the All-mighty, in Jeremiah.’
Nathan was stunned. Yet gradually the mist had begun to clear. Suddenly the Messiah’s
explanation made perfect sense. The Messiah was here to initiate this grand return to Adonai, to redeem the
straying Hebrews. It was both revolutionary and a step to reunite the peoples with the forgotten teachings,
a decision only a Messiah could make.
For hours, Sabbatai and Nathan talked about the meanings of marriage as a unity of body and soul,
and of the Shekinah, the indwelling spirit of God, with the ineffable Creator. Sabbatai explained to Nathan
many teachings, hidden until revealed by him, and he assured him that he had sure knowledge of the
‘mystery of the way of a man with a maid,’ and the mystery of ‘the way of an adulterous woman.’ These were
paradoxical verses found in Chapter 30 of the Book of Proverbs, which had been written by King Solomon.
The verses had remained mysteries, until that night in Gaza when Sabbatai Zevi convinced Nathan of his
extraordinary teachings.
By dawn, Nathan was preparing to make arrangements to receive the wife of the Messiah, who had
left the land of Egypt and even now drew near the pleasant coast of Gaza. He was perfectly assured of her
role in events. The most exulted union is that which reaches into the sphere of evil, and draws up human
souls to the realm of the righteous. Nathan, writing in his fluent and rhetorical style, made a letter which
referred to the many tasks which the Messiah would perform, in order to heal the world. These would
include acting out the ‘mystery of Jacob and Rachel’ and an illuminating recreation of purity and pollution.

***

With Rachel, Kansu made his way out to one of the endless alley ways of Cairo. It turned and branched in
multiple directions. Amid all the shops and doorways, he soon found a long and narrow coffee house, the
whole back section of which was given over to family groups and women. Here, he and Rachel could sit
together and await the circulation of the brass tray laden with coffees.
In fact, Kansu was feeling better although he knew that he had to be cautious. Raphael Josef could
have them followed, and for this reason, he was spending more time with Rachel out in the open. The
Janissary was sure that Sabbatai was out of his element here in the Arab world. Simply put, Izmir was
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Sabbatai’s backyard, but he was not a native of Gaza, or of Jerusalem. Surely that was going to make a
staggering difference. The coffees were handed to them, hot and tempting.
‘Are you thinking that the Jews here won’t be taking him seriously?’ Rachel asked, keeping her
voice low.
‘He’ll have his followers,’ Kansu replied in hushed tones. ‘However, it will pale in comparison with
Izmir. Here Sabbatai Zevi has no Abraham ha-Yakini; no one to organize magnanimous tricks on the public,
including angelic sightings, visitations and so forth. There is no Cadi in his pocket either.’
In other words, Sabbatai had built himself a roofless house, Kansu wanted to add. And that he
brought the rain at his heels to dampen the charlatan’s wares.
‘Sabbatai’s reputation precedes him,’ Rached argued. ‘Legends are growing around his name. Think
of them as seeds germinating.’
‘Still, the sand of the Middle-East is not as yielding as the soil in Izmir,’ Kansu said. ‘Raphael Josef is
an old jeweler, past his prime, but desperately trying to cast himself a larger role. What do you see?’
‘I don’t tell fortunes,’ Rachel smiled. ‘But it seems she does.’
Kansu turned around to notice who Rachel had alluded to. There, dressed in grey Sufi robes with a
matching veil, was a Dervish woman circulating among tables.
Kansu laughed. ‘During my boyhood in Cyprus, I saw many Turks and Greeks who were mad
about coffee cup reading. The explanations were usually so vague that they could be shaped to mean
anything. Hence, many were convinced of its accuracy when something interesting occurred in the
upcoming weeks. Usually, there’s no sensible reason to connect the happening with the fortune-telling.’
Rachel appealed to him to have his cup read. Kansu thought for a moment. What had overcome
him? Was he beginning to take his role-playing of husband or bodyguard too far? Moreover, he was
confused at which point role-playing began and where it ceased for he felt natural in Rachel’s presence. The
lines were blurring. He no longer thought of her as the girl. The girl now had a name, a personality and a
body.
He had elected himself as her guardian for this was the least he could do for the Rabbi who died out
of his allegiance to the Sultan, and righteous obligation for his own community. Kansu was convinced that
his feelings for Rachel were the result of this prolonged protection, which in turn stemmed from his duty to
capture the false Messiah. Rachel would do all she could to aid him, the Janissary knew, because deep
inside she was burning with revenge.
Rachel cajoled him further. Like those Greek women in Cyprus, she could not resist the lure of a
coffee cup reading. Kansu gave in and called to the Dervish woman.
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The cup, when turned over to the Dervish, became like a little medallion and a focus of attention.
She took it in a delicate grasp and turned it three times. The white circle of the interior of the cup was
marked in swirls of black, beige and mahogany. She held it up to the light of the oil lamp.
‘You have come here to this city in search of someone,’ she said, studying the grains. ‘In this cup,
you sit directly under a throne, as if taking orders from the Sultan himself.’
How could she see that? Kansu thought in astonishment. Perhaps, he decided, it was a ruse to
appeal to a customer’s self-importance.
‘The orders I receive come from a lower level, Hajjah,’ Kansu smiled, ‘from shopkeepers in Istanbul
bazaars. I am to secure cheap products from Cairo that will bring profits.’
The Dervish was not daunted by her customers, even if they contradicted her, and this was only a
minor qualification.
‘You are represented by a sword, a pen and an owl,’ she continued intensely. ‘You are a warrior,
but that is in the past. At the moment, you battle with words and knowledge. You will succeed through
watchfulness, and the skills of the night.’
An owl, Kansu pondered. Strange that she should mention it. Rachel was motionless as if the
hooting had revisited her ears as she recalled that night when she had made the sketching of Kansu’s
crescent scar.
‘Is not the owl a sign of misfortune?’ Kansu asked.
‘Only of death and night,’ said the Dervish woman. She seemed so strong in faith that death and
mortality were entirely acceptable. ‘But here, in this cup, the owl appears as the key, the solution to the
problem you seek. For you have a dreadful task ahead of you. You only understand half of it. It is two
missions in one, and it goes beyond you, and even beyond your lifetime.’
The Dervish spoke more rapidly, reading the cup as if it were an unfolding scroll.
‘You have two lives, two women, two faiths, and two families. One is known to you, but is false.
The other is true, but is hidden.’
Kansu listened without interrupting. But he hesitated when she mentioned his parents, his thoughts
turned to the empty visit in Cyprus. Meanwhile, the Dervish woman kept talking. She was saying
something about a hidden book, a labyrinth of a building.
‘You have been there, and scarce escaped with your life. And yet you will return there.’
Rachel looked scared. Kansu felt like telling the Dervish that Janissaries always risked their lives,
and always returned to battle. He held his tongue.
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‘There is a lot of conflict here,’ said the Dervish, ‘a lot of violence. But it is not on a battlefield, it is a
struggle with the demonic forces who have taken on the guise of men. Their weapons are deception and
obsession. There is a sign of the turtle in your cup, ascending to the rim. This shows that progress is found
in the way of patience, and silence. Be deaf to many of the things you hear, like the turtle floating up to the
surface in the silent sea. Like the owl, flying at night.’
‘Don’t you think he should listen and learn things?’ said Rachel.
‘I tell you, no one ever had an enemy like his,’ said the Dervish. ‘A serpent in the garden; as soon as
one starts listening to him, one is lost. Instead observe, and keep the faith.’
The Janissary grew puzzled. The Dervish woman was genuine and did not seem like a coinpinching fraud who told of vague but colorful descriptions.
‘You have a choice between two different women,’ said the Dervish. ‘Ah! Now you listen. Everyone
wants to know the fortune of their heart. You have lived in a crowded solitude – see these ranks, the rows
and rows around the centre of the cup. These are your crowded years of manhood, and I see not a single
marriage. You have never married?’
Again, the Janissary was speechless. Was it possible to get this information from such a reading?
He looked at Rachel. Up till now he had believed that they had blended quite well as man and wife.
It was uncanny that a few coffee grains had given them away.
‘One day you will. That day is not for a long time. In the meantime, two women await you on your
path of life. They are not part of your world. That means that they are different from you – either in faith, in
language, in race or in rank of society<Or maybe all these things. They are very different from you, but
somewhat similar to each other. One is a virgin and the other one is a whore.’
As she said this, the Dervish’s tone had taken on a singing note which carried conviction. But it was
such an absurd statement.
‘Then they are not very similar at all!’ challenged Kansu.
‘They are. They are< both<’
The Dervish faltered.
‘They<’ She turned the cup in the light of the lamp, losing her thread. ‘It is not all there. But you
will certainly meet with passion. Look at that jasmine flower. Very clearly floating in the left side; it stands
for passion, for sexual union, and for a love which hides in darkness. A clandestine relationship...’
Rachel leaned forward to catch a glimpse inside the cup. While the Dervish was talking, the jasmine
flower seemed evident. In fact, at that point Kansu could catch its scent, and that was because one of the
other patrons, wearing one of the heavy and heady perfumes for which Cairo is famous, was leaning over
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towards their table. Most probably, thought Kansu, he was listening in. Kansu gazed at the intruder, a
handsome young man who looked back at him with large, kohl rimmed eyes. Then he smiled and took a
seat a little way from them, ready to order coffee himself. An ornamented youth, Kansu thought.
Kansu realized that he should get Rachel home before the night became too advanced. All sorts of
people could be found in this city, plying all sorts of trades.
‘What about the second woman?’ Rachel was asking.
‘She is the lily flower on the right. She is facing inwards. She knows about the other woman. She is
untouched and pure, but she is a secret also. She would never stoop to a romantic intrigue, because her
intrigues are of a much more important type. Her shape is distinctive, and the petals point sharply up at the
sky. She has higher aims and is very ruthless.’
The Dervish raised her eyes from the cup, and looked at her listeners. She seemed to disengage
from the fortune telling, and considered them.
‘Your faces show much care in this world,’ she said. ‘Take some time to visit the shrines.’
‘You haven’t finished the reading,’ said the Janissary.
‘There is just one more thing,’ she added. ‘You are going to lose someone through death. Someone
close to you. But Allah is Great.’
Kansu thought immediately of Mustafa. It was a wonder that that reckless warrior, and dear
companion, had even lived this long. Was he going to lose him?
‘Lots of people have that sign in their cup,’ said the Dervish. ‘Because our pilgrimage here in this
world is short, and people depart every day. Say a prayer for the souls of the departed, who wait to enter
the garden.’
‘You must be able to tell me more,’ said the Janissary.
The Dervish waved her hand, as if wafting his demands away. She put the coffee cup aside, and
indeed, it had lost its aura. All the shapes had faded into random stains on a tiny china surface. But the
Janissary, who had traveled hundreds of miles following orders he barely understood, was finally in a
mood to ask for answers.
‘I am intrigued by the two lives, two faiths, two families,’ he said. ‘I wanted to know more. From
what does this stem?’
The Dervish sighed, and said, ‘There is one more way to get something more out of the cup. Don’t
blame me if you do not like what you see. This should reveal secrets.’
She boldly leaned forward and gestured for his hand. He extended his right hand and she proffered
the cup.
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‘Press your finger into the coffee at the base,’ she said. Feeling like a child playing a game, he
touched the muddy surface of the congealed grounds.
Then the Dervish pulled the cup to the light, and said: ‘See? This is what it reveals.’
Rachel and Kansu both looked into the cup. There, very distant and tiny, but shaped very clearly,
was the crescent design, identical to the one he wore on his shoulder. Kansu wondered why the cup had
thrown it up – out of all these symbols, and the mystery his life had become. Why that? It was just a mark
from long ago that he himself never thought about any more. There was no point in asking. He prepared to
turn away.
Rachel also identified the symbol of the crescent. She hastily composed her face and suppressed her
look of recognition. But as she glanced up at the Dervish, she saw that the woman had been watching her,
and that she had divined that there was some larger significance to this.
Both Rachel and Kansu decided it was time to be leaving. She was uneasy, and fearful of coming
under scrutiny. She stood up and draped herself in her shawl, as if its graceful folds could keep her safe
from the thoughts, as well as the eyes of strangers. Kansu was exhausted and felt that he would never learn
the answers he was seeking from anyone. But he smiled, offered an extra coin to the Dervish and the coffee
server, and lifted his sword to his belt as if it weighed nothing. He showed no sign of his melancholy, for he
had been trained to endure fatigue and stay at his post.
As they made their way down the street, the peculiar scent of perfume caught the Janissary’s
nostrils. The Janissary immediately recognized the inquisitive kohl rimmed eyes of the young man.
‘Greetings,’ he said cheerfully, bowing. ‘I am Reza. I sell talismans and noted your interest in coffee
cup readings. Perhaps I may have something for you?’
Reza pointed to a wooden stall, full of odd-bits, second-hand rings and bracelets and such. The stall
was attended by a young boy. Kansu knew too well about these marketplace sellers. They were persistent.
‘What good is a talisman?’ Kansu asked. ‘Will it protect a fist sent to a nose?’
‘Ah,’ Reza smiled. ‘A good talisman can do just that. A poorly made one will absorb harmful
influences.’
‘Then what is the difference? What makes one poor and the other not? Are yours made from gold?’
‘Whatever makes a perfume smell sweeter, whatever makes a food tastier - it is its ingredients! Well
then, gold you said. Indeed, it is the symbol of love. A silver ring,’ Reza showed his hands, alluding to
many silver rings, ‘absorbs the finest emotions of its wearers. But an iron key will only absorb the negative
qualities. Hence, one should never wear a talisman with iron in it.’
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Rachel found this perfumed man amusing. ‘If you carry on as such, we’d know enough to make our
own.’
‘Even the sharpest weapon is useless in the hands of one who knows not how to swing it, my dear
lady,’ Reza’s eyes shined brighter. ‘Likewise, it is the will of the maker that makes a talisman work. The
ingredients come from various fields. This could be tiny sea shells, the wing of a butterfly, beeswax, copper,
gold, silver –’
‘Yes, yes. But not iron,’ the Janissary hurried. ‘Name your price man. It’s getting dark. I don’t want
to leave this lady’s integrity to chance should thieves surround us on the way.’
Reza seemed to enjoy the company. He made a gift of a talisman to Kansu and wanted no money.
‘Should you arrive home safely, tomorrow return to me and buy this charming lady a ring.’
***

A note was slipped under their door. It was from Korkmaz, Kansu knew, as he unfolded the note. Rachel
had long retired, sound asleep on her bed, for their beds were divided. The Janissary had to be careful as
they were waiting for a letter of recommendation from the jeweler, Raphael Josef, who no doubt may have a
put on a tail on them.
Kansu read the note from Korkmaz, who was very disturbed that one of his men had gone missing.
There was also some intelligence concerning spies from the Vatican. It seemed they had a secretive foothold
in these parts. Korkmaz reiterated one could never be too cautious, and to beware of strangers who posed
under many guises. This brought to mind the talisman. Indeed, Kansu mused, the seller, Reza, had
sophistication written all over his forehead. The man carried the airs of everything but a seller. He searched
his pocket for it. He jiggled the talisman to hear its contents. Immediately suspicion overtook him. The
Janissary decided to rip open the leather pouch to peer inside it. As he took the talisman apart his face
frowned. Small sea shells, wood chaff, bits of dried leaves. But there was something else. Kansu found a
rolled up note. Surprised, he unraveled it.
It read: I judged you to have an inquisitive mind. Meet me in front of the coffee house at midnight. You are
known to me.
His curiosity peaking, the Janissary scratched behind his ear. He should collect Mustafa for such a
meeting. That also meant Korkmaz would be alerted and would want to come too. As such, no matter how
quietly, if they arrived in twos or threes this mysterious Reza might vanish. Kansu could also see that he
was pushed for time, as midnight drew nearer by the minute.
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This was another unforeseen development. Cairo was fast becoming a place of intrigue that could
surpass Istanbul, Kansu thought. Could this Reza be under the employ of the old jeweler, Raphael Josef?
The Janissary remembered the many rings on Reza’s hand. He shook off that thought because it didn’t seem
likely. Taking Korkmaz’s letter as warning, could Reza be working for the Vatican? This also did not hold
water. They were in Cairo, and nobody knew who he was unless they worked for the Sultan. Yet, the note
clearly stated that he was known.
Then who was Reza?
Kansu decided that there was only one way to find out.

***
The Janissary moved with utmost watchfulness. He wound his way along the narrow, dark alleyways,
picking his way through the dimness of the moonlight, evading a few drunks, some beggars; his ears
pricked to catch alien footsteps behind him. Before he reached the front of the coffee house, now closed, he
caught the scent of perfume and knew Reza had kept his end of this bizarre rendezvous.
‘Greetings again, Ottoman,’ a mysterious figure moved out of the shadows. ‘I was not imprecise
about your inquisitive mind.’
‘If you don’t make it clear whether you are friend or foe,’ the Janissary warned, ‘you’re going to
need your talismans.’
‘A fitting warning,’ Reza agreed, ‘if slightly delayed. About now you should begin feeling a tingle,
ever so lightly, moving from your right hand to your arm. Then your shoulder, yes?’
Kansu stood alerted. The tingle was there, and it was creeping upwards. The Janissary knew what
had happened. ‘The insides of the talisman, you used a special coating of poison?’
‘Excellent,’ Reza clapped. ‘The line is fine between perfume and poison, Ottoman. Soon, the tingle
will progress until your arm is completely paralyzed, rendering your threats utterly useless.’
Kansu turned pale, sweat beaded across his forehead. He felt fatigued. He knew the poison was
taking effect.
‘Who are you?’
‘I am Reza, an agent of the Shah of Persia. And I know who you are, Kansu of the Janissaries.’
Kansu, unable to lift his right arm, told him that he was mistaken.
‘You are more well-known than you think,’ Reza underlined. ‘During the Jelali rebellion, it was my
task to send arms and aid to the Anatolian rebels from the Shah. There, news came of the capture of some
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Ottoman soldiers. I was present when you were released because of your sparing of the tribal chief’s son. I
recognized you.’
‘That boy was slain anyway,’ Kansu said regretfully.
‘That is fate. Nevertheless, your name grew among the uprising Anatolian peasants, that there was
an honorable warrior among the Sultan’s army. Rest assured, if you were not a Janissary they would have
sung ballads about you.’
‘What do you want?’ Kansu’s mind began to fog. He was now a helpless man at the mercy of this
devious Persian. He wondered if this was a form of revenge killing. ‘I now know why you bathe in
perfume. You don’t fight like a man.’
‘Please,’ the Persian smiled, showing his hands. ‘That is impolite. I promise you will not die. Your
poisoning is but a small precaution on my part.’
‘You have an antidote?’ asked the Janissary.
Reza nodded.
‘Later. After I have my say, you will listen first. I have been sent by the Shah to investigate whether
this Sabbatai Zevi is the Twelfth Imam.’
In Islam, Kansu knew, there was a teaching of the coming of the Mahdi, the Guided One. According
to Shia Muslims, like the Persians, the Mahdi was already here. He was the Twelfth and Final Imam who
was born in 868 AD and hidden by Allah at the age of five. For this reason, among Shias the Mahdi was
sometimes referred to as the Hidden One. With His reappearance, the world would be rid of injustice, error
and tyranny. At the moment, this Final Imam was still in hiding, made invisible, and given endless length
of days, by grace of Allah.
‘Persian,’ Kansu shook his head. ‘If Sabbatai is the Twelfth Imam, you’re going to need a
Thirteenth.’
‘We Farsi keep an open mind,’ Reza said. ‘I believe I owed you this explanation for your valor. I
know not what your mission is, but can only guess you work for the Sultan<again. The timing is obscure,
and I presume your presence in these parts, away from Anatolia, away from Istanbul, is not coincidental. I
want you to know that whatever hindrance or obstacles placed in front of you on this particular venture
will not be from me. I will not go out of my depth to aid you. Likewise, I will not hinder you. I am joyful to
have an enemy such as your self in the opposite camp. One day we may meet on the battlefield, when the
Sultan and Shah clash again.’
With those words, the Persian disappeared into the shadows, leaving behind a small vial, filled
with liquid.
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Kansu drank the antidote.
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Chapter 9
From the noose of thy tresses there is no deliverance
You kill the poor lover, unafraid of punishment for what is done
Divan of Hafiz, 338, The Precious Pearl

The horses’ hooves kicked up clouds of dust which sprang up into the air and thinned out over the horizon,
eventually vanishing into the background of jagged hills and stone. The terrain was rough, its earth
scorched and cracked from the pitiless heat, but the travellers took no breaks. Korkmaz, acting as guide
rode a little ahead of Kansu and Mustafa.
Directly behind those pair came a small wooden cart, filled with necessaries, driven by Rachel. The
small group of four pressed onwards. Mustafa noted Kansu’s intense concentration.
Kansu was repeating in his mind what had happened in the last few days. After his bizarre
encounter with Reza the Persian, he, or more precisely Rachel, had received word from the old jeweller
Raphael Josef to collect their letter of recommendation. Without it, it would be near impossible to join Zevi’s
closest circles, or to even get an audience with the hoax Messiah. This was a window of opportunity for
them.
‘Gardash,’ Mustafa said, ‘what will happen when we reach Gaza? Do we assassinate Sabbatai Zevi?’
‘No,’ Kansu answered. Earlier, in his anger, he had hoped that an assassination plan would be in
order. Now, he realized that that would be too easy a way out for somebody like Sabbatai. He wanted the
fraud to answer for all his ill doings, the deaths he had caused, the traitorous designs he had put into action,
his overall blasphemy in perverting his people’s faith. He wanted Sabbatai Zevi ridiculed at the Sultan’s
Court, a scene which would pale in comparison to the mockery of a Cadi court he had personally endured.
Mustafa, displeased, sought a lengthier answer from his companion.
‘In Izmir,’ Kansu explained, ‘we assumed we had gathered enough evidence to bring the charlatan’s
movement to a standstill. We underestimated the fact that Sabbatai had eyes, ears, and limbs lurking in
every corner. In each spoonful of soup, Sabbatai owned a grain of tarhana.’
‘So what do we do?’
‘We catch him red-handed. Wait. Catch him red-handed again. We watch him enter a turbulent
moment of no return before we seize him. We build the case steadily until it accumulates, like sheets of
snow gathering atop a mountain. Until the day it becomes too self-disruptive, where any small echo can
cause an avalanche. That is then the time.’
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‘That could take years,’ Mustafa argued.
‘Only it won’t,’ Kansu assured his friend. ‘For Sabbatai, it is a situation of now or never. Rumour
has made him a legend.’
‘What if he says he is innocent of any design and it was all a misunderstanding?’
Kansu said that was the purpose in gathering every morsel of information, enough that couldn’t
ever be denied.
‘Should Sabbatai change his mind,’ Kansu added, ‘the pressure and expectation driving the masses
behind him is too colossal to dismiss. He’ll be a cornered animal, Mustafa. Sabbatai is outgrowing himself.
But, I sense that he will feed off the masses. He will be an actor who can outperform the best of the
Hellenics.’
Mustafa was satisfied with the explanation. He watched his companion as a proud sibling who
watches his brother win a wrestling match. Mustafa’s moods were also agitated by having Rachel along
wherever they went. She wasn’t much help, he decided. In fact, she would prove to be a hindrance.
What good is a letter anyhow? Mustafa mused, thinking about the letter of recommendation they
possessed from the old jeweller. There could be a code in that letter if its author, Raphael Josef of Cairo, was
suspicious enough. The writing when inspected by its reader, the devious Sabbatai Zevi, could place them
in mortal danger. The notion had bitten into him. Mustafa pondered whether he should destroy the letter.
Did this Rachel ever sleep? And if she did, not with his gardash he hoped, with an expression of disdain.
Suddenly, an alarming shriek rebounded from the mountains. The small group turned to see a group of
horsemen charging down onto them from behind slopes and hills, waving blades.
‘Marauders,’ Korkmaz shouted, unsheathing his sword.
Kansu turned his horse to face the oncoming threat.
Korkmaz had assured them that the path they were taking was the safest, but one could never be
entirely certain.
‘Eight of them,’ Mustafa counted.
‘Move forward so the girl’s cart is behind us,’ Kansu ordered. The three men hastily formed a
human shield, cutting off Rachel as an immediate target.
The air filled with the shrilling cries of the bandits. However, the three men knew it was a ploy to
unnerve them. Instilling panic was an asset in a surprise attack. Indeed, the Janissaries were seen as
pioneers of such tactics − the high head-wear of the Janissaries made them appear as giants from a distance.
Thereby the enemy’s spirit would be in question before the fighting. Now, the three men were unfazed. In
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rebuttal of the whirling voices of the bandits, Kansu and Mustafa made the ululating war cry of the
Janissaries, and lifted their weapons.
‘Bury your-self in the belongings,’ Kansu advised Rachel. ‘Do not show your head.’
He saw fright in her face, but he had little time for caution or comfort.
‘The vulture in front appears to be the chieftain,’ Kansu observed. ‘I’ll take him.’
‘The scavenger on his right appears to be his second-in-command,’ Mustafa blurted. ‘He’s mine.’
‘Kill them fast,’ Korkmaz said. ‘There’s six more.’
At that instant, the one who appeared to lead fell back and ordered his seven men to strike.
‘A sneaky leader,’ Kansu commented. ‘He wishes to test our skill before he joins. There’s no gain in
this fight, no personal glory. Make it swift.’
Mustafa and Korkmaz agreed.
Kansu met the first attacker and felled him from his horse with a cut through the neck. Red blood
spurted a sickening pattern onto the cracked land from the brigand’s larynx. Two surrounded Mustafa, but
the experienced man-at-arms swung his sword from left to right, countering the strikes with force.
Korkmaz, evaded deathly slashes to his head, and charged his horse, using his sword as a lance to run it
through his opponent’s belly. As Kansu fought another, he noticed two more horsemen sweeping across a
hill down towards the brigand chief.
The brigand chief, watching the clash from afar, paid little heed to the approaching pair of riders
who stopped at his side. It was the pair of foreigners that had brought them this deal. That had been a fatal
mistake. As he fell from his horse, his blood mingling with dust, he looked up at Adeodatus and asked:
‘Why?’
The attack had reached a bloody conclusion as quickly as it had ignited. Before the three men from
Istanbul lay the corpses of the seven bandits, this hadn’t been a worthy challenge at all. The eighth – that of
the leader – had also lost his life, Kansu saw. As the two mysterious riders drew closer, Kansu could make
out a familiar, but all the same, treacherous face.
‘These are foul lands, blood-brother,’ Adeodatus called out to him.
‘You have a habit of materializing at odd moments,’ Kansu replied. ‘Who are you? What do you
want?’
‘I am Adeodatus,’ he bowed in mock respect, before indicating the other. ‘This is my trusted
companion Tortosa. We are travellers in this forsaken part of the world. It seems our paths are intertwined,
blood-brother.’
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Mustafa spat. ‘I recognize you two. You were at Blind Agop’s Inn the night that good-for-nothing
Murtaza was hacked to death. You were also present when that pretend angel’s body was hauled out of
sea.’
‘And he was onboard our ship when we set sail,’ Kansu added.
‘There you have it,’ Adeodatus smirked. ‘Our paths are indeed locked together.’
‘This key of mine,’ Kansu displayed his blood-dripping sword, ‘has a bad habit, it unlocks without
discrimination.’
‘The Lord has brought us all together,’ Adeodatus insisted, pointing at the bandit leader’s corpse.
‘As you can see, we did not remain passive during your confrontation with these despicable bandits who
sought to carry off your valuables and also your woman.’
He gave a mock bow towards Rachel. ‘Therefore, accept our good faith. There’s safety in numbers
and we seem to be headed the same direction.’
Kansu looked at Mustafa and Korkmaz. The offer did present some advantages, if there were more
bandits ahead, waiting to ambush them. They would be two swords stronger. Furthermore, the European
had indeed slain the bandit chief.
‘We come in peace,’ Adeodatus reassured him.

***

Samuel Lissabona’s eyes, which usually glimmered with utmost confidence, had taken on an inward stare.
He could scarcely speak. He wanted to lean back in his chair at his workplace, but knew this was not a time
to appear comfortable. Instead, he leaned forward, his stomach pressed against his desk.
‘Dear Isaac and Benjamin, I understand your concern,’ he addressed a pair of distressed business
associates. ‘However, commerce has its delays one way or another. I believe my son-in-law Nathan has
preoccupied his time with divine scriptures. His neglect is temporary. I shall have a word with him.’
Samuel had been good friends with Isaac for many years. The other businessman was Benjamin,
and although he wasn’t much close with him, they had enjoyed fruitful profits.
‘You of all should know,’ persisted Isaac, ‘that friendship affects none on business. Nathan has
repeatedly failed to meet deadlines and carry out the promised transactions. We didn’t wish it to come to
this, Samuel. But we’ve been patient enough.’
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‘Fear little, good friend Isaac,’ Samuel assured. ‘I personally will look into it. Nathan is<excited? He
may think the world of this Sabbatai Zevi, but he loves me more. Soon he will realize the pointlessness of
pursuing this adventurer from afar.’
‘No, Samuel, no,’ roared Benjamin, stepping forward. ‘Nathan has not only failed to deliver
purchased items, he has borrowed money from various creditors. In your name! You must twist his earlobe
at once before you find yourself without home and garments.’
‘This I will do, my friend of many years,’ Samuel said. ‘You all have my pledge. I promise your
goods and money will be delivered. This is much unlike Nathan.’
‘We all know Nathan, have always been impressed with his manner and honesty,’ Isaac intercepted.
‘Alas these are strange days. Pay heed, Samuel, thanks to this Sabbatai Zevi, nothing may ever be the same
again.’
The two men left and only Isaac turned to smile briefly before shutting the door. Good old friend
Isaac, Samuel breathed, he would be talking to Benjamin in his favor, assuring that everything would be
handled rightly.
However, the meeting still irritated Samuel. Nathan indeed was an honest young man and indebted
to him. Samuel had rescued him from a life of pious poverty, and of being obliged to eat one meal a day
while reading borrowed scrolls in the houses of the more fortunate. He had elevated Nathan by installing
him as head of his business, his replacement, the son he always longed for. This repayment of his was
unworthy, embarrassingly so. Samuel’s business associates from many years were all turning up one by
one, some shouting, others doing their best to remain calm. Complaints were endless in the last few days.
Samuel had to do something. He could not afford to lose Nathan. However, he pondered, what if he
could not afford to keep him? Samuel shook away the thought. Nathan had proved numerous times how
dependable he was. His daughter was the happiest of daughters in Gaza and Nathan was the everresponsible, caring husband. Samuel would get to the root of the problem. Nathan’s ties to Sabbatai Zevi
had to be severed, Samuel decided.
Nathan was spending too much time with this mysterious Rabbi from Izmir.

***

The newly forged travelling companionship between the Janissary and the men from Rome gave new
meaning to a rocky start. Uneasy, but closely assembled, the small group continued to progress though the
barren landscape, absorbing shimmering heat. Mustafa fell back to ride alongside Rachel’s cart. Tortosa
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kept pace with him but remained silent. Tortosa knew it was strictly a razor’s edge to awaken the temper of
a Turk, and it should be done only when the time is ripe, when the bridge had been crossed. It was
somewhat bothersome to address this Mustafa as a Turk, since his features were Eastern European, more
Slavic, from the Balkans, Tortosa assumed. However, once turned Turk, you were one. He, Tortosa, the
wielder of the sword of Christianity, had to keep this in mind when the moment for violence arrived.
There would be no mercy.
The other Turk, Kansu, he who leads, also possessed vague European features, Tortosa guessed.
But the balance was tipped in favour of the oriental blood that swamped him and thus overruled the noble
blood of the Franks. As for the third Turk, the guide, he was definitely from the Cossack breeds of the
Crimean; bow-legged, which made them ideal horseman, rough-skinned with slightly slanted eyes. Ahead,
Kansu altered the trot of his animal and was aware that Adeodatus was doing all he could to match it, to
keep alongside him. The Janissary preferred to keep quiet. He knew that the stranger from Europe would
eventually begin to talk. It was a matter of time.
‘Blood-brother,’ Adeodatus finally called out.
Kansu did not know why Adeodatus insisted with blood-brother. Perhaps he willed to be choked in
blood?
‘At first, in many ways,’ Adeodatus continued, ‘the Roman empire was perfect. When they
conquered new provinces, they allowed the people to be citizens of the republic. They concentrated on
absorbing the wealthy merchants and beloved civic leaders – this ensured allegiance and respect. Later, they
devised systems where slaves could aspire for citizenship as well. Their freedom could be earned, bought or
granted. This eliminated rebelliousness, potential trouble stirring. Everybody wanted to be a citizen of the
greatest empire.’
Kansu pressed on without a word, though his ears were pricked.
‘However, the Romans destroyed their own pillars,’ Adeodatus continued. ‘They engaged in
shameful acts, resorted to less benevolent policies. In retaliation to wars with Hannibal, they totally
destroyed Carthage and its inhabitants. They slaughtered women, children and the aged. This they repeated
with zest in other provinces.’
Kansu pondered how over time, most empires forgot their own progressive genius, their origins.
They answered a kindling with fire. Destruction was easier than genuine progress. Perhaps, this was why
his mission was so important. The entire world of Ottoman Jewry shouldn’t be punished for the delusions
of one imposter. Sabbatai preyed on his people’s hopes. They wanted to believe that the Messiah had finally
come, but not all believed, and even of those that did, only a few were consciously part of an evil enterprise.
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Despite Kansu’s silence, Adeodatus was warming to him. Here was another warrior much like
himself, the Vatican man thought. This intrigued him as well as daunted him. He wondered briefly, that
when the time came, who would be the last man standing when they had reached the end of their journey
together. Adeodatus looked forward to it. The fight would no doubt be bloody. But he knew the bloodbrother would not be able to topple him. It was going to be a shame. He was beginning to like the Turk.
‘Blood-brother,’ Adeodatus said. ‘I have studied your history. In particular, I have respect for the
Janissaries.’
Kansu did not utter a word. He felt the European was fishing.
‘In the year nine AD,’ Adeodatus illustrated, ‘Roman Governor Publius Quinctilus Varus marched
his army to annihilated Germania. He was unaware that the uprising had taken root in his own army which
was composed of German tribesman who had supposedly been absorbed into the empire. Indeed, the
rebellion had been organized by one of his own - Arminius, once a commander of Rome’s auxiliary troops.
Here was a charismatic leader who knew all about Roman military tactics. He abandoned the Emperor’s
army to lead his own people against Rome. Three roman legions were slaughtered in the Teutoburg Forest.
The loss was so great, that the Emperor Augustus wandered around his palace, sleepless and unshaved,
beating his head against the walls, then died from worry.
‘The Janissaries, at their core, are men of Christ. Helpless children torn from the arms of their loving
Christian families; brainwashed to be used as heathen war-dogs against their own kind. The day will come
when they rediscover who they really are. Just like Arminius, the Janissaries will rise against their unjust
step-fathers. They will embrace their brothers-in-Christ and return to their families.’
‘The Sublime Porte of Ottoman power has not destroyed the pillars of the empire, and have not
committed shameful acts,’ Kansu replied.
‘It shall, blood-brother,’ Adeodatus argued. ‘Already there is much unrest in Anatolia with the Jelalis.
Unrest is like a plague, it’s in the air, travels rapidly.’
This in turn, made the Janissary think about Reza the Persian. The Persian agent had freely admitted that
the Shah of Persia sent aid and weapons to the Jelali rebels in the Anatolian mountains. It appeared that the
Shah had plotted to weaken the Ottomans from within by using Turcoman tribesman. Could Sabbatai’s
messianic movement also be sponsored by the Sultan’s enemies?
‘One cannot overlook the spiritual and mindful loss of those children, ripped from their faiths,’
Adeodatus stressed. ‘Like Arminius, in time, they will crave to return to their own.’
Kansu decided it was time to serve what the European deserved. Up until now, he had chosen to
remain passive about his knowledge received from Altun Hodja during his cadetship in the Janissary corps.
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‘Arminius,’ Kansu said, ‘is a different matter. He rose against Rome because of cruel warfare
against civilians. He repeatedly said that his war was manly, open and without treachery. Arminius
underlined many times that his troops do not attack the unarmed and pregnant women, which he
disgustedly witnessed Rome do when he was serving as a commander. Your comparison to the Sultan’s
Janissaries is forfeit.’
Adeodatus was taken aback. He had underestimated this Turk. Trying to mask his surprise, he
grinned.
‘Ah, an educated man<May I enquire where you received it? You seem to know a lot about
European ways and history.’
‘You seem to know a lot too, including our languages and customs,’ Kansu returned coolly. ‘May I
enquire what formal education you received and where?’
‘A question met with a question?’ Adeodatus smiled.
‘Is usually half the answer.’
Aware that his ploy to gain the confidence of the Turk had drawn a blank, Adeodatus opted to
remain speechless for a while. It would be wiser, he mused, to concentrate on this Kansu’s companion,
Mustafa – although a rough looking man, it was obvious Mustafa was blunt whereas Kansu was sharp. He
would have to speak with Tortosa when unwatched. Perhaps there was ample opportunity to divide this
expedition yet. Blood-brother had to lose blood. And fast.

***
Samuel Lissabona was relieved, after a frantic search, to see his son-in-law Nathan. People pointed him this
way and that. One minute he was sighted here, the next somewhere else. Wiping the sweat from his
forehead, Samuel called out to him. Nathan did not hear him. Running as fast as his legs could carry him;
Samuel rounded a corner, and shouted louder. Nathan halted in mid-stride. A pair of men on each of
Nathan’s side also halted then fast formed a human shield, hands on half exposed daggers.
‘What is this?’ Samuel asked the dangerous looking pair. ‘You cannot kidnap the son-in-law of
Samuel Lissabona in broad daylight! Who do you<’
Nathan interrupted calmly.
‘These are my newly assigned guards, Samuel.’
Samuel? The old man’s heart skipped a beat. Nathan always addressed him as father.
Nathan turned to his escorts.
‘Relax your daggers, friends. He will not harm me.’
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‘Harm you?’ Samuel’s world had begun to disintegrate. ‘Nathan, how can I ever do you ill? What
have they done to you?’
‘Much work is needed to be done today, Samuel,’ Nathan said coldly. ‘I advise you to keep your
announcement short.’
Within seconds, Samuel understood the meaning of the rotten looking pair. They were not
kidnappers, they were his guards. No doubt, Nathan had been met with threats due to some business
venture that hadn’t prospered. His son-in-law was under stress and needed protection.
‘Nathan, you need not hire thugs,’ Samuel implored. ‘I will see to the extensions you need for trade.
Return to your desk and resume your work as usual. I’ll make the necessary amendments. There’s no need
for the son-in-law of Samuel Lissabona to hide!’
Nathan smiled. Typically, Samuel had misunderstood.
‘You mistake the situation, Samuel. These are not ruffians hired to protect me from your business
associates. These are men of faith, warriors of grace.’
It dawned on Samuel that his son-in-law was on the verge of being lost for eternity. How had this
charlatan Sabbatai Zevi been able to steal Nathan’s heart and loyalty? Nathan was formal, cold and devoid
of emotion towards him. Samuel felt the chill of betrayal.
‘I’ve fed and sheltered you, Nathan,’ Samuel declared. ‘I held your hand, made you who you are.’
‘And now you believe you own me?’ Nathan said, eyes glinting with traces of resentment.
‘I’m reminding you where your loyalties lie,’ Samuel argued. ‘Family is first. You cannot be
beholden to men you know nothing about. Come, Nathan. Leave this folly. You know I am your father. You
know I forgive you.’
‘You are a father, a forgiver? These qualities reach their zenith in Sabbatai Zevi alone,’ Nathan
thundered. ‘Greed has made your wits feeble. It has blackened your heart.’
‘And this Sabbatai Zevi,’ Samuel said, face turning red with rage. ‘You put him before me? Zevi is a
creature of power. He will use you and discard you once his promises are proved false.’
‘How dare you!’ Nathan said, taking an angry step towards his father-in-law.
Samuel could see the red-rimmed eyes, the darkened circles under them. Nathan hadn’t slept for
days.
‘You have become nothing but an errand-boy!’ Samuel shouted.
‘I’ve nothing further to say to an unbeliever,’ Nathan told him, readying to be on his way.
‘Flavius Josephus!’ Samuel shouted behind him.
Nathan stopped.
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‘Yes,’ Samuel said. ‘You know the story, Nathan. We discussed it many times. Josephus son of
Matthias − a great military general of the Jews, the defender of Galilee from the clutches of Roman legions,
but when finally cornered by Romans he sold out to save his own skin. Josephus hid in a cave with his
followers. The Romans were waiting outside for him to surrender. Josephus convinced his followers to
draw lots to stab each other, having decreed that they would all rather kill themselves than surrender to
Rome. This is now known as the Josephus problem or Roman roulette, need I remind? When he was down to
his last man, what did he do? He surrendered to the Romans, did he not? Begged to be pardoned, became a
Roman citizen. He took the name Flavius in honor of the Roman Flavian dynasty. That was sixteen hundred
years ago. Now Flavius Josephus has returned under another guise. When he is surrounded again, this time
by the Sultan’s forces, with no way out, will he draw your name out of the lot? Will you let him play
roulette with your life?’
Nathan had heard enough. He proceeded to put as much distance between himself and Samuel as
he could.
Nathan had bridal party to greet.

***

Relentlessly scorching during the day, the desert was equally vicious with its unforgiving coldness at
sundown. Two different extremes coexisting, Kansu mused, much in comparison to man. The great
Ottoman Sultan Mehmet II, conqueror of Istanbul, slayer of the bloodthirsty tyrant Vlad the Impaler, was
also a poet, a refined scholar, speaker of many languages, possessor of unshakeable faith, as well as an
impeccable warrior leader. Kansu reminded himself of these figures of past glory, in order to repel the
influence of the Europeans and their supposed histories.
The small group had decided to make camp as advised by Korkmaz the Tartar. Kansu gave the
order for Korkmaz to take the first watch, followed by Mustafa, then he himself.
Adeodatus grinned. ‘Tortosa and I are also available to stand watch, blood-brother.’
Kansu murmured something about Eastern hospitality. It was more a declaration of distrust.
Adeodatus welcomed this hospitality. The Vatican man saw the advantage of resting, as the journey was
taxing on their energy.
Promptly, two campfires were lit. Kansu thought about a third fire for Rachel, but then decided it
would be safest to keep her close-by. Mustafa and Tortosa busied around one, boiling a large pot of water
with ingredients to make soup. Rachel had ensured that they had enough water for soup, and she had also
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brought along sliced lamb preserved in salt. The two foreigners had also some belongings strapped to their
stallions. Mustafa and Tortosa were now making use of it. A steaming bowl was served to Kansu by
Mustafa. Hungrily, Kansu spooned the warm liquid, and then spat out a mouthful of soup.
‘What is the matter?’ Mustafa asked.
‘Tastes funny,’ Kansu rinsed his mouth.
‘It is only flavouring, blood-brother,’ Adeodatus said, filling his mouth with warm liquid. ‘We all
need to eat.’
Rachel kept staring at her bowl, hungry, but not daring to touch it.
Kansu looked inquisitively at Mustafa. The soup was pork flavoured.
‘He must have slipped it in when I wasn’t looking!’ Mustafa had his palms out in surprise,
indicating Tortosa.
‘A bowl for me too,’ Korkmaz on guard-duty shouted from afar, unaware that the soup would not
be to his liking either.
Kansu got up and stomped over to the pot boiling over the fire. Near the pot, he saw Tortosa
dipping chunks of bread into his own bowl of soup, licking his fingers. In a fury, Kansu delivered one
aggressive kick. The steaming pot of soup turned over, splashing over the fire. Soup washed Tortosa’s
boots. Smoke rose from the hissing flames which were dimming out.
‘What will you eat now, blood-brother?’
Adeodatus merely smiled.
What infuriated Kansu more was the fact that Mustafa’s soup bowl was half-empty. Mustafa had
been eating without worrying about the ingredients.
‘Are you all deaf?’ Korkmaz’s voice grew louder. ‘My stomach is grumbling.’
‘There’s only bread and cheese,’ Kansu shouted back at him.
‘What?’ Korkmaz scratched his chin in disappointment. He was guessing his traveling companions
had finished the soup already like starved wolves, without a care for him.
‘Remind me to never take first watch again!’ Korkmaz yelled back.
Bread and cheese, the Tartar swore under his breath, what gratitude.

***

Nathan’s wife, Dana, had washed and rewashed the fruit, chosen from the brightest they had. She arranged
them in the most pleasant manner: robust colours, the oranges contrasting with the green grapes and so
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forth. She devoted much time to the task, then sat feeling tired and empty. However, she wanted to believe
that today was a splendid day, and that it would also be a day that would change her life for the better. The
Messiah, Sabbatai Zevi, was a guest in the house.
Nathan wanted not a step misplaced, not an eyebrow raised. Everything had to be perfect. Dana
knew the importance this held for her handsome young husband. But, she also wanted something for
herself, and she reasoned that if asked appropriately, the Anointed One could make her dreams come true.
This morning, Nathan had invited the Messiah to their home without consulting her father Samuel,
who had been away at work. Dana decided that it didn’t matter. She was sure her father would approve for
the sake of Nathan, and for her own happiness. Nathan was spending every night with the Messiah, and it
would be wiser to have Sabbatai Zevi staying at their place, rather than have Nathan spend nights away,
conversing with Sabbatai at other locations. Reassuring herself that this would be a defining moment in her
life, Dana carried the platter of fruit to Sabbatai Zevi, her steps soundless as she neared their large
guestroom.
Sabbatai Zevi had requested to be left alone in order to meditate and speak with Adonai. There
were disciple-guards outside, barring unwanted visitors who craved the Messiah’s company and spiritual
lecture.
‘I brought you fruit, Sacred Teacher,’ Dana said, keeping her voice humble.
Sabbatai opened his eyes, tearing away from concentration to rest them on the disfigured woman.
Immediately, he felt disgust coiling itself around him.
The woman was an abomination, unworthy of beautiful Nathan’s companionship. All day, Sabbatai
had thought about the arrival of his wife, whom Nathan would be rushing to greet. He also thought of the
game of chess he would be playing with those who would detest this union. Frequently, Sabbatai found his
thoughts drifting to Nathan. For instance, he had taken pleasure when Nathan had initially demonstrated
disappointment in his decision to wed a woman of harlotry. Similarly, Sabbatai was delighted to find
Nathan admitting that he had married Dana for the purpose of security, rather than love. Sabbatai
recapitulated how Nathan had explained his longing for purity by spending time alone, in prayer.
Dana realized the Messiah had not been looking at her, but through her, ‘I am guilty for
interrupting you, Sacred One.’
Sabbatai did not give her the benefit of a word. Shy, nervous, and distressed, Dana placed the
platter of fruit before the Messiah.
‘I estimated that on your happiest day, the day you greet your bride,’ Dana stammered, ‘you would
understand my plight. I know of your miracles. I believe in them, as does my loving husband, Nathan.’
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The mention of Nathan as Dana’s husband threw Sabbatai into a fury which became difficult to
mask.
‘I would like to please my husband, Chosen One. You see that I am<how I am.’
She looked downward, her missing eye quite evident. Sabbatai neither answered, nor altered his
facial expression of repugnance.
‘I<,’ Dana had no idea how difficult this was going to be, ‘Holy Teacher, I’ve heard of your raising
the dead, curing illnesses, performing endless miracles. I beg you to recreate me, to reinvent me with the
power of Adonai that hovers above your head. To give me back my eye, to erase the scars on my face, grant
me youth and beauty.’
Dana was a very fragile woman, Sabbatai observed in revulsion. Years of hiding indoors to avoid
remarks of her grotesqueness had taken their toll, weakening her. He couldn’t allow Dana to bring down
Nathan, to drown him in her quicksand of wretchedness, incessantly appealing to his pity, with promises of
wealth. No, even with all her father’s assets, she wasn’t appropriate for his Nathan. She never could be.
‘Those that I cured,’ Sabbatai said, ‘were people that had purity imbedded in their hearts, faith
flourishing their souls, they were vowed to love and obedience.’
‘I obey,’ Dana exclaimed in desperation. ‘I love, I also have faith<’
‘You have nothing,’ Sabbatai’s words were like thrusts of a dagger. ‘Do you dare refute that your
request is anything more than a woman’s vanity?’
‘I am a wife, Holy One,’ Dana said, her nerves betraying her quivering voice. ‘I wish to fulfill my
marital duties. Nathan is too modest to ask of this favor. But I know deep inside that he wishes it so.’
‘You are without merit, Dana,’ Zevi boomed in rage. ‘Do you see yourself worthy of such a
handsome, vibrant youth as Nathan? Did you ever ask yourself why Nathan married you? Your father
blackmailed him into submission. He is a hostage. The ugliness in you is overshadowing his spirituality and
threatens to contaminate me as well.’
Dana could not believe her ears. The Messiah had condemned her. Her hands began to twitch.
Tears flowed from her only eye. Her mouth contorted. Her throat felt like it was raided with sand.
Sabbatai looked at her as if she were an obstacle to be removed.
‘Dana means to judge,’ he scoffed. ‘Who are you to judge, Dana? Your presence dishonors the
blossoms wherever you tread. If you love Nathan, leave him because he knows of your low value. Women
like you are worthy of nothing better than the fate of Jalpeth’s daughter. A childless woman is a dead
woman. A woman unable to inspire her husband’s affection is therefore unable to enter into life.’
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Unable to contain her emotions, Dana ran out of the room. She could not listen to another word.
Her world had disintegrated.
How could this be? She thought in despair. She could not tame the density of her surmounting
sorrow. Nathan would not look at her again. The Messiah had spoken, branding his verdict on her flawed
face. Unable to control herself, Dana crashed into walls, fell over herself, struggled to rise and crawled on
her knees, calling for Nathan. Her kneecaps were scraped. Blood from cuts on her forehead mingled with
her flowing tears.
She knew she would be unable to live with herself after what had happened.
A merciless judgment had been passed over her. It hurt her to know that Nathan thought her
unclean and abhorred her. That she had been living a fantasy, funded by her father’s wealth, and that she
could never know the true peace of a blessed home.

***

‘What is the meaning of this?’ Samuel Lissabona cried as one of Sabbatai’s guards shoved him away from
his doorstep. ‘This is my house!’
All day, Samuel had rushed from one place to another, desperately trying to pinpoint how much
money Nathan had loaned from creditors under his name. The results were staggering. Samuel had to
resolve the matter in haste. Nathan had to be separated from Sabbatai’s clutches. His plan was to speak
sense into his son-in-law, to cleave the strengthening bond between Nathan and this dangerously influential
Izmir Rabbi.
He could do this, Samuel assured himself. In the presence of Dana, Nathan would listen to reason.
He would not and could not eschew his vow to Dana. His son-in-law was a good person and his strange
behaviour today must be the work of Sabbatai Zevi, whose influence was vast and evil. Samuel was
beginning to think that Sabbatai was a practitioner of black magic, and the thought was fearful.
‘You are to be kept at bay and are not welcome here any longer,’ a rough looking guard advised
him.
‘This is preposterous,’ Samuel roared, at the ruffians outside his home. ‘Who has the nerve to
possess my property, to bar me from my own home? Everyone knows I am Samuel Lissabona. My daughter
and son-in-law live here with me. You can’t do this.’
‘We know who you are,’ the guard snapped. ‘This is now the property of the prophet Nathan. The
celebrations of the arrival of the Messiah’s wife are underway. You have no right to enter. If you choose to
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use force you will be deemed punishable for trespassing. You will do wisely to put as much distance
between here as manageable.’
‘Nathan?’ Samuel was stunned. ‘He’s my son-in-law, not your prophet!’
A fist slammed into Samuel’s mouth. The old businessman fell to the ground, his clothes muddied;
a broken tooth carried by a stream of blood from his mouth. A torrent of kicks followed. Samuel was
breathless, trapped in immense pain. Then a scream was heard. Samuel’s eyes widened, he thought
immediately of Dana. With his strength renewed by the desire to protect his family, Samuel got to his feet.
He ran toward the unearthly sound of that scream.
There, in the distance, he saw his daughter, Dana. Her clothes were torn, she was running wildly
towards the steep cliffs, tearing strips of grey hair from her head. She was shrieking in dismay, but running
ever faster.
‘Dana, no!’ Samuel tried to shout, but his breath faded.
He could tell she had somehow lost her mind. She was acting like she was possessed by demons.
She rushed closer to the cliffs. Closer<
What happened next was enough to stop Samuel’s mind. All thoughts, all his aches were nullified.
Time seemed to slow its pace. It was as if the entire city of Gaza had fallen into an oozing swamp, the living
sinking into a slow grave. His daughter dropped herself over the cliff. Plunging<

***
The small group had reached the end of their tiresome journey. Kansu halted his horse in midstride. A frail woman had just launched herself atop of a cliff in the distance. The body of the shrieking
woman was falling, plummeting further until it crashed onto jagged rocks below the cliff. The foams from
the sea jolted the lifeless body like a broken doll on invisible strings.
Kansu could make out an older man approaching the edge of the cliff, then collapsing to his knees,
sobbing. A crowd had amassed, but they were reluctant in joining the older man, preferring to watch from
afar, instead of offering any sort of aid. Speechless, Rachel turned to look in another direction. The image of
the woman plunging to her death was unbearable. Kansu instructed Mustafa, Korkmaz and Rachel to stay
where they were before he directed his mount at a gallop towards the cliff. Adeodatus told Tortosa to
remain with the rest of them, and followed Kansu. The Janissary could feel the eyes of the crowd boring
into him. The old man must be hated in these parts, he mused, as nobody neared to console him.
A daughter lost? He wondered, or mayhap a wife of younger age. Before he dismounted, Kansu
sensed a second horseman join him – Adeodatus.
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‘They’re hurling insults at the upset man. They hold him responsible in staining a blessed occasion,’
Adeodatus informed him, his ears absorbing statements from the discontented crowd.
This further unsettled the Janissary, for now he knew the European was well versed in the language
of the Jews.
‘Perhaps it’s unwise to offer a helping hand,’ Adeodatus continued. ‘The crowd may turn on us.’
Kansu observed another group of people who were well dressed, in the robes of merchants. It
appeared that a few of them, wearing concerned looks, wanted to approach the sobbing man, but they were
hindered by the majority. Kansu had seen crowds in the streets before and he knew this dilemma well. It
was the strange spell of conformity, which rendered it useless to break away from the herd.
Kansu felt that a humane gesture had to be demonstrated. He was a stranger after all. Local feuds,
tremendous or trivial, were outside his knowledge. Therefore, he couldn’t be held accountable if it should
be revealed that the old man and the dead woman were the most detested inhabitants of Gaza. He
dismounted and uncoiled a rope attached to the saddle.
‘You could be putting us at risk,’ Adeodatus reminded.
‘Or winning silent friends,’ Kansu asserted.
The Janissary secured the rope to the thick trunk of nearby tree, readying to climb down and
retrieve the corpse of the woman who chose to embrace death.
‘I’ll guard the rope,’ Adeodatus offered.
It was possible somebody could cut the rope, but Kansu doubted it.
‘Those people will only watch,’ Kansu said. ‘They’re either too afraid or much confused to act.’
‘It only takes one to stir up the crowd, blood-brother.’
The older man, weeping, pointed to the bottom of the cliff, and spoke.
‘His name is Samuel,’ Adeodatus translated. ‘He says down there is his daughter.’
That may be his daughter, but who are his friends? Kansu thought as he prepared to retrieve the
body for the father who wept. It was obvious that this Samuel was a man of standing; he was keenly
dressed, choosing to weep inwardly, rather than professing his catastrophe with the ear-splitting cries so
typical of the East. He also wasn’t imploring help from the increasing group of onlookers. The father’s story
would unfold later, Kansu knew, for already in Samuel’s grieving eyes he saw the beginnings of a tempest.
The Janissary noted Samuel’s fine clothes and saw that the gestures he made were those of an
educated man. He was convinced that he was about to secure himself a formidable ally.

***
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Banished from his home, Samuel had had no other alternative then to take Dana’s body, along with the rest
of the small group of strangers, to one of his lodgings. He had many of these lodgings throughout Gaza.
They were used for business purposes − storage, commerce, meetings and sometimes to house business
associates from faraway who were in need of a temporary place to sleep. Samuel had been a firm believer
that business should be conducted outside the home – once in a while, transactions went sour and the
situation required formality. If all was well, then Samuel would invite his business guests to his home to
taste his generous hospitality.
Now, however, he wept over the corpse of his daughter. Night had taken over its watch, and while
he mourned, noises of an immense celebration reached their ears.
‘In Islam,’ Kansu whispered to Rachel, indicating the corpse, ‘a suicide is largely frowned upon.
One cannot take the life Allah has given. Are your customs similar?’
Rachel replied: ‘Judaism also holds that one who takes their own life is a murderer. Their soul is not
for them to terminate. When a person commits suicide their body has been desecrated. The soul hasn’t
permission to enter the realm of other souls and has nowhere to go.’
Kansu delved into his thoughts once more. A person who chose to murder themselves did so in
response to immeasurable agony that swarmed around them. To such unfortunates, all doors had been
barred, or so they interpreted. Hence, unable to discover solutions, they rather took their own lives to end
the misery which they felt impotent to shoulder. However, Allah tested mankind, and in His infinite
wisdom would have surely provided a resolution for those that endured, those that wrestled with the
wrongs done to them, and had faith. Indeed, he pondered further, remembering the classes of Altun the
Wise; the end of misery in this world through suicide was but the beginning of worse consequences beyond.
These were sad thoughts, and he felt more sorrow when his eyes rested upon the frail corpse of Dana.
‘What of the burial?’ Kansu asked Rachel.
‘If a Jewish person commits suicide they are not granted a proper burial,’ Rachel explained. ‘Shiva,
the seven-day mourning, is not practiced either. Most would not say the kaddish prayer too.’
The lodge had become colder, but the festivities outside had amplified.
It was the arrival of Sabbatai Zevi’s wife and queen that was the cause of mass celebration. A
procession was going through Gaza. In fact, it seemed they were the only people indoors on this night
around the corpse: the grieving father, the Janissary, Mustafa and Rachel; Adeodatus and his man-at-arms.
To this hour, not one person had come to offer their condolences to Samuel.
Then, a knock was heard.
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Mustafa immediately became guarded. Kansu signalled him to remain calm.
‘It’s the knock of someone anxious,’ Kansu predicted.
Adeodatus answered the door, admitting a man whose age was similar to Samuel’s.
‘He says he is Isaac, a friend of Samuel’s,’ Adeodatus introduced.
The business partner of Samuel neared his weeping friend.
‘Samuel,’ he murmured cautiously, as if his voice could be detected outside the walls of the lodge.
‘News has spread that Dana was possessed by demons. At the time, Sabbatai Zevi was busy making
preparations to exorcise them from her. Yet, her soul was impure, and she threw herself to her death rather
than be purified by the Messiah.’
Samuel did not stir. He kept focused on Dana’s body.
‘I for one don’t believe a word of it,’ Isaac declared. ‘You must be cautious, Samuel. There’s talk that
you openly resented Sabbatai Zevi today. Don’t go back to reclaim your home. Soon he’ll leave for
Jerusalem anyway. I can’t stay here. My wife and daughter are outside celebrating. I must be present. You
do understand?’ He left as hurriedly as he had arrived.
The Janissary knew Adeodatus had grasped what had been told. On the other hand, he was still in
the dark regarding this nervous visitor. Rachel promptly translated what Isaac had said for Kansu’s benefit.
Samuel finally lifted his head.
‘I speak Turkish too,’ he stated in a broken voice.

Chapter 10

Let us crown ourselves with roses, before they be withered:
let no meadow escape our plunder.
Book of Wisdom, Holy Bible, 2: 9

The festivities raged on all over Gaza’s Jewish quarter, but the former home of Samuel Lissabona, which
had been turned into Sabbatai Zevi’s headquarters, was quiet. The luxurious sleeping quarters, previously
occupied by Nathan, had been given to Sabbatai and his bride.
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Sara had arrived dressed in rich attire, and had been greeted by the multitude who regarded her
husband as the Messiah. She was showered with flowers, and offered every type of food and drink. They
observed that she was a beautiful woman, who spoke Ladino and Arabic in a strange accent which made
her seem impressive. Her manners were bold, and she freely walked up to Sabbatai Zevi, greeting him
without deference and laughing as if alone with him. But he showed acceptance of her, and whatever the
Messiah did must be right. Sara had been happy, the crowds had been celebrating, and Sabbatai had been
musing in peaceful bliss. Everything went well, in fact, until the doors of the chamber had been shut on
them.
This was the first time Sara had actually been bedded with her husband. Previously, in Cairo, she
had been separated from him immediately after the wedding ceremony, held in semi-secret in the house of
Rafael the jeweller. Having insisted upon an immediate marriage, Sabbatai had stated that he could not yet
spend even one night with her, until an hour decreed for the future. Then, he had left for Gaza. Sara was
glad to be summoned to his side, and to find that she had not been discarded after all.
Sara entered the bedroom with confidence. Here, she knew how to deal with any man, of any rank
of society. She was, therefore, very surprised to find that the going was slow in respect of her own new
husband. Once or twice Sabbatai was aroused only to wither within seconds. Sara rubbed her breasts in his
face, used her expert hands to cause an erection, but all for naught.
Sara pinched her nipples and cupped her breasts. She tilted her face downward and began licking
her nipples in front of him. Annoyingly, Sabbatai hadn’t responded to that either. The prostitute wife
changed positions, her moist mound in Sabbatai’s face, her tongue tracing the curves of his limp manhood.
Sara moaned. This usually worked. Finally, she decided Sabbatai was incapable of sexual congress.
‘What is this husband,’ she haughtily declared. ‘I’ve had harder mushrooms in my mouth.’
In a fury, Zevi violently thrust her off him. Sara rolled to the side of the bed. A smile magnified her
features, her eyes laughed at him.
‘Sabbatai, you are not a man,’ she mocked.
Sabbatai sat up in bed. He avoided Sara and stared straight ahead into nothingness. Sara rested a
hand on his back. ‘Would you like to try again?’
Showing quick reflexes, for such a large man, Sabbatai shoved her hand away and flew out of bed.
He paced up and down the room, naked, his breathing controlled.
‘Husband,’ Sara called.
Sabbatai turned to face her.
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Sara put her hands between her legs, massaging herself, gyrating to her own sexual arousing, her
immaculate body becoming intimate with the bed sheets. One hand shot out and reached for him, beckoned
him to join her, as she began to thrash, her hair wildly hanging over shoulder and breast. Her pink nipples
gleaming in the candlelight, sweat glistening on her forehead. Her mouth whispered erotic nonsense more
to herself than Sabbatai.
Sara closed her eyes, one hand inside her, the other, an invitation left in midair.
‘Come to Sara,’ she said.
She repeated. A pause followed for effect.
‘Come,’ she invited again.
When Sara opened her eyes Sabbatai was gone. Wrapped in a blue robe, Sabbatai sought Nathan,
who was sitting by the fireplace, his arms around his shoulders, shivering. Sabbatai noted Nathan wore a
purple robe. Although, Nathan had organized the celebrations, the young scholar was still burdened by the
loss of his wife. Nathan stirred.
‘Sacred Teacher,’ he said, bowing his head, ‘I didn’t notice you come in.’
‘You’ve wrapped yourself in a robe, sweet Nathan,’ Sabbatai observed, ‘but it is your thoughts
which envelope you.’
‘I bow my head in disgrace tonight. I’ve stained your celebration with my wife’s suicide. What have
I done to warrant such shame?’
‘Ignore it, Nathan,’ Sabbatai approached. He bent by the fire to warm his hands, and then cupped
Nathan’s hands in his own. ‘Your hands are frost, dear Nathan. You mustn’t punish yourself. I felt the
presence of dark forces when I first set foot in this house; your father-in-law Samuel Lissabona must be
corrupt, and this allures them to reside here. Such evil spirits chose Dana for a reason; to mislead you and to
pulverize our holy bond. They possessed Dana, drove her insane, and made her their accomplice.’
‘Dana wouldn’t harm a beetle, Sacred One,’ Nathan said, staring into the flames. ‘Why did the evil
spirits torment her?’
‘Not her, Nathan, they did this to torment you,’ Sabbatai explained. ‘Men of staggering divinity are
mercilessly tested. This can be achieved through loved ones. Your wife’s suicide is to reduce your power of
endurance, to tarnish your spiritual nature, and lead you to self-ruin. However, I know they won’t succeed.’
Nathan managed a smile. He had been afraid that the Holy Teacher would disown him, cast him
away; somehow hold him accountable for Dana’s uncanny actions. Nathan felt he had been stained. Indeed,
if a wife had easily succumbed to demonic possession, the husband’s virtues would also be called into
question. Nathan was relieved that the Sacred One could read his heart like a book and know it to be pure.
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‘Your certainty in me has not been compromised, Holy Teacher?’ Nathan asked, seeking
reassurance. Sabbatai smiled paternally, the warmth of his smile warmed Nathan, more than the fire’s heat.
‘What was David without his Jonathan?’ Sabbatai declared. ‘They made a covenant because they
loved each other like their own souls. The Torah tells how David stripped off his garments when they
pledged such a sacred devotion. What is Sabbatai without his Nathan?’
Tears welled in Nathan’s eyes. He stripped his robe, exposing his nudity.
‘What is mine is yours, Holy One,’ Nathan cried.
Sabbatai removed his robe from his shoulders. They exchanged clothes. Nathan knew this was the
most important and defining moment in his life. It was the moment of realization that he truly was the
Messiah’s prophet. The evil spirits had gathered to shatter this divine union; they had corrupted the weak
mind of his wife, driving her to suicide. They had sent his father-in-law to tear him away from the
Messiah’s path. But they had failed.
The Nathan of the past had allowed himself to be hindered, to be afflicted. But now, a Nathan
reborn, under the guidance of the Messiah, would be different.

***

Samuel Lissabona had not slept. Adeodatus ensured he was up before the rest of the group. Spying on
Samuel, he could tell that he had barely left his daughter’s corpse all night. Dawn was creeping steadily. He
motioned Samuel to be quiet as he led him outside.
As they silently closed the door, both men could see the signs of last night’s celebration. Some
drunks were lucky to have a blanket thrown over them, others had huddled together to generate body
warmth. Prostitutes were making their way back to their bordellos; painted faces unable to mask their
tiredness. Evidently, they had been entertaining patrons in the streets. Brothel-owners had made it known
that their services would be half-price last night. Adeodatus was suspicious that the other half had been
paid from Sabbatai Zevi’s coffers.
‘You are being deceived,’ Adeodatus whispered to Samuel.
‘I’ve experienced the father of all deceptions, young man,’ Samuel replied with a heavy heart. ‘I
need not be told in secret.’
‘Your suffering has only begun, Samuel,’ Adeodatus pressed. ‘Your other guests are not who they
seem. They are one with Sabbatai. Their concern for you is a deceit.’
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‘How is it so? The young man Kansu fetched my daughter’s body. They stood by me, as did you,
when others turned their faces. I owe you all gratitude.’
‘The greatest deception comes from those who are close,’ Adeodatus stated.
Samuel knew it to be true. He remembered Nathan, his son-in-law. All through the sleepless night
Samuel had waited to hear Nathan’s footsteps, but he had not made even a brief visit to mourn for Dana.
Adeodatus continued: ‘I’ve travelled with these people for some time. You offer them shelter, but
they come bearing gifts and donations for Sabbatai’s cause.’
Agony washed over Samuel. He hadn’t expected this. He was financially ruined, a miserable shell
of his former self. Even his property was not his, but Nathan’s, and through him, Sabbatai Zevi’s. He no
longer had the confidence or clout to regain his property. Nathan had managed to seize everything.
‘You are certain?’ Samuel asked. ‘Then they must remove themselves at once!’
‘No, Samuel,’ Adeodatus put his hand Samuel’s shoulder. ‘You must use this knowledge against
them. I and Tortosa can help you. Those jewels they have in their possession, guarded by Korkmaz, must
never reach Sabbatai. Those stones, Samuel, will buy you swords to put an end to Sabbatai’s tyranny, to win
back your honor. You will be the true savior of your people. Your daughter’s soul will rest in peace. Those
who shun you today will appraise you tomorrow, but only after you have toppled this charlatan messiah.
Your daughter calls for it, Samuel. Listen to her. She implores you to lift this curtain clouding your people’s
gaze.’
Adeodatus paused to allow what he said to embed itself into Samuel’s mind. These were precious
minutes, Adeodatus knew. A broken man who had intense anguish in him would be prone to any
suggestions that helped relieve his distress. Adeodatus had offered Samuel a renewed sense of purpose,
and the possibility of vengeance.

***

A fortuitous invitation had been circulating throughout the streets of Gaza. Sara, the Messiah-wife, was
holding a meeting for young women in the vicinity. The location being what now came to be known as the
Messiah’s home, the former household of Samuel Lissabona. Korkmaz, who had prowled the streets with a
keen ear, had brought them this news.
At present, only Kansu, Mustafa, Rachel and Korkmaz were at the lodge. Samuel, Adeodatus and
Tortosa had left the group to bury Dana. It was strange that Samuel had not asked them to attend Dana’s
burial. Kansu frowned.
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‘In the early hours, Adeodatus led Samuel outdoors where they remained for a spell. Upon their
return, I heeded a closer proximity between the two.’
Korkmaz agreed. ‘I followed them to a rabbi’s home. It seemed the rabbi was reluctant and
contested Samuel’s plea to bury his daughter properly. A little later, Samuel returned with his friend Isaac.’
‘Isaac, last night’s visitor?’ Mustafa asked.
‘The same,’ Korkmaz said. ‘Only through Isaac’s intervention did the rabbi seem to soften his
views. Isaac spoke of how Dana’s mind had not been her own, and convinced the rabbi to relax the strictness
regarding suicide and burial.’
Clever, thought Kansu. This Isaac was proving to be enterprising. If only Adeodatus hadn’t
polluted Samuel’s mind so soon. He had to devise a manner of approaching Samuel to win back the
confidence that the European stranger had shattered. Regrettably, his hands were full enough without the
meddling of Adeodatus. Perhaps the time had come to sever this uneasy tie. He had assumed that to keep
an enemy nearby restricted the scope of their damage. But now Kansu understood that a cunning foe could
work successfully near-at-hand too.
It was beyond doubt. Adeodatus had taken advantage of Samuel Lissabona’s sorrow from right
under his nose. The Janissary had been robbed of an ally.
‘What of this invitation?’ Rachel enquired.
Korkmaz threw up his hands. ‘Messiah-wife Sara is making her presence known. It could be a feast
or a simple gathering. However, they are being selective. The general announcement is for young,
unmarried girls to attend.’
‘A young mind is like dough and easy to mould,’ Mustafa argued. ‘Did the Agha of the Janissaries
ever recruit from the aged? The young mind is a blank page waiting to be written on.’
Kansu could tell that Mustafa was deliberately mentioning recruitment, and calling up their shared
past. He wouldn’t do so unless he had prepared a whole series of private jokes and elaborate childhood
examples from the barracks. But Kansu did not need to be reminded. He wanted to tell Mustafa that even
had their friendship been fragile like paper, torn to shreds, he would piece it together and write to Mustafa
again. But he could not say so before the others, and now Korkmaz was talking harshly about this
newcomer, the Messiah’s sensational bride, Sara.
‘It may be the former prostitute wishes to reassert herself as spiritual mother to her people,’
Korkmaz rationalized. ‘Her background carries the aura of impurity. Therefore, she hurries to gain
acceptance. After all, under normal circumstances, the marriage between a holy man and whore is
sacrilegious.’
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‘On the contrary, they are well matched,’ Kansu replied. ‘One earns a living by selling carnal
fantasies, the other, a fool’s paradise. This invitation worries me.’
Kansu knew it was imperative to find out about this Messiah-wife. The invitation also presented a
window of opportunity for Rachel to make contact with them. If Rachel made a sound impression on Sara,
it would be easier to approach Sabbatai with their generous donations, coupled with the letter of
recommendation from Raphael Josef.
Yet Kansu was puzzled by Zevi and his circle. Sara must be even more strange and unpredictable
than her husband. The word on the streets of Gaza was that she had come from the far countries of Europe,
and was dazzling in her beauty. She knew secrets of people’s hearts, and had been elevated from the depths
of immorality to the rank of queen by the side of the Messiah. Kansu did not believe a word of this, but he
was completely unable to imagine a counter scenario. Sara was dressed in rich robes and wearing every
sign of honor that the Jewish community could bestow. These were people who, previously, would not
allow a woman to speak loudly in her own home, lest a stranger hear her voice. Their dignity had been
impressive, but now, in the fever of messianism, they had cast every restraint aside.
Kansu reasoned that no amount of fine clothing could make this Sara into a genuine woman of
status. One would have to be quite naïve to believe in such a sudden transformation. This reminded him of
a tale attributed to Nasruddin Hodja, whose wit and wisdom entertained many throughout Anatolia and
the Middle-East. On one occasion, an illiterate man approached Nasruddin waving a letter he had just
received, asking the Hodja to read it to him. Unable to make head or tail out of what was written,
Nasruddin told him to be on his way. The illiterate man pointed to Nasruddin’s turban, for it was a symbol
of education, and rained reproaches upon him. The Hodja promptly removed his turban, placed it on the
other’s head and told him to read the letter himself if it gave knowledge.
Now, a prostitute wore the crown of Messiah-wife. But what good was it?
Turning to Korkmaz, Kansu ordered: ‘Find me a chicken.’
‘One for me too,’ Mustafa said, rubbing his belly.
‘A live one,’ said Kansu as he paced around the room.
Bewildered, Korkmaz looked at Mustafa, who shrugged his shoulders. Rachel also looked confused.
Kansu went on brooding, lost in his calculations.

***
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Later that night, outside the Messiah’s home, disciple-guards admitted young girls that had lined up.
Shrouded in darkness, Kansu, Rachel and Mustafa watched the aged women, and the thin women, being
turned away from the entrance. There appeared to be some challenge from the rejected group of women,
but soon they gave up their arguing and removed themselves from the area. A short while later a few more
young girls stood at the gates, inspected by the guards, awaiting permission of entry. Kansu could see a
man who appeared to be the leader of the guards looking the girls up and down. Undetectable words were
exchanged. Kansu wondered what questions were being put to them.
‘I can feel evil seeping from that house,’ Rachel said, her eyes widened with alarm.
Kansu made a gesture of reassurance.
‘Remember the purpose of you being there,’ Kansu reminded.
Before Rachel detached herself, she grabbed Kansu’s forearm so strongly that he would have
thought he was being greeted by a fellow Janissary. While her hand clasped him, she looked solemnly into
his face. She looked brave, but fearful.
Kansu advised her to take a deep breath and be calm. She tarried for a moment. He had sworn to be
her protector, but nobody could guarantee safety once she ventured inside those walls. That was why he
had devised some form of security for her which he hoped would need not be employed. Reluctantly, her
grasp lightened.
‘Mustafa and I will be waiting for you here, regardless whether the hours race or dawdle,’ the
Janissary assured her. ‘Sara will strive to leave a positive impression on those who are attending. She needs
to overpower gossip of her days as a whore.’
Rachel slowly nodded.
‘I assume,’ Kansu reasoned, ‘that the Messiah-wife will narrate her story, which will be exaggerated
to inspire you all. You will hear about her sorrowful childhood, tragic corruption of innocence, fall from
grace, and finally, her timely re-emergence as Spiritual Mother. Be a good listener for that is all that is
required from you tonight. Let us say, an opportunity arises to near the Messiah-wife, then you must take it.
We’ll need you to present the donations to Sabbatai soon. Therefore, ensure that yours is not a face readily
forgotten.’
‘I’ll try,’ Rachel whispered.

***
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Kansu had left Korkmaz the Tartar behind at Samuel’s lodge to guard their possessions. Adeodatus, Tortosa
and Samuel had returned to the lodge a short while after Kansu had set out with Mustafa and Rachel.
Korkmaz tried to shake off an uneasy feeling. Tonight was an important night. The Messiah-wife would
open herself to a small portion of the community, and the Tartar eagerly awaited the news Rachel would
bring back. Meanwhile, his mind had wandered back to Cairo. In particular, the moment where he had
learnt that one of his men was missing. Such things happened. Theirs was a duty full of risk. He had many
fond memories of Wael, his missing agent. Yet, he knew something had been put in motion against him for
a long time.
He cast his eyes over Adeodatus, who sat at a small wooden table, peeling an apple.
Samuel had disappeared into another room without a sound. Opposite the Tartar, Tortosa sat quietly
reading to himself from a religious text, probably a Christian prayer book, Korkmaz guessed. Unease
continued to tingle within the Tartar.
Adeodatus was on his right. Tortosa placed on his left. Was this part of a strategy? Or had he
become overly suspicious? He noticed Tortosa was almost entranced with his reading – so much so, that he
had not turned a page for several minutes. His eyes had not scanned from left to right. Nor had his lips
moved to stress a word or two that came natural with such intense reading. Adeodatus, on the other hand,
had long peeled the apple, but never placed a piece in his mouth.
Now, Adeodatus was peeling a second apple. The lamplight outlined his sinister hawkish features.
He appeared demonic.
‘Worms,’ Adeodatus made a disgusted face, picking a third apple.
It had come unexpectedly. Korkmaz had remained focused on the knife in Adeodatus’s hand,
peeling the third apple. He had assumed that the immediate threat would be from the weapon in
Adeodatus’s hand. But it came from elsewhere.
From the corner of his eye, Korkmaz caught Tortosa making a sudden movement; what surprised
him was that the movement was solely directed at the prayer book still at his fingertips. The Tartar, with his
years of experience, should’ve guessed that the pages had been cut out, and a knife concealed in the hollow
space. Korkmaz’s reflexes allowed him to turn just in time, as Tortosa’s knife missed his heart, plunging
into his shoulder instead. The shock of the wound doubled, as Adeodatus hurled his knife as well, plunging
into the Tartar’s neck. Both of his enemies thrust themselves upon him, their hands grabbing their blades.
Adeodatus applied more pressure on the knife buried in Korkmaz’s neck, severing his throat ferociously.
Tortosa withdrew his knife from the Tartar’s shoulder and plunged it into the stomach, twisting.
Warm blood poured out of Korkmaz. If he could muster enough energy, he would smile and tell them he
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had fallen for the oldest trick in the book. But that thought swiped itself out of his brain. Korkmaz
concentrated his hands to his waist-belt where the Sultan’s Seal was hidden. His only goal was to tear it
apart. His hands were failing him. They were growing numb. Adeodatus’s lips peeled back to display a
hideous grin.
Gurgling sounds of horror scratched at Samuel Lissabona’s ears who listened in the adjacent room.
Samuel collapsed to his knees, put his hands around his head, desperately trying to block out the sounds of
cold-blooded murder, the stomping of feet, the final thrashings of a man knocking at death’s door coming
from the next room.
It must have lasted only a few minutes, but to the Samuel it seemed longer.
Footsteps<
A strong arm picked him up. Samuel’s knees were about to buckle again, but Adeodatus half
carried him into the room where those reverberations of carnage had become a physical reality. Samuel
couldn’t bring himself to gaze upon the blood-ridden corpse of Korkmaz.
‘Here,’ Adeodatus bellowed.
Diamonds, rubies, gold, and precious items were poured to the floor.
These were the precious gems that were to be delivered to Sabbatai.
‘Rejoice, Samuel,’ Adeodatus told him. ‘Yesterday you had lost everything you had. Tonight you
are again a man of wealth. Use it to overthrow your enemy!’
Adeodatus watched Samuel’s face change with ideas of redemption and vengeance. Shortly,
Tortosa called to his Master; he had found something concealed in Korkmaz’s waist-belt.
Adeodatus peered at the item closely. His laughter rattled like a set of torture tools on an
Inquisitor’s metal tray. The Tartar had been carrying the Sultan’s Seal.

***

From the moment Rachel walked through the large doors she felt that she had entered a desecrated place.
She found the leering regard of the guards unexpected and repulsive.
Within, the former abode of a respectable merchant had been transformed into a beautiful, but
gaudy, bower. The living spaces were no longer marked by the segregation of men from women.
Everything was open, but one could not see far. Many girls and young women were draped over expensive
rugs and cushions. Comfort was predominant, and people lolled and reclined, rather than sat, as they drank
from goblets. Everything was deliberately placed for comfort. Servants jostled to and fro with their trays of
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sweet meats. Despite the large room being full - some forty to fifty women - Rachel guessed, the noise was
hardly detectable. Voices murmured, rather than spoke aloud. The air was perfumed with an exotic scent so
strong it made her slightly dizzy.
Some of the girls looked at her, but then turned away to resume their conversation – nobody
bothered to expand their circle of friends to admit an outsider. Yet, she could not remain singled out, Rachel
knew.
Whilst preparing to include herself by choosing a group to approach, she was sprung upon by a
woman who seemed much older than the rest. The woman stood next to her with a face made up for
theatre, a wide smile and heavy make-up disguised her tired and dull skin.
‘There is no need to remain a stranger here,’ she told Rachel.
Rachel was surprised by the coarseness in her voice that could only come about with years of excess
drinking. She could pick out an aura of mendacity. The woman beckoned Rachel with a manicured hand,
making a strange gesture like one who was wringing the neck of a bird. Rachel could not help but think that
this was a gesture often used to entice male visitors.
She was introduced to a group of girls who mostly preferred to keep to themselves, much like the
others. Rachel said her name was Tamara, the identity she had used to introduce herself to Raphael Josef in
Cairo. One girl, named Mava, offered her friendship, telling Rachel she was the daughter of an architect and
stonemason called Hiram. Mava’s skin was sickly pale as if she never walked in the sunlight. She also
seemed quite nervous, as she informed Rachel that her attendance tonight was done in secrecy because her
father was not a supporter of Sabbatai. Consequently, Mava had been barred from joining in the welcome to
the Messiah’s wife the night before. She was fairly confused as to why her father, Hiram, detested Sabbatai
and Sara so much. When Rachel told her she had travelled from Izmir to see the Messiah, Mava became
excited. Stories from Izmir, the birthplace of the Messiah, had reached Gaza long before Sabbatai himself.
Some already thought Izmir to be a holier place than Jerusalem.
Mava became more elated as the conversation progressed, and others gathered. Soon, Rachel was
surrounded by an attentive audience.
Had she seen the Messiah’s miracles? Was it true the Sultan would rather surrender his throne then
face the wrath of Sabbatai? Had she, new friend Tamara, seen the angel in Izmir? How had the Cadi
arrested the Messiah?
‘We heard many versions,’ Mava explained to Rachel. ‘The Cadi arrested the Messiah, but then that
night he had a vision, an angel told him he had done wrong. At first the Cadi paid little heed. The next
night he was stricken with a disease. The worried Cadi engaged many physicians but none of them could
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cure his infliction which worsened each hour. The angel came to him again, told him to accept Sabbatai as
Messiah and repent. Unable to walk, the Cadi had his servants carry him to the dungeons where he asked
for the Messiah’s forgiveness. Sabbatai Zevi cured him with a mere touch. The Cadi immediately released
the Messiah, and had himself locked in that dungeon instead, ordering his guards to throw away the keys.
He has fasted ever since!’
‘That’s not how it happened, Mava,’ another girl spoke up eagerly. ‘We heard after Sabbatai Zevi’s
arrest in Izmir, the Sultan’s envoy came to take him to Istanbul in chains. Halfway through the journey, a
great blinding light descended upon them. When that heavenly flash disappeared, as suddenly as it had
come, the chains and shackles that had bound the Messiah were emptily lying on the ground. Sabbatai Zevi,
had miraculously escaped, and was strolling freely in the streets of Cairo.’
The group of girls expectantly beamed at Rachel, desperate to learn which version was the truth.
‘Do tell us Tamara, you’d know better,’ they implored her.
Rachel decided to blend both stories.
‘Both accounts are factual and well-known throughout Izmir,’ Rachel said. ‘The Cadi had released
the Chosen One, and banished himself to a life of imprisonment in shame. However, the Sultan’s envoys
were convinced that the Cadi had lost his mind. They arrested Sabbatai Zevi again, ignoring the Cadi’s
pardon. But the Messiah was freed by angels

after he had been bound.’

Rachel had satisfied her audience, but she herself felt as if she had been dragged through a mire. It
had taken a lot of strength to suppress her contempt for Sabbatai as she recalled the demise of her beloved
uncle, Josef Escapa. She was surprised that she had been able to keep her bitterness out of her voice. The
voices of the girls around her trilled with enthusiasm. They spoke of children who were falling into trances,
and then recovering to tell others of their visions of Sabbatai.
Meanwhile the incense had drifted its scent into all corners of the room. Cups of wine continued to
circulate. Rachel was certain the wine was drugged, as some of the girls who drank quickly already showed
dilated pupils. Rachel pretended to take sips, but kept busy with conversation. The mason’s daughter, Mava
had already finished a cup, and had it refilled. Girls that had initially appeared shy and quiet in nature had
suddenly acquired vast amounts of confidence – their voices were louder, and they acted without much
reserve. Older women, with heavily painted faces, were as busy as bees in all corners of the room, refilling
cups from the wine casks they carried. Rachel could tell they were of the same ilk as the woman that had led
her by the wrist.
These same women approached each group, informing them that soon Nathan the Prophet would
be with them. They said this in such a fashion that it came across as a great privilege. At once, the
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conversation was steered towards the Prophet amongst the girls – how handsome Nathan was, that Dana
never deserved him and that her suicide sprung from her unworthiness as a Prophet’s wife. Warmth,
perfume and wine relaxed the bodies and minds of the guests.

***

Outside, the coldness of the night had reached its pitch. Concealed in the darkness, Kansu and Mustafa
continued their silent watch. An argument again had lit up at the gates. This time between a fortyish man
who identified himself as Hiram, a stonemason. However, the guards weren’t interested in listening to him
– their voices grew and carried itself to the Janissaries.
‘My daughter hasn’t my permission to attend this meeting,’ Hiram’s temper underlined his words.
‘I want her brought out to me to take her home.’
A guard explained to Hiram that it would be unwise to interrupt the holy gathering inside, and that
he should be patient till after the meeting. This caused Hiram to become angrier. He shouted at the guards
to bring his daughter, a girl named Mava, at once.
Watching, Mustafa turned to Kansu. ‘It’s going to get ugly over there, gardash. The father won’t
budge from his purpose.’
Kansu agreed. They could see that the guards had had enough of this man’s protest. Three of the
guards grabbed Hiram from shoulders, arms and waist and led him away from the gates to a dark corner.
From the sounds, it was evident the man was on the receiving end of a beating. A short while later, the trio
of guards returned and did not say a word about Hiram.
Mustafa was bemused. He imagined his own father journeying from Serbia to the Janissary
barracks to reclaim him, only to be ridiculed and assaulted, violently turned away from the gates. Of course,
this had never happened, he knew. But, only if it had<
‘Gardash,’ Mustafa began, ‘a concerned father should be able to reclaim his own flesh and blood. If
Sabbatai were smart, he’d assemble the influential elders of Gaza to win them over, and leave these girls
alone.’
Mustafa had a point, Kansu thought. However, at the same time, he knew that the meeting with the
young girls was a kind of investment for Sabbatai, the taking of a smaller coin, in place of the large one.
‘Remember the tale where Nasruddin Hodja would stand in the bazaar with his palms outstretched
for donations?’ Kansu asked Mustafa. ‘For fun, a wealthy man would offer Nasruddin two coins, a small
one and large one. The old Hodja would always take the smaller coin. One day, a kindly man approached
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the Hodja and advised him to take the bigger coin - not only would he have more money but he would not
be the laughing stock of the bazaar. Yet, the Hodja was cunning. He knew smaller offerings were more
plentiful.’
Mustafa blew hot air into his balled fists and swore at himself for not bringing something woolen
for his head.

***

At last, when Nathan strolled into the room, his aura was powerful, so much that all eyes were upon him
without a word being said. Wrapped in expensive robes, Nathan stood erect and regal.
‘Shalom, my sisters,’ Nathan spoke, making strong eye-contact around the room. ‘There’s a fatalistic
conviction festering on the fringes of our community, opposing goodness, kindness and forgiveness. Such
thoughts inflame our wounds, picking at our scabs so that our hearts are forever weighed down and
unhealed.’
Nathan was an elegantly handsome young man who had a honeyed voice, Rachel noted. His
expressions and movements were graceful, warm and evoked a strong charm which many girls found
overwhelming.
‘You, kind gracious young Mava,’ Nathan pointed to the mason’s daughter at Rachel’s side. ‘You’re
my sister. I love you and bless you. Your father, Hiram, came for you a short while ago. He swore to burn
this house down along with us in it. He was very temperamental. Hiram I also love and bless for he is
misguided. He can burn the house, but he cannot torment our souls, our salvation. Needless to say, you are
free to join your father if you please, sweet sister Mava.’
Mava was startled. Rachel could almost hear the thoughts spinning in her mind. No doubt, she was
afraid of her punishment when she returned home. If her father was as hot-blooded as Nathan illustrated,
she could be beaten fiercely. The poor girl had been put on the spot. If Mava left she would be ridiculed by
her friends the next day.
‘Fear not your father, my sister,’ Nathan approached Mava, putting his arms around her shoulder,
cradling her. ‘Do you believe your place to be with us?’
‘Y-yes<’
‘And would not the Messiah send a message of love to your father’s heart to override his violent
temper?’
Mava was silent. The other girls watched her.
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‘He has hurt you before?’ Nathan probed.
Again, tears swelled in Mava’s eyes. She was trying her hardest to hold them back.
‘You will not be hurt again, nor any of my sisters,’ Nathan tore himself away and paced around the
room. ‘A community is made up of many families, each with its own father. Yet, together, we are members
of a greater family. When a father errs, what is his punishment? Who shall speak for you – the daughter?
The answer is simple, the father of the greater family, one who speaks the word of Adonai, the Messiah.’
Rachel disliked Nathan because she saw that this was a clever ruse. The girls were gullible and
wanted to believe. Jewish fathers were disciplinary with their daughters. Nathan was a predator who could
fasten on to one aspect of reality, and use it to his advantage in establishing Sabbatai as protector. Once
drawn in, these girls faced the prospect of a far greater domination than anything found in a patriarchal
home.
Now Nathan was speaking again, and he was actually saying that in these days of the rule of the
Messiah, that women would be called to read the Torah. The girls were puzzled, rather than thrilled, by
this. But anything about preaching, and the Holy Scrolls of the Law, did seem weighty and impressive.
Nathan spoke on, frequently quoting verses of Scripture and sayings of the Sages. He gave meanings to
these words, and often, it turned out that the meanings of Scripture were quite the opposite to what he
appeared to have said.
‘Tonight, sisters, you will marvel at how the Almighty truly works as I guide you through the
secrets that have been erased from our beliefs,’ Nathan continued. ‘These traditions were erased by our
enemies, and the rabbis that were in league with them, many centuries ago to ensure our downfall. Put
yourselves to question, sacred sisters. Ask, why?’
Nathan became animated as he paced, then stopped to ask a girl. ‘Sister, why do you suppose
Adonai has sent his savior to us?’
The shy girl’s face reddened. Nathan smiled at her, patiently waiting for a reply.
‘Sister,’ Nathan tried again. ‘You’re a victim of tampered traditions that are designed to keep you all
quiet, suppressed. Throughout your lives you’ve heard such proverbs: a bird that you set free can be caught
again, but words that escape our lips will not return. Who do you suppose has planted these proverbs into our
culture? The hateful Herod himself! See how we have adopted the mentality our enemies have imposed
upon us for generations. How we have become too passive, afraid of expression. This is the reason why
Adonai has sent the Messiah, to give you your voices.’
Embarrassed, the girl began to weep.
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‘Adonai is expelling the fraudulent traditions from your body through your tears, sister,’ Nathan
expanded. ‘How beautifully they empty from you. Now you will have the esteem to answer me for each
tear is strength gained.’
‘The M-messiah will lead us to right,’ the girl finally came out.
Content that a response had been extracted, Nathan rose to full height.
‘Salvation,’ he continued, ‘will be achieved by the return to our origins from the guiding torch of
the Messiah. It is willed by the Shekinah.’
Rachel knew that the Shekinah meant the settling, inhabiting or dwelling place of the divine
presence – God. The Talmud held that the Shekinah manifested during public prayers, and whenever ten
had gathered to pray indoors. It was also a concept open to many interpretations. The Talmud stated that it
was the Shekinah that enabled the prophets to prophesize; that King David himself couldn’t have composed
his psalms without its nearness. It was also the spirit believed to reside over a fatally ill person’s bed,
securing the connection to God in the hour of passing. Rachel listed, from memory, some usages of the
Shekinah: It could mean royalty or royal residence, or the spirit which followed exiled Jews, it could also
mean neighbor. However, it was also used to describe a bird’s nesting.
‘What has been kept unrevealed about the Shekinah is its feminine attributes,’ Nathan announced.
‘This covertness is deliberate, sisters. It strips you of your divine knowledge and potential powers. It cheats
you out of inclusion in the Messiah’s affairs. Therefore, it is no wonder that Adonai deserted us for many
centuries, banished us to wander the earth without a homeland.’
Rachel sensed dark intentions brewing. There had to be a reason for Nathan to concentrate solely on
the feminine attributes of the Shekinah.
‘Furthermore, the Shekinah refers to nesting,’ Nathan said. Rachel dreaded hearing this. Nathan
wanted to lead the girls in a most loathsome direction.
Nathan continued: ‘Every bird nests with its kind and every man with its like. Alas, what is the
proper interpretation? How does one evoke this divine presence?’
He paused. Not particularly expecting an answer to his rhetorical question.
‘Now, you will become a valuable piece of this divine presence, blessed sisters. Sara, wife of the
Messiah, will join us.’
Sara entered the room as a figure of simplicity and humility. She was dressed in a white robe, with
little make-up, and wore no jewelry save for ear-rings. Sara was stunning in her youthful beauty. The
demands of her previous shameful profession had not taken its toll. She appeared vibrant, and at peace.
‘My dear sisters,’ she began. ‘I come bearing the blessings of my Lord husband, the Messiah.’
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This was a good beginning. It reinforced her status to compensate for her rather plain appearance.
Rachel knew that this was a risky situation for Sara: overly grand and she would invite envy and snobbery.
However, humbly unornamented and she was one of them, abolishing any thoughts of remoteness and
aloofness. The audience had warmed to her already.
‘My family was slaughtered in Poland,’ she narrated. ‘It had become commonplace to hunt Jews
like animals. Girls were brutally raped in front of their fathers. Those terrifying shrieks of death revisit me
each night.’
Now, Sara was evoking sympathy, Rachel noted. Although she herself felt sympathy, Rachel felt
that Sara was watchful, and very attentive to the audience.
‘My family hid me in an abandoned cemetery,’ Sara narrated. ‘There I was found by an old Pole,
starved to death and shivering in the cold. I was desperate for some clothes on my back, and a loaf of bread.
These I was offered, but for a price.’
All around the room, the girls were taken in by Sara’s story.
‘That price was my virginity,’ Sara admitted. ‘I ran away from him, only to be discovered by
another man. Again, I received the same proposition. Starving, with nowhere to go, I still resisted. At that
moment I felt something peculiar. A bluish light hung over my head. An angelic voice told me that I had to
survive because I had an undertaking that had not yet been revealed to me. I had to persevere to fulfil that
calling. The angel assured me that I was under the care of the Shekinah.’
Sara’s audience was becoming more mesmerized by the minute. The appearance of the Divine Spirit
in her narrative had struck a chord of awe.
In Rachel’s estimation, Sara had her own unique manner and was just as captivating as Nathan.
Sara’s performance had to have been rehearsed to perfection. After all, Sara must have often acted out the
perverse fantasies of demanding customers.
‘Under the Shekinah’s guidance I travelled throughout Europe,’ Sara explained. ‘I sold my body to
preserve it. I had to. Who was I to ignore the Will of the All-mighty? The more I sold my flesh, the more
sacred I felt. One night, I saw a vision of the Messiah. He told me his name was Sabbatai Zevi. I knew then
that my place was by his side on the consecrated throne, for the Chosen One instructed me to pry my trade
and wait for him in Gaza. There he would come for me; together we would harvest the change Adonai
desired.’
Rachel was astounded. She had been expecting Sara to falter. Yet, any preconceptions regarding her
background of harlotry had been eradicated. In its stead, the shameful act of prostitution had been elevated
to a status that had never been previously accepted.
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‘May I ask a question, oh Queen of Believers?’ Rachel said humbly.
Sara looked at her thoughtfully, but then smiled and said in an even tone: ‘Of course, you are my
sister, and part of the Messiah’s greater family. What is your name?’
‘I am Tamara,’ Rachel lied. ‘We have been taught that the act of sex is strictly between husband and
wife and that the scriptures are firm on these ideals.’
Sara’s smile widened, and Rachel knew Sara had prepared for such a question.
‘In the Torah, the word Dalet-Ayin-Tav is used for sex,’ Sara said. ‘This simply means to know. It
proves that sexuality stems from the heart and mind, whilst the body is secondary. The Shekinah revealed to
me that if you perform the act with heart and mind it becomes an act of holiness.’
‘But, Holy Mother,’ Rachel pressed, ‘you admitted to performing the act for money. This coincides
with Yetzer ra.’
‘You haven’t listened carefully, dear Tamara,’ Nathan interjected, fearing Sara hadn’t prepared
herself enough. ‘The Shekinah informed Sara to survive by selling herself. Therefore, each sexual act made
her holier in terms of heart and mind. She purified what was commonly perceived to be impure. We have
been tricked by the concept of Yetzer ra, which means the evil impulse. Tamara, sex is no more evil than our
other basic instincts such as thirst or hunger. Again, the importance of heart and mind apply to Yetzer ra.
The flesh is secondary. But, it is not completely omitted. One must remember that the Halakhah holds that
any sexual intercourse that does not violate the sh’chatat zerah, the spilling of seed ejaculated outside the
womanhood, is permissible.
‘Furthermore, the Torah does not prohibit premarital sexual congress. I challenge all the rabbis to
direct me a passage that forbids consensual sex. They will not find it because it is not there. Tamara, the
scriptures you refer to come from the Talmud, a book that has been tampered with as I stated previously. In
the Torah, however, the passage which compels man to marry a woman refers to rape only – where the act
has been ruthlessly forced against the woman’s consent. The act of coition, if entered into freely, is not sinful
because it creates a common marriage situation within itself.’
‘It was a necessary question which had to be asked,’ Sara smiled. ‘Once more Nathan has kindly
informed us. Sex can never be sinful, improper, immoral and degrading. The All-mighty killed Onan for
masturbating, for the destruction of his seed. A line miraculously left intact in the tampered Talmud states:
in the case of man, the hand that reaches below the navel should be chopped off. Female masturbation is also
frowned upon because it is Yetzer ra, an impure impulse. Therefore, it is obvious that sex is the gateway to
Adonai; it is the wonderful act that invites the Shekinah to become a part of our lives. To deny it, only rains
misery onto us. Without our submission to the Shekinah, the massacres I escaped will be repeated here in
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Gaza, Jerusalem, Cairo, Izmir and Istanbul – wherever Jews dwell. We must prevent this by following the
divine instructions.’
With the aid of the stifling incense, and the intoxication of the overly sweet wine, Rachel could see
that most of the girls were drawn into Nathan and Sara’s daydream of erotic license. It appeared that an
invisible barrier had been lifted. The notion that modest inhibition might even doom the community had
infiltrated the young minds. Sexuality had become a form of divine freedom which powered the bond
between the women and the Shekinah.
‘We want to invite the Shekinah into our lives,’ a woman cried out.
Another group of women also seconded this need. Rachel was positive that they were actually
whores from Sara’s brothel, brought in to lend persuasion. Such was their cunning that soon the majority of
the girls joined in.
‘Let us become one with the Shekinah!’
‘For our salvation, for the good of our people –’
‘In the name of the Messiah, end the oppression, we want to be reborn!’
‘Our bodies are sacred vessels! Let the Shekinah bless us now!’
Pleased with her work, Sara’s smile widened. Nathan quieted down the room, arms outstretched,
head tilted upward as if speaking to the heavens.
‘Hear us, Oh Divine Shekinah,’ Nathan called. ‘As I recite the Shabbat hymn from cherished Rabbi
Isaac Luria<’
Rachel shuddered at the mention of Isaac Luria, who was one of the most well-known Kabbalists in
the 1500s. Rachel’s late uncle, who detested the Kabbalah, had informed her that this Luria had intensely
studied Jewish mysticism and believed that the Prophet Elijah spoke to him. In time, Luria had managed to
gather followers. He also claimed he could see people’s sins by gazing at their foreheads.
Nathan closed his eyes as if in a trance, and with his honeyed voice sang the hymn from Isaac Luria.
‘I sing in hymns to enter the gates of the field of holy apples;
A table we prepare for Her;
A lovely candelabrum sheds its light upon us.
Between right and left the Bride approaches in holy jewels and festive garments<’
He then opened his eyes to face the women.
‘A verse in the Zohar makes it clear,’ Nathan explained, ‘that women must prepare a place of
comfort with cushions or from whatever one can find in the house for a bride. That is why the practitioners
of Mishna go out on the eve of the Shabbat and call ‘Come Oh bride, Oh bride’ to receive her on the road
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because the Shabbat is a queen and a bride. Our Messiah was born on Shabbat, hence his name Sabbatai.
And you gathered here tonight are his sisters, brides and queens. Build your nests for the Shekinah to bless
you.’
There certainly were enough cushions and items to make nests of comfort. Busily, the girls began to
create places to lie, as if they were part of a game. Their excitement had taken over their minds. Sara
clapped her hands, and servants came in carrying baskets of jewellery.
‘Sexuality is the woman’s right not the man’s,’ Sara elaborated to her enthusiastic audience. ‘It is
referred to as onah, and is one of the three basic needs, the others being food and clothing. Although it is our
right, we do not have discretion to withhold it from man even as a form of punishment. To withhold it
means to disobey the Shekinah. Therefore, make yourselves fancy with these precious stones to attract a
partner in the name of spiritual fulfilment.’
Servants brought around baskets of gems for the girl participants. They were emptied at their feet:
an onslaught of glittering jewels, rainbows of them being poured on the floor. Instantly, this triggered a
rush among the young girls to fetch the brightest and best jewels. Much pushing and shoving followed,
these riches were for them and surely they could keep them afterwards.
The girls decorated themselves, basking in the abundance. Indeed, most of them had only dreamt of
obtaining such expensive items. The playfulness had transformed to a competition of sorts for the most
glamorous. Rachel detected needles of envy emanating from some of the participants already. To look
involved, Rachel scooped up a bracelet, ring and necklace from some leftovers.
‘Where are the men?’ a voice rang out. ‘How are we to please the Shekinah without partners?’
Rachel was sure the instigators were again Sara’s peers from her whorehouse. However, it managed
to spark likewise cries from the rest. The scene was drastically deteriorating from an informative gathering
into a party. Their quietness, gentleness and shyness had long been toppled; the girls were finally out of
their shells. Loudness and laughter reigned.
And then there was music<Harp strings were plucked by white robed musicians who almost
appeared out of thin air, the sounds a trifle sedating.
Wine<It overflowed more as caskets were emptied into cups and consumed in the blink of an eye.
Smoke<It seemed the incenses burning had quadrupled, the scents ravaging into all corners,
contaminating the girls.
Lights<The amount of lit candles had dwindled, casting shadows and providing more confidence
to those that dared not raise their voice in the bright.
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Men<Nearly naked waist down, with only robes over their shoulders, they emerged like the
musicians. Prompted by the atmosphere, each of the men neared a partner of their choice, and shared sips
of wine from their cups.
The first on their backs were the slightly older women Rachel had pinpointed as experienced
prostitutes. Again, they contributed heavily to the atmosphere, leading the way. Some girls watched with
interest. Rachel, however, not having consumed the drugged wine found the actions profoundly degrading.
Many gasps rose into the ceiling, as hymens were penetrated. Moans of ecstasy married into the music from
the harps, producing uneven duets of blasphemy. The musicians were skilful. They reformed their tunes.
Strings were plucked faster, accommodating the thrusts, inevitably building towards a crescendo of
disgrace.
Sheltered in a dark corner, under a candle which had been put out, Rachel looked on in horror. The
older ones had begun taking two men. Another had three. Rachel wanted to run out, to escape from this
scene of debasement.
A brutishly muscular man had taken Mava and now removed himself, as another younger man
dropped onto the girl to replace him. Rachel could tell the men, hand-picked disciples of Sabbatai, were
delighting in the personal satisfaction without any regard for the girl’s pleasure. The sex was rough,
immoral and animalistic, enhanced by the drugs. This had nothing to do with spirituality; it was
degradation, for tomorrow these girls would have to answer to their families. Chastity scarred, their
innocence soiled forever – all for a few moments of being swept up in a crowd.
They had all been led astray. They had all been lied to.
‘The Shekinah will bless us, sister,’ a male voice to her left startled her. ‘We must embrace it.’
Rachel turned to face the towering muscular man who had taken Mava and left her for another
partner after he had had his fill. In his rapacious eyes, Rachel saw a crazed look of lust, and his manhood
was throbbing like a spear with Mava’s blood on its tip. The savage-looking man also had a scar across his
left cheek which looked like an old knife cut. He was moving to rip away her clothes, to feast his eyes on her
naked body, and to take her viciously as he had done Mava.
Without losing another second, Rachel quickly struck the pouch tied around her waist, hidden
beneath her clothes. When she struck it, the pouch punctured, the contents of the concealed pouch poured
out from the impact. Rachel sensed the chicken blood running down her thighs.
‘I’m unable to embrace the Shekinah,’ Rachel implored, pointing to the crimson streaks down her
leg. ‘I’m in my period of niddah. The Divine Spirit will evade a menstruating woman until she immerses
herself in the mikvah, ritual pool of cleanliness. You’ll be ruined by my impurity, seek another partner.’
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The muscular man judged the probabilities. Rachel was not safe yet. With one strong arm he
grabbed Rachel by the waist and turned her over with the intent to sodomize her. Rachel’s head plummeted
into the floor. She was trying to kick her rapist with all her might. But the brute was too overpowering.
Rachel prayed for help.
Without warning, an eerie shriek pierced the air. Rachel’s violator froze, as did many. Heads turned
to seek the whereabouts of this alarming interruption.
‘She is dead!’ a voice exclaimed.
The speaker was Mava’s nervous second partner. He was rising from the girl’s frail body.
‘She isn’t breathing. She’s dead,’ he repeated, stepping backwards, his sweat turning to ice. More
shrieks came from the girls surrounding Mava’s naked corpse.

***

Several dozen women and girls fled in silence through the winding alleyways of Gaza, in the midst of a
chilly and moonless night. Rachel, together with the other guests, had deserted the house in a rush. They
were still reeling with intoxication and enchantment, but shocked into fear, and were placing as much
distance as possible between themselves and that dreaded location. The Janissary noted that some of the
shivering women had hardly bothered to cover themselves rightfully, and were trailing hastily assembled
garments. However, Kansu was glad this was not the case with Rachel, for he saw the chicken blood
staining her skirts, and realised to his relief that she had never undressed.
‘Insatiable, outrageous, damning,’ escaped Rachel’s lips, although it sounded more like she was
telling herself.
‘Tell us the truth, no matter how dreadful,’ Kansu urged. With Mustafa a few paces behind,
covering their trail, Kansu put his arms around Rachel to put an end to her violent shivers in the cold of
night.
‘It was awful,’ she told him, as they kept up the pace. ‘The girls and women were cajoled into sexual
submission by perverting religion. The entire place erupted into a display of lust.’
Kansu asked about the sudden flight of panicked women.
‘A girl with a weak heart couldn’t stand it,’ Rachel informed him. ‘She lies dead on the floor.’
Kansu’s forehead creased in thought. This nasty death would drive a stake into Sabbatai’s plans. He
would have to send Korkmaz at first light in order to grasp the severity of the repercussions. They hurried
on through the night, glad to put distance between themselves and the strange lights and perfumed
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depravity of Sabbatai’s house. The other women had taken different directions. The older ones had
departed, in a close group, talking in the undertones of worried conspirators. The violated young girls had
scattered, each alone, looking shocked and without direction. Kansu felt some sympathy for them, but he
felt that they needed to somehow reach their homes without any more company of strangers.
Kansu, Rachel and Mustafa were weary, and glad to find the door to their own lodging, but for
some reason the lamp was not lighted. They tapped, then swung the door open, and were met with a
disconcerting silence.
Mustafa was the first to react. He drew his sword, and sidled around the walls until he reached the
kindling of the fire place. As soon as he drew a light from the embers, they saw that the room had been
upturned, and all their belongings cast about. Drenched in blood, Korkmaz’s body lay in a corner. The evils
of that night were not over.

Chapter 11

He could remove all of you and replace you with a new creation if He wished to: that is not difficult for
God.
The Quran, ‘Abraham,’ Ch 14, 19

Adeodatus, Tortosa and Samuel were doing their utmost to look astonished.
‘Tortosa and I accompanied Samuel to his daughter’s grave,’ Adeodatus told Kansu. ‘Korkmaz
chose to remain here alone. We had no idea that such a sight would greet us upon our return.’
Kansu looked at him with suspicion. It was only a few moments after they had entered the house,
and discovered the murder, and a short while ago Samuel and the two Europeans had also returned, so they
claimed. Yet, it was as if they had been waiting.
Adeodatus spoke in his polished tones.
‘We’re sorry for your loss, blood-brother.’
Mustafa bent to inspect Korkmaz’s body. Rachel, encountering the second death this night, looked
the other way, closing her eyes as if willing everything to vanish. Mustafa beckoned Kansu over to him. He
had been going through their belongings left in the Tartar’s care.
‘It’s taken,’ Mustafa said in disappointment. ‘The stones are missing.’
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Kansu reached into Korkmaz’s waist-belt, probing along it. ‘That’s not all that’s gone,’ he
ascertained.
Korkmaz’s Seal was also lost to the despicable hands of a thief or thieves. This was more dangerous.
Whoever had the Tartar’s Seal would surely realize that they had been sent from Istanbul.
‘Corruption has wormed its way to the core of society,’ said Adeodatus. ‘We must guard one
another, thieves abound, blood-brother. I know a little about your burial ways. I can order Tortosa to fetch a
white shroud. I also know the direction of Mecca. Allow us to help you in ensuring the final journey of
Korkmaz to God. Us men of faith understand each-other’s spiritual needs and respect them. Moreover, it’s
our duty as holy servants.’
Since crossing paths with these two Europeans they had suffered two attacks, Kansu realized. One
in the open involving bandits, the second from the shadows, when least expected. An experienced and alert
person such as Korkmaz could only yield through trickery and diversion. Kansu kneeled to smell, much to
Mustafa’s surprise, any essences on Korkmaz’s lips. Mustafa was even more amazed to see Kansu probe
further by sticking his fingers into the dead Tartar’s mouth, searching for something, but what?
Kansu had caught the scent of peeled apples when he first entered the small lodge. Yet, the apples
were nowhere to be seen. Not a trace could be found that the fruit had been consumed by Korkmaz either.
‘I wish I had arrived sooner,’ Adeodatus said. ‘Perhaps this bloodshed could have been avoided.
Thieves are cowardly animals when matched against several.’
The blood had begun to dry on Korkmaz’s clothes. The Tartar’s facial expression was one frozen in
pain. Kansu observed that whoever had murdered him had done it in beastly fashion, taking pleasure with
each knife-thrust, twisting it inside the guts, spilling entrails. The guilty should be repaid in kind.

***

Sabbatai paced up and down around the silent room. This place, only a few hours ago, had been the scene
of the orgy and he was walking on stained sheets amid the stench of sweat and perfume. He stopped by the
corpse of Mava. Nobody had bothered to fling a sheet over the naked body. Zarkov, the head-guard with
the scar stood obediently. He anticipated a reproof, as Sabbatai stared at him with blame. Nathan stood
quietly awaiting the Messiah’s orders, whilst Sara played with a goblet, comparing the crimsonness of the
wine to the virginal blood staining the white sheets surrounding her footsteps.
Sabbatai studied Zarkov more closely. The man was a born brute, broad-shouldered and vicious.
What he lacked in intelligence he compensated for in physical strength. He recalled his first meeting with
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the man a few days ago. Zarkov had dropped at his feet, offering his solemn allegiance when he had
entered Gaza. Zarkov’s mother was Jewish, so he claimed, and his father was a Russian serf. For many years
he had sold his sword, cutting throats for profit.
Sabbatai was convinced the mercenary had looted the slain Jews of Russia during the notorious
pogroms. However, Zarkov had surrendered his plunder as penance, making it clear that he wished to
serve the Messiah and to mend his ways. Sabbatai, recognizing the beastliness in him, appointed the
mysterious Russian as chief of his guards.
Sabbatai knew he had made a wise decision. There was not a man who dared make eye-contact
with Zarkov when he marched the streets. The Russian bear also knew many tough men and brought with
him quite a few who were good with a sword. Of course, others from religious stock had also flocked to
Sabbatai, to become part of his disciple guards. However, the ones brought by Zarkov were more useful in
terms of protecting him and his cause. Sadly, Zarkov’s heartless nature that dwelled beneath the layer of
blind obedience had become impossible to suppress tonight. It had been elevated further by sexual arousal.
It was plain, Zarkov had not made love, he had raped; extracting animalistic pleasure from the pain he
caused with each savage thrust.
Sabbatai had been watching the scene unfold from behind curtains. At times he had felt his body
heat with passion. But he had remained aloof, and conscious of the next move.
‘Zarkov,’ Sabbatai spoke in a tone of superiority, ‘your instructions were to have your men admit
inside healthy girls. You faltered twice. You not only admitted a frail girl, you also took her like a wild
beast. See your folly now?’
The Russian remained speechless. His silence contrasted his mighty physique.
Sabbatai thought about the blunder. This frail girl, Mava, already of weak disposition had become
further weakened by intoxication and drugs; combined with savage sex, her body could endure no more.
He looked disgustedly at the corpse, before turning back to Zarkov.
‘I am guilty Sacred One,’ Zarkov muttered. ‘Please bring her back to life.’
Now, Sabbatai knew he had Zarkov wrapped around his finger inevitably.
‘I shall do nothing of the sort,’ he told him. ‘Your performance tonight has shaken my confidence in
you, Zarkov. Let this girl’s death remind you of your deficiency. The Shekinah chose to take the life of this
poor wretch in place of yours as a message. Write this message into your heart and breathe it. You exist
because of your commitment to me. Should you err again, the Shekinah will return to stop your heart with
my permission.’
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***

Kansu stopped before the Great Mosque of Gaza, known as the Jama Ghazza al-Kabir. Over the entrance were
inscriptions of Kilawun, Lachin, and Barkuk – Mamluk Sultans, who had expanded the mosque during
their reign before the Ottomans. The Mamluks were also a Turkish empire, Kansu knew, much like the
Seljuks before them. Evidently, the mosque had previously been a cathedral during the Crusades. The
Janissary recalled Korkmaz telling him about the Imam who resided here by the name of Abu Shindi – a
pious man who would be of help if needed. Now, the great Tartar was slung on Mustafa’s shoulder. Rachel
was also with them. The dawn was breaking, and it would be a few hours before full daylight.
Imam Abu Shindi’s age was not apparent, because of his erect bearing and vigor. He seemed quick
and strong, but had the grey beard of an elder. He was quick in mind as well as body, and when the
Janissary displayed his Seal to him, the Imam knew that this would be more than an ordinary call of service.
For weeks, Gaza had been swept with strange outbursts of celebrations, and calls for the coming of a new
Messiah among the Jews. Aged and respectable members of the community had been leaving, and wild
newcomers had appeared. The Imam was not surprised to see the arrival of armed men from Istanbul.
Without too many specifics, they told him of the death of their companion.
‘A pity,’ Abu Shindi said in dismay. ‘The Tartar was a courageous man.’
Rachel was taken to one of the rooms, where she would be served breakfast by the Imam’s
daughter.
The ritual cleansing of Korkmaz’s body was promptly underway. A short while later he was buried
in the Muslim cemetery near the mosque, wrapped in a white shroud with his body facing Mecca as
tradition required.
Abu Shindi invited Kansu and Mustafa to his room, he knew they had much to discuss. Servants
brought them coffee and then retreated without a word. They sipped from their small cups in silence.
Mustafa, already in awe concerning the architecture, elected himself to speak first, asking about the history
of this mosque. It had traces of a church.
‘This mosque stands on the grounds of an old Philistine temple,’ the Imam answered. ‘It has a
history going back to the very early ages of Scripture, and tradition states that the body of the Hebrew
champion, Samson, is buried on this site. During the time of the Byzantines, a church was raised here. Later,
Muslims converted it into a mosque. The area was overrun during the Crusades in which the Crusaders
reshaped it into a cathedral dedicated to John the Baptist. It was then reclaimed by Muslims, but razed to
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the ground by Mongol hordes. The Ottomans rebuilt it. Praise to the Sultan, praise to his bloodline and to
his faithful subjects for restoring the House of Allah back to us.’
Mustafa thought it a miracle the building could stand so strong after waves of destruction and
restoration. The interior columns were marble, the floor was of glazed tiles. It was as if the building had not
suffered any damage through the ages. After all, Mustafa said to himself, the building had once been the
dwelling of the Holy Ghost.
‘What news of the Governor of Gaza?’ Kansu asked.
‘The Governor, Musa Pasha is continuing to stay his hand as requested from Istanbul,’ Abu Shindi
explained. ‘However, your Seal gives you the power if you would like him to intervene. There is the
Tartar’s death to consider now.’
‘I don’t believe Sabbatai Zevi had anything to do with Korkmaz’s demise,’ Kansu admitted. ‘The
intervention of authorities would only compel him to form another escape plan.’
‘Then what is it you want, Janissary Bey?’ Abu Shindi said, fingering his prayer beads patiently.
‘Tell the Governor to keep failing to notice, Sabbatai. I need substantial evidence, more blunders. I
need Sabbatai to publically proclaim his Messianic claims, to march on Jerusalem, to rally the crowds
against the Sultan. Only then can my intervention and Sabbatai’s arrest be of use.’
‘Perhaps,’ the Imam nodded. ‘Yet, the more you leave Sabbatai, the more boastful he becomes. If
you choose to wait and watch, you may not be able to contain the fire he ignites.’
‘I expect an enormous protest against him with the coming light,’ Kansu said. ‘Virgins were
deflowered last night, succumbed to sexual intercourse. Instilling the Shekinah they named it.’
Abu Shindi stroked his beard and there was a shadow of distress on his face.
‘You are worried?’ Kansu probed.
‘That I am,’ the Imam sighed. ‘The involvement of the Shekinah changes the situation. You must
remember that it has an important place in Islam and Christianity as well. Sabbatai may be expanding his
Messianic claims to other faiths. You see, the Shekinah is the Holy Ghost to Christians, the third of their
Trinity. It would be a clever ploy to attract them. It can be interpreted as the spirit of Jesus Christ shining on
Sabbatai Zevi. This would be disastrous.’
Kansu considered the implications. The wise Imam was right. If some Christians were convinced
that the Holy Spirit of Christ was guiding Sabbatai Zevi, he could acquire a mob of Christian converts.
This was turning into another drama, one far more critical that the angel in Izmir. According to
Rachel, last night included various interpretations of the Shekinah, including its feminine form. Could this be
used to dissuade gullible Christians, to repel them away from Sabbatai, to educate them that their
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understanding of the Holy Ghost was not compatible with Sabbatai’s feminine Shekinah? Or would
Christians simply believe what they wanted to believe regardless of reason? In the same manner, could
countless Muslims flock to Sabbatai’s perverted call? Kansu remembered the corrupt Cadi of Izmir and his
peculiar behavior of eating with his left-hand – had Vasfi Bey been bought, or was he a kind of convert
himself?
The Janissary asked the Imam about the Shekinah’s place in Islam.
‘It is mentioned six times in the Holy Quran as Sakinah; definitions are calmness, peace, reassurance
and happiness,’ the Imam informed him. ‘However, it often means to be under the protection or in the
presence of Allah. According to the compilation of Hadiths by Imam Muslim, more than seven hundred
years ago − a man alone one night in the wilderness was reciting the Kahf verse from the Koran when a
cloud descended and engulfed him. When he told the Prophet Mohammad of the happening, the Prophet
informed him that the Sakinah descended because of his reciting the verse to protect him from harm. Also,
Hussain Bin Ali, the Prophet’s grandson, named his favorite daughter Sakinah.’
This time it was Kansu’s turn to stroke the stubble on his chin, deep in thought, worries etching
lines across his forehead. Was it possible for Sabbatai to influence three great religions simultaneously? The
more learned Jews had put up a struggle, like Rabbi Josef Escapa in Izmir, but their numbers were
declining. Sabbatai had the majority eating out of his palm. That left Islam and Christianity. Could religions
be torn down, rebuilt, and redesigned much like this mosque that had once been a church, and a temple
before that?
Moreover, what if a structure could appear to be a temple, citadel, or mosque, and yet be none of
those?
Kansu had been troubled by the unexpected appearance of Adeodatus and Tortosa – and his
suspicions continued. Were they emissaries from Europe on a mission to aid Sabbatai Zevi in establishing
himself as a Messianic Pope of the Middle-East, funded by the Vatican and Christian Kings? This sounded
quite ridiculous, but nothing was for certain. Next, Reza the perfumed Shia and his quest for the Hidden
One came to his mind – could Persians be influenced too?
Kansu felt he was staring into a bottomless pit.
‘We’ll board here, Imam Abu Shindi,’ Kansu spoke. ‘The girl stays too. She is Jewish, you’re aware?’
‘It makes little difference – we are all people of the Book,’ the Imam replied.
He’s right, Kansu thought. Except in the case of Sabbatai Zevi, who preferred to write his own.

***
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‘Holy Teacher,’ Zarkov bowed. ‘The girl’s corpse was delivered to her father, Hiram. He threatened that we
had not heard the last of him. He has kept his word. Hiram has gathered an audience by the shore, and is
calling you out.’
Sabbatai, restless, in the early morning, had not expected a fast retaliation from Mava’s father. He
had assumed that a period of mourning would hinder Hiram. Sabbatai frowned. If the leader of stonemasons had called him out, and a crowd had formed, he couldn’t ignore it. Hiram wasn’t going to go away,
he sensed.
‘Hiram is not as important as he thinks, Holy One’ Nathan informed. ‘He’s reputable for his temper.
The crowd will disperse once it becomes apparent that his call to you won’t be heeded.’
Sabbatai weighed the possibilities. On one hand, Nathan’s assessment was right. It would be
unexpected for the Messiah to stoop to the level of a mason. Engaging in a public debate was best left to
underlings. In fact, he could send Nathan to do his bidding. On the other hand, Sabbatai brooded, he was
the Messiah, which meant he could stand up to any challenge. Neither would his face redden, nor would
his voice falter. He had the divine power. He could not allow a simpleton to openly attack him for other
upstarts could easily follow.
‘Zarkov, gather your finest men but dress in thick robes so that your weapons are concealed,’
Sabbatai directed. ‘Dear Nathan, was Mava Hiram’s only daughter?’
‘Yes, Sacred One,’ Nathan said. ‘However, noise is one of Hiram’s talents. He is accustomed to
managing large crowds at constructions. Occasionally he does favors, fixing roofs and such at no charge. I
fear that many of the people with him are mostly these. He may attempt to mock you.’
Sabbatai smiled confidently. ‘He is no danger, dear Nathan.’
Casting an expensive robe over his shoulders, Sabbatai was glad Sara was asleep. Although she had
shown incredible promise last night, it would take more time to mold her into perfection and he didn’t want
her beside him in case she faltered when challenged by someone like Hiram.
With Nathan by his side, he marched to the shore, Zarkov and his men a few paces behind.
‘Here he is,’ echoed Hiram’s voice from the shoreline.
‘The Messiah,’ Hiram spat. ‘We have seen many of those. A man of miracles, he heals the sick, raises
the dead. Well, what if I am the Messiah? I too perform miracles.’
The spectators gasped. Hiram was walking on water. One step, another, then one more<
‘Can you walk on water, Sabbatai?’ Hiram mocked.
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Sabbatai was momentarily startled. Hiram was indeed atop the water. But relief came in the voice of
Nathan.
‘How dare you insult the Sacred Teacher, Hiram!’ Nathan shouted. ‘What you are doing is cheap
and insulting.’
Sabbatai stood firm and tried not to show his alarm. How this Hiram managed to balance himself
on water and walk puzzled him.
‘Why are you silent, Sabbatai Zevi?’ Hiram pressed.
‘The Messiah does not stoop to your level,’ Nathan replied for him.
Hiram jumped. Suddenly, he was in the water to his waist. With a bitter grin he yanked up planks
he had placed earlier, before the audience had gathered. The planks were concealed below the water line
and from afar it appeared that Hiram was walking atop of the sea. People began to laugh at the simplicity of
the illusion.
‘All tricks!’ Hiram shouted. ‘Had I kept these wooden planks a secret what would they say about
me tomorrow? Hiram of the angels, Hiram who walks on water, Hiram the miracle-worker! Not at all, I am
Hiram the stone-mason, Hiram a weeping father! Now you tell me Sabbatai Zevi, who are you?’
Relieved that the illusion had been revealed, Sabbatai felt a surge of boldness. Temporarily, he had
been worried that Hiram indeed possessed some supernatural powers. And now all eyes were on the
Messiah.
‘I remained quiet, Hiram,’ Sabbatai boomed. ‘Only a fool would devise such a tastelessly inferior
gimmick. A child could see through your illusion yet you succeeded in gathering a crowd. It pains me to
witness such decay in Gaza.’
At once, voices rose in sheer protest.
‘We are not friends of Hiram, Chosen One!’
‘Hiram has lost his mind…’
‘Hiram is a fool.’
‘Attempting to burn the graceful bridge between Gaza and the Messiah…’
‘Forgive us, Holy Master.’
The crowd’s favor had once again turned to him, Sabbatai saw.
‘Listen to yourselves!’ argued Hiram, hoisting himself out, water sloshing around his ankles.
‘Desperation has consumed your reason. I demonstrated a miracle, a hoax, yes. Yet, once tongues begin to
wag the line between fraud and fact blurs. If you are who you are Zevi, then you must prove it. Walk on
water for us.’
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‘You are pitiful, Hiram,’ Sabbatai charged. ‘But I cannot disown you. I am not the Holy Teacher of a
few, I am of all. I want you to know that I forgive you. Love is the most powerful of emotions. Love is what
invites the Shekinah to shine on you. Your daughter’s untimely death was your punishment. You never gave
her love, Hiram. You built hundreds of homes, but never warmed your own. Now, you disguise your guilt
by blaming others. You still have not learned your lesson. Understand that last night, the Shekinah
descended upon all the girls except your daughter.’
‘Last night,’ Hiram flew into a rage, ‘you did merriment and coerced innocent girls to stain
themselves forever. In the coming months, when their bellies are full with child, you will be responsible for
bastards born under several Jewish roofs in Gaza. This city has never encountered such disgrace until your
arrival.’
‘On the contrary,’ Sabbatai replied calmly. ‘They are not fatherless. Those born from last night’s
copulation will be blessed people. For the Shekinah has chosen to breathe life into them. Each of those
households will never experience poverty. You, of course, have been singled out from this enlightenment.
You must repent and mend your foul mentality.’
‘More senseless words,’ Hiram roared. ‘If you are indeed the Holy Teacher, then perform a miracle.
We’ve heard of miracles you’ve done in Izmir, but why not one in Gaza, especially when you’re closer to
the Holy City?’
Sabbatai smiled knowingly, understanding that many would think like Hiram.
‘You are an architect, leader of masons,’ Sabbatai said. ‘As for a miracle, I charge you to build the
most secure sarcophagus out of stone, a masterpiece worthy of your years of experience. For I shall lie in it
and once the lid is placed atop and wrapped in chains, thrust me into these waters.’
‘Forgive me, Holy Teacher,’ Nathan said, ‘you need not authenticate to the likes of him.’
‘Fret not, dear Nathan.’ Sabbatai smiled warmly before facing Hiram again.
‘Hah, you will drown Zevi!’ Hiram boasted.
‘You will imprison my body only,’ the smile could not be chiseled out of Sabbatai’s features. ‘My
soul will be in the hands of the Shekinah. I will call upon the Shekinah to help my spiritual essence travel to
Hebron. You will lock me into the stone coffin overnight. After a day, you will then cast the stone coffin into
these waters, and wait until the third day to open it.’
‘You are a fool Zevi,’ Hiram said, his arms folded. ‘You have ruined me as a father, now you will
have me branded as your murderer. It’s impossible to get out of a stone coffin. You can’t escape. ’
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‘You called me out for a challenge, Hiram. Here I am. You asked for a miracle, I am here to give you
one. You will realize that it is one thing to walk on planks for amusement, these are clownish gimmicks. It is
quite another to tread with the Shekinah.’
‘You will get your secure stone coffin, Zevi,’ Hiram promised.
‘Start, Hiram,’ Sabbatai encouraged. ‘Build your sarcophagus.’

***

Isaac had come to Samuel’s lodge to inform his friend of the latest news. When Isaac’s questioning eyes
sought out Adeodatus, Samuel assured him that he was a good man, and that Adeodatus had already
rescued him from an unseen threat by lifting the curtain of deceit from his sight.
‘To be more precise,’ Samuel had added, displaying the bag full of expensive jewels snatched from
the dead Tartar, ‘these riches would not have been acquired if not for Adeodatus’s help.’
Now, Isaac stared at the bag of gems in bewilderment. Samuel explained how these choice stones
were to be donated to Sabbatai by his other guests, but had been confiscated by them, and to keep quiet
about it. Isaac nodded, pledging his mouth to be closed on the subject. He also narrated what had
transpired between Sabbatai and Hiram along the shore that morning, adding that Hiram was already busy
constructing a stone coffin for Sabbatai.
Samuel Lissabona mulled this over. Isaac dreamt of Sabbatai suffocating in the stone coffin, raking
his nails till they chipped away, blood smearing the insides of the sarcophagus. Images of Sabbatai trying to
open the lid with all his desperate strength, knowing he had been shut into his doom with no escape,
continued to echo in Samuel’s tormented mind. Another powerful image emerged; this time of Sabbatai
plunged into the waters, the liquid seeping through the coffin, steadily filling it up. Sabbatai’s cowardly
screams extinguishing, a sickening gurgle as the water filled his mouth, his lungs swamped with the salty
sea. Samuel desired to witness the lid being broken open, exposing the bloated corpse of the deranged
imposter.
‘Black magic of the Kabbalah renders Sabbatai untouchable on land, Samuel,’ Isaac argued. ‘In the
sarcophagus, his powers would be weakened considerably while he is engrossed in channeling all his
energy to mystically transport himself. Therefore, he will be most vulnerable while he is in-between two
worlds. The moment the lid is secured, Sabbatai’s deep trance begins, presenting an infallible opportunity
to destroy the menace.’
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Samuel found Isaac’s counsel compelling. A beam of hope patterned Samuel’s face, a face which
had been tortured for many days since the suicidal plunge of his disfigured daughter. He had heard the
saying of one digging his own grave. Yet, the idea of Sabbatai building his own made him content.
Moreover, to disrupt Sabbatai at that precise moment, a sensitive time where his body was to be escorted by
demons, before being fused out of the stone coffin, would spell the destruction of Sabbatai for good.
And what would Nathan do without his beloved Messiah? Samuel thought about this. Surely,
confused and torn down, Nathan would return to him, begging for forgiveness.
Samuel asked whether Isaac was able to find men of strong arm and courage, eager to rescue Gaza
from Sabbatai’s clutches.
Isaac thought a moment. ‘I believe there are such men, yes.’
‘Then take these,’ Samuel thrust the bag of gems. ‘It will buy the loyalty, as well as swords to make
the sarcophagus forever Sabbatai’s tomb.’
Isaac left with the bag of riches. Samuel knew his friend would persevere in their quest to eradicate
the infestation of heresy which gripped Gaza. Adeodatus smiled and congratulated Samuel. It was
satisfying to detect the glitter of vengefulness in Samuel’s eyes. Those gems that he had taken over the
Tartar’s dead body were finally being put to good use, Adeodatus knew. The Vatican man had simply
pointed a direction but it was Samuel who embarked with all his strength, nurtured by mourning, self-pity
and the prospect of redemption.

***

The exchange between Sabbatai and Hiram had become sensational news. Hiram, utilizing his building
mastery because he dared, and the Messiah, secluded, calling upon the Shekinah because he could. Many in
Gaza abandoned all other concerns, and awaited the outcome.
Reports were reaching Sabbatai regarding Hiram’s progress. This annoyed him somewhat. Hiram
hadn’t lost a second and he was already constructing the sarcophagus. Sabbatai paced around his room,
then finally he summoned Nathan to ask whether Hiram was in any way associated with evil spirits.
Nathan searched his memory. ‘He is not known to be a man of faith, Sacred One.

Nor is he known

to be a follower of any forbidden rites.’
‘Strange,’ Sabbatai commented. ‘I feel power draining out of my body, Nathan. It’s as though an
invisible barrier is being erected around me to block my contact with the Shekinah.’
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‘Put an end to this venture, my beautiful Lord,’ Nathan gasped. ‘Don’t stoop to a mere mason’s
level. You are the Messiah, the sacred King of the world.’
Sabbatai looked at the handsome Nathan before him. The young man was both alarmed and upset.
‘The Shekinah is testing my will,’ Sabbatai said. ‘I must persevere. Fetch me Sara.’
***

Angered beyond control, Hiram had shouted at the crowds gathered outside his home. Obscenities were
hurled at him for daring to challenge the Messiah, and that his rudeness would bring about catastrophe.
They argued that the death of his daughter was his own doing for failing to believe in the Holy Teacher
from Izmir. However, Hiram was not a man to surrender to such pressures. Eventually the crowd had
dispersed.
Hiram returned to his workshop at the back of his house where a handful of his trusted workers
continued their work on the stone coffin.
At midnight, when all candles and lamps had been extinguished, and his street was asleep, there
came a sudden knock at his door. The sounds echoed to his workshop. Hiram assumed these could be
acquaintances who preferred to offer their condolences, and help, in the shroud of the night. Before him,
however, when he opened his door stood the very image of glamour and deception – Sara, the Messiahwife. She startled the grieving father.
‘So the immoral master has sent forth his whore,’ Hiram mocked. ‘Be on your way, Sara.’
Sara softly touched the angry man’s arm. Her hands were warm and soft.
‘A short while, brother Hiram,’ Sara said. ‘And we are friends, are we not?’
It troubled Hiram to hear Sara say as much. But, he wondered what she had to say. Perhaps she felt
some remorse and sought to disclose information that he could use.
Hiram decided to dismiss his workers to go to their homes, rest, and to return at first daylight. They
had been working hard since morning. The workers obeyed him. Sara waited till they left.
‘This wager is childish, Hiram,’ She told him, walking around the workshop nonchalantly, while
she eyed the cut stones.
‘Why do you spend your time in vain disputes. You are strong and handsome,’ Sara said, and she
reached forward. Her fingers were like tentacles. ‘I can come to you each night if you like. Would you like
that, Hiram?’
Hiram didn’t utter a word. Despite his grief and fatigue, he felt the allure of her.
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‘Minds can be changed and words easily withdrawn,’ Sara continued. ‘Forget this senseless gamble,
Hiram. You haven’t fathomed the true power of Sabbatai. Renounce your intentions tomorrow, beg his
forgiveness. In return, Sabbatai will employ you to build a temple, a temple to rival that of Solomon. You
will be respected and wealthy. Once Sabbatai’s temple is built, you’ll be further rewarded. He will resurrect
both your wife and daughter and make you forget yesterday ever happened.’
Hiram remained silent. Could Sabbatai really resurrect the dead? Images of reuniting with his
deceased wife and daughter flooded him. Momentarily, he felt light, hollow and warm inside. He, as
everyone else, had heard of these supposed miracles, but knew them to be lies. Sabbatai had sent his
beautiful wife to bargain with him, to deter him from his campaign, knowing well that the stone coffin
would result in his public ridicule. This pleased the mason.
Taking advantage of his silence, Sara disrobed, displaying her naked body.
‘Our pact will be secured with the holy union witnessed by the angels. I the Messiah-wife, offer you
my body. What more can you ask, Hiram?’
Sara placed her hands on her well-formed breasts. Her nipples hardened, and she began to moan. It
was a tried and tested moan that had become routine through practice.
‘You’ve degraded yourself enough,’ Hiram said. ‘I weep for my daughter and know she will never
come back to me. Your husband will pay with his humiliation before all of Gaza. Yes. He will take one look
at my sarcophagus and his knees will tremble. To enter it will mean his death. History will write him as the
biggest fool, and I as the one who exposed him.’
‘Fool,’ Sara spoke with hate as she picked up her discarded robe. ‘The Messiah will enter it. The
Shekinah shall lift him away to Hebron on the third day, as he decreed.’
‘Is that why Zevi sent you?’ Hiram mocked. ‘To buy me through your flesh, you paid-for bitch. Was
it not your demented conclave where my sweet Mava lost her life?’
‘You banned her from coming. That made us forbidden fruit and piqued her interest,’ Sara smiled.
Now, the real Sara had surfaced, Hiram knew. He wanted to place his hands around her throat, and
choke her to death, watching her eyes grow larger and rounder in savage desperation. But, he also was
aware that this was not the method to destroy these terrible people. Zevi could always find another whore
to marry, using her skills to seduce or weave his way into whatever situation he deemed a threat. This was
not a solution because Sara, and those like her, would always be expendable.
‘Poor little Mava,’ Sara laughed evilly. ‘Oh, if you were there Hiram to see how your little slut
daughter was enjoying herself. She flew to the other world from excitement. Such a waste of talent, for she
was my natural replacement at the brothel. Imagine the laborers working under you exerting their
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frustrations by having your daughter work under them? Mava liked it so much. She’s probably one of the
hourris bouncing away on some Mohammadan’s lap in their stupid paradise.’
A lesser man would have given in to her insults and attacked her, bruising her severely, but Hiram
knew he had to remain composed. Should he attack or beat the wife of Sabbatai it would cost him his life
before he had a chance to issue his challenge.
‘Be gone, Sara. I have work to do,’ he said.

***

Sabbatai Zevi struck Sara in the face. As she collapsed to the floor, blood began to trickle down her chin
from the split lip. Nathan had never seen the Holy One this furious. This was proof to Nathan that there
surely was some evil presence at work. This damned presence was causing immense frustration to the
Messiah. Nathan planned to lock himself away in his room tonight to pray that these spirits extract
themselves from the life of the Great One.
Gathering her senses, Sara licked away the blood. Prostitutes were used to such handling, as many
patrons extracted great pleasure from the act, their manhood swelling with violent excitement, especially
the impotent ones. However, once Sara had attained fame and good earnings, the madam of the brothel had
taken steps to never admit customers with violent reputations, in order not to mark her delicate skin.
Everything was easy then. How difficult was this new post, married to one man, compared with her old
one, where she served hundreds. This one man could be very difficult to please.
‘There are men who can be called upon by a woman, and there are those who cannot be,’ said Sara.
‘And I saw this Hiram, today. He is a grieving father and an angry man. You may as well have sent me to
the den of a lion, or the wasteland of the jackal. He will not yield to my charms.’
‘Here,’ said Sabbatai, ‘here in Gaza, Samson, the strongest man who ever lived, was seduced, bound
and betrayed to his death by a woman.’
‘She had the advantage because he was drawn to her,’ said Sara. ‘Between a man and woman is a
magic bond, very different from your learning. I am willing to take your enemies into my toils, and I will do
that, but it has to be the right time and the right man.’
Sabbatai was so angry that he nearly struck her again. He realized that Sara was about to refer to
the fact that he had still not consummated their marriage.
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Sara directed her hatred at Nathan; this bookish scholar, although handsome, had become the
center of Sabbatai’s attention. More insulting was the fact that Nathan did not harbor the remotest of
interests towards her.
‘Hiram is closed to any form of seduction,’ Sara argued. ‘How could this escape you husband? You
who are guided by the Light and this peacock of a Prophet here,’ she thrust her head at Nathan.
Sabbatai seemed to lose all energy. He waved his hand, indicating that she should leave.
‘Something ghastly is afoot against my soul. I feel Yahweh’s energy abandoning me,’ he said.
A thought occurred to Nathan, but he bit his tongue. This woman, the whore, of course! It had to
be. Ever since Sabbatai had married Sara, his holy environment had become a playground of ill-luck.
Moreover, he had read about demons that operated through a proxy, somebody who was close to the
intended victim. The Holy Teacher had said so himself in relation to Dana’s suicide. Nathan’s distaste for
Sara magnified – could she be possessed by demons, polluting the Messiah’s bed each night, draining him
of his magnificent aura? The idea was difficult to expel.
‘Command me, Sacred One,’ Zarkov spoke, one hand grasping the hilt of his sheathed sword, ‘to
sabotage Hiram’s stone coffin.’
‘No,’ Sabbatai responded. ‘If news should circulate about sabotage or of Hiram’s sudden demise,
the blame will fall on me. This I cannot allow. Sara’s visit was never to seduce Hiram. It was to find out
whether Hiram was the source of black magic against me.’
Sara’s bloodied lips suppressed laughter, recalling how, in the privacy of their bedroom, Sabbatai
had instructed her to tempt Hiram with all her experience. He had wanted Hiram to cease work on the
stone coffin and publically ask for forgiveness, in exchange for wealth and Sara’s body.
‘Now I am convinced Hiram is not the perpetrator,’ Sabbatai continued. ‘There must be another,
one so vile and wicked, who is the cause of my lessening strength. I have given my pledge to enter the
sarcophagus and to leave it, but there’s one who aims to sever my tie to the Shekinah, thus rendering me
powerless and unable to keep my word. I must pray that this evil doesn’t progress enough to consume me
in its entirety.’
With those words, Sabbatai headed towards Samuel’s study to pray in private.
Some hours later, unable to dismiss the worries from his mind, Nathan approached the study to
speak with his Holy Master. At the doorway, where Nathan stood, it seemed that his blessed Messiah was
stricken by a nerve-wracking illness. Zevi’s face was sickly pale as he stared down at the open pages of the
Torah before him, and he wiped the sweat from his brow with the slow gestures of an invalid.
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Nathan gasped, this could not be. What was becoming of his Holy Teacher? He could not bear to
witness his Messiah disintegrate.
‘I am withering away, adorable Nathan,’ Sabbatai spoke, sensing Nathan nearby. His voice was a
mere trickle. ‘Whenever I close my eyes, images of snakes, spiders and insects crawl into my dreams. My
body twitches outside my control. I feel enormous heaviness on my chest. My mind is fogged, unable to
establish the sacred ties with the Shekinah. Yet I try incessantly at the expense of constant headaches.’
Nathan closed his eyes. Here was the Messiah, he who returned life and beauty with each breath,
whose love and charity turned the dullest of colors into rainbows, reduced to such suffering.
‘This is evil in its most potent form, my elated prophet,’ Sabbatai said. ‘It emanates from a source I
am yet to discover. In Gaza, Nathan, there is one so vile, wicked and fattened with hate, who is so much in
league with demons as to render me powerless.’
There had to be a way to put an end to this terrible assault on the Messiah, Nathan thought. If the
Sacred One was unable to escape, as he had publically promised, the Jews would never flock to the Messiah
in vast numbers, and Yahweh would punish them more severely, as he had done so in the times of Moses.
The massacres in Poland and Russia would spread like a plague to each land where his people resided. The
scope of the disaster would be hideous.
‘Do you think, Holy One,’ Nathan stammered, ‘that Sara may be the cause? The sudden demise of
Hiram’s girl during the emergence of the Shekinah - a moment that was to be the most blessed; Sara’s
inability to sway Hiram’s single-mindedness to taunt you, the accumulating hauntings and afflictions you
experience, could they be linked to her unholy presence?’
Sabbatai smiled weakly. ‘If Sara is indeed the source, then I must help her to overcome these
demons for she is much stronger than Samuel Lissabona’s daughter. Meanwhile, we must continue to take
steps in case my divine powers continue to falter. Hiram shall not triumph. I will try to establish my tie with
the Shekinah again.’
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Chapter 12

Behold, thou hast mocked me, and told me lies, now tell me, I pray thee, wherewith thou mightiest be
bound <
Book of Judges Ch 16.11, Holy Bible

After morning prayers at the Great Mosque, the Imam, Abu Shindi, provided Kansu directions the Qasr alBasha, also referred to as the Radwan Castle by the populace. This was where Musa Pasha, the Governor of
Gaza, resided. The Governor, himself from Radwan lineage, had continued a dynasty of Governors
appointed by the Ottoman authorities.
As soon as he entered the gates, Kansu noticed the sculpture of two lions facing each other. They
were leftover from the Mamluk period. Abu Shindi had informed him that the Mamluk Sultan Baibars,
whilst still a soldier fighting the crusaders, had passed through Gaza in the 13 th century. The sultan had
taken a wife and built the castle as a home. Much later, the fortress had been re-modeled to have arrow slits
and underground passages in case of siege.
The guards admitted the Janissary with awe after peering at his Seal.
‘I’ve been expecting you, Kansu Bey,’ the Governor, Musa Pasha began. ‘We have stayed our hand
concerning the Zevi nuisance as you wished. As you are aware, we upheld the millet system, where
minorities govern themselves through their leaders and councils. We only intervene if a series of complaints
are issued for our involvement. Since there have been none of those, our passiveness goes without
suspicion. Whilst our hands linger in midair, our eyes and ears are ever delicate. My spies weave in and out
the streets collecting information. I shall send an updated report to Kadir Bey.’
‘Thank you Pasha,’ Kansu said. ‘I would also like to compose a letter to Kadir Bey to go with yours.
In the meanwhile, could you see to it that the Governor of Jerusalem also stays his hand on the Zevi matter?
I feel it inevitable Sabbatai will go there.’
Musa Pasha sighed.
‘I will dispatch a messenger as you wish, though we have not heard news of Sabbatai traveling to
Jerusalem. Rather, it seems our friend is most occupied with a dare. Really now, to transport your body from
one place to another,’ the Governor laughed. ‘The character is ending his so-called career by his own hand.
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In a few days Zevi will be the laughing stock of Gaza. His face will be too red to go to Jerusalem. You have
nothing to worry about.’
Although the Pasha’s words made sense, Kansu knew well enough not to underestimate Sabbatai.
Little else could please the Janissary more than witnessing Sabbatai’s downfall before gates of the Holy City,
to watch him flee without a glance behind, pursued by a reckless crowd awakened to his trickeries, to hear
every door slammed shut to his face, every word spat onto his forehead.
Yet, this was Sabbatai Zevi, he fretted, a man who could turn the most impossible series of events to
his advantage.
‘There are also two strangers, Europeans,’ Kansu informed. ‘I first encountered them in Izmir. Much
later, they arrived in the nick of time during our trek to Gaza when we were under attack by desert
brigands. Our paths intertwine and I cannot label it coincidental. We traveled together and shared the same
roof, one of Samuel Lissabona’s lodges, until Korkmaz the Tartar’s death.’
The Governor’s face soured.
‘The Middle-East has been the jousting place of the infidel since the dreaded Crusades, Kansu Bey.
These strangers are more likely agents of the Pope in Rome. From time to time, we receive intelligence
about their set-ups, but these are rough terrains and they vanish skillfully.’
‘There’s more grim news,’ Kansu said. ‘Korkmaz’s Seal is missing. So too were our collection of
gems. My intention was to present them to Sabbatai as means to gain his confidence.’
‘I am able to provide you with replacement valuables to carry on with your plans,’ the Governor
suggested. ‘But first, hear more of Samuel Lissabona’s activities. Though bereft of his fortune, Samuel has
surprisingly raised enough money to buy swords. A friend of his, Isaac, scouts the streets with hushed
whispers organizing a band of Zevi despisers. Of course, the sudden source of his funds may interest you.’
Kansu understood what the Governor hinted.
‘It does,’ Kansu replied, thinking about the missing gems. ‘When I first encountered Samuel
Lissabona he was drained emotionally and economically. Nathan, his son-in-law, and Zevi’s appointed
Prophet, not only used up his money, but landed him in serious debt. Those swords could be bought at
Korkmaz’s price.’
‘We can intercept them and put an end to it,’ the Governor twisted the edge of his beard. ‘Or, wait
and see what is becoming.’
Kansu decided to that the latter was appropriate. The heat was increasing in Gaza, and it wouldn’t
be wise to take sides in the middle of complications.
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Foremost was Hiram’s challenge to Sabbatai. As for Samuel’s hired swords, it was unclear how soon they
could assemble and when they would actually strike. There was also the chance of Sabbatai catching wind
of Samuel’s plot and devising a way to leave it premature. Kansu remembered Rachel describing the
scarred man who had attempted to rape her, the one who led Sabbatai’s disciple-guards.
‘His name is Zarkov,’ Musa Pasha shook his head. ‘He is known to us for brawling and various
kinds of mayhem. When he drinks, he boasts of how many he’s killed.’
Kansu hated him already. Even though, as a Janissary, he had slain countlessly, he never boasted
about the taking of life. Indeed, some had fought honorably and deserved much respect for their valor.
Others had fought deviously, but at the point of dying, ever so subtly, acknowledged Kansu as the better
man – he could see it in their eyes.
The Janissary always felt he owed his slain enemy a debt of silence.

***

When the Imam, Abu Shindi, had approached Mustafa to invite him to participate in the evening prayers,
Mustafa had declined, saying he preferred to pray alone. In fact, Mustafa had little intention to pray, using
his time alone to reflect on his inner voices. He had a smallish room that he shared with Kansu, whilst
Rachel was with the women, away from the male quarters. With Kansu gone to visit the Governor of Gaza,
Mustafa brooded over Sabbatai’s marriage to the prostitute Sara and how repulsive it sounded. However,
the more he brooded, the more his understanding reshaped. Recalling how the Lord Jesus Christ was
followed by a fallen woman, Mary of Magdala. The Savior had paid no heed to protests, and allowed his feet
to be washed by this woman. Moreover, she had wiped his feet with her unbound hair and had anointed his
skin with expensive perfume. The Lord Jesus had then allowed himself to be accompanied by this woman
of ill-repute.
Why had he done this? Mustafa pondered, knowing there to be deep wisdom in the Christ’s
actions.
Fallen women were victims, needing aid to stand on their feet, Mustafa reasoned. If the Christ had
permitted the tainted soul of Mary to be part of his chosen family, was it fair to brand Sabbatai for his
relationship with Sara?
Moreover, could Rachel, in her desperation to overturn Sabbatai, have exaggerated the happenings,
fabricating lies of an atrocious orgy when all that had been preached was a unique message of love?
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What if Sabbatai Zevi had been misunderstood for following in the footsteps of Jesus Christ, thus
becoming a victim of ruinous slander? The possibility that horrid deeds could be done in Sabbatai’s name
without his permission hung over Mustafa’s mind like a mist.
In fact, during the Christ’s arrest, one of his disciples had struck a Roman soldier with a blade,
severing the ear. This violence was not condoned by Jesus, and he had performed a miracle by replacing the
soldier’s ear and healing the wound.
Therefore, Mustafa searched his heart, was it appropriate to hold Sabbatai accountable for the
wrongs of several dubious followers, be it Abraham Ha-Yakini in Izmir, or others in Cairo, Gaza or
Jerusalem?
Equally important, the matter of Hiram’s challenge couldn’t be overlooked. If Sabbatai was able to
free himself from the confines of the sealed sarcophagus and to appear in another location, wasn’t this an
incredible feat, unable to be performed without the guidance of spiritual forces?
If this miracle did occur, all that would be left was to decipher whether Sabbatai was aided by the
forces of good or of evil, and that particular judgment would best be left till they met the so-called Messiah
face to face, Mustafa concluded.

***

In a few days, Hiram’s sarcophagus was finished and open to public display for those who wished to
inspect it. It stood on four small legs, and was of good height and width, suitable for Sabbatai Zevi.
The curious skeptics climbed in and out of the stone tomb, fidgeting about and seeking for secret
compartments. But all was useless. Hiram had shown his mastery. The stone coffin was impervious. All
who inspected deemed the design inescapable. Once a person was locked inside, they would remain there
for eternity.
The sarcophagus was carried on the shoulders of the eager crowd to a small synagogue that had
been chosen by Sabbatai based on its location and size. The synagogue stood apart from other buildings and
this enabled enthusiasts as well as skeptics to surround it and keep a hawk-like watch from the outside. The
entrance would be sealed by Sabbatai’s disciple-guards once he had entered the sarcophagus, and nobody
would be allowed inside for the duration.
Sabbatai Zevi, showered in praises and cheers, made his way to the synagogue, accompanied by
Nathan, Zarkov, and his disciple-guards. Blending into the crowds, Kansu and Mustafa craned their necks,
watching Sabbatai parade by them.
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Kansu had instructed Mustafa to stay outside, whilst he tried to get a place inside the synagogue, to
witness Sabbatai descend into Hiram’s coffin. Barging his way in, using shoulders and elbows, Kansu
entered the synagogue. Inside, it was crammed. There was no shortage of pushes and shoves as those left
outside did their utmost to squeeze in.
Kansu could see Hiram standing ever so proudly and defiantly before his structure – the
invulnerable sarcophagus.
‘So it has come to this, stonemason.’
Sabbatai’s voice was a citadel of impudence.
‘I’ve kept my word,’ Hiram pointed to the stone coffin. ‘The turn is now yours.’
‘Immaculate,’ Sabbatai said.
‘Has the knowledge that you’ll die from suffocation once the lid is sealed upon your cowardly
frame made your blood run cold, Sabbatai?’ Hiram taunted.
‘I have worked miracles for the good of man; healing the sick, securing vision to the blind,’ Sabbatai
announced. He was suddenly serious and speaking like one who intones a sermon. ‘Those were noble
deeds. Yet I’m further compelled to demonstrate my divine powers by way of a miracle that has no reward
for others, and this does dishearten me. You people call for signs and wonders, and do not care for each
other.’
Sabbatai’s fingers, decorated with ornate rings, touched the edges of stone. He then stepped into the
sarcophagus. Gasps filled the synagogue with the knowledge that the Messiah was about to lock himself
inside that dreaded tomb.
More spectators pushed and shoved their way to catch a glimpse. The synagogue had already long
reached its capacity, and there was no room for another.
‘Remember well,’ Hiram motioned to the witnesses. ‘For this is the final glimpse of him alive. Once
that lid is closed upon him, only his corpse shall we withdraw.’
Sabbatai ignored him, standing in full height, inside the stone coffin, looking at the crowd.
‘This tomb is built to make my death an entertainment,’ Sabbatai said. ‘But have faith in me. Inside,
once the lid is sealed, I will indulge in deep prayers and call upon the Shekinah to work with me beyond
boundaries. At that point, any minor disturbance can create severance of my soul from my physical body.
Therefore, I mustn’t be interrupted at this delicate stage. I entrust Zarkov to keep guard.’
‘Holy Master,’ Zarkov bowed. ‘Once the lid is placed, I will ensure that you aren’t disturbed.
Further, the sarcophagus will be bounded by chains. The doors of the synagogue will be locked and
guarded, as will the synagogue’s exterior. Nobody will trespass.’
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Indicating approval of Zarkov’s vow, the towering Sabbatai addressed his audience again. ‘It is
time.’
‘A moment, Zevi,’ Hiram put up his hand in protest. ‘I want it witnessed that you proclaim me free
of guilt, for you will surely die.’
Zevi smiled, as if humoring a poor child. ‘Trust in Adonai and his angels, Hiram. There will be no
death, my work has only begun.’
Hiram spat. ‘I want it said.’
Sabbatai smiled, and appeared filled with power, amused by the petty concerns of ordinary life.
‘Hiram fears harm and plummets in his business. Hear all that his fears are not grounded. He is
relieved of responsibility should the Shekinah deny me.’
This statement seemed to satisfy Hiram.
‘I will draw strength from the Shekinah’s presence until I am able to transport my physical body to
Hebron. I must not be disturbed tonight. Tomorrow morning you will carry and lower me into the waters,’
Sabbatai spoke in his pleasant voice, undisturbed. ‘Do not despair, for breath would have left my body and
my heart will not be beating by sunrise. There, in the water, you will leave my lifeless body for two days
buried in this stone shell. On the third day, I shall be awaiting you all at Hebron.’
With those words, the atmosphere changed. There was deep silence. Sorrow descended upon the
Jews. Kansu could tell that some were having second thoughts about the event. The air of jubilation was fast
diminishing like grains of sand emptying through open palms.
Sorrowful voices broke out simultaneously.
‘We believe and follow regardless of miracles!’
‘What if he is not –‘
‘We will be cursed!’
‘Do not evoke the fury of the Shekinah.’
‘Please do not do this, Messiah!’
Kansu had expected as much. He was convinced Sabbatai had placed agents among the audience to
change the outcome of this insane feat which could only result in his death. He expected Sabbatai to step
down from the stone coffin, surrendering to the pleas of the crowds, and discard this miracle in the making.
Astoundingly, that sign was not forthcoming and there had been no trace of change in
Sabbatai’s posture. In fact, he seemed to grow more enormous, feeding off the pleas to step down, and lead
them in prayer. Sabbatai genuinely wanted to lock himself into the coffin and be thrown to the sea.
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The Messiah began to lower himself into the sarcophagus, holding onto the sides. In moments, he
was sitting inside the stone coffin, adjusting his clothes, smoothening creases, flicking away invisible dust.
Then, Sabbatai stretched himself, lying down in full height. Some members of the audience had tears
mingling with bearded cheeks.
‘Bring forth the lid upon me,’ Sabbatai ordered.
Zarkov signaled to some of his men of strong limb to carefully place the heavy lid of stone. The lid
was slowly sliding into place when sounds of human thunder exploded from outside. A group of men,
armed with swords and daggers, yelled at the top of their lungs, violently shouldering their way inside the
synagogue. Panic struck those in the room as realization dawned that this was an attack. The armed
protestors were unstoppable:
‘Move or be cut down!’
‘We won’t wait the third day!’
‘Death to the fraud Zevi!’
Pushing and shoving, the small group of armed trouble-makers forced themselves in. Zarkov,
immediately springing into action, drew his sword and commanded his men to defend the half-closed
sarcophagus. The audience squirmed with fright. Some threw themselves to the sides than risk being cut
down. Others turned to flee as chaos erupted. Kansu stood adamant. He was certain these were the socalled rebels acting on the orders of Samuel and Isaac, fed with money taken from Korkmaz the Tartar. One
in particular neared him, threatening him to make way. When the Janissary didn’t, the cut-throat’s sword
was raised against him. With cat-like reflexes, Kansu delivered a powerful fist to his attacker’s larynx,
crushing the throat. His second strike was to the chest, the third, a kick to the knee, shattering the kneecap.
The Janissary’s opponent was erased as a threat and this caught Zarkov’s attention.
The Russian mercenary marked this strange man as a person to watch.
Oddly, the raid ceased as suddenly as it had started. It appeared that Isaac and Samuel’s paid cutthroats were gutless despite their loud and intimidating interference. When Zarkov and his men showed
violent opposition, the small band of attackers rushed out to save their skins. Crowds booed them outside
as they fled left and right.
Within a minute, the synagogue was filled again with the curious and fearful devotees.
All along, the sarcophagus had been guarded expertly. The lid still remained but half-closed like a
partial shield over the Messiah.
Nathan spoke: ‘Ruffians have sought to sabotage the Messiah’s ceremony of miracle. We mustn’t
succumb to hindrances. Close the lid.’
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Nathan bent to speak with Sabbatai but only a muffled voice was audible as the lid was sliding into
place. However, Sabbatai’s ringed hands were seen protruding from inside, curled over the lid, helping
them draw it over his head.
‘Mind your hands, Holy One,’ Nathan said. The lid finally grated shut.
Sabbatai Zevi was sealed inside.
Silent awe descended upon the synagogue.
A faint tapping of knuckles could be detected from inside the stone coffin.
‘The Messiah is settled,’ Nathan said cheerfully. ‘It is time to bind the sarcophagus. Pay heed,
children of Israel. The purpose of these chains is twofold. One, for all to see that escape is physically
impossible. Two, to protect the Messiah from interruptions should any rogues get past the guards.’
Zarkov’s men began to wind thick chains from all corners of the stone coffin. The chains were
intertwined and done in confusingly crisscrossed fashion. All witnesses had to agree that it was truly
inconceivable to get out of the sarcophagus.
Nathan then announced that the waiting period had hereby commenced.
Everybody was led outside. With nobody left in the synagogue, the entrance doors were closed and
locked, with Zarkov’s armed guards placed in front of it. Moreover, guards were placed all around the
synagogue, forming an impressive and daunting defense barrier.
Hundreds set up camp outside the synagogue. The nail-biting wait had begun. The Messiah had
placed himself in a holy trance, reaching out to the Shekinah, they knew. When the night passed and
morning reared its head again, they would unbolt the synagogue’s door, and throw the undisturbed stone
coffin into the sea.

***

The streets and alleyways of Gaza were stripped of its noise, stalls, and color as Kansu and Mustafa made
their way through them. Evidently, the inhabitants were gathering around the synagogue, awaiting the next
phase of the expected miracle – a bilocation where Zevi would appear elsewhere. The Jews of Gaza were
convinced that they were witnessing the greatest historic event unfolding before their very eyes.
‘That raid was sudden, gardash,’ Mustafa spoke fast, his arms slicing the air. ‘That ragtag bunch
came out of nowhere and began beating their way into the synagogue. I thought of coming down to your
aid, but you told me to stand watch outside and keep my eyes peeled. Shortly, that group lost heart,
disappearing back into the alleyways as if a djinn was at their heels. One of them had a broken knee and
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was carried. The fools bungled their own chances. They’ll never get to Sabbatai now, the synagogue
surrounded the way it is. They must be hurrying to Hebron to kill him there.’
Kansu did not reply. In order to assess the situation he needed more information concerning
traditional accounts of bilocation. This he could only attain from Imam Abu Shindi.
The Imam greeted the Janissary warmly, on his return to the grand Gaza mosque, and was eager to
have a first-hand account of events in the synagogue. Although Kansu recognized that the Imam was a very
holy man, he thought that he was also touched with the spirit of curiosity, which was natural in the closely
bound society of Gaza. Kansu described events in a broad outline, and the Imam nodded, saying that
descriptions of these scenes were already running in the marketplaces, as well as the gold souk, a most
refined and wealthy area which faced the mosque.
The Imam did not only ask for information, he was willing also to confide. After hearing Kansu’s
description of the scenes in the synagogue, he offered him a private tour of the areas of the mosque which
were closed to the public. They descended into a crypt, where massive stone arches rose in a peaked style,
and shelves of stone were set into the walls, like altars.
Kansu recalled how the Imam had informed him that once this site had been a church.
‘Yes,’ the Imam said. ‘It was, during the crusader era. This is their work. Also, when the Sultan
ordered the rebuilding of this mosque during the last century, they delved to the foundations and do you
know what they found?’
The crypt, with its shadowed niches on the walls, seemed dark with secrecy.
‘They found foundations and statues from the time of the pagans; the era of idol worshipping and
profane rites. They covered all that up, of course. They leveled it. Subhan Allah.’
‘Ameen. So this was once a worship place of the ancient races?’
The Imam nodded.
‘As I told you, this mosque is built on the ruins of a Philistine temple. It has been also a church. And
there were other things, which we felt we should not destroy, but also not display.’
The Imam led the Janissary to one of the lower galleries of the great structure of the mosque, and
drew back a rich damask curtain hanging before the wall. On the wall, there were a series of symbols and
Hebrew letters, joined with circles and triangles. The design was like a map of an unknown place or a
cipher.
The Janissary wished for an impossibility – that he might have Rachel with him in this holy but
historical place. She would know the exact meaning of this. The Imam knew only the outlines.
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‘This is the Kabbalah,’ he said. ‘It is Jewish magic. They have ancient words and they can make
objects move without touching them, and cause spirits to answer them from the grave. I do not know who
put this here, or what it means. It might include a writing of one of the Names of Allah, so it cannot be
removed. The Kabbalists must have been here in the mosque – perhaps before the Crusaders left. There are
people masquerading, Kansu Bey, who act one religion and practice another. They leave traces like this.’
The curtain was then pulled back, and the fabric with scarlet and gold Islamic designs glowed in the
lamplight. The strange engravings disappeared from view and the mosque kept its history concealed.
Later, in the main hall of the mosque, whilst the three men sipped their black coffees, Kansu opened
the topic of the miracle of mystical journeys. .
‘The Prophet Muhammad traveled from Mecca to Jerusalem in a dream and described the city from
above,’ the Imam stated. ‘As for direct teleportation in Islam, it is referred to as Tay al-Ard, which means the
folding of the earth. It is also expressed as traversing without moving, or moving while being displaced under
one’s feet. However, only the purest of souls are able to perform it.’
The Janissary asked: ‘Is any gossip available on its validity in these parts?’
‘Years ago, there was a shepherd called Wahid, who professed to leave and return to his body at
will. Some believed him,’ Abu Shindi answered.
‘He must be quite popular then?’ Kansu probed.
The Imam shook his head.
‘Not a soul crosses his path ever since. Rumor has it that poor Wahid lost his mind. Nowadays, he
lives the life of a hermit in the mountains talking to himself. Many believe he is actually conversing with the
djinn.’
Mustafa knew what was to come out of Kansu’s mouth next, and protested:
‘Oh no you don’t, gardash!’
‘I’d like to speak with this Wahid,’ Kansu said.
‘It is unintelligible gibberish,’ the Imam insisted. ‘I myself have tried to reach him as is my duty to
guide such wanderers to the true path. But, I am afraid he has long abandoned any trace of sense.’

***

The night breeze produced its own eerie music, weaving through jagged rock, whistling bleakly like a dying
man’s last breath. Darkness had already set in, inviting the beasts of the night and scattering the life-forms
of day. Kansu and Mustafa were guided to the skirts of a mountain, where the madman Wahid was reputed
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to reside. The Arab boy, out of fright, insisted that he not move another step forward. Understandingly,
Kansu told him to go home to his family and that he had no further use for him.
Mustafa shivered. The entire mountainside seemed haunted.
‘‘I can feel it in my bones, this mountain is damned − the djinns play jereet here. I wager this Wahid
was dinner to wolves many moons ago, gardash.’
‘Shame on you Mustafa,’ Kansu goaded. ‘In retreat over some shadows after many a battle?’
‘Those were physical,’ Mustafa shrugged his bear-like shoulders, looking around. ‘The spirit world
is different.’
A cry pierced the air. It was the howl of a madman, enough to send shivers down the spines of
those who scoff at superstition. Kansu could make out a dim flicker of fire high above the mountain, where
the unnerving call was sent forth.
He motioned Mustafa to be cautious as they carefully wove themselves in and around the rocky
surface; climbing and negotiating higher up the side of the mountain. Nearing the small fire, a rotten stench
proved nauseating. It appeared they had found the madman Wahid living in this cave. Disjointed murmurs
and chants pricked their ears.
There, the madman dressed in rags, mostly composed of wild animal skins, sat cooking a lizard
staked on the end of a stick over the flames. Wahid’s hair was down to his waist, his greasy beard stretched
down to his chest, tangled in knots. Wahid looked beast-like, mumbling to himself. His wild eyes stared at
Kansu and Mustafa. Then he tore a piece off the still raw lizard and put them into his mouth, biting down
with relish despite a mouthful of rotten teeth.
‘We have brought you something tastier, Wahid,’ Kansu said, offloading a pouch full of bread,
cheese, olives and onions.
Wahid snatched the bag from Kansu and searched inside, wincing at the bread and cheese.
Frustrated, the madman emptied the food on the ground, stomping on them with his filthy bare feet, and
laughing with hysterical glee.
‘We should’ve stuffed food in a lamp,’ Mustafa ridiculed. ‘We could play a game where we grant
each other three wishes, though he needs a scrubbing not a rubbing.’
Spontaneously, Wahid stopped his ranting. He froze to the ground as if struck by lightning. His
eyes kept searching the shadows, his jaws still fastened on the lizard’s flesh. Mischievously, the madman
turned to Mustafa and spat a mouthful of raw lizard all over him.
‘Now look here you!’ Mustafa flared, moving to grasp Wahid around the neck.
‘Listen,’ whispered Wahid, crouching to the ground. ‘Listen.’
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Silence prevailed on the mountainside. There was nothing to listen to.
‘Do you hear them?’ Wahid insisted, eyes darting from Kansu to Mustafa.
‘Hear who,’ Kansu asked. ‘Who is talking?’
‘They don’t like you,’ Wahid whispered, hissing foul breath over his visitors. ‘They want you to
leave.’
‘Why don’t they tell me to leave themselves,’ Kansu challenged.
Wahid paused. The madman was thinking. His lips quivered in fright. Steaming urine began to
pour down his leg.
‘Splendid,’ Mustafa grated his teeth. ‘If a drop of that lands on me<’
Indicating the time had come to leave, in mid-stride Kansu turned to face the friend of djinns,
saying, ‘Tell your friends, I shall return.’
The madman looked dumbfounded at Kansu’s remark, but happy to see his unwanted guests
steadily making their path back down the mountain.

***

It was evident that the gathered masses had had no sleep all night. Further, the number of spectators kept
increasing to the early hours as hundreds more set up camp before the synagogue. Kansu could see that the
time was near. After scaling down the mountain with Mustafa, they went directly to the mosque to sleep
with the knowledge that a rather absorbing day awaited them at sunrise. And so it was.
Sara, the Messiah-wife, regally emerged with guards to watch the procession. The guards stood
proud and strong, not a single soul had been admitted inside during the intense waiting period. The
synagogue had been surrounded by the crowds and attested that nobody either came out or entered the
structure.
The locks of the synagogue door were finally unsealed. The struggle to catch a glimpse of the
sarcophagus overcame the populace. Becoming a part of the crowd of eager arms and limbs, Kansu could
see that the sarcophagus remained chained as it was the last he had seen it. There had been no tampering.
Enthusiastically, a swarm of volunteers flew forward, offering their shoulders and backs, to carry the stone
coffin to the water, where it was to be placed.
Zarkov oversaw the lifting of the sarcophagus, and its steady procession towards the sea. Along the
way, many fought to lend their strength in the bearing of the heavy coffin. As the sarcophagus went past
him, Kansu found himself recalling the Christian scriptures: Simon of Cyrene, a passer-by, was selected by
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the Romans to carry Jesus’s cross, when the burden had become too overpowering for the tortured prophet.
Of course, Kansu pondered further, the Holy Koran informed all believers that it was in fact a look-alike
that had been crucified, not the Prophet Isa, or Jesus. What amazed the Janissary, however, was the way the
Jews this day flocked to lend their strength in bearing Sabbatai Zevi.
There was no vulgar booing or offensive cat-calling. Each of their actions was done in humility. It
seemed that to help bear Sabbatai’s stone coffin meant to be blessed by the holiness the structure contained.
Even supporters of Hiram, and there rightly had to be some, preferred to veil their criticism.
Kansu found this hard to swallow. Sabbatai Zevi had married a prostitute, had soiled their
daughters in a night of wild abandon. He was a stranger to them. The scenery disturbed the Janissary, as he
wondered what compelled the Jews of Gaza to follow, trust and obey Sabbatai of Izmir.
‘No sign of them, gardash,’ Mustafa blurted.
His concentration scattered, Kansu looked around, and knew his companion was correct. They had
expected a second attack, one more organized and successful than the clumsy raid at the synagogue.
Samuel’s hired bunch had yet to earn their money. Perhaps they were lying in wait by the shore. But even
there, they weren’t spotted.
‘How they take Sabbatai to their hearts as if he were greater than Christ,’ Mustafa bit the corner of
his lip, watching the procession dismally. ‘They carry him as Simon did the cross. But it’s impossible for
Sabbatai to get out of there. Yet, if he does<’
Mustafa was full of doubts and second-guesses again, Kansu noted. This mission had assaulted his
mind, shaken his core, awakening suppressed emotions buried within him. But, even Christ had his
doubting Thomas. Kansu hoped his friend would eventually resurface as a good Muslim once the Messiah
riddle had been solved and the mist cleared.
The crowds made their way respectfully, following the stone coffin as if in a trance to the shore. The
chains were still wrapped around it, gleaming in the morning sun and would only be removed when the
sarcophagus had been fetched out of the water two days later. The carriers stepped into the water,
continuing their determined strides until the waterline had reached their chests. Nathan announced that the
depth was satisfactory, and that the coffin be slowly placed down.
His instructions were unquestioned. People looked at Nathan as though he was the morning sun.
Overnight, Nathan had become an authoritative figure, a leader to be obeyed and honored. He was now the
prophet of the Messiah, not the soft-spoken and gentle son-in-law of Samuel Lissabona.
The instant the coffin was under the water line, air bubbles rose from it to blink at the watchers,
gurgling atop the waters.
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Sara stood tall, surrounded by guards and followers, watching the sarcophagus put to rest at the
bottom of the sea. Sabbatai, you fool, she said to herself. Her husband already had the majority eating out of
his palms and this sarcophagus situation was needless risk-taking. Sara knew very well that to gain
attention one must only expose a little and leave the rest to imagination. This had been important during
her line of work at the brothel. She had seen many a fine man reduced to the point of salivating like an
animal at the bare glimpse of a half-exposed breast, a nipple, or a thigh. At that moment, a prostitute was
elevated to the status of a Goddess - a man’s lust activated to a state of passion, only to be left abandoned at
the end of intercourse.
The same rules applied to Sabbatai and his miracle-workings, she mused. It was better to
concentrate on rumor than to physically tire oneself in performing deeds. You fool, she wanted to shout
again. In the cobwebs of her mind, Sara knew that no man could emerge with his heart still beating after
lying buried in a box for two days, under water. Instantly, a panic overtook her. What if Sabbatai was
drowning now? Pounding his fists on the lid, begging to get out, water filling his gaping mouth. What
would become of her then?
Nathan was a believer, she calculated, a mere pet whose place was by his master’s feet, but hardly
the man who could keep Sabbatai Zevi’s torch aflame if left alone. There, too, was Zarkov. A savage, Sara
gazed at him from her eye’s corner, a man of strength but unable to match that brawn with a sharp mind,
and also doomed to fail without Sabbatai.
Sara was confident that without her husband’s leadership they were a confused flock in need of a
shepherd.
However, if Sabbatai’s bloated corpse was to emerge on the second day out of the waters, she was
also done for. She feared the crowds would tear her to pieces as accomplice to the Messiah fraud. She
desperately hoped her husband kept his word, and would be able to somehow escape.
Yet, in the middle of her distress, she could not stop herself from returning to a handsome face that
stood out of the crowd. There was something soothing about this man, whom she had noticed several times
at their gatherings. He was dressed in Turkish style, and had brown almond-shaped eyes, and a presence
that spoke of a warlike spirit, merged with intelligence and a touch of compassion – a unique combination.
A little away, Kansu caught another glance from Sabbatai’s wife. He felt captivated for she was the
most beautiful, alluring woman he had set his sights on. This Sara was bewitching, the Janissary thought.
‘Gardash,’ Mustafa whispered with a tinge of sarcasm in his voice. ‘Better Sabbatai stays in that box
eh?’
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Nathan cleared his voice and decreed: ‘In two days, we shall withdraw the coffin to find if the
Shekinah flies with our Holy Teacher to Hebron.’
People began transferring their camps from the synagogue to the shore.

***

Kansu and Mustafa, deciding to return to the shore in two days, headed towards Samuel Lissabona’s lodge.
There were several things the Janissary wanted to put to him. To their discovery, the lodge’s door was left
ajar. Inside, Samuel was again a pile of nerves, muttering to himself. Evidently, Samuel’s plan to be rid of
Sabbatai had miserably failed. The once successful and ambitious businessman had sunk to depths with the
knowledge that his power and influence had dwindled to nothingness, that he was impotent in destroying
Sabbatai Zevi.
‘Abandoned again, Samuel,’ Kansu reminded him, for Adeodatus and Tortosa were nowhere to be
seen. ‘There’s a heavy price when tricked by those who wear multiple faces.’
‘Faces,’ Samuel repeated, more to his own listening. ‘Once I could read them. I could tell a cheat
from the honest man. I closed many a deal from my ability to recognize lines of decency etched into a face.
Alas, now I gaze in no mirrors for I cannot recognize my own.’
Kansu allowed time for Samuel to muster the winds that would let his emotions sail forth.
‘I have dishonored you, Turk,’ Samuel continued in a frail voice. ‘You were the one who fetched my
Dana when she lay twisted among rock and seaweed. I owe you an explanation - your friend’s death was
not the work of thieves. I was tricked by those conniving Europeans. Yet, the Talmud wisely states: whoever
can protest but withholds is an accomplice in the act.’
‘Tell me,’ the Janissary said.
A river of words sprang from Samuel’s mouth. How Adeodatus had convinced him that the hidden
jewels were to be donated to Sabbatai. And how, that night, Korkmaz the Tartar was silenced forever.
Samuel explained how Adeodatus inspired him to use those jewels to fight Sabbatai by financing a band of
cut-throats, and then promptly disappeared from his lodge along with Tortosa.
‘Your trusted friend Isaac, where is he?’
‘Hiding in shame, probably,’ Samuel replied. ‘The men he found pocketed the jewels to mount a
supposed attack, only to scatter like headless chooks. As you can see, I am defeated from all corners.’
The Janissary questioned him whether he knew of the whereabouts of Adeodatus and Tortosa. But
Samuel hadn’t a clue.
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Kansu wondered whether Samuel deserved to be killed for his participation in Korkmaz’s death.
But it had been Adeodatus who took advantage of the man’s suffering. Samuel hadn’t participated in the
bloody murder; he had only kept his mouth shut about it until now. Moreover, it appeared that Samuel’s
health was fast deteriorating.
‘The angel Gabriel lurks about you,’ Kansu told him. ‘Any day he will announce himself to tell you
it is time for your soul to depart.’
As Kansu and Mustafa turned around to leave, they detected Samuel’s weak final words as muffled
as it was.
‘What for does he wait?’

***

It was the morning of the third day since Sabbatai’s incarceration in the sarcophagus. The hour had arrived
and the two days of waiting by the shore had reached its end. The gathered masses, who shivered through
the nights and sweated during the day, all rose to meet the reward of their patience. It was the ultimate
defining moment, whether Sabbatai was indeed who he claimed to be or a fraud.
Everyone was still as Nathan gave the order for the heavy sarcophagus to be dragged from its
resting place in the water and carried to land.
‘Children of Israel,’ Nathan thundered, pointing the sarcophagus. ‘You who doubted, who shunned
the beloved of Adonai, bear witness to the truth!’
The locks on the great chains woven over the sarcophagus were broken. There was a swarm of
volunteers to unwind the chains. One layer at a time, the chains were disentangled and loosed from the wet
structure. The flung away chains lay like twisted serpents on the ground, the sarcophagus free of their
bondage at last.
Nathan turned to Sara and asked her to share with the gathered the divine vision she had last night.
Sara was busy scanning faces. She was searching for that handsome man she had seen here two
mornings ago but could not pick him through the maze of features. Of course, there had been no vision,
however, Nathan had advised her to fall into such a narrative before the lid was lifted. Sara had been a
nervous wreck. Even at present, she was dreading this moment, a nightmarish apprehension gripped her.
No man could survive in the water two days, she knew. If the lid was opened to reveal Sabbatai’s drowned
corpse the crowd would break away from their daze and send her next to her husband.
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‘Last night,’ Sara began, ‘whilst engrossed in prayer, tears of divine joy streaked my cheek and chin.
I sensed a holy presence encircling me, whispering that Sabbatai’s soul had ascended with the Shekinah.’
Hiram rudely barged his way through the crowd, placing himself before Sara and Nathan. His
hands were on his hips and he possessed the look of one who tasted victory.
‘Ascended? You see!’ Hiram shouted with triumph. ‘Already they accept failure. These are
preplanned steps to make martyrs out of frauds. This is what happened with the other imposter, the one
Christians call Jesus Christ who thought he could stand the torture of crucifixion by taking pain-numbing
drugs but did not calculate a Roman spear puncturing his side. Unfasten the lid to expose Sabbatai Zevi
dead.’
Murmurs of objection mingled with murmurs that lent credence to Hiram’s argument.
‘Silence!’ Nathan roared. His outburst was uncharacteristic, and as such, drew attention. Nathan
seemed to grow larger with each passing moment. ‘How shamelessly you squabble at the merest suggestion
of a skeptic. And then you complain that a savior is not forthcoming, when He is indeed here and among
us. Is this how you welcome your Messiah, the Blessed of all Creation, who has come to lead you all to
victory, who has come to be King of the World? You scoff and lie and ask for miracles because you only
pretend to believe. The scriptures tell of how you laughed at Moses after he parted the seas to escape the
Pharaoh’s wrath. After, you denied him again when you prostrated yourselves before a manmade calf.
Today, you still have not had your fill and ask for more miracles. Then off with the lid Zarkov. Unravel the
New Age!’
Strong hands worked in unison to lift the lid, grating on the edges, inch by inch. Searching eyes
prowled the insides of the sarcophagus only to see it was full of seawater which had seeped through. It was
no wonder it had taken much manpower to move the entire coffin onto land.
Hiram snapped. ‘Zevi lies at the bottom, his lungs filled with sea salt. Tip the water out!’
The sarcophagus was carefully tilted on one end. The sea water began to empty. Breaths were held
as all watched the liquid pouring out, the water level gradually declining. All eyes pried the insides of the
stone coffin. Down and down the water level went, exposing more space within the structure.
Hiram knew any second the shriveled corpse of Zevi would show. However, his estimation was
proved false. This was indeed a miracle. The sarcophagus was empty.
Sabbatai Zevi was not inside.
Nathan reached in to grab the only item that had remained locked inside the tomb all this time. It
was the robe of Sabbatai, the one he had worn as he descended into the sarcophagus at the synagogue three
days ago.
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The robe was soaked. Nathan twisted it firmly to be rid of the sea water. Then unfurled it open,
displaying it for all to see. The moist robe flapped in the wind. The specks of water off it slapped Hiram’s
bemused and incredulous face like spit.
‘It is done,’ Nathan joyously announced. ‘The Messiah awaits us in Hebron, and from there –
Jerusalem!’
The crowds went wild. Shrieks, blessings, applauses, cries, tears, prayers – nothing could be told
apart.
How did you do it Sabbatai? Sara thought to herself in utter shock.
Up until now, she herself had been one of the doubters. The sight before her was tremendous.
Minstrels began to play. Dancing Jews animated the whole shoreline. Women were approaching her,
touching her shoulder, patting her back, her hair, kneeling at her feet. An old lady pressed her tearful face
onto Sara’s, befouling the delicate creams and lotions she applied daily.
Sara winced. She hated her face being bathed in the salty tears of this toothless hag, but told herself
to persevere - it was senseless not to bask in all this stupendous attention. Sara theatrically placed her arms
around the old crone and told her that she was saved, and that good days will come her and everybody
here if they did not stray from the path of the Messiah.
Nathan was also showered in heartfelt demonstration of incomparable respect. Men cried on his
shoulder, telling him what sinners they were, and now they believed, and they would never deter from the
Messiah’s path. Nathan blessed and assured that this was the beginning of a new era and all who did not
stray would be abundantly rewarded.
Only Hiram, with his mind clouded with frustration and confusion repeated over and over: ‘How
did he do it?’ Somebody pointed and shouted.
‘Destroy the sinner!’
Feeling the violent impulses gathering about him like starved vultures, Hiram could have
protested, and asserted his innocence of wrong doing. However, the saddened stonemason knew any
attempt of defence would be in vain and that his cries for mercy or justice would be unheard by this
frenzied mob. However, despite his mourning, he was a man of courage. He did not try to run or escape;
instead he faced the aggressive crowd as they surrounded him. It saddened him to see those among them he
had helped, or broken bread with, were the more aggressive out of the lot.
It began when a woman spat in his eye, and another clawed at his face. There was no end to the
insults either. Men barged their way towards him to finish what the women had started. But the
stonemason stood his ground. He would not collapse to his knees and accept Sabbatai, no matter what it
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would cost him. He knew, too, the price would be heavy. The merciless assault commenced, and within
moments Hiram's face was unrecognizable. The mob seemed to feed on his helplessness, and grew wilder.
Those that could not reach the grieving stonemason to strike a blow shouted those nearest to kick him on
their behalf, and that he deserved much worse for attempting to ridicule the Messiah. One among them
finally spoke out; he argued that this day should not be blemished with the death of a blasphemer, and that
Hiram be cast out from Gaza to live his life in shame, until such a time that he begged for forgiveness from
the Holy Teacher, and renounced his pitiful thinking. No man was expected to aid him, and Hiram was
banished with the torn clothes on his back, to fend for himself by feeding on rats and lizards, to be driven
away from water-wells so that he may drink from muddied sources only.
Atop a hill facing the shore from afar, Kansu and Mustafa spied on the proceeding with
staggeringly mixed feelings. Should Sabbatai’s corpse be found at the bottom of the coffin, then their work
was completed in a sense that in his desperation to perform the grandest of miracles, Sabbatai hastened his
demise, disproving his Messianic claims by his own hand. But, in astonishment, they had witnessed Nathan
pull out the drenched robe without Sabbatai in it. Then came the celebrations, and the near lynching of
Hiram, who somehow seemed to escape a broken neck by the intervention of those who dared not tarnish
this glorious occasion.
‘They were after that Hiram like rabid dogs,’ Mustafa commented. ‘He will live his life as an outcast
now and it will never be the same for him again. Perhaps just like the boys taken to the barracks?’
This comment seemed odd, to Kansu. But that was a minor matter on such a day of drama and
mystery. Kansu soon forgot about Hiram. He found that he was thinking constantly of the beauty of
Sabbatai’s prostitute-wife. Even from afar, Sara was statuesque and elegant. Kansu saw her enjoying the
idol-like attention. Her enthusiasm was soaring, and with it, the Janissary’s lust. He had become enchanted,
Kansu knew. For a moment he tried to convince himself that he wasn’t envious of Sabbatai, turning his
mind to Rachel. Indubitably, there was tremendous difference between the two females. He recalled how
Rachel’s fingers had touched his skin, tracing the scars on his back, tending to his wounds. He wondered
how the expert hands of Sara would have been like in comparison.
Would those wounds, when nursed by sinful fingers of a prostitute ever heal, and if not, would
those additional scars be worth it?
‘She is captivating, gardash,’ Mustafa said, sensing his friend’s daydreaming. ‘But if only you’d
come to Serbia and see those blue-eyed dolls!’
Kansu broke away from his daze. After all, the wise believed that a woman either made her man a
vizier or a laughing-stock.
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Kansu recounted the events of the last three days: he had seen Sabbatai enter the sarcophagus,
remembering the lid closing over him; Sabbatai’s enthusiastic hands even going so far as to help push the
lid into place from the inside.
And now, it was empty. Empty because he was waiting, as he had promised, for everyone in
Hebron. Empty because he had done the impossible, he had transported his body out of the stone coffin.
And right now, people were dancing themselves into a state of frenzy in his honor.

***

This time they came to the mountain without a guide. Mustafa swore and cursed as he slipped on some
rocks in the dark, following Kansu. Both men made their way steadily up the haunted mountainside in the
shroud of the night. In very much the same position and condition as before, Wahid sat cross-legged at the
mouth of the mountain cave by a small fire. His eyes were maddened and his mouth was mumbling
nonsense. Filth and degradation permeated the air.
Wahid looked at whether his two visitors had brought him anything. The madman seemed
disappointed at the empty hands.
‘This time you have something for me, Wahid,’ Kansu said.
The lonely madman fast became curious, quizzical. He pulled his body taught upright.
‘Here nesting in the upper layers of the mountain,’ Kansu continued, ‘you’re not in a place of
supernatural danger, madman. As a matter of fact, this is the safest area for clandestine meetings.’
Saliva drooled down Wahid’s beard, the madman looked repulsive.
‘Salivating, urinating, talking gibberish, the whole façade,’ Kansu raised his voice. ‘Your tanning
from the sun, for instance, gives you away, Wahid. In particular, your skin is lighter where a Christian cross
dangles during hours you know you are not disturbed.’
Squinting, Mustafa marveled at Kansu’s hawk-like vision, sharp as Saladin’s scimitar. Indeed, there
was a vague outline of a cross on Wahid’s chest.
Kansu elaborated: ‘Folks are prey to their superstitions in these parts. A haunted mountain is avoided,
especially if it’s reputed to be the realm of evil entities.’
Wahid smiled dumbly and began giggling senselessly, then abruptly stopped, crouched himself
into a ball and hugged his own feet. Mustafa shook his head, certain that Wahid’s mind was hollow, and
said, ‘It’s more likely this dimwit found the necklace and wore it awhile, don’t be responsible for Wahid’s
second circumcision if he pisses on me again, gardash.’
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‘Is that true, madman?’ Kansu sneered at the cringing Wahid. ‘Shall I believe my friend?’
Wahid covered his ears and began shaking.
Kansu had had enough of Wahid’s performance and struck him across the face. When his open
palm made contact with skin, the sound echoed through the cave. The sheer force of Kansu’s hit knocked
Wahid off balance from his sitting position.
Wahid’s arms went up protectively. ‘Wait, stop!’ he shouted.
‘Where are your taskmasters?’ Kansu asked, grabbing Wahid by his long unkempt hair, twisting.
‘Please, I<’
‘Adeodatus, Tortosa, where are they?’ Kansu’s voice was saturated in menace.
‘Th-they left,’ the desperate loner declared.
‘It was all humbug?’ Mustafa scowled, amazed at how he had been fooled by Wahid’s act.
‘The assignees never linger for long,’ Wahid’s words let out like a torrent. ‘I beg of you, noble Bey,
please don’t harm me - my duty is to guard the arsenals in case they are needed for secret errands, and
nothing beyond that simple chore.’
Mustafa went through the cave like a typhoon. He uncovered what had been expertly camouflaged.
Dug deep into the grounds were spaces filled with swords and daggers enough to equip a small army.
There was also a store of gold and silver coins, enough to warrant a small fortune.
Kansu applied more pressure on Wahid’s twisted arm; fragile and twig-like.
‘I am not the only one, gracious Bey,’ Wahid spilled further. ‘There are such hidden places
littered all over the Middle-East. There are caches everywhere - in caves, in ancient tunnels beneath cities,
rotting sewers, abolished buildings, abandoned churches and morbid cemeteries. Neither knows the other
for security purposes. The Vatican put their trust only in the Lord.’
Mustafa held up some swords for Kansu to view. With these arms, the Vatican could organize a
resistance whenever they saw fit, Kansu mused. More disturbingly, these groups could be organized
throughout the region, creating exceptional havoc if all were activated simultaneously.
Still, Wahid was not finished. He sang to save his skin. He blurted how Adeodatus and Tortosa had
hidden themselves up in the mountain for several days and how they had left suddenly to Hebron.
‘Well, notorious madman,’ Kansu said. ‘You have much more to clarify to the Governor.’
There was no need to bound Wahid whilst marching him to the Governor under arrest. With his
head hung low, Wahid made a timid captive. After, Kansu and Mustafa returned to the mosque to make
preparations for yet another journey. The Jewish community of Gaza was also busy this night; packing food
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supplies and clothes for their trek to Hebron, to stand before the Messiah and receive their spiritual counsel.
This pilgrimage of sorts was to be led by none other than the Messiah’s prophet, Nathan.
‘You may stay here in Gaza if you choose,’ Kansu told Rachel as he watched her at work in the early
hours of the morning. She was rolling blankets and packing refreshments that had been provided by the
Imam.
Rachel ignored Kansu’s prying. She continued with her activities in silence.
‘You’ve already been generous in your assistance,’ Kansu kept at her. ‘Still, you have your own life
to live. That is what your uncle would’ve wanted.’
‘What my uncle would’ve wanted,’ said Rachel in a tone of frustration, ‘was the imposter to be
apprehended before he rode to the gates of Jerusalem, before enchanting himself into the hearts of Jews,
before he established a stronghold in the Holy Land. You’re a military man, yet you’ve done nothing but
look on whilst Sabbatai’s net is flung farther and farther.’
Her words stung him like wasps.
‘I’d like to think I’ve done a little more than that,’ Kansu replied.
‘Seizing a madman on a barren mountain while the greatest of them roams free in bustling cities?’
Rachel challenged.
‘Need I remind the Cadi debacle?’ Kansu put forward. ‘True, I was a soldier and still wish I were. I
cannot bring Sabbatai before the Sultan’s court without evidence that he threatens the empire.’
‘Kansu,’ Rachel’s tone softened. ‘Don’t you realize you have made it this far either by good luck or
another’s intervention? Admit you lack the experience of an intelligencer. Suppose you were chosen for the
task to ensure Sabbatai’s triumph?’
The Janissary tried to control his escalating fury, and also a sense of insecurity. How could he know
anything, with confidence, in this quest filled with intrigues? Her words were like the kabbalistic signs on
the walls of the Gaza mosque, an enigma, unveiled for a moment, and then hidden from ordinary
knowledge.
‘Rachel,’ he said, trying to maintain a level of calm in the face of her insolence. ‘If you were a man, I
would’ve unhinged your jaw from its moorings.’
This answer took him back to the world of the barracks, and to relationships based on open conflict
and open loyalty. It was not, he supposed, the right way to address a woman. But, for the moment, it
seemed to have reached Rachel’s well-hidden heart. Her eyes filled with tears, and she indicated, with a
sweep of her hand, all the work she had already done.
‘Am I of no use?’ she asked.
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‘You are to stay behind,’ Kansu scolded. ‘You can make enquiries at the synagogue, now that all
Sabbatai’s followers are moving away. You may have a kinsman here or there may be a respectable
marriage on offer.’
‘You are punishing me,’ said Rachel. ‘As Sabbatai moves to the Holy City, you are sending me
away.’
‘A woman’s cart is a hindrance. Two horses for Mustafa and I are all I need to make good time.’
She gave him a look of longing, which he found impossible to either understand or resist. Kansu
tried to disguise his wounded pride, ‘My simple Janissary bones tell me the rain is about to fall, a very
relentless storm. Would you like to go under with us? It would be a shame in your youth.’
‘Istanbul has sent their finest combatant,’ she spoke up, looking into his eyes with renewed hope,
‘knowing you’re astute enough to harness the storm to channel the water.’
She smiled warmly. It made her delicate face glow, accenting her quiet beauty. Kansu was taken
aback with the compliment, which compelled him to rethink. He had promised to protect her until
Sabbatai’s case was closed. It would be unethical to wash his hands of Rachel here in the middle of Gaza, a
foreign place. Rachel had proven to be useful; her venture into Sara’s gathering was no small
accomplishment. These he could not ignore.
‘Then hurry,’ Kansu indicated the packing.
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Chapter 13

One who is unaccustomed to the mysteries of Torah and innovates words he does not fully understand –
when that word ascends, ‘a man of perversity, tongue of falsehood’ (Proverbs 16:28; 6:17) bursts forth from
the chasm of the immense abyss < ‘A woman of whoredom’ (Hoseas 1:2) emerges, clinging to it, joining
with it.
Chapter 1, Zohar

The Janissary could read the joy off Rachel’s face as she gave herself to the chores with increased spirit.
However, before they set out, news had reached them of a beggar’s corpse found by a shepherd in the hills.
A closer inspection revealed the neck had been broken. Shortly thereafter, more grim news followed – the
discovery of a second body on the other side of the hill. This time the corpse was of a dwarf, another known
beggar from Gaza’s dusty streets. Again, the neck had been snapped.
The Imam of the Gaza Mosque, Abu Shindi, spoke of these deaths when he paid the Janissary a
farewell visit. The Imam assured him that, for beggars such as these who had no close ones, he would take
charge of the arrangements, cleanse the corpses and proceed with a burial tomorrow morning.
So, with the blessings of the Imam, and two unknown deaths to bid them farewell, Kansu, Mustafa
and Rachel removed themselves from the vicinity. Both men had mounted fresh Arab stallions and Rachel’s
cart was drawn by two donkeys.
Ahead of the trio, the pilgrimage of sorts had already begun. Stretching along the plains like an
unending umbilical cord, clouds of dust rose in the distance as the enthusiasts among the Jewry of Gaza
followed Nathan to Hebron.
Kansu told Mustafa and Rachel that they were to follow the procession from behind, attaching
themselves to the tail, and that the plodding of Rachel’s cart worked in their favor. The two horsemen
trotted steadily on each side of the cart. Kansu quizzed Rachel about messianic expectations, knowing full
well that once they had caught up to the group of travelers the conversations must cease.
‘According to Judaic sources such as the Talmud, Targum, Zohar, Midrash and Yad ha-Hazaka,’
Rachel began, ‘the Messiah will be a student of the Torah and will restore the Throne of David. He also will
be a descendant of David.’
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‘But Sabbatai hasn’t claimed kinship to the Prophet Davud,’ Mustafa noted, using the Turkish
pronunciation.
‘He may strive to make that connection in Jerusalem,’ Rachel surmised, ‘it’s believed under the
reign of the Messiah, the priesthood and Levites will be purified. He will identify and unite the twelve
tribes of Israel, a great battle will ensue, that of Gog and Magog.’
Kansu inquired what that meant.
‘It’s rather ambiguous. Some argue they are adversaries from the North,’ Rachel informed him.
That could mean Russians, Kansu assumed. The massacres throughout the Czar’s lands had left the
Jews with dreams of redemption. He shuddered at another thought – north of the Holy Land could also
mean the Sultan in Istanbul.
‘What of the Resurrection? The prophecies fulfilled by Jesus?’ Mustafa queried.
Rachel grinned. ‘There are no such prophecies.’
Mustafa scratched his head in confusion.
‘All those miracles, dying for our sins, to rise on the third day – these are not familiar to you?’
‘They’re just not there,’ Rachel shrugged, knowing she had caused a stir in Mustafa’s nest. ‘Those
were merely a fusion of other beliefs that were attributed to Jesus, and as a result, became part of
Christianity. They aren’t a part of Judaism. Furthermore, the Messiah doesn’t have to perform miracles.’
‘No water into wine either?’ Mustafa asked.
‘That incident must be read metaphorically,’ Rachel explained. ‘Wine was not plentiful in the
time of Jesus. Jews were crushed under the Roman sandal with heavy taxes. Wine would only be offered to
close friends. Others would have to be content with drinking water. If a passage says Jesus turned water into
wine at a gathering, celebration or meeting, it simply means he trusted everyone there who came to listen to
him. That they were his friends or disciples.’
Mustafa’s frustration amplified. ‘Lies,’ he roared. ‘All lies.’
‘What’s come over you, Mustafa?’ Kansu asked. ‘No such miracle is mentioned in the Quran either.’
This encouraged Rachel to speak more. ‘The matter of miracles is precisely the reason why the Jews,
at first, didn’t believe in Moses. It took time to accept him because God can grant the power of miracles to
frauds in order to test loyalty to the Torah. Therefore, miracle-workers were suspicious people, and as such,
was never a condition that –’
‘The Bible is also a sacred book, gardash!’ Mustafa reminded Kansu. ‘I won’t have it besmirched by
one who shuns the true savior. Every good Christian knows Jesus physically produced wine from water.
Moreover, in the course of my service to the Sultan, I have travelled along the Levantine coast, and not far
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from the city of Tyre is a village called Cana. It was the very place where this miracle happened. Ask both
the Christian and the Muslim inhabitants of that town, they will tell you.’
Kansu wondered if this town was merely seeking to benefit from the pilgrimage trade. But he also
thought it unwise to press the matter. It would only spur Mustafa to argue more aggressively. He knew that
Mustafa had at one time been part of a Janissary corps in that particular area.
‘Very well, all three books are sacred, and that is one for each of us,’ Kansu replied. He owed his
friend that much, Kansu figured. Mustafa’s time away from the barracks had made him too intrinsic,
longing to defend his childhood faith.
‘What is special about Hebron?’ Kansu asked Rachel. He understood the value of Jerusalem.
However, Hebron was a place that he had not heard of.
‘It’s the second most significant place after Jerusalem,’ Rachel informed. ‘King David was anointed
in Hebron.’
Now, it would make sense if Sabbatai declared his Messiah-ship in Hebron, linking himself with
King David, Kansu surmised.
‘Also located in Hebron is the Sanctuary of Abraham,’ Rachel continued. ‘It’s believed that Abraham
lived here 3,000 years ago and that the Sanctuary was his private property - he purchased the land as a
burial place for his wife, Sara.’
Bells of warning rang in Kansu’s ears with a startling peal.
‘No more words. We are approaching the tail of the pilgrims,’ he warned.

***

The Sanctuary of Abraham was also known as the Ibrahim Mosque by Muslims. It looked very ancient and
massive, an agglomeration of halls and terraces above the marketplace of the city of Hebron.
Kansu recalled the history of the Gaza mosque, and registered the various additions to the structure
over spans of time. It might have originally been the location of a temple, and it certainly was a church during
the Crusades, only to be converted to a mosque afterwards. The four minarets surrounding the building were
added later. Each successive wave of owners left their mark.
Kansu and Mustafa left Rachel near the women’s section, and joined the other Sabbatean pilgrims in the
gallery and stairway. They were able to see some of the more accessible parts of the mosque. All pilgrims were
accosted by individuals who were part beggars, part guides. Kansu found himself being addressed by a limping,
squinting Hebronite, who assured him that for only a small fee he could join Muslim visitors and draw near to
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the tomb of Ibrahim. This did sound very glorious, but Mustafa, who was listening in to the conversations of
departing pilgrims, said that the tombs were in fact nothing but a recent creation – empty structures built so that
pilgrims would have something to look at. Their guide confirmed that these were not really the tombs, but just
memorial structures.
‘Dear brothers, the real resting place of the holy remains is in the grottos under this place. Oh yes, there
are caves underneath the structure.’
Kansu was momentarily let down, but then he was rather glad that these illustrious ancestors were
buried out of sight, far from the competing voices of their later followers. The mosque had a strange
atmosphere, to him.
When Arabs had seen the large group of pilgrim Jews entering Hebron, they had gazed curiously
without an attempt to turn them away. Kansu, ears pricked, had caught bits of conversation from the Arabs.
Some were speaking of an old legend; that the massive stones of the Sanctuary had been laid by King Solomon
with the aid of djinns and spirits, and that now another aided by djinns and spirits, Sabbatai, had descended
upon it. It was surely a bad omen, they murmured.
The Janissary soon heard, also, that Jews always longed to enter this site, but that Christians had
restricted them. Yet, under Mamluk rule, the restriction had been lessened and the Jews were permitted to the
fifth step of the main part of the shrine, and then subsequently the seventh step on the southeast staircase, but
they still were not allowed inside.
At present, the southeast staircase was where the inflated group of travelling Gaza Jews was
assembling. Their numbers had increased to 2000 strong.
Despite being dusty and hungry they weren’t exhausted. In fact, the energy generated between the
pilgrims was overwhelming, as though the Sanctuary fed them with spiritual relish. True, they had stopped
overnight, and food had been shared between the pilgrims ‒ Kansu had accepted olives and bread from the
hands of a small child whose parents had set up camp next to them. Kansu had returned the gesture by cutting
chunks of cheese and filling the child’s hands. All night, the traveling Jews were sharing whatever they had with
each other. If one had an extra blanket, it was passed onto another in need, and so forth. In other words, the
journeyers had become a large family, bonding with each other, establishing an unshakeable sense of
togetherness.
But along with the sense of community, came constant reminders of change and instability, as the
thronged masses caught sparks of fire from the hopes which drove them forward. Rachel had approached the
family near them in the camp, initially drawn by the sweet smile of the child who already had charmed Kansu.
But then she returned to her own space, disturbed.
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‘They have a new blessing over the wine,’ she said. ‘I saw them pronounce over it before they drank it.’
Kansu had observed this ceremony from a short distance. It all looked regular to him. That was the way
that Jewish people always blessed the cup of wine offered to the head of the household.
‘It was a parody,’ whispered Rachel. ‘They said: ‚Blessed art Thou, King of the Universe, who has given
us wine, in the season of the birth of our anointed King, Sabbatai Zevi.‛’
Kansu did not need to have it explained to him that the last line of that prayer was an innovation.
‘This cannot go on,’ he reassured Rachel. ‘We will find the truth about these people and scatter them.’
‘May they be as chaff before the wind,’ said Rachel, ‘may they be as a wheel, a whirling thing which
cannot rest<‘
This, Kansu realized, was a curse upon these Sabbateans and their innovations. It would serve them
right, he thought. Rachel had lost her home and her family. May her curse be heard by Heaven. Yet he himself
would scarcely consider that a curse. He would like to be like a wheel, a whirling thing, among the dervishes,
chanting the Names of Allah and aware of nothing but the sweet notes of their voices<

Not until he returned to Istanbul. He had to wait and follow his duties, the weary path of the
soldier. There were no members of the Bektash order here. He knew that the Arabs were his brothers in
faith, but sometimes, he could not feel it. Last night, by the small fire, Kansu reminisced about the days at
the barracks. Mustafa, too, had closed his argumentative mouth to revisit private memories, ignoring
Rachel’s presence.
After an overnight rest, the multitudes had finally assembled outside the southeast staircase of the
Sanctuary of Abraham of the Jews, or the Ibrahim Mosque of the Believers, or the Saint Abraham Church of the
Christians.
The afternoon sun continued to beat down on the crowd. They expected Sabbatai to appear out of
the Sanctuary. It would be a holy moment for them indeed, and a defining moment for Sabbatai himself.
Suddenly, a joyous roar from many throats assaulted Kansu’s ears, only to die down as Nathan
indicated silence atop the staircase.
Muslim Arabs looked on, their curiosity piqued.
‘Children of Israel,’ Nathan boomed. ‘Many a time we have felt starved, lured by the scent of
cooking, have peered through an open window to stare at a luscious banquet. A banquet where we are not
invited to feast<’
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An intrepid start, Kansu assumed. Nathan was widening the rift, establishing a potent us and them
mentality. It was dangerous. Should one community see themselves above their neighbors it could breed
contempt. Evidently, Kansu reasoned, Nathan was choosing his words tactically to do just that.
‘And so we should feel starved,’ Nathan progressed, ‘for we are famished most humiliatingly.
Assorted prophets have foreseen this time. Philistines, Babylonians, Egyptians, Persians, Romans, Greeks –
ours is a history of oppression and fire. Israel has been torn from the grips of the Hebrews. Scrutinize this
holy structure before you. The Patriarch Abraham’s Sanctuary, it is supposed to be. Observe where the
church bells once rang out. Disdain the four minarets added by the upholders of Islam. Admit, this holy site
has been defaced<’
Sounds of exalted acquiescence harmonized into the hot air, much to the dismay of Muslim Arabs
of Hebron.
Nathan continued heatedly. ‘Now, Adonai has us elected to regain our heritage. Our duty now is to
ensure we are ready to receive His most beloved, the Messiah!’
The dust-covered gatherers immersed themselves in ceaseless praise, acclaim and commotion.
Nathan waited patiently for the pivotal roar to dim. They appeared to him like an army, and then, once the
noise had simmered, a herd. He thrust out his right arm, pointing at nobody in particular.
‘Among you were spiteful, hard-hearted unbelievers. Those who had sworn to splinter our sacred
foundation, to corrupt our holy union. Their demise was swift; their challenges proved unchallenging, for
no power is commendable against the Blessed One.’
With the mentioning of the Blessed One, the crowd began to twitch anxiously.
They had come to see the Messiah; enduring an uncomfortable trek - some had marched with
stomachs half-full, and some lesser. Their reward was to see, to listen to the Messiah, who had
miraculously escaped the stone coffin and had journeyed to Hebron.
Hundreds of them certainly hadn’t followed Nathan to listen to hours of long-winded
regurgitations. Their clothes were too damp from sweat, their patience had thinned out.
Where was the Messiah? The miracle was only half-done.
Nathan, realizing the shift in the gathered, wisely decided to compress his speech before
restlessness settled to mount frustration and impatience among them.Nathan thought bitterly of Sara. That
stained woman, he told himself in deep regret ‒ not only had she placed the Messiah in harm’s way with
her soiled background, draining Sabbatai Zivi of his spiritual energies, but she had also succeeded in
minimizing his presence in front of what Nathan perceived to be his first important gathering. To Nathan,
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the brightest of flowers withered in Sara’s presence ‒ where she stepped, another wouldn’t dare blossom.
But while Nathan’s thoughts wavered, the crowd suddenly roared.
Sabbatai Zivi, wrapped in expensive garments, emerged from the Sanctuary, slowly walking to
Nathan’s side. The very glimpse of him produced enormous cheers. The promised miracle had been
performed to precision, just as the Messiah had pledged, and they were all fools to have ever doubted his
sacred capabilities.
‘I’ve been expecting you, Children of Israel,’ Sabbatai proclaimed, his voice strikingly majestic, his
image, one of mountainous empowerment.
Had the noisiest of musicians assembled in army-like fashion, frantically playing and plucking
assorted instruments, they’d not have obscured the pitches from the excited crowd.
‘With the assistance of the Shekinah I have yet again proved to the skeptics my celestial powers,’
Sabbatai declared. ‘Now the hour has come to prove why I’ve been sent. Isaiah said that the wolf shall dwell
with the lamb and the leopard shall lie with the kid. In my kingdom this will be realized, glorious days are
near. I, the son of David, the Messiah, shall destroy all the nations that raise their arms against us. They all
shall perish when I rain fire and stone on Magog, upon their hollow heads. Now, without a moment to lose,
go forth and tell your relatives and friends in Jerusalem to prepare to receive me.’
Surprisingly, the speech was short. An audience that hadn’t had its fill was still hungry for more
and thereby eager to please, Kansu reasoned. He saw the looks when Sabbatai sagely turned his back on his
audience to calmly dissolve back into the Sanctuary. Energetically, the crowds dissected into groups,
discussing what to do, agreeing that they should follow Sabbatai’s command, to travel to Jerusalem,
warming the city to the Messiah’s coming.
‘What now for us, gardash?’ Mustafa asked. ‘Is it off to Jerusalem too?’
But Kansu had something else on his mind. He told Mustafa and Rachel that he preferred to stay in
Hebron to keep watch over Sabbatai.
***

Escorted by Zarkov and his men, Sabbatai stayed in a narrow house built of Hebron stone, which had been
one of Samuel’s lodges, diagonal to the Sanctuary. Inside the small home, Sabbatai sat at a table, with
Nathan. He hadn’t wanted Sara nearby, nor did he want her strolling freely through Hebron’s streets.
Consequently, she was placed in the home of a volunteer and the place surrounded by guards.
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Shortly, Zarkov came to inform Sabbatai and Nathan that most of the crowds outside the Sanctuary
had begun to disperse, heading towards Jerusalem with renewed energy to prepare the city for the
Messiah’s exalted entrance.
Sabbatai nodded at the good news. Everything had been working well.
‘Yet, I’m worrisome, Holy Teacher,’ Nathan admitted. ‘The risk of the Shekinah abandoning you
grips my heart like a vise. I’m convinced the danger isn’t from afar, but much closer. Dare I speak of my
fears?’
‘Speak openly, wise Nathan,’ Sabbatai caressed the young man’s smooth cheek.
‘This Sanctuary was initially built by the Patriarch Abraham as burial grounds for his wife, whose
name is also Sara,’ Nathan exclaimed. ‘I believe the Shekinah urges us, Sacred One. Coincidence hasn’t a
place in divine affairs and we must make sense of this. I think with the riddance of the tainted woman, the
Holy Spirit will again embrace you.’
Sabbatai internally complimented himself; the decision to stopover in Hebron, had been part of his
intricate planning. In fact, Sabbatai had been carefully steering Nathan all along, knowing the young man
would see mystical relevance, and therefore become obsessed with a deeper meaning. In Nathan’s eyes,
Sabbatai was the new Abraham, the new Patriarch, and his wife Sara could easily be buried along with
Abraham’s wife of the same name, in the same location. And not only would it be suitable, it would have
religious significance.
Nathan lowered his voice conspiratorially to convince Sabbatai that the bad omens might be caused
by Sara’s corrupt past. That her blackened soul attracted much evil, and the time had come to be rid of her.
Sabbatai listened tentatively, feigning surprise. These were exactly the deductions he had been counting on
Nathan to put forward.
‘Holy One,’ Nathan said. ‘Abraham’s wife Sara had been tricked by Satan who claimed Abraham
had sacrificed their child Isaac to Adonai. Saddened, she set out in search of Abraham, traveling vast
distances. When Satan visited her a second time to tell her Abraham hadn’t sacrificed the boy, she died of
joy. Your spouse, Sacred Teacher, is also a vessel of the dark force, and it is through her that evil enters your
proximity. If your wife was also to die of joy, joyful of your miracle, that is, during her trek to be at your
side<these are striking parallels?’
The more Nathan explained, the more elated Sabbatai became.

***
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Wave after wave of Jews entered Jerusalem to do Sabbatai Zevi’s bidding. The City was abuzz with the
striking news concerning the Messiah’s pending arrival. The most ancient and prestigious Rabbis of
Jerusalem were forced to listen, not to talk, as Jews of the most humble backgrounds crowded into the city,
proclaiming the advent of the Messiah. Doubts were expressed by prudent souls, but crushingly, all the
rumors were confirmed to be valid. The Jews of Gaza swore that Sabbatai Zevi was indeed the Chosen One.
It was said that he had passed through walls of stone, that he had vanished into the sea, into thin air, to
miraculously reappear and address them in Hebron. It was a miracle, they swore, and would not have this
holy event spoiled by any bad-mouthing or doubting. With soaring confidence, they protested aggressively
against any who supposed otherwise – and won over the skeptics too. Such was their belief in Sabbatai.
Adeodatus watched how the Holy City was shaken. He scoffed at these despicable people whose
ancestors repelled and murdered the Son of God, and now, adding insult to injury, were readying to embrace
the Anti-Christ, the black magician, Sabbatai Zevi.
Tortosa waited patiently whilst his master stared at a synagogue. Not that it was a pleasant
building, Tortosa noted, in bewilderment. In fact, it was rather tasteless, he observed, and like many of the
buildings had been restructured many times.
‘All these Jews,’ Adeodatus said bitterly, ‘are not born children of the Holy Land. The heroic
crusaders slew every Jew they could find in the First Crusade - a belated but deserving punishment for
shunning the Son of God. Did you know Tortosa, in the year 1130, when rabbi Benjamin of Tudela journeyed
these lands, he reported only 200 Jews living in Jerusalem?’
Tortosa scanned once more from left to right, sulking at the Jewish population which had increased
uncontrollably from such a small amount.
Adeodatus continued: ‘In the year 1200, some 300 rabbis left Europe, claiming they escaped from
torture and mistreatment at the hands of us noble Christians. The Muslims, also well-trained in the art of
lying, being a characteristic of all heathens, granted Jews permission to immigrate here. Sometime after, a
certain rabbi called Nachmanides purchased the Church of St. Martin which was a crusader church. And
curse his money to the Pit, converted it to a synagogue.’
Tortosa understood his master’s melancholy. Before them, the Synagogue of the Chassidim was
really the converted Church of St. Martin.
‘It calls to me, Tortosa,’ Adeodatus breathed in deeply. ‘It begs to strip it of its heathen extensions,
to rescue it from bastardization. One day, the Pope will once again own these properties and bestow it unto
the followers of the Lord. As for the great-grandsons of the Christ slayers, together with the worshippers of
the pagan crescent, they too shall perish.’
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Tortosa grimaced at the thought of Jews desecrating noble Crusader property. It was a tremendous
insult.
Both Vatican men remained anonymous figures in the streets of Jerusalem. They knew how to pass
unnoticed. Around them, in the markets, the valuables of Jews who were Sabbatai’s followers were for sale,
and for remarkably cheap prices. As followers of the Messiah, these Jews were abandoning their worldly
goods, and taking no interest in the proceeds. Adeodatus could have benefited from this, buying rich
brocades, beautiful clothing and impressive silverware - all for a fraction of its worth. But Adeodatus was
pure in his hatred, and looked with indifference at the squander of material wealth. He did, however, stop
to buy some tracts being sold by Christians, for the pilgrimage trade. The tracts were the work of heretics –
the followers of Luther and Calvin, he supposed. But he wanted to know what they were saying. He felt
superior to Jews, and exulted above the mistaken heretics. Soon, Jerusalem would be the Second Rome,
home of the Vatican. That would be accomplished by the sweat and strong-arm of dedicated warriors of
Trinity, which he was a part. The Lord Jesus Christ gave them strength. Victory would be theirs to toast
when the time was ripe.
‘The Anti-Christ Zevi is stamping his brand,’ Tortosa began. ‘What is to be done, Master?’
‘The enemies of Jesus Christ, the true Messiah and Lord, will plunge to their doom under Satan’s
ambassador,’ Adeodatus assured. ‘The prophecies foretell that the Messiah will descend upon the city from
the blue sky if his people are righteous. But ride to the gates of Jerusalem on a donkey if his people are not,
hence the Christ chose the latter. This Zevi is Satan’s servant and is recruiting for the army of Hell. He must
be killed before he sets fire to the world.’
It made sense to Tortosa.
Yet, what made him restless was the fact that they had already tried to assassinate Sabbatai. The
gems were taken from the Tartar and given to Samuel, who in turn, passed them on to Isaac to pay for some
sell-swords. Unfortunately, Sabbatai with the help of the devil had thwarted the annihilation.
But, that attack was the work of amateurs, Tortosa brooded. His Master, Adeodatus, wouldn’t
tolerate failure, and was born to win in the service of the Lord. The time was fast approaching for them to
take action into their own hands and end Sabbatai’s life.
Instantaneously, Tortosa felt like slaughtering every single donkey in and around Jerusalem for
Sabbatai not to find one to ride to the gates with. However, Tortosa grappled with guilt and shame for
thinking of the unpleasant – the noble animal was the symbol of humility. Great conquerors burst though
city gates with their finest, most superiorly bred war-horses and stallions to represent their unreachable
status. But the Lord Jesus Christ had not.
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The Son of God had ridden the ass to mock those foolish conquerors, to prove He was in opposition
to worldly goods and self-exaltation. Donkeys, Tortosa recalled, were famous for carrying burdens of
greater weight in proportion to their size more than other animals, and as such, worthy to carry the Savior.
The very thought of the Anti-Christ mocking the Lord and his faithful Christians by perverting this
prophecy ‒ riding the donkey to the gates of Jerusalem – unnerved him.
In their rooms that evening, Adeodatus read out extracts from some of the European pamphlets
circulating in Jerusalem. He could only read the ones in the French language. Apparently, even more
strange texts were appearing in English and Dutch – ridiculous languages which, as Adeodatus assured
Tortosa, no one of any consequence spoke. So it did not matter what was said in English or Dutch, although
a lot was being said, but even in the royal language of Catholic France, the most amazing stories were
gushing out and being printed on paper.
‘It says here that the Saracens are being driven out of their citadel of Mekkah, and their armies
disappeared into the sand,’ Adeodatus grinned.
‘That is amazing, Master!’ Tortosa was wide-eyed.
‘This was the work of an army of Jews, who were led by a white haired man with blue eyes, who
walked in the desert sun unmarked, and never needs to drink water. The Jews proclaim him Messiah.’
‘They say this in France?’
‘They do.’
‘Is it true, Master?’
‘Not a word of it,’ Adeodatus scrunched up the pamphlet. ‘It is Protestant trash. That city of
Mekkah is thousands of leagues from civilization, in an impassible desert. The Saracens rule there until the
Day of the Lord.’
‘Why do these Protestants in Europe repeat these wild stories?’ Tortosa asked. ‘Are they followers
of Zevi, also?
‘They are listening to these stories third-hand, because they think they understand the Bible, and
think that the doings of the Jews are the key to the Second Coming of Our Lord, and the Day of Judgment.
They understand nothing, and are as wicked and lost as those Jews we saw in the market-place. Once the
Catholic Church has re-established itself, and rules from Rome and Jerusalem, they will all be either killed
or converted.’
Adeodatus cast aside the cheap tracts, and stopped conversing. Instead, he took up one of his
most precious possessions, a leather-bound edition of the prophecies of Hildegard of Bingen, a Benedictine
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abbess of the medieval times. She had written extensively and vividly, in beautiful Latin, of the crises to
come before the final triumph of the Church:

The Son of Corruption and Ruin will appear and reign for only a short time, towards the end of the days of the world's
duration; the period which corresponds to the moment when the sun has disappeared beyond the horizon; that is to say
he shall come at the last days of the world. He will not be Satan himself, but a human being equaling and resembling
him in atrocious hideousness.

Adeodatus grimaced. The Benedictines had surely seen the coming of the Anti-Christ Zevi. There could be
no other explanation. He kept reading:

The Antichrist will come from a land that lies between two seas, and will practice his tyranny in the East. After his
birth, false teachers and doctrines will appear, followed by wars, famines, and pestilence. He will be raised at different
secret places and will be kept in seclusion until full grown. When he has grown to full manhood he will publicly
announce a hostile doctrine on religion. He will lure and attract the people to himself by granting them complete
exemption from the observance of all divine and ecclesiastical commandments, by forgiving them their sins and
requiring of them only their belief in his divinity. Especially will he try to convince the Jews that he is the Messiah sent
by God, and the Jews will accept him as such. He will think that he can change time and laws. He will discard all laws,
morals and religious principles, to draw the world to himself.

While everyone slept, Adeodatus read on, through page after page, describing the alarming events of the
last ages before the Day of the Lord. He felt equal to the challenges of these times. The distant words of the
learned Abbess were, to him, as clear and loud as a ringing bell.

***

Sara the Messiah-wife was furious. For several days Sabbatai had not allowed her to venture outside the
small home where she had been forced to reside. Such harsh orders were against her spirit. The family
which she was housed with brought her fresh milk and whatever food they could muster – but Sara longed
for wine poured down her throat. And the small family had none. She prevented herself from swearing at
them, instead, offering sweet and false acknowledgements. However, this morning she decided to put her
foot down.
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She was bored, felt imprisoned and Sabbatai was going to know about it. Sara expected another
cancellation of her wish to see some sun and openness, but to her astonishment, her plight corresponded
with one of Sabbatai’s calmer moods.
In fact, Sabbatai was genuinely amiable towards her – something that had been lacking for quite a
while. He told her that the choicest of stallions, worthy of the Messiah-wife, awaited her mounting, that
Hebron was a lovely place, that it would be a loss to neglect a tour of its sites before they left for Jerusalem.
Outside, a wonderful animal, white as moonlight, awaited her by the stairs of the Sanctuary. The
stallion was fitted with an ornamented saddle as well. Zarkov stood holding the horse by its reins, ready to
help her up, and escort her through the scenic areas of Hebron.
Sara noticed a substantial number of Jews who had not left for Jerusalem yet. No doubt, they were
the ones who preferred to follow the Messiah into the Holy City. Someone caught her eye as she scanned
the crowd. Among them was the distinctive man her eyes had caressed in Gaza. She longed to look at him
again, and even to approach him with a greeting, but there were too many people around her. She knew
that many people were fascinated by her, and that her beauty was further amplified with her status as
Sabbatai’s wife. Publically, she was compelled to play the role of a queen, dignified and un-flirtatious.
Though, sooner or later, there would be occasion for her kind of amusement too. With those
thoughts, the Messiah-wife floated swan-like to Zarkov and the horse without another glance around her.
The woman is a masterpiece, Kansu observed from the crowd; the possessor of a kind of
flawless, ensnaring beauty to which no heathen artist could do justice with brush and palette. The Janissary
had once heard about an Italian artist who carried the portrait of the married woman for whom he yearned
under his arm wherever he went. The account must have been exaggerated to illustrate infatuation.
Perhaps, Kansu mused, the moral of the story taught that attraction stemmed from risks?
Abruptly, his concentration was bowed with the appearance of Isaac, the mourning Samuel
Lissabona’s good friend. Kansu saw him with an older and younger woman, his wife and daughter it
seemed.
The Janissary’s forehead creased in consternation for Isaac had been one of Sabbatai’s loathers,
going so far as to organize a mob to murder him during the bungled sarcophagus episode. Indeed, Samuel
had provided the finance, but Isaac had been the arms and legs of the failed attempt.
Therefore, it was purely irregular to find Isaac among Sabbatai’s worshippers. Under the
circumstances it was probable that Sabbatai’s latest miracle had won him over too, Kansu mused. However,
the sudden shift in Isaac’s loyalties proved to be a bothersome idea.
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In the middle of his brooding, a terrifying shriek was heard ‒ the stallion Sara had mounted became
wild. It was neighing, and rising on its hind legs, clawing into the air. Another cry of alarming panic burst
out of Sara as she desperately tried to cling to the leaping animal beneath her. What had previously been a
graceful creature now had turned curiously undomesticated.
Zarkov, in a bid to appear he was doing his utmost to tame the animal, lost his footing amidst the
horse’s vicious lashings. Sara, unable to remain in the saddle as the thrashing and bounding escalated, was
flung off the uncontrollable stallion. She rose into the air, plunging down fast. She would land on the
extremely hard stone stairs of the Hebron doorway. Instantaneously − a wonder of his honed reflexes −
Kansu dived bodily onto the ancient stairs to cushion Sara’s fall.
She landed between Kansu’s shoulders and back. With the sudden impact, his face would’ve been
slammed into the edge of a step, breaking his nose. But the Janissary turned his head quickly. Instead, only
the left side of his face grazed the stone step with the pressure of Sara’s thump.
The Jews outside the Sanctuary rushed to lift Sara back on her feet, off the chivalrous and
agile stranger’s back. With words praising his bravery and pats of approval, they help Kansu up next. The
left side of the Janissary’s cheek had a stinging sensation; the corner of his lip had been split open as was his
left eyebrow from the scrape. Zarkov, still struggling to dominate the crazy stallion, held onto the reins as it
wildly wrestled out of the Russian’s command. Finally, he had the animal under his charge.
Alarmingly, chants of outrage rose from the crowd, directed at the possessed horse that had
almost killed, or most certainly would’ve crippled, the Messiah-wife. Some were collecting rocks to stone it
to death. Others rushed to surround the four-legged fiend lest it broke away from Zarkov’s clutches to
evade the punishment in the making.
Kansu hurried to blockade the aggressive mob’s intentions. He was amazed at how respectfully the
crowd moved aside for him to approach the horse. But Kansu’s relief was short-lived as he realized that
they were simply allowing him the right to kill the animal. For saving the Messiah’s spouse, the privilege
was his.
Zarkov steadied the uneasy horse and watched the stranger come forward. And soon enough,
Zarkov’s memory brought back images from the so-called armed assault at the synagogue as he recognized
this stranger with his quick gestures and brave spirit. The crowd grew intrigued as they watched Kansu
stroke the horse’s mane. The Janissary whispered into its ear, calming the animal.
Then Kansu turned and addressed the anxious lot in Arabic: ‘It is not the animal’s fault.’ He took
out his dagger and sliced through the buckles maintaining the saddle. The saddle dropped to the ground.
All was revealed.
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A knife was buried into the horse’s flesh to the hilt.
‘A blade craftily tucked beneath the saddle,’ Kansu indicated. ‘When the Messiah-wife mounted the
poor animal, the blade sunk into its flesh.’
Sara raced forward to inspect the knife.
‘The knife is a Gazan design,’ Sara remarked in Arabic, recovering from her shock and turning to
Kansu. ‘Had you not acted in time I would either be dead or crippled.’
Indeed, if she had fallen face-first into the jagged stone steps, she could have been brained. Had she
fallen in twisted manner, thus injuring her spine, she would be bedridden for the rest of her life.
Sara felt a thrill of admiration at the flow of blood from the cuts on Kansu’s face. Zarkov made a
show of glancing around as if to catch a culprit responsible for placing the knife in secrecy. But Sara fixed
him with a poisonous stare of suspicion.

***

The Messiah-wife was carried into her private room in the house next to the Sanctuary by volunteers among
the crowd. She thanked and then hastily waved them away, but beckoned Kansu to remain behind.
‘You’re hurt,’ Sara told him with concern, tearing a piece off one of her expensive gowns to use as a
cloth. Kansu noted that there were many cloths about that she could use to wipe his bloodied face. Clearly,
Sara wanted to impress him, to ratify his importance to her.
She dabbed the expensive piece into a bowl of water and hurried to cleanse the dried blood on
Kansu’s lip, eyebrow and scraped cheek.
‘I have the choicest ointments, lotions and creams,’ Sara divulged as if she were a physician,
carefully touching the wetted cloth on his aches.
‘These are mere grazes, my Lady,’ Kansu assured. It was more the back of his neck that hurt.
Sara continued with her delicate nursing. ‘Had I landed on those steps without you to cushion my
plunge<Oh how I shudder at the thought<’
‘My Lady,’ Kansu began. ‘You must be cautious hereon for nothing escapes the trained eye. Zarkov
manipulated the animal while pretending to calm it, steering closer towards the steps to have you
propelled.’
‘This is Nathan’s doing,’ Sara professed bitterly. ‘I can’t stand that maggot. In his mind’s theatre he
has cast me the role of Delilah.’
‘Delilah?’
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‘Yes,’ she eyed him quizzically. ‘Do you not know the story of Samson, a warrior of Israel? He could
kill lions with his bare hands, vanquish thirty men single-handedly and snap chain and rope like twigs. He
killed a thousand Philistine soldiers with the jawbone of an ass. The Philistines, unable to cope with such
strength, send forth the temptress Delilah to discover the secret of his power, which lied in the length of his
hair. She disconnected Samson from the grace of God by cutting his hair. Thus, Delilah weakened the
strongman until he was but a plaything to the Philistines.’
She began to giggle, although Kansu could not fathom whether it was out of self-pity or childish
amusement.
‘I’m sorry,’ she said, blinking moisture from her eyes. ‘The thought of my husband as Samson has
made me laugh.’
‘Why is it funny?’ Kansu asked. ‘Is your husband not the Messiah? Did he not perform a mystic
journey by escaping from Gaza to Hebron?’
Instantly, all trace of humor was removed from her face, it became austere.
‘He did. That is the truth,’ she conceded.
It was plain to the Janissary that Sabbatai’s ability to escape from the most strict imprisonment had
even surprised his wife. Sara fell silent for a little while, delicately rubbing ointment and cream into Kansu’s
split skin.
Unable to keep voiceless for long, Sara started again. ‘He almost couldn’t you know. I allude to the
miracle – the escape from the stone coffin. For days my husband bewailed that his transcendent strength
was filtering out of his soul. He believed something robbed him of his blessed power. To trim a long story,
with my Delilah scissors, of course, Nathan conceives me as cause of it. I fail to see the relation since my
husband’s strength doesn’t lie in the length of his hair or in the length of his anything else.’
Kansu could tell Sara was relishing the opportunity to take a stab at the exclusive bond between
Sabbatai and Nathan. Evidently, their dedication to each other had hurt her womanly pride.
‘I should’ve known,’ she mumbled half to herself, ‘this damned Sanctuary intermission was far
from coincidental. Think, the Patriarch Abraham had bought this land from a Hittite to bury his wife, Sara.
How becoming! Did you also know that Abraham instructed Sara to pose as his sister, not his wife, when
they entered Egypt? Her beauty was astounding and soon the Pharaoh threw her into his bed. The same
Pharaoh bestowed Abraham with oxen, sheep, donkeys, camels and many servants in exchange for his
sister’s company. And they call Abraham the Founding Father? I can think of more fitting titles<’
This tasteless depiction grieved Kansu exceedingly. Sara, if given a chance, could work herself into
being a very spiteful woman. He assumed it was just nerves, stemming from her brush with death. Yet, the
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Janissary could not help being offended. He was taught that the Holy Quran referred to Abraham as a
Muslim. In fact, the Prophet Muhammad himself decreed that he brought nothing new but was reasserting
the religion of Abraham; the faith in God that always was, but had been spoiled over spans of time by the
ignorant.
‘Forgive me, I’m beside myself,’ Sara brushed off her complaints, sensing that Kansu’s mood had
changed. ‘I don’t even know your name –’
A voice boomed: ‘Yes, I too would like to know the name of the valiant one who rescued my wife
from a malignant plot.’
Kansu and Sara spun around to see Sabbatai Zevi standing in the open doorway which had been
left slightly ajar. Most alarming, Kansu and Rachel hadn’t a clue how long he had been eavesdropping on
their exchanges.
‘Incontestably,’ Sabbatai continued, padding into the room like a predatory lion, ‘there are those
who conspire against me and against my loved ones.’
The self-proclaimed Messiah eyed Kansu with increasing curiosity and chariness as he approached
Sara and kissed her on the forehead. His wife first thought of holding back, but allowed him the subtle
gesture, Kansu noted. Kansu was also looking at Zevi with curiosity, but he tried not to let it appear. He
directed his eyes downwards, and stood at respectful attention. He had never stood so close to Zevi, and
without any crowd about. Sabbatai Zevi did not fade in importance when standing alone in a chamber. He
was still as massive in size - his face, even close up, had a regularity of features, and a mask-like stillness,
which was very strange. His melodious voice, which could boom over the most massive crowd, was
resonant, and yet not loud when addressing them. Zevi had a beautiful voice and hearing it made one look
up into his distinctive, unblinking eyes. Kansu, to his own amazement, felt both fear and attraction. For a
moment, he was ready to cast himself at Zevi’s feet and confess his true identity, and ask to be forgiven and
to follow the Messiah. Only his years of training, and the burden of his battle wounds, restrained Kansu,
and brought him back to role as a spy. This man Zevi was dangerous. He, Kansu, would fight him with
guile. The beautiful voice rang out again, every word like part of a song. Zevi was asking him his name.
Kansu had not planned for this. It was possible that Sabbatai may already know about him from the
Cadi problems in Izmir. The Janissary had to choose an alias. He recalled the letter of recommendation from
the Cairo’s jeweler; the false identity he had formed.
‘My name is Alon,’ he told them.
‘Alon,’ Sabbatai repeated, staring into nothingness, brooding. He then asked Kansu to provide more
information.
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‘I hail from the outskirts of Istanbul, Holy Teacher,’ Kansu lied. ‘My mother was a Jewish woman
who worked in the household of a rich Albanian merchant until she was immorally dishonored and thrown
out by the merchant’s jealous wife when I was still in her womb. Together, son and mother, we struggled
through a tough existence, sifting through the unmelodious to hear the tune of life. Yet, I distinctly recall
falling asleep many a cold night, nestled against my mother’s beating heart as she whispered that the
Messiah will save us from destitution. Sadly, she never lived to see your Coming.’
‘Have you any companions?’ Sabbatai asked.
‘The faithful who follow your footsteps are all I have,’ Kansu bowed his head.
‘You have proved to be valuable today, Alon,’ Sabbatai suddenly smiled, dreamy, lost in his own
thoughts. ‘You must stay here with my wife. She is my dearest companion, my fruit of the gardens of
matrimony. And the gates are open. All is allowed. Everything you do here, do it with my blessing.’
Kansu could not believe what he was hearing.
‘Do not flee. Do not bend the bow and loose the arrow in vain. There was a boy earlier, Sara invited
him into her presence but he fled. He fled did he not, Sara?’
‘He was useless,’ said Sara. ‘You mean the school teacher’s son.’
‘This man, the maid servant’s son,’ Sabbatai pressed, ‘one who is born of fornication, he will not
flee.’
Kansu, at first, could not recognize himself in this description that had risen from the cover-story he
had hastily blabbed about himself. He recalled Rachel relating what she had heard while accompanying
Sabbatai’s followers on the road, that Zevi had a special regard for those born out of wedlock, and had little
respect for the traditions of matrimony. But where was this leading?
‘It would have been a great tikkun,’ said Zevi, ‘if that youth had offered Sara what she had asked
for.’
Sara herself seemed neither embarrassed nor alarmed by the account her husband was sharing. She
was simply disinterested, and wanted to talk about the day’s dramatic events.
‘The dagger,’ Sara reminded her husband. ‘It was deliberately placed. That Zarkov –‘
‘We are surrounded by profaners,’ Sabbatai countered. ‘Zarkov is not to be blamed, my dear. Even
now he searches high and low for the culprits. That injurious arrangement was meant for me, I know. When
Zarkov sought the finest stallion in Hebron, the miscreants assumed the animal was for my straddling,
unaware of your random excursion.’
It was quite a persuasive argument, Kansu agreed, although he was certain it was a lie.
Emboldened, he decided to ask a question.
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‘Are you not afraid to ride, my Lord? The Muslims do not allow Jewish people to ride horses in
Jerusalem or the surrounding lands.’
‘Allowed? Muslims?’
Sabbatai did not shift his gaze, did not make the slightest change of expression. His eyes had an
unfaltering stare, as if seeing many things invisible to Kansu and Sara.
‘They will not stop me, Alon. Those blessed by Yahweh are not allowed or disallowed by creatures
of this earth. If I choose to, I will ride the white horse through the streets of Jerusalem.’
Kansu had no doubt that he would, and he wondered what the reaction might be.
‘You are our guest, Alon,’ Sabbatai gracefully continued. ‘A most exalted one. It appears my wife is
in need of an exclusive guardian in case these dangers find repetition. Her safety is precious to me,
outweighing all other matters. Needless to add, you shall be handsomely rewarded.’
‘I am deeply honored, Sacred Teacher,’ Kansu acknowledged. ‘To me the duty itself is merit
enough.’
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Chapter 14

Woman is a scorpion whose bite is sweet.
Sayings of Imam Ali

Unable to remain composed, Sabbatai invited Nathan to stroll together by Hebron’s moonlight with Zarkov
following from a distance, respectfully out of earshot. Guards watched from a further distance, patrolling
the Sanctuary and its environs.
‘Before I left Izmir,’ Sabbatai revealed to Nathan, ‘the Cadi, Vasfi Bey, had informed me of one who
carried the Sultan’s Seal, enquiring about me. However, this man, now I forget his name or perhaps I was
never told for it was a minor nuisance, was to be sent to the gallows and beheaded. So too was his
companion. There, I was able to fight authority with authority. Here, this Alon perplexes me. Is he the one
who boarded with Samuel Lissabona, I wonder?’
‘Isaac has already left for Jerusalem,’ Nathan informed. ‘Otherwise we could’ve asked him to
identify this man if he is the one called Kansu.’
Sabbatai was outwardly patient, but he fretted at the delay. Now they had to wait until they
reached Jerusalem and make contact with Isaac to find out.
‘According to Isaac,’ Nathan pressed, ‘this Kansu travels with a Jewess, a Muslim, another Muslim
who died, and two Christians. His intentions are dubious to say the least, whereas Alon is alone. Yet,
Zarkov is definite he has seen Alon before; during the synagogue raid and again at the sarcophagus water
burial,’ Nathan confirmed.
‘Perhaps Alon is who he says,’ Sabbatai shrugged. ‘Remember, sweet Nathan, from Alon’s
perspective he has protected the Messiah-wife from hazard; a response habitual to the strictly devout, thus
committing a dignified act. Adept intelligencers have naught to do with randomness and always proceed
with utmost caution. Therefore, if Alon had something to hide he wouldn’t risk months of exhausting work
by exposing himself in unpremeditated fashion. It must be accepted, Alon’s intervention today was purely
spur-of-the-moment.’
The pair continued their stroll, busily reflecting and organizing information.
Nathan was disappointed in today’s failure to cleanse themselves of the sullied woman who had
earned her living on her back and now undeservingly walked alongside the Messiah. Sara was the
definitive flawed hindrance, he mused. By all means, the plan had been perfect. The symbolism of two
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wives with identical names buried in the same location was richly resonant. Yet, this stranger, this Alon,
had overturned the plot, absolutely clueless in what he was meddling with.
As if trying to draw energy from the moonlight, Nathan gazed upward and filled his lungs with
night air. Not a star in sight, he observed. Because of Sara even stars denied them sparkle.
‘I am feeling revitalized,’ Sabbatai broke the silence between them. ‘New energy is coursing
through my veins, dear Nathan. I sense elation in my aura.’
This news was music to Nathan’s ears, he had waited long to hear it.
Suddenly, the invisibility of the stars turned inconsequential to Nathan. They were present,
attempting to penetrate Sara’s dark shield. Inspiration dawned upon the young scholar.
‘Yes!’ Nathan cried in amazement. ‘That must be it!’
Sabbatai asked Nathan what thoughts had rained down from heaven. Nathan animatedly spoke his
abrupt revelation. That with the introduction of Alon into Sara’s life, her hold on others had begun to
fragment. Now, her negative powers were being directed to Alon instead of her husband. This being the
sole reason, Nathan further accounted, for Alon’s prevention of Sara’s pre-arranged accident. Nathan had no
guilt for having suggested that Sara be mounted on a dangerous saddle. Already, he had dismissed this
from mind, and had accepted that Providence had saved her at that moment. It was all part of the plan, the
larger series of events determined for them. It meant that Sara had not yet exhausted her usefulness for the
cause. Sara’s life had been risked. But so had all of their lives and would be again. The Messiah encouraged
his followers to take risks and look death in the face, in order that they might appreciate life. Everything
forbidden was now allowed, as they walked toward redemption. Alon was perhaps there to kindle the
spirits of life and love within Sara and this could be beneficial.
Sabbatai gave one of his sudden, warm smiles.
‘Blessed Nathan, there is divine reason for all occurrences. Should the Shekinah consent and Sara
was to take a lover, then so it shall be. Legitimately, Yahweh has sprung Alon into her life. But only after
gifting you to mine.’
Sabbatai affectionately stroked Nathan’s fair cheek; his diamond rings shining against the young
pale skin.
Tomorrow, Jerusalem awaited them.

***
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Last night, Kansu had been allocated a room next to Sara’s. He had slept there, or tried his best, and already
was awake when Zarkov came to inform him of the day’s journey in the early hours of the morning.
Kansu pretended to rub sleep from his eyes. The brutish mercenary had brought him a plate of
herbed lamb, bread and water.
It appeared that preparations had been made for the group to trek to Jerusalem. Zarkov briefed
him, saying that it was at least an eight hour journey to reach the Holy City from Hebron.
At first light, Sabbatai and Nathan rode ahead of the group, behind them was Kansu, riding
alongside Sara, and they were enveloped by Zarkov’s men.
Behind them was a considerable group of pilgrims who had refused to go ahead to Jerusalem with
their friends, preferring to follow the messiah to the city.
At present, what troubled Kansu was his inability to contact Mustafa. He hoped that Mustafa and
Rachel would attach themselves to pilgrims following them. He wondered whether his coming out into the
open had been a sensible thing to do. However, the fact that he had won Sara’s confidence and could move
within Sabbatai’s domain was substantial.
‘What are they murmuring?’ Kansu asked Sara, as she sat sprawled upon cushions that had been
arranged for her comfort. A small tent had been erected for her at this break in the journey, some three and
a half hours later since they had set out.
Sara, continuing her application of facial cream, annoyed at the morning sun on her pale skin for
the past hours, hardly offered the few hundred followers that had camped a little away a passing glance.
‘What else?’ she said with irritation. ‘They’re discussing the prophecy. The Messiah should be
riding a donkey to the gates of Jerusalem, whilst my husband sits atop a stallion.’
Kansu scanned the concerned faces, with the motive of picking out Mustafa and Rachel, though he
was unsuccessful.
‘Imbeciles,’ Sara added with contempt. ‘They could complain about the heat, hunger, or their dry
throats, but no, a stupid donkey! Do you know how slow those things are? It would take forever to get to
Jerusalem. These dimwits rather endure the heat so long as it’s in line with the prophecies. Their presence
already slows us. Alon, I’m fed up with this this turtle crawl, the sun is unbearable today.’
Kansu took another gulp of water.
Clearly, Sabbatai Zevi had his hands full with this woman. It was little wonder if he should try to
rid himself of her. From afar, Kansu had found Sara to be spell-binding. Yet, the more time he spent in her
company, the more his opinion of her had slithered downward. Sara was radiant, alluring, but the other
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side of her was proving to be torturous, more so than any level of merciless desert heat. Perhaps, Kansu
humored to himself, he had destroyed Sabbatai in advance by keeping Sara alive?
A line of disciple-guards had blocked some of the pilgrims who were hopeful in attaining blessings
from the Messiah-wife. Sara looked away disinterestedly.
‘You should smile for them,’ Kansu recommended. Her attractive face was not designed for sulking,
but she did it too well, Kansu noted.
‘What on earth for?’ she snapped. ‘Do you not see them? They’re like street beggars. Give one of
them a coin and you’ll have all of them lining up. I won’t allow myself to be harassed, especially in this
heat, Alon.’
She fanned herself; perspiration glistening around her throat, running down to her shapely chest.
The Janissary decided to change the subject. He asked her about Jerusalem and the entryways, partly for his
own knowledge and partly to divert her mind.
‘There are seven gates,’ Sara elaborated. ‘The Jaffa Gate leads to the Jaffa port. The Damascus and
Herod gates are north-facing and lead to the markets. Then there is The Lion’s Gate, also known as
Stephen’s gate, named after the fool Christian martyr who was stoned to death there. The Zion Gate leads to
the Armenian quarters. There’s also the Dung Gate –’
‘Quite an unusual name,’ Kansu commented.
Sara smirked. ‘In ancient days the city’s refuse was dumped there for the winds to carry the
nauseating odors far afield. Nowadays it’s different. When I first arrived from Europe, I doubled on hands
and knees near the Dung Gate. I must say, I smelled nothing but flowers many a profitable night with my
face pushed into the ground and my own dung gate spread wide open for business.’
Kansu was appalled. Although her voice wouldn’t carry far, she was speaking much too freely. And
she wasn’t even intoxicated. Kansu felt that a woman’s value increased with her humility and self-respect.
His mind rested upon Rachel and he knew he had begun to long for her. All the while, he had taken
Rachel’s graceful ways for granted, and it was only now that he was able to compare her with another
woman.
Under any circumstance, Sara’s behavior was not befitting a Messiah’s wife. She was not fit to be
anyone’s wife. What was Zevi thinking when he made this marriage?
‘The last gate,’ Sara went on, ‘is called the Golden Gate or the Gate of Mercy. It has been sealed for
centuries. This afternoon that seal will be broken.’
Kansu asked why.
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‘Because, my dashing protector,’ Sara said with eyes afire. ‘It is also known as the Messiah Gate. In
fact, the walled-up Gate is probably being unfenced stone by stone as we speak in preparation for my
husband. His followers are vigilant. Jerusalem will be abuzz with his coming. He will breeze through that
portal without so much as stubbing his toe.’
Kansu noticed how proud Sara was of Sabbatai. She had changed in the blink of a lash. Her gaze
became misty, dreamy with the promise of riches and fame. Although the Janissary’s attraction for Sara had
diminished on account of her vulgar behavior, he still felt a slight bee-sting of jealousy. That sting was
besmirching. Up to that point, Kansu had been satisfied of his impartiality to whomever Sara admired or
loved, but discovered he had tricked himself.
At least, he found, he did not have to worry too much about his assumption of a false Jewish
identity. Initially, he had been afraid of joining the retinue of the Messiah-wife, because although Rachel
had tried to instruct him in the Jewish religion, he had never managed to learn much. All he had learnt, in
effect, was how difficult it is to learn Jewish law and customs, which are an intricate code, usually acquired
at a young age. However, when travelling with Sara, not too much piety was required. She spoke briefly of
her early life, and he was surprised that she had, from a young age, lived among gentiles. These Christians
had rescued Sara, a solitary orphan, after the pogroms. Apparently, they treated her as something between a
servant and a slave as expected, but Sara spoke of this with bitterness. The Janissary could tell that he was
not getting the full story. She returned to Judaism years later, after a vision of her slain father appeared to
her in a dream. All this happened in distant Europe. In a strange way, Sara’s own background had
something in common with that of a Janissary. She had been born into one world, had lived in another, and
had entered a new culture again when she travelled to the great city of Istanbul. For Sara had left the Jewish
communities of Europe behind her and had travelled alone to the East, making her living in any way she
could. She said that she had always known that she would be the wife of the Messiah.
Sara’s story was vague on certain key points. Kansu noticed that she contradicted herself – at one
time, her whole family had been killed in a pogrom, in another moment, she was telling him about her
brother, whom she found living in Amsterdam. Kansu did not risk irritating her by quibbling over minor
issues. She passed on from her family history to complain to him that Jewish communities in Cairo and
Gaza had judged her to be an outsider and little better than a heathen. She said that they referred to her as
the adulterous Ashkenazy woman. Sara claimed that Sephardic Jews had many customs which no one could
really understand, and so she was constantly offending them. Kansu was greatly relieved to hear all this,
because it became apparent to him that Sara knew scarcely more than he did about the Jewish law as it was
being practiced in Jerusalem. He was not likely to be detected as an imposter, so long as he stayed by her
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side. However lacking she might be in orthodox learning, Sara boasted to be an adept in the spiritual realm.
She bragged of her ability to read fortunes, to cast spells, and to receive messages in prophetic dreams.
During one of these dreams, she had been carried to the land of Persia, where she received sacred signs and
rich garments. It was nonsense, a bunch of tall stories Kansu knew. Yet, the Persian aspect caught his
attention. Had Sara met a Persian traveler, who engaged her services and gave her a few trinkets? The
perfumed Reza came to his mind.
Her complaints knew no end. Sara was very offended by those who had referred to her as the
adulterous Ashkenazy woman, she kept repeating. Yet, she was well satisfied with Zevi’s habit of referring to
her as his wife of whoredoms. Sara also said, laughing, that some called her a witch. It also gave her the
opportunity to tell him that in Europe, women so accused were often killed in the public marketplaces.
They died the most terrible death – they were burnt alive. Sara insisted that she had often seen this done,
and that every town in Europe had its witch burners. Excitedly, she described the deaths to him, and he
found it disturbing that Sara paid so much attention to the pain and misfortunes of other women.
Zarkov patrolled the premises and announced when the journey would resume. Kansu watched the
Russian return to Sabbatai’s tent which had been pitched away from theirs on higher grounds. As the tents
were being pulled down and folded, Kansu noticed that Sabbatai was now holding onto a scepter - one that
sparkled in the sun’s gleam, studded with luxurious stones. The Janissary wondered if they were lifted from
Samuel Lissabona’s home. In any case, Sabbatai looked increasingly sovereign-like with his expensive stick.
Once more, at a steady trot as Sara’s private guardian, Kansu chanced a few skimming looks
backwards. Among those following, Kansu thought he noticed Mustafa and Rachel. Mustafa was at the
reins with Rachel sitting in the cart. Mustafa gave a slight nod, a discreet sign of acknowledgement. Kansu
knew that he could trust Mustafa to stay close, but not too close, and to do nothing which might cast doubt
on whatever story Kansu had told.
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‘Your eyes are for me at all times,’ Sara said with a needling tone. She was proving to be the equal
of her husband in terms of vanity.
‘It is foremost to be safe, my Lady,’ Kansu responded, assuming an air that that his browsing was
out of precaution.
‘Do they look threatening to you?’ she scoffed at the followers who were streaming along. ‘They’re
nothing but lambs for Zarkov’s wolves. Or do you fancy a maiden among them?’
Kansu worried about Sara being overly perceptive, for he had glanced behind on several occasions
and wondered if she had been keeping tally. Like many of those who claim the ability to read fortunes, the
Messiah-wife had a sharp ability to observe people’s expressions and gestures, which often gave them
away. She would be quick to sense if he was longing for another woman. He urged his horse on, thinking of
the complications of his situation. If only he could be back with Mustafa. The two of them would be
arguing, cursing, competing and totally trusting each other. Kansu feared that for as long as he remained as
her guard and escort, Sara, in her egotistic mind would consider him her own property. In her days of
prostitution, she had been owned by hundreds of men. Therefore, Sara’s sudden urge to own one for herself
seemed quite ludicrous to Kansu.
‘Your silence tempers me,’ Sara declared. ‘Is there a woman among them or not?
‘Those are matters of the heart, my Lady. I act with sword.’
‘Don’t be such a bore, Alon. Every sword needs a scabbard. It’s a naked tool without it,’ Sara teased
him.
A few hours had passed, and Kansu saw that the issue of the donkey was finally solved. There, in
the distant haze, stood a lonesome donkey. Excitement rose behind them as the pilgrims caught sight of the
animal, hailing its random appearance as a minor miracle.
The donkey was probably turned loose at this location, as per Sabbatai’s instructions, Kansu
figured. That somebody could also be hiding in the surroundings, ensuring the donkey didn’t stray from the
route. Sabbatai dismounted his stallion, carrying his jeweled scepter. He approached the donkey, with his
face reflecting wonder and compassion, all the while chanting prayers.
Soon, the animal was strapped with a saddle. Sabbatai mounted the donkey which had been
accepted as a godsend. Cheers escaped from the followers for the prophecy had begun to take shape.
‘Nothing but lambs,’ Sara reiterated, gawking at the amazed mob.

***
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When Mustafa had first informed Rachel that Kansu had managed to secure himself a place in Sabbatai
Zevi’s circle, she was certain Kansu was gambling with his life. Later, when the details unraveled, she felt
deceived. She had looked upon Kansu as her protector, the idea of him offering his service to the harlot Sara,
whatever the motive may be, proved bothersome. Mustafa’s overall attitude towards her had also
undergone a transformation - Mustafa became friendly, talkative as if to fill the void left by Kansu. Rachel
sensed a kind of solidarity between them now; the absence of Kansu had brought them closer with Mustafa
assuming the role of protector as an obligation to his gardash.
Both observed how Kansu never left Sara’s side as they attached themselves to the traveling
company in Sabbatai’s footsteps.
From afar, they could see that thousands had gathered outside the Golden Gate of Jerusalem. This
special Gate, reserved for the Messiah’s glorious entrance into the Holy City, had been walled up in 1541 by
Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent. Additionally, a Muslim cemetery was built outside the Gate with the
notion that Jewish rabbis were not permitted to enter burial grounds that were non-Jewish. Perhaps the
Sultan at the time willed the Messiah to never show.
Visibly, the gathered were expecting Sabbatai to ride through the prophesized Gate accompanied
by their cheers and sublime choruses. In their dreams they prepared to witness the sealed passage
miraculously bursting to dust to welcome the Messiah, thus enabling them to experience the moment of
moments.
However, their expectations never materialised.
Sabbatai’s progression changed direction. It wove like a serpent towards the Zion Gate instead,
much to the bewilderment of many.
Mustafa, finding the event rather anticlimactic, turned to Rachel questioningly. ‘I thought Sabbatai
was to make a grand speech,’ Mustafa said. ‘Instead, he passed through another Gate without uttering a
word. Jerusalem this, Jerusalem that? Hah, or did he confuse the gates with all the excitement?’
‘I don’t know,’ Rachel admitted. ‘But his main argument would be that one Gate or another, he has
arrived.’
Mustafa felt merriment at the fact that Sabbatai had not penetrated the Holy City by using the
Golden Gate, the passageway the true Son of God had used.
‘Come,’ Mustafa told her in high spirits, ‘we must find lodgings and devise a method in contacting
Kansu.’
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Mustafa drove the cart to the Damascus Gate and entered into the streets of what was obviously a
marketplace. The scene before them appeared absurd - all stalls were there, but barren of negotiating
customers seeking quick bargains.
A frustrated seller stood arms folded in front of his carpet stall. He squat a fly on his chin and
wiped his hands on a rug which nobody was going to purchase this day. He eyed the many people passing
through the Damascus Gate hopeful that he could attract some potential buyers but not a one was
interested. These pilgrims were not like the others who flocked to the Holy Places. They did not want
charms or trinkets, they were willing to cast aside every material object in order to be ready for the
Messianic age.
Feeling defeated, the seller turned to his apprentice, a scruffy young boy, and badgered him.
Rachel caught some words between the complaining seller and his small apprentice.
‘We can offer those two some money for lodgings if all else is taken,’ Rachel advised Mustafa.
Suddenly, a familiar voice sang out to them: ‘There will be no need for that.’
Mustafa and Rachel spun their heads to see Isaac, Samuel Lissabona’s friend. Mustafa brought the
cart to a standstill by a side wall, ensuring it was not blocking the pathway of celebrating people endlessly
filtering through the gate.
‘Isaac!’ Mustafa said jumping down from the cart. ‘What are you doing here? The men you found
were lily-livered. They put up a token resistance then fled out the synagogue never to surface again. Have
you no idea what shape Samuel is in?’
‘I know, I know,’ Isaac spread out his hands, accepting criticism. ‘On that account, I’m ashamed at
my ill judgment. However, I’ve sought replacements, fine men who’ll fight Sabbatai and his cohorts to the
finish. Much is at brew in the city’s cauldron. Keep your lips sealed. Follow me.’

***

‘The Pope blesses and praises your struggle against the Ottomans,’ Adeodatus confirmed to Reza the
Persian. ‘Our hearts beat with the Shah. Together we could rescue the region from the clutches of the Turks.
The mighty Persian army from the East and our noble Crusaders from the West can surround this threat
and oust it.’
Reza nodded. These were nice words to hear and compliments were few from Christians in the
Middle-East.
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He breathed in the late afternoon air atop Golgotha, known as the Place of the Skull, where, it was
said Jesus Christ had been crucified. Located on a hilltop outside the city walls, the area was notorious for
the grotesque rock formation that resembled death-heads, and therefore largely avoided.
‘We have been friends throughout history,’ Adeodatus continued, doing his utmost in constructing
affinity. ‘Today, we witnessed the Anti-Christ try to breach these holy walls. But God disallowed this
blasphemy by holding the seal intact. In 614, Emperor Heraclius entered Jerusalem through the Golden
Gate bearing the wood of the True Cross upon his shoulders, which he had recovered from you dignified
Persians. However, stones fell down and blocked the passage. Suddenly, an angel appeared and the
entrance was miraculously cleared and opened for his entry.’
Reza had no patience for Christian fables and interpretations. Nevertheless, politics called for him
to remain polite.
‘On that day,’ Adeodatus went on, ‘Persians aided Christians in sacking Jerusalem, cleansing it
from the vulgar Jews. That day has emerged once more.’
Reza smiled and said: ‘I know of a different version, friend Adeodatus. After your Emperor
Heraclius claimed victory over us dignified Persians, he marched into Jerusalem and was surprised to be
greeted by Jews bearing presents, wishing him a successful reign, and seeking security. Impressed,
Heraclius signed a covenant with them. Yet, Christians insisted the Jews be slaughtered. Feeling the
pressure, Heraclius argued, unless I uphold this covenant I shall be thought by all men a liar, a cheat and
untrustworthy. But the Christians were unhappy. They convinced their Emperor that the slaying of Jews
would be for a remission of sins; an atonement for their offences against Christ. In the end, the Jews were
massacred by your noble Christian swords while Heraclius looked on favorably.’
Annoyed that the perfumed Persian demonstrated a firm grasp on the region’s history, Adeodatus
decided to press onward with his agenda.
‘You are convinced this Sabbatai Zevi is not a holy man, are you not?’
Reza glanced at his clean manicured nails.
‘I watched him like a hawk today. He is not the Hidden One we seek. Therefore, in the name of the
Shah, I shall stay uninvolved.’
‘Reza, if you aid us in ridding the Anti-Christ, we pledge bounteous cooperation against your wars
with the Turk,’ Adeodatus prompted.
‘In the Shah’s name, I’ve already made myself understood regarding that matter,’ Reza answered.
‘You called for this meeting, Adeodatus. Have you information to trade or not?’
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Both men knew this was common practice among agents. Whether be friend or foe, when
intelligence gathering was at hand, such exchanges were permitted and encouraged. Adeodatus affirmed
that the exchange could commence.
’Since you have called it,’ Reza said, ‘I have the privilege of first question. Had you involvement
with the attempt on Sabbatai Zevi’s life in Gaza?’
‘Passively,’ Adeodatus answered. ‘Given the climate, it is ideal for Jew to dispose of Jew. Therefore,
I helped sponsor an attack on Sabbatai, but misjudged the handler – a certain Isaac, whom I’ve newly
discovered among Sabbatai’s faithful. In retrospect, I see that Isaac planned nothing short of a Commedia
Dell’Arte with swords. Of course, at the time, I had no suspicion he was Sabbatai’s string-along.’
Pleased with the answer, Reza prepared for his turn.
‘Have you any information concerning a man named Kansu?’ Adeodatus enquired.
‘He is a Janissary,’ Reza explained, for honest information had to be matched. ‘I first encountered
him in the hills of Anatolia fighting Jelali rebels whom we had funded and supported. That should please
you, Adeodatus. After all, the Janissaries were born Christians. I believe he is a dangerous fellow and not to
be crossed. Not a seasoned spy, somewhat of a newcomer, but a fast learner from what I fathom.’
Blood rushed to Adeodatus’s head. Deep underground, within the bowels of Cairo, he had
interrogated and finished off an Arab spy after extracting information that coincided with his suspicions –
that the Sultan’s agent was afoot. The Arab, squirming in pain, had told of a man who traveled with a
comrade and a woman – those snippets of information had led to the blood-brother.
At last, everything had fallen into place, making more sense.
It was now Reza’s turn to ask.
‘How did Sabbatai Zevi get himself from Gaza to Hebron whilst bound inside a sarcophagus and
under water?’ the Persian quizzed.
‘He is the Anti-Christ. Black sorcery is his domain,’ Adeodatus shrugged.
‘It must be the work of djinns,’ Reza reasoned. ‘No mortal can project himself thus without an
unholy pact. But, I reiterate, this is your quandary. It is also Istanbul’s riddle. It does not concern the Shah.’
‘Do you realize that many Europeans are coming to Jerusalem, and that they too are convinced that
we stand at the dawn of a new age, heralded by the appearance of this false Messiah?’
‘I do know that,’ said Reza, reflectively. ‘I have met one of them. She is most charming, and she has
instructed me in the Christian faith. But all the things she says are different to what you say. I don’t mind
that, of course.’
‘What?’ Adeodatus was caught in surprise. ‘Who?’
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‘Her name is Patience Parr, an English woman who has roamed even the New World, before taking
her mission to the Ottoman Empire. She says she is one of those who tremble with awe before the Majesty
of the Creator. But she will call no man Lord. She preaches here, in the streets of Jerusalem.‛
‘Whose agent is she?’ Adeodatus’ voice was cold and competitive.
‘I thought that too,’ Reza made an elegant gesture of acknowledgement, but remained urbane and
amused. ‘She is no agent, she has no hidden purpose. She actually is here for no reason but faith. And also, I
am told, one of her number met the Sultan Mehmet, himself, in person, face to face some years ago. She
called upon him to become a Christian, so they claim. Her name is Mary Fisher and her writings find
readers even here.’
‘Did he not have her executed?’
‘Indeed not. He did nothing so ignoble, but rather spoke to her in the best manner, and let her
depart as an honored guest. But Sultan Mehmet did reject the offer, and did not become a Christian, as we
see.’
‘If this harpy had been in France, or in Rome, or even in England, she would have been executed,
because this sect of Quakers are the most feared and abominable of heretics.’
‘So I hear. They come here to the Holy Land and many are marked already by the lash.’
‘You should beware them.’
‘What harm can they do me?’ the Persian snapped. ‘They have many strange customs, but are
without malice. They make commotions in Europe by walking around naked and they say this is a Sign of
God. I tried to persuade the Quaker lady to demonstrate this sign for me, but she would not do so.’
Adeodatus was angry, for more than a dozen reasons, beginning with the wish to exterminate all
heretics. And Reza’s grin was not helping.
‘That Mary Fisher merely apes, in an inferior way, the holy example of Saint Francis of Assisi,
during the time of the Crusades,’ Adeodatus explained. ‘He presented himself before the Cadi of Egypt, and
told him to take up the faith of Christ. Saint Francis was prepared to be a martyr, if he failed, or to witness a
miracle, if he succeeded with the Cadi being baptized.’
‘What happened then?’ asked Reza, intrigued despite himself.
‘Nothing. God must have protected Saint Francis. Although he did not convert, the Cadi simply let
him go.’
‘That is what any noble Muslim would do,’ said Reza. ‘Why are you Europeans so fixated with
solving every problem with violence? Just let the religious visionaries be, and rival them in good works.’
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‘Saint Francis was beyond any rivalry by the Saracens and the heathens. He was a Saint beyond the
highest ranks of the holy. His flesh was marked by holy symbols. He also had the ability to leave his body
and roam in the spirit, to be seen in two different places at once.’
‘Sabbatai Zevi claims the same ability,’ said Reza reflectively. ‘If one wishes to believe, then I
suppose one does believe. But why do Christians turn up in the lands of Islam, trying to work wonders and
seize the faith of the nobles?’
‘Saint Francis had the right to do so. But this Mary Fisher and her ilk are heretics worthy of the
death penalty. We put them to the stake. They are forced onto a pile of wood, bound with a chain of iron,
and then a fire is lit. The screams of those who die at the stake are like voices from hell.’
Reza did not want to hear such voices, or even accounts of such voices, but Adeodatus insisted on
going on with florid descriptions. Reza wanted to interrupt, and tell this fanatic that Imam Ali had said that
no one was ever to be executed by fire because it is the punishment of Allah, not of men. However, he knew
this comment would not be well received. He also wanted to end the meeting, but all this talk of heretics
reminded him of a topic about which Adeodatus might have valuable information.
‘Have you seen this booklet in Hebrew which speaks to the Jews of the Age of Messiah? It is, they
tell me, the work of another one of the Quaking Women of England. But it circulates here in Jerusalem. I
have a copy.’
Reza showed Adeodatus a tract with the solemn title: ‚A Loving Salutation to the Seed of Abraham
among the Jews.‛ To the surprise of Adeodatus, it was written in Hebrew.
‘How have they produced writings in Hebrew?’ the Vatican man asked.
‘This was written in Europe, in that language of the people there,’ said Reza vaguely, ‘but it was
translated into Hebrew by a philosopher by the name of Spinoza, and he too is a great spirit among the
Jews, moving them to dissent and novel ideas.’
‘I shall inform my superiors in the Vatican,’ said Adeodatus, ‘and suggest that the writings of this
Spinoza be included in the Index of Forbidden Works. As for these messages between the Quakers and
Jews, I think nothing good can come of this. I urge you to put the might of Persia behind us and crush these
blasphemers. You could rule over much of the lands of Arabia, if the Ottomans were overthrown.’
‘It will not be yet,’ said Reza, and signaled that their meeting head reached its closure.
Adeodatus departed in a mood of equanimity. If the Persian was unwilling to cooperate, perhaps
now he had found an opening, an opportunity elsewhere. If Kansu was a Janissary, then so too was his
trusted companion, Mustafa. He recalled how Mustafa had no inhibitions about eating flavored food,
whereas Kansu flew into a blinding rage at the pork imbued soup. No doubt, their masters in Istanbul had
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seen the potential of using Janissaries in furtive errands as well as soldiering. They possessed a dualistic
nature seldom encountered, Adeodatus pondered.
Watching Reza the Persian recede into the shadows down the hill gave the Vatican man comfort.
He liked to rid himself of the aura of the Middle-Easterner, for close proximity with the heathen created a
vacuum where righteous energy was blemished. Adeodatus allowed his mind to rest on the image of Christ
sacrificing himself on this gloomy hill, and vowed to be worthy of His salvation.
Instantly, he sensed his resolve strengthening.
The Sultan’s Seal he had confiscated from the Tartar’s bloodied corpse fused with his purpose.
Inside his mind, a teeming design hatched into being. What remained was finding the opening in events,
and the timely moment to act.

***

Jerusalem housed some 150 Jewish families, an estimate of 1,500 Jews, and amongst the most prominent
was David Habillo, who benignly opened his home to Sabbatai Zevi. Indeed, David Habillo’s residence was
a large building, and he demonstrated his wealth by filling its many rooms with the hangings, brocades and
furniture. As for David himself, his shoulders stooped from old age, and he strove to avoid eye contact with
Sara. In fact, Kansu noticed David’s face slightly reddening whenever he moved to address Sara. Playing
the benevolent host, David sent a servant to show them to a spare but spacious bedroom that was to be their
private quarters for the duration of their stay in Jerusalem. Sabbatai and Nathan would be given separate
quarters elsewhere in the large residence. All the while, Kansu thought he detected a glimmer of
recognition and hesitation in David’s manner towards Sara.
Then, Sara stormed ahead of the servant, proving she knew her way around the property. The
servant rushed to show Kansu to the adjoining room next to Sara’s.
‘Notice how quiet the place is?’ Sara said to Kansu once she had settled into the room, her
belongings brought up and placed by the disciple-guards.
‘David Habillo’s wife abandoned him,’ the Messiah-wife continued. ‘When his three sons begged
him for money he refused them too. David lives to boast, he has an elegant dining room with a table that
can seat as many as fifty people. However, he never holds a feast in the traditional sense. Notice his face
redden when addressing me? Alon, I dread to tell you that that dining room is where he conducts his
perversities. In truth, David’s notion of feasting is eating off a nude human platter whilst he watches orgies
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performed on his table. He is very cruel and pays to have prostitutes whipped to arouse his manhood and
that is only the beginning of his disgusting habits. I’m glad all that is behind me.’
The situation was understood. Sara had been one of David Habillo’s degrading carnal
appointments. Kansu asked Sara whether Sabbatai knew of this.
Sara shrugged and plopped herself onto the expensive blankets atop the bed.
‘I would say so, Alon. After all, Sabbatai knew of Hiram. But, David wields immense influence in
Jerusalem. Only fools make an enemy of the rich. He can gather many rabbis and men of nobility under one
roof faster than any other. With money in your pocket, you are wise, you are handsome and you sing well too, the
proverb goes.’
At what price, Kansu brooded. So the rumors concerning Sara’s visit to Hiram during the
sarcophagus-making had been accurate. Apparently, on that occasion, her temptations fell short in retiring
the mason’s persistence in carrying out his public challenge. Yet, Sabbatai had still kept his pledge,
performing the miraculous escape.
The Janissary wondered what awaited Sara next, bound in this David Habillo’s tomb of luxury. The
answer was not prolonged. Shortly, a knock on the door signaled that a payment was outstanding. When
Kansu opened, Habillo’s servant and Nathan asked for Sara.
’You need not come,’ Nathan insisted, peering at Kansu as if he were leftovers on a plate that
needed rinsing. ‘The Messiah wishes to dine with his wife and the revered David Habillo, whose charity is
most gracious.’
Kansu looked at Sara concernedly. Sara rose from the bed and stomped her foot.
‘Have you no feeling, Nathan? I haven’t even bathed yet. I am tired from the journey,’ Sara howled
in protest. ‘I need to rest. Bring the meal to my room and don’t neglect Alon’s either.’
Nathan’s soft features distorted to meet Sara’s outburst.
‘You don’t understand,’ Nathan shot back. ‘The honorable David Habillo requests the Shekinah
descends upon his home tonight. We are beholden to his hospitality. It’s imperative that you dine in his
company.’
‘Then the honorable David Habillo is mistaken,’ Kansu objected sharply. ‘Let him be a kind family
man, treat his wife with courtesy and look to the future of his sons. Surely the angels will assist him then.
For now my lady requires intermission and a warm meal.’
With those words, Kansu slammed the door in Nathan’s stunned face. The Janissary was certain,
from where Nathan stood, that the door shut inches from the young prophet’s nose. Sara flooded the room
with her wild laughter.
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‘That was magnificent,’ Sara clapped her hands, as though she stood in a theatre applauding an
actor’s grand performance.
Child-like, she rushed and placed her arms over Kansu and began kissing his neck, chin and cheek a random kiss landing on the corner of his lip. He realized that in spite of her role as Messiah-wife thrust
onto her, and the turbulent choices she had taken in her chaotic life, Sara was still a young female who
never had that strong father figure to watch over her, and desperately longed for it. All of a sudden she
stopped. Her laughter ceased, dismay crept into her body, bringing a slight tremble.
‘They will be back,’ Sara told him. Her voice was low, uncharacteristic of the excitement a few
moments ago.
Of course they will, the Janissary knew. After the Hebron debacle with the horse, he had now
spoiled another plan of theirs.
Sara said: ‘David is a deviate with no morals. One occasion he had some prostitutes chained and
strung up, his servants whipping them till their backs were lined with blood. The rest of us had to make
love to each other, whilst he masturbated.’
Although, Sara had earned her living by the charms of her flesh, the idea of torture seemed to loom
in her mind. Kansu placed his hand on the back of her neck and pressed her face into his chest protectively.
Sara snuggled closer, basking in his warmth.
‘You have nothing to fear,’ he assured her, gently stroking her hair.
In the middle of pondering how unholy the Holy City had become, the sound of footsteps placed
him on alert. The door swung on its hinges. But Kansu’s sword had already been drawn. It was Zarkov.
‘The Messiah and David Habillo invite you both to dine,’ he told them.

***

Indeed, the Janissary noted, the dining room was every bit as elegant as Sara had indicated. Sabbatai,
Nathan and David Habillo sat at the long, low-set table, with Sabbatai at its head. It did appear odd to be
dining at such a table where only five seats were to be filled and the remaining forty-five vacant. The
knowledge of what had taken place at this table disturbed Kansu.
Yet, Sara seemed composed and seated herself only on the kilim covered bench, only a short
distance from Nathan. Kansu sat next to her as personal guardian. Zarkov shuffled back near a wall, a few
of his choice guards placed at each corner of the room. No doubt, the rest were busy patrolling outside
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Habillo’s residence which had become a gathering place for crowds of blissful Messiah enthusiasts, each of
whom were praying to catch a glimpse of their Savior.
‘So nice of you to join us,’ Habillo smiled. He was soft-spoken and humble in manners, but Kansu
now knew him better than that.
Plates of steaming lamb, rice and boiled vegetables whirled in by Habillo’s servants. The same who
participated in the tortures, Kansu guessed.
‘I hope you find your meals and my abode to your comfort,’ Habillo continued, eager to play the
host. ‘I regret you have not been able to bath as yet, my lady. But you will be treated to a warm bath directly
after dinner,’ He turned to Kansu amicably. ‘As personal guard of the lady, you too are most welcome Alon.
Your task is most necessary.’
‘Zarkov eats on foot,’ Nathan interjected, staring at Kansu. ‘So identify a privilege when you see it.’
They were expecting him a lackey, Kansu thought. Evidently, the rush of wind from the closing
door upstairs had annoyed Nathan.
Small talk followed between Sabbatai, Nathan and David Habillo as they ate in a leisurely way.
Sabbatai had made innovations in Izmir, and then in Gaza, where he had overthrown the laws of kashrut
and had invited his followers to savor such forbidden delicates such as the fat of the kidney. However, here
in Jerusalem, the table was simply furnished with traditional Jewish food, and Sabbatai seemed content to
still his restless innovations. But one never knew what he would do next.
After a short period, Sabbatai looked at Kansu with a sudden, hostile scrutiny.
‘Alon,’ Sabbatai began. ‘I commend you for your watchfulness over my beloved. After careful
consideration I decided that it would be fair if I in turn kept protective watch over yours.’
Kansu felt the chewed lamb scrape his throat.
‘I don’t understand, Sacred Teacher.’
Briskly, Sabbatai motioned to Zarkov.
A moment later Mustafa and Rachel with their hands tied were shuffled in. Kansu noticed strands
of hay in Rachel’s hair. They must’ve been kept captive in a stable nearby. Kansu could tell Nathan had
found this latest installment rather entertaining for he sprinkled more pepper on his lamb and placed it into
his mouth, his eyes mocking him as he chewed the succulent meat with relish.
‘Are these two not your friends, Alon?’ Sabbatai asked Kansu.
‘My definition of friend, Holy Teacher,’ Kansu replied, ‘means a person who feasts, laughs and
weeps with me. This pair do not. ’
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Sabbatai indicated how he enjoyed this answer by nodding his head. He signaled Zarkov again and
this time the Russian returned with Isaac. Kansu’s heart sank. Isaac, the dear friend of Samuel Lissabona
had been in cahoots with Sabbatai all along. This complicated matters drastically. To Kansu, the setting was
beginning to feel like another court much in line with the Cadi’s fiasco back in Izmir. But, Kansu had
resurfaced from that dark period, and had learnt from it. So too had Mustafa. Lie had to be fought with lie.
‘What say you Isaac,’ Nathan asked, entertaining the prospect that they had cornered the lying
Alon.
Isaac pointed at the Janissary: ‘His name is Kansu and these two are his close friends.’
Immediately, Isaac narrated how Kansu had recovered the corpse of Dana and how Kansu had
lodged with Samuel.
‘All rubbish,’ Kansu replied, laughing. ‘Isaac, those two are not my friends, they are travel
companions. Furthermore, they were not the only ones. We had a Tartar with us and two Christians from
Europe. Timing and fate had brought us together on the road to Gaza, nothing else. My name truly is Alon;
Kansu had been a name I made up for precaution.’
Sabbatai thought for a moment. ‘Yes. Kansu is quite unusual. Simply, it is two nouns, blood and
water. I have never encountered one with such a name.’
Confidence fast evaporated from Isaac’s wrinkled features.
‘If I may speak, venerable Effendis,’ the bound Mustafa cleared his throat. ‘I am a Christian slave
from the Balkans who escaped his cruel Muslim master. My wish was to travel the Holy Land, retracing the
steps of my true master, Lord Jesus Christ. This man,’ he indicated Kansu, ‘whether Kansu or Alon, joined
us later with the girl.’
Kansu could almost celebrate. Mustafa had picked up on the game excellently. Also, Mustafa’s
obvious Slavic features would attest to his story.
‘Us?’ the inquisitive Sabbatai probed, peering into Mustafa’s blue eyes.
‘I had been traveling with two Christian brethrens from Europe,’ Mustafa kept at it. ‘Monks, I
suppose. A Tartar or Cossack also fell in with us.’
Kansu could feel Isaac’s accusation coming apart.
‘We boarded at a man called Samuel Lissabona’s lodge,’ Mustafa went on. ‘We had helped regain
the body of his daughter after she had committed suicide. My Christian brothers left after the Tartar was
murdered one night during a theft. The incident may have scared them. I don’t know.’
‘This is very confusing, I, I don’t<’ Isaac was lost for words.
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‘That is the truth. This Jewish girl you see before you, Tamara,’ Kansu pointed at Rachel, ‘had
brought with her many jewels as donations with the intent on delivering them to you, Holy One. Since our
destination was equal, I saw fit to oversee those gems delivered to you personally, hence, the alias of Kansu
as safety measure. We even attained a letter of recommendation from Raphael Josef in Cairo.’
Rachel had kept silent and Kansu hoped that she would also hold her own when questioned.
‘Donations,’ Sabbatai gazed at Isaac. ‘What precisely became of them?’
Isaac faltered. ‘I<I had thought –’
‘The donations!’ Sabbatai’s resonant voice was suddenly shrill.
‘Chosen One,’ Isaac blurted out meekly. ‘One of the monks discovered this girl’s small fortune whilst
traveling with them. Samuel, out of his depression, became convinced that he could fund a murder plot
against you. One night, this Tartar must have overheard their plans so they killed him. Those monks were
fanatics who could never accept you as the true Messiah because of Mary’s bastard they believe in. After, I
took the gems, assuring Samuel I would find men to do the job, that is, to organize an attack on your
person. The rest is as you know it.’
Sabbatai abruptly held up his palm. ‘Say no more, Isaac. There has been a misunderstanding. This
blue-eyed Christian I will question later in depth. For now remove him from my sight.’
‘Effendis,’ Mustafa cried out. ‘Will you not let me visit the Temple Mount with you? I’ve traveled
too far<’
But Zarkov’s men were already upon him, violently dragging him outside. Rachel remained.
‘The letter dear child,’ Sabbatai sounded affectionate.
Kansu hoped Rachel had the letter on her person. The validity of their alleged stories depended on
it. He was pleased to see the paper appear in her hands after Zarkov untied them. All the while, Kansu
strongly disliked how Zarkov kept staring at Rachel like an insatiable beast. Clearly, Rachel was intimidated
by him, with good reason. Sabbatai waved Rachel to step closer inspecting her face for traces of familiarity –
a detail which hadn’t escaped Sara.
When Rachel was close enough Sabbatai snatched the letter and began to read. Indeed, it was a
letter of recommendation from Raphael Josef in Cairo. The old jeweler vouched that the carrier, Tamara, had
journeyed from afar, bringing precious stones that were to be donated to the Messiah’s noble cause, and
together with her, was a man called Alon who strived to see the gems reach its destination safely. Sabbatai
folded the letter and placed it on the table. Even though the girl’s story appeared justified, suspicion
continued to cling at Sabbatai’s sleeve, for he searched his memory, somewhat convinced he had seen this
Tamara before.
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In Izmir, the dreaded Rabbi Josef Escapa, whom he had had burned to death, was with a niece, and
though Sabbatai had only seen her as a child years ago, he could not altogether dismiss the sense of a slight
resemblance. Sabbatai had urged the expert forger Abraham ha-Yakini to wed the Rabbi’s niece in order to
silence the Rabbi’s outcries against him. Alas, the arrangement had not gone forward. Left with no other
alternative, the Rabbi’s death had been swiftly arranged.
To put Sabbatai’s mind at ease there was no other way; the girl before him now had to prove she
genuinely was a believer. Unable to digest the news that Alon had also been guardian to this awkward girl,
Sara felt an interior anger. As Messiah-wife the situation was unacceptable – Alon’s attention must only be
for her.
Moreover, now this girl named Tamara was standing closer, Sara recognized her.
‘Girl,’ Sara said, although she was hardly five years older than Rachel, ‘I have managed to place
you. You were present at our night of the Shekinah?’
Rachel bowed. ‘You are right, Holy Lady.’
Sara looked her up and down, a concoction of jealousy brewed inside her as she tried to ascertain
what exactly Alon had seen in this pathetic creature, and reaching no satisfactory conclusion in it.
‘Pitiful girl, I recall your pledge to the Shekinah had not been consummated,’ Sara brought to
attention. ‘You were menstruating at the time and therefore impure. Is that not so, Zarkov?’
The savage Russian’s eyes glimmered in bestial arousal. Rachel answered quietly, shyly, that it was
true. She had been menstruating that night.
Sara’s intervention was taking a nightmarish shape, Kansu knew, and his temporary triumph in
thwarting suspicion would be torn to shreds.
‘Then you have not been rightly blessed,’ Sara argued. ‘You have not yet offered your joy in
transgressing, and made yourself a bride fit for the Messiah.’
‘Dear child,’ Sabbatai interjected, taking advantage of the situation, ‘you must consummate your
pledge to the Shekinah. How fortunate that your partner, Zarkov, is present here with you to complete what
had been imprudently suspended on that occasion.’
Kansu could feel his own blood boiling.
‘Or perhaps Alon could rise to the task?’ Nathan offered in a bid to spite Sara.
‘Nonsense,’ Sara replied bitterly. ‘The girl’s sacred union is with Zarkov! What was interrupted
must be finished.’
‘Why do you still remain statue-like child,’ Sabbatai goaded Rachel. ‘Disrobe.’
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‘Surely,’ Kansu spoke, ‘the Shekinah foremost values the intent of performing the sacred union. If it
be interrupted due to illness that too is the Shekinah’s will.’
‘Alon, you are not well-versed enough to supply opinion,’ Sara replied with commanding tone.
‘Your place is by my side as defender, nothing more.’
‘My wife states this accurately,’ Sabbatai concurred. ‘Rejoice esteemed David Habillo, the Shekinah
will descend upon your home tonight. Disrobe now, my child, I dislike having to repeat an order.’
‘No,’ Kansu objected, trying to tame the frustration in his tone. ‘I implore you not to subject her to
embarrassment.’
‘Embarrassment, Alon?’ Sara challenged him. ‘Why, it’s the most eclipsing honor, watch how she
embraces Zarkov in the name of holy union. I assume she is a virgin too, making the experience
incomparable. Witness the bliss, Alon.’
Tears began to trickle down Rachel’s cheeks. Her clothes fell to the ground exposing her nakedness.
Kansu knew he was to blame. Had he not placed himself under Sara’s service his gardash Mustafa would
not be captured, and Rachel would not be undergoing this abysmal humiliation. He made up his mind, if
Zarkov laid a finger on Rachel, he would slay him right there. The Janissary released an internal prayer to
Allah – he needed help. However, deep within him, Kansu knew that he had asked for the impossible. He
closed his eyes. When he opened them, in astonishment, he saw that the All-mighty had heard him.
Rachel’s thighs were streaked with red, contrasting her fair complexion. Her pubic hair was matted with
clotted blood. Evidently, Rachel was in the middle of her menstrual cycle now.
‘She bleeds – again?’ Nathan cried, bewildered. ‘But, how could this be?’
‘That is what I have been trying to communicate,’ Kansu told them. His mind was accelerating with
a new ability to confabulate – a talent he seemed to have miraculously acquired. ‘I wanted to save this poor
girl from unnecessary humiliation. On our journey, she confided to me of her suffering from a rare disease.
An illness as such that no man will dare approach her to wed. The donations were merely a pretext. She
endured harsh travels to be cured by the Messiah.’
Sabbatai stroked the dark waves of his beard, and stared without flinching at Rachel. He noticed
that health and vitality emptied from the girl incessantly. ‘What have you to say, child?’
‘Oh Sacred One,’ Rachel stammered. ‘Doctors and physicians are helpless in finding a remedy for
what I have. It is a constant bleeding which knows no end. You are all the hope I have left.’
Nathan shuddered; the girl had been touched by the demons.
Zarkov went pale as panic collided with his carnal appetite - the girl’s disease could be contagious,
putting his health and manhood at risk. Rachel began to shiver. Her tears kept raining.
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‘In Istanbul,’ Rachel narrated, ‘I had a Greek neighbor, a Christian, who told me of the miracles
mentioned in Mark’s gospel. It concerned a menstruating Jewish woman who bled for twelve years and was
sickly unclean. As Jesus passed her, she touched his garment and found herself miraculously cured. But,
Jesus was an imposter and these are mere tales attributed to him. Oh, Sacred One, it is you who in whom I
believe, if you could please cure me.’
Deep in thought, Sabbatai ordered Rachel to put on her clothes and promised to cure her affliction
later. Promptly, Rachel was led out again by one of the guards. Meanwhile, Sabbatai’s mind continued to
race, carefully assessing the information that had been compiled.
Kansu hoped that his anxiety did not etch into his face. In time, no doubt Sabbatai would probe
what Mustafa ‒ a Christian slave ‒ was doing with enough money to travel abroad. Another problem would
be why a Christian and a Jewish girl were traveling together, after the rest of the group had long splintered.
Kansu assumed that Sabbatai was weighing these atypical details in his head.
These lies could be countered with more lies, Kansu surmised. However, if Mustafa, Rachel and
himself were questioned individually, many inconsistencies would be realized. Equally problematic, days
later, after Rachel’s menstrual cycle ceased, she would be at a loss to explain how her bizarre incurable
illness had completely vanished.
There was room to argue, Kansu supposed, that being in the presence of the Messiah had been
enough to stop Rachel’s constant bleeding.
Unfortunately, the Janissary fretted that their story may not hold water that long.
‘Such a repulsive girl, diseased,’ Sara murmured distastefully.
At least, Kansu mused, the relentless travels from Izmir to the Middle-East had accounted for
considerable weight loss on Rachel, making her appear a little frail, and therefore rendering her illness story
believable.
Without any prior warning, shouts and cries came from outside. Zarkov drew his sword and flew
out the door to investigate the cause. Sara rushed to Alon’s side, placing her arm on his, pressing her body
against him.
In a moment, the doors swung open and Zarkov led some of his men who were carrying two
bloodied corpses. Dark clouds hung over Kansu as he feared the worst as heard one of the guards say the
word escape. Kansu’s world shattered ‒ Rachel and Mustafa had been slaughtered during an attempt at
freedom, he reasoned, for it could be nothing else. This time, Allah had not heard him. The All-mighty had
chosen to take his companions. But, wait. Those bodies were different at closer scrutiny. At once, hope
flowed into Kansu’s heart.
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In particular, one was not the corpse of Mustafa at all but another who had the same build. It was
the body of Tortosa. The second body was not Rachel, but that of a young man.
Zarkov reported: ‘The stables where the two prisoners were locked came under sudden attack by
unknown assailants. Three of my guards were killed, another four heavily wounded, but they managed to
kill two of the attackers. The man Mustafa has escaped, but the girl remains.’
A breath of relief filtered out of Kansu’s lungs. So, Adeodatus was the mastermind behind
Mustafa’s escape. But to what end?
Their host, David Habillo, had been almost forgotten in the uproar and events of this tumultuous
evening. He was still seated on a divan placed to the right of Zevi’s chair. Silent and stricken, he apparently
was in shock. He sat clutching his stomach, as if he was trying to keep down what he had eaten. Kansu
realized that David was incredibly fragile for someone whose sexual inclinations were supposed to be
exceedingly ugly and brutal.
Isaac peered at Tortosa’s wrangled corpse, saturated in crimson. ‘He is one of the Christians!’
‘Yes,’ Kansu confirmed, hovering over the cadaver. ‘His name is Tortosa. No doubt, come to rescue
Mustafa, their fellow Christian.’
Although, Kansu’s last sentence hurt him, it was a plausible explanation under the circumstances.
Zarkov, dagger in hand, shredded the clothes of Tortosa, and then moved to do the same for the other.
‘Both men are uncircumcised, Holy Teacher,’ Zarkov declared.
‘Find the escapee,’ Sabbatai thundered at him before turning to Kansu.
‘Alon, since you’re able to identify the second monk, go with Zarkov.’
Sara moved to protest but Kansu was already at Zarkov’s heels, as they hurried to perform their
task.
‘I<I don’t feel so well,’ David Habillo murmured, his face a sickly yellow. Sara laughed behind his
back as soon as David left the dining room.
‘You mustn’t express amusement at David’s expense,’ Nathan warned. ‘His influence is farreaching in Jerusalem.’
‘Oh shut up,’ Sara said, taking a bite out of an apple. ‘Must you play the anxious one?’
‘Dear Nathan is correct, Sara,’ Sabbatai said. ‘Moreover, what fables have you concocted about
David Habillo? Alon disliked him greatly. This works against us.’
Sara feigned carelessness, shrugged her shoulders, and took another bite.
‘Sara, you should go to comfort David,’ Nathan suggested.
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‘A truce,’ Sara said, in between another bite. ‘No more attempts on my life. And I shall do whatever
you want. The incident in Hebron comes to mind.’
‘You are still in Hebron,’ Sabbatai smiled. ‘Very well, Sara. That episode has long passed. Not
another will be repeated.’
‘Perhaps,’ Sara said, inspecting the apple’s core as though it were an artwork. ‘I need proof of your
sincerity.’
‘Evil woman,’ Nathan barked. ‘Can’t you see what shape we are in? We dragged you out of the
mud. We put a crown on your head.’
Sara laughed at him and spat out an apple-seed. Nathan was close to tears from resentment. She
winked at Sabbatai.
‘The girl, that despicable Tamara,’ Sara grimaced as if the very name rained toads on her head. ‘I
want her belly slashed open, husband. I want her intestines spilled in loops.’
Sabbatai understood that Sara had fallen victim to jealousy. The possibility of Alon having an eye
for the girl disturbed her beyond normal comprehension.
‘Now husband,’ she urged. ‘You must do it now, while Alon is away. Send one of the guards.’
Realistically, this fresh arrangement suited Sabbatai. Sara could have Alon in private, be merry, and
play the part as happy Messiah-wife in public. In return, her wicked tongue would refrain from hurting
Nathan indoors. The girl’s life was unimportant, Sabbatai concluded. Moreover, with her incurable
affliction, this hopeless Tamara was surely marked for death anyhow. Such a death, regardless of its
method, was an advantageous investment, Sabbatai weighed.
‘Now, husband<it must be done now,’ Sara urged desperately. Time was of the essence.

***

The stables were a mess. Inside, it was filled with old hay, neighing horses, fleas, troughs of water and the
bound Rachel. Sara gracefully passed through a splintered doorway. The surprise attack which had freed
Mustafa hadn’t affected Rachel. Now that Kansu was busy seeking the whereabouts of the sprung Mustafa,
Sabbatai had sent a guard to bound and gag Rachel; to have her stomach split open and left to bleed for
Sara’s inspection.
Now, with the guards waiting for her outside the stables, Sara watched Rachel squirming,
quivering in pain. She was tied hand and feet; the cloth gagging her mouth distilled her expressions of pain
to barely detectable moans. Blood gushed out of Rachel’s stomach, painting the hay around her in crimson.
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Sara had assumed that the sight would disturb her, but this wasn’t so. In fact, her curiosity grew with the
trickling of blood, as she studied it eagerly.
The image took Sara to the past as she recalled the shrieks, the anguish and the death which she had
endured during her childhood in Poland, during the pogroms against the Jews. Those massacres had dyed
her town red. Sara’s family had hid her. Afterwards, as sole survivor, she had to fend for herself. Madly
wandering through the insect-covered corpses of her family and slain town-folk, the starving Sara had been
discovered by a Polish uncle and nephew, who sought bangles, rings and gold teeth from the dead bodies.
The vile old man molested her, allowed his inexperienced nephew to practice his manhood on her
too, barking suggestions and howling as he penetrated and later beat her. They tied her down and went
back to search for more goods, filling sacks with whatever sellable items they could find. More rape and
abuse followed as covetous uncle and nephew offered her to their customers for some extra coins.
Weeks passed, the uncle and nephew feared it unprofitable to have Sara around them; she was an
extra mouth to feed, and customers hardly had money for food and clothes, let alone any for sex. They
delivered her to a convent and never looked back. In the convent, Sara had been forced to embrace their idol
Jesus Christ against her will. All attempts to convert her failed. The old nuns tried whipping her into
submission, bringing down each lash harder and remaining deaf to Sara’s pleas of mercy. One midnight,
during a raging storm, Sara ran away. However, this was only the beginning of her miseries. A life of
harlotry hadn’t been Sara’s choice, but she had eventually learned to welcome it and use it.
This was one of the reasons why this Tamara deeply repulsed her ‒ for not knowing how relentless
the world could be, for being unaware of the true meaning of suffering, and for not bearing the scars of its
countless struggles. This girl’s virginal innocence aggravated Sara.
Another reason for Sara’s dislike of her was Alon. After years of slavery to men, Sara had finally
won herself a slave in him. And Sara knew well that should a man be presented with two women ‒ an
innocent and a tainted ‒ he would take pleasure with the latter to quench his lust, but settle for the former
to raise his children.
‘Silly girl,’ Sara said, a nail scraping the upper part of Rachel’s torso, avoiding the cut and the blood.
‘I saw how you looked at Alon, dreaming a husband in him. With all your traveling days together, how
were you unable to seduce him, to make him completely yours? Even with your repulsive illness it can be
achieved.’
Sara giggled mischievously.
Rachel was devoid of energy. The gag in her mouth had forced her tongue back in her throat. She
began to choke.
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‘There is also the Mandrake plant, it has an apple-like scent, which is why they are called Satan’s
apples,’ Sara elaborated. ‘They’re also known as the love-plant, the duruim. In the Torah, they certainly
helped Jacob’s performance with Leah and Rachel ‒ two women who thought they were barren and
infertile, but conceived shortly after.’
Coldness and numbness enshrouded Rachel as blood continued to empty from her.
‘How artfully you bleed,’ Sara noted, cold-heartedly. ‘Another trick is to play the damsel-indistress. Take David Habillo, the sweetest, the most darling of a man. Do you know what he used to pay me
for? To simply dine with him and talk with him some nights!’ Sara laughed, reveling in her manipulative
genius. ‘Well, Alon could’ve killed him tonight. The foulest lie works tremendously when delivered by a
frightened woman. These are benefits all women should be aware of.’
The blood pool was accumulating, streaking into different directions.
‘What a bloody mess you’ve made,’ Sara accused. ‘Revolting little Tamara. So much blood and still
you breathe. As life trickles from your worthless frame, know that Alon will be well looked after, enough to
erase you from memory.’
Sara noticed some belongings that had been piled away from the rapidly bleeding girl. She decided
to go through them as the wait for death grew tedious.
She began to sing the final verses of Song of Songs during her curious search: ‘Come my beloved, let us go forth
into field<there will I give thee my love<’ Sara sang to herself. A folded piece of paper tucked away in the
belongings caught Sara’s attention ‘Mandrake give forth fragrance, and at our doors are all manner of precious
fruits, new and old, which I have laid upon thee, Oh my beloved<’
When the Messiah-wife unfolded it, she saw it was a drawing of a shoulder with a crescent scar on
it. Sara ceased her singing. A voice in her head told her to keep the drawing. Ravaging through some other
belongings, but not finding anything of use Sara looked to see that the girl had long left the land of the
living with her eyes wide open.
‘Good riddance,’ Sara murmured. ‘Should I be with daughter from Alon, I’ll name her Tamara.’

***

The next morning Sabbatai had found himself surrounded by crowds whose eagerness to please him had
amplified overnight. He walked the streets of Jerusalem with the most benevolent Rabbis who had
assembled before him, ensuring his stay in the Holy City was of high significance. There was Ephraim
Arditi, a Rabbi who taught at the most prestigious Yeshiva in Jerusalem. Also, Joseph Almosnino, a
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venerable scholar from Belgrade, Moses Ben Habib and many more. Without a doubt, each and every one of
them was prominent as accorded by David Habillo.
During his stroll, when asked which synagogue the Messiah would like to hold his meeting,
Sabbatai answered ‒ much to the astonishment of his listeners ‒ that the Synagogue of Elijah would be
appropriate. The Synagogue of Elijah was a place that had been overlooked in years, paling in comparison
to other synagogues. Indeed, many excited Jews were already waiting outside the Great Synagogue of the
Chassidim, assuming that the Messiah would sojourn there.
In contrast, the Synagogue of Elijah was a small, dark, subterranean apartment. It was built almost
underground and part of a curious maze of secretive synagogues that were connected under the soil. It was
a relic from centuries ago, when a handful of Jews in Jerusalem lived in constant fear and met in secrecy
away from prying eyes. One Sabbath day, it was believed, a service could not be held for only nine Jews had
made themselves available ‒ to make a devotional quorum, the minimum number is ten. Out of nowhere, a
stranger appeared and joined the nine, enabling the service to proceed. Rumor swept throughout Jerusalem
that this mysterious man, who had vanished after the congregation, was none other than the Prophet Elijah.
And so the half-hidden synagogue had found its name.
For this important meeting, David Habillo demonstrated guile in weeding out businessmen, rabbis
and scholars that were hostile towards Sabbatai, for there were quite a number of them in Jerusalem. This
city was different from any other, and it was a seat of learning, unimpressed by the outside world.
Now inside the dark synagogue, Sabbatai found his audience: the ever-faithful Nathan, Habillo,
and twenty prominent Jewish citizens of Jerusalem. Sabbatai announced that he would answer any
questions. One brave rabbi enquired why he had not chosen to enter the city via the Golden Gate, in line
with the prophecies.
Sabbatai smiled. ‘I have already passed through its sealed walls when the angels freed me in Gaza. I
purposefully neglected physical entry through the Golden Gate to alienate those who still deny me. Do you
seek more miracles to believe?’
The song of no they did not filled the synagogue ‒ the Messiah had nothing more to prove.
If Sabbatai Zevi truly wanted to, the gathered assessed, he could work more miracles and shatter
the blockaded seals of the Golden Gate. He could strike down his enemies with the fire of Adonai, send
angels to appear to the citizens of Jerusalem, as he had done in Izmir, or walk through the Golden Gate in
spirit form. Perhaps appear in Gaza, Jerusalem and Izmir simultaneously. The Messiah was simply testing
the level of their faith in him, they assumed.
Another rabbi asked about the taxes put forth by Farouk Bey, the present Governor of Jerusalem.
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‘What the heathen takes from you today, they shall return tomorrow, along with their own amassed
fortunes,’ Sabbatai promised. ‘Rest assured that their duties will be to rinse the cups from which you drink.
Now, it is the time of patience. And as future masters you must sacrifice till permission is granted from the
heavens.’
A third enquired about Sabbatai’s new laws with the coming of the Age.
‘The custom of the four major fast days commemorating the destruction of the Temple is now
unnecessary,’ Sabbatai pointed out. ‘I have come to usher in the geula, the light of redemption, not to
perpetuate the galus, the darkness.’
After several more likewise questions, Sabbatai Zevi informed them that the forbidden animal fats,
the chelev, were now permissible in food.
A rabbi asked about the Shekinah and the brides whom offered their virginities, and why the
Messiah chose his wife of harlotry.
Sabbatai smiled as if looking beyond them, into the celestial realms. He was not embarrassed. As
members of a conservative community, who had observed strict rules all their lives, they felt awed by his
audacity. This seemed like a miracle in itself.
‘Blessed are you who permit the forbidden. Our life of celibacy and modesty has reached its closure.
Therefore, all bonds belong in the past, and as such, fated to evaporate.’
‘One must understand,’ Nathan further informed, ‘that many of the old restrictions are no longer
applicable in the age of the Messiah. If redemption is truly what we seek, then it is our duty to perform sins
in order to hasten it. The Ten Commandments were rules before the Messianic era, but now must be
inverted during the Messianic awakening. Let us scrutinize them in order to understand more clearly what
our chores are composed of. To begin with: do not kill - our enemies will be forming alliances against the
Messiah’s kingdom, this is the prerequisite of the prophesized Gog and Magog wars. Hence, kill we must in
order to succeed. Do not commit adultery - yesterday Adonai favored us to keep to ourselves, yet, if adultery
is replaced with unrestrained love there can never be enmity between us for what is mine is yours, what is
yours is ours. The Messianic era is a period of special bonding and undivided-ness. This you must realize.
‘Do not covet your neighbor’s wife – with the full consent of its participants; sexual intercourse, outside
the boundaries of marriage and any other restraining pact, again, is hereby permitted. Remember the Seventh
Day and keep it holy - this is another outdated and useless rule without any merit, the Messianic era brings
freedom and you are able to worship on any day you deem necessary. Do not steal – this law engulfed theft
of property and included kidnapping, all of which were disallowed<until now, so long it serves the
Messiah’s cause, for there is only so much ground diplomacy is able to cover and ours is a road haunted by
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the unfaithful. Do not swear falsely by the name of the Lord and against your neighbor – yesterday that may have
been so, today false oaths create ingenious diversions for our enemies who strive to extinguish the holy
flame alight in our hearts. Therefore, through trickery there is gain whilst honesty remains the method of
conforming fools who bend to the enemy’s will.
‘Honor your father and mother – a valid commandment which I admired. But see what became of my
father-in-law Samuel Lissabona? What of the many ignorant elders who impede their children from
following the Messiah? Hence, one must first honor the Messiah before family, for He is foremost the Father
of the Jews. Do not make an image or any likenesses – a rather worthless instruction that has long outstayed its
welcome, an irrefutable relic of yesteryear and a sign of disesteem. As of today, all synagogues must
proudly carve the name of the Messiah, Sabbatai Zevi, on their doors, so that one may distinguish friend
from foe, and weed out those disloyal to His Kingdom<’
After some more questions, letters were written to the Jewry of Europe. A Rabbi with an attractive
hand was elected scribe as words poured from Sabbatai’s mouth.

‘I, the only and first-born Son of God, Sabbatai Zevi, the Messiah and Savior of Israel, to all sons of Israel, shalom,’
Sabbatai composed with magnificence, as if possessed by a heavenly power. ‘You have been made worthy
to see that great day of deliverance and salvation unto Israel. You will witness the accomplishment of the Word of
God, promised by his prophets, and our fore-fathers. Let your bitter sorrows turn into joy, and your fasts into
festivals, for you shall weep no more. Oh my Sons of Israel, for God having given you this unspeakable comfort,
rejoice with drums, organ and music, giving thanks to Him for performing his Promise from all ages. Doing that
every day, will convert your affliction and sorrow into the Day of Mirth, which is near. And fear you nothing, for
you shall have dominion over the nations. And not only those that are on earth, but over those creatures also which
are in the depth of sea, all which is for your consolation and rejoicing.’

The scribe had transcribed Sabbatai word for word with an immaculate hand and was commanded
to make more copies of the letter to be urgently dispatched.

***

Mid-day, Kansu awoke from his haggard sleep. The search for Mustafa had overflowed into the early
morning hour with no success. Adeodatus was indeed a master of shadows, Kansu accepted, recalling what
the pretend madman Wahid had told him ‒ that all over the Middle-East the Vatican had hidden places.
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Perhaps Mustafa was beneath the city, a captive in one of the ancient tunnels? Moreover, what could the
Vatican want with Mustafa?
Such questions continued to torment Kansu the moment his eyes opened. On the one hand, Kansu
was content with Mustafa’s escape, for Sabbatai would be prevented from questioning him. On the other,
the involvement of Adeodatus signaled something unexpectedly devious was afoot. Thus, a temporary gain
was paired with a lamentable loss and Kansu cursed his ill-luck. At least Rachel was still alive and
unharmed, he felt himself gladdening. He would have to inquire about her in an unassuming manner to
avoid a bout of Sara’s jealousy.
‘Alon,’ Sara called from her room, sensing he had awoken and verily he was by her side.
The Messiah-wife was in high spirits, Kansu noted. She narrated what a lovely bath she had had
and what a wonderful host David Habillo continued to be after mending his perversities. The Janissary
pondered the irrationality behind Sara’s fluctuating outlook concerning David Habillo.
Indeed, if Sara had aspired to compose music there would be little fluidity and connection to make
her melodies tolerable, alternating between wild drum beats and the soft pluck on a dulcimer to represent
her swinging moods.
‘Oh but don’t look so flabbergasted, Alon. David is a much different man,’ Sara snapped, as she
brushed her hair, mirror in hand. ‘Sabbatai has that power over people. Whoever walks with him becomes
blessed.’
Blessed like Rachel’s uncle, the respected Rabbi Joseph Escapa of Izmir, who burned to death,
Kansu mused. Or the prostitute Eleni, whose corpse was fished out of the water after her angelic
appearances were exhausted.
‘Any success in locating the escapee?’ She inquired.
Sara already knew the answer, but Kansu told her anyway. There had been no trace of Mustafa’s
whereabouts, despite lengthy searches.
‘Strange,’ Sara commented nonchalantly.
‘Yes, my Lady,’ Kansu agreed. ‘In any case, these followers of Christ never harmed the girl, which is
honorable of them.’
‘Honorable?’ Sara snapped. ‘Do you not know? Well, I suppose not. This Tamara was never
important enough to warrant an explanation.’
Kansu didn’t know how to react. He assumed this was a game Sara was enacting in order to
unravel any ties between him and Rachel.
‘It must be another girl,’ Kansu finally said. ‘Otherwise I would’ve heard about it last night.’
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‘Oh no, it certainly wasn’t,’ Sara went on without worry. ‘A Christian sword sliced Tamara’s belly
during the struggle. Just as the poor girl claimed, she bled constantly. Her wound wouldn’t clot. It is a
disease some people have.’
Kansu’s heart missed a beat. He felt a coldness overtaking his body.
‘Why, she bled and bled to death,’ Sara added casually. ‘Personally, I’d call it relief, putting an end
to her suffering. Illness is always a nastier, slower way to die. That poor, poor girl, oh how much I
despaired when I first heard<’
Scorpions crawled over his flesh.
‘Sympathetic David Habillo paid for her burial. After all, it wasn’t his doing, nor was it his
responsibility. David is much too kind, don’t you think, Alon? Tamara was buried this morning while you
snored. Just as well, such an insignificant girl<’
Kansu’s chest tightened as he entered the stables. It appeared that apart from the battered gates, last
night’s fighting had mostly transpired outside the stables, where Tortosa had been slain. Although he was
no stranger to horror and bloodshed, he knew his heart was torn to pieces. The true victim had been Rachel,
for he noticed where she had lain. There was a collection of dried blood among a bed of hay with her
belongings scattered like useless scraps around the area. Rachel hadn’t moved, Kansu noted, there had been
no trailing of her blood in other directions. It had all gathered in one part only. The death blow delivered by
Adeodatus or one of his men had rendered her immobile, Kansu thought, and perhaps her death had been
quick.
His heart shattered. There was no sense in killing Rachel, she hadn’t posed a threat to Adeodatus,
and was an innocent. He couldn’t understand why the European had committed this atrocity in the middle
of snatching Mustafa.

Even now, Kansu imagined, Mustafa could be undergoing the most grueling

tortures known to man. And his negligence was to blame. His emotions numbed, the Janissary returned
back to his room at the mansion of David Habillo. On his way, the streets had been blurred, and even
though they were bustling with people and vendors, he hadn’t heard a single shout, bargain or argument.
His sense had been dulled with self-blame and guilt.
When Kansu had reached his chamber, he slowly sat on his bed without feeling the brocade
coverlets beneath him. Placed near his bedside was a glass flagon of wine. He guessed it had been provided
by David Habillo, playing the hospitable host. The sparking luxury of the glass flagon irritated Kansu and
he gazed in another direction, trying to organize his thoughts, as he continued to drown in his own anguish.
He had erred in every respect, Kansu admitted to himself. His failure had begun back in Izmir where he
should have been more alert against the corrupt Cadi. Then in Gaza, his negligence had caused the death of
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Korkmaz when he had left him alone in the presence of Adeodatus and Tortosa, may Allah curse them for
eternity. Likewise, since he had elected himself protector to Rachel he shouldn’t have left her side to enlist
in the service of Sabbatai’s harlot wife. Furthermore, in the face of all these failures and losses, how could he
answer before Hilal Akber and Kadir Bey in Istanbul?
His mind went back to his childhood, to his mother and father who saw him as a meaningless
mouth to feed, a hindrance in the household, offering him no glimmer of affection. He recalled how joyful
they were in sacrificing him to the Janissaries, whilst they held onto his brother Niko instead, thankful to be
rid of him.
As for the crescent shaped scar on his shoulder – more likely, it was a horrid horse-shoe burned into
his flesh, branding him an object of misfortune, a soul doomed to meet disaster at each decision and event,
to lose the few who cared for him, marked for calamity at each phase of his miserable existence.
Unable to contain his seething longings, Kansu finally reached for the wine which beckoned more
invitingly each passing minute, its liquid redder than the lava flowing in his veins.

***

‘Tortosa sacrificed his life to save you, brother Mustafa,’ Adeodatus explained with a soothing voice. They
had set up camp in the dark hills, after trekking underground through the confusing labyrinth of ancient
tunnels beneath Jerusalem, emerging undetected.
Mustafa’s frustration increased by the minute - one moment he was quiet, the next he couldn’t sit
still. Last night, en route to the stables where he was held captive, a group of Christians, led by Adeodatus,
had fought with Sabbatai’s guards to free him from captivity. Tortosa had been felled during the surprise
attack.
‘Tortosa did it because he identified the spark of the Lord residing within you,’ Adeodatus added.
‘As a result, Tortosa has become a martyr for Christ. We all make mistakes, my brother. Some are of our
own choosing. However, there are those such as yourself who were snatched from their good Christian
families and removed from the way of the Lord, brought up on hideous lies. Our sins or not, we must all
repent. You must welcome the Lord Jesus Christ back into your heart, Mustafa. For he who responds to
Christ’s offer to fill the earth and subdue it using God’s Word is truly saved.’
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Mustafa closed his eyes. Deep inside him, he knew Adeodatus was telling the truth. Mustafa was
like a man at the edge of a cliff waiting to be nudged to see whether he could sprout wings and drift to
heaven, rather than plunge to his doom.
Adeodatus continued to manipulate his new guest. ‘When Christ walked these lands, the first
Christians hurried to be baptized to show they had repented from their former lives, to acknowledge their
wrong behavior, and to prove they accepted the Lord’s salvation. You have committed grave sins, brother
Mustafa, deserving of severe punishment. Yet, the Lord died for our sins, left us His gift of forgiveness and
salvation. What remains is for you to embrace His gift and pledge your life to His work. And through those
cherished deeds, you will feel His eternal presence, as I do.’
Mustafa wanted to submit to Christ, but what of his gardash? Left within the clutches of the demonic
Sabbatai, Kansu would be banished to the pits of hell, his soul blemished and damned forevermore.
‘Kansu has made his choice,’ Adeodatus said. ‘And that is to tread on the foul ground alongside the
Anti-Christ, Sabbatai Zevi. It is expected from a veritable Mohammadan. The Anti-Christ has been given
free pass from the Sultan. Where is the Governor of Jerusalem? Where was the Governor of Gaza? Where is
law and order? The Ottomans are able to finish Sabbatai in the blink of an eye if they chose to. Instead, they
keep at bay, waiting for the Anti-Christ to raise his army so that they can devour Christian Europe together,
preparing the reign of their true master, Satan. We are here to make a difference. The Lord has selected you
to wield his sword of Light against the forces of Darkness. Hear the Christ implore you to respond, brother.
Prove that Tortosa - a man of unshakeable faith - did not sacrifice his life in vain to rescue you, demonstrate
that his good Christian judgment and confidence in you was accurate. That is the way of the Lord.’

***

Days continued to blur into one another for Kansu. His eyes had become maladjusted to his surroundings
and daylight began to hurt his head. He found that the last drop of wine was promptly refreshed with a
new bottle and another after that. And its taste was beauteous, more so when served by Sara.
Sara had begun cooking for him too. These were the most delicious dishes he had ever tasted.
Afterward, she would lie down with him, run her fingers through his hair and discussed sweet nothings
that somehow managed to sound dear and important. Furthermore, Sara insisted they be friends, telling
him to call her Sara in place of My Lady. On occasion, Kansu’s mind wandered to Mustafa. No word had
reached him of Mustafa’s whereabouts. Kansu was sure that his gardash was not among the living; that
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Adeodatus had long disposed of his childhood friend. Therefore, Kansu didn’t allow his mind to linger on
the depressing thought, and found solace in another bottle and Sara’s appeasing company.
He felt drowsy at times, even dizzy, but still felt largely at peace. The concept of responsibility had
shed its skin, and underneath, Kansu found life to be pleasant once the worries had been lifted from his
shoulders. It was something that amazed him: to be free of obligation, to forget his failures, and to accept
that life was extremely different when devoid of strain.
Nevertheless, Kansu was thankful when Sabbatai decided to leave Jerusalem. The Janissary had had
his fill of this city and its surroundings – perhaps once he left this place Mustafa and Rachel would remain
behind for good and cease to enter his thoughts. Kansu desperately needed to leave the place that had torn
Mustafa and Rachel from him.
If Kansu had been alert and working, he would have noticed that Sabbatai had the unusual
experience of receiving some snubs and set downs during his sojourn in the Holy City. This came about
because the existing powers and traditions of Jerusalem could not be set aside, no matter what words he
spoke. Sabbatai had rallied his followers, and had spoken of ascending to the Holy of Holies, the height
where the Temple had once stood, and leading the Jewish masses in prayer. He had assured his followers
that the Ishmaelites would be powerless, and that the gold-domed mosque would melt away, to be replaced
by a Jewish Temple.
This was the first time that Sabbatai’s schemes had the potential to affect people outside of the
Jewish community, and to bring him into open conflict with the Ottoman authorities. The elders of the
Jewish community were alarmed, and in Jerusalem only a few of them had ever been impressed by
Sabbatai. Most thought of him as an imposter who knew how to draw multitudes, but not wise men.
Privately, they assured the Effendis that no such attempt would be made and that this strange preacher
would soon leave the city. Without fanfare, or any open statement, they withdraw all charity and daily
support from Sabbatai’s swarming followers. Jerusalem suddenly became a chill and hungry city for them,
and they forgot their ambitious plans, and wanted to leave.
Sabbatai did not ascend to the site of the Temple, but he did ride through the streets of Jerusalem,
resplendent in a green robe. Crowds admired him, and were amazed at his boldness. It was not the custom
for Jewish men to wear green, which was a symbolic colour of Islam, and they were banned from riding
horses within the city walls. But Sabbatai rode forward, striking sparks from cobblestones, as if no rules
applied to him.
In fact, the Ottoman authorities had received equivocal instructions, and were undecided on how to
react. They were receiving daily complaints about the new taxes and levies, and had been told to placate the
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Jews in order to keep finances running. The governor’s bureau had also received a secret message from
Istanbul, saying that soon an agent of the Sultan would make himself known to them, and would give a
confidential briefing exposing the real strength or weakness of this strange army of Jewish visionaries. But
no such agent appeared.
While new events took place each day, numerous people watched and waited, pondering the true
nature of this supposed Messiah. Kansu slept, intoxicated and lost in imaginings. For the first time in his
adult life, he was absent from his post.

Chapter 15

And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth of the
beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet. For they are the spirits of devils, working miracles, which
go forth unto the kings of the earth and of the whole world <
Book of Revelation, Holy Bible

One morning, they left on a ship bound for Izmir. What winds and high waves taunted the journey, he did
not know, for Kansu discovered that he had become just as dependent on Sara’s company as he was to the
wine she shared with him. On the ship, he hardly saw Sabbatai and Nathan also had left Sara and him to
each other. Days flew with a dream-like quality akin to the most exotic fables of heroes on their magic
carpets.
Sara would never leave him alone. She would make him laugh, telling of her colorful escapades in
Europe, which happened to be the finest of cures for the constant depression that plagued him. Weeks later,
when the ship had docked in Izmir port, the Janissary felt a breeze of disgrace whistle around his skull. He
remembered how he and Mustafa had first ridden to this damned place, how he had met Rachel. Those
memories made him thirst for more drink.
Joyousness and many colorful receptions for Sabbatai did not excite Kansu in the slightest. All that
mattered to him was Sara - to be in her arms and hear her laughter. Wherever they went, Sara ensured that
he was bed in her own private chambers, and this delighted him exceedingly.
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One night, at the midnight hour, Sara became more playful, asking him to accompany her to the
seashore. Together, away from Zarkov’s men, they strolled through the rocks and stones of the beach under
the glistening moonlight.
‘Izmir is such a beautiful place,’ Sara said, ‘and its waters are most inviting.’
She began to remove her clothes. The moon and stars illuminated the curves of her body, and she
smiled at him, as alluring as a houri. She then ran to the water.
‘What are you doing?’ Kansu shouted at her, but she ignored him. She ran until the sea-level
reached her waist, laughing and splashing like a child.
‘Come in, protect me,’ she called merrily. ‘Who knows what devils lurk in the night sea?’
Although there were no prying eyes about, it would be embarrassing if a late-night fisherman
caught them in this state. Kansu could not join her. His anxiety continued to rise, cutting through the mist
which dulled his senses.
‘We talked of this before, Alon,’ Sara sang out. ‘Allow yourself to love and walk in pleasure. Learn
to enjoy life and not be ensnared in the woes of the past.’
Kansu knew she talked sense and that he should pay heed to her directions if he desired to remain
happy. Only Sara had the power to overcome rules and restraints which had determined his entire life.
‘Come Alon, don’t leave me,’ She waved him over, rubbing water over her shapely breasts. To be
free, Kansu mused. It had worked for Sara, with her past life of troubles and grief. And so it should work
for him. Water would do him good. Reluctantly at first, Kansu began to remove his clothes. He neared the
waterline, permitting his ankles to submerge, then hesitating again. But Sara was there, the very image of
temptation, swirling her lustrous hair in the dark sea. He stepped closer and closer until she splashed cold
water all over him.
Now, there was no turning back. He was frolicking with Sara. She hung herself from around his
neck, all the while drawing him deeper into the waters. There she began to kiss him. With her legs wrapped
around his waist, Sara probed the insides of his mouth with her curious tongue.
A late-night fisherman caught them in his line of sight and cringed. He turned his head in modesty
and hurried away. Obviously a devout Muslim, Kansu could tell, for the man quickened his pace to avoid
gazing at a sin in progress - a haram. Ashamed, Kansu pushed Sara off him and turned back to the seashore
and put on his clothes.
‘Why?’ Sara angrily objected, ‘because of that silly old fisherman?’
Again, she was probably right, Kansu guessed. Yet, he forced himself to keep dressing.
‘What about your husband?’ He asked her.
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‘Sabbatai knows about my feelings for you,’ Sara replied. ‘He knows of our passion. He says blessed
be He who allows what is forbidden. If there were no sin, Alon, there would be no redemption.’
Sara came out of the sea like a goddess. She then dressed and put a veil over her face as was
customary. Not a soul would recognize her now. Yet, what was there to see after midnight, Kansu
wondered. An hour where the streets were emptied, families were fast asleep and only the troublesome few
roamed.

***

As they strolled through the back-alleys of Izmir, the place appeared alien to Kansu. Were these really the
streets he had known when he had first come from Istanbul to investigate Sabbatai Zevi? The streets were
unclean, and it stank of excrement and alcohol. Smashed empty bottles littered the pathways and crunched
under his boots. Out of the shadows, he thought he saw a young man kissing an older man, their hands
roaming over each other’s bodies.
A merchant was inviting people into his home. He called to Kansu as well, as he and Sara walked
passed his doorway.
‘I am Mokia,’ the man introduced himself, holding his door wide open. ‘In the name of the Messiah,
help bless my household with your participation, aid us in permitting the forbidden.’
Unable to make sense out of such an invitation, Kansu opted to keep walking, holding Sara close to
him. The strangeness was overwhelming.
‘Please,’ Mokia shouted after them. ‘We need two more to make the twelve, please change your
minds!’
Sara giggled.
‘What is that man talking about?’ Kansu asked, as they rounded the corner.
‘He already told you, he needs us to make the twelve,’ Sara shrugged. ‘Six men and six women,
don’t you understand?’
In shock, Kansu stumbled upon something. He had not noticed the old man sitting in the middle of
the street. It appeared that the old man had not the strength to cry out when Kansu had accidentally
stepped on him. The old man acknowledged Kansu, offered a weak and unhealthy smile to welcome the
degradation.
‘He looks half-dead,’ Kansu observed, drums beating inside his scalp. ‘It’s as if he wanted me to
walk on him.’
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‘Each person has their own method. All over Izmir you will see people on a prolonged fasting,’ Sara
told him.
Cries of agony pricked Kansu’s ears. He could not believe what was ahead. A man had stripped,
chanting prayers, as another whipped him. Opposite the street, another man, also naked, was having
melted wax poured onto his back. A group of friends were walking in the nude, deep in discussion, acting
as if this was natural. Kansu and Sara hurried past a synagogue ‒ the doors were wide open. A Rabbi
stepped out of the shadows to beckon them in.
‘Bless our Lord and King, the holy and righteous Sabbatai Zevi, the Messiah of the God of Jacob!
Come in and do as you please, nothing is forbidden!’
However, Kansu blinked hard to ensure he was seeing a real Rabbi, for the man had no beard, and
his hair had been cut very short. Shouts of carnal ecstasy poured from inside the candle-lit synagogue. The
Rabbi seemed unashamed and accepted them as normal. Sara walked past nonchalantly.
‘Rabbis that follow Sabbatai are cutting their curls to hear the blast of the Messiah’s horn more
clearly,’ Sara explained. They were heading towards a field now. Kansu saw people buried up to their necks
in the soil.
‘Believers are repenting for their past sins in whichever manner they choose,’ Sara commented with
fervor. ‘The torch has been alighted. Isn’t it fabulous, Alon? To be free from the yoke of oppression, from
restricting laws, the burden of obligation and needless responsibility? This is what it truly means to be
alive.’
Kansu felt like his head was being scraped against stone walls, his skull chipped away, piece by
piece. He was weakened, drowsy and frustrated. Sara led Kansu onto her bed, bringing a fresh cup of wine
to his lips.
‘Drink,’ She whispered into his ear. ‘There is nothing sweeter than grape’s blood.’
The crimson liquid moistened his lips. Kansu finished the cup. He lay back on the comfortable silks
and Sara began fondling his chest. His headache, still pounding, had begun to dim. Kansu shut his eyes,
trying to concentrate on the deranged images he had witnessed in Izmir’s streets.
Kansu despised himself for remaining oblivious to the social decay that had gripped Izmir. He had
lost track of time. In fact, time itself didn’t seem important anymore. He recognized how ridiculous that
sounded, but it was honest. He did wonder, in a passive and distant way, why the authorities had refrained
from putting a stop to this heresy. Kansu hoped this delay had nothing to do with him. He judged himself
to be no better than a broken eggshell. Yet, even those had uses. He recalled how a neighbor in Cyprus
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always sprinkled eggshells around his garden to repel snails and slugs from his vegetables – the shells
formed a protective barrier around the plants, much like the walls of a fortress.
‘You brood too much, Alon,’ Sara stroked his cheek. ‘Another fault is how you starve yourself from
delight. Those fine people you observed in the streets were once bitter and strayed. They were victim to
their inhibitions - heartlessly suppressing their natural needs and emotions. Now they have broken those
chains, my darling, or did you see otherwise?’
‘What I saw were ill-nourished people fasting to their deaths,’ Kansu replied, ‘misplaced
individuals punishing their bodies with self-inflicted or approved torture, and fickle minds surrendering to
their immoral cravings in the name of religion.’
‘Again, you have seen wrong, my sweet. There is no arithmetic to love, and you witnessed it in its
purity, with all its humanity. It is exposing oneself to pain in order to experience pure love. Sabbatai is
wakening those from their slumber, telling that the mind is insufficient, passive and nebulous in its search
for tranquility and peace in God’s presence. Instead, sincerity is measured with our bodies. There is merit in
converting pain to pleasure. You must question why God has provided us so many pairs: two hands, feet,
ears and eyes< but then cheated us with a single heart. It was to give us the free will to find the other.
There lies the ultimate wisdom, in being free.’
She licked his wine-dripping lips. An animalistic impulse took hold of Kansu. He grabbed Sara by
her hair and pulled on it fiercely. She gasped, her eyes tingling with insatiable desire. Wildly, he covered
her mouth with his. One hand tore her clothes while the other raked her skin in the frenzy of passion. Sara
began to moan, as Kansu’s tongue made its way down her neck to her breasts. He took one hard nipple in
his mouth, bit down on it lightly.

***

Afterwards, Kansu lay asleep with his face buried into the pillow. His bare back exposed, Sara traced the
mysterious crescent scar on his right shoulder. She had caught a glimpse of it earlier whilst they were at
play in the water but the moonlight had made it vague.
Now, Sara saw clearly that this mysterious shape was identical to the sketch she had discovered in
the girl’s belongings while she bled to her death. This only served to confirm her suspicions – that Alon and
Tamara were intimate.
As far as Sara was concerned, it also helped shed light on Alon’s depression; the incentive that
compelled him to reach for the wine. And now Alon was hers, Sara smiled to herself. She had made him her
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plaything – a feat of some worth for men like Alon withstood such temptations and did not yield easily. She
got up from the bed and neared her chest of belongings in the corner of the room. She slowly opened its lid
and begun searching beneath her jewelry, perfumes and expensive silk robes, until she found the dark
greenish plant, well concealed at the bottom. Its large brown root forked into two branches, giving it a
diabolical human shape. Sara turned to eye Kansu who was still fast asleep, knowing that her triumph in
binding him to her was partially owed to this demonic plant.

***

Axes rained onto the synagogue doors in a cacophony of daunting thuds. With each heaving blow,
splintered wood chips flung into the faces of the axe-wielders, only to stimulate them more in their
objective. Kansu’s mind was mistier than ever this morning, he felt severely fatigued. The axes breaking
through the synagogue door reverberated in his brain.
‘This is where the fool Rabbi Gamliel dwells,’ Sara told him. ‘He is the enemy of freedom, love and
salvation, but soon he will tremble before his Master. Synagogues without Sabbatai’s name carved on their
doorways must be conquered and tamed.’
Kansu paused. Gamliel? The name sounded vaguely familiar. Though he tried, Kansu could not
assign a face it. Nathan and Zarkov stood behind Sabbatai, watching the remaining timbers being pulled
down and cleared for their entrance. An excited group of Sabbatai’s followers had gathered about, some of
them were naked, smelling of alcohol and sweat.
‘Stop,’ a voice boomed from inside the synagogue. But the words were not obeyed. Sabbatai and his
gatherers rudely stormed through the shattered doors.
At this moment, Kansu was able to place Gamliel – this was the Rabbi who had come to cleanse
Josef Escapa’s burnt corpse, the true friend of Rachel’s late uncle, who had offered to help her. Now, Rabbi
Gamliel could not even help himself. He stood, unheeded, in the middle of the synagogue while Sabbatai’s
followers stormed around as if an indoor festival was in motion. The Rabbi was aged and bent, subject to
being shouted at and jostled by the most loutish of the intruders. But his face remained calm and dignified.
Sabbatai inspected Gamliel’s curls on both sides with hostility.
‘Have you misplaced your scissors, Gamliel?’ Sabbatai snapped. ‘We have brought axes if that is the
case.’
‘These represent the Ten Commandments of Adonai,’ Gamliel declared pointing to his curls on each
side of his head. ‘A true Rabbi takes pride in them. I cut them for no one, least of all you, Sabbatai!’
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Despite his precarious position, Rabbi Gamliel spoke firmly. He looked at Sabbatai and his
followers with regret, rather than rancor. Zarkov could not contain his violent impulse as he grabbed the
old Rabbi by the shoulders and toppled him to the floor. Kansu preferred to hide behind some of the
degenerates who reveled in the harsh treatment of the brave Rabbi. The Janissary was too ashamed to show
himself in case Gamliel recognized him. Still, seeing the old man handled cruelly made Kansu clench his
fists in an effort to hold himself back from engaging Zarkov. He felt the prying fingers of Sara on his balled
fist ‒ her touch was soft, warm and magically restraining.
Nathan warned Gamliel who was trying to get up on his knees. ‘You heap fault upon fault oldfashioned one. Trim your locks as per the Messiah’s directives.’
Gamliel instead began to recite prayers. Zarkov’s heavy boot rammed into his face; broken teeth
and blood spilled forth.
Gamliel cried out in agony, but continued to resist. His bloodied lip was starting to swell, yet he
couldn’t be silenced.
‘You Sabbatai and this young so-called prophet have incited incest among the Jews. Brother
copulates with his sister and men take other men as lovers, as do women. People mutilate and parade
themselves ‒ all committed without a trace of shame. Is this your kingdom? The wondrous reign you
promise?’
Zarkov moved to apply more brute force upon Gamliel, but Sabbatai waved him back. It looked as
though Sabbatai sought an amusing argument for the sake of his spectators. He motioned for Gamliel to
keep speaking.
‘Go away, Sabbatai. Leave Izmir. Take your heretics with you,’ Gamliel continued. ‘You have
turned this once beautiful city into your private Sodom and Gomorrah. If you evoke Adonai’s fury, we shall
suffer the same fate as those cursed cities.’
‘Ah, fool Gamliel,’ Sabbatai said. ‘Soon, I will leave Izmir for Thessalonica. And there, too, shall I
see my name carved on each synagogue entrance, and every Rabbi with hair trimmed.‘
‘You are corrupt Kabbalists, the whole lot of you!’ Gamliel seemed to find energy in his
denunciation of sin. ‘That is, those among you who are even able to read. Say if you will that you command
angels, the learned can see that you have summoned demons, the inhabitants of Sitra Akhra. Worse still, you
do not command these demons – it is they who command you. For a long time now, you have crossed to the
other side, and you draw others with you. You are spreading a plague, Sabbatai. You sent your brothers,
Elijah and Joseph, to do your bidding in Europe long before you left for the Middle-East. And now you’ve
returned again, but your days are limited. The new Cadi, Ahmed Bey, is unlike Vasfi whom you had in
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your pocket. He won’t take your bribes. Your friend, Abraham ha-Yakini, the forger of manuscripts fled to
Thessalonica with tail between his legs. An amusing twist, the dog is now followed by its master.’
‘An amusing twist, you say?’ Sabbatai sneered. ‘I seem to recall your friend Josef Escapa struck
down by the light and burnt to ash, just as I had prophesized. That incident openly demonstrates you and
your ilk as authentic representatives of Sodom and Gomorrah. Not mine.’
Guilt washed over Kansu. The esteemed Josef Escapa<Rachel’s beloved uncle<the pillar of Izmir’s
Jewry<
‘You had him murdered!’ Rabbi Gamliel declaimed. ‘I have had enough of your messianic claims,
your trickeries, and cursed Kabbalah rubbish. Many despise you, but refrain from speaking out, fearing for
their lives and families.’
Sabbatai nodded to Zarkov, who sent a boot into the Rabbi’s stomach as he struggled to get back on
his feet. The helpless Rabbi doubled over in pain once more. The audience broke into fits of laughter,
finding amusement in his agony. Not one of them was prepared to defend a helpless person. Kansu sensed
his headache escalating. He clenched and unclenched his fist. He tried to think ‒ really think ‒ but words
evaded him. His mind was befogged, his reflexes were slow, and he was impotent in mustering the nerve to
lash out, to put an end to this ugly demonstration.
‘There are two religious experiences,’ Sabbatai announced. ‘The first is a direct experience beyond
the physical realms, of which only the purest of souls are chosen by Yahweh to bring about change. The
second is merely a formalized explanation to shed light on these experiences. In time, this explanation
becomes a theory - outdated and bastardized. Moses had direct contact with Yahweh and you followed the
Ten Commandments revealed to him. As Messiah, I have also had direct encounter and now you must
follow my enlightenment.’
Sabbatai’s followers were hushed at the sound of his distinctive voice. They all seemed ready to
applaud, although they also seemed intoxicated and violent, not really aware of the subtleties of theological
exchanges. Their leader had spoken, and to them, that was enough.
‘You are allowing prostitutes to head the synagogues, blaspheme and commit unspeakable acts!’
Rabbi Gamliel, even when knocked to the floor, continued his accusations.
‘You will never understand the wisdom of the Kabbalah,’ Sabbatai lectured intensely. ‘They are the
secret instructions of Metraton - the only angel permitted to sit down in Yahweh’s presence and for this
reason He is known as the lesser Yahweh. The Kabbalah was first taught to Adam by the angel Metraton in
Paradise before the Otz Chiim - the Tree of Knowledge. Since it was Eve, not Adam, who first tasted its fruit,
a woman’s sin is the pathway to wisdom.’
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‘You are insane, Sabbatai!’ said Rabbi Gamliel.
Sabbatai signaled to Zarkov. The Russian brute ordered his men to hold the Rabbi down while his
clothes were violently stripped off him. Sara laughed, pressing her body against Kansu. The ever increasing
laughter in the synagogue vibrated in Kansu’s head. With a razor in hand, Zarkov began to shave Gamliel’s
beard, and then proceeded to the rest of his head. Gamliel was protesting wildly, but the mob’s howling
drowned it. The old Rabbi was bleeding from cheek and chin. Blood spotted his half shaven scalp as
Zarkov’s razor plunged deeper. All the while, Gamliel boldly did his utmost to fight, but remained pinned
to the ground by stronger arms. Kansu watched regretfully as Gamliel’s eyes began to water in shame.
Kansu was disgusted at the behavior. He wanted to pick the Rabbi off the floor and help him restore his
dignity.
‘Doesn’t he look funny without his curls?’ Sara said into Kansu’s ear, licking his earlobe, blanketing
his mind with an invisible hood.
‘It appears Gamliel,’ Sabbatai said, ‘that your potential to err has presently been shaved slimmer.’
More mocking laughter pierced the small, and now far from humble, synagogue.
‘The number forty has the power to raise one’s spiritual state,’ Sabattai announced, pacing around
theatrically. ‘For instance, it took forty days of rain to purify the world. Indeed, Moses purified the Jews on
Mt Sinai after forty days. It is known that a ritual bath for cleansing must be filled with forty measures of
water, and so forth. As for you Gamliel, the makot is in order - the forty lashes, minus one, to purge your
sinful inclinations.’
Just then, Gamliel’s imploring eyes locked with Kansu’s uncomfortable gaze. He was sure the Rabbi
recognized him and this unsettled him further. For an instant, a flicker of hope filled Gamliel, only to fade
with the realization that the Janissary was now a much changed man. The good in him had long expired.
Kansu felt ensnared in adream.. He wanted to leave but could not command his legs to stir. In
addition, Sara fastened to him like an anchor.
‘Come forth an angel of light to help cleanse this stubborn mule,’ Sabbatai looked around for
volunteers.
A rotten toothed girl stepped forward, nude except for a torn dirty blanket wrapped around her
scrawny shoulders. Cheers arose from the audience as if the girl had won a prestigious prize, hailing her the
heroine of the hour. When she discarded the blanket from her shoulders, her back was streaked with dried
blood, for she had been whipped. Her eyes were glazed. She walked oblivious to the map of torture
crisscrossing her back, proving she was immune to physical suffering. Kansu, like most Janissaries, knew of
the syrup of poppies, one of the secret charms exported from Persia. He wondered if she had been drinking
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this deceptively bland liqueur. As she walked past him in a daze, an awful stench emanated from her.
Kansu noticed that the wounds on her back were beginning to fester. If she neglected treatment she would
die from infection.
Meanwhile, Zarkov’s men heaved on Gamliel’s legs, tearing away the last of his clothes. With force,
they positioned Gamliel’s legs apart and held them there. On cue, the fetid girl dropped to her knees to
work her tongue on the Rabbi’s manhood.
The crowd started counting each time the rancid girl’s head lifted and fell between the Rabbi’s
thighs.
One…two…three…
Gamliel was not still. His body jerked in protest with all his might. His teeth were clenched in anger
and embarrassment. But to no avail.
Twenty-three…twenty-four…twenty-five…
The girl’s head stopped bobbing, as she looked up in utter disappointment. ‘It is useless, Holy
Teacher. He is not alive down there. I swear it!’
The mob roared with hysterical laughter. Their cruelty and bullying reminded Kansu of
undisciplined children.
Sara giggled as she entangled Kansu in her arms. ‘Come, darling, be merry. After today no other
will dare speak out against us.’
‘Let me be,’ the Rabbi cried. ‘I forgive you all for my own transgressions are great. The Sages teach
that if one overlooks injustices against himself all of his sins will be forgiven. But I will not forgive the one
who leads you, Sabbatai, who has knowledge of evil<’
Zarkov’s fist was sent into the Rabbi’s face to silence him. The counting had begun again. All Kansu
knew was that he had to go, that he couldn’t stand this much longer. He couldn’t muster the nerve to rescue
the Rabbi from this humiliation.
‘Where are you going, Alon?’ Sara shouted at him accusingly.
Thirty…thirty-one…
‘Don’t leave now.’
But he did not halt.
‘Alon, my love<’
He did not turn.
Thirty-two…thirty-three…
‘Alon I order you to<’
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He did not listen.
‘You cannot just leave me like<’
He left.

***

On the streets of Izmir, some were rich who had been poor – they had arrived as destitute followers of Zevi,
and had helped themselves to the goods of the town. Others were rich, but in the process of becoming poor
– shopkeepers and merchants were liquidating their stock, and giving away their possessions in their fervor
to be ready for the Messianic Age. Soon, they would need none of these things. There were just a few houses
isolated from the dream world of celebrations and penitential activities. These stood with closed doors, and
as Kansu walked unsteadily along the street, he thought them empty. In fact, they were occupied by the
minority of the town’s citizens who neither believed in Sabbatai nor were willing to flee. They had
barricaded themselves away from the mobs on the streets.
Naked people squatted beneath trees, some meditated and others were in discussion. All appeared
to be content with their nudity. Kansu suffered waves of dizziness. It was almost like the earth was swaying
beneath his feet. Child brides were led around in public. Many people believed that for the Redemption to
occur all souls must be born into bodies, and therefore everyone must marry and reproduce. The Janissary,
passing these innocent figures, vaguely hoped that their new husbands would one day be provident. But
the girls looked like the silks and brocades, fluttering in the breeze, being shared out to people who did not
know how to look after them. Rabbi Gamliel’s abuse had repulsed him exceedingly. It had been wrong. No
doubt, the misconduct was continuing in other synagogues and houses of Izmir.
Kansu had a shrilling in his ears as he hurried back to the house he and Sara had been allocated. He
knew a drop of wine would help him to relax – it had been so for weeks, perhaps months. He was greeted
by the members of the household who never waited for him to knock, but flung their door open for him as
if he were royalty. With his mind in a haze, Kansu went to Sara’s room – and consequently his own – and
closed the door behind him. The small walk had left his forehead in beads of sweat. He felt nauseous, weak.
Perspiration dripped through his eyebrows into his eyelashes. Kansu felt useless and impotent to the
happenings. This caused him grave concern. How had he managed to be so unfit? Why was he almost
breathless and why were his thoughts clouded?
The Prophet Muhammad had said that a strong believer was better than a weak one in dual
reference to faith and health. The Prophet also advised the believers to start their day early and to avoid
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sleeping through the morning. Kansu winced. He knew these instructions had largely escaped him. Yet, the
fact that his alertness was crippled also added to his despair.
There had to be something wrong – something he miscalculated or overlooked. He wiped the sweat
from his forehead and peered around the room. It was a pigsty. Sara had forbidden servants to clean the
room without her presence. Kansu picked up a crumpled blanket off the floor and flattened it over the bed.
Sara’s clothes and other objects were lying at his feet, scattered carelessly. Kansu decided to tidy the place
than remain idle for his head throbbed more when he stood still.
In the corner of the room was Sara’s chest. He would gather her items and place them neatly there.
Perhaps this would aid in extinguishing Sara’s tantrum for disobeying her at the synagogue, Kansu
reasoned. Whatever the case, he could not afford to lose her friendship. Sara had been good to him. She
understood him. Furthermore, Sara never once brought up the topic of Rachel ‒ or Tamara as she would
know her. Nor had she spoken of Mustafa. Messiah-wife or Queen of whoredom, harlot or angel, Sara had
done her utmost to bring brightness into his sunless melancholy and to say otherwise would be unfair,
possibly even traitorous of him. No, Kansu was grateful, beholden to Sara.
He opened the chest to survey how much space was in it. Indeed, Sara had been rather slapdash
with her tidiness. The contents of the chest were a disorganized concoction of jewelry, expensive robes and
bottles of sweet scents. One item at a time, Kansu emptied the chest in order to replace them in goodly
fashion. As he dug into the chest his hand lingered over an odd object at the bottom. The item was hidden,
covered by other things. His curiosity piqued, Kansu withdrew to inspect it.
In his hands was a large brown root which forked into two branches to resemble a pair of legs. With
its dark green leaves, small orange-colored berries, Kansu was grasping a Mandrake plant.
From the recesses of his memory, Kansu recalled the warnings of Altun Hodja the Wise in relation
to this sinister plant. It was known as yabruh, and was sometimes called a Love Apple, and sometimes
Satan’s Apple. In certain dosages it could destroy the strongest of men, decaying their minds and spirit. In
trained hands, the Mandrake could be used to as depressants and hallucinogens. However, if the dosage
was critically upped it could lead to delirium, Altun had explained.
Now, everything fell into place. Sara had taken advantage of his grief to make a puppet of him,
striving to create the illusion of a new Paradise, armed with a different forbidden fruit.
Kansu recalled the Dervish woman’s fortune-reading.
You have two lives, two women, two faiths, and two families…
He had been living a dream, a falsehood of existence, an illusion for many a moon under Sara’s
ministrations. There were two women, Rachel and Sara.
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One is known to you, but is false. The other is true, but is hidden…
Rachel’s love; genuine, natural, honest...
Sara’s love; tripe, alluring, crude, jealous, selfish - a deceptive mirage whilst he was wrapped in the
hard-shell of his grief.
One is a virgin and the other one is a whore…
His splitting headache returned. These were symptoms of being drugged, he realized. Kansu dug
deeper into the chest and discovered glass vials of mysterious potions. They were a rainbow of colors:
purple, green, yellow liquids. More intoxicants, undoubtedly.
Then, something insignificant caught Kansu’s attention. It was a piece of crumpled paper tucked in
a corner at the bottom of the chest. He smoothed it out. It was drawing, a sketch of a shoulder with a
crescent scar. Rachel’s sketching! The paper was tainted with dried crimson smears around the edges, finger
prints. The paper had been clutched and inspected by someone with small hands, delicate hands, female<
Sara’s hands, he shuddered. Sara.
For a love which hides in darkness…
Sara had been present during Rachel’s death and the dried blood was Rachel’s. His head was on the
verge of exploding. The pain would not let him be.
Kansu noticed a cask of wine atop the table. It was tempting him to drink to put a stop to the
withdrawal symptoms. The body craved to be fed with the drug it had slowly grown addicted to. These
pangs could be temporarily tamed with consumption, only to reappear at the next period of refreshment.
He placed the mandrake, the sketch and all other items back into the chest in disorderly fashion,
just as he had found them. He would not allow Sara to suspect his discovery. Then he grabbed the wine,
unscrewed the cork, poured half the cask out the window once he was sure nobody was outside.
You will succeed through watchfulness, and the skills of the night…
Kansu slipped downstairs to the courtyard, passing other household members without speaking, as
if he was in a daze. In the courtyard, he waited until he was alone, and then drew a pitcher of clear water
from the well. He drank a large measure, then took another jug back to his room. Once he was alone, he
used washing water from a ewer to make a ritual wash of his face, hands and feet. The cold water bit into
his aching temples, made his hands cold, and rinsed over his aching feet. But he began to feel lighter, and to
be purified and clear. The only thing he now needed, he thought was some strong coffee. He promised
himself to take no more wine, but rather some coffee tomorrow. The memory of coffee cups, filled with the
wonderful brew, suddenly struck him with longing. But he had to wait, and emerge from these intoxicants,
deceits and poisons.
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Kansu methodically lifted up the remains of the wine, and took a mouthful which he let dribble
down his chin, so that it moistened his neck and clothes. He slumped down on the bed, feigning sleep and
exhaustion. Soon, he mused, Sara would be here.

***

The door swung open to smash the bedroom wall with a loud thud. Sara stormed inside. Her eyes were
burning coals as she fixed them on the sleeping Kansu.
‘Get up!’ She shouted at him.
Kansu stirred, pretending to rub the sleep away. He got up, wavering.
‘How dare you leave me?’ She screamed. ‘Stand when I speak to you!’
Unable to contain her rage, Sara rushed up to Kansu and slapped him across the face with all her
accumulated ferocity.
‘Sara. Wh-’
She slapped him again on the other cheek, harder.
‘After all I’ve done for you, ungrateful bastard!’ Sara accused, spitting in his face.
‘Sara, there were thunderbolts inside my skull,’ Kansu replied, broken-heartedly. ‘My mind was
being battered and skewered. I could not stand it anymore. I had to come back to our nest or risk delirium.’
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Sara noticed the wine on his breath. His mouth, chin and upper torso were awash with it. She
immediately began to assess the situation. There was the possibility that she had mismanaged the dosage of
drugs, she mused. Indeed, she had been applying the drugs with the skill of her hand, rather than accurate
measurements, and it was highly likely she had grown careless over the weeks. All along, her intention had
been to wrap Alon around her fingers, to enslave him to her, to shatter his willpower.
However, it appeared that she had overwhelmed his system. If she continued, not only would Alon
be useless as her protector, but the lover she craved in him could be erased as well. Sara convinced herself
that the time had come to administer lower proportions. Perhaps, she further pondered, it was best to wait
and see if she could now control Alon without the support of those substances. If not, Sara reassured
herself, renewing the treatment in more particular dosages could be easily achieved.
‘My lover Alon,’ Sara wrapped her arms around him and began kissing him. ‘Oh how could I strike
you with these hands that are only for your tending? I would rather lose a year of my life for each of your
protestations than cause you hurt.’
Sara’s change had been spontaneous, Kansu noted. It meant she was over-confident and that she
continued to view him as bonded to her.
‘I drank a little to find peace,’ Kansu spoke, ‘and to calm my mind in your absence.’
‘Enough wine, my sweet. Instead, I’ll saturate you in pomegranate juice.’ Sara was jovial. ‘Soon we
will embark for Thessalonica. I am told it is a lovely place, rivaling Izmir in every respect.’
Sara led him by the hand onto the bed, climbed onto him and passionately kissed his neck. Much to
his relief, she began to explain their next move. She said that they were set to sail in a few days. Apparently,
Sabbatai chose to leave Nathan behind in Izmir to keep watch over the flock for the time being. However,
after a short period, Nathan was to visit Istanbul and ignite the fire of the faithful amongst its Jewry there
too. At a much later date, when Sabbatai was assured that Istanbul lay ready for him, he would return
ceremoniously to the Sultan’s City and claim it as his own.
This was good news, Kansu thought. It meant that the disciple-guards would be split into two
groups: one to guard Nathan in Izmir, and the other to journey with Sabbatai. It would be foolhardy to
assume Zarkov would be left with Nathan, the Janissary pondered. Unquestionably, the Russian brute
would follow Sabbatai, because with him came the promise of further staining his sword. Tiny pieces began
to connect in the Janissary’s mind as he sought an avenue of action.
‘I feel listless,’ Kansu complained. ‘These developments are beyond reason, they are fantastical. For
instance, how did Izmir become the playground of Sabbatai?’
Sara laughed and played with his hair.
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‘It was an easy task. Sabbatai spent a fortune on brothels to organize their prostitutes strolling
naked in the streets. In the early days, all the seemingly random sex was in fact prepaid. Yet, the public
never saw that. What they did see, however, were women offering themselves for free, in the name of
salvation. Tirelessly, Sabbatai preached that Blessed are You who permits the forbidden until it became natural
to say and believe.’
‘What about the elders of the community? The scholars who had previously denounced Sabbatai?’
‘They are either fled, or in hiding. They lost credibility when reports reached Izmir of the miracles
wrought by Sabbatai. Miracles are the sign of the Messiah King. And these signs and wonders are observed
everywhere. For all their lives, the Jews have been told to expect the Messiah. The Rabbis who told them to
expect this, are now finding it difficult to sow doubts in the minds of the faithful. Some did try. There was
one, who spoke out in public, and the public appreciated his sermon so much they tried to stone him to
death, right here in the streets of Izmir. Fortunately for him, it was the eve of the Sabbath, so they had to
stop throwing stones before they finished him off. He is in hiding now. If they see him again, there will be
no second chances. Not even on the Sabbath Day. More and more people are abandoning the tiresome
restrictions of the Sabbath, and knowing that it, too, is covered by the allowance of the forbidden.’
The Janissary sighed, remembering to keep up an appearance of being dazed and intoxicated.
Sara talked on.
‘Before long, true believers started replacing the prostitutes. They performed intercourse as
an act of sacred duty. And now the bonfire swirls its light and smoke in all directions as other communities
stand in line to be touched. But there is a city within sight that requires no map, Istanbul ‒ the Sultan will
soon kiss Sabbatai’s feet, surrendering throne and empire before the Messiah’s magnificence.’
So this was the plague awaiting the Jews of Istanbul, Thessalonica and beyond, Kansu pondered
grimly. Sabbatai’s manipulative skills were boundless. His seeds of enticement germinated, sprouting like
an uncontrollable weed, stemming and thickening amid good soil to conquer the worthier plants around it.
And it was going to spread throughout the Sultan’s empire with further aspirations abroad.
Christian Europe had demonstrated sheer ruthlessness many times in the execution of their Christ
murdering Jews and Muhammad worshipping Moors. They would no doubt finish the rest of them if Sabbatai’s
heresy overflowed from the lands of Islam into their streets and plazas. Yet, the Turkish Sultans had opened
their arms to the Jews and Moors that had escaped from the Inquisition or managed to survive innumerable
massacres throughout Christendom. Indeed, Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent praised the Jews for their
skills in commerce and craftsmanship. Therefore, if Sabbatai and his heretics took up swords against the
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empire, the price of treason against the Sultan’s sustenance would be much like the Jelali rebellion in
Anatolia. The bloodshed could involve many innocents caught in the middle.
‘Rest, my love,’ Sara whispered to him soothingly. ‘Recapture your strength. From Thessalonica to
Venice, then Rome and Madrid<’

***

The Bertone ship Sabbatai had chosen to voyage with was a broad, round sailing vessel, able to carry sixty
people. The Reis or the Captain was a burly old man named Topatan. It was a peculiar name. Top and atan
which meant the cannon-firer. From the glint in his experienced eyes and the roughness of his physique,
Kansu judged Topatan to be a man of many violent confrontations. Indeed, it was rumored that many
captains were actually retired corsairs – those warriors of the oceans under the Sultan’s service.
When they were in their allocated cabins, Sara threw her arms over Kansu, and covered him in
kisses. She left a flagon of wine fastened above his bed, and expected to see no change in him. Kansu
excused himself from over-intoxication, on the grounds that the journey at sea upset his stomach. In fact, he
adjusted to the boat immediately, and had restricted himself to drinking fresh water and a morning coffee.
From time to time, he poured away some of the wine, and tried to appear before Sara as if he were still a
slave of the mandrake and the flagon. It was perhaps fortunate, for him, that Sara herself needed to rest, and
found the sea voyage upset the balance of her body. She was not very alert. But Kansu was. Early in the
day, when the dawn light filtered over the waves, he contemplated the saying by Sheik Abd-al-Kadir: No
one can understand the truth until he drinks of coffee's frothy goodness. Bitter and strong, the fragrant coffee
brought out from Yemen restored his clarity of mind – and he needed to think clearly.
Zarkov had selected thirteen of his most able-bodied and ruthlessly gifted men to board the ship,
Kansu noted. The small ship was bound to Thessalonica, with Topatan’s crew of eight. When Kansu was on
the deck, he breathed in the sea air, admiring the sunlight glittering atop the ocean. The sails bellied,
whipped wisps of white sprayed from the bows. The Janissary heard footsteps behind him. He turned to see
Topatan, squinting into the distance.
‘The sea is for rough men and sailors do not smile much,’ Topatan spoke. ‘Yet we do find
amusement. A pirate died and went to Hell, you see. There at those damned gates, he was met by Satan
himself. The pirate was shown three rooms and asked to choose which one he would dwell in till the Day of
Judgment. The pirate peered into the first room to see other pirates standing on their heads, surrounded by
hungry rodents. The second room contained another group of pirates, again standing on their heads, this
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time surrounded by starved cats. The third room, however, had a group of jolly fellows standing upright in
excrement to their knees and eating baklavas from gold platters.’
‘The baklavas sound nice at least,’ Kansu admitted.
Topatan grinned. ‘I agree, young man. For this reason the pirate elected to enter the third room.
After he entered and the doors were closed behind him, Satan announced that the break was over and had
them all standing on their heads too.’
Topatan tapped the side of his head, his silvery-hair flapping in the breeze. Kansu wondered if this
was a message disguised as a joke. He was more surprised when the old captain walked away from him
instead of pursuing further conversation.
In the passing days, Kansu thought a lot about the might of the Ottomans in the Mediterranean. He
recalled the notorious korsan, or the Corsairs, the nightmare of the infidels on the seas. The Corsairs were
different from pirates due to the fact that they were empowered by the Sultan to attack the shipping of
states hostile to the empire. In time, the Corsairs became pivotal in military and commercial imperatives.
Some, like the exploits of Barbaros Khaireddin, known to the infidel as Red Beard or Barbarossa, during
Suleiman the Magnificent’s reign, became legendary. Much like the Janissaries, the Corsairs were an
amalgam of various races. According to rumor, a solid proportion of Corsairs were Muslims and Jews
expelled from Spain, displaced souls eager to exact revenge against those that had taken their possessions,
and the lives of their beloved. In addition, some were Christian renegades who converted to Islam such as
the English pirate John Ward, who brought the Bertone ship to the Ottomans with him.
Furthermore, it was not uncommon for Christian powers like France, England and Holland to hire
the services of these fearless Muslim Corsairs to ensure safe passage of their ships against their own
Christian pirates. The Corsairs prided themselves in their sea-warfare talents, and the cannon-firer was an
esteemed attribute not awarded lightly.
Top atan<Such a strange name.
Days followed another, a natural sequence, but far from the ordinary considering the burden on
Kansu’s shoulders. Sara began to recover her energy, and to converse and eat again. Sabbatai Zevi spent
most of his time in his cabin. Zarkov had been given orders not to have him disturbed. Kansu was sure
Sabbatai was carefully planning what was to be said and done in Thessalonica. Sara, however, said that
Sabbatai was prone to fatigue, and would sometimes withdraw from everyone, and sit in silence and
darkness. These periods of melancholy had been with him from an early age, and often followed times of
elation and inspiration. Only Nathan could talk to Sabbatai when he had become reclusive. That was her
explanation, and Kansu had to be content with it. Certainly, Sabbatai showed no concern for Sara. He
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simply left Sara in Kansu’s arms. A year ago, Kansu would have thought it impossible that he would ever
travel with another man’s wife, on terms of intimacy and within sight of her husband. But since he had
entered the dream-world of the Messianic movement, anything seemed possible.
Perhaps, Kansu wondered, Sabbatai yearned for Nathan’s proximity, and was punishing himself?
However, once Sabbatai had conquered the hearts of the Kabbalists of Thessalonica, he would call Nathan
to him. Another reason for Sabbatai’s low spirits, Kansu thought, might be the circulation of awkward
rumors regarding the unfathomable bond between Sabbatai and Nathan. Even in Izmir, some people –
among that minority who were less than enthusiastic about the town’s sudden transformation – had dared
to make jokes about this, alluding to un-natural relations and sodomy, rather than a spiritual tie. In the
Jewish community Sabbatai’s followers had succeeded in throwing aside all the rules about purity of food,
and the sanctity of marriage, and the silent reverence given to the Name of God. But the distain for
sodomites was enduring, even among the most fanatical, rule-breaking, Sabbatteans. Nathan and Sabbatai
could not afford to be seen as united in that most contemptible of sins. People whispered that they knew the
story of Sabbatai’s first two marriages – both to beautiful women – both unconsummated. But the Messiah
gave no explanations and outwardly was unmoved by gossip.
Sabbatai probably had nothing to worry about in Thessalonica, as the males of Greece were
notorious for their taste for unnatural pleasures, if rumor had any bearing, Kansu mused.
One night, Kansu woke with a sense of expectation, which had previously often assailed him before
raids or battles. All afternoon, the boat had been filled with a strange quiet, as if under a spell. He went on
deck to clear his mind in the sea air.
‘Our cargo is quite sensitive...’
Kansu turned to see Topatan Reis behind him again. The old one had a habit of appearing without
warning, soundless.
‘Yes, yes,’ Topatan continued, as if they had been in discussion for hours. ‘After much haggling and
bargaining my humble ship was preferred over the others. Not only did I undercut other prices, but I
agreed to have little crew and not to take other passengers.’
A thought occurred to Kansu. ‘Then you are not making a profit, Topatan Reis?’
‘Not at all,’ Topatan smiled conspiratorially. ‘However, my reward will be tenfold later.’
Kansu’s curiosity was piqued. Nevertheless, he knew he had to be very careful.
‘Then you will be compensated from another’s purse?’
‘Bah,’ Topatan waved the idea away. ‘Young Effendi, might I pose you a question?’
Kansu motioned him to proceed.
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‘Very well,’ Topatan cleared his throat. ‘Who would gain, the disciples or the citizens, if the Sultan
and the Messiah traded places?’
‘You have nothing to fear, old wolf,’ Kansu assured. ‘Speak openly.’
Topatan lowered his voice. ‘Kansu Bey, you have taken your time. Nonetheless, your efforts are
commendable. You have blended with the enemy as does a chameleon. Not a stain on your shirt where
suspicion is concerned.’
Topatan showed the Janissary his Seal. ‘I am also in the service of Kadir Bey. Retired corsairs still
have their uses, as you can deduce. My crew and I are at your command.’ He grinned.
‘Then listen Topatan,’ Kansu said, relief spreading its glow over his distressed features. ‘This ship
will never reach Thessalonica.’

***

Zarkov was not a man of the sea. On land and horseback he imagined a halo of yellow glowing light,
always outlining him, a divine armor, protecting him from all sorts of attacks. His mission was righteous, he
knew, as the chief guard of the Messiah. Yet now, a feeling deep within him raised the sentiment of distrust.
On this lurching ship he felt powerless and deserted, out of sight of any land. From the first moment he saw
the captain, the Reis they called them, he did not like him.
The old captain moved without noise and was swift despite his age. Zarkov looked at him with
hostility. At journey’s end he was going to allow himself a little sport. He mused whether to snap Topatan’s
neck, or lop off his hands? Or perhaps to shave Topatan’s beard with his dagger, scraping off half the face
with it. It would be a small reward compensating his tolerance thus far, Zarkov brooded.
As he gladdened himself with such schemes, the Russian’s attention was drawn to a buoyant object
riding atop a wave in the distance. With the aid of the moonlight, Zarkov craned his neck to identify the
form. It was a human body. Dead. He cursed the night, even though he usually valued its ability to cloak
him. Yet, tonight there was something wrong in the air.
Zarkov called out to one of his men. But his summons was not met. He called to another ‒ still no
response. Another unmoving formation showed itself in the waters. A second corpse, Zarkov made out.
Then one more<and a fourth<fifth< Someone whistled behind him. The big Russian turned to
see Kansu standing with his hands on his belt, eyeing him daringly. Immediately, Zarkov knew this man
had something to do with it.
‘Fool, Alon. What have you done to my men?’ Zarkov barked.
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‘Ask when you join them in a short while,’ Kansu replied, pointing to the sea. ‘It is only fitting for a
leader to die with his cronies. Out in the battlefields, our Pashas never left us in the thick of carnage.’
‘What are you talking about?’
Kansu drew his sword. The blade gleamed in the moonlight. An Ottoman soldier, Zarkov
registered. Alon was a Turk. They had been beguiled all along.
A wild desire for revenge swept Zarkov’s mind as he drew his sword and charged towards the
betrayer, the one who murdered his men, the enemy of the Messiah. Then, the Russian was startled. One
instant he was tightly clenching his sword in his massive fist of his right hand, executing a ruthless swing,
arcing towards his target. The next he wasn’t clutching anything. Kansu had sliced through Zarkov’s wrist
with an incalculable fluid movement. Blood gushed forth from the severed wrist.
‘For the hands that restrained Gamliel,’ Kansu declared.
Zarkov almost stepped on his own severed hand. He saw his lifeless fingers were still gripping the
sword.
‘In the barracks,’ Kansu continued matter-of-factly, ‘there was once a Russian boy called Boris, I
remember. He was renamed Barlas. He became quite a Janissary. Once on the field, his whole arm was
lopped off. He picked it up and kept fighting till his head rolled.’
Zarkov collapsed to his knees. Great pain surged through his body. His left hand neared the sword
attached to his fallen right-hand, inch by inch.
‘He did it faster than that, Zarkov.’
The Russian’s left hand halted its gradual movement towards the sword.
‘Alon,’ Zarkov looked up, desperation shun in his ferocious eyes. ‘I am a mere servant<’
‘I know,’ Kansu said. ‘But you enjoyed it too much.’
Those were the last words Zarkov heard before Kansu’s sword hissed downward. The Russian’s
huge head separated from his shoulders. It thudded and rolled next to his amputated hand.

***

Kansu burst open Sabbatai Zevi’s cabin door. Sabbatai looked at Kansu with tranquil disapproval. He had
just finished eating his meal.
‘Should I call for Zarkov?’ Sabbatai asked. ‘I heard a commotion out on the deck.’
‘Zarkov and his underlings are food for the fish,’ Kansu told him. ‘You are alone now.’
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‘I am Lord’s Anointed,’ said Sabbatai. ‘The ignorant will boil water and gaze into the empty pot.
The emptiness is deceiving. The water has evaporated and fills the room, then clouds the heavens. Yet, I
don’t expect you to understand.’
Kansu wondered why Sabbatai, at a moment of facing ruin, seemed so undismayed. Sabbatai left
the table, but merely to turn toward the desk and take up another one of his manuscripts covered with
ancient writings and obscure prophecies.
‘Leave them. Put your hands on the table. I can have you in chains,’ said Kansu.
Sabbatai shrugged. He extended his hands, but as if he wanted merely to look at them himself.
Sabbatai stared down at the ring he always wore, a signet engraved with a coiled serpent. As if musing on
an ordinary day, Sabbatai looked at this symbol of the Ouroboros, the ancient Middle Eastern symbol of the
way that life is renewed through death, and death through life.
He then commented: ‘In my end is my beginning.’
His composure, however, was then ruffled by the tumultuous entrance of Sara. The sight of his wife
seemed to distress him more than that of a Janissary with a sword.
‘What is the meaning of this? Let go of my arm!’ Sara’s arrogant protests could be heard from the
doorway as Topatan’s men engulfed her. Sabbatai winced.
‘Alon,’ Sara shrieked, as they brought her to Sabbatai’s cabin. ‘Do something to these uncivilized
brutes.’
‘He cannot, beloved wife,’ Sabbatai said sourly. ‘He is the mastermind behind this treachery.’
Bewildered, Sara’s eyes jumped from Sabbatai to Kansu.
‘Why side with pirates? There is nothing to rob,’ Sara protested to Kansu. ‘You should have waited
till we reached Thessalonica, Alon. Together we could then travel throughout Europe living like dukes and
duchesses.’
‘I’m not about to remove any valuables,’ Kansu replied. ‘I threw Zarkov overboard with his ring
and necklace.’
Sara’s mind went wild with tremendous estimates. Excitement colored her cheeks.
‘Bravo Alon,’ the Messiah-wife cheered. ‘That is the way indeed. Do not hesitate, kill Sabbatai now.
Dump his body into the sea. I will be nominated his natural successor and shall rule as the Messiah Queen
and nobody will pay heed to Nathan. Thessalonica will kneel to me. We will rule together, my darling.’
‘Once again, my capricious wife outdoes herself,’ Sabbatai interjected gloomily. ‘You are gravely
mistaken, Sara. That is not his intention either. And perhaps you should not call him Alon. I gather that is
not his real name.’
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Panic overwhelmed Sara ‒ her hands went to her neck, as if to confirm that her head was still at rest
upon it.
‘I am Kansu, a Janissary, carrying out orders from Istanbul,’ Kansu showed them his Seal.
Sara shook her head in disbelief. ‘This, this cannot be. I went through your clothes –’
‘The Sultan’s Seal is not to be carried below the waist,’ Kansu said. ‘But I had no other choice but to
tuck it in my boot.’
‘Bastard of Turks, you are ruining everything!’ Sara shrieked, and rushed at him with her nails.
Kansu grabbed her hands, rendering her petty attempts futile. She spit in his face. Sabbatai shook his head
and then returned to contemplating the engraved serpent on his ring. Already, his thoughts seemed to be
elsewhere.
‘There is a cabin reserved for troublesome passengers, you both will be kept there under lock and
key,’ Kansu told Sabbatai and Sara. ‘You will have no oil lamp in there in case you start a fire or commit
suicide than face the Sultan’s wrath. Food and water will be brought to you daily. This ship is now bound
for Istanbul where you will be put on trial and executed for your crimes Sabbatai. You will answer for all
the harm you’ve caused. With you gone, the blasphemies and perversions you have introduced will be
forgotten, as will your name.’
Sara threw her head back and laughed hysterically. ‘You lowborn dog, have you forgotten how my
husband projected himself out of the sarcophagus? He has divine forces working in his favor. He is a
walking miracle. You cannot harm us. One morning you will unlock the cabin and see that we have
disappeared. Whilst you scratch your head in confusion, embarrassed to approach your despicable Sultan,
we will be strolling along the shores of Thessalonica igniting a greater fire, the greatest yet!’
Kansu signaled Topatan’s men to seize Sabbatai. Husband and wife were marched to an old cabin,
akin to a prison cell, deep in the bowels of the ship. Sara was as spirited as ever, continuously hurling
profanities unfit for a woman’s mouth. Yet Sabbatai kept silent, as if searching for an inner power.
The cabin door closed on the prisoners. Kansu locked it himself, and fastened the key to a chain
around his neck, where now the Sultan’s Seal was openly displayed. The welfare and custody of the socalled Messiah and his harlot wife were now his responsibility. The string around his neck reminded Kansu
of a noose, should they escape and thwart him. Although the very notion of a breakout seemed absurd,
Sara’s threats of miraculous powerswere enough to make Kansu anxious.

***
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Sara found it impossible to adjust to the tiny confines of the lock-up. Shrouded in darkness, she murmured
to herself quietly and then began to sob. In contrast, Sabbatai leaned against the locked door of the cabin, his
frame erect, blocking small lines of light seeping beneath it. In between her weeping, Sara kept waiting for
Sabbatai to assure her that the bastard Turk’s plan would be foiled. Her husband was the Messiah, she
repeated, seeking esteem in the thought. Finally, she crawled to him, nestling her head against his chest.
Previously, there had been no space for affection during their marriage, and yet this tiny cabin had brought
them together.
‘Listen to me husband,’ Sara said, her voice trembling with panic and fright. ‘Execution awaits us
both. But I am not scared.’
Sabbatai remained silent. He knew she was petrified. When Sara pressed closer against him, he
could feel the repercussions of her wildly beating heart in his own ribcage.
‘You have done it before, Sabbatai,’ Sara implored. ‘And now you must do it again. Summon the
Shekinah. Propel us both out of captivity to the shores of Thessalonica, or to the Golden Gate. You escaped
under the most outrageous circumstances, husband; locked inside a sarcophagus with large chains thicker
than both my wrists wrapped around it, thrown into the waters for days. This time take me with you. It is a
minor miracle in comparison<’
Sabbatai’s hand went up to her hair, and perhaps for the first time he stroked it.
Yes, thought Sara, he had forgiven her. Sabbatai would defy the odds again and take her with him.
He could not afford to leave his esteemed wife behind. What would the world make of that if he did? A
savior who took himself out of harm’s way but left his wife to bear the burden would not sit well with the
followers, Sara imagined. Therefore, Sabbatai had no other choice than to teleport them both.
‘I always believed in you Sabbatai,’ Sara declared. ‘Show them what it means to treat the Messiah
like a common thief. Make us vanish.’
Sabbatai Zevi closed his eyes and began to meditate.

***

Kansu was jolted awake by Topatan. An oil-lamp flickered, swinging like a pendulum from its attachment.
The small cabin appeared smaller with Topatan’s excited face near his.
‘You slept the sleep of the righteous,’ the old Corsair said. ‘But, it is rude not to greet your visitors
for we have now docked in Istanbul.’
‘Visitors?’ Kansu scratched the sleep from his eyes. ‘Who could – ‘
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His blurred vision cleared to see Kadir Bey and Hilal Akber standing behind Topatan.
‘Effendis!’ Kansu sprang to his feet.
‘Steady my boy,’ Hilal Akber embraced him. ‘It has been a grueling escapade.’
‘And one in which you excelled as we predicted,’ Kadir Bey finished. ‘Show us the fruits of your
reaping.’
As a child recruit hurries to play with wooden swords in the barracks, Kansu rushed to lead his two
superiors to the locked cabin.
‘The key is around my neck at all times, esteemed Effendis, meaning your integrity is upon my
head,’ Kansu informed them.
The Agha Hilal Akber nodded. ‘Spoken like a true Janissary.’
Kansu unhooked a lamp from the corridor and tore the key from its string around his neck. He
placed the key in the keyhole and turned. The door swung inward.
‘Here they are,’ Kansu declared. ‘The false Messiah and his wife<’
Kansu stepped aside, allowing his two superiors to observe his captives. Kadir Bey’s confused face
scanned the small room. Hilal Akber also peered inside, unimpressed.
‘What is the meaning of this Kansu?’ Hilal Akber’s voice was charged with disappointment. Baffled,
Kansu entered the cabin. There were two piles of clothes on the floor. He identified them. They were the
clothes he had last seen on Sabbatai and Sara. But the pair had disappeared.
‘Where are the upstart Messiah and his harlot?’ Hilal Akber urged in distress.
‘They could not have vanished into thin air?’ Kadir Bey argued with blameful eyes. ‘You have a lot
of explaining to do, Kansu.’
‘But<this<this is impossible,’ Kansu stammered.

***

‘Kansu Bey!’
Kansu was shaken awake. His face was pale, covered in sweat. Topatan’s concerned face hovered
over him.
‘You have been struck with a fever of sorts and have been murmuring in your sleep. It will pass.’
Kansu’s felt the front of his shirt. It was soaked with perspiration.
‘What was I saying?’ he asked.
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Topatan sighed. ‘Mustafa, Rachel, some other things, impossible. I would not worry about it. It is all
part of the fever, not so unexpected.’
Kansu grabbed the key around his neck.
‘Oh don’t worry,’ Topatan laughed. ‘It is still there.’
Kansu had been using that key only once a day; to take water and food to his captives. He thought
about letting Sabbatai and Sara out to get some air a few hours a day, but then flung it from his mind. For
the cold-blooded murder of Rachel, Sara was no better than her husband, and hence not deserving of any
compassion.
‘Some good news,’ Topatan continued. ‘It is Thursday. We are now in Istanbul. Your mission is
over.’
Kansu washed his face from the basin. Topatan had provided fresh clothes for him as well. Kansu
readied himself. At last, the moment had come. The Janissary plucked the key around his throat for the final
time. Yet, that flustering dream made him dread this very moment. As Kansu unlocked the cabin door, he
paused to glance at Topatan who seemed impassive about his reluctance.
He opened the door, gently, asking Allah not to shame him.
Sabbatai and Sara were inside. Sara’s posture was feeble, reduced to a sobbing wreck. The waiting
had been torturous for her. There were dark circles beneath her eyes and her nerves were completely
shattered.
On the other hand, Sabbatai held himself with a sense of dignity. He neither begged for his life, nor
did he refrain from staring Kansu straight in the eye. Kansu wondered whether Sabbatai was bluffing. The
knowledge of impending doom did not seem to bend his knees.
Topatan brought ropes and bound the hands of the two prisoners. Sara squirmed and shivered to
no avail. Sabbatai kept silent, fixing his stare on Kansu. Then, they marched them outside to the deck. The
ship had docked at the Istanbul port. The brightness of the morning sun blinded his two captives, as they
had grown used to the darkness. Muezzins called the faithful to the morning prayers atop the minarets.
Sara began to weep.
‘If you have an ounce of compassion in you,’ Sara cried to Kansu, ‘please let me go. I am an
innocent. My days as wife to this fraud were no freer than the captive I stand before you.’
Kansu chose to ignore her. But Sara was not going to quit. The tears came in torrents now.
Sara begged. ‘I don’t deserve death. I was blinded by a life promised me, a way out of the mire. I do
not want to die.’
Even with her bound hands, she desperately grabbed Kansu’s sleeve.
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‘Please<’
Kansu looked at Topatan. The corsair shrugged his shoulders.
‘Personally,’ Topatan said, ‘I would advise against it. But my duties are to obey your orders.’
Sara kept pleading. The concept of repentance entered Kansu’s mind. He recalled the teachings of
Altun Hodja in the barracks. One of the names of Allah, he had told them, was Al-Tawwab – the acceptor of
repentance. The All-mighty allowed the sinner another chance if he or she genuinely saw the error of their
doings. Yet, Sara had instigated the murder of Rachel. She had played a pivotal role in Sabbatai’s efforts of
corruption.
But how could he be sure who had caused Rachel’s death? Sara’s apparent possession of Rachel’s
sketch was suggestive of her guilt, but was not proof. And as for all Sara’s deceptions, if it was not her
playing the role of the Messiah Queen, then surely there would have been another.
‘On one condition, Sara,’ Kansu said. ‘That you will simply vanish and never, under any
circumstances, surface again in relation to Sabbatai. Pursue a new life, one very far away where you are not
recognized. Stray from your potential to wickedness. Find yourself a good husband, one whose love and
care for you is sincere, and live under his roof justly. And should you think otherwise, remember how close
to death you were this day.’
‘Yes. Yes, I swear it!’
Kansu cut the ropes binding her wrists. Topatan pulled at his beard. He was clearly in disagreement
with Kansu’s decision, but motioned one of his men to lead Sara off the ship.
Sabbatai gave a secret smile as he watched Sara dissolve into the crowd. Then, he stood proudly
erect, as if making an important announcement to an audience of loyal followers. Confidently he turned to
face Kansu.
‘Once upon a time in Europe, when Jews were suspected of ritualistic murders, an innocent Jew
was brought to trial on trumped-up charges before a wicked judge,’ Sabbatai said. ‘The judge tried to
appear unprejudiced after much contest regarding the innocence of this Jew. In the name of fairness, the
judge announced that he was going to take two pieces of paper, write guilty on one and leave the other
blank. Then, he would fold the two slips of paper and place them in a box. If the Jew drew the blank one, he
would be released. If guilty was drawn, the Jew would be promptly executed. However, to ensure the Jew’s
death, the judge wrote guilty one both paper-slips. The Jew surmised as much when he was called to make
his selection and as soon as he drew a paper-slip, he stuffed it into his mouth and swallowed.’
Topatan’s eyes widened, eager to hear what happened next. The Janissary allowed Sabbatai to keep
talking, but he knew the meaning behind the tale.
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‘What happens now, the court gasped,’ Sabbatai continued. ‘The wise Son of Israel pointed to the box
and told them to examine the remaining paper-slip. Of course, when they saw that it had guilty written on it
everybody assumed the Jew had drawn the blank one. Thus, much to his annoyance, the judge could not
turn on his word and had to free him. So you see, Janissary, there are always alternatives for one who uses
his head.’
‘I know that story,’ said Kansu, ‘although I heard the version as told by the Sufis of Damascus, who
make it two beads, black and white, chosen in a contest of love.’
Sabbatai was unruffled.
‘I am only here,’ he said, ‘to tell you what you already know. In acknowledging that, you will learn
to use your mind.’
‘You’ve used yours too much Sabbatai,’ Kansu replied. ‘Now use your feet. We are going.’

Chapter 16

Any lifetime that is spent without seeing the master
Is either death in disguise or a deep sleep.
The water that pollutes you is poison;
The poison that purifies you is water.
Rumi

Topatan had sent word to the Palace that they had arrived with their precious cargo. Swiftly, a band of
Janissaries were dispatched to the port to oversee Sabbatai to his prison-cell.
Sabbatai said not a word as he was handled by the soldiers.
As the fraud Messiah was marched to his prison-cell, Kansu was summoned to Kadir Bey’s room.
When the Janissary entered he found Hilal Akber also present. Kansu kissed their hands and placed them
on his forehead before recounting the happenings, sipping black coffee in between.
Hilal Akber inquired about Mustafa.
‘I feel he has been murdered by the Vatican man,’ Kansu said woefully. He also warned them about
Korkmaz the Tartar’s missing Seal which could be used by Adeodatus. Kadir Bey said he would send word
out that the Tartar’s Seal was hereby inactive; its carrier, whoever it may be, was to be detained on spot.
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‘Why did you let the wench go?’ Kadir Bey asked.
Kansu tried to explain, but his mind froze. He struggled with words.
‘Sara was a pawn,’ Kansu finally spoke. ‘She has no standing or credibility.’
‘Well,’ Kadir scratched his chin. ‘Perhaps it was a fitting decision after all. Our business is with
Sabbatai, not his woman. With the false Messiah out of the way, his followers shall disassemble and his
memory be erased forever.’
‘Then it is definite?’ Kansu asked. ‘Zevi is to meet his doom?’
‘What did you expect lad,’ Kadir Bey guffawed. ‘We greet him with a bunch of tulips?’
‘I guess I won’t believe it is over until I see his dangling corpse,’ the Janissary admitted.
‘If this is in reference to the death-defying sarcophagus incident, you may have a valid point,’ Hilal
Akber said. ‘You were there, Kansu. Are you sure there is no logical explanation to shed light on this
debacle?’
‘His wife, the prostitute,’ Kansu emphasized the word, ‘was also convinced of Sabbatai’s powers to
be beyond mere mortal dimensions. As for myself, I’ve weighed possibilities only to find them inconclusive.
Escape from that tomb, under those conditions, is not humanly feasible.’
The two Effendis frowned. This was dangerous news.
‘We witnessed Sabbatai enter the sarcophagus,’ Kansu explained. ‘The lid was placed and thick
chains were wrapped around it. The synagogue stood emptied. The doors were sealed shut by waiting
guards. Nobody could enter or leave, such was the security. Furthermore, the synagogue was surrounded
by hundreds of watching hopefuls. The next day the sarcophagus, with its chains still wrapped the same
way, was thrust into the water for two days,’ Kansu shook his head, still in disbelief. ‘The stone coffin was
withdrawn from the water and unchained to reveal the stunning desertedness. Instead, Sabbatai was in
Hebron.’
‘It must have something to do with the water,’ Hilal Akber was thinking aloud.
‘He cannot dissolve to reappear on land elsewhere,’ Kadir Bey scratched his chin again. ‘Mayhap he
achieved the ability to bilocate with the aid of djinns? But then why did he allow himself to be captured
onboard the ship? I should imagine that a second mystifying escape would have been proper for him.’
‘He wants us to assume he wanted to be caught; that his most poignant miracle is yet to come. He
held his head high as if there was not a worry in the world, but I saw through it,’ Kansu said. ‘I had
Topatan’s men conduct a little eavesdropping from time to time. His wife begged him for another miracle,
to free them from captivity. Yet, Sabbatai disregarded it. Months ago, the so-called angel in Izmir was
accomplished through trickery and illusion. There has to be something here too.’
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‘That specific incident proved Sabbatai is not flawless,’ Kadir Bey concurred. ‘This is why the Sultan
had devised a test for him.’
‘A test, Effendi?’ Kansu quizzed.
‘Indeed. A ploy to see if Sabbatai has dark forces at his disposal,’ Kadir elaborated. ‘The Sultan will
charge Sabbatai to prove his claims by having the royal archers shoot arrows at him. If he is able to deflect
these arrows, then we will know his source of power to be that of a Black Magician. It makes no difference
on the outcome - either as charlatan or warlock, Sabbatai will be executed and hence his immoral movement
throttled.’
Hilal Akber said: ‘You have done excellent work, Kansu. It was worth the extra gray hairs I see on
your head. The losses of Mustafa and Korkmaz are unfortunate. However, there are always bound to be
casualties. With your investigation, we flushed the former Cadi of Izmir, Vasfi. We put together a
comprehensive list of names. Also, you accomplished feats worthy of experienced spies – that is, becoming
part of the culprit’s inner circle, a very risky position. When we received news that you were seen with the
prostitute wife throughout Izmir, we applauded you.’
Kansu didn’t know what to say. ‘Effendis, during that time I –’
‘Yes, Janissary,’ Kadir Bey waved. ‘You slept with her, performed your utmost to evade suspicion,
naturally. Nothing a good ablution and heartfelt prayer won’t solve. In retrospect, you discovered how
immaterial she was and released her. With her newfound freedom she will be most grateful to you for the
rest of her life. Moreover, you breasted all these for your mission and never lost your focus.’
If only they knew that I had almost lost everything, Kansu thought to himself, trying to push
feelings of guilt and disgrace out of his core.
‘What of the Vatican’s agents, Effendis?’ the Janissary asked, more to change his pattern of thought.
‘To them, the idea of Sabbatai as Anti-Christ is inflexible.’
‘What they believe is of little consequence now. Whether as cheat or lackey of djinns, Zevi is to be
executed shortly,’ Kadir Bey grinned at an afterthought. ‘Suppose we even receive a letter of gratitude from
the witch-burning Pope? After a history of Crusades, now that would be a miracle!’

***

After her release, Sara had lost no time. Weaving like a specter through the bustling streets of activity, she
had approached a humble-looking old carpet-seller. The old seller immediately felt pity for her. Indeed,
Sara’s appearance was melancholy, her unkempt hair and crumpled clothes made her look poor. The dark
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circles under her eyes stood out more in the daylight, emphasizing her sorrowful disposition. Amid these
signs of destitution, her beauty still shone, like a lamp in darkness.
The old seller compassionately offered her water and warm lentil soup. Sara hated the taste – she
desired a banquet fit for the royal Messiah-wife, but kept quiet. She needed the old fool’s aid. In broken
Turkish, she enquired about the nearest synagogue. The old carper-seller called for his child grandson to
take her there.
Before she left with the lad, the old man deposited some coins into Sara’s beckoning hands. For a
moment, when passing them over, he was startled that her palms were white and soft, not like those of a
poor woman, but like a privileged lady. But he set aside this thought, and, praying aloud, said that Allah is
All-Seeing and most bountiful, and would therefore reward him for answering the plight of the needy.
At that precise moment, Sara realized she had been placed in the category of a miserable beggar.
Instantly, she wanted to hurl the coins into the old one’s face and spit on him for his insolence. How dare he
associate her with the lowly wretches that littered the backstreets? But she bit her tongue. Sara thanked him
and then set out with the child grandson to find the nearest synagogue.
The young lad did as he was told. Soon, they were in front of the Ahrida Synagogue.
‘Is this the place you seek?’ the boy asked.
Sara stomped to the doorway. When she turned around the boy was watching her.
It must be the coins, Sara assumed. Basheesh, that preposterous habit of charitable tipping, was
customary and the boy probably waited for his share, Sara reasoned. This irritated her. She did not want to
part with her coins in case all went wrong inside the Synagogue.
‘Do not linger, boy, there is no coin in it for you,’ Sara scorned. ‘Go sell a stinking carpet!’
The boy took offense. His intention was not basheesh but to see Sara safely inside the building in
order to put his kind grandfather’s mind at ease. Baffled at the abrupt transformation in Sara’s mood, the
boy sprinted down the street.

***

Inside the Ahrida, Sara was surrounded by inquisitive members of the Istanbul Jewish community. They
were shrewd, alarmed and mostly curious as to the validity of her story.
In a few minutes, a young Jew called Moses Suriel came running to the synagogue to confirm her
story.
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‘The Palace vicinity is abuzz with news that the Messiah Sabbatai Zevi has been arrested,’ he
informed them, panting for breath.
‘I told you so,’ Sara said, confidence beginning to course through her veins. ‘I am the Messiah-wife!
We came onboard a ship. The Sultan sent forth two hundred Janissaries to arrest my husband.’
‘Two hundred?’ a local merchant questioned her in disbelief.
‘What did you think?’ Sara snapped. ‘Does the notion of a handful of subordinates detaining the
Messiah appease you? If only you were there to see that overwhelming moment when Sabbatai commanded
down a bolt of light to temporarily blind the Janissaries. It enabled my escape for the purpose of informing
the Jewry of Istanbul.’
A group of Rabbis were listening to her, judging her account.
One of them asked: ‘But why did not the Holy Teacher come with you? Why has he allowed himself
to be captured?’
Sara laughed. Their puzzlement increased.
‘Captured, you say?’ Sara mocked. ‘You are mistaken. When they tried to tie Sabbatai’s hands, the
ropes untied themselves and dropped to the floor. Next, they placed hand-cuffs on him, but again they did
not clasp. Frustrated, they resorted to place a manacle around his neck, but it turned to gold. The Janissaries
even fought over it, there was much wounding and shouting.’
Ordinarily Sara’s narrative would be hard to stomach, yet her abilities to reach into the hearts of
hopeful men were tremendous.
More news swept into the synagogue. An account that a small group of Janissaries had led a man
off a ship to the Palace was being discussed.
‘Small group?’ Sara repeated distastefully. ‘Easily two hundred, maybe three.’
‘My daughter –’
An aged Rabbi began, but Sara shut him off, insisting to be referred as the Messiah-wife.
‘Holy Lady,’ another Rabbi corrected, ‘what are we to do? It is the Sultan’s wrath which worries –’
‘Do not be such cowards,’ Sara spat at them. ‘Today is the highest test of your faith. Gather around
the Palace and witness the Sacred One being crowned by the humbled Sultan whose knees will be
wobbling. Embrace the glorious plan of the Shekinah. Rise from your slumber, the Messiah Sabbatai Zevi has
deliberately allowed himself to be brought to the Sultan in order to challenge and dethrone him before his
entire Court.’

***
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The next day, a Friday, the Sultan’s Court had been prepared for Sabbatai Zevi’s trial. The Sultan, Mehmet
IV sat on his throne, wearing his wide oval turban, and royal caftan; a long coat made of silk. The twentyfour year old Sultan was a towering figure with strong arms. A large portion of his time had been dedicated
to hunting game in the forests. This hobby earned him the nickname of avji, the hunter.
Below the Sultan’s dais, on his right, was the Sheik-ul-Islam - the Empire’s supreme religious
authority, who oversaw trials and decisions according to the laws of Islam. The Sheikh’s name was
Minkarizade Yahya Effendi, and he had held this office since 1662. He was known to be fair and just.
A little away from him, was the Grand Vizier, Ahmed Koprulu Pasha.
Standing to the left was the Sultan’s chief executioner, referred to as the Bostanji-bashi. The Court
had assembled. Kadir Bey himself was to conduct the trial. Sabbatai Zevi was now standing in the middle of
the Court. He had the traditional yarmulke on his head. His hands were unbound, and his clothes were
fresh, provided by the Palace.
Kadir Bey stepped forward. The trial was now officially in progression.
‘Sabbatai Zevi, son of Mordecai of Izmir,’ Kadir Bey began. ‘The charges against you are as follows:
claiming to be the Messiah, threatening those who resist your lies, distorting Judaism, inciting extreme
immoral behavior and practicing black magic. You are said to be employing schemes of bribery, trickery
and illusion to sway opinion in your favor, and hence, inciting rebellion against the Sultan, Allah’s Shadow
on Earth.’
Sabbatai wrongdoings were indeed difficult to summarize, Kansu pondered, but Kadir Bey knew
best.
‘Well, what have you to say in the face of such allegations?’ Kadir Bey probed.
‘I am a Holy Teacher,’ Sabbatai calmly insisted. ‘I serve as an educator to my beloved community.
My duties are to act as spiritual guide, counselor and role model. I seek not intrigue to earn respect.’
‘Yes, those are the duties attributed to a true Rabbi,’ Kadir circled around him. ‘But this you are not.
With the aid of Abraham ha-Yakini you had certain manuscripts faked to prophesize yourself as a Messiah.
These same manuscripts were displayed as ancient scrolls?’
Sabbatai shook his head. ‘Not I, noble Effendi of the Court. Furthermore, Abraham ha-Yakini is
known to me. He is a cheat and a liar. He has sold many fraudulent books and documents to scholars
abroad. This is how ha-Yakini makes his living. When I heard of his schemes, I personally advised him to
put an end to them. Regretfully, he chose not to listen. I have not associated with him ever since.’
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Kansu was repulsed. Sabbatai lied through his teeth. However, justice would prevail, the Janissary
assured himself.
Kadir Bey held up a scroll. ‘Then what is this? A document titled The Great Wisdom of Solomon. And I
read: I, Abraham was confined to a cave for forty years and wondered that the time of miracles did not surface. Then, I
heard God’s voice proclaiming ‘a son will be born in the year 5386 to Mordecai Zevi and he shall be named Sabbatai.
He will humble the great dragon and sit on My throne for he is the true Messiah.’
A much-deserved victory to melt Sabbatai’s deceptive answer, Kansu was hopeful.
Sabbatai shrugged his shoulders. ‘I can only estimate it to be some sort of joke to spite me, quite
typical of ha-Yakini. I regard it a petty attempt at perverse humor in response to my objection of him. One
must be totally bereft of his faculties to accept such a document as real or to count ha-Yakini’s works as
sincere.’
‘A perverse sense of humor, a joke, you say?’ Kadir Bey paced around the Court. ‘In the meanwhile,
rumors of your Messiah-ship are far-reaching, stirring much controversy and inciting strife. In this respect,
those forged manuscripts you presently denounce are rather convenient, wouldn’t you agree? Sabbatai, we
all know, where there is black smoke there is red fire.’
‘Modesty forever obstructs self-flattery, yet for sake of this exalted Court I must confess that my
reputation as a respectful Holy Teacher precedes me,’ Sabbatai responded levelly. ‘Several may liken my
qualities to that of a Savior, perhaps in a general sense? I am not altogether certain, nor have I indulged in
such praises. As far I am concerned, it is a sign that my counsel is invaluable to my listeners and that they
find solace in my guidance. It is shameful that men barren of integrity - such as this forger - have sought to
profit by heaping their snow over the warmth of my teachings.’
‘A fascinating defense which calls for further scrutiny,’ Kadir Bey declared. ‘Seldom have I
encountered denial to this extent. The forged manuscript does overlap with letters you have sent to
influential Rabbis throughout the Empire and Europe. In these same letters, you speak of Humbling the great
dragon and promise to have dominion over the Nations, beginning with the Sultan, Allah’s Shadow on Earth.
We managed to intercept some of these letters. Others have been freely forwarded to us from Rabbi’s who
refuse your leadership.’
Kadir Bey held up a bundle of letters to the Court as proof.
‘These are untruths,’ Sabbatai appealed. ‘I testify that I have not composed and dispatched any such
letters. It will be obvious that they were written by another hand. All the letters are in different styles of
writing, and some are in foreign languages which I do not speak. They were authored without my
knowledge and consent.’
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***

Outside the Palace Gates, a crowd of Jews began their noisy protests. Sara was content with the way
she had been able to rally the men. Her confidence soared as the gatherers continued to swell in numbers
with each passing minute. Christian and Muslim onlookers, spurred by their curiosity, watched at a
distance, hence making the crowd look fuller and more widespread.
Shouts thickened the air, each voice encouraging the other.
‘The shackles they tried to bind Him with turned to gold and silver!’
‘The Sultan is now begging in fright!’
‘Look into the sky, a great thunder will announce the Sultan’s demise!’
‘Angels will pour from above!’
‘They bound Him in chains; the chains turned to prayer beads…’
‘Beads of pearls…’
‘The Messiah will first play with them, feign humbleness, listen to the verdict in mock surrender.’
‘And then He will show them who He is!’
How easy it had been, Sara mused, to spring these men into action. Perhaps this was how it felt to
be in charge of an army, she pondered. She also harbored a series of motives. Indeed, if Sabbatai was able to
do as he had sworn, then she would be rewarded for not abandoning him, but playing the faithful spouse.
However, if Sabbatai was not able to perform in front of the Sultan and his nobles, he would be promptly
beheaded, therefore leaving her, the Messiah-wife, in charge of the disciples. And why not, she further
calculated.
Under this particular scenario, the Messiah had lost his life, but his wife had miraculously evaded
capture and death. It would make her the new heir: a rightful leader, the favorite of the Shekinah, selected to
hold the flame of the Age.

***

‘Do you also deny perverting your religion to suit your ambitions?’ Kadir Bey continued authoritatively.
‘During a meeting for women, you encouraged statements that Jewish culture was rewritten by corruptors
in league with Herod. You had led these innocent girls to believe that the Shekinah meant nesting, and
instigated an orgy to deflower these virgins. Adding further insult, you decreed that the Age of the Messiah
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had come and the path to purity meant to filthy the Ten Commandments. How do you argue these
allegations?’
Sabbatai looked concerned. ‘In the presence of this glorious Court, I have identified myself as a
Holy Teacher. And as such, it is not within me to sully what I find most sacred. These allegations are
incorrect. Can you show any evidence that I myself was present during these supposed debaucheries?’
Kadir Bey suddenly shuffled the papers before him. How was Sabbatai able to pick out this fact?
Indeed, no witness to the fatal party in Gaza put Sabbatai himself at the scene.
‘But your actions tell otherwise. You married a prostitute, did you not? Along with your loose
bride, you sowed the seeds of immorality, malignantly spreading your form of social decay. Is this also a
fallacy?’
‘It is true, I have taken a wife from the fallen,’ Sabbatai appealed. ‘In doing so, I wanted to
demonstrate that the impure can be purified with the love and belief in the All-mighty, that fallen women
should not be shunned and not be judged unfairly, that we are all deserving of another chance in the eyes of
the All-merciful. But, now it is clear that my humble intentions have become the basis of more ruinous
falsehoods. The Prophet Muhammad - the greatest Prophet of them all - permitted wealthy men to marry
up to four wives in order to prevent destitute women from turning to prostitution. This example I have
cherished and set out to ascribe.’
Surprise filled the court. Here stood a Rabbi, who according to gossip had passed himself as a
Messiah, spreading rumors that the reign of the Sultan was to be toppled. Yet, the accused repeatedly
praised Islam. The Janissary could tell Kadir Bey was also thrown from his line of questioning, and was
struggling to assemble a new legal argument. On his throne, the Sultan looked on with benign grace, happy
to see the principles of harmony being spoken by his subjects. Among the onlookers, a thin and haggard
Islamic clergyman, in the austere dress of a fanatic, began to eye Sabbatai Zevi as bird of prey does a hare.
He had spotted a potential convert. Even the wind shifted, fluttering through the windows, to bring a cool
breath of change.
‘Since you accept our Prophet to be the final instrument of revelation, and indeed He is, Peace be
upon Him,’ Kadir Bey changed his attack, ‘why is it you overlooked the opportunity to visit Mecca, or any
of the Islamic shrines, throughout your travels?’
Kansu, as always underestimating Zevi, thought that he would never be able to answer this.
‘I was surrounded by cut-throats, gracious Bey,’ Sabbatai replied. ‘My enemies hired mercenaries
who publicly pretended to be my students, but in fact, were holding me captive, threatening my loved ones.
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It was they who barred me from undertaking the pilgrimage to Mecca. I thank a certain Ottoman soldier for
my rescue out of captivity. Otherwise I would be held hostage in Thessalonica.’
Kansu felt like tearing through the Court and wrapping his hands around Sabbatai’s throat. What
sort of enemy so easily pretended to be a friend? It reminded him of the paradoxical stories told by Sufis.
‘Oh you are being crafty, Sabbatai,’ Kadir Bey stormed. ‘It is difficult to digest that these most
trusted disciples and guards of yours were in fact mercenaries in the employ of your haters. According to
sources, you did not seem under threat as you made your way to the Golden Gate.’
‘I did nothing of the sort,’ Sabbatai calmly objected. ‘When word reached me that many gullible
Jews flocked to unseal the Golden Gate, where the Messiah is expected to pass, deliberately I altered my
route from afar. I entered the Holy City through another Gate in order to stop these false allegations and to
prevent the Golden Gate from being defaced. Yet, rumors persisted.’ Sabbatai pointed out. ‘I reiterate that I
am a Holy Teacher, and only seek a sympathetic ear.’
‘Or another soul to lead astray,’ Kadir Bey snarled. ‘Do you fancy your counsel to be beneficial?’
‘Decide of your own accord, esteemed Bey,’ Sabbatai retorted. ‘In Jerusalem, my enemies advised
Jews to cease paying taxes to the Ottoman authorities. I noticed the perils of such thought. Tactfully, I
advised the citizens not to listen. At every opportunity, I epitomized the Sultan as protector of Jews, that we
are forever His loyal subjects.’
Another sigh of surprise arose from the onlookers.
‘A sudden change of heart I see, but what of your so-called miracles?’ Kadir Bey raised his voice in
anger. ‘Healing the sick, raising the dead, commanding angels and mystical journeys? I fail to detect a link
of loyalty and piety. These are indecent actions attributed to rebelliousness and sorcery.’
‘Esteemed Bey,’ Sabbatai said. ‘I cannot be held accountable for the stories which grow taller from
mouth to mouth. I am not at fault if Jews are ignorant in the countryside and fasten to the absurd.’
‘Izmir is not the countryside,’ Kadir Bey argued. ‘An apparition appeared in a puff of smoke in
Izmir’s streets, with the aid of sulfur and other substances. Incidentally, these mixtures were discovered in
ha-Yakini’s home. But you know it better.’
‘On the contrary, it was brought to my attention that the angel in Izmir was another one of Abraham
ha-Yakini’s avaricious schemes,’ Sabbatai put this forward calmly, and somewhat sadly. He seemed pained
to think of the dishonesty of others. ‘He profited greatly by selling many fake scrolls during that period.
Alarmingly, he was not alone. I heard gossip that ha-Yakini was sharing his profits with the Cadi. This did
not trouble me, for I know success stemming from greed is short-lived. Before long, the forger and Cadi had
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a falling-out, one fled, and the other faced the justified wrath of the Sultan. The whole affair faded like the
false glow of that phantom.’
Everyone in the courtroom listened to Sabbatai Zevi, his words, enunciated in a tone of confidence.
Kadir Bey paced around the court, thinking, his frustration increasing.
‘There is some truth there,’ Kadir Bey said. ‘Indeed, the ex-Cadi Vasfi Bey was prone to bribery and
had to be replaced. But that was after it became evident you had him in your pocket, Sabbatai. He confessed
to that himself to save his life, but of course it was too late.’
‘You said so yourself, kind Bey,’ Sabbatai challenged, ‘Vasfi was trying to rescue his head from the
gallows when he dreamt those excuses.’
‘Let us, for a moment, forget Vasfi and concentrate on your miracles,’ Kadir Bey steered. ‘For
instance, your miraculous escape from Gaza to Hebron has left many in suspense. I nominate myself as one
of the many who seek enlightenment on this phenomenon. How was it achieved?’
Sabbatai Zevi sighed. ‘I also wonder and wonder incessantly, Bey. I beg pardon but I cannot
provide an answer for something I have not endured. Nor have I a clue what part of this fabrication can be
deemed authentic. I fear it is yet another example of the ruinous campaign to have me discredited because I
have always upheld the rights of the Sultan.’
Kansu was amazed at how Sabbatai could lie without a reddening face. Each answer Sabbatai
provided appealed to common sense. Indeed, the likelihood of accepting the escape from Gaze as truth was
a hard morsel to swallow. It was a purely fantastic happening. Denial worked in his favor, strengthening
Sabbatai’s hand. Kansu fretted and began to wonder about the outcome of this trial.
‘Do you mean to tell the Sultan and His noble Court that you are merely a victim of a series of
pranks?’ Kadir Bey slammed his fist into his palm. ‘Explain to us Sabbatai Zevi, why you have become such
a target. You keep repeating you have enemies, but what is their purpose in going to deviously extravagant
lengths to defame you? What is it about your teachings which evoke such anger?’
At that moment, a royal messenger approached the Grand Vizier Ahmed Koprulu Pasha, who tilted
his head to listen to the messenger’s whisper. Promptly, the Grand Vizier then approached the Sultan, and
relayed him the message quietly. The Sultan said something in return and the Grand Vizier signaled the
royal messenger to give Kadir Bey the message as well.
Kadir Bey was overcome with renewed energy when this news - whatever it was - had been shared
with him. He turned to Sabbatai once more.
‘Even now, Sabbatai,’ his accusing voice thundered, ‘your disciples gather outside the Palace Gates,
awaiting the miracle of miracles, your claim to the Sultan’s throne and Empire!’
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Sabbatai cursed inwardly. Doubtless, this was Sara’s doing. Up until now he had been certain that
his answers were good ones; carefully tilting the odds in his favor. However, that stupid bitch outside was
going to ruin it all. Sara had now tasted power, Sabbatai assumed, and probably aspired to succeed him.
‘Outside are the masses you have conditioned to believe in the realness of your divine powers,’
Kadir Bey charged. ‘They expect a miracle. It would be impolite not to give them one. The time is ripe for
this Court to sample your abilities. Royal archers shall riddle your body with arrows. If you are indeed a
man of miracles - the Messiah - you will demonstrate by deflecting the arrows that are to pierce your flesh.’
‘I am not a Messiah!’ Sabbatai cried. ‘I am a victim of heinous designs, the last of which gather
outside to pressure this Court to have me silenced forever.’ Kadir Bey fought to tame his boiling fury. ‘Why,
Sabbatai Zevi? I have been asking!’
‘Because I am not one of them,’ Sabbatai cried. ‘Since childhood I have been vigorously studying the
Talmud and Torah, and found myself asking questions that had no answer. I was continuously led astray
by these scriptures. I was married twice, but did not consummate my marriage, in fear of impurity. Instead,
I fasted for months. Such was my confusion. Later, I studied the Kabbalah in search of wisdom. Yet, I did
not find what I craved among its secretive doctrines. Next, I turned to the New Testament, but still my heart
was closed. It was not until I read the Holy Quran that my life took shape, my faith expanded, and I
discovered the real wisdom.’
The Court was dazzled. Not a single person had been anticipating such a speech of revelation.
‘I urged my people to open their hearts to reality,’ Sabbatai continued, ‘that Muhammad truly was
the greatest of all Prophets, and Islam was the supreme way of God. I was met with opposition; threats and
murder plots. Still I did not deter from my chosen path. I became a victim of slander. I was declared a
madman by hateful Rabbis who peddled their insufficient teachings. Blinded by hate, and the budding
interest in Islam among Jews, my enemies kindled rumors that I claimed Messiah-ship and wrote letters of
complaints to the authorities to hasten a death warrant. As if these were not enough, they composed fake
letters in my name and later submitted them as evidence against me. Harassment followed harassment,
scheme shadowed scheme, but I persevered because I knew my path was righteous.
‘Yet, there was no boundary to their grievance. I returned to Izmir to preach Islam. But encountered
more obscenity. Prostitutes were unleashed to copulate in the streets ‒ this decay was done in my name to
discredit my preaching. Whilst onboard the ship, a surah kept circling in my mind: Hast thou seen that ship
runs upon the sea by the Grace of Allah, in order to show you His signs. Verily in this are Signs for all who are
persevering and grateful. I recognize that that sign has indeed surfaced<’
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Sabbatai, in an act of defiance, tore the yarmulke atop his head and threw it on the floor in
contempt.
‘Praise the All-mighty for allowing me the most benevolent audience, that before the Sultan, Allah’s
Shadow on Earth, I hear and accept His calling. I wish to become a Muslim!’ Sabbatai exclaimed.
‘No, stop!’ Kadir Bey shouted, desperately lunging forward to prevent Sabbatai’s actions. ‘Don’t
you dare –’
Already, Sabbatai was on his knees, his eyes gazing upward, and his arms outstretched as if to
embrace an invisible light.
‘La illaha Il’Allah, Muhammadan resul’Allah, I bear witness Allah is the One True God, and
Muhammad is his Prophet!’ Sabbatai proclaimed.
Kansu was speechless; those around him were also dumb-founded. Kadir Bey looked as though he
was ready to tear out every strand of beard off his chin in escalating fury.
‘This is an outrage!’ Kadir Bey thundered.
Yet, Sabbatai offered no change in his stance. He kept gazing upward, his eyes glistening with tears;
his face, an image of humility. Kansu balled his fist in frustration. Sabbatai had just recited the Shahadah –
the blessed words which were needed to become a Muslim. Kansu remembered Sabbatai’s worthless story
about the accused swallowing the paper-slip. Now he understood its worth.
‘Get up damn you!’ Kadir Bey shouted at the still kneeling Sabbatai.
Kadir Bey looked at the Grand Vizier and Sultan.
Finally, the young Sultan Mehmet IV turned to the Sheikh-ul-Islam.
‘I find the trial has now reached crossroads,’ the twenty-four year old Sultan announced. ‘Sheikh-ulIslam, Yahya Effendi, you must ensure our decision is right and done according to our faith. I am also the
Caliph of Islam, and my duty is to uphold our Laws.’
The Sheik-ul-Islam cleared his throat, and stroked his grey beard in thought.
‘I have been listening tentatively to the accused and the charges against him. At times I became
convinced that he was guilty, other times, I was doubtful. We are faced with a dilemma. The charges are
indeed difficult to weigh. The accused has taken a fallen woman as wife in order to win her back to his
community, to show his people that no matter how grave the sins, a person can be forgiven if they truly
repent. This is quite commendable. I can understand opposition, for it is much out of the ordinary, evoking
a campaign of slander by those who lack compassion. The miracles that are attributed to him do sound silly.
In particular, the Gaza escape is not plausible. And he does say so himself.’
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This was turning into another nightmare, Kansu thought. Sabbatai was a snake with legs,
using Islam to avoid his inevitable death sentence.
‘It must be noted,’ Sheik Yahya continued, ‘that our Prophet was also despised for speaking out
against shrines and manmade objects of worship among other things. The Prophet Isa, or Jesus to the
infidel, was also opposed and slandered by his fellow Jews for speaking out against their wrongdoings.
Throughout history, many that have pledged themselves to the Truth have become victims. This was
evident then as it is today.’
The Sheik paused to clear his throat again. ‘However, Sabbatai Zevi has now become a Muallaf, a
newly converted Muslim. We have all witnessed his declaration of faith, the Shahadah. Therefore, even if he
were guilty of the crimes he has been charged with, the situation has hereby vastly changed. As we know,
to embrace Islam means one is sincerely repenting the sins of their previous life. It means one is seeking
forgiveness and atoning for their former misdeeds.’
Kadir Bey moved to protest. ‘Sheik Yahya Effendi, I am aware that is so. But Sabbatai has not been
reborn from his mother’s womb. We have only skirted the edges of his crimes. There is more.’
The Sheik listened to him and responded.
‘Indeed, your point is valid, Kadir Bey. However, we as believers must follow the footsteps of our
Prophet. It is only then that we may attain perfection and be granted into Paradise. To illustrate, once a
ferocious battle was fought and the Muslims won a victory over the heathens. In the heat of war, the
Muslim warrior Walid slew an enemy who had begun reciting the Shahadah on the battlefield. When the
Prophet heard of this, he was deeply grieved, and sent his most sincere apology and many gifts to slain
man’s family and tribe.’
Kadir Bey objected. ‘My dear Sheik-ul-Islam, the battlefield is not a gambling den. Walid was right
to slay that man. Such an idiot should have made up his mind to become a Muslim before entering the battle
armed to the teeth. There is no assurance in the thick of slaughter where conversion can be a tool. He could
plunge his sword in Walid’s back.’
‘Perhaps,’ Sheik Yahya said. ‘Yet, to kill without the slightest benefit of a doubt is wrong. It is Allah
who judges. We cannot dictate the hour or day one chooses to convert. It could be done in privacy, in the
presence of others, during war, or on a death-bed. It is Allah’s Will, Kadir Bey. Therefore, in accordance
with Islamic Law, Sabbatai Zevi’s trial must be cast aside. Before us kneels a new person. He is cleansed and
not to be held accountable to his past in any form. From this moment onward, he must strive to do many
good deeds as a Muslim, and can only be held accountable for mistakes hereon.’
‘But Sheik Yahya Effendi,’ Kadir Bey protested. ‘This is –’
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‘Enough, Kadir Bey,’ the Grand Vizier interjected. ‘You have wasted enough time and resources
over a few rumors, when the real danger is from Christendom. Only three years ago we regained the
Aegean islands from Venice. Your spies should be more concerned with plots being hatched in Europe
against us. Instead, I see your focus is on local hearsay.’
Kadir Bey knew too well not to arouse the anger of the Grand Vizier, Ahmet Koprulu Pasha.
‘I shall forward my latest report regarding the Venetians, Great Pasha,’ Kadir Bey bowed.
‘Very well,’ the Grand Vizier scolded. ‘Come what may, Sheik Yahya Effendi has concluded this
trial. Sabbatai Zevi no longer exists.’
***

Outside the Gates, the numbers had continued to rise; the shouts more ear-piecing. A man beat his chest till
crimson began to stain his cotton shirt. Another bit into a glass bottle and chewed till his gums and mouth
had turned to pulp. An old man made a necklace by stringing fish together, and placed it around his neck.
When asked about his curious necklace, the old man said he had once heard Sabbatai preaching the Age of
Pisces while carrying a basket of fish.
Sara rejoiced in the atmosphere she had ignited. Sara recalled when she had first entered the Ahrida
− the scrutinizing looks she had been given, the doubts that had marked their faces. But one by one, she had
preyed on their hopes, and now, she had an army of celebrators at her fingertips. Any minute now, Sara
assured herself, news would come of either Sabbatai’s death, or his divine victory.
At that instant, a Royal Announcer came forward from the Palace doors, accompanied by a band
carrying drums. The drums rolled, hushing the mob. The defining moment was at hand – the
announcement would be of the Sultan dethroned and humbled.
‘Let it be known,’ the Announcer’s voice echoed, ‘that Sabbatai Zevi is –’
‘Is Messiah, Messiah!’ A crazed voice shouted.
‘It is done!’
Someone gasped. Expectant eyes shined brighter.
The Royal Announcer paused until silence overcame the excited group.
‘Let it be known that Sabbatai Zevi does not exist. In his place is now Aziz Mehmet Effendi, the new
name he has elected for himself in his conversion to Islam.’
Sara’s heart sank. This was all wrong.
The Announcer added: ‘Aziz Mehmed Effendi will be making his way to the Mosque for mid-day
prayers. He is not to be disturbed.’
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As if all was prior-arranged, Sabbatai Zevi was escorted outside the Palace doors by a group of
Janissaries. Sabbatai was very different. He had the Muslim turban on his head and wore the cloak of an
Ottoman official. He ignored the crowd and stared straight ahead, oblivious to the environment.
‘It is not Him!’
‘They deceive us, liars!’
‘It is a look-alike to throw doubt into our midst!’
‘An imposter to cause confusion –’
‘Not the theatre they show us outside, but the sacred struggle within the wall that is crumbling around them!’
‘I was in Izmir, it does look a little bit –’
‘Don’t be a fool, brother-in-law.’
‘No…it is Him, it is Zevi!’
‘Aziz Mehmed means Saint Mehmed.’
‘Mehmed, Mehemed, Mohammad?’
‘It is the Turkish shortening of their Prophet’s name!’
‘Another Yeshuah, hah, didn’t I say so!’
‘I never really liked that man –’
‘Turncoat, you were the first to believe in him, I remember well!’
‘We lay down with a dog and got up with fleas. Back to our homes, it must be tidied.’
‘Curse the imposter and his lying slut!’
Angered, the crowd aimed eyes of contempt and seething hatred on Sara, before dispersing. The
man who had been chewing glass fainted and had to be carried by his friends. The old man tore his
necklace of fish and flung them in the direction of a few meowing cats. The other who had been beating his
chest complained of breathing troubles. As the crowds returned to their normal everyday lives with sullen
faces, one man did not leave Sara’s side.
‘There must be a reason for this, Holy Lady,’ said Moses Suriel, shaking his head. ‘I know it.
Perhaps the Messiah sensed the Jews were insincere and preferred to cloak his powers until a better time. I
cannot blame Him. Look at how the crowds fell apart with one announcement, at the abuses hurled because
of a turban glimpsed. I am ashamed at their behavior.’
Sara composed herself, placing her hand on his sleeve. ‘Patience is the holiest virtue. Remain
passionate for this is surely another of the Messiah’s assessments. You will be richly rewarded for your
belief in Him, Moses Suriel. I shall personally see to it. Now let us hurry to your home.’
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Two Months Later

Kadir Bey was in his room, sipping strong coffee and reading through scrolls of reports. Intelligence reports
were raining from Europe.
A report held that a great fire had swept through London. Strong winds blew the flames through
houses of wood, consuming the Church of St. Margaret and spreading onto the London Bridge. Although,
the fire had first started in a bakery, many attributed it to the Coming of the Anti-Christ. The fact that the
Church had been reduced to ash aided this perspective, Kadir Bey frowned.
The next report focused on the Jews of England. Apparently, they were still oblivious to Sabbatai’s
apostasy. Or perhaps those that had heard chose to dismiss it as mere talk. Whatever the case, Jews were
still taking bets ten to one that the Messiah would soon arrive in England to crush the rule of King Charles
II.
Kadir Bey pushed the reports away with the back of his hand in repulsion.
There was knock on his door and a messenger entered, bringing him news of a very special visitor. When
Kadir Bey heard the name he was both surprised and gladdened, advising the messenger to usher him in at
once. His special guest came in carrying a wrapped ball-like object, his shoulders were broad, but his blue
eyes betrayed his exhaustion.
‘Mustafa!’ Kadir Bey exclaimed. ‘You are a sight for sore eyes. Though, yours appear the sorest.’
Mustafa kissed Kadir Bey’s hand, placing it on his forehead as tradition required.
‘You must inform us what happened to you,’ Kadir Bey said. ‘Kansu was deeply grieved for he
thought you were dead. He spent many a pitch night in self-blame.’
Kadir Bey indicated that he should sit.
Mustafa began his narrative.
‘Whilst in captivity to Sabbatai, Vatican agents mounted a surprise attack on his guards. They were
successful in freeing me, and I was taken to their hideout. For days Adeodatus strived to sway me to their
cause. I saw merit in deceiving them. I pretended to be convinced and won his confidence. When we heard
Sabbatai had left for Izmir, with Kansu along with him, we also set out.’
‘You traveled with the Vatican’s seasoned spy without invoking his suspicion?’ Kadir Bey was
duly impressed.
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‘Yes,’ Mustafa admitted. ‘I led him to believe that I could use Kansu to near the Anti-Christ and
assassinate him.’
‘Anti-Christ?’ Kadir Bey questioned doubtfully.
Mustafa forced a grim smile. ‘I apologize, Bey. I have spent too long a time with the infidel. My
tongue is still in adjustment to their rhetoric.’
Kadir Bey motioned that it was of little importance and prompted Mustafa to continue.
‘When we arrived in Izmir, it was much too late. Sabbatai had already set sail to Thessalonica. And
so, Adeodatus and I boarded the next ship to counter them there,’ Mustafa explained. ‘Yet, in Thessalonica,
we discovered that Sabbatai had never arrived. Adeodatus grew frustrated and angry. I took advantage of
his confusion.’
Mustafa withdrew Korkmaz the Tartar’s Seal from his pocket and placed it on the table.
Kadir Bey inspected it.
‘This is indeed Korkmaz’s Seal,’ the Chief of spies said after a while.
Mustafa nodded slowly. ‘It was in Adeodatus’s possession. There is more, Bey.’
Next, Mustafa placed a piece of paper with names and locations written on it.
‘This is a list of Vatican hideouts and caches all over the Sultan’s Empire,’ Mustafa pointed out.
Kadir Bey read through the list in astonishment.
‘And Adeodatus?’ he quizzed. ‘He is the source of this list, I imagine.’
Mustafa grinned. ‘He is also here.’
The blue-eyed Janissary unwrapped the large oval object he had brought with him. It was a glass jar
filled with honey to preserve a decapitated head.

***
Fabio Chigi remembered the day he had been elected Pope, and had adopted the name Alexander VII. The
conclave had gathered to elect a new Vicar of Christ, after the death of Pope Innocent X. The bronze doors
of the Sistine Chapel had been secured once more on the 7 th of April, 1955. Inside, most would have
marveled at the architectural planning: Michelangelo’s startling 12,000 square feet of art, together with the
works of Raphael, Bernini and many others. The Conclave had reached its eightieth day, failing to appoint a
new Pope. Each day the election proved to be a task that tested patience. It had become an impossible task
to agree on one among them, until Chigi begun to use his influence on the fiftieth day. With the Spanish
nobility and monarch behind him, he had changed the atmosphere of the Sistine Chapel. At last, on the
eightieth day, in order of seniority, the cardinals made their way to the altar, and before placing their ballot,
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turned to face the hall to invite Jesus Christ to be their witness as they chose the one that they felt deserving
of Papacy.
Chigi had studied the paintings around the Chapel during all the waiting, in particular, The Last
Judgment by Michelangelo. Chigi had smirked. The Cretan painter El Greco had once criticized
Michelangelo’s painting on the altar wall – and he had not been the only one to voice his opinion of disgust.
In fact, on completion of The Last Judgment, Biagio de Cesena, the Master of Ceremonies, had declared after
viewing the mountains of erotic flesh and angels kissing, that it was an abomination to have these naked
bodies displayed in the Chapel. Biagio de Cesena had continued to argue that these visuals were only fit for
a tavern or bath-house.
The great Michelangelo responded by giving Biagio’s face to Minos in his artwork. Minos was
known as the Lord of the Damned, and the image of Minos, having his penis in the serpent’s mouth had
been Michelangelo’s payback to Biagio’s harsh criticisms.
After the final cardinal placed his vote, Cardinal Rospigliori had begun to unfold the papers from
God’s ballot-box. He would read each one aloud, and then pass it onto his assistant, who would confirm
the name and then pass it onto the next assistant who would copy the name down onto a tally sheet.
Nothing surprised Chigi, as at each vote Rospigliori would read out his name. Spain had done their work
well, Chigi knew. His name kept echoing throughout the Sistine Chapel.
‘Fabio Chigi…Fabio Chigi…Fabio Chigi…’
Now, at the last month of 1666, Chigi again stood in the Sistine Chapel, but this time it was barren
of two-hundred electing cardinals. Chigi’s focus was on the painting of Minos being fellated by the snake,
right behind the altar where he had been declared the new Pope. He drew a sense of inspiration from it, and
turned to the other man that was with him.
‘You have failed Adeodatus,’ Chigi’s voice echoed eerily.
‘Your Eminence,’ Adeodatus stepped forward, ‘the Anti-Christ, with the curse of the devil’s luck,
managed to alter the ship’s destination, whereas I was already bound for Thessalonica to finish the deed.
An escape of this kind is most strange.’
‘All throughout the lands of the Levant, there would have been opportunity enough to silence
Satan’s Messenger,’ Chigi insisted.
Adeodatus bowed respectfully. ‘Holy Father of Kings, I thought it wise to pit Jew against Jew. I had
carefully calculated all my moves to ensure Christendom would not be blamed for Sabbatai’s assassination.
Yet, Satan guards His champion well.’
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Chigi pondered for a moment. ‘The Beast feeds off this unholy time, Adeodatus. It is testament to
1666 being His year. The Anti-Christ was rescued from execution to join forces with the Sultan. Of course it
is all Satan’s doing to exterminate Christianity. Indeed, Sabbatai Zevi, under his new alias, has become the
Gate-Keeper of the Sultan’s Palace. This could be the beginnings of Islam and Judaism merging to form a
new religion, one that will secure Satan’s reign on earth. Reports tells us that Zevi is still regarded the
Messiah among the Jewry of Europe. I estimate that much time is needed until Sabbatai’s conversion is
considered a grave insult to them.’
‘There is more to contemplate, Eminence,’ Adeodatus informed. ‘Since Sabbatai is still accepted as
Messiah, his example could spark a series of mass conversions to Islam among the Jews.’
Chigi sulked. ‘The Anti-Christ is a fatal influence. We cannot allow Satan to triumph.’
‘Here rests an advantage, Eminence,’ Adeodatus reasoned. ‘I now have a trusted agent within the
Istanbul Palace, walking free of suspicion. Mustafa is a Janissary confused over his past, unsure where his
loyalties lie. His soul is weak and his blurred mind open to manipulation.’
Chigi’s eyes blazed with anticipation. ‘Tell me of the advantage, Adeodatus.’
‘Your Holiness,’ Adeodatus began, ‘I sacrificed the whereabouts of several unimportant caches and
agents to make Mustafa’s return from a long absence positively convincing. His superiors never suspected a
thing. In fact, they were impressed with Mustafa’s findings. Meanwhile, Mustafa continues to deceive,
awaiting my orders to murder Sabbatai at the most opportune instant. Should Sabbatai Zevi be killed under
the Sultan’s nose, Your Holiness, the Jews will never trust the Muslims again. Thus, Satan’s plan of unity
among Islam and Judaism will be annihilated.’
Chigi nodded thoughtfully.
‘The Gate-Keeper,’ he repeated, more to himself, ‘the only door open to you is the portal to Hell.’
The Pope turned to his agent, ‘Sabbatai’s duty as Gate-keeper is a cryptic message to us. The Lord said: upon
this rock I will build my church and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. Therefore, the Anti-Christ must not
be allowed to open those gates, to unleash the demons that will dislodge the stones of Christ’s structure.
‘Listen with attention, Adeodatus. False Messiahs have emerged from all over Europe: Germany,
France, Holland, England and Poland, to name a few. In 1534, Charles V had a Spaniard, a certain Solomon
Malcho burned to death for declaring he was the Messiah. In 1556, Jacob Melstinski of Poland announced he
was Christ and met his doom; as did David Jorries also from Poland, who was burnt at the stake in 1556 for
the same claim, and numerous others. They were all emissaries of the devil which we were able to destroy
because they appeared in Christian lands. However, Satan is cunning, aware of our success in destroying
His surrogates in the past. That is why the Beast has selected His new representative from the land of Islam
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to ensure his survival. Hence, each breath Zevi inhales is an act of defiance against the Son of God, Lord
Jesus Christ.’
The Vatican spy predicted what was to follow from the Holy See’s lips.
‘Adeodatus,’ the Pope charged, ‘the work of angels again awaits you.’

***

As reward for his mission, Kansu had been given 1,000 acres of land outside Istanbul, where farming soil
was most yielding. Kansu was still unsure what to do with it. A life in the barracks had not prepared him
for luxury and relaxation, and certainly not enough experience to exchange his sword for a spade. It was
just as well that this month of December rained sheets of snow, giving the impression that life and activity
had grinded to a halt, buried under a few feet of white.
On this property had been a small stone-house, occupied for many years by a Pasha who has
passed on without a family. Kansu decided to use the original structure and expand it. With the handsome
pension he was receiving from Istanbul, he did just that. It had become a larger home now, filled with a
live-in servant - who cooked and cleaned - and an errand boy, courtesy of the Palace. Kansu was at last
allowing himself to unwind, pondering what to do when the snow melted and the sun began to beat down
on his vast land, with all this yielding soil. Would he plant vegetables, and retire to a soft life?
A letter had rescued him from such thoughts that cold afternoon. It was from Kadir Bey. The
Janissary read the letter in front of his fireplace, tossing more wood to feed the flames. However, its warmth
paled in comparison to the glow of the letter. Kadir Bey had written to inform him that Mustafa had indeed
returned. Not only had Mustafa reappeared unscathed, he had succeeded in uncovering a network of
Vatican spies and their hideouts. The necessary arrests had already been made. Therefore, Mustafa’s
contributions were profoundly important and accurate. His gardash had also beheaded Adeodatus, Kadir
Bey stressed in the letter. And for his services, Mustafa had been promoted to Chief of the Palace Guards.
Kansu was overjoyed at the news. But, at the same time, he sensed a vague disappointment. He had
expected Mustafa to hand-deliver such a letter to him, to laugh in his face in the doorway and ask him why
he looked like he had seen a ghost.
The second half of Kadir Bey’s letter concerned Sabbatai, or Aziz Mehmed as he was now called. It
seemed Sabbatai was on his best behavior as the Gatekeeper, the seraglio chamberlain, wearing a distinctive
white silk uniform and turban. In fact, Kadir Bey continued in his letter, in his spare time Sabbatai was
noted to be intensively studying the Quran to become a very good Muslim scholar. Here, Kansu could feel
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Kadir Bey’s distrust in Sabbatai from his choice of words. Apparently, Izmir had also quieted down; days
passed in normality, without further incident. The Zevi fever was being expelled from Izmir’s Jewry, but it
would take more time for Jews abroad to accept Sabbatai as a charlatan, Kadir Bey stressed.
The letter communicated another surprise for the Janissary. Sara had also resurfaced. Promptly,
Sara had also converted to Islam, taking the name Fatima and was living with her husband in the Palace.
Kansu shook his head in dismay. He had hoped that he would never hear about Sara again, that she would
vanish and follow the advice he had given her on the ship. Indeed, she had convincingly sworn to as much.
Now the Janissary feared that the headaches and heartaches would return to harass him.
Kansu made up his mind. He was going to the Palace to visit Mustafa and have a discussion with
Kadir Bey. Yet, his decision coincided with another unexpected surprise when his errand boy, Hilmi, of
twelve years, rushed into his room, panting.
‘Kansu Effendi!’
‘Yes, little Hilmi, what is it?’
‘You have visitors!’
Kansu smiled.
There could be only one visitor who would chase that letter – Mustafa, who after seeing the letter
already opened, would simply throw up his shoulders in a bellowing laugh and admit he had been outrun
by the Royal Messengers. Kansu halted. The boy had said visitors. He wondered who Mustafa had with
him. Hilmi began to illustrate, that two younger men were on horseback, and only an older one among
them had dismounted. They were waiting outside in the cold.
‘Let the big bald one in,’ Kansu ordered.
Hilmi scratched his head. ‘There is nobody like that, Effendi.’
With those words, Kansu fastened his sword around his waist.
Hilmi’s eyes became rounder, anxious. Kansu ruffled the boy’s hair,
‘There is nothing to fear, Hilmi,’ Kansu told him. ‘Are you forgetting your Effendi is a Janissary?’
Outside, with snow falling around them, Kansu saw the three men. They were richly dressed,
noble-like. The two on horseback appeared to be in their late forties, or early fifties; it was hard to pinpoint
their age, for they appeared well-nourished. The older one, swift in movement despite his age, was
probably in his sixties.
‘We have obtained many diverse presents from the island of Tinos,’ the older man said, bowing
theatrically.
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Kansu sighed. Merchants, dressed to impress, he guessed. Indeed, some of them sought out
potential customers to establish rapport before inviting them to their stores.
‘There is nothing from Tinos that I require,’ Kansu frowned. ‘Do not let the vastness of my property
disillusion you. I am a man of few possessions and needs. Good day to you all.’
Kansu turned his back on them and marched back to his door. One had to be stern with such
persistent men of commerce.
‘No, no, Kansu Bey,’ the old man called after him.
Kansu stopped, turned to face them.
‘How is it you know my name?’
‘Ah,’ the old man’s eyes glittered. ‘Emmanuel, you have grown to be an able-bodied, fit young man.
I remember you as a child in Cyprus.’
‘Who are you, old man?’ Kansu asked, taking a step forward. Not only did this individual know his
name, he also knew his real one.
‘I am Hizir,’ he grinned. ‘No, no, I have nothing to sell. Nor am I a fortune-teller. I do not need to
read the lines in your palms, when the crescent scar on your shoulder will suffice.’
Kansu’s curiosity was needled. From his posture and confidence, Hizir was a man who knew a lot.
‘Speak more, you are most interesting,’ Kansu remarked, touching the hilt of his sword for effect.
Hizir looked around, taking in the blankets of ice over the landscape. ‘This life is not for you Kansu
Bey. There is no harm in trying, certainly. You can plant apple trees, orange trees, grapes. You could raise
animals on this land too, and for the love of Allah distribute free meat every Eid. But, you will eventually
realize that you do not belong here. And you will be right to think so because, quite frankly, you are a
different breed of man.’
Kansu was trying to piece together the morsels of information presented to him. Hizir was talented
in drawing him in - he knew about his scar, and knew about his soldiering, but to what purpose?
Hizir cleared this throat. ‘Many years ago, I was in the employ of Valideh Kosem whose real name
was Anastasia, the daughter of a Greek priest from Tinos. She was the mother of Murad IV, and of Ibrahim,
and consequently the grandmother of the present Sultan Mehmet IV. Murad died of cirrhosis, and Kosem
placed her other son Ibrahim on the throne. Ibrahim was of a rather weak disposition and this allowed
Kosem to rule the Empire as she wished. However, in time, Ibrahim’s concubine gained much influence –
this concubine is Khadija Turhan, the mother of Mehmet IV today.’
‘I do not need a lesson in royal lineage,’ Kansu said.
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‘Patience Kansu Bey,’ Hizir showed his white teeth. ‘We are getting to the interesting parts. You see,
Murad IV had a son from one of his concubines. Kosem had the child secretly sent to Cyprus to be raised by
an ordinary family as her safeguard should power be wrestled from her clutches. A Queen-mother losing
her influence over her son is devastating in the Palace − a place where intrigue never ends and danger has
no face. But a fresh Sultan, a child taking instructions only from his grandmother would be ideal. Kosem
brokered an arrangement with the Palace officials and had her own son Ibrahim murdered. Mehmet IV was
only seven when he ascended the throne. Naturally he would listen to his own mother, Khadija, than
grandmother Kosem, correct?’
Hizmir smiled again. ‘Khadjia had Kosem murdered. Thus, the secret of her other grandson - the
other heir - was buried with her.’
Kansu had found Hizir’s narrative enormously fascinating. He recalled how Kosem had come to the
Janissary barracks, watching him digging graves for the disorderly Janissaries that had been executed with
muskets that day. Her gaze had been directed at the crescent scar on his shoulder all along.
Hizir continued. ‘However, Mehmet IV prefers to spend his time hunting in Edirne rather than
involving himself in the Empire’s matters. It proves that Kosem was indeed a wise woman, her initial choice
far more superior to Khadija’s son in every respect.’
Sultan Mehmet IV was reputed to have nearly a thousand falcons, and enjoyed prolonged hunting
expeditions. There was gossip regarding how the Sultan spent more time hunting than tending to the
Empire’s needs, just as Hizir had related.
‘Your words are treasonous,’ Kansu warned.
‘One must be realistic,’ Hizir shrugged cordially. ‘Many Sultans come and go. Assassinated or
dethroned, a weak Sultan is cast out and a powerful heir made to ascend. It is all quite normal.’
‘Then in whose name do you speak, old one?’ Kansu asked.
‘The Messiah, Sabbatai Zevi, of course,’ Hizir replied. ‘Suppose the heir to the throne - with the
mark of the crescent - joined forces with the Messiah, there would be no power to stop them the world
over.’
‘Messiah?’ Kansu laughed, though it hurt his throat. ‘I was present at Sabbatai’s trial, old man. And
to the best of my recollection you were not. Do you really trust a fraud that shuns his religion, denies all
messianic activities, curses his own family of faith, and reduces himself to a servant to save his skin?’
‘You are mistaken, Kansu Bey,’ Hizir said. ‘Even Moses was obliged to live part of his life in the
Pharaoh’s Court before his time was right to lead his people. That particular decision is between The Lord
and His Chosen, and not of our choosing. Also, the scriptures do intimate that the Messiah shall suffer.
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Moreover, the fact that Sabbatai was not executed is miracle enough. Perhaps now you understand Sabbatai
Zevi’s apostasy in better light?’
‘You are raving mad, old one,’ Kansu argued. ‘Now what of a crescent scar? What is it that you
imply?’
‘More on that later,’ Hizir winked. ‘Firstly, I object as to how you could argue against the Messiah,
especially since you were fortunate enough to witness His miraculous powers in Gaza, first-hand.’
‘I’ve had time to dwell on that,’ Kansu said. ‘The method occurred to me recently.’
‘There is no palpable explanation for the Messiah’s miracle,’ Hizir argued. ‘It was a spiritual
transcendence blessed by Adonai.’
‘I have a physical explanation,’ Kansu said firmly. ‘I always wondered what was behind the deaths
of two beggars; one of which was a dwarf. Now that my mind is less burdened I have been able to pick up
the pieces. Every illusion requires a distraction, old man. When armed men stormed the synagogue, I had
accepted this as a failed assassination attempt by those who reasoned that Sabbatai’s unworldly powers
would be at their most vulnerable stage. This is what we were led to believe. Yet, the attackers fled as
suddenly as they had aggressed, offering a token resistance. Therefore, it was all a plan to distract the
onlookers.’
Hizir smiled. ‘It makes little sense, Janissary Bey. The attack did not deter the Messiah from
proceeding. You saw the lid sealed upon Him?’
‘That was very clever,’ Kansu admitted. ‘After the assault, when our eyes were back on the stone
coffin, we saw Sabbatai’s hands curling upwards, voice muffled; even helping to slide the lid in place over
himself. Only, they were not Sabbatai’s hands. They were the hands of another, wearing the exact replicas of
Sabbatai’s rings. During the attack, when some people from the crowd were also harmed, everybody rushed
to exit the synagogue. Amidst the spontaneous chaos, Sabbatai had shed his robe, leaving it in the coffin,
and rushed out with the crowd to begin his journey to Hebron. His double climbed inside, and the second
phase was ready.’
Hizir laughed, shaking his head. ‘You are imaginative. I find it difficult to grasp how the Messiah
would go unrecognized, simply by shedding a robe. Are you sure your version of the event is foolproof?’
‘I think so,’ Kansu replied. ‘Sabbatai could easily go unrecognized if he wore beggar’s rags beneath
his exquisite robe. In the atmosphere of panic, nobody would notice such a character. When he crawled into
the sarcophagus a secret signal was given. The trouble-makers burst inside, long enough to enable
Sabbatai’s orchestrated departure during the mass confusion.’
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‘And a look-alike crawled inside the sarcophagus to take His place, you say?’ Hizir thought for a
moment. ‘No, no, Bey. It is still highly unlikely. That does not explain how the stone coffin was wrapped in
chains, left inside an abandoned synagogue for a day, then carried and placed into the sea with the chains
intact for another two days. A double or not, the stone coffin was bereft of a living body when re-opened.’
It was Kansu’s turn to laugh. ‘That is where the two beggars come in, for only a dwarf could hide in
the synagogue undetected, as the doors were locked and the building surrounded. The dwarf memorized
the way the chains were crisscrossed, removing them to let out his friend inside. The second beggar was
Sabbatai’s height, and would have many hours to slide open a fraction of the lid to let himself out, with a
nudge of help from the dwarf, of course. Afterwards, taking care to leave Sabbatai’s robe inside, the pair
replaced the lid, re-wrapped the chains and obscured themselves in some corner till daylight. In the
morning, Zarkov and his men came to carry the empty stone coffin away in front of the masses. It crossed
not a soul’s mind to comb all areas of the synagogue in case of persons hiding in the shadows. Indeed,
everyone’s attention was fixated on the sarcophagus, the miracle in progress. I am sure the two beggars were
promised large sums, but silence is golden, and so they were disposed of. Two days later, when the stone
coffin was hauled out of the water, the display of Sabbatai’s robe – with no Sabbatai in it ‒ was the finishing
touch.’
‘Marvellous!’ Hizir was extremely impressed. ‘You are the owner of a scholar’s mind, and artistic
too. Nevertheless, your theory is farfetched. Much too muddled to convince the know-nothings of this
world, and it is they who shall always outnumber the intelligent. However, let me digress. Whether you
accept it as factual or not, the Sabbatai’s miraculous escape from Gaza did occur. Since the two beggars are
dead, your theory is fated to remain rootless.’
‘And what have you to show for it, old man?’
‘I am here to offer an alliance. A coalition between you and the Messiah would be a force to reckon
with,’ Hizir explained.
Kansu was puzzled. This had to be a trap. Somebody wanted to measure his loyalty to the Sultan.
Yet, it was a rather fruitless experiment when one weighed his services to bring Sabbatai Zevi to trial.
Hizir flashed a conspiratorial grin. ‘Think of it as a token of gratitude from the Messiah.’
‘You must have worms wriggling beneath your scalp, old fool. I played an active role in ruining his
messianic career for eternity,’ Kansu objected.
‘Think, Janissary Bey,’ Hizir implored, without offense. ‘Without your timely intervention would the
Messiah be living in his rightful home – the Palace? Destiny has weaved your lives together. With your
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mature mind you cannot possibly accept slippery Spiro and his wife Maria as your real parents or their
offspring the pampered Niko as your real brother. Admit there is a gap in your childhood.’
‘A void filled in the Janissary barracks,’ Kansu snapped.
‘That was never your rightful home either,’ Hizir smirked. ‘Did you know your father was a great
warrior? Oh yes. I knew him quite well actually. Murad IV never lazed around in Palaces like the Sultan we
have now. I see you have inherited your father’s exceptional strength. He could wrestle more than two
opponents at once. You should have seen how enormous his mace was. Yet, from the way he swung it you
would think it lighter than a feather. He also had a knack for dressing in common clothes and patrolling the
streets. He could visit a mosque, a church and a tavern in a single night, and none would be the wiser. This
talent you have also acquired. You truly are your father’s son, Kansu Bey.’
Kansu was speechless. His head had swept itself into a storm of biting torment.
‘As for the crescent scar, consider it a medal from your grandmother, Kosem,’ Hizir said, his eyes
full of faraway memory. ‘A forward-thinking woman, she was. The swine Spiro bled fortunes out of her to
act as your foster parent. But, as all cowards would, laid an egg the minute her power began to falter. Why,
Janissary, you are a Shehzadeh, a Prince.’
Kansu’s blood had boiled. He drew his sword in rage.
‘Oh I like that,’ Hizir pointed at the drawn blade. ‘It is something your father would have done. He
also possessed a temper. Your life is in danger should the current Sultan and his mother - the cunning
Khadija - learn of an existing long-lost heir. That would make you a direct threat to their hegemony.
Understand that your life hangs on your decision to join us under the Messiah’s leadership. The proposition
is open to you, that is, if you are still alive for our next meeting. A lone heir to the Sultan’s throne will not
survive long, especially one without strong allies.’
Now that Kansu had drawn his sword, perhaps for the first time in his life he did not know what to
do with it. He refrained from plunging it into Hizir’s neck, but also deterred from placing the weapon back
into its scabbard. The weapon lingered in his cold hands. Snow accumulated on his forehead, building a
bridge with his frozen sweat.
‘A further incentive, if you please,’ Hizir said, matter-of-factly. ‘The girl. Rachel. Sabbatai Zevi can
bring her back to life. The Messiah has powers to resurrect. This He shall do, should you swear allegiance to
Him.’
Images of Rachel swarmed into his head. He felt a stab of guilt. He had sworn to protect her. His
failure to do so made him wince. His heart sank. Yet, here was a very outlandish proposition. Did this Hizir
solemnly believe in Sabbatai? The snake with legs<the pretender<or was he? No, the Janissary could not
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allow his sanity to be corrupted. They were trying to gain control of his being by embedding such rot in his
head and preying on his emotions. Hizir’s propositions were the equivalent of Sara’s drugs. Hizir mounted
his horse and shivered.
‘Brr, what a cold weather!’ White flakes fell off his coat. ‘Rather rude of me in skipping the
introductions, Janissary, but we had so much to discuss.’
Hizir indicated the two men who had kept quiet all throughout the exchange. ‘They were quite
eager to meet you,’ Hizir went on. ‘The one on my right is Elijah. On my left is Joseph<’
Elijah and Joseph? The Janissary searched his memory for traces of familiarity. He had definitely
heard those two names mentioned together. After a minor delay, the mist began to dissolve. He had read
about them in Kadir Bey’s preparatory reports before embarking on his task, Kansu recollected. To clarify,
Kansu began to study the features of the two silent strangers. Both faces stared at him wordlessly, their
coldness competing with the biting climate. It was their eyes that were most striking. They judged, mocked
and evaluated without as much as a flicker. They were wrathful and dexterous, exuding an oppressive
sense of tension. He had seen those eyes before.
‘Yes, Janissary,’ Hizir pounced to confirm. ‘My companions are kin to the Messiah. They are
Sabbatai Zevi’s brothers. Before we bid you farewell, let us leave you with some nourishment to goad your
brooding. Alone, your bloodline is a curse, but alongside the Messiah, the world could be a rug under your
feet. For what is life but chapters in a book and this one refuses to be closed.’
Tongue-tied and frustrated, Kansu watched the trio gallop into the amplifying snowfalls until they
were specks in the distance, swallowed by powders of ice. His fingers that were still clenching the sword
grew numb. Snow began to pelt down harder, more aggressive. Sheets of relentless white began to engulf
him. It chilled Kansu to the bone. But he hardly moved. He had become ensnared in nature’s assault. He
watched the frost continue to escalate around him.
The Janissary knew the story was far from over.

THE END
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